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S.PREFACE

* IV)
)The United States Air Force SLmier Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRp)

is a program designed to introduce university, college, and technical

if, institute faculty metmers to Air Force research. This is accarplished by

the faculty members ceing selected on a nationally advertised competitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the ammer intersession period to

~C ~perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a

suoject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the

faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to cnpensation, travel and

cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems OCunand, United

States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical

Engineering.

The specific objectives of the 1984 t5AF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers holding

Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further'the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

"Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1984, 152 faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This three vlume document is a compilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty nembers about their summer research

efforts.
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PREFACE

SThe United States Air Force Sunmmer Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRP)

is a program designed to introduce university, college, and technical
irstitute faculty members to Air Force research. This is accomplished by

the faculty members being selected on a nationally advertised canpetitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to

perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a

subject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the
* •[faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to canpensation, travel and

"cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Ccarmand, United

States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical

Engineering.

* The specific objectives of the 1984 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers holding

Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

"Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

"(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

* 'Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

. During the surmer of 1984, 152 faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This three volume cbcument is a conpilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty members about their summer research

efforts.
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LIST OF PARrICIPANTS

NA4E/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Annalingam Anandarajah Degree- Ph.D., Civil Engineering
Assistant Professor 1982
S.D. School of Mines & Tech. Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering
Civil Engineering Dept. Assigned: ESC
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 394-2443

Dr. Gloria Anderson ree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1968
L Chairman Spe-ia ty: Organic Chemistry

Morris Brovn College Assigned: RPL
Chemistry Dept.
Atlanta, GA 30314

,* (404) 525-7831

Dr. Richard Anderson D ty Ph.D., Physics, 1959
Professor SpeiaTty: Optics, Atomic and Molecular
University of Missouri Physics
Physics Department Assigned: APL
Rolla, fV 65401

• (314) 341-4341

Dr.DeborahArmstrong ree: Pt'.D., Biopsycdology, 1982
Assistant Professor SNeurophysiology
university of Texas Assigned: SAM
Life Sciences
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-4458

Dr. Francesco Bacchialoni Degree: Ph. D., Engineering, 1946
Associate Professor Specialty: Control Systems, Digital
University of Lowell Signal Processing,
Dept. of Electrical Eng. microprocessors
Lowell, MA 01854 Assigned: GL
(617) 452-5000

Dr. John Bahng Degree: Ph.D., Astronwny, 1957
Associate Professor Specialty: Astononical Instr.mentation,

' iJOrtnwestern University Computer Programming
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy Assigned: GL
Evanston, IL 60201

!, (312) 492-7527
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List of Pati ci pants (continued: page 2)

"Dr. James Baird .D., Physics, 1959Professor •9e~lat'-,. Spectroscopy-laser,
Brown University MicrowaveChemistry & Physics Dept. Assigned: GL
Providence, RI 02912
(401) 863-3325

"Dr. htkul Banerjee e Ph.D., Animal Physiology,
Professor 1964"Meharry Medical College Secialtty: Respiratory Physiology,Dept. of Physiology Environmental PhysiologyNashville, TN 37208 Assigned: SAM
":615) 327-6288

Dr. Alan Bentley 
___L _"AssistDr.Aant Pfeso Degree: Ph.D., InfraredSAssistant Professor Astrophysics, 1980Eastern Montana College Specialty: Infrared Physics andDept. of Physics Astrophysics"Billings, MT 59101 Assigned: GL

(406) 657-2026

Dr. Richard Bernhard ! Ph.D., Operations Research,"Profess-or 1961SNorth Carolina State Univ. _Specialty: Engineering and Manage-ialIndustrial Engr. Dept. Econcmics; Decision AnaL.
Raleigh, NC 27695 ssigned BRMC
(919) 737-2362

Dr. Albert Biggs D Ph.D., Electrical Engr.,Professor 1968University of Kansas Specialty: Microwaves and AntennasElectrical Engr. Dept. 7siqne.- AL• -Lawrence, KS 66045
"," (913) 864-4836

Dr. Louis Buckalew R M.D., Phys. Psychology,0' Associate Professor 1984Alabama A&M University Specialty: Physiological PsychologyDept. of Psychology A.igneT U=
SNormal, AL 35762
(205) 859-7451

"Mr. Mike Burlakoff e M.S., Math/Computer Science,-* Assistant Professor 1965"Southwest Mo. State Univ. Specialty" Languages and EhnviromnentsCu-O•tter Science Dept. A- .. AL
Springfielj, MO 65804
(417) 836-5930
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List of Participants (continued: page 3)

Dr. Myron Calhoun Degree: Ph. D., Electrical Engr.,
Associate Professor 1967

Kansas State University Specialty: Digital Hardware and
Computer Scienca3 Dept. Software
Manhattan, KS 66506 Assigned: AD
(913) 532-6350

L

Dr. Jeya Chandra Degree: Ph. D., Ind. Eng. and
Assistant Professor Operations Rsch., 1980
Pennsylvuana State Univ. Spialty: Stochastic Processes
Dept. of Ind. & Mgmt. Engr. Asi gned: SN4
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-2358

Dr. Do Chang D Ph. D., Chemistry, 1968
Associate Professor Scialty: Chemical Kinetics, Phase
rAverett College Transitions
Chemistry Department Assigned: AD
Danville, VA 24541
(804) 793-7811

Dr. HIuei-huang Chiu Deree: Ph.D., Aeronautical Eng.,
Professor 1962
University of Illinois Specialty: Caobustion, Fluid
Dept. of Mechanical Engr. Mechanics, and PMopulsion
Chicago, IL 60680 Assijned: APL
(312) 996-3426

Dr. Philip Chong Degree: Ph. D., Ind. Eng. and
Assistant Professor Operations Rsch., 1977
Dept. of Industrial bngr. Specialty: Computerized Resource
North Dakota State Univ. Planning and Scheduling
Fargo, ND 58105 Assigned: tfr
"(701) 237-7223

Dr. Louis Chow Degree: Ph. D.. Mechanical Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1978
Washington State University Specialty: Heat Transfer, Fluid

2 Mechanical Engr. Dept. Dynamics
Pullman, ýqA 99164 Assigned: APL
(509) 335-1327

Dr. David Chung Degree: Ph. D., Solid State
i'rofessor Physics, 1966

* Howard University Specialty: Fiber Optics Sensors Ultra-
Department of .'hysics sound, Solid State Z1ect.
W vashington, rr- 20059 Assigned: FJSIL
(202) 636-7903
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List of Participants (continued: page 4)

or. .vid Cohoon D ee: Ph. D., Mathematics, 1969
Professor S ialty. Partial Differential
"Temple University Equations
Dept. of Mathematic¢ Assigned: SAM
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-7284

Dr. Frank Colby, Jr. . Ph. D., Meterology, 1983
Assistant Professor Spcat: Boundary-layer
University of Lowell Meteorclogy
Dept. of Earth Sciences Assignsd: GL
'Lowell, tA 01854

S(617) 452-2551

Dr. ibbert Colclaser, Jr. LDeree: Ph. D., Sci., Elec. Engr.,
Professor & Chairman 1968
University of Pittsburgh Specialty: High Power Arcs, Circuit
Electrical Engineer Breaker Design and Test,
Pittsburgh, PA 15261 Electrical Transients

* (412) 624-5391 Assiqned: WL

"Dr. Gregory Corso Dege Ph. D., Engr. PLychology,
Assistant Professor 1978
Georgia Inst. of Tech. Specialty: Human Factors, Harmn
School of Psychology Performance
Atlanta, GA 30332 Assiined: AED2C
(404) 894-2680

Dr. Robert Courter Degree: Ph. D., Aercspace Engr.,
Associate Professor 1965
"Louisiana State University Specialty: Aerodynamics, Gasdyrnamics,
Mechanical Engr. Dept. Blast Waves
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 Assigned: AD
(504) 388-5792

Dr. John Cyranski D Ph. D., Physics, 1974
"Assistant Professor Sialaty: Math. Physics and
Clark College Information Theory

* Physics Department Assioned: GL
Atlanta, GA 30314
•404) 681-3080

Dr. Subramaniam Deivanayagam Degree: Ph. D., Industrial Engr.,
Associate Professor 1973

* University of Texas s Ergonanlcs/•uman Factors
Dept. of Industrial Engr. Assigned: HRL/Wright-Patterson
Arlington, 'TX 76109
(817) 273-3092
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L4At -of W_ icipants (continued: page 5)

Dr. Hermaro Donnert Deree: lPh. D., Mathematics and
Professor Physics, 1951
Kansas State University Specialty: Plasma Physics, Radiation
Dept. of Nuclear Enr. Physics
Manhattan, KS 66506 Assicgned: PJS.L
(913) 532-5960

Dr. Robert Doran Degree: Ph. D., Physiologicalm
Assistant Professor Chemistry, 1976
Kent State University Specialty: Neurochemistry
Dept. of Biological Sci. Assigned SAM
Kent, OH 44242
(216) 672-3613

Dr. George Doyle, Jr. Degree; Ph. D., Mechanical Engr.,
Associate Professor 1973
University of Dayton Specialty: Dynamics
Mechanical Engr. Dept. sDL
Dayton, CH 45469
(513) 229-2835

Dr. Eric Drumm Degre: Ph. D., Civil L-aineering,Assistz.nt Professor 1983
University of Tennessee Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engr. signe: •SC
Knoxville, IN 37996
(615) 974-7715

Dr. Charles Drummond, III Deg ee: Ph. D., A~plied Physics,
Associate Professor 1974
Chio State University Specialty: Glass Structure and
Dept. of Ceramic Engr. Properties
Columbus, OH 43210 Assigned: ML
(614) 422-2960

Dr. Delcie Durham Dogrbe: Ph. D., Mechanical Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1981
University of Vermont Specialty: Metal Behavior at High
Civil & Mech. Engr. Dept. Strains and Strain Rates
Burlington, VT 05405 Assigned: ML
(802) 656-3320

Dr. Terrence Dwan Degree: Ph. D., Elecrical Engr.
Associate Professor 1975
The Citadel Sei Lavge Scale Systems,
Dept. of Elect. Engr. Modelling, Controls
Charleston, SC 29409 Assigned: AD
(803) 792-5057
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"List of Participants (continued: page 6)

Dr. Franklin Eastep eag : Ph. D., Aeronautics, 1968
Professor y: Aeroelasticity
University of Dayton ASsi nd: FDL
"Dept. of Aerospace Engr.
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2241

Dr. James Eberhart Degree: Ph. D., Chemistry, 1963
Professor Specialty: Physical and Surface
University of Colorado Chemistry
Chemistry DepFrtment Assigned: FJSRL
Colorado Springs, CO 80933
(303) 593-3284

Dr. Frederick Pisler D25ree: Ph. D., Physics, 1970
Associate Professor STil--'ty: Particle Physics,
College of Staten Island Holography, Accelerators
Dept. of Applied Science Assigned: WL
Staten Island, 1Y 10301
(212) 390-7973

Dr. ERory Enscore, Jr. Degree: Ph. D., Ind. Engr., 1972
Associate Professor y: Industrial Engineering
Penn. State University Aigned: HRL/Wright-Patterson
Dept. of Ind. & Mgmt. Syst. Eng.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-2353

Dr. John Erdei D Ph. D., Physics, 1983
Assistant Professor Secia~ty: Many Body Theory, Critical
Ur.iversity of Dayton Phenomena
Dept. of Physics Assigned: APL
"Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2727

Dr. Adly Fao Degree: Ph. D., Electrical Engr.,
Associate Professor 1977
State University of New York Specialty: Digital Signal Processing
Dept. of. Electrical & Camp. Eng. and System Theory
Buffalo, NY 14260 Assigned: RADC
(716) 636-2422

Dr. Bruce R. Feiring Degree: Ph. D., Industrial Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1979
University of Minnesota Specialty: Optimization
Dept. of Mgmt. Sciences Assigned: HRL/Brooks
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 376-1376
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List of Participants (continued: page 7)

"Dr. William Feld ee: Ph. D., Chemistry, 1971
Associate Professor y: Organic Chemistry
•Wright State University Assigned: ML
Dept. of Chemistry
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2511

" Dr. Dennis Flentge Degree: Ph. D., Physical Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1974
Cedarville College Speciaity: Catalysis, IR Spectroscopy
Dept. of Math/Sci. AssignedV APL
Cedarville, OH 45314
(513) 766-2211

Dr. Cynthia Ford Degree: Ph. D., Educ. Psychology,
Assistant Professor 1979
Jackson State University Specialty: General Psychology,
Psychology Department Statistics
Jackson, MS 39217 Assigned: HRL/Brooks
(601) 968-2371

"Dr. Eddie Fowler Dere Ph. D., Elec. Eng., 1969
Associ 'te Professor Secialty: C31 Modeling and Sim-
Kansas State University ulation Nuclear Degrad-
Electrical Engr. Dept. ation of Ommn. Netwo~rks
Manhattan, KS 66056 Assigned: WL
(913) 532-5600

Dr. Basil Gala Degree: Ph. D., Electrical Engr.,
Professor 1973
"California State University Specialty: Computers-Pattern
Division of Engineering Revognition
Chico, CA 95929 Assigned: RArC
(916) 895-5374

"" Dr. Barry Ganapol Degree: Ph. D., Nuclear Science,
Associate Professor 1971
.University of Arizona Specialty: Particle Transport Theory
Dept. of Nuclear & Energy Engr. Assigned: RADC

Tucson, AZ 85721
"(602) 621-4728

Dr. David Gilliam r . Ph. D., Mathematics, 1977
Yc Assistant Professor Specialty: Applied Partial

Texas Tech. University Differential Equations
"Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: PADC
Lubbock, TX 79409
"(806) 742-2566
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List of Participants (continued: page 8)

SDr. Larry Glasgow Degree: Ph. D., Chemical Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1977
"Kansas State University Specialty: Fluid Mechanics, Transport
"Chemical Engr. Dept. Phenamena, Laser-Doppler
Manhattan, KS 66506 Velocity
(913) 532-5585 Assigned: FJSRL

Dr. Sallie Gordon D Ph. D., Psychology, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Social/Cognitive
"Wright State University Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/Wright-Patterson
Dayton, CH 45435
(513) 873-2391

Dr. Thomas Graham D Ph. D., Physics, 1967
Professor Specialty: Solid State/Surface
University of Dayton Physics/ Magnetic
Physics Dept. Resonance
Dayton, OH 45469 Assignea: ML

0 (513) 229-2329

Dr. Edward Greco, Jr. Degree: Ph. D., Elec./Bioengr.,
Assistant Professor 1976
University of Miami Specialty: Digital Signal Processing,
Biomedical Engr. Dept. Biosystem Analysis and
Coral Gables, FL 33124 Ventilatory Control
(305) 284-2442 Assigned: SAM

Dr. Ronald Greene D Ph. D., Physics, 1974
Associate Professor Specialty: Plasma Spectroscopy
University of New Orleans Assigned: AL
Physics Deptartment
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6714

Dr. Paul Griesacker D Ph. D., Physics, 1963
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Optics, Coherent
Gannon University Radiation

0 Deptartment of Physics Assigned: AL
Erie, PA 16541
(814) 871-7649

Dr. Thomas Gulledge, Jr. ee: Ph. D., Eng. Mgmt., 1981
Assistant Professor Sp ty: Management Science

* Louisiana State University Assigned- BRMC
Dept. of Quantitative Bus. Anal.
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

-.v (504) 388-2126
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List of Participants (continued: page 9)

Dr. Vijay Gupta ree: Ph. D., Chemistry, 1969
Associate Professor c a ty: Physical Chemistry
"Central State University Assigned: ML
Chemistry Department
Wilberforce, OR 45384
(513) 376-6423

Dr. Hendrik Hamneka Degree: Ph. D., Theoretical Chem.,
Professor 1956
University of Pennsylvania Specialty: Quantum Chemistry,
Chemistry Dept. Theoretical Chemistry
Philadelphia, PA 19104 Assigned: FJSRL
(215) 898-8303

Dr. Arthur Harriman Degree: Ph. D., Exp. Psychology,
. Professor 1952

Oklahoma State University Specialty: Physiological Psychology
Dept. of Psychology ASsigned: HRIilliams
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 624-6561

f: Dr. Doyle Hasty , .. , 19i7ring1
Assistant Professor 1974
Motlow State Community College Specialty: Electronics, Physics,
Dept. of Engineering Instrumentation, Computers,
Tullahcma, 7N 37388 High-altitude Engine Test.
(615) 455-8511 Assigned: AEDC

Dr. Albert Havener Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1983
University of Dayton Specialt#y: Applied Aero Cptical
Dept. of Mechanical Engr. Measuring Techniques
Dayton, CH 45469 Assigned: FDL
"(513) 229-2835

"Dr. Peter Hierl Degree: Ph. D., Physical Chemistry
Professor 1964
Kansas University Spec •ty: Gas-phase Kinetics
Chemistry Department ss i n -: GL
Lawrence, KS 66045
(913) 864-3019

Dr. Paul Hoffman D Ph. D., Civil "ineering
Assistant Professor 1982
Villanova University Specialty: Structural Eng. and Solid
Dept. of Civil Engineering Mechanics
Villanova, PA 19085 Assigned: ESC
(215) 645-4960
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List of Participants (continued: page 10)

Dr. Brian Holmes D Ph. D., Physics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty Solid State/Low
San Jose State University Temperature; Magnetic
Dept. of Physics Resonance
San Jose, CA 95912 Assigned: RADC
(408) 277-2361

- Dr. Gwendolyn Howze Degree: Ph. D., molecular Biology,
Associate Professor 1974
Texas Southern University Specialty: Cell Biology/Chromatin,
"Dept. of Biology Electron Microscopy,
Houston, TX 77004 Tissue Cult
(713) 527-7005 Assigned: AMRL

Dr. Chen-Chi Hsu ee: Ph. D., Eng. Mech., 1965
Professor ty: Applied Mechanics,
University of Florida Computational Aerodynamics
Dept. of Engineering Sci. Assigned: AD
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0961

Dr. Mario Innocenti Degree: Ph. D., Aeronautics
Assistant Professor Astronautics, 1983
Auburn University Specialty: Flight Dynamics Handling
Aerospace Engr. Dept. Qualities Optimal Control
Auburn, AL 36849 Assigned: FDL
(205) 826-4874

Dr. Kakkattukuzhy Isaac Degree: Ph. D., Aerospace Eng.,
Assistant Professor 1982
University of Missouri Secialty: Fluid Mechanics

SDept. of Mech. & Aero. Engr. Assigned: APL
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4626

Dr. Robert Jackson, Jr. ree: Ph. 0., Elec. Eng., 1982
* Assistant Professor S•--ia-ty: Electromagnetics, Active

University of Massachusetts Devices for Microwave and
Dept. of Elec. & Comp. Engr. Millimeter Wave Integrated
Amherst, MA 01003 Circuits
(413) 545-1386 Assigned: RADC

Dr. Vinod Jain e Ph. D., Mech. Eng., 1980
Assistant Professor pecialty: Materials and Manufactor-
University of Dayton ing, Design, and Tri-
Dept. of Mechanical Engr. biology
Dayton, OH 45469 Assigned: ML
"(513) 229-2835
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"List of Participants (continued: page 11)

Dr. Bruce Janson D Ph. D., Civil Eng., 1981
* ' Assistant Professor Specialty: Engineering Planning and

Carnegie Mellon University Management
. Dept. of Civil Engr. Assigned: IL4C
* •Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Sr (412) 578-3866

Dr. Charles Jones ____ Ph. D., Physics, 1977SAssociate Professor Specialty: Lasers and their

North Carolina Central Applications, Optics,
* Dept. of Physics Electro-Optics

Durham, NC 27707 Assigned: AD
(919) 684-6452

Dr. Walter Jones Degree: Ph. D., Engr. Mechanics,
Assistant Professor 1982

* University of Tennessee Specialty: Mechanical Behavior of
Dept. of Engr. Sci. Mech. Composite Materials
Knoxville, TN 37996 Assigned: FDL

\ (615) 974-7684

Dr. Fcoert Kallman D Ph. D., Mathematics, 1968
Professor Speci :Analys is
North Texas State University Assigned: AD

* Dept. of Mathematics
\, I Denton, TX 76203

(817) 565-2155

Dr. William Kane, Jr. Degree: Ph. D., Organ. Behavior,
Associate Professor 1977
Western Carolina University Specialty: Organizational Behavior-
Management Dept. Strategic Management
Cullowhee, NC 28723 Assigned: HRL/Wright-Patterson
(704) 227-7401

"Dr. Yong Kim Degree: Ph. D., Civil Engineering
Instructor 1984
McNeese State University Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering
Civil & Mechanical Engr. Dept. AIsi'ned: ESC
Lake Charles, LA 70609
(318) 477-2520

Dr. ionald Kline Degree: Ph. D., Mech, and Material
Assistant Professor Sci., 1978
University of Oklahoma Specialty: Nondestructive Testing,
School of Aero. Mech., & Nuc. Eng. Mechanics of Composite
Norman, OK 73019 Materials
(405) 325-5011 Assigned: ML
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List of Participants (continued: page 12)

/ Dr. Kent Knaebel Degree: Ph. D., Chemical Engr.,
Assistant Professor 1980
"Ohio State University Specialty: Adsorption, Ion-exchange,

SChemical Engineering Dept. Separations
Columbus, OH 43210 Assigned: SAM
(614) 422-2508/ •
"Dr. David Kohfeld Degree: Ph. D., Exper. Psychology,
Professor 1966
Southern Illinois University Specialty: Methods of Psydcological
Dept. of Psychology Inquiry
Edwardsville, IL 62006 Assigned: HRL/Williams
(618) 692-2582

Dr. Gabriel Kojoian D Ph. D., Physics, 1966
Associate Professor Specialty: Radio Astrornmy
University of Wisconsin AssMIred: GL
Dept. of Physics/Astronomy

V ;•--Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 836-3148

Dr. Arthur Kovit: .Deree: Ph. 0., Aero Eng., 1957
Professor Specialty: Fluid MechanicsINorthwestern University .AsindV WL
Mechanical Engr. Dept.

.O Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 492-7066

Dr. Madakasira Krishna Degree: Ph. D., Applied Math.,
• P, Associate Professor 1974

South Carolina State College Specialty: Conputational Fluid.0 Dept. of Math. & Comp. Sci. Dynamics
Orang-burg, SC 29117 Assigned: AEDC
"(803) 536-7121

Dr. Raj Krishnan D Ph. D., Physics, 1966
Associate Professor Spec.alty. Nuclear Physics, Solid
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31 Constitutive Modelling for Blast Dr. E. C. Drumm
Induced Wave Propagation

32 SiC Reinforced Glass-Ceramic Dr. Charles H. Drummond
Composites

33 Computer Simulation of TI-6AL-4V Dr. Delcie R. Durham
and Rene' 95 Disks for the T-700
Engine

34 Graphics Generation and Image Dr. Terrence E. Dwan
Enhancement and Restoration
Tecnniques

35 Structural Modifications to Dr. Franklin E. Eastep
Enhance the Active Vibration Con-
trol of Large Flexible Structures

36 Wetting Behavior of Imidazolitum- Dr. James G. Eberhart
Containing Room-Temperature

* Molten Salts

37 The Emittance of Particle and Dr. Frederick R. Eisler
Laser Beams and Measurement of the
"Angle Between Crossed Laser and
Particle Beams to High Precision

38 A Generic Logistics Model for Dr. E. Emory Enscore, Jr.
Evaluating Operational Readiness
of a Weapon System
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Number Title Research Associate

39 Characterizaticr. of Turbulence Dr. John E. Erdei
Through Methods of Field Theory

40 Issues in High Throughput Dr. Pdly T. Fan
Signal Processing

41 Upgrade of Policy Specifying Dr. Bruce Feiring

42 New Phenoxy Substituted Dr. William A. Feld
Dianhydrides

"43 Cyclic Voltammetric and Cobra Dr. Dennis R. Flentge
Analysis of Synthetic Lubricant
Degradation

44 Gender Differences on Subtests Dr. Cynthia A. Ford
"of the ASVAB and the Relationship
Between ASVAB Subtest Scores
and Psychological/Social

. - Variables for Males and Females

45 Ccomunications Network Dr. Eddie R. Fowler
Simulation Topics

46 Nonparametric CFAR Detection of Dr. Basil E. Gala
MTI Radar Signals in Heavy
Clutter

47 Benchmark Solutions for the Dr. Barry D. Ganapol
Spencer-Lewis Equation
Describing Electron Transport
in an Infinite Medium

48 Electromagnetic Waves in a Dr, David S. Gilliam
Disturbed Atmosphere Environment

49 Alternative Computational Dr. Larry A. Glasgow
Methods for Separated Flows on
Pitched Airfoils

"Volume II
"50 Manual and Computer-Aided Dr. Sallie E. Gordon

Sequeittial Diagnostic Inference

* 51 Angle Resolved Ion-Scattering Dr. Thomas P. Graham
Spectroscupy-a Feasibility Study

52 Electrogastrogram and its Dr. Edward C. Greco, Jr.
Effectiveness in Evaluation of
Motion Sickness

S
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Number Title Research Associate

53 Far-Infrared Absorption Dr. Ftlnald L. Greene
Profiles for Shallow Donors
in GaAs-GaA]As Quantum Well
Structures

54 Digital Signal Processing Dr. Paul B. Griesacker
* Approaches for Analysis and

Evaluation of Communication
Systems

55 Production Rate Variations Dr. Thomas R. Gulledge, Jr.
Cost Models

56 Thermal Stability Characteristics Dr. Vijay K. Gupta
of Silahydrocarbons

57 Calculations of Electron Spin Dr. Hendrik F. Hameka
"Resonance Coupling Constants

- 58 Effects of Pyridostigmine on Dr. Arthur E. Harriman
"Performance of Mission-ready
Pilots in the OT Simulation
Facility

59 Propulsion Facility Planning Dr. Doyle E. Hasty
for Test Information Productivity

. Improvement with Emphasis on Data
"measurement Uncertainty in the

• ".• Engine Test Facility

60 A Study on Point Diffraction Dr. A. George Havener
Interfercmetry Plus Holographic
Measurements of a Turbulent
Boundary Layer on a Roughened
"Wind Tunnel Wall

61 Effects of Temperature and Dr. Peter M. Hierl
Reactant Solvation Upon the

* •Rates of Gas-Phase Ion-Molecule
Reactions

"62 A Monte Carlo Sampling of BDR Dr. Paul C. Hoffman
Times

. 63 Bismuth Silicon Oxide: Sample Dr. Brian W. Holmes
Variability Investigated with
Thermally Stimulated Conductivity
and Thermoluminescence
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"Number Title Research Associate

64 Compariscn of Periosteums Dr. Gwendolyln B. Howze
from Femur and Vertebral Bone

65 On a Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Dr. Chen-Chi Hsu
Code aid Transonic Projectile
Aercdynamics

66 Effect of Display Dynamics in Dr. Mario Innocenti
Manual Control Tasks

67 Computational Study of Ramjet Dr. Kakkattukuzhy M. Isaac
Compustor Flowfields

68 Numerical Characterization of Dr. Robert W. Jackson, Jr.
Microstrip Discontinuities on
"Thick Substrates

69 Advanced Physical Modeling/ Dr. Vincd K. Jain
Wedge Test Development

"70 Development of a Vehicle Fleet Dr. Bruce N. Janson
Analysis System

71 Photographic Emulsions for Dr. Charles R. Jones
Preparation of Holographic Filters

72 Fracture Behavior of Cross-Ply Dr. Walter F. Jones
Graphite/Epoxy Composite Laminates

73 The Optimal Construction of Robert R. KallmnL

Synthetic Discriminant Functions
for Optical Matched Filters

74 Stress and Aircraft Maintenance Dr. William D. Kane, Jr.
"Performance in a Caobat
Environment

75 Finite Element Analysis of Dr. Yong S. Kim
Certrifuged "?-crete Culverts

76 Acoustic Emission in Camposites Dr. Ronald A. Kline

77 Process Configuration Alternatives Dr. Kent S. Knaebel
for Separation of Gas Mixtures
by Pressure Swing Adsorption

78 The Distributional Analysis of Dr. David L. Kohfeld
Contrast Sensitivity Measures

"xxxiii
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N4umber Title Research Associate

79 The Relation Between Bard Dr. Gabriel Kojoian

X-Ray Bursts and Type II
Radio Emission

80 Thermal Layer Development Dr. Arthur A. Kovitz
with Energy Flux at the
Ground/Air Interfaice

81 Ccmputational Fluid Dynamics Dr. Madakasira G. Krishna
Grids-Flow Properties Inter-
pretation Algorithm

S82 Development of an Optical Dr. Raj. M. Krishnan
Multichannel Analyzer System

83 Interlaminar Shear Testing Dr. William Kyros
of Carbon/Carbon Composites

84 Two-Dimensional Median for Dr. David C. Lai
Image Preprocessing in Machine
Recognition

85 Psychological Correlates of Dr. Charles L. Lardent, Jr.
Physiological Indicators of
Stress-Related Disorders: A
Search for Structure and
Relatedness

"86 Optical Bistability with Liquid Dr. N.M. Lawardy
Media: Experimental Studies and
Theoretical Predictions

87 Survey of High-Energy Molecular Dr. E. Miller Layton, Jr.
Systems

88 Rewrite of AFM 28-345 Dr. Evelyn J. Leggette

89 Numerical Simulation of a Dr. Meng-sing Liou
Supersonic Inlet Flow

90 Information Processing Analysis Dr. David F. Lohman
of Spatial Synthesis and of the
Relationship Between Learning
and Intelligence

91 Suboptimum Extrapolation for Dr. Lonnie C. Ludeman
Spectral Estimation
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Number Title Research Associate

92 Silane-Treated Silica Fillers Dr. Larry M. Ludwick
,* for Elastomer Reinforcement

93 The Application of Structural Dr. Robert MacCallum
Equation Modeling to
Experimental Data

94 The use of the Instantaneous Dr. William S. McCormick
Frequency Transient in the
Design and Optimization of
the Channelized Receiver and
Instantaneous F.equency
Measurement (IFM) Versiorn of
the Passive EW Receiver

95 Techniques for Ultra-Short Dr. Odis P. McDuff
"Pulses in Nd:YAG Lasers

96 Plasma Generation and Dr. Bernard McIntyre
Diagnostics for Ionospheric
Plasma Simulation

97 Spectroscopic Studies of Dr. Richard E. Miers
Thyratron Discharges

98 on Interfacing Logic Programming Dr. John T. Minor
Systems and Relational Databases .; - 9 ro •

Volume III
" , ,99/ ,valuationsof Models for Liquid Dr. Charles E. Mitchell

Propellant Rocket Corbustion
Instability.

)

100 - Large Space Structure Dynamic Dr. Don Mittleman
Testing -

101 - Acquisition of Wind Tunnel Dr. Dale F. Moses
Wall Pressure Distributions
for use in Developing Af3-D
Transonic Wall Correction Code.

102 Leadership Effects as Measured Dr. Kevin W. Mossholder
byj the Organizational
Assessment Packager- A MPlti-
level Perspective.

103 -Raman Spectroscopy of Unstimulated Dr. James J. Mrotek
and Stimulated Cultured Normal and
Neoplastic Human or Mammalian
"Cells ..
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Number Title Research Associate

/
104 ½Preliminary Monte Carlo Dr. R. D. Murphy

Studies of the Structure of
Molten Salts:

105 r-Military Family Stress,; Dr. Lena Wright Myers

106 Air Oxidation of Hydrazine -- Dr. Datta V. Naik
A "Ai<inetic2tudy"

107 1Conceptual Design of the USAF Dr. Stephan J. Nix
Installation Restoration
Program Information Management
System1n

108 The(Cytotoxic Effects of Dr. William N. Norton
Trimethylpentane on Rat Renal
Tissue,

109 -Corrputer-Based Optimization Dr. Kendall E. Nygard
Algorithms for LOGAIR Cargo
Allocation

110 .- aser Damage Studies in Dr. R1bert M. O'Connell
Purified and Plasticized
Po. ',iAybiethacrylatesý

":*; 111 Zxperumental Physics Aspects r Dr. William B. Pardo
of 6'#- AFPAL Railgun Effort

112 Analysie of the Validity of Dr. Martin A. Patt
SBarnes T"rL smissometer Data

113 Permanent Pt-riodic Magnets and Dr. James D. Patterson
the Rem- •,icibility of
Travel -., Wave Tubes

114 Operator Activities in Wind Dr. M. Carr Payne, Jr.
Turni'-l 4T

115 Future Tactical Air Control Dr. William Perrizo
"System Database Design

"116 Raman Spectroscopy of Dr. Boake L. Plessy
Glycosaminoglycans from

-* Bovine Cornea

117 Study of Control Mixer Concept Dr. Kuldip S. Rattan
for Reconfigurable Flight
Control System
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ReportNumRer Title Research Associate

118 Analyslis of Armor Bracketry Dr. Hemen Ray

119 Artificial Intelligence and Dr. Larry H. Reeker
Computational Linguistics
Research

120 Mathematical Modeling of the Dr. David B. Reynolds
Human Cardiopulmonary System

121 Nonlinear Modeling of Seat Dr. Joseph E. Saliba
"Cushions

122 The Relationship of Fibrinogen Dr. Walter L. Salters
and Plasna Lipids to Bubble
Formation at the Air Interface
During Decompression Sickness

123 N/A Dr. Lowell Schipper

r 124 Evaluation of Training Performance Dr. obert E. Schiegel
for the USAF Criterion Task Set

125 Regenerative Heat Transfer in an Dr. Howard Schleier
LSSCDS Engine

126 Raman Spectroscopy Studies of Dr. James Schneider
Extrinsic P-'ype Silicon

127 Bacteriologic Techniques for the Dr. Gordon D. Schrank
k. Isolation and Identification of
I• " Legionellae

128 A Three-Dimensional Radiation Dr. Keith L. Seitter
Boundary Condition for Mesoscale
I"Numerical Models

129 Calculation of Enhanced Heating Dr. Paavo Sepri
f .in Turbulent Boundary Layers

Influenced by Free Stream7 Turbulence

130 An Adjoint Systems Approach to Dr. Robert E. Shaw

Learning and Transfer of Training

131 The Theory of Self-Heating Dr. John W. Sheldon
Phenomena in Explosives with

"'. Applications to EAK
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Report
Number Title Research Associate

132 The Development of Dr. Harold Sorensen
"Computational Efficiencies in
Continuum Finite Element Codes
"using Matrix Difference
"Equations

133 Base Communications Architecture Dr. Charles J. Spiteri

Security Issues

134 Cardiovascular Responses of Dr. William Squires
High- and Low-Fit Men to Head-
Down Rest Followed by Ortho-
stasis and Exercise

135 Fi-ccxrurndations on Combustion Dr. Arthur M. Sterling
Research at Tyndall Air Force
Base, Florida

136 Electromagnetic Lens Design Dr. Alexander P. Stone
Techniques

137 The Role of Antioxidant Dr. William L. Stone
Nutrients in Preventing
Hyperbaric Oxygen Damage to
the Retina

138 Naphthalene Adsorption by Dr. Jimmy J. Street

Florida Soils

139 An Optimal Trajectory Problem Dr. John J. Swetits

140 The Role of Vortex Shedding in Dr. Richard S. Tankin
a Bluff-Body Combustor

141 An Investigation of Dr. William E. Thomas
Acetylcholine as a
Neurotransmitter of Cerebellar
Mossy Fibers

142 Unified Real Part of Dr. Ken Tomiyama
Susceptibility over Millimeter
through Infrared Region

143 Numerical Modeling of Multi- Dr. Albert Y. Tong
phase Turbulent Recirculating
Flows in Sudden-Expansion Ramjet

Geometry
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Number Title Research Associate

144 Development of Three Dr. Robert J. Vance
"Covariance Structure Models
for Analysis of Performance
Measurement Project Data

145 Laminarization in Highly Dr. Brian Vick
Accelerated Flow

146 Development of Computer Dr. Stephen A. Wallace
Assisted Instruction in
Basic Electronic Trouble

1 Shooting

147 The Development of a Dr. Yin-min Wei
Computerized System for
Management Information and
Inter-Office Communication

0 148 The Processing Window for the Dr. Isaac Weiss
Near Beta Ti-1OV-2Fe-3Al Alloy

149 Effects of Humidity on Gaseous Dr. Martin D. Werner
Phase Adsorption of
Trichloroethylene by Activated
Carbon

150 A Comparative Analysis of Dr. Johnny R. Wilson
Whispered and Normally Phonated

- Speech using an LPC-10 Vocoder

"151 Cognitive Factors in Caiputer- Dr. Krystine B. Yaworsky
Aided Fault Diagnosis

152 Characterization of Ceramic- Dr. Chyang John Yu
Ceramic Composites
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"EVALUATION OF MODELS FOR LIQUID PROPELLANT

ROCKET COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

by

"Charles Z. Mitchell

ABSTRACT

"Models for the determination of the stability characteristics of liquid

propellant rocket engine combustors are evaluated. Recommendations

concerning the use of the four most widely used models; the Priem Model,

-. the Crocco-Reardon Model, the Beidmann-Feiler Model, and the Dykema

Model are made. Each of these models is found to be incomplete,

inaccurate and/or approximate as far as predictive capability is

-. concerned. The continuing need for fundamental understanding and

modeling of the (open-loop) response of the combustion process is

discussed, and research aimed at gaining this understanding is

suggested. The need for an overall (closed-loop) combustion instability

model which includes the major combustor features which may interact and

*, affect stability is pointed out, and such a model, developed at Colorado

*.. State University, is presented and proposed for further development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of combustion instability has plagued the development and

application of liquid propellant rocket engines from the earliest days

of their use. A tremendous amount of effort and resources has been

expended over the last three decades in controlling this problem. The

* major period of activity in this country extended from the early 1950's

to the early 1970's. During this time, some considerable progress in

understanding the nature of the instabilities wa3 made, and analytical,

numerical, empirical and semi-empirical models were developed in order

E. to aid in the production of stable engines. No complete, universal

solution to the problem was found, however, and no single widely

. acceptable predictive model emerged. Rather, a fragmented situation

resulted in which design engineers from different engine manufacturers

used different techniques and models to work toward stable

configurations. Much of this, in the end, depended on the practical

"experience and skill of the particular engineers involved for success:

more art than science was required. On the theoretical side, all the

models were limited to some extent, and controversy as to the physical

and mathematical correctness of the several theories was rife, and never

resolved satisfactorily.

With the decline in interest in the development of new liquid

propellant motors which occurred in the 1970's, their stability problems

* became less important and the number of investigators working on the

99-3
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problem, as well as the resources dedicated to its solution, dropped

essentially to zero. Recently, however, a new range of potential

"applications for liquid propellant engines, associated with orbital

transfers, 4nd satellite repair, modification, managment and

destruction, has been identified. Stability problems are to be

anticipated with the new engines required, and in fact have already

occurred in one development program. At this time, however, the people

who developed the earlier models and cultivated a hard won skill in

their use are, by and large, gone from the scene. The body of available

information which remains is plentiful, complex, diffuse and confusing

to new engineers involved in the design p.ocess. A need both for a

critical review of the older work as well as a renewed efffort in the

fundamental solution of the liquid rocket stability problem has been

identified by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. It is the

purpose of the research described here to contribute to the satisfaction

of this need.

The SCEEE Faculty Fellow involved (C. E. Mitchell) performed liquid

rocket stability research (funded by NASA and NSF) continuously from

1968 to 1978. During this ten year period a closed loop stability theory

for liquid rocket combustors was pursued by the Fellow and his graduate

students at Colorado State University The development of this theory was

never finished due to the lack of interest (and funding) which occurred

0* at the end of the 1970's, though several partial or approximate analyses

evaluating the effects of injector face baffles, acoustic cavities, and

both linear and nonlinear waveforms on overall combustor stability were

* completed. A computer code based on a simplified, linearized version of

99-4
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the theory was also written, documented and distributed.

Though recently involved in other research areas, Professor

Mitchell has retained a strong interest in liquid rocket stability and

P welcomed the opportunity afforded by the SCEEE program and the renewed

"- interest of the Air Force in liquid rockets to return to the field,

*i assess the state of the art, and resurrect the stability theory

I mentioned above.

"II. OBJECTIVES OF TEE RESEARCH EFFORT

The general goal of this research was to initiate a comprehensive review

a:Ad critical evaluation of the state of the art in liquid rocket

combustion instability analysis and modeling. The intent was primarily

• .to help provide a knowledge base from which future research in stability

-* modeling might proceed. One element of this knowledge base was to be

the stability code developed by the SCEEN Fellow and discussed briefly

in the Introduction.

"Concisely, the specific objectives were:

(1) To critically review and evaluate the stability models which.o%

* have been used most widely in the past, particularly in liquid rocket

development programs, and to determine and define their strengths,

.1 weaknessas, and limitations.

(2) To identify essential areas for additional research, based
S

primarily on this review of the existing models, but including reference

"99-5
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to the general body of theoretical and experimental literature on

combustion instability as time permitted.

(3) To install and make operational the Fellow's integral, closed

loop stability model on the AFRPPL computer system and to familiarize a

staff member with its use.

I
III. EVALUATION OF EXISTING STABILITY MODELS

As mentioned in the IntroductJon, the bulk of the liquid rocket

instability work performed in this country was completed by the early

2
1970's. A reference book on liquid rocket combustion instability which

U was published in 1972 therefore served as an excellent starting point

for this review. Both the summaries given there and the extencive

reference list provided were extremely useful. In addition the

proceedings of the JANNAF Combustion Meetings (1964-1983) were used

extensively. Other papers and reports both from the Fellow's personal

library and from the AFPRPL library were also employed.

Though considerable background and general review was done to

reacquaint the Fellow with the field, attention was focused primarily on

the four stability models which have been useo most often in the past in

designing stable liquid rocket combustors. These are: the Priem

3,4,5 6,7,8
Modell the Crocco-Reardon (sensitive time lag) Model; the

9,10
I Dykema Model; and the Heidmann-Feiler (response factor)
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1 11,12,13
Model. Particularly in the case of the Priem Model and the

• .Crocco-Reardon Model, no single computer code or reference exists, but

. rather a body of experimental, analytical and numerical work all

following generally the same approach and modeling philosophy. This is,

an organization will say that, for example, the Priem Model was used to

, evaluate the stability of a certain engine. in reality that

il organization's version of the Priem Model, often extended and/or

modified in several ways was used. With this in Mind each of the four

modeling approaches was studied and evaluated to determine its generic

"strengths and weaknesses. Both mathematical and physical features of

the several models were considered and conclusions as far as the

correctness, applicability, accuracy, and future potential of each of

them were drawn. Recommendations based on these conclusions are given

later in this report. Space limitations permit neither a presentation

,' of the analytical approach used in these models, nor a critical

. discussion of their features here. However, a report containing this

information for each of the four models considered is currently being

completed and will be submitted to the Air Force Rocket Propulsicn

% Laboratory separately.

£

* IV. INSTALLATION OF THE CEU STABILITY MODEL

"%" 1

A simplified computer code based on a general stability theory

9 developed by the Fellow and hit gradute students at Colorado State

40
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University was insmitted to AFRPL and made operational on its CDC

computer system during the appointment period.

Several distinct analyses all based in a qeneral way on an integral

Green's function approach to the evaluation of overall liquid rocket

engine atability were performed by t.e CSU group from 1969-1979, and

included treatment of slot absorbers, acoustic liners, conical 1,ozzles,

nonlinear waveforms, wave distortion effects on vaporization response, L

axial combustion distribution, and injector face baffles. In general

these formed thesis topics for the graduate students involved, most were

published in the literature in one form or another (A complete list of

these is given in Reference 1.)

The code MODULE, as it exists, contains a simplified form of the

anlysis. The intent in writing it was to produce a somewhat soer

friendly program which could be used and understood by someone with only

a modest background in liquid rocket stability. The code can be used

either to produce stability maps, or to determine frequency and decay

rates for a given configuration. The simplified form considers three

dimensional linear oscillations in a cylindrical combustor with a nozzle

of arbitrazy acoustic admittance, a slot acoustic absorber or partial

length acoustic liner, a combustion zone response of abritrary frequency

dependence, concentrated at the injector and an arbitrary mean flow Mach

number. Injector face baffles, axial combustion distribution and finite

amplitude wave effects are not included in this simplified form because

the original analyses of these features were cumbersome, time consuming

numerically, or incomplete. Reworking and improvement of these aaracts

of the model so that they could bt added to MODULE in order to increase

99-8
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its comprehensiveness is suggested as a goal of follow-on work.

An AFRPL cooperative student, Steve Wall, was given some

introductory tutoring in the use and interpretation of the code. ny the

end of the summer appointment period he had gained some facility in its

use and had run several test cases.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Use of the Four Stability Models Reviewed

Each of the models reviewed, the Priem Model, the Crocco-Reardon

Model, the Heidmann-Feiler Model, and the Dykema Model, was found to be

flawed and wanting as far as the ability to predict stability behavior

quantitatively is concerned.

It is recommended that no one-dimensional (standard form) of the

Prism Model be used in making stability predictions. It is worthwhile

to study this model in order to gain familiarity with the numerical

approach involved, and tc serve as a knowledge bass from which

multi-dimensional forms of this type of model can be developed (See

Recommendation (5)). However, the one dimensional collaps,•d geometry

assumed, and the frequency independent vaporization model used are

sufficiently unrealistic that predictions must be rated unreliable.

The Crocco-Reardon Model depends upon empirical correlations for

its predictions. The model parameters (interaction index and time lag)

determined through these correlations can only be taken as quite

99-9
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approximate for any injector-proprellant combination. Moreover, in

order to use these correlations it is necessary that an accurate

stability map (in terms of interaction index and time lag required)

which correctly includes all other chamber features be available. The

capability for this is only now being developed (See Recommendation

(3)). Consequently, it is recommended that this type of prediction be

used only qualitatively, and with great caution.

The open-leop models reviewed CHeidmann-Feiler, Dykema) are

specific to an assumed combustion mechanism in each case. It is not

known a priori which of these, if any, is the critical stability

mechanism in a given liquid rocket engine. In addition the models have

not been validated experimentally. (See Recommendations (4) and (2)).

Finally, these models are open-loop in form and at best can only give

directions for stability improvement, not the magnitude of the changes

required. Therefore, it is recommended that this type of model not be

used directly for stability prediction, but rather that each be

evaluated experimentally and, if verified, then be used as input

elements of an overall stability model.

(2) Combustion Response Characterization and Modeling

The review conducted indicated that the mechanisms by which the

combustion process in liquid rocket engines responds to high frequency'

pressure and vel.:-ity oscillations is not yet well understood. Indeed,

the response models available are almost entirely quasi-steady

extensions of steady state models and correlations. Diagnostic
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techniques developed in related combustion fields during the past decade

(CARS, LDV, etc.) appear to make detailed experimental studies of the

unsteady injection, atomization, vaporization and diffusion processes

feasible at the present time. Consequently it is recommended that an

experimental program with the goal of describing and characterizing the

mechanisms present in the several phases of the unsteady combustion

renponse process be carried out. Specifically, these experiments should

I be designed so that the effects of imposed oscillations (pressure and

velocity) of varying amplitude, waveform and frequency can be observed

and measured. Results of these experiments should be used as inputs to,

and in conjunction with, modeling efforts directed at the

characterization of individual mechanisms as well as the overall

response process in open-loop form.

(3) Development and Improvement of the CSU Stability Model

The Colorado State University stability model is probably the most

comprehensive analytical technique for the evaluation and prediction of

the overall stability of liquid propellant rocket engines currently

available. The model's present form is incomplete as discussed above.

It is recommended that the existing model be extended and modified to

predict the effect of arbitrary combustion distribution, nonlinear and

.O distorted waveforms, and injector face baffles. That these features

can, in principle, be treated by the integral Green's function approach

employed has been established in several limited and/or approximate

analyses of these effects, already perfomred by the author and his

99-11
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students. The code should also be generalized so that it can accept as

"inputs the results of the open-loop combustion response models generated

as a result of the experimental and analytical efforts of Recommendation

(2). Part of this effort could be completed under the RISE follow-on

research program.

(4) Liquid Rocket Instability Research Engine

It is recommended that an experimental liquid propellant rocket

research engine dedicated solely to the evaluation and validation of

both open-loop combustion response models (Recommendation (2)) and the

"overall combustor stability model (Recommendation (3)) be designed and

constructed. In the past the great majority of data on liquid rocket

stability has been gleaned as a by-product in development or stability

improvement programs associated with production engines. This ha: led

to incomplete, sparse and fragmented data on instability being the

frequent result. A single research test bed developed in coordination

with the open-loop and overall stability modeling efforts should avoid

" this and lead to a synergistic solution to the problem. Certainly the

*__ research engine should be of an extremely flexible design and

reconfigurable as far as the major engine elements critical to stability

(injector, baffles, acoustic absorber, nozzle) are concerned. In

* addition, a system for controlled pulsing of the engine would be a

.* necessity.
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(5) Numerical Analysis of Wave Develoment

The overall stability model of Recommendation (3) evaluates and

predicts the stability of a periodic or almost periodic oscillation. It

cannot predict the temporal development of such a wave or oscillation,

nor, directly, the size or shape of combustor disturbance necessary to

initiate it. A numerical integration of the governing conservation

equations, given a combustion response model and geometrical

configuration could provide such information. This type of analysis

(which would be in the spirit of, and an extension to, the Priem

approach) would have to be at least two dimensional (see the discussion

of the Priem Model given above) and flexible enough to accept arbitrary

open-loop combustion response models. Results from calculations should

be useful i.- predicting triggering behavior and in evaluating

numerically tnt relative potential of open loop response mechanisms for

S-initiating o. cillations. Preliminary work in the development of this

"analysis is suggested as an appropriate part of a RISE program.

I
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LARGE SPACE STRUCTURE DYNAMIC TESTING

by

Don Mittleman

ABSTRACT

The focus of this work is to describe theoretically the behavior of a

flexible body subject to vibrations in a zero- gravity environment and to be

able to simulate this behavior in a 1-g environment. Thus, if we have a

flexible body suspended at n-points by fine wires that pass over friction-

less pulleys and these wires then extend over a second set of pulleys and

drop down to a second flexible body that is an identical copy of the first

and is similarly attached to the wires, then the net forceL, at least at the

points of suspension, acting on either body, are zero. While we are far

from solving the vibrational characteristics of such complex systems, these

characteristics have been analyzed for two simple cases. These consist of a

single and two masses rigidly connected. The theory and the apparatus for

both cases are presented. The results of several numerical experiments as

well as those of some physical experiments are described.
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I. Introduction

The pirpose of this work is to be able to describe theoretically the

behavior of a flexible body subject to vibrations in a zero-gravity

environment and to be able to simulate this behavior in a laboratory in a

1-g environment. Thus, if we have a flexible body suspended at n-points by

fine wires that pass over frictionless pulleys and these wires then extend

over a second set of pulleys and drop down to a second flexible body that is

an identical copy of the first and is similarly attached to the wires, then

the net forces, at least at the points of suspension, acting on either body,

are zero. While we are far from solving the vibrational characteristics of

* such complex systems, these characteristics have been analyzed for two

simple cases. These two cases consist of (1): a single mass, and (2): two

masses rigidly connected. While it was hoped to describe the behavior of

two masses, flexibly connected, time did not permit. The description of the
L

theory, the apparatus, the results of several numerical experiments as well

as those of some physical experiments are described in the succeeding

sections.

a'
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"II. A Single Mass - Mathematical Statement

The experiment to be analyzed is depicted in Figure 1. Two

frictionless pulleys, each of radius R and lying in the plane

y - 0, are attached to a framework so that their line of centers is h meters

above the z = 0 plane. The total length of the fine wire (.010" diameter)

is constant and equals I +1 + "R + d. When the mass m2 is displaced

through an angle 0, the distance from m2 to the point of contact (tangency)

on the pulley is called1  . If the coordinates of miI are (x1 , Y1 9 Z0)9 we

may assume xI = -R (as mea..,ecd from the center of pulley 1), y1 = 0 (i.e.

the only allowable motion is in the vertical direction) and zI 1  h- l. If

the coordinates of m2 are (x 2 , y2 ' z2 ), then, when measured from the center

of pulley 2, x2 = R cos& +psin&,y 2 = 0, and z2 = h + R sing -ocose.

Since + 1 +91 + d + (½1-e)R-O + ji7R + d + ½7'R +4g2,

we have that = L2 + &. From the geometry, it is clear that

1+ 2 -= L, a constant, and therefore

= L - + OR = L -(h -z,) + 9R

(L - h) + &R + z

where L-h is a constant we shall refer to asp o'

Thus:f 0o + &R + z,

The quantity/5 0 is easily measured. With the apparatus in the

unperturbed state, 9 = 0, and• -/ 0 + zI. In this positionp- h-z 2 and

thus 0 o h-z -z 2 .

The kinetic energy of the system Is given by

T - Im1 (x+ Y + ) + mr2  (x2 + 2+ + )1

and, in terms of z1 and 9,

100-5
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.. T- ( + 2+ 2

(The kinetic energy of the pulleys was ignored in defining T.) The

. potential energy V - mgz1 + m2gz2 ' m1gz1 + m2g (h + R sine - cose). Using

the lagrangian L = T -V, Newton's equations of motion are found to be:

,ae+2z& + R e + gsing C (1)

1(in + 2) •1 -M2  + mg 29 cosa 0 (2)

III. Numerical Results

These equations were programmed for a digital computer using a

Range-Kutta-Fehlberg-(4) routine and run on a Xerox-Sigma-9 at Oberlin

College. The program was subsequently rewritten for a VAX-780 at AFWAL/FIBG

ard run in double precision. The results from these two sets of computer

runs were identical. Before discussing the results themselves, some

"observations on the parameters used in the calculations are in order.

At first, the two masses m1 and m2 were assumed equal and the

common radius of the pulleys was measured to be 1.238 cm. In all cases, for

initial values, we used z1 - G " a " 0. The initial angular displacement

of m2 ,Go, was taken to be successively .01, .1, .2, .5 radians. In all four

cases, z went slightly negative but then began to increase. Numerically,

"the simulation ran for 120 seconds. In an effort to see if this rise in z

*0 would continue over longer periods, some cases were run for as lung as 6000

seconds; the rise continued. The rise was greater for larger initial

"amplitudes, 0 Figures 2, 3, 4, 5.

* This behavior may be understood by examining equation (2). The net

gravitational effect is determined by ml g - m2g case; the motion of m,,

".-* i.e. the height z1 , is also inflvenced by the centrifugal term, m2Jl 2 .

"100-6
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-" For larger initial 0., this term has a greater influence on z than does

mlg - m2 gcose.

A second set of numerica) experiments were run to determine the effect

of the size of the radius of the pulleys; in particular, if we let R -t 0,

would there be a discernable change in the results? It was found that

using an R = 0 had no discernable effect on the results obtained. Based on

thi evidence, it was decided to ignore the size of the pulleys in analyzing

,im the systems to be described in Section VI.

While numerical values were obtai,,ed, we chose to present all results

"in graphical form and the eye could detect no change.

" IV. Experimental Results

While the qualitative behavior observed in the laboratory was in

agreement with the numerically obtained results, the friction of the pulleys

*., caused some problems. Whereas the theory predicted a specific rise in mI in
dI

a certain period of time, the time observed in the laboratory for that rise

- was about twice as long. We attribute this difference to friction in the

pulleys. Our rationale is based on the following.

In an effort to compensate for the friction, the apparatus was modified

slightly. The two masses were weighed and found to be 1.005 lbs each. When

suspended for any zI, they remained at rest, i.e. whatever difference there

"* imight be in their weights was not sufficient to overcome the inertial

resistance of the pulleys. However, if either mass, initially at rest, was

given a slight impulse, the two 'nasses began to move but quickly came to

rest. This Indicated that, %".thin the distances over which we were

"measuring z,, about 5 feet, the resistance of the pulleys was too great to

be neglected. t.:cordingly, we modified the equipment to the following

100-7
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extent. We added a mass of atout 3.9 grams (.00858 oz.) to m2 and then,

with both masses restricted to move in the z- direction, gave a slight

impulse to the system, allowing mI1 to rise 5 feet, m2 to fall the

corresponding distance. When measured in this way, zI seemed to be moving

j in a gravitational field of about .0049 ft/sec2.

Using these unbalanced weights, the experiment was rerun and the

• "results agreed well with the theoretically predicted values.

I While it would be desirable to present the numerical results of the

laboratory experiment, time, and the crudeness of the apparatus and our

measuring procedures, precludes our reporting finer details.

"* V. Additional Numerical Experiments

Since the theory predicted that for equal masses, mi1 and mn2 , the mass

m would rise indefinitely when m2 is swung as a pendulum, we speculated as

to how much additional mass should be added to m1 so as to produce an

oscillatory motion. With an increase in mass of .26%, the mass mI

oscillated between -15cm and .5cm as viewed for the first 300 seconds. With

an increase of .25%, the mass m 1 exhibited a total oscillation of about

.8cm, and a total change of about 2cm in 300 seconds. In both cases, the

initial a - .lrad and the maximum amplitude of the pendulum motion

remained at .1raO. Figures 6, 7.

lhis numerical experiment was repeated for different initial 0 . It

"* was found that the functional relationship between the needed additional

weight and the initial 0 to sustain the oscillatory behavior is quadratic:

* m1 - 1.000 + 7.451 x Io0eo + 0.250 002 .

This formula was obtained using a least squares fit to data points

corresponding to 0 - .1, .2, .3, .4, and .5.
0
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VI. The Two Masses - Mathematical Statement

Figure 8 is intended to illustrate the following. Four pulleys, each

of radius R, are placed so that the centers of p, and P2 are d2 meters apart

and the centers of P3 and P4 are d'2 meters apart. The two lines joining

iPi P2and P3, P4 are parallel and d, meters apart. These four centers lie

in a plane no-nmil to the direction of gravity, g, and at a distance h above

a reference plane z 0. A fine wired (.010 'n. dia.) is strung over

pulleys p1 and P3 and the masses m, and m3 are attached at the ends.

Similarly, a fine wire is strung over pulleys p2, P4 and the masses m2 and

m4 are attached at the ends. A rigid weightless rod of length R connects
41

the masses mI1 and m2 ; a rigid weightless rod of length R3 connects the

masses m3 and m4 .

The masses m3 and m4 are pictured in their unperturbed positions,

hanging freely under gravity. The distance of m3 above the ground plane

is called z ;the distance of iN above the ground plane is called z 4.

The masses mI and m. are shown in two positions; one, by dashed

"1 ines, as they might hang in their unperturbed position and two, by

solid lines as they might be positioned when moved from their

unperturbed positions.

In what follows, we shall assuime that the radius of the pulleys, R,

is small compared to the lengths '1i,2, '39 142 and will be

neglected. This simplifies the geometry considerably and is justified in

light of the numerical results of the experiment described in Section III.

Whatever the motion of m Rlm2 , the lengthsl + and

.2 ~ remain constant. le therefore write = and
/2 L2 34

100-9
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"In its unperturbed position, the quadralateral elR 4d 2 lies in a

vertical plane as depicted in the figure. The line makes an angle cl

with the z direction and the projection of al on this direction is

e" cos The projection of on the (x,y) plane is i 9 sinfi. If we

call the angle between the projection and the x axis 91% then the projection

"of 1 on tie x axis is 1sin ficosel, its projection on the y axis is

' sinfIsln.l" (In the unperturbed position, a, x -ir.)

The coordinates of m1 are:

x= id + 1sinf cosa, (1)

Yl =-Jd2 + 11 sinf1 sing1

7 * h -1, cos~ l

The coordinates of m2 are

x2 a id + sinf 2 cose2  (2)

Y2= id 2 + 2 sinf?2 sinG 2

z= h - -C2 cosf2

"Since the distance between mI aid m2 is to be fixed, we have the

constraining condition that

(x 1-x2)
2 + (yl-y2 )' + (Z 1-Z2 )2 = R1

2 . (3)

Similar formula can be written for the coordinate of the masses m3

and m4.

j d3 i I +e3 sinA coso3 (4)
"""y Y -1"d,2 +13 sinT3 sin3

. and 3 3Co3

"- 4" "x d 1 4 si•cos04 (5)

Y = d 2  +4 sinf4 sin64

H" 100-10



z h - 4Cos '
Again, the two masses mi3 and m4 are rigidly connected and the

* * distance between them is R3 .
S 2 2 2

7:(X 3  Y)2 + (Y y4 (Z3 Z4) R (6)

In the system of equations that specify x, YIs " z4' we may

"think of f~ ' "1" "4' and 1,2 as independent of one another

"except for the two constraining equations (3) and (6). Thus, there are at

most 8 dependent variables plus the one independent variable, time. The

kinetic energy KE of the four masses is

4

KE = ½mi (x + Yi + zi) (7)

The potential energy PE of the four mass with respect to the

z =0 plane, is 4

PE m gz

The kinetic energy of mi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is
im •L 2 •m 2 sin 2 2 + i2 12 ?2 8

,mi(i + i+ 2 Pii +fi 2  +ji2j (8)

"The constraint equation (3) becomes

t -22 i 1 2 + 2  -21 _2 +2E 2 =2R1 2 -d 2  (9)

7: where

, ? =sln fri coseI sin 192 cOs92 + sinf singisinf 2 sin92 + cosA cosf2

D1 = d2 sirlj sinO1

E = d2 sinf 2 sin&2 .

-/.-_ Similarly, the constraint equation (6) becomes

2 _2B~ 12 -2D + E R1 2 _d- 2  (10)
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and

B3 = sin C cos%3 sin• cos94 + sinf3 sine3 sin94 sing4 + cosA3 cosA?4

D3 = d 2sinA3 sin&3

3 2d'2 sinf 4 sinG 4

To equations (9) and (10) we adjoin

S 1 +13 a L1  (11)

"12 +e4  L2 (12)

This system of four (4) equations define -i, i 423,'4, in terms of the

variables .j •... 949 919-9 94, which we take as our generalized

coordinates.

*- The potential energy PE is given by

PE mi gzi mig (h- i cosfi).

" thFrom these definitions, we form the Lagrangian function L = T-V and derive

the Newton equations of motion.

VII. Recommendations

1) The mathematical equations for the case of the single mass are

clearly enough understood and may be verified to any degree of accuracy if

* the friction of the pulleys can be reduced. If that should prove

unattainable within the limits of the laboratory equipment available, the

equations would then have to be modified to account for friction. This

*0 should be done only if necessary.

"2) The laboratory experiments to substantiate the theory for the

single mass requires more sophisticated equipment than was used. This is

"being done and the results should be forthcoming within a reasonable time.

::•.•:100-12
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"3) While this report indicates how the Newton equations of motion can

be obtained for the two masses connected by a rigid rod, the details of that

computation still have to be carried out. This should be done and the

equations programed for a computer and run.

4) Experimental verification of the numeric3l results expected from

"recommendation 3) should be obtained. Again, if friction plays too great a

* role, these equations will have to be modified.

5) The most important recommendation is to continue the theoretical

investigation into the case of two point masses connected by a flexible rod.

For this, the constraint equations, (3) and (6), would have to be modified

"to account for the flexibility of the rod and the energy, when the rod is

flexed, introduced into the system. Concomitant with this would be the

derivation of the Newton equations of motion, the writing of the computer

* program and the experimental verification. Recommendation 5) is clearly the

most challenging.
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SACUISITION OF WIND 2UfWME WAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR

*.. USE IN DEVELOPIN A 3-D TRANSONIC •ALL CORR=O CODE

"by

Dale F. Moses

ABSTRACTr

The case for low subsonic Mach numbers is discussed and results

of wall pressure signatures at M=.3 are given. Runs were made at

transonic Mach numbers of M=.6, .7, and .75 for odd angles of attack

from C( =30 to 0 =190. The results are discussed. The interference

"from the model support sting and angle of attack adjustment crescent

was evaluated and the model wall pressures were corrected for this

interference.

Transonic wall pressure signatures were obtained at a model
position 14" forward of the test section window

*
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As part of my doctoral work with Professor William R. Sears I

"developed a crmputer program which craputes the wind tunnel wall

interference on model measuremnts for low speed, solid wall tunnels. 1

• Most of the testing done in the Trisonic Gasdynamics Facility wind

tunnel of MQL is at compressible iv. h numbers which usually go up to

M=.75. In addition, a large part of these tests in the TGF are conducted

with solid walls. I recently applied for and received a RISE contract

to develop a code to calculate three dimensional wall corrections for

transonic, solid wall wind tunnels. This code will use the same

metIxdology described in ref.1 but will include the effect of ccrpres-

sibility. This code will be an intermediate stale in any future effort

to produce a code for slotted or perforated wall, 3-D transonic wind

tunnels which will requ~irE only a change in the nature of the inner

flow boundary conditions.

A natural feature of the solid wall code development is proving

it out with actual data framl such a wind tunnel. The acquisition of

this data formed the bulk of the work done under zhis Sunaer Faculty

S"Research Program effort.

II. OOBJBIVFS OF THE PESEARLN ETFCR

Originally the research objectives dealt with refining the low

speed wall corrections code and developing it into a production

version that could be used in routine testing. These objectives were:

"1. Determine the minizmm nurmber of wall static pressures

*;, needed for an improved wall correction in the low speed

regime and their optinun distribution. This will be
done by investigating subsets of test data.

"2. Develop a production version of the Sears method code for

routine use. Investigate methods of accelerating con-

vergence to unconfined flow such as step-varying relaxing

"* factor.

3. Compare the lift corrections from the Sears method with

those produced by the Hackett method.

After delays caused by extending the previous test and problems with

* the pressure instrumentation, wall pressure data was obtained at M=.3.

101-4
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As discussed in the next section, the quality of these pressure

differentials was too poor to be able to acotmplish the first two

objectives. The effort of implementing the Hackett method for

iift correction, which was not a part of this SFRP work, was not

"successful so that the conparison in objective 3 could not be made.

Instead, the following was substituted as the objective for this

1984 SFRP:

4. Obtain wall pressure coefficients on all four

boundaries in the presence of the model for the Mach

number range .6-.75. Account for sting and crescent inter-

U ference. Cp is measured on test section floor and ceiling.

In order to obtain equivalent sidewall Cp's, the model

is rolled 900 and the pressures are measured again

(test section is square). Since the flow near the wall

is linear, the effect of sting and crescent can be

superimposed. Runs will be made successively removing

the sting, the crescent and measuring the resulting Cp's

.[ on the floor and ceiling.

U III. WIND TUNNEL WALL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT LOW MACH NUMBERS

The code described in ref.1 applies only to incompressible flow-

fields. Also, in order to enable it to be used efficiently in a day-

to-day production mode we need to reduce the number of perturbation

pressures that are required to be measured and reduce the number of

iterations required for convergence. In order to do this wall static

pressure measurements were made at 60 points on both the bottom and top

boundaries of the test section, see Fig 1. The importance of side

|_ wall pressures was to be investigated by rolling the model 900 and

"taking bottom and top boundary measuremnts again. These sidewall

pressures were to be checked against pressures on the centerline of the

test section vertical boundaries, see Fig 2. In order to determine the

Mach number limits in accuracy of the low speed wall correction code runs

were planed at M-.5 and M=.6; however the first run was made at M=.3.

Figures 3 and 4 contain the perturbation pressures measured on the

bottom and top boundaries respectfully. Here the model nose is located

11.75 in. ahead of the test section window center-line. These distri-

101-5
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"butions are very erratic and do not show a clear model effect even near

the model location. The perturbations should diminish to zero at the two

upstream-most rows but instead they remain high and the point-to-point

"variations are large. Since the wall correction code smooths the

data before generating its boundary conditions it is clear that this

measured data is too much in error to get meaningful results from the

wall correction. Pressure tubinq was checked for leaks, blown out and

reconnected in an effort to fix the problem but with little effect.

"In the course of the search for the cause of the bad data it was

"discovered that the wall pressures were oscillating together as much as

2 lb/ft 2 on a freqcuency of ½ - 1 cycles per second. Further investi-

gations revealed a 3 in., rearward-facing step in the diffuser. The

wall static pressure just ahead of this step was fluctuating in phase
with the wall pressures, suggesting the step as the cause of the test '

* section unsteadiness. Since the problems with the pressures could not

be solved in the time allowed this summer the objectives associated

with the low speed wall corrections code were abandoned, as mentioned

' above. The program then shifted to obtaining wall pressure distributions

at transonic Mach numbers which could be used in proving out the
transonic wall correction code being developed separately. The first

j runs to check data quality were made at M=.80. Perturbation pressures
.... for an angle of attack of 5.54 degrees on bottan and top boundaries

are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. In general the point-

to-point pattern remains similiar to that of the low Mach number runs;

however, the magnitudes of the variations are smaller fraction of
"- the absolute measurements so that the distribution is much smoother.

If one eliminates certain points that are obviously bad, such as tap #16,

O then the pressure variation doesn't look too bad. Since the repeat-
ability of the individual perturbation pressures was cood and the

distributions displayed the right trends it was judged that the data

was probably usable

*& As seen in Figures 5 and 6 there is a large support interference

at the do,%stream most rows of taps. The flowfield in this region
is still linear so that perturbation pressures produced by the sting and

angle of attack adjustment crescent can be superimposed. To evaluate

this interference runs were made successively w- th-4--ing and crescent

only, with crescent only, and finally no crescent. Figure 7 shows

101-11
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that the crescent by itself has virtually no effect on the wall

pressures but the sting has a considerable effect and extends to at
"least 5.5 inches ahead of the window center-line. Figure 8 shows a
longitudinal plot of model -- reents corrected for sting interfer-

ence at M=.76.

The 11" wingspan close-coupled canard model, see Figure 9, which
* had up to this point only been tested at the window center-line

,. position was moved upstream 14 inches on a sting extension. The
window center-line angles of o(=3°, 5°, 7 , 9° 13, 15°, & 170

"were repeated in the forward position. Also, in order to get equivalent

side-wall pressures, the model was rolled 900 at each Of and wall

*;•i pressures were taken again. In the rolled configuration the model CL
"was matched with the un-rolled configuration because sting deflection
due to weight caused significant differences we were not able to make

* a direct comparison with the window center-line runs. Sting interfer-

ence was again evaluated and subtracted from the model data.

IV. RE44ENDATICOS:

Because the Sears method deals directly with boundary conditions
of the governing equations it is inherently exact and it has been

"shown that the process converge to the unique case of unconfined

"flow. The largest source of error is the accuracy of the perturbation
pressure measuremnts. Since the method will produce a more accurate

wall correction for large models it is reccmmended that the low
Mach number instrumentation be studied and fixed so that the wall
distributions are smooth, vanish upstream and shoA the correct form
elsewhere.

9 In order for the wall correction code to be efficient in day-to-
day use the number of data points should be reduced and ways or
accelerating the convergence should be tried.

It is also recommended that when the transonic wall correction
code is finished that it be run at M=.2 or M=.3 and the results

ocupared with those frcm the low speed code.
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LEADERSHIP EFECTS AS MEASURED BY THE ORGANIZATIONAL

ASSESSMENT PACKAGE: A MULTILEVEL PERSPECIIVE

Kevin W. Mossholder

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present research was to conduct an exploratory

analysis of leadership effects on selected factors mea.sured by the

Organizational Assessment Package (OAP). A multilevel perspective

examining individual and group leadership effects on attitudinal '

factors served as the basis for the model used. In accordance with

the contextual approach to mu~tilevel analysis, hierarchical regres-

sion analysis was performed using as subjects workgroup members

from selected functional areas. Results suggested that additional

understanding of leadership effects may possibly b-ý gained by utiliz- -

ing a multilevel framework. Recommendations were made regarding

the conceptualization of leadership as measured by the OAP and sugges-

tions were offered concerning the consulting process as well as

future research.

4.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Leadership and Management Development Center (LMDC) is

a multifaceted organization whose oroad goal is to enhance leadership .1 ..

and management processes of the Air Force personnel worldwide.

The impetus for establishing the LMDC can be traced back to 1973

and the proposal for a volunteer force. Faced with the recognition

that it would have to compete for available human resources, the

Air Force established a task force (Air Force Management Improvement

Group--AFMIG) to consider enhancing the nontechnical aspects of V

Air Force life. A first step in fulfilling this goal was the design

and administration of a survey assessing active duty personnel's

perceotions of nonjob factors (e.g. leisure time and health) and

job-related factors (e.g. the work itself and leadership/supervision).

The sample, consisting of more than 38,000 military members, spouses

and civilian employees, represented 11%. of the Air Force's personnel

strength. A key finding of the survey was that while 81%. of those

surveyed felt leadership and management were important, 71%. also

felt the quality of Air Force leadership and management was "average"-

"to "poor." 3 2

In response to these findings, the LMDC was established as

part of Air University of Maxwell Air Force Base. The LMDC was

charged with leadership and management education for the Air Force.

It also offered leadership and management consultation to Air Force

commanders providing them with data on leadership and organizational

trends. The consulting process used by the LMDC may be described 71
102-3
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4 briefly in the following fashion:

1. Invitation and initial contact. A written request from

an Air Force Commander must be made before the consultation process

can ensue. Given this condition, an LMDC consultant explores interven-

tion possibilities with the client group. A contract for services

is agreed upon by the LMDC and client which outlines consulting

processes and goals.

2. Data collection and analysis. Data relevant to the client

organization's leadership and management processes and work environs

!, are obtained through a variety of sources (e.g., mission statements, .

interviews with supervisors, open-ended questLonnaires). A principal

source of information derives from the Organizational Assessment

Package (OAP), administered to client personnel. The OAP was devel-

oped jointly by LMDC and the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

21
at Brooks Air Force Base. The OAP is a 109-item self-report ques-

tionnaire which taps areas like job satisfaction, supervision and

management, and organizational climate, among others. (Additional

information concerning studies of the OAP's reliability and validity

39
may be found in Short, Hightower, & Snow. ) OAP data is analyzed

in such a way as to permit the consultant to determine weaknesses

and strengths of the client organization as perceived by the respon-

dents. Norm-based feedback materials are developed for work groups U
having four or more members completing the survey.

102-4
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3. The tailored visit. The client organization's commander j-,

is briefed or. the general condition of the organization. Feedback

is carried down to the work group supervisor level to give supervi-

Ssors information about their work groups. Where OAP analysis has

identified probler7, suitable invention techniques are employed

to induce desired changes.

4. Follow-up. After sixteen weeks, post-engagement surveys

are mailed to the client organization to gather information about

the intervention from the commander and supervisors. At approximately

six months, LMDC consultants collect post-intervention OAP data

which is compared to the pre-intervention visit in order to determine

if changes have occurred. Comparative information is given to the

client organization in the form of a final report, marking the termina-

tion of the formal ronsultation process. Comm~anders may, of course,

request additional consulting visits at future dates. V

A primary purpose of the consulting process is to provide informa-

tion to the client organization so it may rectify deficiencies in

its organizational and management processes. For such information

to be maximally useful, two conditions should hold. First, the

means by which data are collected should exhibit the traditional

measurement requisites of reliability and validity. The key instrument

used in the consulting process, the OAP, has been examined for these

characteristics and appears to demonstrate adequate levels of both. 3 9

Second, an acceptable theoretical framework should exist to guide

102-5 .
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the organizational interventions to bring about intended changes.

With respect to the use of OAP information, it seems that less work

has been directed toward this condition.

Additional theoretical delineation of the OAP's use in consulting

could lead to better integration among measures and greater continuity

between the consultative and evaluative efforts within LMDC.1 9

Such constructive theory building could be pursued along the lines

,A of both process and content perspectives. With respect to the LMDC's

* . consultative mission, a process perspective would refer to the theoret-

ical model guiding interventions into client organizations. The

model utilized by LMDC in this regard stems from Mann's33 survey

._. feedback approach. Little theoretical work is required of this .

model since its utility has been documented in the organization

development literature.
3

SFrom a content perspective, which is one referring to relation-

*• ships among variables of interest, there is room for additional

theoretical development. The LMDC has employed two general frameworks

"'. in considering relationships among OAP components. A contingency

20*. approach served as the foundation for development of the OAP whii.

a systems model (input, throughput, output) is presently followed.

These frameworks are recognized as serving largely descriptive func-

tions. That is, though providing a means of understanding broad

'' organizational phenomena, they possess less power in explaining

relationships among components within more narrow substantive areas

1,5
like those appearing in the OAP. For this reason, a look at

102-6
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particular OAP variables and factors using more specific theoretical

models could have utility.

Some background on theory building (modeling) in applied areas

is now provided to better convey the thrust of the current research

project. The data collection, intervention, and consulti;.g activities

of the LMDC underscore the applied nature of its mission. With '-

"respect to building models germane to organizational application,

ILI it is important that those who will use outcomes of the theory play

"a role in defining the content of the model. It is difficult to

* say meaningful things about the real world without starting in the

Sreal world. Sound observation and description of target behavior

is one step down the road to useful theoretical models. The key

instrurient used in the consulting process is illustrative of th 4 se

notionr-. OAP content has been built through an interaction of (a) L

-. consultants having experience in confronting work/nonwork facets

of Air Force life and (b) analysts/specialists having a more conceptual

comprehension of the same facets. And yet, few attempts appear

to have been made concerning how such facets interact. In that

a major point of congruence between consultants and analysts is

their goal to improve undesirable situations in the field, building

"more focused models of the processes encountered is a natural out-

growth of LMDC's prime functicn.

"Although the problem-solving orientation of applied research

may shift somewhat the emphasis among facets of theory building,

the overall process is the same whether intended for immediate applica-

102-7
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tion or further scientific rumination. This process, described

10
by Dubin, is seen as involving the following conditions.

(1) Things, variables, or units whose interactions constitute

the subject matter of attention.

(2) Laws of interaction among units etc. of the model specify-

ing how these units interact.

(3) Boundaries which are set forth to describe the limits

within which the theory operates.

"(4) System states reflecting conditions under which units

etc. interact differentiy and mirror the complexity of

- the system in which the model operates.

"Addressing these basic conditions, those expecting to use the

model may develop propositions for empirical testing. After suffi-

cient cycles of testing (and usually revision), the resultant model

"is ready for application. Certainly, the development of and subse-

22,40 10
quent validation work with the OAP measure has followed Dubin'sIO

description. It seems consistent to continue research to suggest

improvements in using OAP information.

"II. OBJECTIVES -

The objective of this report is to begin addressing some substan-

tive concerns involving componants measured by the OAP instrumeu~t.

In essence, this research represents an effort at theory building

in an applied area since the variables examined are employed by

"LMDC in its consulting mission. Because the OAP contains factorE

102-8
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that have been configured in the organizational literature into

various theoretical models, it was nEcessary to limit the substantive

scope of this report to factors of greater interest to the Air Force

overall. Since a key stimulus for establishing the LMDC was a concern

about Air Force leadership and management capabilities, this area

was chosen for study. The research model dcvelcped includes OAP

factors that are relevant to understanding management and supervisory

influences impacting on subordinates.

The model will examine management and supervisory influences

as potentially affecting subordinates as individuals and as members

of intact work groups. Any modeling approach considering effects

across conceptually different units of analysis (i.e. the individual

and the work group) can be viewed as falling within a so-called

U. multilevel perspective of organizational behavior. This perspective

"- is especially relevant to leadership and relate' phenomena like

management and supervisory behavior. Given the applied theoretical

bent of the project, it is anticipated that a clearer understanding

. of management and supervisory influences will have import for interven-

tion and data collection activities relating to such influences.

III. LEADERSHIP CONSIDERATIONS AND A MULTILEVEL APPROACH

Leadership concepts and the OAP "

* The focused nature of this report militates against in-depth

"consideration of the leadership concept. Suffice it to say that

2"leadership has been defined in many ways. A common thread among

102-9
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definitions is that of interpersonal influence, occurring when a

person is moved because of something another person does (as opposed

to responding because of some impersonal organizational policy).

25Leadership is both a process and a property. The use of noncoercive

influence to direct activities of subordinates toward accomplishment

represents the process component of leadership. As a property,

. it may be considered as the set of characteristics attributed to

* persons who are perceived to successfully use such influence. For

organizational contexts, it is useful to consider another point

. "about leadership. In the frrm of interpersonal influence, leadership

* "can occur in both formal and informal guises. Formal leadership

exists when an individual operates from an authority position.

"Informal leadership occurs when a person exerts influence on others

without having been designated as an authority figure. ;

Item loadings on the OAP "leadership" facror -- Management

and Supervision -- suggest it is measuring largely formal leadership

activities. WiLhout belaboring the issue, this focus indicates

the OAP is probably addressing management and supervisory processes

23"more than leadership. In behavioral terms, supervision is inter-

S.preted as involving the use of position-based power (reward, coercive,
A.

. and legitimate -- see reference 14) while leadership involves more

*.'i personal-oriented power bases (expert and referent). Of course, .'

it is difficult to distinguish leadership and supervision when these

24
processes occur in applied settings.

*
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The above comments serve to introduce the phenomenon examined

in this report. Although the content of the OAP Management and

"Supe-vision (M&S hereafter) factor seems to favor formal leadership

processes, the model introduced below applies to either formal or"-

informal leadership. In reviewing relevant literature, the terms

"leadership" and "supervision" are used interchangeably to maintain

consistency with studies examined.

"- Individual and group level perspectives on leadership

In hierarchically structured organizations like those commonly

- found in the military, leadership influence processes unfold within

* group contexts. Units tend to have well-defined functions and clear

"- delineations of authority. Subordinates have designated reporting

relationships with supervisors responsible for controlling their

* direction and effort. In such a leadership environment, one can

• -envision two ways in which subordinates are affected by supervisory

influence. The supervisor may influence subordinates as a group
• '1

- and/or as individuals. In the case of the former effect, subordinates

could be expected to react in basically the same way to the supervi-

sor's leadership efforts while with the latter effect they would

be expected to show more variation in their responses. The perspec-

tive holding that subordinates tend to respond similarly to the

leader has been labeled the Average Leadership Style (ALS) approach

"while the perspective allowing for meaningful variation in subordinate

responses has been labeled the Vertical Dyad Linkage (VDL) approach.

"102-11
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"Since both perspectives will be considered in the model proposed

"by this report, each is briefly reviewed.

Average Leadership Style Perspective

Most traditional approaches to leadership focus on the formally

des'3nated leader, seeking to determine the behavioral patterns

unt2that result in the maximal effectiveness for the leader's unit.

This search has led most approaches to propose dimensions thought

to best describe leadership behaviors crucial to influencing the

unit. For example, the Ohio State studies of leadership dimensions

SS -- initiating structure and consideration -- resulted from research

"of this vein. 30 Given basic dimensions, the task then becomes dis-

covering the mix of the dimensions that influences the unit to con-

tribute to organizational effectiveness. The leader is assumed

to be responsible for the summative output of the unit. At the

"extreme, the leader is viewed as influencing persons comprising

the unit much as one would operate a machine, and set procedures

are established for maintaining maximal influence.

Finding the best mix of leadership dimensions or best average

"leadership style involves two assumptions. First, it is assumed

'* that the leader's behavior toward subordinates is consistent over

* ~time and homogeneous across group members such that his/her behavior

". needs only to be averaged to represent total leader behavior. The
I

"variance in behavior around the averaged style is assumed to be

random as the leader's behavior is not viewed as depending on particu-

10 -1
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lar relationships he/she may have with various subordinates. A

second assumption of the approach is that subordinates' perceptions

of leader behavior are homogeneous. That is, subordinates react

to the leader's influence attempts in essentially similar manners.

Figure 1 depicts these assumptions and the ALS approach.

A typical way of assessing leadership style within the ALS

"approach is to use the subordinate group as the unit of analysis.

With each group, the behavior of the leader is described by subordi-.

"nates, who should be in a position to observe the leader across

time and situations. Operationally, the ALS approach stipulates

P' that an aggregate score, usually an arithemetic mean, be calculated

to represent the true style of the leader. In allowing a mean to

represent the leader's style, the homogeneity assumptions concerning

leader behavior and subordinate reaction are accepted as fact.

Averaging over descriptions of group members thus reduces measure-

ment error: positive biases of one member tend to cancel the nega-

tive biases of another member. 3 8

For this operationalization to be valid, leader behavior cannot

be contingent upon personality (needs or abilities) or the situation

of particular group members. Although not extensive, research sup-

ports some implications of the ALS position, showing there is a

"moderate amount of agreement in the way subordinates describe their

leaders. Interrater correlations group around .6.12,13 More recently,

j7Schriesheim found a high similarity between individual-oriented

and group-oriented leadership descriptions by stbordinates. Thus,

there may be general behavioral patterns that subordinates recognize

I
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and respond to.

Given moderate subordinate agreement in describing leader behav-

ior, some researchers have been disposed to postulate group level

relationships between leader behavior and other organizational vari-

4ables. For example, Bell hypothesized that the degree of perceived

"looseness of supervision would be negatively correlated with the

degree of task structure. Differences were anticipated in "loose-

ness" among supervisors, in structure among work groups, and these

differences were held to be ,.orrelated. Aggregate scores in perceived

supervisory looseness were used to represent collective group re-

I* sponses.

It is worth noting that the manner in which the OAP's M&S factor

is treated in the consultation process would suggest that the ALS

3 approach has been adopted as the approach of choice. Mean score

information is fed back to supervisors to apprise them of how their

groups stand in regard to similar groups and Air Force groups as

a whole. The implication is that differences between supervisors

(between group differences) are of greatest importance and that

interventions offered by the consultants will operate from this

perspective. Of course, rarely would persons working in applied

settings consciously deny the existence of subordinate perceptual

"or response differences within target groups. However, considering

"theoretical implications of the ALS approach serves to stimulate

consideration of an equally likely leadership perspective that is

quite different.
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Vertical Dyad Linkage perspective

One alternative to the ALS approach is the Vertical Dyad Linkage

9,15E (VDL) approach. The VDL approach makes the folloding assumptions

about the leadership context. First, leader behavior is dependent

upon relationships with particular group members. This suggests

that leader behavior will be more homogeneous toward individual

members than members on the average. That is, variation in leader

behavior will be less around the average for each particular member

than around the averaged style as computed in the ALS approach.

Within the ALS perspective, when leader behavior is described by

subordinates, deviations of their observations from the averaged

style are considered as error. The VDL perspective holds that individ-

ual member's observations may vary meaningfully and this variance

should be examined. A second assump-ion of the VDL perspective

is that a group may be heterogeneous with respect to members' percep-

tions and reactions to leader behavior. In sum, the unit of analysis

in studying leadership should be the dyadic relationship between

the leader and subordinate. This position is in opposition to the ,*.

ALS perspective and is depicted in Figure 2.

Holding that leader behavior is conditioned by relationships

between the leader and individual members, the VDL perspective accepts

the possibility that certain members may have higher (or lower)

Interdependence with the leader than other members. In other words,

key members (or unimportant members) may exist within the group,

102-15 -
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something not possible from a strict ALS framework. The emergence

of differing relationships between a supervisor and group members

can be explained using social exchange notions to describe influence

9
processes used by the supervisor. Briefly, vertical exchanges

between th,? superior and subordinate may involve formal and informal

influence processes (as noted in an earlier section of this report).

"In using formal influence, the superior relies mostly on the employment

contract, which usually specifies that the subordinate will submit

to legitimate authority regarding certain supervisory requests.

Minimal social exchange is needed.

In contrast, when a superior uses informal influence processes,

the power of the employment contract is diminished and he/she must

rely on more interpersonally-oriented influence bases. The superior

may show greater (or lesser) confidence in and consideration for

the subordinate, and offer more (or less) influence in decision

making and job latitude. The subordinate can reciprocate accordingly.

Overall, variation in superior-subordinate interdependence and rela-

tionship quality is expected to occur and maximal social exchange

is required.

There is a fairly substantial body of researco indicating that A

the VDL perspective is tenable. For example, both Evans and

18Graham found the agreement between superior and averaged subordinate

descriptions of leader behavior to be close to zero, indicating

a wide variance in perceptions of the supposed same behavior. The

idea that superiors form relationships with subordinates varying

ii level of interdependency or quality (e.g., subordinates classified
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as having in- or out-group status) has been documented and shown

to determine various leadership outcomes such as subordinate satisfac- r
9,17,31,41,42'-..'-'

tion, job problems, etc. It appears that the VDL approach

does present an alternative view of leadership processeq than that

ao,anced by the ALS perspective.

Combining individual and group perspectives: The multilevel approach,'.. -•J

The existence of two seemingly opposed perspectives presents -

8problems for those both studying and exercising leadership. Most

individuals, whether first-line supervisors, CEO's, or military

personnel, realize the ALS approach may be inadequate: leaders

cannot treat all subordinates similarly. Likewise, practitioners

find the VDL approach of multiple unique individual relationships

is not a totally acceptable description of real life: subordinate

feelings of inequity as well as draini on the leader's time would

occur. There must be some core of consistency if leaders are to

be successful. It is because of such theoretical predicaments that

hybrid or multilevel models of leadership have been developed.

The multiievel perspective supports the notion that leadership

influe-nces function at both the individual and group/aggregate level.

Proponents suggest t'at level of analysis issues created by ALS

7vs. VDL models should not be addressed in either-or terms. Generally,

multilevel analysis refers Lo analytical procedures that partition

effects at one or more levels of analysis among variables belonging

to separate levels of analysis, such as to individuals and to groups

35they comprise. In the case of the ALS and VDL leadership models,
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multilevel analysis may be of value in determining if both models

simultaneously explain leadership effects. Recent multilevel research

examining leadership influences has tended to support the notion

that leadership influences can be detected using both individuals

and groups as the unit of analysis.
2 8 ' 4 1

With reference to the M&S factor on the OAP, it was noted that

"items measuring formal, group-oriented leadership processes predomi-

nate. Formal leadership influences are identified with conditions

that tend to result in similar responses on the part of subordinates.

As such, one might expect that the group as a unit of analysis perspec-

* ~tive (ALS) would be appropriate in treating OkP data. However,

in a multilevel study involving Army National Guard members, within-

group effects (VDL) were found even though the items used to gauge

leadership processes asked respondents to describe the leader's

behavior toward the group.28 Thus, multilevel tests with the M&S
•-2;-19

factor may be useful. Additionally, Green noted that LMDC consult-

ants are inLstructed to evaluate within-group score distributions

on the OAP even though they probably pay more attention to the compara-

"tive distribution of group means. It would seem LMDC consultants

are faced with evaluative tasks that implicitly involve multilevel

L. - ways of thinking about leadership.

The model to be examined allows for the possibility of both

individual (within-group) and group (between-group) level effects
I.

of leadership. This multilevel model is depicted in Figure 3.

In keeping with most leadership research, the direction of the arrows

indicates the model portrays leadership processes as resulting in

0 2.



various work-related outcomes (see reference 30). These outcome

variables are ones available from the OAP, are likely reactions

to leadership influences, and commonly appear in ALS and VDL

studies.3'37 It should be noted that as an exploratory study,

this report will not attempt to establish the proposed model as

the optimal one: this is a matter for confirmatory analysis. At

the same time though, variants of this model are found throughout

recent leadership literature and thus it does have sufficient theoreti- -I

cal underpinnings to warrant examination.

IV. METHODOLOGY F 2

"Sample

The sample consisted of individuals selected using work group

codes employed by LMDC to classify units into functional areas. L

The four-digit work group codes of groups selected and the number.%

of groups within each code are listed in Table 1. LMDC personnel

familiar with the data base inspected work group code, base, and

batch information to insure that those identified were from the .-

same groups (i.e. individuals reporting to the same supervisor).

It should be noted that because data are collected only from personnel

who are available and volunteer to respond to the OAP, responses

of entire work groups are not captured intact. Assuming there are

no systematic explanations for "no shows" in the data collection

proc-ss, partial group responses should not cause problems for the

study. Work groups for the study consisted of at least four but

no more than ten respondents. Unit size was constrained to be rather
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homogeneous to guard against unit size effects that could influence

"- worker affective reactions independently of leader behavior. 2 8 ' 4 1

Measures

Measures used had been developed through a series of OAP factor

"- analyses. A description of the OAP and information concerning psycho-

"metric characteristics of derived factors may be found in Short

39
et al. The factors appeared to be adequate in a measurement sense

for use in an exploratory effort. Specific factors were: Management

- and Supervision -- M&S (V818), perceived degree to which the leader

"provides guidance, support, and establishes standards/good work

procedures; Work Group Effectiveness (V821), one's perception of

the quantity, quality, and efficiency of the work group; Job Perfor-

"* mance Goals (V810), one's perception of how clear, difficult, and

I realistic performance goals are; and Supervisory Communications

Climate (V819), perceived degree of supervisory rapport, encouragement, 2

Sand feedback. Job Satisfaction (V723) a one-item global indicator,

measured satisfaction with the job as a whole. The use of such

36
a satisfaction measure has been supported elsewhere. The wording

"of items rapping reactions to leader behavior revealed they were

"perceptually-based. Thus, the factors they comprised were considered

as individual level operationalizations. A group level operationaliza-

tion of M&S was formed by calculating aggregated scores (means).

Though aggregation using means is not the only way of representing

group level phenomend, it is the most common technique found in

the organizational literature. .-.
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Analysis

A hierarchical regression approach to multilevel analysis,

6
contextual analysis, was employed. Basically, this study followed

28
variance partitioning procedures employed by Katerberg and Hom,

andVechio 4 1 ,42and Vecchio,4 among others, to test for within- and between-group

leadership effects. Mean M&S scores were assigned by group to each

group's respondents and outcome variables were regressed on these

2
M&S scores. The resultant squared multiple correlation (R ) generated

for each ouLcome variable represented the proportion of variance

in respondents' outcomes that could be explained by supervisor differ-

ences across work groups. In other words, this R2 indicates how

well the ALS model fit the data. Respondents' raw M&S scores were

included next in the regression equations in addition to the M&S ,,

group mean scores. Resultant increases in R2 have been argued to

represent incremental explanatory effects of within-supervisor differ-

ences (VDL model) on the outcome variables. It should be noted

that other approaches to examining within- and between-group effects

have been offered as alternatives to contextual analysis.34 Though

currently most popular, it .s not clear that contextual analysis

is the best way (or that there is any best way) to examine multilevel

phenomena. However, this issue is beyond the scope of the present

study.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Descriptive statistics for the study variables are shown in

Table 2. All variables were positively intercorrelated with most

"- in the low ro moderate range. Though the individual/aggregate M&S

score correlation was higher, common variance between these factors

was only moderate. Supervisory Communications Climate correlated

highly with individual level M&S, indicating these factors may be

measuring aspects of the same thing. (These factors have been com-

* bined in latest revision of the OAP).

. Since some amount of homogeneity in subordinate perceptions

of leader behavior is required before aggregate M&S responses can

- represent a group level response, a check on within-group homogeneity

13 was performed. Following techniques developed by James,26 eta coeffi-
cients were computed and indicated that 29% of the total variation

in M&S scores was associated with between-group differences. Though

no formal guidelines exist for minimal agreement levels, 2 7 it was

• "felt this level was sufficient for exploratory purposes.

S"-Table 3 lists the results of contextual analyses for all groups

"involved in the study. The first two columns of Table 3 contain

I2
the R s generated by regressing the criteria on group mean M&S scores

only and on grouo mean and individual M&S scores together. The

2increment in R obtained by considering the individual level M&S

"* "variable in addition to the group level M&S variable is shown in

column 3. Group level M&S accounted for generally small but signifi-

cant amounts of variance in all criterion variables. Importantly,
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individual level M&S accounted for significant amounts of criterion

variance beyond that explained by group level M&S alone. In other

words, within-group variation in M&S responses explained criterion

variance even after the effects of between-group variation had been

i controlled. These results suggest that both the ALS and VDL perspec-

tives are supported by the data.

With respect to particular criterion variables, the supervisor's

feedback and encouragement behavior (Supervisory Communications

Climate--SCC) provided the strongest evidence of VDL effects. Un-

doubtedly, some of this effect was due to common method variance.

Items of the M&S and SCC factors contain some content overlap since

both refer specifically to supervision. Conceptually, however,

it is not surprising that VDL effects would appear more strongly

with SCC as this factor captures VEL social exchange notions better!
than any of the other criterion variables. That is, rapport and

reward conditions measured by SCC would likely reflect the varying

quality of the social (rather than formal) exchanges that occur

betwee, superiors and subordinates. Analyses with Job Performance

Goals and Work Group Effectiveness variables revealed about the

same level of support for VDL effects. Support for VDL effects

was weakest (though still significant) in connection with the Job

"Satisfaction measure.

Some additional analyses were conducted to explore the influence

that the social contLxt of the work group might exert in connection

with individual and group M&S effects. An informal criterion used

in sampling work groups for study involved the degree that coordina-
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tive effort or "teamwork" was part of the work group function.

"(Note that this criterion did not measure actual teamwork but was

* - based only on a work group code expert's knowledge of members' task

duties). Twenty-nine groups (N=171) whose jobs required more teamwork

were identified along with 69 groups (N=388) whose jobs required

less teamwork. Higher teamwork groups included firemen, weapons

"- loading/handling, and tactical combat support personnel: lower

teamwork classifications included base personnel office, securi-

ty police, fuel distribution, and shipping personnel.

Contextual analyses were run for both high and low teamwork

0 samples. Multilevel effects similar to those occurring in analyses

"-" with the total sample were found. One interesting exception resulted,

however. For high teamwork groups, no significant VDL effects were

found with Job Performance Goals as the criterion variable. Specula-

-, tively, this may be due to the nature of team-oriented tasks as

much as ALS effects per se. Though supervisors of such groups are

responsible for establishing goal clarity, etc., the interdependency

*• of team members would necessitate that members know their task goals

* as members of a team. Individual perceptions would tend to be more

homogeneous in team-oriented groups since members would reinforce

each other's goal awareness to increase the probability of task

"success. Moreover, this perceptual homogeneity might correspond

with group perceptions of the supervisor's management/supervision

-". skills since a supervisor is more likely to be viewed as part of

the group under team vs. nonteamwork conditions. In a sense, teamwork

". dynamics may have effectively served as a "substitute for the formal
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29
(ALS) goal structuring leadership function.

Overall, the present study concurs with previous research 2
8 41

in finding that leadership influence as measured by the M&S factor

operates at both individual and group levels. In terms of the ALS

perspective, moderate agreement was found among subordinate perceptions

of leader behavior. Moreover, a group level indicator of leader

behavior (i.e., aggregate M&S scores) correlated with individual

responses on factors potentially affected by leader behavior. From

the VDL perspective, it was found that an individual level inuicator

of leader behavior (i.e., individual M&S scores) acccunted for signifi-

cant additional variance in criterion variables. In sum, leader

influence was found to operate in multilevel fashion.

Some caveats to this study should be noted before general implica-

tions and specific recommendations are offered. First, this study

was exploratory in the sense that a conceptually and empirically

supported model was applied for the first time within an Air Force

context. The sampling procedure, though guided by work group size

and function considerations, was one of convenience. Complete intact .

work groups were probably not sampled. Future research along the

lines of this study should consider more representative sampling L4
prcedures. Second, the measures employed were from the OAP rather k.1

than its replacement, the OAS. Though caution in generalizing results

across measures is advised, results found with OAP factors should

extend to the OAS as multilevel effects have been documented using

a variety of leadership-related instruments. 4 1 A third and final

caveat concerns the use of contextual analysis in multilevel research.
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Though variable intercorrelations suggest minimal common method

variance problems, multicollinearity can undermine regression-based

techniques like contextual analysis. As noted, previously, there

are alternative means of examining multilevel phenomena although

contextual analysis is currently the most used technique. Future .

tests concerning multilevel leadership effects might profitably

employ other techniques to insure robustness of the current findings.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations deriving from this research effort follow.

P Ones relating more to model building are cuveredJ first followe6

by recommendations pertaining to leadership and work group topics. N

1. With the intent of producing a useful product, a theoretical C

multilevel leadership model was tested and supported. Further efforts

to discover meaningful relationships among other factors contained

in LMDC survey instruments will yield a better understanding of

how these content areas interrelate. Such understanding could in

turn provide consultants with information concerning intervention

techniques to correct problems in specific areas (e.g., see recommenda-

tion 4 below). Knowing if (and which) factors have primacy in a

network of causal relationships would permit consultants to intervene

earlier in the causal chain, rectifying more primary than secondary

problems. The construction and testing of applied theoretical models

should be continued with revised versions of the OAP (i.e., the

OAS). Relevant connections between the OAS and the other survey

instruments (e.g., Family and Spouse Survey) should also be pursued.
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2. Just as multilevel surrvisory effects were discovered,

so too may multilevel effects be uncovered in other content areas

(combat readiness, organizational climate, and stress) assessed

by the OAP (and OAS). While it is not suggested that only multilevel

models are worthy of investigation, given the hierarchical structuring

of most Air Force organizations, it would seem prudent where appro- .6

priate to consider unit of analysis, measurement, and effect issues

in testing future models. When relevant, multilevel issues should

be considered in building applied theoretical models.

3. The exploratory tenor of this study necessitated some design

limitations. Future multilevel research with OAP (and OAS) factors 17

should consider the following design options: (a) For any N individ-

uals, design strategy should maximize the number of aggregate units

sampled; (b) When possible use independently measured global variables

in addition to aggregate ones; and (c) Use varying analytical ap-

proaches, e.g. , contextual analysis, analysis of covariance, and

within-and-between analysis. Option (a) guards against insufficient

variability in aggregate characteristics, option (b) provides for

a check against the natural collinearity between individual responses

and aggregates formed from the same responses, and option (c) guards .1

against findings being "method-bound."

4. The current focus of consultants is on differences between

work groups rather than differences in within-group perceptions
19

of the same supervisor. Given the results of the current study,

equal attention should be paid the latter. Within-group as well -

as between-group differences in perceptions of supervisory behavior
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should be addressed by consultants. Intervention training techniques

that address supervisor-member exchanges may be usefully applied

where there is wide within-group variation in members' perceptions

of the supervisor. This holds for groups registering lower and

higher mean M&S scores. A particular mode of training, called LMX

lb iitraining, has been shown to be beneficial in this regard.

5. With-in group standard deviations (SD) of the M&S factor

are computed as a tool to help consultants spot work groups where

leader-member exchanges need attention. If a reference sample were

identifiable for different types of functional work groups, distribu-

tions of work group SD's could be used as yardsticks to gauge when

work groips are exhibiting high within-group SD's. Appropriat

distributions of within-group SD's should be generated. This also

applies for other factors. For example, a comparatively high within-

group SD (regardless of mean level) on the Job Performance Goals

factors might indicate goal ambiguity problems.

6. The results regarding teamwork/nonteamwork influences on

perceived supervisory behaviors were tentative. But, it would be

worthwhile to further investigate this topic because of team structur-

ing of many Air Force jobs. Consultant interventions involving
(

supervisory behavior may need to be conditioned on the amount of

teamwork required by the nature of processes operating in the function-

29al area. Teamwork influences on the perception of leader behavior

should be further investigated.

7. In drawing a sample for the study, it was difficult to

identify unique work groups because of code limitations. This problem
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will hopefully be corrected by coding inprovements in the OAS.

Nevertheless, because many of the factors measured by the OAP (and

OAS) have meaning at the work group level, care should be taken

in inputing and sampling data so unique groups can be identified

at that level of analysis. Information used to classify and identify -,

work groups should include work group code, base, batch, and Julian

date (of cite visit). Likewise, if other levels of analysis and

variables are to be studied, say, the squadron level and organizational

climate, LMDC should collect information allowing unique identification

of the appropriate focal units.

8. It was noted that in this study, complete work group re-

sponses were not collected. Given that participation in surveys

is voluntary, it is not practical to expect responses from the whole

work group. For this reason, response rate percentages should be

calculated down to the work group level. This information will

help consultants determine representativeness of responses at the

level of the work group rather than some higher level.'

9. Current OAP datafiles aggregate by work group code. This

provides useful information to consultants as they know base, batch,

and data collection dates. When such information is stored in a

permanent aggregate datafile, however, the workgroup code delineation

represents information aggreg ted across bases and batches. One

interested in unique work group data must create new files (as was

done in the current study) using work group code, base, and batch

information. Though SPSSx facilitates this, it would be easier

for researchers to be able to call such information up directly
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from the permanent aggregate file. The aggregate file should be

built at the lowest possible level (i.e., unique work gr~oups).

Such files should include information identifying larger aggregates-

to which unique work groups belong (e.g., squadrons) so information

at higher levels cf analysiF could be retrieved.

123
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Table I

Functional Areas -- Aggregate Code Descriptions

CODE N DESCRIPTION

2D85 7 CBPO Customer Assistance Branch--Records & Personal I -

Affairs

2D86 10 CBPO Manning Control--Assignments .

2D87 4 CBPO Quality Force, Special Actions, Separations

2E36 28 Security Police--Law Enforcement

2G33 6 Fire Station Personnel

2G35 10 Other Fire Specialities
2G36

2G39 1 Geographically Separated Units (Fire Stations)

3585 1 Fuel Storage

3587 9 Fuel Distribution

3622 8 Household Goods/Personal Property Shipping

3624 2 Air Freight Shipping .

464A 5 Weapons Loaders/Handlers
464B
4735
4736

9A8B 3 Radio Maintenance Technicians

9A8D 4 Tactical Air Combat Support

Note: N signifies the number of work groups within each area.
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Table 2

Descriptive Statistics and Intercorrelations Among Study Variables

- Variables M SD 2 3 4 5 6

1. M&S 5.17 1.75 .54 .21 .27 .67 .31 1
-. (individual)

"" 2. M&S 5.17 .95 .22 .20 .38 .23
(group)

j 3. Job satisfaction 4.53 1.99 .24 .23 .30

4. Job Performance 4.80 1.33 .28 .32
goals

5. Supervisory 4.81 1.90 .26
communications
climate

6. Work group 5.41 1.48
effectiveness

KNote: All correlations are significant, p. < .001, N 559.
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Table 3

Effects of Within- and Between-Group Leadership Variation

2
R

Criterion Variables Agg. Agg.+Ind. &R2

Job satisfaction .05 .06 .01

"" Job performance .04 .08 .04

goals

Supervisory 15 .45 .30
communications climate

Work group .05 .10 .05
* effectiveness

Note: All R2s and R2 increments are significant (p<.O01).

Agg. Aggregate M&S scores, Ind. = Individual M&S scores.

4
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Figure I

The Average Leadership Style Approach

000

Figure 2

The Vertical Dyad Linkage Approach
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Figure 3

Proposed Multilevel Model of Leadership Effects
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF UNSTIMULATED AND STIMULATED,
CULTURED NORMAL AND NEOPLASTIC HUMAN OR MAMMALIAN CELLS

by

James J. Mrotek

ABSTRACT

Y-1 mouse adrenal tumor cells, and a human neoplastic,
respiratory tract, fibroblast cell line, HEp-2, were
examined using laser Raman spectroscopy. Methods were
designed, and their efficacy tested, to produce cell
suspensions for use in the Raman spectrometer. Because
differentiated cellular function depends on large con-
centrations of certain unique intracellular molecules,
attempts were made to determine whether characteristic
Raman spectra would be produced by intracellular HEp-2
or Y-1 molecules irradiated with a laser beam tuned to
one of several wavelengths. Using 514 and 488 nm data
obtained from both cell lines was encouraging but incon-
clusive because of insufficient replication. Y-1 exper-
iments using 476.5 nm involved runs repeated on the
same sample, runs on different samples, and a run on a
pool of three different cell generations. This wave-
length produced what appeared to be several characteris-
tic Y-1 emissions; some of these were analogous to
emissions others previously obtained from carotenoids
and heme-containing proteins. The Y-1 cells also seemed
to respond to cAMP stimulation by producing emissions
that differed from those of control cells. Detection of
476.5 nm-stimulated emissions appeared to improve if a
parallel polarizer was inserted between sample and
detector.
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-" The work described in this report was funded by a
RISE grant # 83 RIP 15 from AFOSR/SCEEE, a contract from
AFOSR/The Consortium for Biotechnology Research Center #
F33615-83-D-0603, Task Order Number 0008, and a 1984
SCEEE summer research fellowship. Each of these invest- -'

igations was designed to obtain more information on
Raman spectroscopy of inhibited and stimulated, normal
and neoplastic cultured human and mammalian cells.

The objectives proposed for the RISE grant were based
on problems encountered during the 1903 SCEEE summer
research fellowship. The RISE proposal was designed to
"optimize methods for preparing and examining cell sam-
"ples in the Raman spectrometer. The Utah consortium
contract was intended to provide funds for equipment to
be used to rapidly and accurately determine cell num-
bers, to determine di'ision times of the cultured cells
being examined by spectrometry and to develop methods
for examining purified molecules that are characteristic
of cultured adrenal cells. The 1984 AFOSR/SCEEE summer
research fellowship which is the subject of this report
provided the time and living expenses to use newly
developed methods and the equipment.

In attempt to present a complete and integrated des-
cription of the accomplishments on this project, this
report combines the results obtained using funds from
each individual source. To avoid the appearance of
funding duplication for the same effort, care is taken
to distinguish which result was obtained using funds
from a particular source.

I. INTRODUCTION

Through the use of USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

lab director's funds and support, Dr. John Taboada,

working in the Clinical Sciences Division of the School

"of Aerospace Medicine, developed a research program and

experimental facility to investigate the laser-Raman

.. spectroscopy of molecules in living systems. This ap-

proach to clinical testing is directed toward improving

non-invasive clinical diagnosis of Air Force personnel.

The object of my 1983 collaboration with Dr. Taboada

was to determine whether cultured normal and neoplastic
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mammalian and human cell types produced Raman snectra

and whether these spectra were modified by exogenous

stimulants. Since I was familiar with properties of the

Y-1 mouse adrenal tumor cell line and its special cul-

ture conditions, we began the studies with these cells.

Cultured steroid producing cells can be used for study-

ing the internal and external conditions affecting ster-

oid production, and Raman spectra, because the intra-

cellular molecules and steps involved in steroidogenesis

are relatively well defined.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR RAMAN SPECTROSCOPICAL
STUDIES:

Because a molecule interacts with the incident pho-

tons with which it is irradiated, a small number of

photons of shorter (anti-Stokes) or longer (Stokes)

wavelengths than those of the original incident light .

will be scattered by the molecule during the irradia-

tion. Laser-Raman spectroscopy is performed by scanning
a range of wavelengths immediately preceeding, and suc-";-

ceeding, the wavelength of the incident photons to de-

tect photons scattered by the irradiated molecules. In___

theory, a given molecule will produce only a limited

number of specific spectra.

II. OBJECTIVES

The study of molecules and cells using laser Raman

spectrocscopy is intended to provide semi- or non-inva-

sive diagnostic techniques to monitor the suitability of
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Air Force personel to perform their tasks. The promise

of laser Raman spectrometry in carrying out this intent

is evident from existing literature (1-4) and from pre-

liminary published and unpublished experiments conducted

by Dr. Taboada and me (5). However, much basic data

regarding the technique remains to be obtained. Fre-

quently data acquisition must be deferred while solving

logistical and procedural problems impeding progress.

During the past year this report author was funded by

three different sources: an AFOSR/SCEEE RISE grant, a

contract from the AFOSR/Utah Consortium for Biotechnolo-

gy Research and a second SCEEE summer research fellow-

ship. Each of these grants and fellowships contributed

to the development of procedures designed to provide

information on the experimental system to insure that

laser Raman data acquisition would be valid.

The objectives proposed for the RISE grant were based

on problems encountered during the 1983 SCEEE summer

research fellowship. The RISE proposal was designed to

optimize methods for preparing and examining cell sam-

ples in the Raman spectrometer. The Utah consortium

contract was intended to provide funds for equipment to

be used to rapidly and accurately determine cell num-

bers, to determine division times of the cultured cells

being examined by spectrometry and to develop methods

for examining purified molecules that are characteristic

of cultured adrenal cells. The 1984 AFOSR/SCEEE summer
1
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"research fellowship which is the subject of this report

provided the time and living expenses to use newly I

developed methods and the equipment.

III. RESULTS

METHODS DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE CELLS FOR RAMAN *

SPECTROSCOPY

In the summer of 1983 we adapted the handling of

cultured cells to the system existing for Raman spectro- L

scopy of bacterial cell suspensions (see 1983 SCEEE

Summer Research Fellowship Report). Using funds from

"the 1983 RISE grant, the preliminary procedures used to
produce suspensions in summer 1983 were confirmed during

trips to Brooks AFB in 1983-84 and this summer during my

summer research fellowship. In the discussion which

follows the rationale and difficulties associated with

the use of these procedures, and the solution to these

difficulties are described.

In each of these procedures sterility was maintained

to avoid introduction of contaminant microorganisms

which would produce confounding Raman spectra (1). Hu-

man and mammalian cells were washed thoroughly in a

nutrient medium we found experimentally to be non-fluor-

escent, Hank's buffered salt solution (HBSS). Washing .-

removed the standard cell culture medium, Eagle's mini-

mum essential medium with Earle's salts that contains

fluorescent serums, vitamins, amino acids and the pH

indicator, phenol red. Since drastic changes in envirn-

ment caused by changes in incubation media might affect
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physiological functions, comparisons were made between

the published compositions of HB,.S and standard media to

determine how compositions of each differed (Gibco cata-

log, Palo Alto, CA). We found that they did not differ

markedly (Table I).

The maximum incubation period without serums, vita-

mins and amino acids for the cells was never greater

than nine hours. Y-1 cells incubated in buffered salts

for 24 hours still produced steroids under these condi-

tions (6), suggesting that a major physiological func-

tion of these cellh was not compromised by lack of

serums, vitamins and amino acids. In our present work,

HEp-2 cells maintained 24 hours in HBSS before being

mixed with the live/dead stain, trypan blue (7), con- -

tained no more dead cells than samples evaluated the

previous day (data not shown).

To produce cell suspensions, HEp-2 and Y-1 cells were

then incubated, with occasional gentle rocking, ý',r 5-15

minutes in 1-4 ml (depending on culture flask size) of

0.05% trypsin. As small sheets of adrenal cells began

to float loose from the flask surface, a volume of 1 mM

EGTA, a calcium chelator, equal to that of trypsin was

used to inhibit trypsin by removing the calcium neces-

sary for its activity, to produce single cells by caus-

ing internalization of desmosomal junctions holding

adjacent cells together and to prevent cells from subse-

quent reclumping. Since trypsin released individual

103-8
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TABLE I'

Anhy. MgSO4 Anhy. CaC12 HEPES
NaCl*" KC1 MgSO4 *71120 CaC12 '2H20 Buffer Glucose

HBSS 8.0 0.4 0.2 0.14 1.0
MEM+ 7.2 0.4 0.1 0.26 5.86 1.0

Na2HPO4*12H20 KH2PO4 NaH2PO4*H20

HBSS 0.12 0.06
"MEM 0.14

* HBSS total monovalent cation (Sodium/Potassium)
equivalents: 0.36.

MEM total monovalent cation (Sodium/Potassium)
equivalents: 0.31.

*' grams/liter
+ Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium with Earle's Salts

TABLE II*

"LIVE DEAD FRAGMENTS CLUMPS

FLASK 1 55.9+10.3 20.9+7.8 20.4+7.8 2.9+0.8

FLASK 2 32.3+6.3 13.3+3.8 15.4+5.3 3.4+1.0

* Mean + S.E.M for four determinations;
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HEp-2 cells without the need for EGTA and EGTA did not

prevent HEp-2 cells from reclumping; 0.5 mg/ml trypsin

inhibitor/HBSS, added to the cells in a volume equal to

that of trypsin, prevented clumping. Following suspen-

sion, and whenever cells were transferred from one con-

tainer to another, they were rapidly pipetted up and

down to ensure homogeneous suspensions and to dislodge

any cells which might have clumped. We were initially

concerned that this procedure might fragment cells, but

data presented in Table II suggests this is not a con-

cern. We were also concerned that EGTA treatment was

traumatic to the physiology of the cell because any

excess EGTA might cause intracellular calcium to diffuse

to the extracellular fluid and alter intracellular ac-

tivity. I initially proposed in the 1983 RISE applica-

tion that the use of cell suspensions for Raman spectro-

scopy could be avoided if cells grown on coverslips were

inverted over a welled microscope slide containing HBSS. L
In a trip to Brooks AFB in November 1983 we found this

proposal to be impractical because it necessitated fo-

cusing the incident laser beam within a single cell.

Another method suggested by Dr. Taboada involved "tun- ¾.'

neling' the laser beam into the edge of a microscope

slide to which cells are attached, the beam caroms from

surface to surface down the slide and stokes and anti-

stokes wavelengths emitted from contacted cells on the

slide surface are scanned by the photon detector. While

discussing this and other geometric arrangements, we 4
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realized that most samples which would be used in Air

Force tests would be suspended from epithelial cell

scrapings or from biopsies. We, therefore, reluctantly "-

returned to the trypsin, EGTA and trypsin inhibitor ..

methods developed in the summer of 1983. Dr. Taboada's

stunnelings procedure remains to be tried.

In using cell suspensions the effects of trypsin,

EGTA and trypsin inhibitor on the viability and physiol-

ogy of suspended cells could be questioned. While we

conducted no direct experiments to measure physiology

and viability, other investigators had. Steroid produc-

tion and adrenal cell viability was recently shown by

Voorhees and M4rotek (8) to be unaffected by trypsin and

trypsin inhibitor; while Brown, Mrotek and Hall (1975,

unpublished data) showed that adrenal cells suspended in

EGTA were able to respond to ACTh and produce steroids.

These findings suggest that at least one adrenal cell

physiological parameter was unaffected by our suspension |

procedures. Since HEp-2 cells have no readily measur-

able physiological parameters, we have no information

regarding the effects of any of the suspending agents on

their physiology. Live/dead cells, cell fragments,

bacterial and fungal particulates and cell clumps were

counted in HEp-2 cell samples suspended with trypsin and

EGTA (Table II). Although suspended at the same time,

flask two was counted five hours later than flask one.

Thus it is apparant that prolonged suspension of the
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cells does not harm viability. Suspended cells counted -.

24 hours later did not exhibit any increased mortality

(data not shown). Fragments, including crystalline

serum proteins, stain particles and rounded objects

1/25th the size of cells, seemed to be non-cellular

material. Clumps, defined as two or more attached cells ""

or cell parts, represented only a small percentage of 9
the total counted material. Maximum clump size consisted

of no more than four, but usually two, cells. In the

last two 1984 SCEEE summer fellowship- weeks, ,ýttempts

were made using the Coulter counter purchased with Utah

consortium funds to verify fragmentation and clumping

results for HEp-2 cells, then extend this data to Y-1

cells. As understanding of counter operation improved,

we also attempted to establish approximate cell diame-

ters. By resetting the count discriminators to detect

larger and larger particles after each count, fragment

and clump counts, and cell size, was infered (Table

III). Data for run 1 with HEp-2 cells suggested that

there were relatively few particles between 0-15 microns

or of 20 or greater microns; two to ten times as many

particles ranged between 15-20 microns. Run 2 data

suggested that the majority of the particles range in

size between 10-15 microns, with nine times fewer parti-

cles averaging 20 microns or greater. Most particles in

run 3 also ranged between 10-15 microns in diameter;

very few were greater than 20 microns in diameter. 4.

Collectively, the data was consistent with the view that
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TABLE III

HEp-2

RUN 10-13* 10-15 13-15 15-20 20-25

1 0.66** 1.18 0.13
2 18.29 12.10 1.80
3 16.22 9.24 0.11 •. -'

Y-1

7-10 10-11 11-13 11-15 13-15 15-20 20-25

1 6.35 13.88 4.60 0.35
2 4.04 2.54 3.90
3 0.06 3.82 9.36 7.17

• Counts for particles whose diameters (in microns)
fall within this range. Space limitations pre-
cluded including standard error of the mean; all
counts were statistically valid.

** X 10-5 particles.

?'..'.

t
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HEp-2 cells ranged from 10 to 20 microns in diameter and

that few clumps larger than 20 microns in diameter

existed in suspensions; data regarding 0-10 micron frag-

ments was inconclusive. Further experiments are re-

quired to determine fragment counts and refine cell

diameter ranges. The majority of the particles in Y-1

cell suspensions ranged between 7 and 15 microns with

the largest numbers being in the 11-15 micron range.

With the exception of run 2 in which there was relative-

ly little change in particulate numbers between 7-15

microns, few particulates were found in 7-10 and greater

than 20 micron ranges. Collectively, these data may

suggest a probable cell size in the 11-15 micron range

and little fragmentation and clumping. Lack of clear

results in these counting experiments resulted from

inconsistent experimental designs, and lack of time and

experience with the Coulter counter. Additional work is

suggested. •w.

We were also concerned about long-term laser irradia-

tion of a suspended cell. Dr. Taboada had previously

circumvented this difficulty by horizontally moving the

sample-containing cuvette through the laser beam. Be-

cause cells suspended in buffer are continuously set-

tling through the fluid, there is a possibility of too

few cells at the spectrophotometer photon detector site

if the detector is scanning the upper regions of the

cuvette, or too many if lower regions are scanned. This
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difficulty was overcome by raising the cuvette so that

the midpoint of its vertical axis was adjacent to the

spectrophotometer photon detector. Thus, as cells set-

tled out of the detection point, other cells settled

into this point. Total scan time was short enough to

insure a continuous supply of cells falling from the

upper cuvette half into the detection point. This geom-

etry viso insured short-time cell exposure to the laser

(elimin, -.. g the need to laterally translate the cu-

vette). Nevertheless, beam effects on cell mortality

were determined by counting live/dead cells before and

after Raman spectrometry (data not shown). Within the

experimental error of the method (5%), there was no

measurable increase in cell mortality. Laser effects on

physiological parameters remain to be determined. We

were aware that as cells accumulated on the cuvette
.v.

bottom, the mass of material might occlude the laser

beam. Using the Coulter counter purchased with Utah

consortium funds to accurately and rapidly count cells, '.J

we could always dilute our samples to maintain a concen-

tration of 1.2 million cells. As determined in succes-

sive laser runs using fewer HEp-2 cells, 1.2 million

cells seemed to optimize Raman spectra detection while .

minimizing beam occlusion due to cell accumulation

(spectral data not shown).

To explain high levels of Raman spectral activity

obtained from HEp-2 and Y-1 cells during my 1983 summer

research fellowship, I suggested metabolic and cell
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surface activities as sources of these spectra and Dr.

Taboada felt that mitosis might also be a source of this

activity; these suggestions were based on my experience

with cell surfaces and cytoskeleton (8-14), and Dr.

Taboada's with bacterial fission. In addition, we

wished to monitor viability, fragmentation, cell clump-

ing and contamination of cell suspensions to assure

applicability of Raman data to only the cells being

examined. To conduct these evaluations, an inverted

Nikon microscope with photogiaphic &.id time-lapse video-

taping capabilities was purchased using funds from a

contract with the Utah consortium. Time-lapse videomi-

croscopy can establish the cycle time between mitoses

and also the cell surface activity. Live/dead counts,

fragments, contaminants and clumping may also be deter-

mined with this microscope. Several factors prevented

us from obtaining data related to the above goals.

First, the microscope did not arrive until three weeks

before the end of the fellowship; second, a useable

videotape recorder capable of time-lapse operation could

not be found on base; third, the "real-timeo videotape

of microscope images was not be enlarged enough and

illumination was of insufficient intensity for adequate

contrast. While evaluation of cell suspensions might

have been conducted with the inverted microscope, a

microscope Dr. Taboada obtained from surplus property

was used to complete most of 'his work before it ar-
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rived. Future experiments to clarify the involvement of

cell surface activity and mitosis in Raman activity are

planned when funds become available for purchase of a

time-lapse video recorder and a microscope objective

more powerful than the existing 40X. The problem of ..

insufficient illumination can be corrected by purchasing

a video camera having a more sensitive detection system.

Since Dr. Taboada has detected Raman signals assoc-

iated with fission in synchronized bacterial cells, he

is interested in similar phenomena in mitotic mammalian
I.--

cells. It is his working hypothesis that Raman signals

we have detected from rapidly proliferating mammalian

cancer cells may derive from the random mitotic activity

of the cancer cells. Synchronization of these cells

would then intensify the signals and improve reproduci-

bility. Several lines ot evidence suggest to me that

Raman signals detected in these experiments are indepen-

dent of mitosis: (a) bacterial fission is different than

eukaryotic mitosis, (b) neoplastic cell division rates

need not be different from normal cell counterparts

(even the most malignant tumors possess an average 18-

to 24-hour cell cycle); the analogs only differ in their

ability to cease division when all available growth

space is lost and adjacent cells are in complete contact

with each other (15), (c) most cell division cycles are

between 10 - 24 hours long, however, the length of 4.

mitosis is seldom longer than two hours. At any given

time, therefore, from 8 - 20% of a randomly dividing
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cell population will be dividing. It seems unlikely

that the entire Raman activity detected in our cells can

be ascribed to such a relatively small division percen-

"tage. However, metabolic and cell surface activity is

continuous during non-dividing cell phases, and differ-

entiated function occupies at least four, if not more,

"non-dividing hours. Thus, molecules associated with

3 these cellular activities would seem to be more probable

"causes of Raman activity following laser irradiation.

LASER DATA

S Using a laser tuned to one of several different

wavelengths, preliminary Raman spectral data were ob-

tained from HEp-2 and Y-1 cells before and after stimu-

lation with ATP or cAMP (Tables IV, V, VI and VII).

"Before a summary of the data in the tables is presented,

"several points should be made regarding methods and

"definitions used for data interpretation. An experimen-
U

tal group was defined as a specific cell type irradiated

* at a given laser wavelength. A treatment component was

either the biochemical stimulant, cAMP or ATP, or the S
spectrometer modification, presence or absence of a

polarizing filter between the sample and detection sys-

tem. A replicate was the repeated laser scans of a cell

* type receiving a specific treatment component; except in -

scans conducted at 476.5 nm, no attempt was made to

distinguish between repeated scans of a single sample

and a scan of different, but similarly treated, sample,
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because of the enormity of the data. An event was

defined as a single graphic excursion measuring one cm

or more from lowest to highest point; as defined in (b)

below an event was also a collection of events never

differing from each other by no more than four wave

numbers. The event wave number was the photon wavelength

emitted following laser irradiation of a cell. The

summary for each experimental group following shortly

will be organized to present Raman events associated

with a single treatment component within an experiment,

with two treatment components having elements in common

or with events occurring in the majcrity of the treat-

ment components in that experimental group. To inter-

pret this data these criteria were established: (a) two

wave numbers differing by five or more were considered

to be different (our reasons for this were: in most

instances two differert individuals read the laser-Raman

graphs within four wave numbers of each other; during my

readings I accidentally reread wave numbers from several

different portions of the graphs, these readings dif-

fered by no more than four wave numbers; and, the reso-

lution of the detector is 5/cm), (b) since a range of

five wave numbers from replicate runs would not be

different, for reporting they were combined into a range

(a given range was often large because each successive

excursion that was 0 - 4 higher than the preceeding

excursion was included in that range until an excursion
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differing from the last range excursion differed from

the next wave number by five; the exception occurred if

an excursion added to the given range caused two excur-

sions from the same run to be included (c) in summari-

zing this data only excurqions replicated three or more

times in a given experimental treatment or botween-

treatments appear, Wd) in multi-treatment experiments,

only excursions replicated in all three treatment compo-

nents, or in three out of a four component experiment,

were recorded as events commonly exhibited by those

cells when irradiated at that laser wavelength, (e) for

each wavelength, events from each treatment component

coinciding with water and HBSS solution events were

eliminated if they occurred within four of a given wave

number; thus, events reported in the tables are those

remaining after removal of background events; the sole

exception to this was Y-1 adrenal cells irradiated at

488 rnm, which had no background runs due to lack of time

during the last days of my summer fellowship.

The repeated emissions by intracellular molecules in

the six control, HEp-2 replications irradiated at 514 rma

(Table IV), were at 418-20, 450-54, 1120-25, and 1670-74

twice, at 970-75 three times, at 878-80 and 1056-60 four

times, and 1010-15 five times. Events occurring in two,

or three, out of three treatments (nine possible repli-

cates for three treatments) were repeated three times at

144, 150, 298-300, 626-30, 980-85, 1720, and 1778-85,

four times at 560-64, 808-10, 900-05, 1000-04, 1218-24,
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TABLE IV

WAVELENGTH OF HEp-2 CELL RAMAN LINES PRODUCED
AFTER IRRADIATION AT 514 ram

WAVE
i NUMBER CONTROL* cAMP"* ATP+

"144 2++ 1
150 2 - 1
220 1 -

240-44 1 1
260-64 1 1 -

290 - 1 1
298-300 2 1

320 1 -

"346 1 -

397-402 1 1
"418-20 2 -

450-54 2 - -
470-72 2 2 1
517-20 - 1 1
560-64 2 1 1
"576-80 1 - -

626-30 1 2
700 1 - 1

720-24 1 - -
730 - 1 1

748 1 -

780 1 1
808-10 2 2

830 1 1
838-40 1 1
860-64 1 -
878-80 4 -

900-05 3 1
"910 - - 1
"920 1 1 -

938-40 1 - 1
"945-50 1 1 -

958 - - 1
970-75 3 -

980-85 2 1
1000-04 2 1 1
1010-15 5 - -
1040-44 1 1 .. . .

1050 1 - 1
1056-60 4 --

1067 - - 1
1090 - 1
1098 1 -

1120-25 2 -

1148-52 3 1 1 -'

1178 1 - -
1190 - -
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WAVE
NUMBER CONTROL* cAMP** ATP+

1210 1 1 -
1218-24 2 1 1

1230 1 - -
S1240 -1 -

1268-70 1 1 -

1318-24 2 2 1
"1390 1 - -
1396 1 - -
1460 -- 1

1520-24 3 1 -

1540-44 3 1 1
1588-90 1 1 -

1597 1 - -

1615-20 3 1 -
1630 - - 1

1670-74 2 - -

1710 1 - -

1720 2 1 -
1738 - 1 -

1768-70 1 1 -

1778-85 2 1 -
1800 1 1 -
1810 1 -

1850 1 -
1860 1 -

1890 -1 -

1920 1 1 .
1930 - -

1944 1 - -

1950 1
1980 -1 1
2000 1 - -

Six replicates (two different samples were each
scanned three times; one of those repeat scans
was performed on 0.6 million cells - it contain-
ed many events founi in scans using 1.2 million
cells and a large number of events associated
with buffer scans).

** Two replicates (successive repeats on the same
sample).

+ Single scan.

Bold type was used to emphasize that an event was
recorded two or more times at that wave number.
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and 1615-20, and five times at 470-72, 1148-52 and 1540-

44. Out of two replications, no repeats were associated

exclusively with cAMP. Since ATP was only used once as

a HEp-2 treatment, results were inconclusive. It must

be noted that undetected events for any treatment compo-

nent could indicate that the events have not occurred,

or that events are missed when they occur during scan-

ring-time for another event because the spectrophoto- .
meter cannot detect all events simultaneously. In

addition, there are numerous situations where attempts

to economize by recording more than one run on the same

graph sheet resulted in overlapping and obscured re-

sults. We also had several instances of pen skipping

which caused event loss. While we always tried to scan

through 2000/cm, frequently the run would either termin-

ate prematurely, or, the pen would not be lifted from

the paper as the machine reset itself. Therefore, re-

sults from 1870/cm onward were incomplete. The sum of

these technical difficulties suggests that events occur-

ring in other treatments may not have been detected.

For all these reasons, the events recorded from control

cells are probably not exclusive, although the five

repetitions of the event at 1010-15 must be considered

interesting. Similarly, molecule(s) causing emissions

at 470-72, 1148-52 and 1540-44 regardless of treatment

may reflect characteristic "signature* molecules within

the HEp-2 cell. Which molecules these might be, are
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TABLE V

WAVELENGTH OF Y-1 CELL RAMAN LINES PRODUCED
AFTER IRRADIATION AT 514 nm

WAVE WAVE
NUMBER CONTROL* cAMP** NUMBER CONTROL cAMP

100 - 1 140 - 1
"150 1 - 164 - 1
210 - 1 270 1 1
280 - 1 290 1 -

398 1 - 420 1 1
430 - 1 570 - 1
628 1 1 664 1

670 1 1 700 - 2
717 1 - 778-80 1 1
800 1 1 806 1 1
860 - 1 868-70 1 1
970 - 1 998-1000 1 1

1050 - 1 1066 - 1
1090 - 1 1100 - 1
1118 1 - 1124 - 2
"1130 1 - 1130 1 -

"1150 1 1 1180 - 1
1190 - 1 1210 1 -

1230 - 2 1250 1 1
1258 - 1 1264 - 1

1290-93 - 2 1318-20 - 2 . .
"1330 1 - 1340 - 1
1370 - 1 1388 - 1
1410 1 2 1460 1 1
1476 1 - 1510 1 -

1520-24 1 1 1540 - 1
1587-90 1 1 1610 1 1

1624 - 1 1644 - 1
1668-70 1 1 1708 - 1
1718-24 1 2 1740 - 1

1764 - 1 1780 -1

b 1798 1 1 1860 2-
1870 1 - 1900 - 1
1950 - 1 1978 - 1

• Single replicate.
•* Two replicates (successive repeats on the same

sample).

Bold type was used to emphasize that an event was
recorded two or more times at that wave number.
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Spresently unknown. We used ATP as one of the HEp-2

stimulants because of the interesting effects it caused

when used in the summer of 1983 (5). Why we were unable

to repeat these results is unclear. Our use of cAMP as

a stimulant resulted from information obtained during a

literature search conducted as part of the Utah conbor-

tium contract. Dibutyryl cAMP was used to decrease the

yield of Herpes-Simplex 1 virus particles released from

inoculated HEp-2 cells (16). Although our cells were

uninoculated, we used the precedence of this work to

guide ours. Too few replicates were conducted to sus-

tain any conclusions about this work. We had also

intended to investigate cytochrome response to irradia-

tion at 476.5 and 488 na because literature studies

indicated that HEp-2 cells irradiated with 6.5 ma radio-

waves of 1 nW/cm2 flux density reduced cytochrome oxi-

dame and NAD- and NADP-diaphorase activities (17). Af-

ter effort focal point vacations, spectrometer redesigns

and usage by two other SCEEE fellows, little time re-

mained to include all intended experiments. It is ex-

pected that funds from a 1984 AFOSR/SCRBZ RISE grant

will permit continuation of these investigations under

more ideal circumstances.

Two repeated emissions by intracellular molecules in

the two cAMP-treated Y-l replicates irradiated with 514

nm (Table V), were found at 700, 1124, 1230, 1290-93,

1318-20, and 1860. Whether these events result from

cAMP treatment, or characteristic emnisions of the Y-1
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adrenal cell, was uncertain for reasons described above.

Events detected in all three runs of control and cAMP-

treated cells were at 1410 and 1718-24. Since control

cells were only scanned once, results were inconclusive.

There were too few replicates in this experiments to

draw conclusions about "signature* molecules.

Repeated emissions by intracellular molecules in the

three control, Y-1 replications irradiated at 488 rim

(Table VI), were twice found at 140-54, 320, 598, 610,

644-5-50, 710, 920, 960, 970, 984-95, 1030, 1142-44,

1158-60-2, 1190, 1210-14, 1344-6-50, 1390-94, 1437,

1468-70-3, 1560, 1564-8, 1590, 1628-30, 1670, 1680-84,

1720-24, 1778-80, 1818-20, 1824, 1908-10, and 1920-24.

Similarly, events were observed at the following wave

numbers in all three control replicates: 200-04, 300-04,

668-70-4, 690, 1080-4-90, 1108-10, 1600, and 1800-4-8.

For the events occurring in both treatment components,

there are four replicates. Events repeated three times

were found at 170, 270-8-80, 328-30, 340-44, 400, 430-

38, 450, 496-500, 574-78, 658-60-2, 764-8-72, 1038-40-4,

1057-60, 1122-4-30-2, 1178-80-4, 1200-04, 1300, 1525-30,

1548-50-4-60, and 1860-4-8, while events repeated in

all four replicates occurred at the following wave num-

bers: 790-8-800, 890-4-8, 1310-8-20-2, 1458-60-4-5, and

1508-10-14. Lack of repetition of the cAMP run prevents

conclusions from being drawn. As discussed previously,

events occurring only in controls may also occur in
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TABLE VI

WAVELENGTH OF Y-1 CELL RAMAN LINES PRODUCED
AFTER IRRADIATION AT 488 nm+

WAVE WAVE
NUMBER CONTROL* cAMP** NUMBER CONTROL cAMP

130 - 1 135 1 -

240-54 2 - 160 1 -

170 2 1 178 1 -

190 1 - 200-04 3 -

215 1 - 225 1 -

240 1 - 260 1 -

264-75 1 - 270-8-80 2 1
300-04 3 - d/310 - 1

320 2 - 328-30 2 1
340-44 2 1 362 1 -

370 1 - 375 - 1

384 - 1 392 1 -

400 2 1 408 1 r
415 1 - 420 1 1

430-38 2 1 d/440 1 -

450 2 1 462-64 1 1
480 1 - 488 - 1
490 1 - 496-500 2 -

515 1 - 520 - 1
530 1 1 540 1 -

560 - 1 568-70 1 1
574-78 2 - 580 1 -

590 - 1 598 2-
610 2 - 620 - 1
624 1 1 630 1

644-5-50 2 - 668-70-4 3
690 3 - 700 1 -

710 2 - 724 1 -

738 - 1 743 - 1
748 1 - 758-60-2 2 1

764-8-72 2 1 778 1 1
784 1 - 796-8-800-4 3 1.
810 1 1 820-24 1 1
820 1 1 846-48 1 1
854 1 - 870 1 1

890-4-8 3 1 900-04 1 -

910 1 - 920 2 -

930 1 - 940 1 1
950 1 - 9,50 2 -

970 2 - 984-25 2 -

1000 1 - 1010 - 1

1020 1 - 1025 - 1
1030 2- 1038-40+-44 2 1
1050 1 - 1057-60 2 1

1068-70 1 1 1080-4-90 3 -

1094 1 - 1100 1 -
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WAVE WAVE
NUMBER CONTROL cAMP NUMBER CONTROL cAMP
1108-10 3 - 1122-4-30-2 3 1
1142-44 2 - 1150 1 1

1158-60-2 2 - 1165-68 1 1
1178-80-4 2 1 1190 2 -

1200-04 2 1 1210-14 2 -
1224 1 - 1230 1 1

d/1240 1 - 1250 1 -
1257-60 1 1 1264 1 -

1270 1 - 1287 1 -

1300 2 1 1310-8-20-2 3 1
d17330 1 - 1344-6-50 2 -

1355 1 - 1364 1 -
1370 - 1 1380-85 1 1

1390-94 2 - 1400 1 1
1396-1408 1 - 1410 1 -
1418-0-2-4-6 2 1 1430 - 1

1437 2 - 1450 1 1
1458-60-4-5 3 1 1468-70-3 2 -

1485 1 - d/1490 1 -
1498-1500 1 1 1508-10-14 3 1

1520 1 - 1525-30 2 1
1542 1 - 1548-50-4-60 2 1
1560 2 - 1564-68 2 -
1580 1 - 1590 2 -
1600 3 - 1608-10-8 1 1
1620 - 1 1628-30 3 -

1640-44 1 1 1658 1 1
1660-64 1 1 1670 2 -
1680-84 2 - 1684-94 1 -

1690 - 1 1700 1 -
1710 1 1 1720-24 2 -
1740 1 - 1750 1 -

1764-5 1 1 1778-80 2 -
1790 1 - 1800-4-8 3 -

1818-20 2 - 1824 2 -
1830 - 1 1855 1 -

1860-4-8 2 1 1880 1 -
1890 1 - 1900 1 -

1908-10 2 - 1920-24 3 -
1930 1 - 1944 1 1
1954 1 - 1964 1 -
1984 1 - 2000 1

*Single replicate.
• Two replicates (successive repeats on the same

sample).
+ A doublet (d/) begins at that wave number.

Bold type was used to emphasize that an event was
recorded two or more times at that wave number.

Underlined numbers represent wavelengths at which
carotenoids and heme-containing proteins emit.
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cAM-treated cells but be missed during the scanning

procedure. In addition, three replications do not seem

sufficient to draw conclusions about control events. It

is interesting that there are a limited number of events

common to both treatments; particularly those events

with ranges encompassing only 6, 7 and 8 wave numbers

may represent emissions by characteristic Y-1 cell mole-

cules responding to light at 488 nm. We note that

events within the ranges centering on 1040 and 1300 were

repeated in three out of four replicates, while the

range including 1460 appeared in all four replications.

More replication is required to verify these

possibilities.

In attempting to understand the significance of repli-

cation of responses to irradiation at 488 nm, we found

that this wavelength caused carotinoids and cytochromes

to emit at wave numbrs of 1040, 1300, and 1460 (18).

Most mammalian cells in vivo and in vitro are unable to

synthesize carotenoids and their derivatives; they are,

however, able to absorb them from their nutrients (19).

Vitamin A, a carotenoid, is stored in intracellular

adrenocortical lipid droplets (20, 21). Rats deficient

in vitamin A show reduced rates of glucocorticoid pro-

duction, probably due to failure of deoxycorticosterone

to be hydroxylated to the gucocorticoid, corticosterone

(22, 23). The Eagle's minimum essential medium with

Earle's salts used in culturing Y-1 adrenal cells did

not contain carotenoids (Gibco catalog, Palo Alto, CA).
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Whether these molecules could be absorbed from the ser-

ums used in their maintenance was unknown until receit-

ly. Now information regarding the major constituents of

serums is available; HyClone Laboratories (Logan, Utah)

indicates that their fetal bovine and horse serums con-

tain, respectively, a total of > 209 and 233 ng/lCO g

serum of these carotenoids: retinoic acid, retinyl pal-

mitate, retinyl acetate, retinol and carotene. While we

used fetal bovine and horse serum from KC Biological

(Lexina, Kansas), serums from different commercial sour-

ces should not differ. Particularly because most cattle

and horses are genetically inbred, and, serums from many

animals are pooled to produce the marketed product.

With regard to iren-containing proteins, adrenal cells

contain large concentrations of various cytochromes,

flavo- and heme proteins, including cytochromes a, a3,

b, b5, c, cl, side-chain cleavage, 11 beta and 21 beta

P-450s, P-420, adrenodoxin, flavoprotein and non-heme

iron (24, 25). These iron-containing proteins are used

in the synthesis of steroid hormones, or to provide

energy-containing compounds for viability and steroid

synthesis (26). Besides being useful as models for

studying caro'enoids, steroid synthesizing cells are

also ideal for examining laser Raman spectra associated

with iron-containing compounds. Concentrations recorded

for a few bovine adrenal mitochondrion and microsome

heme proteins are summarized in Table VIII. To convert
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TABLE VIII

RHEOPROTEINS IN BOVINE ADRENAL

RZTOCHONDRIA. AND MICROSOMRS + ~s

Mitochonc'rda* Kicrosoaexu'

a 35+0.7
a3 1.2±T 0.4
b 2.0 ±0.4 -

b5 0.*06
c 2.4 + 0.6
cl 1.8+T0.4

Fp 4.5±+1.9

P- 420 0.16
P-450 8.3 + 2.8 0.23

+ nanomol~s/ag nitrogen
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these figures from mg nitrogen to mg protein a multipli-

cation factor of 6.25 must be used (27). Thus, a total

"of 151 nanomoles hame protein/ mg protein may exist in a

bovine adrenal cell. While similar figures do not exist

for Y-1 adrenal cells, the bovine concentrations may be

extrapolated using the conversion factor: 0.6 nanograms

..- protein/mouse adrenal cell (10). In our experiments we

routinely used 1.2 million cells; our sample, therefore,

"had approximately 108.7 total nanomoles heme protein.

Control Y-1 intracellular molecules irradiated at

476.5 nm emitted photons which were scanned without a

polarizer in five essentially complete, and one partial,

replicate runs (Table VII). Control events were re-

peated twice at wave numbers 120-40 and 910, three times

at numbers 590, 1320-22, and 1408. To reduce fluores-

cence causing progressive upward displacement of the

events being recorded, scanning was conducted using a

filter which polarized parallel; out of four replicates,

wave numbers 125-28, 816-18, 1244-45, 1780 and 1904 were

"repeated twice; numbers 200-04 and 1268-70 were repeated

three times. Out of nine replicates, events occurring

simultaneously in polarized and non-polarized controls

were repeated three times at 260-64, 368-70, 604-8-13,

735-7-40, 1277-80, 1760, 1775, and 1820 or four times at

S240-2-4, 1020 and 1874-8-90. Pooling replicates from

the non-polarized components, six controls and two cAMP

treatments, events repeating three times appeared at

* 270, 850, 1224-25, and 1368-70, with 1930 being the wave
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TABLE VII

WAVELENGTH OF Y-1 CELL RAMAN LINES PRODUCED
AFTER IRRADIATION AT 476.5 rnm

PARALLEL PARALLEL
WAVE POLARIZ. POLARIZ.

NUMBER CONTROL* CONTROL+ cAMPe cAMP++

102 - - - I
125-28 ## - 2 - -

120-40 2 - - -

134-6-8-42 - 2 - 1
150 1 1 - -

d/164 # - 1 - -
186-83 1 - - 1

194 1 -...

200-04 - 3 - -
210 1 1 - -

218-20 1 - - 1
223 - - - 1

228-30 2 - 1 1
240-2-4 1 3 - -
250-53 - 1
260-64 1 2 - -

270 2 - 1 -

278-82-3 - 1 1 1 ____

296-300 1 2 - .

306-7-8 - 2 - 1
318-20-5 1 2 1 1

328 - - - 1
336-8-40-2-3 - 1 1 1
358-60 1 1 1 2
368-70 1 2 - -

390-1-5-400 2 1 - 1
405-6-8-10 4 3 - 1
428-30 1 - 2 1.
440-3-4 2 2 1 - *.

450-53 2 2 - 1
458-60-4 1 3 1 -
d/466 - -1 -

472-5-6-8-800 3 1 - 1
476-7-8-90 2 2 - 1
504-8-10-1-2 2 2 - 1
520-22 3 2 1 -
528-30 i 2 - 1

538-40-2-4 1 1 1 1
546 - - 1

555-6-8-60 1 3 - 2
573 1 - 1

580-83 1 1 - -

584-602 - - 1
590 3 - -

596-7-8-600 1 3 1 -
604-8-13 2 1 - -
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PARALLEL PARALLEL
WAVE POLARIZ. POLARIZ.

NUMBER CONTROL CONTROL cAMP cAMP

626-8-30-5 3 1 1 2
638-40-2 2 3 1 1 e

648 - - 1 1
658-60 1 1 1 -

664 1 1 - -
670-5-8-80 3 2 1 2

690 2 2 1 -
710 1 - - -

715 - 1 - -
720-1-3-4-8-30 5 3 1 2
735-7-40 2 1 - -

745 - - - 1
750 - 1 1 -

755-8-60-4-5 3 1 - 1
770 1 - - -

790-2-4 1 2 1 -
798-800-4-5 2 1 - 1
808-10 - 1 2 1
816-18 - 2 - -

850 1 - 2 -

858 - - - 2
868-70 2 1 1 -
872-78 - 1 - -

875-8-82 1 1 1 -
890 - 1 - -

894-900 - - - 1
898-900-4 - 2 2 1

d/910 2 - - -
918-20-2-5-8 2 3 1 2
938-40-2 2 2 2 1
950-3-5-6-8-60 3 3 2 1

968-70 - 2 - 2
968-74a - 1 -

978 - 1 - -
985 - 1 - -

986-98 - 1 - -

990-92 - 1 - 1
1000 - 1 1 -

1005-8-10 2 1 2 2
1020 1 3 - -

1020-40 1 - - -

1022-3-5 1 1 - 1
1030-2-6-8 1 1 - 2
1042-44 - 2 - 1
1050-52 - 3 - 1

1060-2-6-8 2 2 1 2
1070-73 1 2 - 1

1078-80-2-3 2 1 2 2
1188-90-2 2 2 - 1
1200-2-5-8-10 2 3 1 1
1218-20-2 3 1 1 -
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PARALLEL PARALLEL
WAVE POLARIZ. POLARIZ.

NUMBER CONTROL CONTROL cAMP cAMP

1224-25 2 - 1 -

1228-30-3-6-8 1 3 2 1
1244-45 - 2 - -
1242-50 - 1 - -

1250-54 1 2 2 -

1260 - 2 1 -
1260-70 1 - - -
1268-70 - 3 - 1
1277-80 2 1 - -

1288-90-2 2 - - 1
1308-10 1 2 - 2
1320-22 3 - - -

1300
1338-40-2 1 2 1 -

1347-50-2 1 2 1 1
1358-60-2-4-6 1 2 1 2

1368-70 2 - 1 -
, 1370-80 1 - - -

1375-6-8-80 - 3 - 1
1385 - 1 - -

1390 1 1 - 1
1385-1400 1 - -
1395-8-400-3-5 2 3 2 1
1408-10 3 - - -p.. 1425-6 - 1 2 -

". ~1430
"1448-50 2 2 - 1
1458-60 2 3 - 1
1468-70 1 1 1 -

1478-80-3 1 1 - 2
1486-8-90 2 1 1 1

1495 - 1 - -
1498-1500 1 1 - -

1525 - 1 1 -
"1530 1 1 - -

1536-8-40 1 1 1 2
1570 1 1 2 -

1570-78 1 - - -
1570-90 1 - - -

"1575 1 - - -
1578-82-3-4 - 2 1 1
1588-90 2 - 1 1
1608-10 3 3 1 1

1612 - - - 1
1626-7-30 1 1 1 1
1648-50-3 1 - 2 1
1658-60 2 2 - 2

1664-8-72 1 - 2 1
1680 - 1 - -

1688-90 1 2 1 1
1694-6-8-1700 3 1 1 -
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PARALLEL PARALLEL
WAVE POLARIZ. POLARIZ.
NUMBER CONTROL CONTROL cAMP cAMP

1704-6-7-8-10 2 2 1 1
1716-20-2 1 2 1 -
"1724-6-8-30 3 2 - 2

1740-44 2 - - -
1745-58 - 1 - -

"1750-2-5 - 1 2* 2
1760 1 2 - -

1765-8-70 - 2 2
1775 2 1 - -

1780 - 2 - -

1787-8-90 1 - 1 2
1796-8-1800 1 2 1 2

1818 1 1 - 1
1820 1 2 - -

1830 - 1 - -

1836-8-40 1 2 1 1
1844-8-50 - 2 1 2
1860-2-4-5-6 2 2 1 1

1868 - 1 - 1
1874-8-90 1 3 - -

"1895-98 2 1 - 1
1900-02 - 1 - 1

1904 - 2 - -

1915-16 1 - - 1
"1930 2 - 2 -

"1938 - 1 - -

1946 - - - 1
1958-60 - 2 1 -
1966-70 - 1 2 1

1980 1 - - -

1996 - - - 1

" Five essentially complete (some skipping and
duplicate graphing overlap) and one partial
replicate (these six represent three separate
"scanning experiments: one a single incomplete
experiment, another scan repeated twice and a
third repeated three times).

• Two replicates (repeats on the same sample).
+ Four replicates (repeats on the same sample).

++ Two replicates (repeats on the same sample).
# A doublet (d/) begins at that wave number.
#f Bold type emphasizes that an event was recorded

two or more times at that wave number.
* Underlined wave numbers represent wavelengths

"emitted by carotenoids and heme-containing
• proteins.

"*o The underlined 2 at 1750 represents 2 graphic
"excursions of large magnitude.
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number of an event repeated four times. Usinq these

same treatments, but polarizing emissions parallel, the

six replicates produced events repeated three times at

134-6-8-42 and 306-7-8 or four times at 1042-44, 1050-

52, 1375-6-8-80 3nd 1765-8-70. Summarizing repetitions

when all treatment components were examined for common

events presented numerical loqistical problems. To min-

imize numbeis from the 14 replicates, only repeats ap-

pearing five or more times were recorded. In addition,

these repeats were subdivided into two categories: re-

peats appearing in any three out of four treatment com-

ponents, and repeats appearin- in all four components.

In the first category 440-3-4, 450-53, 458-60-4, 472-5-

6-8-80, 476-7-8-90, 504-8-10-1-2, 596-7-8-600, 690, 755-

8-60-4-5, 898-900-4, 968-70/968-74, 1188-90-2, 1218-20-

2, 1250-54, 1308-10, 1347-50-2, 1448-50, 1486-8-90,

1536-8-40, 1688-90, 1694-6-8-1700, 1750-2-5, 1836-8-40,

1844-8-50 were all repeated five times, while 520-22,

555-6-8-60, 1358-60-2-4-6, 1458-60, 1658-60, 1704-6-7-8-

10, 1796-8-1800, and 1860-2-'-5-6 appeared six times,

1078-80-2-3 and 1228-30-3-6-8 repeated seven times, and

1608-10 was common to eight pooled runs. Those having

at least five out of a possible fourteen repeats and --

appearing in all four treatment components, were found

at 318-20-5 and 358-60, seven repeats at 626-8-30-5,

638-40-2, 938-40-2, 1005-8-10, 1060-2-6-8, 1200-2-5-8-10

and 1724-6-8-30, eight at 405-6-8-10, 670-5-8-80, 918-

20-2-5-8, 1395-8-400-3-5, nine and eleven repeats at
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950-3-5-6-8-60 and 720-1-3-4-8-30, respectively.

The occurance of only a few events per component

category, the repetition of an event in at least 50% of

the replicates, a relatively narrow range of wave num-

q bers in an event, and the appearance of a qiven event in

>3 treatment components, were criteria used in sugges-

ting that an event may be characteristic to Y-1 cells

irradiated at 476.5 nm. Thus, non-polarized emissions

from controls appeared in a narrow event ranqe in 50% of

the replicates at three different wave numbers, >50% of

the polarized control cell emissions were associated

with seven narrow range events, and only three events

were narrow range in 44% of the control replicates

regardless of polarity. Because of the number of runs

on different Y-1 samples, one of which was pooled from

cultures of three different doubling numbers, these

emissions may be considered characteristic of the var-

ious control Y-1 cell treatment components at 476.5 nm.

Only a single non-polarized relatively narrow range

emission from the control/cAMP treatment component was

replicated in 50% of the runs. Polarization permitted

detection of six relatively narrow range events in 50%

or more of the replicates. The relatively large number

of replications available by pooling all treatment com-

ponents revealed that sixteen relatively narrow range

emissions occurred >50% in three, or four, of the compo-
nents; one of these (720-1-3-4-8-30) was replicated

eleven out of fourteen times.
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Events at 480, 600, 900, 970, 1010t 1060, 1650, and

1750 are associated with 476.5 no irradiated carotenoid

and heme protein emissions (18). Although two other

wave numbers also associated with these molecules (1330

and 14301, events were cancelled by water scan back-

ground events. If water events at 1335 were disregard-

ed, six out of fourteen events would be recorded. Simi-

larly, 1418 and 1438 .5 water events cancelled three

events centering around 1430.

Using 476.5 ram irradiated Y-1 adrenal cells encourag-

ing data suggest that relatively large concentrations of

unique intracellular molecules can produce characteris-

tic Raman signatures for a particular cell type. In

addition, event detection appears improved using a pol-

arizer. This implies that laser Raman spectrometry may

provide a semi-non-invasive technique to develop proced-

ures to improve nightvision, study age-related pilot vi-

sion deterioration, to diagnosis cancer early in Air

Force personnel (4), and to determine dietary and exer-

cise regime effects on physiological and chronological

age as it applies to individual performance. Y-1 adren-

al cell use as study models is particularly important to

Air Force missions because adrenals protect personnel

against stress (28). Recent Seattle, Washington, re-

ports about microwave irradition effects and human ad-

renal enlargement amplify these concerns (29).

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

As noted previously we experienced numerous instances
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where events were undetected due to mechanical logis-

tics. Such malfunctions ct -ed us to question whether

events had occurred, or whether events were missed dur-

ing scanning-time for another event because the spectro-

photometer cannot detect all events simultaneously. Some

of these mechanical situations resulted from attempts to

economize by recording more than one run on the same

graph sheet causing over~apping and obscured results.

We also had several instarces of pen skipping causing

event loss. For future experiments I strongly recommend

administrative support for Dr. Taboada's plann to up-

gra 4e the spectrophotometer by linking it to photon

detectors which simultaneously scan broad wave bands.

In addition, the data collected by the detector should

be fed to a computer and programs for its analysis,

manipulation and comparison should be implimented ac-

cording to Dr. Taboada's proposed designs. This report.

was delayed by the necessity of two individuals manually

reading 47 graphs and recording, compiling, asimilating

and analysing the resulting data. The undertaking re-

quired approximately 300 man-hours. A requirement which

discourages the dedicated assult which the problem re-

quires. Note that a number of our investigations are

inconclusive because of a lack of replication. One is -

reluctant to do this replication because of the logisti-

cal problems. Since most of the preceeding recommenda-

tions have been initiated, all that is required is
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concentrated financial, technical and administrative

support for their completion.

Until the spectrometer is updated concerned effort

must be made to avoid economization by recording more

than one run on the same graph sheet. To avoid pen

skipping which caused event loss, Dr. Taboada must ob- ..

tain reliable chart recorders from the equipment pool.

To scan all events through 2000/cm, care must be exer-

cised to avoid premature run termination and pen

remaining on the paper as the machine resets itself.

Specific problems which require further investigation

include the following.

1. Determining practicality of the scanning method sug-

gested by Dr. Taboada ('tunneling" the laser beam into

*he edge of a microscope slide to which cells are at- 3

tached, caromming the beam from surface to surface down

the slide and scanning the stokes and anti-stokes wave-

lengths emitted from contacted cells on the slide sur-

face with the photon detector).

2. Using the Coulter counter, further experiments are

required to confirm existing data on Y-1 and HEp-2 cell

fragment counts and refine cell diameter ranges. Lack

of cl.ar results in the Coulter counting experiments -

resulted from inconsistent experimental designs, and

lack of time and experience with the counter.

3. Although short exposure beam effects on cell mortali- •. ,.-

ty were negligible as determined by counting live/dead

cells, laser effects of short-time cell exposure on
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physiological parameters, such as steroidogenesis, re-

main to be determined.

o. Future exFeriments are required to clarify the in-

volvement of cell surface activity and mitosis in Raman

activity. Th'ere depend on funds becoming available for -

purchase of a time-lapse video recorder and for a micro-

scope objective more powerful than the existing 40X to

increase cellular details. The problem of insufficient

illumination experienced during our summer studies can

be corrected by purchasing a video camera having a more

sensitive detection system.

5. Emissions by intracellular molecules in HEp-2 cAMIP-

and ATP-treated cells irradiated at 514 nm need to be

repeated. In the two replications reported above, no

:epeats were associated exclusively with cAMP. In addi-

tion, ATP was only used once as a HEp-2 treatment;

results were, therefore, inconclusive. As noted, all

events associated with a single treatment component will

continue to be inconclusive if they occur during scan-

ning-time for another event because the present spectro-

photometer cannot detect all events simultaneously.

The cytochrome response to irradiation at 476.5 and 488

nm should also be investigated because literature

studies indicateJ that HEp-2 cells irradiated with 6.5

mm radiowaves of 1 mW/cm2 flux density reduced cyto-

chrome oxidase and NAD- and NADP-diaphorase activities

(17). Funds from a 1984 AFOSR/SCEEE RISE grant could

permit continuation of these investigations.
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6. Two repeated emissions by intzscollular molecules

were obtained from the two cAMP-treated Y-1 replicates

irradiated with 514 nm (Table V). Whether these events

result from cAMP treatment, or characteristic emmisions

of the Y-1 adrenal cell, was uncertain for reasons

described above. Since control cells were only scanned

once, results were inconclusive. There were too few

replicates in this experiments to draw conclusions about

"signature" molecules in Y-1 cells irradiated at 514 nm.

7. There were no repeated emissions by intracellular

molecules in the cAMP-treated Y-1 cells irradiated at

488 nm. Lack of repetition of this cAMP run prevents

conclusions from being drawn. As discussed previously,

events presently noted only in controls may also occur

but be missed during scanning. In addition, the three

replications of the experiment do not seem sufficient to

draw conclusions about common cellular events, although

it was interesting that there were a limited number of

events common to both treatments. In particular, those

events encompassing a range of 6 - 8 wave numbers might

represent characteristic Y-1 cell molecular emissions

after irradiation at 488 nm. More replication is re-

quired to verify these possibilities.

8. Techniques for enriching cellular carotenoids in Y-1

and HEp-2 cells should be used to examine effects on

signature spectra. In addition, inhibitors which bind

or poison cytochromes should be added to cell suspen-

sions to determine effects on characteristic emissions.
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PRELIMINARY MONTE CARLO STUDIES OF THE STRUCTURE OF MOLTEN SALTS

by

R. D. Murphy

ABSTRACT

The Monte Carlo method of statistical mechanics has been applied to

the study of the structure of a model of molten methylethylimidazolium

chloride, which is one constituent of a class of room-temperature molten

salts which are being studied as possible electrolytes for battery

applications. The Monte Carlo studies tend to confirm the view of the .

structure of these ionic melts which has emerged from other data and .

cast some light upon clustering phenomena in molten salts. Suggestions

for extension of the present work, both theoretically and

experimentally, are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years, a substantial amount of work has

been done in the Chemical Sciences Directorate of the Frank J. Seiler

Research Laboratory on the development of low-temperature electrolytes

for battery applications. Work at the Seiler Laboratory has identified

a very interesting clat.es of room-temperature molten salts which appear

to be most promising; in addition, these salts have possible

applications in electroplating. The salts which have been identified1

and studied are mixtures of aluminum chloride and methylethylimidazolium

chloride, which at least in some concentration ranges are liquid at

temperatures well below room temperature.

The substantial promise shown by these liquids has prompted a great

deal oZ effort to determine and understand their chemical and physical

properties. Careful studies of their phase diagram, conductivity, and ,..

viscosity , as well as of their nuclear magnetic resonance 3 properties,

have recently been published. The NMR studies have provided information

about the structure of the melts, and a systematic analysis of the

concentration dependence of the chemical shifts hab strongly suggested

the existence in the melts of structure, i.e. a tendency of the ions in

solution to form clusters. Specifically, Fanni.. et al. 3 have proposed

that the anions and cations tend to form "chains" of ions of alternating

sign. In order to see what light computer simulation techniques could
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shed on this problem, it was decided that the author would adapt his

Monte Carlo codes to perform a preliminary study of the problem at

hand.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were to: rewrite the existing Monte

Carlo code, which has been used to study a number of liquid systems

including molten salts, to study theoretically one of the melts which

has been studied experimentally at the Seiler Laboratory; to construct

potential functions as realistic as time and computer resources would

permit to describe the melt; and to compute the distribution functions

of these systems using the Monte Carlo code and to draw whatevor

conclusions proved to be possible about the extent of the structure,

i.e. the molecular clustering, in these melts.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

The two principal large-scale machine simulation methods, each of

which has some variants, are the Monte Carlo and the molecular dynamics

methods. These methods have been discussed in detail elsewhere4, and

here it will I> noted only that the molecular dynamics method has the

advantage that transport properties, as well as equilibrium

thermodynamic properties, can be calculated. On the other hand, the

Monte Carlo method is simpler to implement, and it was chosen because of
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the lack of knowledge about the intermolecular interactions. It was

felt that until the intermolecular Interactions are sufficiently well

characterized that equilibrium thermodynamic properties can be

reasonably accurately calculated, there would be little point in

attempting to calculate the (considerably more difficult) transport

properties. Furthermore, since the angular correlations which were used

as a measure or molecular clustering are equilibrium properties, the

simpler Monte Carlo method was sufficient and was deemed preferable.

The salt that was studied, pure imidazolium chloride, is molten at

temperatures above about 900 C. The cation, imidazolium, is a

heterocyclic planar molecule. The author's Monte Carlo codes had been

written to treat only spherically symmetric intermolecular

interactions. Because the Imidazolium ring cannot be regarded in any

reasonable approximation as being spherically _ymmetric, the (massive)

job of convertin~g the code to handle nonspherical interactions had to be

undertaken. This job was completed, and the imidazolium cation was

treated as a positive point charge surrounded by a soft-core repulsive

potential whose equipotential surfaces were ellipsoids, the elongation

of which was treated as a variable parameter. Then the standard Monte

Carlo algorithm was used to generate configurations of a system of 128

particles in a box of volume V at a temperature T with probability

proportional to the Boltzmann factor. The temperature, density,

molecular sizes and elongation were chosen to approximate the

corresponding parameters for imidazolium chloride at a temperature
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elevated somewhat above its melting point because of the well-documented

tendency of molten salts not to "melt" during computer simulations close

to their melting point. in addition, some computer runs were done on a

model of sodium chloride, for comparison.

N<;.

IV. RESULTS

The purpose of the computer experiments was to look at two-body and

three-body correlations among molecules. The results for the two-body

correlations are expressed in terms of the three radial distribution

functions which determine all the equilibrium thermodynamic properties

of such a system. These functions were examined for consistency, for

convergence, and for overall reasonableness; they appeared to be what

one would expect, although the absence of experimental information

precludes a direct uomparison with experiment (see "Recommendations",

below). In particular, the calculations for imidazolium choride (as

well of course as those for sodium chloride) displayed the tendency

always seen5 in molten salt calculations (and in those experiments which

have been done) to be "out of phase," indicating that the positive and

negative charges have a definite positional correlation: positive

charges are surrounded by a small number of negative charges (a

coordination number in the range of four to six).

The most interesting new results which emerged from the computer

studies were calculations of the three-particle correlations, somewhat
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similar to calculations 6 recently done on other chloroaluminate melts.

The thermal average of a "bond" angle, namely the anion-cation-anion

angle for all triplets where two anions lie within one coordination

distance of a cation were obtained, both for a model of molten sodium

chloride and for a model of molten imidazolium chloride. For the case

of sodium chloride, relatively few of theae angles were 1800, with a far

larger number of angles at or near 900 and 1200. For the model of

imidazolium chloride, however, a very large preponderance of these

anion-cation-anion angles were close to 1800, with smaller secondary

peaks in the distribution function around 670 and 1090. This clearly

implies the existence of the "stacking" or "cnainlike" behavior

postulated3 in order to explain the NMR structural da.a.

A relatively simple physical picture emerges. in the case of

simple molten salts like sodium chloride, it has been shown 5 that even

in the molten phase the ions, presumably in order to minimize their

electrostatic energy, form a liquid with short-range order much like the

sodium chloride (NaCl) lattice, which is cubic. The author would -.-

propose that the major difference in the zase of imidazolium chloride is '

the fact that the imidazolium cation, rather than being spherical like

the sodium cation, is flat ("pancake shaped"). Thus, a chlorine anion

would find it more energetically favorable to be above or below the

center of the imidazolium ring, thereby producing precisely the

structure predicted 3 .
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although these results can be regarded as only preliminary, partly

because of the lack of more definite knowledge about the intermolecular

interactions, it can be stated that they are physically quite reasonable

and most encouraging. In order to make further progress in

understanding thie structural properties of the molten salts of interest

to the Se 1ler Laboratory, it would seem best to undertake a joint

theoretical and experimental program to study the structure of the melts

that are of interest and under consideration as possible electrolytes.

Specifically, the following steps seem to be the most reasonable:

1. The current theoretical efforts to model the imidazolium

chloride system, using all data available (including MNDO calculations)

to prepare the best intermolecular potential, should be continued. In

addition, study of other angular correlations among triplets by the

Monte Carlo method, using the present potential functions, should be

pursued in crder to make clearer the nature of the structure of the

system.

2. An experimental study by X-ray diffraction of molten

imidazolium chloride should be performed in order to provide an

experimental test of ..he assumed potentials and of the radial

distrijution functions computed from them. Only when they yield

satisfactory agreement with experimental data can the intermolecular
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potentials be regarded as reliable, and only when the intermolecular

potentials are reliable can the conclusions regarding clustering be

regarded as anything but preliminary.

3. In the longer run, it would be desirable to do neutron

diffraction studies of imidazoliumn chloride, since this technique

yields information complementary to that obtained by X-ray

diffraction.

4. Because of the intended application of these molten salts as

electrolytes in batteries, the question of their transport properties,

e.g. their viscosity, electrical conductivity, and mobility, is

crucial. As soon as reasonably accurate intermolecular potentials are

determined, the molecular dynamics method should be applied to study

these transport properties.

5. Finally, of course, it must be noted that the actual melts of

greatest interest include aluminum chloride in varying proportions. All

of the above steps (computer studies of the structure accompanied by X-

ray and if posaible neutron diffraction experiments and calculation of

the transport properties) should be taken in the case of these melts.

Although this is a rather large task, it is felt that it is feasible and

that the preliminary steps reported here represent a very good start on

this project.
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V.

MILITARY FAMILY STRESS

by

ABSTRACT

This research pursuit derived from an indepth review of related

literature in an effort to discover and delineate the incidences of

stress and the techniques employed to resolve stress vithin military

families. It offers four broad questions to guide a projected explora-

tory study. The exploratory study should focus on the possible influ-".

ence of family stress on occupational commitment or job involvement-

by comparing stress among dual-career and non-dual-career families.

A conceptual framework complemented by a theoretical orientation for

future implemen:ation of the exploratory research is provided. L

e.."
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the initially proposed research effort for

the SCEEE Fellow was to discover and delineate the stress resolution .

techniques used by middle age (40-45 years) United States Air Force

Aviators. This objective was subsumed under the heading of Stress

Resolution Among Middle Age United States Air Force Aviators. However,

as a result of dialogue with her USAF Research Colleagues during her

pre-summer visit, the decision to pursue research on 'Military Family

Stress, including the same objective was made. This decision was based

on knowledge of the limitations in securing an adequate sample of avia-_

"tors for the research initially proposed. In addition, she and her

colleagues conrzuded that research on military family stress would

provide a more broadly based set of data than that previously proposed.

U Being knowledg=zabe of the fact that a period of ten weeks would not

permit the effective implementation of an empirical research project,

"she and her USAF Colleagues decided that a logical point of departure

would be that of an indepth search of related literature.

II. OBJECTIVES

The indepth search of related literature was accompanied by the

primary p•_paratory objective of developing a research proposal for an

exploratory study to be pursued in the future. From this primary

preparatory objective, the following objectives for a research design

were developed:

1. To explore a set of relationships that have been inadequately

"studied in part, in order to identify promising leads for

future research; and
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2. To assess the reliability and validity of measures that could

be used in subsequent research dealing with work and family

relations in the military.

III. APPROACH i

In order to accomplish the preceding objectives, an indepth review

of literature was conducted by using various indexing services. These

sources included: Air University Libraries (Specifically, Maxwell AFB,

AL), Strughold Aeromedical, Human Resources Laboratory, University cam-

pus libraries, and the Researcher's personal library.

IV. THE POSSIBILITY OF A NEW PARADIGM

During the jast century, the U.S. military structure has axperi-

enced a demograhic transformation. The military has shifted from an

institu:ion in whizh the majority of the personnel were unmarried to one

in which the majority are married. As a result of this demographic

transformation the internal structure of the military has shifted from

individuals of families of origin to conjugal families. In other words,

there seems to exist a more pronounced trend toward familistic institu-

tions today than in previous years.

While military and non-military families may have some common

experiences, there must exist some differences. Family separation and

parental role changing may be two primary factors that create some

forms of stress for these families. Separation and geographical disrup-

tion are generally the results of reassignment of the active duty mem-

ber who, in most instances, is the husband/father. When these husbands/

fathers are assigned to tactical or combat-ready units and are on call , •
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most of the time, they may be unable to establish regular family rou-

tine. On the other hand, wives may experience particular stress in an

effort to assume both parental roles (if there are children within the

home), and in some instances, the occupational role.

An effort to discover and delineate the incidences of stress and

the techniques employed to resolve stress within military families is

of primary importance to the researcher. Therefore, the following four

basic questions to guide the research are provided:

1. Do men and women of military families experience the same

incidence of stress?

2. Do military family members provide a supportive environment

which may enhance stress tolerance or do they exacerbate

stress?

3. To wi-a: extent is commitment to the military occupational role

affec:ed by family related stress? and

4. Has the rapidly increasing number of dual career families in

the military created stress that affects military occupational

role performance?

Even though the preceding are broad questions, the researcher is cast-

ing a broad net in pursuit of an exploratory study in order to identify

interesting relationships that could be studied more intensely in

follow-up research. In addition, there is an emphasis in the proposed

future research that differentiates it from most of the previous

research. That emphasis is upon the effects of family stress Ga work

attitudes and behavior. Most of the previous research has been of

effects in the opposite direction, i.e., the influence of being in the

military upon the family.
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A. Review of a Releant Study

The following study is discussed in more detail than others due

to the fact that it produces evidence regarding the importance of the

military family. It is especially relevant because it is a study of

Air Force personnel and it points to many unanswered questions including

some to be studied in the follow-up proposed research.

In May, 1984, two scholars conducted an investigation of occu-

pational and domestic sources of pilot mental health and performance

(1). The primary objective was to determine the effects of occupational

and domestic sources of stress on pilot health, job satisfaction, and

performance. Mailed specifically designed and pre-designed question-

nairls generated responses from (N - 523) pilots with a 52.3% response

rate, through the British Airline Pilots Association (BALPA) based in

London. The :i'vil Aviation Authority Medic for Manchester Airport also

served as a contact for additional subjects. A sample of 280 pilots'

wives with a response rate of 56% was also used. %

There were eleven trends in terms of stressors experienced by

pilots identified in the research. These included: control scheduling,

rostering, anxiety of courses and checks, home/work interface, career 4.

and achievement, insufficient flying responsibility and decision making,

interpersonal problems, management and organizational Issues, domestic

status, fatigue and flying patterns. The three concerns relative to

life events were emotional losses, pilot characteristics, and emotional

gains. Subsumed under coping strategies were: stability of relation-

ship and home life, social support, and wives' involvement.
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The results of the study included the following:

-The investigation of domestic stress involved the identifi-

cation and testing of twenty-nine issues.

-Responses indicate idiosyncracies of pilots' home life.

-The pilots were generally worried about problem identifica-

tion and achievement.

-Factors relating to control, achievement, careers, and

domestic health emerged; many of which contributed to occu- L- .

pationally oriented trends.

-There was a clear indication that domestic issues related to

occupational oriented trends.

-With reference to the stressors at home that may affect work,

the greatest impacts were related to unresolved and ongoing

situa_ ions.

-When all items were loaded onto one single factor (stability),

the items all related to the same issue (i.e., relationship

between home and work). This factor was a significant nega-

tive predictor of depression.

-Stressful experiences from home to work were uniformally

summarized in terms of a home/work relationship.

-Domestic stresses at work tend to be cognitive rather than

behavioral.

-The four factors of coping strategies among the pilots were:

stability of relationship and home life, reason and logic,

social support and wife's involvement. Home life was found

to play a major role in coping.
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-The overall theme for ill health was centered around achieve-

ment and success, and

-The sources of stress identified by pilots' wives were:

adopting domestic roles, job loss threats to marital rela-

tions, and the lack of an active role in the husband's career

progression and social problems. Other interesting findings .

were that the wives perceived pilot job stress as being

related to work Dattern fatigue, anxiety of courscs and

checks; job stress on pilots relating to irritability,

tension, and decreased performance.

B. Review of Other Related Literature

According to some scholars, problems of the army family have

received relati'•'ely little attention in past research on the milizary

(2). They offer as a possible reason for the lack of research on the

army family as due to the very small percentage of married army person-

nel in the past years. Providing supportive data on the increase in

the percentage of married army personnel, they state, "The fact that

many soldiers now have family responsibilities, in addition to their

army responsibilities, suggests that promotion and maintenance of family

harmony should act to promote job satisfaction and high levels of job

performance among soldiers from these families." However, Woelfel and

Sevell's study showed no relationship between job satisfaction and

marital satisfaction.

Hunter and Nice suggest that military duty presents a dangerous

threat to the person in the military and the other members of his/her
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family. They state that even though families are identified as being

of importance to military life, military planners and leaders, analysts,

and civilian leaders focus on hardware-oriented capabilities of military

personnel rather than on how families affect mission accomplishments. F%

The editors noted that in recent years, however, the military organiza-

tion has changed rapidly and more attention is given to family factors

than in previous years (3).

Reinerth states that the presence of the service family is,

further, a relatively new phenomenon arising from the need, since World

War II, for a large standing armed force as an aspect of national policy.

She suggests that the military family can be viewed as an asset or a

liability to the person's traditional performance of military duty.

Yet she identifies it as being unique and different in structure and

attitude as compared to civilian life in general (4). She notes that

frequent long-term separation of family members and, chronic mobility

that require adjustment and readjustment to different environments can

produce stress that may be disruptive to interpersonal family relations

and to the performance of military duty. What can society do to make

the stress a little more bearable for military family members? She

suggests that in some cases, society can prepare the family members for

the stress of separation by providing roles and norms of behavior before

the separation occurs. The preceding statement may be interpreted that

some degree of chronic stress may be advantageous in preparing for

crises as a result of predefined roles or pre-planned forms of behav-

ioral adjustment. Considering the fact that it is not necessarily a
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common practice for a predefinition to occur, and regardless to the

reason or length of the male absenteeism, it becomes very important for

the wife to assume certain roles as the remaining spouse. This implies

that it is the wife's role that may require the most readjustment.

A number of autbors have discussed how military life has

loosened ties between military men's conjugal families and their ex-

tended families and communities. They surmised that should the trend

level off, there are few indications that the military will follow suit

and place families close to their homes of origin (5, 6, 7).

One writer asks the question: what happens to families during

the separation from the other family members? Then he attempts to

answer that question by saying that the families are required to move "

off post and relinquish ties to the military community when these ties

are most needL__. especially if relatives are not close by to provide

support. He goes on to say that should svch relatives be available,

excessive dependency on those relatives may develop (8).

To what extent are military wives involved in their husbands'

careers? Existing social scientific literature usually categorizes

responses to this question into three major orientations. The first of

these is referred to as the housewife which is characterized by complete

isolation from her husband's work. This type is not programmed by the

occupational conditions of the husband, but is a result of her lack of

personal interest or the non-interference policy that may be exhibited

by her husband. The second type is referred to as the Corporate

Executive's Wife. This type is characterized by isolation or involve-

ment in the husband's career. Thus, involvement or lack of involvement
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is regulated by her husband's employer. The thi'd type consists of

wives of diplomatic career officials, some clergymen, and other profes-

sionals. This type is the recipient of prescriptive behavior of full

participation in the duties and activities that surround her husband's

formal appointment cr uccp:iti on. 11~ iTv,: 'c.-t is not rogardt-d as a

potential interference with her husband's career. In other words, she

is complementary to her husband's career successes (9). The primary

objective of research that was done by Stoddard and Cabanillas was to

clarify the role of the Army Officer's wife and the changes that occur

within it. They hypothesized that role stresses experienced by the

officers' wives would increase directly with the number of years of

th'" husbands' service and their attainment of higher rank and the

duration of his military career. However, this hypothesis was validated

only during tne first half of the officers' career. Thereafter, depend-

ing upon perceived opportunities whicn might result from continued

subjugation of personal and family needs to the requirements of an

officer's wife, the decision to retire at the end of a 20-year career

was accompanied by a rapid decrease in role stresses.

One author examines the changing role and perspectives of Air

Force wives in terms of American societal trends (10). The 'allowing

questions were raised: Are Air Force wives still oriented to their

traditional roles, or have other pursuits become more important? What

do they want? What are their points of view? Should they have a role?

Should they be required or expected to participate in Air Force activ-

ities? What do they want from life? Does the Air Force complement or

conflict with their personal lives, jobs, families, husbands, or sense
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of selves? A suLvey relative to the preceding questions was conducted

from a sample of wives of students and faculty members -t the Senior

Noncommissioned Officer Academy, Squadron Officer School, Air Command

and Staff College, and wives of noncommissioned officers serving in the

Headquarters Squadron at Maxwell Air Force Base. From the (N - 242) who . .•

responded to the survey, the results were as follows: (1) If given the

opportunity to voluntarily choose preferred Air Force Activities, wives

do not object to partici',at:lon; (2) rradirional roles for the respon-

dents have changed, allowing them more freedom to pursue their own

interests with support from their husbands, simultaneously; and (3)

Most wives are happy with the Air Force in cases where it does not

interfere with their jobs, families, or personal lives.

At the Conference on Current Trends and Directions of Military

Family Res~arzh in San Diego, California in 1977, the words of Dr.

Benjamin Schlesinger of the University of Toronto suggest the need for,.

the proposed research and are as follows:

i aa optimistic about the family; I believe

it will survive. Let us look and do some
:% :

research on what allows thousands of military

families to manage. What makes these families

tick? Percentage-wise, there are more military

families who manage despite tremendous pressures,

despite the moving, and we can learn from those

who are surviving and help those who are not.

Let us not forget that families have tremendous -

strength; let us build on them... (11). •.-. -'
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C. The Theoretical Orientation

According to Commander Call, March-April, 1984:

Stress is no straitger to the military, since

our purpose in being is to respond to exactly

the threat that our ancestors had to confront,

but with small differences-it must be an

organized, integrated effort of highly cohe-

sive individuals confronting a known enemy.

However, the less conspicious counterpart of

this stress, equally destructive is the stress

that impacts upon ds on a daily basis, at work

and at home (12).

The concept of stress may be viewed from a number of perspec-

tives. One a-:or ugugests that previous definitions of stress derived

from three pri--ary points of departure: (1) the physical sciences (a

farce that distorts a body); (2) the physiological concept of homeostasis

(the disruption of the homeostatic conditions of the organism); and

(3) psychological (a factor or situation which poses some threat to the

physical and social well-being of the individual, frustrates the achieve-

ment of some desired goal, or elicits avoidance reactions) (13). Chiles

states that man is a psychological system that learns, strives, tires,

and fears. He suggests that "in evaluating a given situation that we ..v,

may suspect to be stressful, we should first consider the nature of the

forces acting upon the individual and the relationship those forces L

have to the psychological systems."
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According to McGrath,

Social-psychological stress can arise from

situational conditions which lead to subjec-

tive or cognitive appraisal of threat. The

"threat can involve actaal or anticipated harms

"tc the physical self, the psychological self

and/or interpersonal relations. The threat

may aio derive from conditions of the physi-

"cal and/or social environment which deprives

the individual of opportunities to satisfy

. physical, psychological, and/or interpersonal

needs (14).

The author concludes that the occurrence of stress and its effects can

n be measured act physiological, psychological, behavioral (task and inter-

"personal perfo-:c'nces), and at the organizational level.

A medical sociologist identifies stress as a discrepancy be-

tween the demands impinging upon an individual-whether the demands are

external or internal challenges or goals, and the individual's responses

to these demands (15). However, in his discussion of stress and work, -.

another scholar simplifies the medical sociologist's concept of stress,

to which he refers as "the failure of routine methods for managing

threats." Gross perceived a form of slow stress that may be the result

of a career in an organization; stress in the occupational role (diffi-

cull.y in doing what is expected of the individual); and organizational

structure stress.

7. 105-15 .LS.4
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As noted by Hovath, the primary problem in compiling the liter-

ature on stress is that the concept of stress ha. been used with so many

different meanings that there no longer seems to be one thing called

"stress" which can be the subject of an overall review (16). According

to this author, the concept of stress appears frequently in articles -

without any mention of what the author (writer) means by the term.

Therefore, such confusion in the lack of a workable definitlion of stress,

leaves two choices to the reviewer. TVese may be: (1) to consider all

experiments that are referred to as investigations of stress or (2)

consider only the experiments that fit the reviewer's definition of

stress.

V. REC0'0M7!)AT!ON.: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Much has been said about military families in general with some

redundancy. 3-:, what about dual career families? The number of such

families has in:reased in the military at a rate even higher than among

civilians. Dual careers must contain special potential for creating ..-.

stress in the military. For example, if one spouse is transferred to

another post, does the other give up a career and start over in the new

setting? On the other hand, temporary duty separations might be more

easily dealt with if the spouse left behind is busily employed. However,

what happens in these circumstances to procedures for child care if

they involve both spouses? This has relevance to question number I"

which the researchers raised in the Introduction to the proposal. This

could be looked at in terms of differences in how employment for men

and women is traditionally defined, and how trends are changing in the
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military. One approach could be to compare stress among dual career

families and non-dual career families.

The dramatic increase in the labor force participation rate of

women over the past two decades has produced a much higher proportion

of dual career families. Because of rising prices, low military pay,

and diminished benefits, this pattern has occurred even more rapidly

among armed services wives than among their civilian counterparts (17).

In a review of literature on military families, Hunter, et al,

note that among the major changes that have occurred since the shift to

an all volunteer force in 1973 are more dual career families and all

military families, a greater number of active duty mothers and more

single parent families within the military system (18). These changes .1

are not only a consequence of the increasing labor force activity of

women, but also of the rapid increase in the number of military person-

nel who are married. Members of the Air Force with families now com- -.

prise more than two thirds of the total force (19).1

Most of the research that has been conducted on dual career fami-

lies has emphasized the stress which this pattern creates. Sources

of stress include problems in the division of household chores, child I
care, career disruptions occasioned by the transfer of one spouse to

another location, and problems in the relative cor~mitment of each

spouse to career and family (20).

Several recent studies suggest that these stresses for working

couples may be even more acute In the military because of the amount of

geographi- mobility than these positions entail (21). Williams for
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example, found an increased amount of anxiety among dual Lareer military

families as the time for new duty assignments approached.

Suter also found that transfers were the most often stated problems

by military working couples and that both military members and their

working spouses showed a high level of frustration in attempting to

manage a two career lifestyle (22).

There is some evidence that there may be a greater problem for ;L
women in the military than tor men. The major conclusion reached by .- 4

Woefel was that at least among persons in the enlisted ranks, family

life had more impact upon the job performance and job satisfaction of

women soldiers than men soldiers (23). One reason for expecting differ-

ences between men and women in the extent to which family life imflu-

ences occupational role performance is the effect of what has been

termed "asymmetrical permeable boundaries between work and family

roles." The work role is traditionally more vulnerable to family

demands for women than for men and this has been identified as a major

source of stress for women on the job (24).

While there have been some studies of dual-career military fami- ".J

lies, this research has raised more questions than it has answered and

among the questions that have been raised are those listed earlier as

the guiding questions for the proposal in process. The proposal in

pror.ess should help to answer the questions such as whether dual career

produce more stress for women than for men, whether there are particular

family patterns and characteristics that either enhance stress tolerance .

or exacerbate stress, and whether stress generated by dual careers

affect military occupational role performance and reduces commitment to

a military career.
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It has been only during the past few decades that any concentrated

research attention has been given to the military family. McCubbin and

Dahl have documented the fact that the sociological study of the mili-

tary family is an especially neglected research area (25). Of the

research that has been done, there has been much more attention to ')'.!

effects of the military career upon the family than to ways in which .6

family stress may affect work attitudes and behavior. Kanter, however,

has argued convincingly that there are important effects of family life

on work as well as the more frequently studied effects of work on the

family (26).

One potentially important effect that does not appear to hiave been

studied at all is the possible influence of family stress on occupa-

tional commitaent or job involvement. An extensive review of both the

family literature and job involvement literature shows no research on 4

this relationship. There is a large and rapidly growing number of

studies dealing with job involvement, work as a central life interest,

perceived importance of work, and occupational commitment (27, 28).

Work, and family are typically not separate and isolated arenas. It

seems reasonable to expect that marital stress would influence level of

commitment to work and as a result, would affect occupational role

performance and even the decision to stay on the job. The latter effect

should be of special interest to the military because of its concern

with retention of personnel.

Occupational commitment has been conceptualized by Faunce as

"self-investment in work." Self-investment is defined as a commitment
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to work based on the relevance of work related values to self-esteem

(29, 30, 31). The research evidence indicates that work is the major

source of gains or losses in self-esteem for some people, while for

others, work has almost no bearing upon how they feel about themselves.

This variation clearly has an important influence upon work attituces

and behavior. Research from which it is possible to infer differences

in self-investment in work have been done in a large number of occupa-

tions, but there do not appear to be any studies of the military.

Analysis of factors that affect the self-investment in work of Air

Force personnel, including family related stress, should produce new and

potentially useful information.

The efforts included in this final report will result in a research

proposal for an exploratory study that will respond to the four basic

questions to guide the research listed earlier.
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AIR OXIDATION OF HYDRAZINE- A KINETIC STUDY

by

Datta V. Naik

ABSTRACT

The oxidation of hydrazine in air has been studied in a

350-liter chamber made of Teflon® film using long-path Fourier

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Among the chamber

characteristics, its leak rate is found to be negligible, ana

the complete purging is shown to require a volume of fresh,

dry air six times the volume of the chamber.

In the chamber, the rate of hydrazine air oxidation is

strongly dependent on air humidity. With dry, purified air

the half-life of hydrazine in the chamber is reproducible and

has an average value of 12.6 t 0.6 hours. The reaction rate

is found to increase with increase in Teflono surface (increase

in surface to volume ratio) in the chamber. The reaction rate

is also strongly influenced by tl,e type and area of other

surfaces placed in the chamber. Among the surfaces studied,

copper increases the reaction rate the most followed by paint-

ed surfaces, aluminum, and stainless steel (Type 302), in that

order. Suggestions for further research in this area are

offered.
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I. INTJRODUCTION.

Hydrazine (N2H 4) is an important member of the family

of high energy fuels widely used by the United States Air

Force and Space Transportation System. For example, hydra-

zine as a 70% solution in water is used as a propellant for

the emergency power unit (EPU) of the F-16 fighter plane.

A 50-50 blend of N2 H4 and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine -

(UDMH), known as Aerozine-50, is used as a fuel for the

Titan missile. Hydrazine and monomethylhydrazine (MMH) are

used in the Space Shuttles as propellants for the thrusters .

and for the auxillary power units.

Hydrazine and its derivatives are highly toxic. The

recommended maximum exposure to hydrazine propellants is

extremely low. NIOSH recommends 30 ppb for hydrazine. The
. .1,2

widespread usage of hydrazine with its documented togicity

to humans and other organisms makes it necessary to charac-

terize the processes which control the fate of hydrazine in

the environment. In view of the problems associated with

spills and vapor releases which occur during handling, storage

and transport of hydrazine, this study was undertaken to

characterize the kinetics of air oxidation of hydrazine.
3

Previous work in this area by Stone using glabs reaction

chambers (30 ml - 55 1) had established that the hydrazine

oxidation in air proceeds by the main reaction:

N2 H4 (g) + 02 (g) -- 4 N2 (g) + 2H 20(g) (1)

The production of small amounts of ammonia during the oxida-

tion was also reported and was attributed to heterogeneous

side reactions. The rate of hydxazine air oxidation was

found to be strongly dependent upon the reaction cell geometry,

surface composition of the cell, and its surface to volume

ratio.

Stone's experiments involved small glass reaction cham-
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2 ~bers with high surface to volume ratios (minimum 0.3 cm-)
Actual air oxidation of hydrazine in ambient atmosphere is
Sexpected to encounter a surface to volume ratio of 9x106cm-1.
"Stone's kinetic study has been extended by Pitts and co-
workers 5 ' 6 at the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center
(SAPRC) of the University of California at Riverside using
experimental conditions approaching those of the ambient at-
mosphere.

The SAPRC experiments were conducted using 3800-1 and
6400-1 Teflon" reaction chambers with significantly lower
surface to volume ratios. Teflon was chosen because of it,
expected inertness in these processes. Unfortunately, only
a limited number of kinetic runs were made and the reported
values for the half-life (T) of the hydrazine decay in air
showed considerable scatter (Table 1). Nevertheless, the
data still agrees with the trends in the rates of hydrazine
air oxidation reported earlier. The half-life obtained with

the 6400-1 reaction chamber was longer than that obtained in
the 3800-1 chamber. The half-life obtained with wet air was
lower than that with dry air. The accelerated decay of the

7hydrazines in wet air had been observed before by Stone

The purpose of the present st,-,y was to obtain reliable
kinetic data for the air oxidation of hydrazine by using ex-
perimental conditions similar to those used at the SAPRC.

II. OBJECTIVES:

This project had two sequential goals. The first goal
was the determination of the characteristics of a newly-con-
structed reaction chamber made of Teflonh film for the air .

C oxidation of hydrazine. The characterization involved the
physical properties oZ the chamber (leak rate, purging time
etc.) and the effects of the chamber (surface, surface/volume
ratio, etc.) on the stability of hydrazine fuel vapors at
selected parts-per-million concentration levels. The second
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TABLE 1. DECAY OF HYDRAZINE IN AIR IN TEFLON CHAMBERS.a

Chamber Size Relative Length of Half-Life
(liters) Humidity Experiment (hrs)

of air (hrs)
L

6400 13 % 6 16.4

"3800 12 % 4 6.8
"3800 12 % 6 10.8

3800 55 % 3.5 4.9

aData from reference 6; Temperature: 22-24*C.

"EXHAUST PORT

SIDE PORT WITH -

/CLAMP ..

SEPTUM

FAN 
DRY AIR

INJECTION

S-3PORT

"INLET TUBE

Figure 1. Teflont Reaction Chamber. (Aluminum-Plexiglass

"Enclosure and the Multiple-Reflection Optics are C.
not shown for clarity)
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goal was to investigate the kinetics of the hydrazine air

oxidation as a function of different surfaces of known area

placed inside the chamber.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

III. 1. Reaction Chamber

The reaction chamber (Figure 1) was basically a bag
(0.9 m x 0.6 m x 0.7 m) constructed from DuPont FEP (50 r-um
thick) TeflonP film. The bag was held semi-rigidly inside

a cage made of aluminum framing and plexiglass walls. A k
valved exhaust of more than 30 1 per minute was connected to

the top of the chamber. For vapor mixing purposes, a Teflon'D

coated five-bladed fan was installed near the top of the
chamber and was driven by an external motor.

Introduction of hydrazine vapor and air to the chamber
was achieved through an inlet port consisting of Teflon.
tubing (7 mm i.d.) with one end extending inside the chamber.
The other end of the tubing was connected via a Teflon valve
to a small glass injection bulb equipped with a septum and
wrapped with a heating tape. The injection bulb in turn was
connected to an air purification unit through a glass man-

ifold with Teflon valves.

The reaction chamber also contained a tubular port,
30 cm in diameter, on one of its sides for placement of
materials such as metal plates etc. in the chamber. This

port was closed by folding and was sealed with a wooden clamp
during kinetic runs. In addition, the plexiglass enclosure
was connected to a continuous hood-exhaust for safety reasons.

III. 2. L Path-length Optics and FT-IR Spectrometer

The reaction chamber was equipped with the White-type 8

multiple-reflection optics (Figure 2) which consisted of an
in-focus (nesting) mirror and two collecting mirrors, all

106-7
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with a common radius of curvature of 80.0 cm. The multiple
of the basepath (80.0 cm) attained, and thus the total path-
length was determined by counting the number of spots from a
He-No laser as seen on the nesting mirror. The laser beamr
was kepl" in coincidence with the infrared source beam. The
optics which were normally operated at 46 passes (pathlength
of 3680 cm) was interfaced to the Nicolet 7199 Fourier Trans- ' 9

form Infrared (FT-IR) Spectrometer and an HgCdTo detector
(cooled with liquid nitrogen) through IRTRAN windows on the
reaction chamber.

III. 3. Materials

Anhydrous hydrazine (fuel grade, 98+ percent purity) was
obtained from Rocky Mountain Arsenal and was used as received.
Pure methane gas was obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., and
sulfur hexafluoride was supplied by Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. ..

The metal plates (copper, aluminum, and stainless steel
#302) cut from stock metal (0.04-0.16 mm thick) were supplied
by the Engineering Support Facility, Tyndall AFB. The plates 4 {i
were cleaned with soap and water and finally with acetone. W.

III. 4. Air Purification System

The dry, purified air was obtained from the air purif-
ication system that included compressed air (90-120 psi) from
an Ingereoll-Rand compressor (7.5 HP), Zeks-Therm Dryer (Zeks
Air Dryer Corp., Malvern, PA), Aadco 737 Pure Air Generator
(Aadco Inc., Ruckville, MD) and in the final stage, Pure Gas
Heatless Dryer (General Cable, Apparatus Division, Westminster,
CO). The air generated by this system was very dry and had * ."

a r.Aative humidity of about 1-2 percent (determined with a
General Eastern Model 1500 Hygrocomputer). -...
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Figure 2. Diagram of multiple-Reflection Optics
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Figure 3. Typical FT-IR spectrum of the Chamber Contents
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IV. PROCEDURE:

For each kinetic experiment, the reaction chamber was

flushed with at least 6 volumes of dry air from the air pur-

ification system. The background spectrum of the dry air in

the chamber was obtained before introduction of any hydrazine.

The hydrazine sample was introduced into the chamber by

first removing some of the chamber air followed by the injec-

tion of the desired volume (usually 50 ual) of N2 H4 into the
injection bulb (pro-warmed to 600-709C). The hydrazine vapors
were then flushed into the chamber by using dry air until the
chamber was inflated to its normal size. The chamber contents

were mixed with the fan during this operation.

V. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING:

The concentration-time profile of hydrazine was monitor-
ed by FT-ZR spectroscopy using 3680 cm pathlength (except

where noted) and 1 cm-1 spectral resolution. The infrared

spectra in the region 4000-700 cm1 were recorded using 256
co-added interferograms for the background (dry air) spectrum
and using 128 co-added Interferograms for each sample spectrum.
In the -kinetic runs in the presence of metal surfaces, only
32 co-added interferograms per spectrum were used because of
the observed faster reaction rates.

The concentration of hydrazine in the reaction chamber
-1was calculated from its absorbance at 958 cm . The absor-

bance coefficient of hydrazine at 958 cm'l was determined in
this laboratory to be 4.65 ca"1 a 1 (base e). An FT-IR
spectrum of hydrazine in the 1400-700 cm"1 region is shown in
Figure 3. The peak at 1306 cim1 is due to CH 4 which was

routinely'used with hydrazine to monitor chamber leakage (see

Discussion),.
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VI. TREATMENT OF KINETIC DATA

Previous studies 3 ' 9 have shown that the reaction between
N2 H4 and 02 is first order in hydrazine and first order in
oxygen. In the present study of the oxidation of hydrazine
at parts-per-million concentration levels in air, the oxygen
concentration will be in large excess. Therefore, the re-

action should follow a pseudo-first order rate law, viz:
- d [N2H4 ] I k [N2 H41 (2)

or in [N2H 4 1t = -kt + IN2H 4Hi (3)

where k - rate constant, and subscripts i and t represent
hydrazine concentrationmat time zero and at time t, re-
spectively.

Therefore, a plot of In IN2 H4 )t vs time should be a straight
line with the slope equal to -k. The half-life (10 can be
calculated from k by the relationship: T - 1n2 (4)

A typical first order plot obtained for the air oxida-

tion of hydrazine in the Teflon reaction chamber is illus-
trated in Figure 4. All the kinetic plots yielded a correl-
ation factor in the range of 0.996-1.000 except in the case
of the kinetic data obtained with a painted aluminum surface
(r = 0.986-0.994).

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

VII. 1. Chamber Characterization

A. Chamber Leak Rate: To determine the leak rate of the
chamber, 5 torr of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6 ) from a 48.5 ml %
pyrex bulb was flushed into the chamber with the dry air.
The concentration of SF 6 in the chamber was Lollowed as a
function cf time by measuring its absorbanc. at 947 cm-I.
The absorbance coefficient of SF at 947 cm 1 was determined

in this laboratory to be 495 cm-f atm-1 (base e). Sulfur
hexafluoride, which has the well defined infrared absorption,
was chosen for the leak study because Teflon• film is not

106'.106-11
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permeable to a molecule this large. Over a time period of

5 hours, the SF 6 concentration changed from 0.79 ppm to 0.78

ppm corzesponding to a leak rate of less than 0.3% per hour.

Thus the chamber appeared to be virtually leak-proof under

the experimental conditions.

Since the side port of the chamber had to be opened and
closed each time objects were placed inside or removed from I.

the chamber, it became necessary to ascertain that the side

port was airtight after such operations. Moreover, a leak

could develop any time if the chamber was punctured or its .

seals broken. Therefore, leak integrity of the chamber had

to be monitored during each of the N2 H4 kinetic runs. Un-

fortunately, SF6 could not be used for this purpose as its

absorbance is in the same region (947 cm 1 ) as that of

N2 H4 (958 cm,) Methane gas was found to be a satisfactory

substitute f:r SF 6 for leak monitoring. Methane has a strong

absorbance at 1306 cm- (absorbance coefficient - 11 cm-1

atm- 1 (base e)1 0 ) and it does not interfere with N2H4 ab-

sorbance.

In practice, about 20 torr of CH4 from a 500-ml pyrex

bulb was introduced into the chamber along with the N2 H4 4

sarple to yield a concentration of about 32 ppm CH4 in the

chamber. The methane concentration was determined each time

the N2 H4 concentration was measured. A typical concentration-

time profile of CH4 during a N2 H4 kinetic run is shown in

Figure 5. The kinetic runs in which the methane concentration

decreased significantly in the first 4 hours, were terminated

at this point and the chamber was inspected for leaks. ' .

B. Chamber Purge C'-'"acteristics.'

For each of the kinetic experiments, the chamber was

flushed with the dry air (at a rate of about 30 liters per

minute) p ior to the final fill. The air inflow was balanced
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by opening the chamber exhaust valve to maintain an equil-

ibrium as noted by constant chamber volume. The mixing fan

was kept running during this operation to ensure rapid purg-..""

ing. The time necessary for complete replacement of the

chamber contents with fresh dry air was determined by follow-

ing the decrease of N2 H4 (left over from a previous kinetic

run) concentration with time (Figure 6), and also by observ-

ing the decrease in water absorbance at 1827 cm-1 (Figure

7). Both measurements indicated that the purging was com-
plete after about 45 minutes. Therefore, the routine flush-

ing of the system was done for at least an hour, which car-

responded to the use of a volume of fresh, dry air 6 times

the volume of the chamber. '" -

VII. 2. Rate of the Air Oxidation of Hydrazine in the

Chamber

Initial kinetic experiments using room air and N2 H4 in
the chamber followed a first order rate law. However, the

reaction rates obtained were not reproducible (Table 2).

The wide scatter of the results was attributed to the vary-

ing moisture content of the room air. Consequently, subsequent

experiments were conducted using only dry air from the air

purification system.

The results obtained from kinetic runs with hydrazine
and dry air in the chamber are summarized in Table 3. The

first set of three experiments (#1-3) were conducted without

any mixing of the chamber contents (chamber fan off), and

showed pocr reproducibility. Programmed mixing was used in

the second set of three experiments (#4-6), and involved a

t_aer which turned on the chamber fan for 2 minutes every
half-hour during a run. The data revealed that mixing was

essential to obtain reproducible kinetic data.

The average half-life obtained, with programmed mixing

was 12.6 • 0.6 hours. This value was considered to be the

106-15
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TABLE 2.* DECAY OF HYDRAZINE IN ROOM AIR.&

Expo Length of # Data k 'I'
# Kinetic Runb Points (1 hs

(hr-3)

1 6 10 0.146 4.8

2 6 11 0.085 s.2
3 6 11 0.183 3.8

ainitial concentrations: 97 -112 ppm N 2 H4

b~habercontents were not mixed during these experiments.

TABLE 3. DECAY OF-- HYDRAZ INE- IN DRY -PURIFIED AIR. a ---.

Exp. initial N H4  Program- # Data k I -*r

I Concentralon med ons (h 1  (r)
(ppm) Mixing ons (h-1 M )

1 113 NO 18 0.0566 12.2

2 104 NO 17 0.047S 14.6

3 112 NO 14 0.0416 16.6

4 lop, YES 9 0.0537 12.9

5 112 YES 9 0.0553 12.5

6 364C YES 8 0.0562 12.3

aThese and all other kinetic experiments were conducted at
ambient laboratory temperature (230-280 C).*W~

Lengtha of the kinetic runs ranged from 9.5-12 hrs.

--cFT-.-IRpth-1.ngth-was -1760-cm .for this kinetic run.

106-16
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characteristic base-line half-life for the air oxidation of

hydrazine in the chamber with its surface and inherent surface

to volume ratio.

Kinetic runs #4-6 also reveal that the rate of air ox-

idation of hydrazine was independent of initial N2H4 concen-

tration, as expected for a first order kinetics.

VII. 3. Effect of Surface to Volume Ratio

The effect of increased Teflon surface to volume ratio

(s/v) on the rate of air oxidation of hydrazine was studied by

hanging several rectangular (45.0 cm x 30.5 cm) pieces of

Teflon• film (50 um) from the chamber ceiling using tiny

pieces of Mylar tape. The results of this study, summarized

in Table 4, indicate a strong dependence of the reaction rate

on the surface to volume ratio. The decrease in half-life

with increase in s/v reveals the significant role of hetero-

geneous surface reaction between hydrazine and oxygen.

VII. 4. Effect of Metal Surfaces

The hydrazine-air reaction was studied in the presence

of different metal surfaces (copper, aluminum, painted alum-

inum and stainless steel) in the chamber to determine the effect e

of each type of surface on the reaction rate. Metal plates

(usually 10 cm x 60 cm) were held in place by two grooved

Teflon& cylinders (diam. - 2.54 cm) with the long edge of the

plates placed in the grooves. The cylinders could ,.old up to

15 plates with a groove separation no less than 3 cm.

The increase in Teflon surface area due to the t,-) Tef-

long racks was estimated at 0.2 m2 . The half-life for the

hydrazine decay in the presence of these racks (empty) was

determined to be 12.2 hrs (average of four determinations).

This value is comparable to the average half-life (12.6 hrs)

in the absence of the racks. Therefore, the effect of the

racks on the reaction rate was considered negligible.

106-17
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TABLE 4. EFFECT OF TEFLON -SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO
ON HYDRAZINE DECAY

Exp. Teflo.A Area S/V # Kinetic Avg. k Avg. r b
# S, (r2) (-l) Runs (hr"I) (hrs)

.1 3.5 10.9 3 0 0551 12.6±0.6

2 5.1 15.9 3 0.0726 9.5±0.8
3 6.2 19.4 4 0.0916 7.6±0.8

aChamber volume: 320 liters; Chamber surface: 3.5 m'.

bErrors given correspond to two standard deviations.

TABLE S. EFFECT OF METAL SURFACES ON HYDRAZINE DECAY

Type of surface Area # Kinetic Avg. k Avg. T a
(M2) Runs (hr"1 ) (hrs)

Copper 0.12 5 0.263 2.6±0.7
Aluminum 1.25 3 0.0801 8.6±0.6

Aluminum Foil 0.60 2 0.0548 12.6±0.3
Stainless Steel 0.80 3 0.0626 11 1
(Type 302)

Painted Aluminum * 30 3 0.249 2.8±0.8
(F-16 Type Paint)

aErrors given correspond to two standard deviations.
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The reaction rates obtained in the presence of various

metal surfaces are summarized in Table 5. Also listed in the

Table are the surface areas of each metal used in the exper-

iments. Among the surfaces studied, copper showed the most

oeffect on the rate of the air oxidation of hydrazine. A

copper surface of only 0.12 a yielded an average half-life

for the reaction of only 2.6 hours. Aluminum foil (0.60 m2)

had no apparent effect on the reaction rate. Aluminum plates

(1.25 m2 ) cut from the stock metal increased the reaction

rate substantially (T- 8.7 hrs ). Stainless steel (Type

302) had only a slight effect on the reaction rate ('" 11
"hrs with 0.80 M)2 In addition to the metal surfaces, even
a painted surface (Al plates ccated with a paint used on U.S.

2fighter planes) accelerated the reaction (T- 2.8 hrs/1.30 m .
This painted surface was more effective than all the metals
studied except for copper.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies have shown
that at room temperature hydrazine is adsorbed molecularly on

"a copper surface1 1 while the adsorption of hydrazine on alum-

inum1 2 and iron1 3 results in cleavage of the N-N bond and pro-
duction of NH2 ", NH*# N and H ad-atoms. It also has been noted

that the H ad-atoms formed on Al and Fe remain adsorbed and

inhibit subsequent adsorption of N2H4 . These XPS results and

the present study suggest that a surface exhibiting molecular V,7

adsorption of hydrazine will be more effective in accelerat-
"ing the air oxidation of hydrazine than a surface which gen-

erates H ad-atoms on decomposition of adsorbed N2H4 ..

"Table 6 lists some of the trends observed in the kinetic
data obtained with the various surfaces. For all the surfaces."V
except aluminum foil, the half-life obtained for the first
kinetic run for each of the surfaces was shorter than for the

subsequent runs. This pattern may be partly due to the poison-
.ng of surface activity by accumulation of unidentiLied pro-

ducts on the surface. The smallT values obtained for the
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TABLE 6. TRENDS IN N H4 KINETIC DATA WITH METAL SURFACES

Kinetic 2 (hMrs)Sa~~un t >
S Copper Aluminum Al Foil St. Steel Painted Al

1 2.1 4.6 12.7 10.0 1 .a *7.-

2 2.8 9.0 12.6 11.6 2.2

3 2.8 8 .3b 11.8 3.2

4 3.2 8 .4b 3.1 k-4

5 2 . 5 b

aMetal plates were cleaned before this kinetic run.
"4b

bThese results were not used in calculation of average values

listed in Table 5.
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first kinetic runs with Cu, Al and stainless steel c iuld not

be duplicated by cleaning (soap-water/acetone) of the metal

plates. A more rigorous cleaning or use of fresh metal plates

is probably needed to duplicate the short half-lives.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The results of the present study suggest a need for -,

additional research efforts to investigate in detail the %

systematic effects of the following factors on the kinetics

of air oxidation of hydrazine so as to understand better the
atmospheric fate of hydrazine vapors.

1) Humidity
2) Temperature
3) Various surfaces - effects of surface type and

surface area for typical contact materials (metals,
concrete, asphalt, painted surfaces, soils, veg-
etation etc.)

In addition, since the maximum half-life cf N2 H4 in air
with negligible surface to volume ratio will be governed only

by the rate of the homogeneous gas phase reaction of hydrazine
in air, it is important to know the homogeneous rate constant.
An effort should be made to determine this fundamental rate
constant.

The present study has shown that the Teflon surface is
not totally inert to the N H -air system. Therefore, even

D2 44with larger Teflon reaction chambers (with smaller s/v), the
heterogeneous surface reaction will continue to play a sig-
nificant role in the overall reaction rate. One way to min-
imize the surface reaction is to use a reaction chamber made
up of material completely inert to the N2 H4 -air system. Be- '

cause this may be impractical, an alternate approach using an
extrapolative study with Teflon reaction chambers should be
explored. It is suggested that the extrapolative study in- ,*.-.

clude measurements of overall rate constants for the reaction
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with systematLc variation in s/v of the chamber without
changing any other chamber characteristics. The homogeneous
rate constant could then be estimated by extrapolating the
observed overall rate constants to zero sur ace to volume

\ .I

-
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MON(ZPUAL DESIGN O1 T11 USAR

N~trJALkTON RUtTORATION PROGRAM TMWRAfON MANABEIMl SYTEy M

by

Stephan 7. Nix

The ooneeptual desisa of a eomputouieod intormation managemont system

for the Air Fote* nstallatioa Restoratioa Program (U}P) is outlined. The

purpose of the IRP is to identify, quantify, &ad correct enwiroamental

problems associated with inactive hazardous waste disposal sites located

on Air Force installations. Theoe is a need to store the data colleoted

in _ s~ptogrmand__providoe themeans_ through which information can be

extracted from this d"ta base. The conceptual design of the system

evolves from &a analysis of the demands on the system and the information

needed to meet these demands. This analysis is followed by the

development of the basic system structure. Umplementation plans are also

discussed.
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I. -MODUCrI•
The envirommeatal impact of hasardous material disposal sites.

especially on the nation's vater resources, has *owe to the forefront of

public cassera. Althoagh the esteat of this impact is largely unknown,

there is ooasiderable evideaee to suggest sigpifiosat oont-minatioa and a fr
&

response by priviate Ladstry sad PeveO-eat is warreated. The Depertmeat

of Defease (DOD) initiated the Iastallatioa Restoration Progra, (laP) in

1975 to address problems associated with past disposal practices at

defease itstallatioms. Cutest Iap policy. delineated in Defense

Anviromeatal Quality Program Policy Memorandum 81-5 is *to ideatify

and fully evaluate suspected problems associated with pest hazardous

material disposal sites on DOD faeolities, control hazards to health or

welfare that resulted from those past operatioasa. The ZIP also forms

the basis for remedial actions required by the Comprehensive Raviromeatal

Response, CompensatLon, and Liability Act of 1980. The U.S. Air Force.

because of its missona, has long been involved ia oparatioas that generate

varyiag amounts of hazardous waste and, therefore, the potential for

eaviromental contaminatioa is present. This paper focuses on the Air

Force role La the ZRP and, more specifically, the eonceptual design of an

information management system to manage and effectively ase the data that

will be collected during this program.

The Installation. Restoration Program is to be implaemeted in four

phases. Bach phase is briefly described below:

Phase I - Installation Assessment. The purpose of this phase is

to identify the sites at Air Force installations that, have a potential for

contaminsat migration. Installations were selected for evaluation based

107-4
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on a list of subjective criteria. At each selected base, records are

reviewed and interviews conducted with personnel knowledgesble of past and

present operations. Given this information. a procedure known as the

Hazardous Assessment Rating Methodology (LARX) is used to rate the sites

within an installation with respect to their potential onviromental

impacts. The Phase I studies are to be completed by the end of fiscal
1985...'

Phase II - Confirmation and Quantification. The purpose of this

phase is to confirm contamination at each site identified in Phase I and,

if necessary, quantify the problem with respect to magnitude, extent,

direction, and rate of movement. This is accomplished by analyzing

samples from Souund water monitoring wells and, to a lesser degree,

surface water bodies. Phase II studies will produce the major portion ol

the total IRP data base. This phase is discussed in more detail in a

later section.

Phase III - Technology Base Development. This phase is concerned

with the development of containment and decontamination technologies and

contamination levels believed acceptable for public health and welfare

where no officially established standards exist. Also included in this

phase are benefit/cost analyses for the various control technologies.

Phase IV - Operation. This final phase formulates and executes a

remedial action plan to abate the identified hazardous conditions. This

also includes monitoring to ensure that standards and criteria are met and

that public welfare is protected for present and future generations.

1'.'7
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The monitoring data gathered in the Phase II studies and other

accooiated information will Suida subsequent Phase Il work, provide the

basis for Phases III and IV, and help establish research and development

priorities. These activities vii1 require an information management

system to (1) archive, retrieve, and analyze the data, (2) produce

management and scientific summaries, and (3) provide the information

needed by various deterministic models (primarily ground water mcdels).

Such a system eust be flexible enough to nest these and future needs

without becoming unnecessarily complex and unwieldy. It is also important

that the system be designed so that modifications and maintenance can be .,

handled by Air Force personnel without undue external consultation.

Overall, the system should not prove to be so costly as to overwhelm the

benef its is provides. Higher levels of responsiveacss, flexibility,

security, accuracy, and reliability are directly related to higher costs,

but not always to justifiable increases in benefits. While benefits are

difficult, if not impossible, to quantify, it is important to justify

system capabilities with identifiable, worthwhile returns. The focus of

the remainder of this paper is the development of such a system, hereafter

referred to as the Installation Restoration Program Information Managembnt

System or simply IRPINS.

II. OB.ECTIVzE

The principal objectives of this study are to identify the demands

on the IRPIN8, the information needed to satisfy these demands, and the "',

basic components and structure of the system. A secondary aim is to

sketch an implementation plan to insure that the most urgent aneds are
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addressed in a timely manner. What is presented here viii be used to

guide the detailed design and actual construction of the system. This

phase will be handled by an external contractor familiar with information

management systems and environmental science*. In addition to these

salient objectives, it is hoped that the approach used in this study will

help other private and public organizations in establishing similar

environmental information Management systems.

III. INSTALLATION RESTORATION PROGRAM. PHASEI

Phase II of the TRP is a multistaSed effort to quantify the

magnitude, extent, direction, and rate of movement of contaminants from

past hazardous waste disposal sites having the potential for contamination
4

(as determined in Phase I). As mentioned previously, these data are

essential to the later phases of the IRP. Responsibility for the

technical management of all Phase II studies rests with the USAF

Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory (OEUL).

A Phase II study is conducted for each installation ideotified in

Phase I in a staged or staged and tailored manner, depending upon the

availability of resources. The staged approach rivides the study into

independent chronological tasks or stages under the assumption that

resources are available to begin work on all sites demonstrating a

significant contamination potential. The staged and tailored approach

obligates funds to the higher priority sites when resources are limited.

Prior to each Phase II study, a survey is conducted to define the

scope of work and costs of the initial stage, i.e.. Stage 1. Stage 1

addresses the confirmation of contamination at each site on the

107-7
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installation. This survey Is guided by Phase I resomeMastiOnSS the

concerns of Aix Force officials, and the technical oxporioeme of OSL

toohnical personnel. If necessary, subsequent stages quantify the problem

with respect to direction, rate, and extent of moveonat.

Phase II will provide the bulk of the environmental data necessary
r.

to achieve the goals of the IRP, but data collected in Phase I studies and

other nonitoring efforts are also important. The speciifi types of data

to be stored and msanaed by the IRPINS are discussed in the next section.

IV. DEVELOPUE' OF A CONIMPA. DESIGN

The conceptual design of the IRPIXS was developed in throe steps.

The first stop involved the indontification of the demands the system.

The second stop determined the information eooded to satisfy these

demands. The third step involved the delineation of the basic system

structure and components. The reader is roferred to two excellent works

in the area of environmental information managemont systems. One, the

S

work of assaemn st al. , describes a general approach for designing an

information management system. The other, a comprehoasive treatise by.. &

Everett, provides a discussion diroetod toward ground water information

management systems. Both guided the conceptual design of the IRPINS.

At this point it is useful to dofines and contrast some torms used >4'-

throughout the remainder of this paper. The obvious place to start is

with the torm data". Data are the basic building blocks of information.

Data provide little information without some form of analysis. Even the

simple visual scanning of a set of data is a form of analysis in which

information is gloaned by noting trends, identifying ranges of values. .

estimating averages. etc. For the purpose herein, a data base is defined

107-8
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as a collection of data stored to serve the information needs of a

specific application or group of applications. A data base management

system organizes the data base, prepares data for application processing,

and isolates the data base from application algorithms (i.e., maintains

the independence of the data). An information management system is an

integrated collection of components designed to verify and input data to

the data bass. manage the data base, and extract useful information from

"3 the data base. __

" Demands on the System

The successful design of an information management system begins

by enumerating the demands on the system. This essentially involves

identifying the systex users and uses. The principal demands on the

-" IRPIMS are listed below:

(1) The system will play an important role in guiding later

Phase II studies. Information derived from earlier studies can be used to

better direct a later effort by allowing more comprehensive study at an

earlier stage.

(2) Similarly, information extracted from the IRPIMS will

*-" provide guidance for the ongoing operation, maintenance, and design of

solid and hazardous waste disposal facilities under the Resource

-" Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976. -

(3) The technulogy assssament and standards/criteria

, development slated for Phase III and the remedial actions of Phase IV

*-, require detailed and accurate assessments of the extent of contamination

at all affected sites. Obviously, information extracted from the IRPINS

is crucial to these efforts.
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(4) The 1rPim will be used to help structure and prioritis.

future USAF research sad development work as well as provide a source of

data.

(5) Deterministic computer models (espeoially round water

models) wilt be used i& the later stages of aems fhase I studies as well

as several Phase III and Phase IV studies. Monitoring data and other

information anassed in this sytem till be needed to verify and calibrate

these models.

(6) Regulatory agencies may require site characterization in

selected oases. The system should be able to provide information for this -

purpose.

(7) Beyoad the activities envisioned for Phase III, the

"IrI•rS wi'll provide information to help develop appropriate health and

envisomnental standards, criteria, and guidelines.

(8) Other efforts within the Air Fore@, not directly related

to the nIP, have produced or will be producing data similar to those

generated by Phase I1 studies. The system should be able to accommodate

these data while maintaining their identity.

(9) The information contained in IRP11 will have W.

significant research value to external agencies ad other interested

parties. The system should provide some amount of access to these groups.

While the items listed above are very gnseral they do define the

basic character of system. Obviously, the system mast be broad In scope

and possess considerable capabilities. This list is an important

107-10
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precursor to the determination of the types of information that must be

extracted from the data base and, of course, the composition of the data

bass.

Information Roeuirem•nts

An excellent model of huw data and information flow th;ough am

environmental planning organization or program such as the lIP, has been

prepared by Hasenan at al. A slight modification of their model was

applied to the IRP. The result is shown in Figure 1. This nodal gives an

excellent way to place the IRPIMS within the overall IRP structure.

There are three basic stages in this information flow model. The

first stage involves data collection, encoding, verification, and storAge.

-- In other words, the raw data are processed and stored in a manner suitable

for the identified information needs. Within this stage there are four

distinct actions. The first involves the collection of data from IRP

field work and related studies. The second involves encoding the data

into a form readable by the computer and the third verifies the data.

Finally, the data are stored in the data base through the data base

management system.

The second stage of the modsl involves the extraction of

information from the data base. This stage is the vital link between the

data base and the demands for infornation. The user, by querying the

system, is the point through which information demands are net. Each

query is addressed through a process that begins with the data base ..

1'.1
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Figure 1. IRP Information Flow Model (after Haseman et al.5
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mangement system preparing the appropriate data. These data are them

routed thrcugh the appropriate algorithms to extract the desired --

information.

The third stage is concerned with the uses of the infotration

extracted from the data bass. These uses were outlined earlier; the

purpose of evoking then at this ;int is to complete the information flow

model. Aside from the nore obvious uses of information there are

important feedback mechanisms vithix the IRP. These feedback paths

suggest further action at the waste site, modify the types of data

collected, and affect the types of information requested of the system

through the user.

The model described above gives an abstract view of how data and

information flow through the IRP. The IRPIMS overlaps this model in the

last two steps of the first stage and the entire second stage (see Figure

1). However, to complete the model two important questions must be

addressed:

(1) What types of data should be collected and stored

in the data base?

(2) What types of information are to be extractable from the

data base?

These questions were answered thvough, an analysis of the expected

information needs of the users and uses identified earlier. The proposed

contents of the data base are displayed in Table 1. The proposed types of

extractable information are shown in Table 2. Of course, these two tables

107-13
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Table 2. General information Requirements.

Inf rmation
CategOry Components

Status Summaries Number of data entries for

sach Item
* Sampling dates
0 Sampling locations bk-

MaIagement Summaries 0 Graphical representations
- histograms
- cumusative frequency

* Appearance of items
(e.g., list of contaminants
appearing on an installation) L_

• Violations of standards.
criteria, ete.
R ecommended actions

• Narratives

Statistical Summaries • Mazilumsand m inimms
- - -- - Arithmetic means -

V Standard deviations
* Regression coefficients
• Correlation coofficionts
0 Confideaoe intervals
* Analysis of variance
• Appropriate test statistics

Graphical representations
- histograms
- cumulative frequency

Data Reports " Listin"s
" Graphical representations

- variations with tine
- variations in two and three

dimensions

Formatted Model Input * Model I Not determined
jas of

* Model 2 (this writing

K-.
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are inseparable. but the distinction is important to the structure of the

overall avsten. Rach is a preli•inarv list that will probably change as to m-

the IRP effort matures and gains experience.

Each request for a summary or listing will call for specific

subsets of the data base. These subsets should be defined by one or more

of the categories and types of data listed in Table 1. art example, the

user should be able to request the mean concentration for a partioulat

contaminant detected at all sites within, say. the state of Florida or

the correlation coefficient between two contaminants.

Basic System Structure

The identification of the demands on the IRPINS and the associated

information requirements is essential to the design 4,f a successful

system. The final task was to build upon these items and develop the

basic system structure. However, care was taken not to moverspecifyN the

system structure. There are many excellent software pa&kages on the _

market for data management and information processing. Therefore, only

the level of specificity to insure that the ZIPIMS does what is necessary

is described here. The details will be left to those charged with the

task of constructing the system. By creating this basic structure,

environmental professionals in the Air Force are more likely to receive a

system tailored to the job at hand. In general, it is essential that the

users closely oversee (and if possible, participate in) the construction

of an information management system. A system that performs the tasks

required of it but is somewhat inefficiently designed is probably more •. '

costeffective than a highly efficient system capable of a vast array of

amazing, but useless or marginally useful, capabilities. ,,,
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Ideally, a oost-bemefit analysis should be performed to

"optimizes system capabilities. osewver, in this case, a qualitative

se of what is justified, and what is not, was applied. A good measure

of aommon sense and judgement is probably all that is required in cases&

similar to this. A very large system, having a signifiLant impact on

the orpaisaiton it serves, would probably require mr*e serioss study.

The reader Is referred to a paper by King and Sohrems for a tutorial

discussion of cost-benefit analysis and its application to information

system design and operation.

The design of an information management system should include

an analysis of the hardware best suited to the task. Bowever, in this

asse, the hardware configuration is mostly fixed. The hardware available

to the OHL is probably typical of that found within larger enviromental

science and/or engineering fitms and it represents a fairly substantial

investment that performs admirably for a wide variety of applications. It

is doubtful that the cost of a now or significantly modifLed confituration,

could be Justified by the additional benefits attributable to the IRP

alone. Significant changes would have to be justified in a laboratory-

wide study of computing needs.

The natural question arising from this situation is "Why not use

the hardwarv of an external vendor?" It was felt that the IRPINS should

be an "in-house" system. A dynamic program such as the i•P needs to be

adaptable to changing needs and, thus, so does the IRPIf. It should be

readily accessible for data entry or modification and software additions

or alterations. Additionally, the changing nature of relationships
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between the Air Force and ezte-.nal contractors and the actual problems of

day-to-day interactions suggest that the IRPINS should be under the

control of Air Force personnel.

The IRPIMS will contain five major components: (1) data entry,

(2) the data base management system, (3) data base, (4) information

extraction or processing, and (5) output pioduction. Each component is

briefly discussed below and their interrelationships are shown in

Figure 2. There is some overlap between some of these components but

this breakdown provides a good basic structure.

Data entry involves the acceptance and verificatiQn of data from

the various lIP studies and other sources. There should be enough flexi-

bility to allow entry from a variety of machine-readable sources including

punch cards, magnetic tape, or by terminal keyboard. The verification

procedures should, as a minimum. check for syntax errors, compatibility

and consistency with other data, and for adherence to acceptable

bounds. The physical entry of the data into the data base will be
%

handled by the data base management system as will any modifications to

the data already within the system.

A good data base managemsnt system is essential to any information

management system. Perhaps its most important function is to isolate the .4..

data base from the other portions of the system. " ' ' In other

words, the data base is made independent of the data entry, information

extraction, and output production software programs. This allows these

components to be modified without -. ffcting the data base.

A data base management system is classified by the manner in which

it structures the data base. Those structures are generally classified
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Figure 2. Basic structuri of the IRPIMS.
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as hierarchic, netwotk. rolational, or semsntic. Combined stctuates

(e.g., hiertrchic/tOlatiomal) are also possible. A detailed discnasios of

these tochaiques is well beyond the scope ot this paper. Host data base

management systems ueed in enviromental applications are hierarchical

sad/or relational. Briefly. a hierarhkie structure is one in

whi:h data are arrangod such t•at any particular data itsm may JAYS a

number of related descendants, but no item nay have more than one parent

Relational structures, as the "soa implies, rely on associations between

data items. In a very simplistic sense, the structure can be likened to

that of a table with each columa repoesential a specific attribute and'

each row corresponding to an association. The table entries represent the

data items. The interesting feature of all structures is that they really

just attempt to model the world from which the data are collected.-"

There are a number of excellent data base management systems on the W"

market. The only rosttiction imposed by this study is that the

one selected moot the overall needs of the IRPIMS at a reasonable cost.

The data base will be physically divided into several files in a ,.

way that will facilitate the updating and retrieval of data. The contents :

of these files are strongly suggested by the classification shown in Table "

1. However. this will be "nfluenced by the selection of the data base

management system.

The data base management system also serves as the link between

the data base and the information processing, data entry, and output "

production algorithms. More generally, it allows the user to retrieve, .

update, insert, and delete data from the data base. At a more basic
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level, the data base asaessment system maps the data as stornd in the

computer to a form note familiar to the user or his application programs. -'

Information processing involves analyzing sees queries and forms-

lating and manipulating the data to meet these queries. The important

requirement hate Is that the procedures be as modularized as possible. In

other words, closely related types of information should be produced by

speoifiL, indopendent software nodules. The nodular approach facilitates

the dobugging, modification, and creation of processing software and

allows the system to be readily tailored to the needs at hand. This

approach also makes it much easier to effectively use *off-the-shelf"

software. All software should be written in a familiar language (e.g.,

FORTIRAN BASIC, PL/i. etc.) in order to ease maintenance and modification.

The typos of information desired of the ILPINS were outlined in Table 2. .
•

Output production is involved with the visual display of informs-

tion. The Information required by the IRP (see Table 2) is not terribly

sophisticated. Many of the requirmonts can probably be net with

currently available software. Again, modularization is important if

modifications and additions are to be readily accomplished. In addition

to ordinary sequential and tabular forms of output, a moderate level of

graphical capability is indicated by the needs outlined in Table 2.

One topic that cuts across the basic structure Is the question of I. *

responsiveness. Faster response tines to user queries require a more -.

sophisticated and, thus note costly system. The Z]P Is not gonerally

dealing with situations that require immediate information needs. Rapid

response is desirable for a system used in environmental crisis management

(e.g., toxic material spills) but not in a program dosigned to correct the
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deleterious effects of past disposal practices. Therefore, the IRPINS

should possess both real-time (or interactive) and batch processing

capabilities for making information queries or requests, producing status

sumary reports (see Table 2). and entering and revising data in the data

base. However, all other user-system communications can probably be

handled in a batch mode. This is not intended to place firm restrictions .. '

on the final system design but to again emphasize the need to justify ": "

system capabilities in terms of the benefits delivered.

V. I ... oA-.

The conceptual design that was outlined in the last section will

guide the detailed design, construction, and implementation of the I]P

Information Management System. The current plan is to have an experienced

external contractor perform these tasks. However, it will be necessary to"*-.

deliver items in a particular order. Phase II efforts have already begun

at a few installations. Therfore, in order to minimize encoding costs,

the most pressing need is for the data input formats and associated codes

(i.e.. identification codes, parameter codes, etc.) to be developed and

disseminated to the various Phase II efforts.

Concurrently, the system software packages will be developed and

tested with the early Phase II results serving as excellent test data.

The first step will involve will be the selection and testing of a data

base management system. Because there are many excellent packages already

available this effort will probably involve natching one to the needs

outlined earlier; no significant software development is expected. The

various data entry, information processing, and output packages follow the

selection of the data base management system. Encouragement will be given
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to the ase of standard *oftware routines available in the marketplace. A

complete set of doeumeatation will also be developed so that Air Force

personnel ea* effectively use and maintain the entire system.

The espeoted completion date is mid-1915, barring any unforeseen
problems. The data input formtnst ad codes should be ia plea*e by the and

of 1984. This schedule will allow most Phase IU data to be tranmitted in

the required format and provide the tools necessary to proceed with the

Phase III and IV activities in a timely manner.

VI. SUMNARY AND REC)IOENDATIONS

The IRP Information Management System will provide personnel at

the Occupational and Haviromnental Health Laboratory, and other groups in

and out of the Air Force, with a valuable tool for evaluating data gained

in an important and comprehensive enviromental monitoring program. The

purpose of this study was to identify the demands that will be placed on

the system, the information needed to satisfy those demands, and the basic

system structure. In so doing, a set of guidelines have been established

f or the construction and implementation of the system. This helps to

insure that the system will meat the needs of the IRP in a cast-effective

manner. The author hopes that this paper will aid other groups developing

similar information management systems by outlining one approach to the

problem.

The true value of a system such as this is, of course, the infor-

nation it contains. The IRPIMB will not only met inmediate needs but

also provide a valuable source of information for future research in the

fields of hazardous waste management, pollutant transport, and ground .

water modeling. .' -
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THE CYTOTOXIC FAFECTS OF TRITMETYLPEVITANE

ON RAT REINAL TISSJR

by

William N. Norton

The aliphatic hydrocarbon 2,3,4 trimethylpentane induced ,i

cytopathological renal lesions of the proximal convoluted tubule of the

adult male rat. No discernable cellular alterations were noted among the

hepatocytes examined. Three groups of 9 experimental organisms each

received :he hydrocarbon by gavage administration twice weekly at a

concentration of 1.5 ml/kg body weight. The concentration proved to be

non-lethal. At each of the respective periods of 1, 2 and 4 weeks

subsequent to the initial exposure, 9 experimental and 5 control animals

were sacrificed. The kidneys and liver were excised and processed for

electron microscopy. The manifestations of toxicity were evident among

all organisms analyzed with the severity and extent of cellular

alterations a function of the duration of exposure. There were no •

noticable aberrations among the cellular conponents of the glcaeruli

examined from experimental organisms. The most prominent feature of

altered cells among the proximal convoluted tubules was the presence of

large membrane-bound granules. The structures were angular in contour

with the interior charcterized by a periodýcity .of parallel repeating

units. Focal sites of cellular degradation along the length of the

proximal tubule appeared to result in the release of cytoplasmic

organelles, nuclei and granules. In addition, whole cells were detached

from the basal lamina and presumably passed into the tuoular lumen.
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I. TNTQDULIO

My research endeavors during periods as a graduate stucent,

National Institute of Health Postdoctoral Fellow and University Professor

have dealt with cellular biology. I was selected as an Air Force Summer

Faculty Research Associate primarily because of my experience in the

disciplines of cytopathology and electron microscopy. I an familiar with

and have utilized a multiplicity of techniques related to both

transmission and scanning electron microscopy.

With regard to my previous accomplishnents, I have received -

national research awards and research grants pertaining to

cytopathological and cytological studies from the National Science

Foundation and the Air Force Office of Scientlvic Research. My research

efforts have resulted in over 20 publications in national and

international journals. Presently I an President of the

Louisiana-Mississippi Society for Electron Microscopy and Director the

Research Center for the College of Science and Technology at Southeastern

Louisiana University.

The Pathology Branch of the Toxic Hazard3 Division of the Air

Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) investi&ates the

potential pathological properties of a variety of chemicals ana solutions

which a, 3ed by the Air Force. The Branch employs several animal model

systems and a diversity of administrative techniques to determine the

specific sites of lesions both at the gross and cellular levels. A

chemical of particular interest to the Toxic Hazards Division is

trimethylpentane because of its ability to induce renal lesions which are

similar pathologically to those obtained as a result of exposure to
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several hydrocarbons present in Doth aviation fuels and conventional

gasoline. The Toxicology, Pathology and Biochemistry Branches of the

Toxic Hazards Division of AHRL for the past several years have been

attempting to ellucidate the various toxicological coequences of

exposure to hydrocarbons.

A diversity of branch chain hydrocarbons induce renai lesions

among pre-mature male rats. I The lesions are characterized by an

accentuated accumulation of hyaline droplets in the cytoplasm of proximal

tumular epithelial cells.1 Relatively low concentrations of hyaline

droplets have been reported in cells of the proximal tubule of sexually

mature rats. 2 The incidence of droplets has been correlated with the

level of proteinuria, which in the adult male rat, has been recognized as

a sexual characteristic feature since 1933.3 The primary protein

associated with urine of the adult male rat has been characterized as

living a molecular weight of 26,400 Daltons 4 , and has been described as 02U

globulin in the iummunoelectroptioretic ncmnenclature. 5

II. MJECTI" 'A

The primary objective of the proposed investigation is to

determine the cytopathological effects of trimethylpentane on rat

hepatocytes and renal proximal tubules. Specifically, the stuay is

designed to analyze:

(1) Cellular organelles for evidence of -degradation-or .

alteration.

(2) The fine structure of cytoplasmic granules induced by the

hydrocarbon.
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(3) The corticomedullary junction which represents the site of

the renal lesion.

(4) The organelle content of hepatocytes to monitor for evidence

of cytopathology.

IIT.\' PRCEUR

Adult male Fischer rats were divided into experimental and control

groups of 27 and 14 animals respectively. Three groups of 9 experimental

organisms each received 2,3,4 trimethylpentane by gavage administration

twice weekly at a concentration of 1.5 ml/kg body weight. The controll

animals received an equivalent dose of tap water.

Nine experimental and 5 control animals were sacrificed at each of

the respective periods of 1, 2 and 4 weeks subsequent to the initial

exposure. The kidneys were chemically fixed by means of perfusion via the

aorta with a 2% glutaraldehyde solution buffered with 0.1M sodium

cacodylate (pH 7.4). The liver was excised prior to perfusion, minced and

fixed in a 6% glutaraldehyde solution bufferea with 0.1M sodium cacodylate

(pH 7.4). All tissues were post fixed in buffered 2% osmium tetroxide.

The specimens were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol ana embedded

in Epon 812. The tissues were sectioned with a Richert ultramicrotome and

examined on a JEOL 1OOB transmission electron microscope.-r.

I V . C O T O T S U

The primary functional cell of the proximal convoluted tubule was

rectangular to cuboidal in configuration with distal microvilli which

projected into a central lumen. Proximally, the plasma membrane
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invaginated to form narrow channels which contained cylindrical

mitochondria. Within the cytoplasm were arrays of rough endoplasmic

reticulun and polysomes. Spherical membrane-bouna lysos3Mes were sparsely

distributed. DeuMosomes were evident at the proximal and distal regions

of adjacent cells. The spherical nuclei were characterized by regions of

peripherally-bound heterochromatin and dispersed euchromatin. The

nucleoli were compect structures consisting of fibrillar ana granular

components. The basal lamina was camprise•i of a relatively thin amorphous

layer of material covering the proximal surface of the cells.

V. FMPVRIP:NTAL TISSUE

There were no discernable alterations among the cellular

components of the glameruli observed from the experimental organisms. The

basal lamina did not appear to be altered in thickness. Multivesiculated

blebs protruded from both the fenestrated endothelial lining and the

podocytes. However, bleba of a similar nature also were evident in

control kidneys.

Epithelial cells forming the boundary of the Bowman's capsule

appeared normal. The cytopethological effects of trimethylpentane on

cells of the proximal convoluted tubule appeared to be a function of the

length of exposure. In essence, the manifestations of toxicity were

evident at the earliest period analyzed with severity ana extent of

cellular alterations increasing as the duration of exposure progressed.

The most pronounced feature of exposed cells was the presence of large,

angular, pleamorphic electron-dense granules which were membrane-bound.
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The inner contents displayed a high degree of order with a parallel system

of units indicating periodicity. The concentration, size and position of

the granules varied among the cells.

The cytoplasm of cells forming the proximal tubule displayed a

gradation of electron density. Micropinocytotic vesicles containing

electron-dense material formed along the distal plasna membrane at the

base of microvilli. Vacuoles of various diameters were evident, and focal

sites oi mitochondrial degradation were noted. There were no observable

alterations of the nuclei or nucleolar constituents. The basal lamina

encompassing the tubules appeared swollen with no evidence of dissociation

or fragmentation. At variois sites the basal lamina invaginated ana

followed the contour of the convoluted plasma membrane.

Focal sites of cellular degradation were noted al-ng the length of

the convoluted tubule. The affected cells were characterized by a

progressive loss of microvilli, autolysis of mitochondria and various

dc• rees of fragmentation of the distal plasma membrane. Regions were

noted where cells appeared to detach from the basal lamina. Regions of

plasma membrane fragmentation were evident among cells still bound to the

basal lamina. Extensive degradation of mitochondria was observed in the ..

detaching cells. Cellular fragments, isolated nuclei, membrane-bound

granules and intact cells were present along the length of the proximal

tubule lumen. Lesions at the corticomedullary junction were manifested in

the torm of distended tubules which appeared to result from the

sequestering of cellular debris.

In comparison to control hepatocytes, no discernable cellular lesions

or alterations resulted from exposure to the hydrocarbon. There appeared
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to be sane change in the smooth endoplaemic retculum system; however,.

definitive results would be possible only if a mrphonetric analysis Was

conducted on the system.

A number of investigtors have suggested that the cytopathological

effects of trimethylpentane and/or its metabolites may be related to the

metabolism of the protein a2v globulin. The biosynthesis of a2u globulin

occurs in the liver. Although the precise site of trimethylpentane

metabolism has not yet been determined, in all probability the chLncal is

initially oxidized in the liver. ok"-phAnetric determinations at the

elecc.ron microscopy level enables the investigator to conduct a

statistical analysis of precise membrane bound systems. A morphcmetric

analysis of both the rough and smooth endoplasuic reticulum systems may

indicate whether significant increases in the biosynthetic and oxidative

processes nave resulted from exposure to trimethylpentane.

Tritiated trimethylpentane may be administered to adult male rats to

determine the initial and subsequent sites of acoumulation within the

experimental organism. Of particular interest would be the determination

of whetner trimethylpentane is associated with renal granules or hyaline

droplets which proliferate as a result of exposure to various

hydrocarbons. The tissues would be analyzed by electron microsuopy to

ellucidate the particular organelle associated with trimethylpentane or

its metabolites.

Au analysis of the acid phosphatase activity normally associated with .

ly3osa0es of the proximal convoluted tubu,,le may indicate whether
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trimethylpentane impacts on the deg-adative capabilities of the kidney.

If such a pheneoemnon transpires, the proximal tubule may be incapable of

metabolizing a24 :globulin, and as a result the latter may accumulate

"within sec.ndary lysosomes until cytological damage ensues.

Considering the three reccumendations it is my contention that the

monitoring of tritiated trimethylpentane as a function of time would

provide the most meaningful and supportive information. With this thought

in mind I intend to apply for a Research Initiation grant, and submit as

the primary objective the determination of tritiated trimethylpentane

p deposition in the adult male rat.
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Computer-Based Optimization Al gori thins

for LOGAIR Cargo Allocation

by

Dr. Kendall E. lWygard
Timothy R. Downes

t

Abstract

This report describes a mathematical formulation for modeling the LOGAIR
system. It also discusses other contributions made during the summer
research program.

"The LOGAIR system is a privately contracted airlift system prcviding
daily air cargo service to 56 bases in the continental United States
(CONUS). The Air Force manages and controls the operation which uses 16

__ separate routes. Allocation of cargo to system capacity is presently
handled manually by controllers stationed at WPAFB and various Air
Logistics Centers located elsewhere.

Because of the limited efficiency of manually allocating cargo, and the
great potential for human error, a way of mathematically mcdeling the
allocation process and incorporating this model into a computer-based
allocation system is investigated. The discussion centers on how certain
aspects of the allocation process can be modeled as a multi-period
generalized assignment problem, while other aspects could be modeled as a
multicommodity capacitated transshipment problem.

Although the above formulations are difficult combinatorial optimization
problems, recent studies suggest that the allocation models could be
solved daily on a microcomputer. The mathematical models developed to
date are presented and suggestions made for further research in

." development of the model and for implementing this model as the basis of
a computer-based allocation system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many problems of both practical and theoretical importance involve
finding combinations of variables which provide optimal or near optimal
solutions given an objective function and a specific set of constraints.
For the Air Force in particular, one such problem is the daily task of
allocating cargo to available airlift capacity in the LOGAIR (Logistics
Airlift) system.

LOGAIR exists to provide fast transportation of high priority cargo among
56 Air Force bases in the Continental United States (CONUS). As shown in
Figure 1, five Air Logistics Centers (ALC's) located at the Kelly,
Tinker, Hill, McClellan and Warner-Robbins Air Force Bases as well as
Wright-Patterson AFB (WPAFB) serve as cargo interchange points with
feeder routes emanating from each location. Trunk routes connect the
"ALCs, WPAFB and points of embarkation at McGuire, Dover and Travis Air
Force Bases. Allocation to these routes Is made manually by controllers
at WPAFB and some of the ALCs.

.. As Figure 1 suggests, allocation of cargo to the LOGAIR system is a
complex task due to the enormous number of ways that pallets can be
"assigned to aircraft. The problem is complicated by multiple types and
priorites of cargo pallets and types of aircraft. In addition, all bases
must be adequately serviced and transit times must meet Air Force
requirements. The complexity o! the problem limits the efficiency of a
manual allocation system, but lends itself to some degree of mathematical

*m modeling and automation.

In an effort to model the more complex combinatorial characteristics of
the cargo allocation problem, the authors have spent 10 weeks learning
much of the operation of. the LOGAIR system and developing preliminary
"models which reflect particular aspects of the allocation process. This
paper describes these preliminary models, their use in a computer-based
allocation system and the potential benefits of such a system. In
addition, other contributions made to the AFLC during the same 10 week
period are briefly discussed.
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11. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study, was to develop a mathematical model for the
LOGAIR cargo allocaton process. This model would be the basis for a
computer-based on-line allocation system.
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III. EVALUATION of PRESENT MANUAL ALLOCATION PROCESS

Because of the complexity of the cargo allocation process, the efficiency
of a manual allocation system is limited. There are three basic reasons
for this.

First, even the most experienced human controllers cannot simultaneously
consider the enormous number of ways that the pallets could be assigned
on a given day. As a result, it is frequently the case that allocations
which move more cargo exist, but are overlooked by the controller. An
underlying mathematical model could identify allocations which improve

- -, aircraft utilization and move more cargo.

Second, under the present entirely human allocation process, arithmetic
"errors tend to occur, necessitating backtracking and double checking at
times when their human skills need to be more creatively used. A
computer-based system would eliminate much of this error.

Finally, the ten LOGAIR controllers tend to use personalized allocation
schemes, which produce a variety of final allocations. A mathematical
model would add consistency to the process, making all persons involved
"more comfortable with the allocations, making it easier for supervisors
to revie' allocations and to train new controllers.

19.
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0IV. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

During the Sumnor of 1984, preliminary work on the mathematical model was
carried out by the authors. Several characteristics of the problem
appear in models which have been recently described in the literature by
the author of this proposal and other researchers. These include the
multi-period and multiple-choice knapsack problems (Faalaid, 1981; Sinha
and Zoltners. 1979), the generalized assignment problem (Nygard et al,
1984; Nygard and Nelson, 1983; Fisher and Jaikumar, 1981); and the
multicommodity network flow problem (Kennington and Helgason, 1980,
Rosenthal ,1983). We now present some of our progress on the mathematical
model. The following notation is adopted:

1i

"i-f

"a-,.,:

~:.:..
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9.

Indices and Tndex Sets

i a index of a base served by LOGAIR. i 1, 2, ... ,n, where n is
the total number of bases in the entire LOGAIR System. For a
particular flight f, nf is the index set of bases served by flight
f.

j p - index of a priority class for airlift available cargo.

p(P P {s,l,Z , where s is special high priority
(MICAP and 999 cargo), I and 2 are military standird
transportation priorities I and 2.

"f a index of a LOGAIR route. f• F, where F is the set of all
Sroutes.

S~P p
k - pallet index. ke Kii, where Kij is the set of priority p
pallets at base i destined for base j.

Constants

NUMij a Number of priority p pallets at base i destined for base j.

CAPf a Pallet capacity of the aircraft type which flies route f.

dij - Distance from base i to base j.

.WJ = Wefght of the kth pallet of priority p at base i destined for
base J.

.4•

PRp a Mathematical "weight" associated with priority p (chosen so
that higher priority cargo is allocated first)

.9A

Ci..adij *jj * PRPa Benefit of Shipping the kth pallet of
ri ty p from base i to base j.

"Variables

""r�1 iif the kth p3llet of priority p
"A- P at base i destined for base j

Xjj .j is allocated to flight f

" 0 Otherwise

199.
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For a particular fixed route index E, consider the following
mathematical model:

Miax Cjjj cj Xf3
g Pl jl pP ke -"

"Subject to:
o"L

..- CAPE
I j'I

j-Z PE P keKP

2j 1

57 1 j K j

j-n pE4P k aKlj j-n paP ke K. .,Aj

"." * . • , .n - 1,J 5 C.AP f

j-n pd P ke n.l,;

k ij i.j -1. .. ..... Mf P

IL

""Each constraint in 5et (L) represents 3 leg of the Elight, ind ens:ire4
that aircraft pallet ci'pacity is not exceeded. Vocte t hat the
constraints model off-loading ilong the route as appropr;ate, so that

:-: ~the constrtints ire !tot fully cu-mulative is they are In a multi-peritud
I knapsack problem Flint A n a!fIdittonal constraint i,,t

similar to (1) is 4,el to ensure thit the to•ti weight the aircr]ft
is -Ill-W.-I ri) Car-Y is nor,~~J
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'C.

Constraint set (2) ensures that the model allocates only pallets
which are actually available for shipment. In practice, this model
"must be expanded to accommodate the two different sizes of pallets
in use, and the regularly occuring need to link two or more pallets
together in a train. Constraint set (2) can be modified and written
with equations by adding a dummy flight which can absorb all excess
pallets from each leg at an artifically high cost. The new
constraints would be:

Xij I i,j = 1,2,---,nf f

where d is the index of the dummy flight. The resultant model might
then be called a multi-period generalized assignment model. The
model extends the generalized assignment model because the pallet
allocations use aircraft capacity on flight legs beyond the leg on
which they are-first allocated. The author of this proposal has
implemented two state-of-the-art generalized assignment codes for
use in vehicle routing (Nygard et al, 1984; Nygard and Nelson,
1983).

'- The above model could only handle a few of the existing LOGAIR
"routes, since most of the routes have flight legs in common aad
tradeoffs.among flights need to be accomodated. An extension of the
above model could simultaneously allocate a collection of flights
with common legs.

To accomplish the extension, a network can be defined, with a node
for each base, and arcs for the flight legs. Assume that common
flight legs are coalesced into a single arc, with a capacity equal
to the sum of all the component flight leg capacities. The cargo
allocation problem can then be modeled as an integer multi-commodity
capacitated transshipment problem on this network. In this
formulation, adopt the following notation:

hiq - Supply of pallets of type q at base i, where qCQ, an index
set of all pallet types.- In this model, there is a pallet type for

0 each origin-destination pair (i,j) and priority p. Negative supply
values are used for demands at destination bases.

Uh = Joint capacity over all commoditie3 of network arc h, where
htH, an index set of arcs in the network.

Fi - Forward star of node i (Collection of all arcs which originate
at node i).

Ri = Reverse star of node i (Collection of all arcs which terminate
at node i).

Dhq = Disutility associated with a pallet of type q being
transported over arc h (This is the negative of the aircraft
utilization measure used in the first model).

',, 109-11



* With this notation, the following optimization problem can be
written:

4in L Chq "hq
k'a4 E O4Q

Subject to:
2 Xhq Z- 4 hq aL bjq

h Fi htRi h H, qeQ

" "- Xhq 1 •Uh hc H

q.Q

Xhq ? 0 and integer hEH, q Q

The solution to this optimization problem yields a set of integer
cargo movements (flows) which maximize aircraft utilization. rf
there is surplus capacity on a common flight leg, the existing
LOGAIR preferred flight list would be used to choose among the
"aircraft. A dummy node and dummy-arcs leading to it from supply
nodes would absorb excess supply and ensure feasible allocations
when 3ircraft capacity cannot handle all cargo waiting to he moved.
Like the first model, this formuiation requires refinement to handle
weight as well as pallet count capacity, and addtitional variables to
model alternative pallet sizes and trains.

Both of the above formulations are difficult combinatorial
optimization proble:ms. However, very recent progress on the
generali:ed assignment preblem carried out by the autho. ({ygard et
a! t984, 'Jygard ind 'Jelson, 19W3 and on the continuous version or
the multi-commodity capacitated transshipment problem hy others
(Rosenthal, 1983) suggest that this cargo i.llocation problem can 'le
solved to optimality an a microcomputer on a daily basis. Under
this proposal, the basic research needeJ to fully develop these
models would Se carried out. The stidy will be complete with actual
co,ling ind ecperi-ents carried out.

109-1
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Both of the above formulations are difficult combinatorial optimization
"problems. However, very recent progress on the generalized assignment
problem carried out by one of the authors (Nygard et al 1984, Nygard and
Nelson, 1983) and on the continuous version of the multi-commodity
capacitated transshipment problem by others (Rosenthal, 1983) suggest
that this cargo allocation problem can be solved to optimality on a
microcomputer on a daily basis.

The authors have submitted a proposal to conduct the research that is
needed to fully develop these models and to implement them as part of a
computer-based allocation system. We feel that, aside from benefits
realized from standardizing allocation procedures, expediting the
allocation process and reducing arithmetic errors, the proposed system
could result in the following three basic types of benefits:

1. Decreased Need to Invest in Spares. Lower Order and Ship Times
* (OST) and retrograde time (DRT) can aMow a reduction in the investment

for spares needed to maintain the same level of readiness. A recent
study carried out by Gambill of AFLC/XRS (Gambill, 1984) calculated
potential cost savings in inventory investment for a range of OST and DRT
"values and an 80% availability level. This study indicates that a

". .decrease of one day in OST and DRT corresponds to a cost decrease of
about $34.9 million, or about 2.3 percent.

2. Increased Readiness. Assuming system costs are held constant,
reductions in 0sT and DRT can help increase readiness. Even though
readiness is a function of many factors and MICAP items are typically
shipped within DoD standards for transit time (Van Valkenburgh, 1980;
Wasem, 1983), some calculations which' relate to readiness improvement are
still possible. One part of the Gambill Study (Gambill, 1984) assumed
constant costs and calculated increases in the availability of weapon
systems which result from OST and DRT decreases. For example, with a one
day decrease in OST and DRT, weighted total availability over all weapon
systems increased from a baseline of 80% to a new level of 81.95%.

3. Decreased Direct Costs. When major cargo backlogs occur,
* additional flights called extra sections are employed to move the cargo.

Use of the proposed mathematical model may occassionally eliminate the
need for extra sections, saving the direct costs of fuel, contractor
payments, and landing fees. These annual operating costs for the entire
LOGAIR system are presently about $100 million per year. Eliminating,
for example, a 2000 mile flight which costs $7.5/mi to operate would save

'- $15,000 in operating costs.

109-13
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VI. OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

In addition to researching a cargo allocation model formulation, the
authors also presented several technical reports discussing alternative
approach to problems of immediate concern for AFLC personnel.

One report suggests improvements to the Logistics Management Institute
(1I41) Aircraft Availability Model used by AFLC/XRS. This report
recommends several computational techniques which can potentially

A! decrease run-times of the model by taking advantage of structure
occurring naturally in the data and by replacing a sequential search by a
binary search.

A second report discusses a program designed and coded this summer. The
purpose of the program was to compare two files created by the same model
on two separate computer systems to see if both files contain identical
data. A copy of the program along with appropriate documentation was
submitted to AFLC personnel for review.

A third report proposed a generalized network model to simulate how
* aircraft availability relates to maintenance, distribution and

procurement systems. A scaled-down model was presented to appropriate
"AFLC personnel along with a description of how this approach might be

-. applied on a larger scale.

A final report addressed the Air Force Program Objective Memorandum (PON)
assessment. The PON involves the need to relate the funding of different
categories of support to warfare capability of specific weapons systems.
The approach suggested in this report modeled, in a macro way, how
various support activities result in levels of weapons systems, and the
"way levels of weapon systems combine to result in general wartime
capability. The technique used was the analytic hierarchy process

,*"'developed primarily by Thomas Saaty (Saaty, 1982).

The suggestions made in the first two reports will likely be Implemented.
The latter two reports were presented to help AFLC personnel maintain an
awareness of techniques in the forefront of current research. Copies of
these reports may be obtained from HQ AFLC/XRS.

109-14
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LASER DAMAGE STUDIES IN PURIFIED AND PLASTICIZED POLYAKYLMETHACRYLATES

by

Robert M. O'Connell

ABSTRACT

Experimental studies were made of the effects of monomer filtration

and plasticization on the laser damage properties of polymethylmethacrylate

and related transparent polymers. The results show that both processes can

significantly improve single-shot damage thresholds. The multiple-shot dam-

age measurements were insufficient to draw any similar conclusions. A

"simple technique that uses scattered, depolarized helium-neon laser light

to estimate the concentration of micron-sized impurities in liquids or

solids was developed and found to be a reliable predictor of single-shot

damage resistance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lightweight, low-cost, and dye-impregnable properties of transpar-

ent polymeric glasses (plastics) make them attractrive for use in high-

power military laser systems, both as passive elements such as lenses, win-

dows, and Q-switches, and as active dye laser hosts. 1  Until recently,

however, the relatively low resistance that plastics have to damage by high

power laser light had prevented their use in these applications. Now, work

performed recently in the Soviet Union suggests that the laser damage resis-

tance of plastics can be greated Improved,2 and that long-lived plastic-

host dye lasers are now possible. 3

In light of the Soviet work, a plastics laser damage program was begun
in late 1982 at the Frank J. Seller Research Laboratory (FJSRL). This

SCEEE Fellow participated in the program during a one year leave-of-absence
A . from the University of Missouri under the University Resident Research Pro-

gram (URRP). During that time the FJSRL laser damage facility was design-

"ed, assembled-and-hacteied, and used to study the laser damage proper-

"ties of various commercially available plastics, Including polymethylmetha-

crylate, 4  bisphenol-A polycarbonate, 5  and cellulose acetate buty-
"rate.5 These measurements revealed that commercially available plastics

have significantly lower laser damage resistance than commerclallly avail-

"able optical qualilty glasses.

Ways of improving the damage resistance of plastics have been studied

by several Soviet groups, but as reported in a review of that work, 1

there is a good deal of disagreement among the published Soviet reports, as

well as many omissions which both preclude duplication of their measure-

ments and make it impossible to interpret their results unambiguously.
What can be gleaned from the Soviet reports is that monomer purification to
remove micron and sub-micron sized absorbing inclusions, and plasticization

to lower the material's induced elastic limit can improve it's laser damage

resistance. However, the precise role of each process in improving either

single and/or multiple-shot damage behavior, and the related problem of the
physics of the damage process are not yet well-established. Thus, follow-

* on work to the leave-of-absence has consisted of plastics synthesis at the

University of Missouri and laser damage testing at FJSRL.

S".110-3



In light of two years' experience in plastics damage work both at

FJSRL and at the University of Missouri, and in order to expedite work on

", the project, the SCEEE fellow was assigned to FJSRL.

"II. OBJECTIVES

"Plastic synthesis work at the University of Missouri began with a

study of the effects of various purification schemes on the laser damage

resistance of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). These schemes included care-

ful repeated distillations and filtration with membranes of different pore

size. This work was conducted by a student and continued through the sum-

mer with the intention that samples would be sent to FJSRL for damage test-

ing late in the summer. The results of these measurements would enable a

determination of the effects of monomer filtration after distillation on

the damage properties of PMMA and provide some insight into the role that

impurities of different size play in the laser damage process. This study

constituted one objective of the SCEEE fellowship.

Since the effects of the other material improvement process, plastici-

zation, on the laser damage properties of plastics had not yet been studied

in the U.S., it was stipulated as a second objective of the fellowship.

* Whether plasticized or not, the laser damage properties of plastics

are related to the concentration of absorbing inclusions, i.e., dust, in

"the material. An estimate of the dust content of a monomer or polymer

sample would thus enable both an evalution of the effects of our efforts to

"remove dust and allow conclusions to be drawn concerning dust content and

laser damage properties of the polymerized, damage tested materials. Thus

finding and implementing a scheme to estimate the dust content of a monomer

or polymer sample become a third objective of the fellowship.

In summary, the objectives of the SCEEE fellowship were as follows:
9Q (1) Determine the effects of monomer filtration on the laser damage

properties of PMMA.

(2) Determine the effects of plasticization on the laser damage

properties of various transparent polyalkylmethacrylates.

(3) Design and implement a simple scheme to estimate the dust content

"of monomer and polymer samples.

.-
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II1. SCATTERED DEPOLARITEO LASER LIGHT FOR OUST CONTENT ESTIMATION

The need for a way to quickly and easily estimate the dust content in

our monomer and polymer samples evolved as the summer's work progressed,

and eventually become the third objective listed above. However, since the
• ,product of the work on that objective, a helium-neon laser probe, was used

to characterize the materials studied during work on the other two objec-

tives and must be mentioned frequently in discussing them, the approach and

"results to Objective 3 are discussed first.

*. In a theoretical study of the role of absorbing inclusions in laser
damage, 6 it was estimated that particles with diameters ranging from 0.1-

1.0 um are the ones most likely to absorb enough energy from a laser pulse
to cause catastrophic heating of the surrounding transparent dielectric
matrix and damage it. Thus the problem was to derive a scheme to detect

and count particles in this size range that are embedded in a matrix of

much smaller molecular matter.

. It--is-well-known-7that---polarized-.-light--of---a. given- wavelength_ will ----------

Rayleigh scatter from particles very small compared to the wavelength ot
the light. This means that the original polarization will be retained by

the scattered light and that, therefore, no light will Rayleigh scatter in

the polarization direction, i.e., the direction of the electric field vec-

tor. It is also well-known 7 that particles with dimensions of the order

of the light's wavelength will depolarize the light and scatter it in all
directions, including that of the original electric field vector.

These ideas were exploited with the arrangement shown in Figure 1.

A L3 - "

I I LASPE a

/3... 30 EMu LENS pOLARolo A' 1?A yLF_ C-H

•,-, 3 m ote - R@AYLPI10h

r Figure-L. Experimental arrangement for observing scattered depolarized

helium-neon laser light
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Helium-neon laser light was used because it's wavelength, 0.6328 urm, is "of

the order" of the 0.1-1.0 um sized particles to be detected and counted,

and because it's red color permits simple visual observation of the parti-

cl- ces. The beam was polarized with a sheet of polaroid, focused into the

sample witn a 30 cm focal length lens to somewhat concentrate the beam, and

observed with a 25X microscope mounted with it's observtlon axis perpendicu-

lar to the scatter track and parallel to the electric field vector of the

polarized light. This arrangement allowed observation of depolarized light
from the micron-sized particles of interest against a minimized background

1%f Rayleigh-scattered light from molecular matter and particles much small-

er than those of interest. Thus the dust content of a sample could be esti-

mated simply by counting the relatively bright scattering centers seen with

the 25X microscope in the approximately 0.35 mm volume occupied by a 5

mm length of scatter track.

* This scheme proved to be most useful when it was used to estimate the

relative dust content of two or more samples. For example, in a study of

the effects of simple monomer purification (i.e., drying and single distill-

ation) on the laser damage properties of PFK5A 8 , It was found that the

"purified sample had significantly greater resistance to laser damage than

the unpurified sample. To confirm that the purification effort had actual-

ly been successful and could thereby be given credit for the improved dam-

age resistance, the depolarized, scattered light scheme was used to esti-

"mate the relative dust content of the two samples. The unpurified material

was found to contain approximately six times as many dust particles as the

purified material, thereby establishing a direct correlation between dust

"" content and susceptibility to laser damage. Similar results were obtained

.-. with the materials used in the work on Objectives 2 and 3. Details can be

"found in sections IV and V.

IV. THE EFFECTS OF MONOMER FILTRATION ON THE LASER DAMAGE PROPERTIES OF

PMMA
In the above-mentioned study of the effects of simple monomer drying

* and distillation on the laser damage properties of PMMA 8 , it was found

that both the single- and multiple-shot behaviour could be significantly

improved. The next step, and the subject of this objective, was to deter-

mine whether micropore filtration of the monomer prior to poiymerization

6, 110-6
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would produce further improvement over distillation. Interestingly,

researchers in another field have claimed that micropore filtration of dis'-

"tilled water actually leaves more particles of dimensions similar to that

. of the filter pore than it removes. 9  This would suggest that monomer fil-

tratilon would not improve laser damage resistance.
S To study this, three PN.A samples were synthesized at the University

of Missouri and laser damage tested at FJSRL as part of the SCEEE fellow-
ship. All three samples were made from carefully distilled monomer, a step

which is necessary to remove hydroquinone inhibitor, but also eliminates a
great deal of dust, as shown by the depolarized scattered light scheme with

the samples used in the drying/distillation study (see section III).

'* Samples of the distilled monomer 4ere then passed through a filter appara-

tus containing either no filter, a 0.40 um filter, or a 0.22 um filter,

"respectively. Polymerization was by ultraviolet initiation without any
free-radical initiator. This method was found to be safer, cleaner, easier

and faster than the thermal method used in Ref. 8, which required the use

of a free radical initiator (a source of impurities).

"Laser damage measurements were performed at FJSRL with the facility

that has been described thoroughly in Ref. 4. Briefly, it consists of a
1.06 Pm wavelength Q-switched Nd:YAG laser that provides 8 + 2 nsec F':H!

pulses with up to 300 mj/pulse at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of up
to 10 pulses per second (pps). A 25 cm focal length lens focuses the beam

into the test sample, and a collinear helium-neon laser beam is used to mon-

itor damage. Careful knife-edge measurements of the focused 1.06 u m beam
showed that its spatial profile is reasonably Gaussian in and near the

"" focal plane with a 1/e 2 radius (spot size) of 33 + 1.7 um and an associ-
"" S ated focal volume (in PiMA) of. approximately 0.01 mm3 . The spot size was

determined by least-squares fitting a Gaussian profile to the numerically
differentiated knife-edge data. The peak fluence level (J/cm2 ) for each

pulse was obtained by normalizing the measured spatial profile to the total
pulse energy, which was measured calorimetrically. Based upon uncertain-
ties in the spot size and the power meter used to monitor pulse energy, a

* standard deviation of 15% was obtained for these values.

N • For this work, laser damage was defined as a large enough permanent

change in the material to be detected with the collinear helium-neon laser

probe, which was found to be reliable in detecting damage sites as small as

110-7
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pro

5-10 Um in diameter. In addition to the laser probe, which suffers from

high sensitivity to slight misalignment, the occurrence of damage was Indi-

cated by either a spark or flash, or by the appearance of one or more

bright scattering centers in the beam path after irradiation.

To measure single-shot damage thresholds, defined as laser fluence

levels (/cm 2) with a 50% probability of causing damage in one pulse,

approximately 10 sites in each test sample were irradiated with one pulse

each at a given fluence level and evaluated, as discussed above, for the

occurrence of damage. This process was repeated at several fluence levels.

A plot of the resultant damage statistics is shown in Fig. 2 along with the

d a9 000a a
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P. Figure 2. Single-shot damage statistics in the monomer-filtration study

results of least-squar~s-fitting (LSF) straight 14 nes to the data. The sta-

tistical nature of the data is caused by the abc:',e-mentioned 15% standard

deviation in the peak fluence values; by the subjectivity inherent in

* deciding whether damage occurred in marginal cases, which introduces no

more than a 5% error in the damage probabilities; and by site-to-site varia-

..- tions in the material, as discussed in Ref. 8. The damage thresholds,

*' . obtained from the midpoints of the LSF lines, are given In Table 1 along
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with the dust content of each sample, as determined with the depolarized
scattered light scheme. Each dust content number in the table is the aver-
age of six readings taken with the scattered light probe.

TABLE '1. Oust Content and Single-shot Damage Thresholds of PMtA in the

Monomer Filtration Study

. Monomer Dust Content Single-shot Damage

Sample Descr4ption (Particles/rn3 ) Threshold (J/cm3)

E20 distill only 7.1 29

E22 distill and 0.5 67

0.4 urn filter

E24 distill and 0.0 86

0.22 um filter

The data show a clear correlation between decreasing filter pore-size,

significantly decresed dust content, and significantly increased single-
shot damage thresholds. If these results are combined with that of refer-

ence 8, it can be concluded that micropore filtration can significantly

reduce dust and improve single shot damage thresholds beyond, i.e., in addi-

m" tion to, the levels c' improvement possible with distillation alone. 8

"It was not possible, in the time available, to extensively measure the

multiple-shot damage behavior of all three of the samples listed in Table

.- I; only E-24, the cleanest and most single-shot damage-resistant one was

tested and compared with the purified sample studied in Ref. 8.

Multiple-shot damage is that which occurs when a matep'ial is irradiat-

ed repetitively at laser fluence levels well below the single-shot

threshold. To study the multiple-shot behavior of sample E-24, six sites

were irradiated at one of several sub-threshold fluence levels and the num-

ber of pulses required to produce damage equivalent to single-shot damage

14
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was recorded. The results of measurements made at laser PRFs of 1 and 10

.. pps are given in Table 2. For convenience, fluence levels are given both

"in absolute values (F) and as a fraction (F/F ) of the single-shot dam-

age threshold (FTH). As discussed elsewhere, multiple-shot damage in

* PMMA is cumulative and grows slowly, especially at relatively low subthresh-

old fluence levels; thus there is some subjectivity in deciding when multi-

ple-shot damage equivalent to single-shot damage has occurred. By compar-

ing several single- and multiple-shot damage sites with lOOx bright-field

microscopy, it was determined that the helium-neon laser damage probe is a

reliable damage indicator and greatly reduces the subjectivity it decision
making. Thus, the numbers in Table 2 are accurate to within one or two

shots at 1 pps and to within 10 to 20 shots at 10 pps.

TABLE 2. Site-to-site Results of Multiple-shot Damage Measurements in Sample E-24

Absolute Fractional No. of Pulses Non-damaging No. of Pulses Non-damaging

Laser Fluence Subthreshold to Damage Each Shots at to Damage Each Shots at

(J/cm Fluence(F/FTH) Site at 1 pps 1 pps Site at 10 pps 10 pps

32 0.36 91,50 250(4 sites) 13,50,35,30,40 1000(1 site)

16 0.18 80,50 250(4 sites) 100,130,60 1000(3 sites)

9 0.10 29,40 250(3 sites) 100,120 1000(4 sites)

1000(1 site)

"4 0.04 70,160 250(4 sites) 1000(6 sites)

In Ref. 8, the 1 pps. multiple-shot damage resistance of the material

made from purified monomer was significantly greater than that of the mater-

ial made from unpurified monomer. For example, whereas the unpurified sam-

ple damaged consistently within 30 shots at F/FTH levels at or below

0.27, the purified sample always survived hundreds of shots without damage

"at comparable fluence levels. One useful way of describing a material's
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multiple-shot damage resistance is in terms of the fractional subthreshold

C fluence level (F/FTH) below which the cumulative damage process will not

occur and the material will not damage. Since the unpurified material

damaged so quickly at F/FTH ' 0.14, it's subthreshold "asymptote" must be

well below this level. On the other hand, the purified material appeared

to have an asymptote in the neighborhood of F/FTH a 0.19 to 0.25.

. The I pps data in Table 2 show that sample E-24 had no asymptote for

F/FTH levels as low as 0.04, a disappointing result. In fact, the mater-
"ial damaged in two of six indicated sites at each subthreshold fluence

level, thereby giving very little indication of even approaching an asymp-

tote. At 10 pps, the sample showed improved damage resistance with decreas-

ing fluence levels, and an apparent asymptote at F/FTH 0.04. This

behavior is more typical, but in light of the 1 pps results, it is somewhat

comfusing because the PRF dependence seen in other studies 4 ' 5 ' 8 is not

seen here. If the material has a 0 pps asymptote at ITH = 0.04, it

should have a 1 pps asymptote at an equal or greater F/FTH level. The
* most plausible explanation for the discrepancy seen here is that an insuffi-

cient number of sites were irradiated to obtain a true statistical picture

of the multiple-shot behavior of the sample. As explained in Ref. 8, a

cleaner material will appear less uniform to a narrowly focused laser beam

than a material that is not so clean because the probability of focusing on

identical impurity/matrix environments from site-to-site is decreased in
the cleaner material. Thus, a greater number of irradiated sites are need-

ed in order to sample over the purity range of the material with the same

uncertainty as in the more uniform, dirtier material.

V. THE EFFECTS OF PLASTICIZATION ON THE LASER DAMAGE PROPERTIES OF

VARIOUS TRANSPARENT POLYALKYLMETHACRYLATES

"As stated in the introduction, some of the Russian articles reviewed

in Ref. I assert that plasticization should improve a material's laser dam-

age resistance by allowing the relief of thermaelastic stresses. Supposed-

ly, plasticization should be especially useful in the case of low fluence

. level, multiple-shot damage, which is very important from an applications

point of view. Since no domestic research in this area had been reported

to date, the initiation of such was established as an objective of the

fellowship.
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The first tisk was to decide which combinations of plastic/plasticizer

to study. Plasticization can be accomplished either internally by copoly-

"merization or externally by non-volatile, high molecular weight additives.

In either case, the effect of the plasticizer is to soften the material and

lower its glass transition temperature by reducing its density. Since some

efforts at internal plasticization were already on-going at FJSRL, external
plasticization was emphasized during the fellowship.

"Because PMMA had been the subject of the purification studies (Ref. 8

and Section IV of this report), it was chosen as the primary host material
in the plasticization study. In researching the matter, however, it was

found that several other polyalkylmethacylates also had promise and should

"be studied if time were available. They are listed in Table III along with

PMMA.

Table III. Promising Polyalkylmethacryl ate Host Materials for Plasticiza-

tion Study

Glass Solubility

Transition Parameter

Temperature ii

Material/Abbreviation Tg in °C (cal/cm3 1/2

Poly-methyl-methacrylate/PMMA 105 9.3

Poly-ethyl-methacrylate/PEMA 66 9.1

Poly-isopropyl-methacrylate/PiPMA 81 8.5

Poly-secbutyl-methacrylate/PsBMA 60 8.2

Poly-tertbutyl-methacrylate/PtBMA 105 8.3

Poly-cyclohexyl-methacrylate/PcH4A 66 9.2

.110-12
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Like PMMA, their monomers are commercially available and can be polymerized
10

at room temperature0 with ultraviolet (UV) initiation into clear, trans-

"parent amorphous solids. Furthermore, their glass transition temperatures

(also called softening points) are well above room temperature (see Table

III); thus, at and near room temperature the materials should be thermally

stable and hard enough to polish easily, resist scratching, and maintain

good optical figure, i.e., dimensional stability.

The plasticizers chosen for the study had to be transparent liquids at

room temperature and be compatible with their plastic hosts. 1 1  The compa-

tibility of two liquids can be quickly estimated by comparing their so-call-
11,12ed solubility parameters. Experience has shown that if the solubil-

ity parameters of a plastic host and a prospective plasticizer are within a

cgs unit of each other, the material will be compatible in most propor-

tions. After considering data on several phthalates, sebacates and adi-

0 pates, it was decided that the four materials listed in Table IV could be

used for this study with the host materials in Table III.

Table IV. Plasticizers Compatible with the Host Materials in Table III

Solubility parameter

SMaterials/Abbreviation in (al/cma21/2

Dibutyl Phthalate/D8P 9.3

Dibutyl Sebacate/DBS 8.0

. Di-2-Ethylhexyl Plathalate/DEHP 8.8

"Dioctyl Adipate DOA 8.7

Since dibutyl phthalate (DBP) is a well-known plasticizer of PtMtA 12 it

was chosen as the primary plasticizer in the study. The others in Table IV

would be studied if time permitted it (it did not).
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Time did permit synthesis of several samples of each of the host mater-

ials PMMA, PEMA, and PcIMA from Table III. Individual samples of each host

material were plasticized with 0, 5, and 10 weight percent of DBP,

respectively. Also, one sample of PMMA was copolymerized with five weight

percent CHMA. The maximum plasticizer content was limited to ten weight

percent because plasticizers are known to reduce glass transition tempera-
13tures rather sharply, and a material whose glass transition temperature

is near room temperature would not have the desirable thermal and mechani-

cal properties discussed above. The three monomers in question and the DBP

were purified by distillation approximately as described in Ref. 8, with

some minor practical differences. Thus, whereas PMMA could be fractionally

distilled at atmospheric pressure in a nitrogen atmosphere, CHMA and DBP

had to be vacuum distilled, and EMA had to be dried with calcium hydride as

described in Ref. 8, then distilled in a nitrogen atmosphere. For polymeri-

zation, the monomer/plasticizer solutions were sealed in clean 6 cm x 17 mm

diameter glass ampoules at atmospheric pressure and placed eight inches

from a UV mercury lamp for five days.

The PMMA and PEMA produced this way were hard, odorless, bubble-free,

crystal clear and transparent, i.e., of excellent optical quality and eligi-

ble for laser damage testing. All three PcHMA samples, however, while

hard, odorless and bubble-free, turned slightly cloudy after two to three

days in front of the mercury lamp. The sample with ten weight percent DBP

took the longest time to turn cloudy, which suggests that the cloudiness

was caused by a small degree of crystallization, which the plasticizer

could delay, but not prevent. Time did not allow further investigation of

this, and because of the cloudiness, the PcHMA samples were not laser dam-

age tested. In final preparation for such testing, the PMMA and PEMA sam-

ples were cut and ground into one-half inch disks, then polished successive-

ly with 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 rim alumina abrasives.

Damage tests on the PMMA and PEMA samples were performed exactly as

described in the filtration study of Section IV. LSF straight lines were

"fit to single-shot damage statistics, as in Fig. 2, and the single-shot dam-

age thresholds were obtained from the midpoints of the LSF lines. Table V

"lists the seven samples tested, their single-shot damage thresholds, and

"their respective dust contents as determined with the depolarized scattered

light scheme, described in section Ill.
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Table V. Dust Content and Single-Shot Damage Thresholds of PMMA and PEMA

in the Plasticization Study

Sample Description Dust Content Single-Shot Damage

(Particles/rn ) (Threshold J/cm2 )

"RI PMHA 20.0 32

R2 PMMA + 5% DBP 37.1 29

"R3 PMMA + 10% DBP 31.4 32

"R4 PMMA + 5% CHMA 51.2 26

R8 PEMA 72.9 19

R9 PEMA + 5%D BP 96.6 17

Rio PFEMA + 10% D0P 97.7 17

Compared to the samples studied in Section IV (see Table 1) those list-

ed in Table V unfortunately had more dust and, as expected, lower damage

* thresholds. Evidently, the procedures used in preparing the samples of

Table V were not as successful in eliminating dust as those used in prepar-

ing the samples of Table I. Despite the high dust contents, the data in

Table V allow an interesting observation to be made. Whereas the plasticiz-

ed materials all had significantly higher dust contents than their unplasti-

cized counterparts, their thresholds were not significantly lower. For

example, sample R3 was more than 50% dirtier than Ri, but their single-shot

damage thresholds were identical. Combining this result with those of Ref.

*• 8 and Section IV where damage thresholds are always inversely correlated

with dust content, it can be concluded here that plasticiation can signifi-

cantly Increase single-shot damage thresholds. Because the dust contents

g 110-15
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and damage thresholds of unplasticized PriMA and PEMA were so different, no

valid comparison of the single-shot behaviour of the two materials can be

made with the data of Table V.

Multiple-shot damage measurements were made on the seven samples list-

ed in Table V also, but because of the limited time available, it was only

possible to make a small number of measurements. Whereas the PMMA samples

showed virtually no plasticizer-dependent multiple-shot behavior, the plas-

S-ticized PEMA was somewhat more damage resistant than it's unplasticlzed

counterpart. No valid conclusion can be made, however, because of the dif-

ferences in dust content. To study the effects of plasticizer alone, both
..7 the unplasticized and plasticized samples would have to have identical, or

at least similar, dust contents. Table V shows that such was not the case

here.
,,~

SVI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The scattered depolarized laser light scheme proved to be very success-

,.. ful in quickly estimating the dust content of a liquid or polymer sample

and in illustrating the direct correlation between dust content and single-

shot damage thresholds. As the next step in understanding the actual mech-

"anism of damage, the scattered light scheme should be improved to electroni-

cally measure the size distribution of the dust particles.

"Samples E20, E22, and E24 allowed firm conclusions to be drawn conccrn-
ing the effect of monomer filtration on dust content and its concomitant

relation to single-shot damage. Completion of the multiple-shot damage

measurements begun here will allow similar conclusions to be drawn concern-

ing the important multiple-shot damage problem.

"The plasticization study was extensive enough to conclude only that it

appears to have a significant mffect on single-shot damage. This result

was not firmly established and the multiple-shot measurements were even

less conclusive. The work begun here with PMMA and PEMA should be complet-

"ed, and studies of the other four materials in Table III should be begun.

The polyalkylmethacrylates are easy to work with, relatively inexpensive,

and laser damage studies with them as a family will provide new needed

information about the damage mechanism.

"110-16
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"The AFATL electromagnetic launcher's mission. is the study of " a

number of technology issues affecting ultimate development of an DL

weapon. These include developing a ballistically stable projectile,

improving reliability and optimizing the energy efficiency of the EML

"and power source."' Improving the reliability of the system will

require a better understanding of the physical processes responsible

for rail damage. The feasibilitv of optimizing the energy efficiency of

the EML and power source depends on the validity of the electrical and

. thermal modelling of the system.

"To this end K. Cobb et al. 2 have written a computer simulation

* . of this multiple modular electromagnetic launcher. This model includes

the effect of skin depth on rail resistance. The plasaa armature is

treated as an additional circuit component with its own electrical

propertie.s. The user can vary all module branch circuit P~rameters as

well as rail resistance and inductance gradient. Numerical solutions

executed on a Cyber 175 computer produce values for system parameters

"as function of time and position. Tabular and grapnical display of the

. results are available as output.

In general, agreement between experimental results and the AFATL

model predictions Was good. Differences between ideal case predictions

and experimental results provide a tool for significant improvement in

* the understanding of real system behavior and in the validity of the

computer model.
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II. OBJCTIVES OF THE RFSEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this effort was improvement of the electrical and

thermal modeling of the AFATL electromagnetic launcher systdm.

"iI AII. WAOA2UTSIZON

The system diagnostics were designed to measure breech voltage,

muzzle voltage, breech (rail) current, gas pressure at the

preaccelerator, and projectile speed at the breech and muzzle. The rail

current is measured at the rail breech with an actively integrated

"Rogowslk-loop pick up at the rail breech. Voltage measurements are made

between the rails at the breech and muszzle. Voltage and current signals

are tranmaitted to the control console via optically I alated

differential amplifiers and twisted shielled-pair cables. Breech and

. muzzle speeds were to be determined by measuring the time interval

between the Interruption of two collimated lijht bers 10 on apart,

During many of the test firings at AFAI1. the breech voltage,

muzzle voltage and rail current signals were recorded by Nicolet

•40941 digital oscilloscopes set to sample every 2 nanosecon". The 4096

"events recrded by each channel were stored by the oscilloscopes in its

own format on 5 1/4" floppy disks. The data arrays were transferred to

"8" disks in a format compatible with the DLG Tektronix 4054A graphics

Sompue System by M.Sgt. D. Burkhett.

When the mizzle speed measurement system failed to perform as

111-5
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expected a ballistic pendulum and a break paper time-of-flight system

was installed. Two of the data acquisition channels had to be dedicated

*:- to the break paper system. Preliminary testing of optical diagnostics

* also required oscilloscope channels. The number of promising proposals

for additional diagnostics soon overwhelmed the limited number of

channels available. Assignment of priorities became a painful necessity

with the inevitable result that until planned additional data

acquisition capability is in place all potentially useful data can not

be obtained simultaneously.

IV. D.AA AALYI

This summer the Tektronix graphics computer system became the

. primary tool in the analysis of data. It also served as a terminal for

the Cyber 175 allowing graphics display through Plot 10 commands from

"the Cyber to the Tektronix system. Software was developed and is being

used for transfer of data arrays to the Cyber memory as ASCII strings.

Thus it is now possible to use the computing power of the Cyber

together with the graphics capabilities of the Tektronix' 3-system to

develop a model whi h can incorporate empirical data.

Figure 1 shows the recorded muzzle voltage, breech voltage and

, rail current vs time as well as computed values of rail current squared

from two test shots. The data analysis program used to generate the

graphs also evaluates and displays the initial value of the

observables, the time at which rail current began (start time), the

-. 0
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* time at which the rail current became undetectable (stop time), the

S- duration of current and the r.m.s. value of the rail current.

An overlay of rail current and breech voltage obtained 17-JAN-84

is shown in Figure 2. The rail current and breech voltage traces have

similar shapes until about 3 ms after triggering. If the noise in the

muzzle voltage trace is filtered its shape is similar to the breech

voltage. When the current ceases, about 3.85 ms after triggering, the

muzzle voltage and breech voltage indicate that the capacitor banks

have not yet fully discharged. The slight rise in voltage after the

cessation of current is characteristic of the electrolytic capacitors

used to construct the power modules.

Since rail current is not present in the part of the rails

connecting the muzzle to the armature the muzzle voltage should give

the best indication of conditions across the plasma armature.

*.• Attempts to analyze the voltage and current traces to obtain

plasma and rail properties were quickly frustrated by the presence of

"noise" of roughly 10 kHz frequency which appeared consistently in the

. muzzle voltage traces. In records of the 11-APR-84 shot (Fig. Ib) the

"noise" is present in both voltage traces during rail current flow.

* During the 21-MAR-84 shot (Fig.la) "noise" appeared in both voltage

traces after the current had ceased. Since the time resolution
capability of the system permits the recording of significant detailed

structure in the time dependence of the data, this "noise" component in

the voltage traces was the source of much concern and speculation. Fine

structure in the current distribution, periodic instability of the

::.- 111-8
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"thermal processes at the rail-plasma interface, cathode spot

oscillations, instabilities in the plasma armature, periodic "blow-by"

of plasma past the projectile, feedback resonances in the isolation

amplifiers, mechanical resonances in the rail structure and balloting

of the projectile were all considered as possible causal mechanisms.

Figure 3 shows the scale of the phenomenon. If the "noise"

represents a real System effect, positive and negative voltages of

almost ten times the magnitude of the largest voltage applied to the

rails are present at the breech and muzzle. The fact that diodes are

"connected across the electrolytic capacitors in the power supplies to

prevent reverse voltages increases the difficulty of understanding the

effect. The simplest explanation might be that the "noise" is an

artifact triggered by transients. If it is within the system it is of

fundamental concern and future experiments should be designed to

localize the source. If the cause is a characteristic of the

instrumentation it should be corrected. In either case further analysis

of existing voltage data should include numerical filtering. The rail

"current data has already been subjected to smoothing by the active

"integration that occurs before it reaches the recording oscilloscope.

V. PERSORMACE EVALUATIONh

The acceleration of the projectile in the AFATL electromagnetic

* launcher is caused by the pressure exerted on its base by the plasmai

"armature due to the interaction of the magnetic field within the

armature, produced by the current in the rails, exerting a Lorentz

111-9
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force on the current in the armature.

Many derivations of the equation for projectile acceleration in

railguns assume ideal geometry , neglect friction and ignore lost"

, -current. With these assumptions the projectile acceleration

I2

a ' .x 'X =(L x/ 2M) I(t)2

where Lx times the distance from the amature to the breech is

equal to the inductance of ragl-armature-rail system, N is the

projectile mass. The subscripts b and m label values at the bree!h and

, .. muzIe- respectively.

If We assiue that (L / 214) does not vary appreciable duringx
2" ,the shot the plot of I(t) vs time has the s3=e tim dependence as

the pressure curve of a conventional gun.

In any case the muzzle speed of the projectile can be calculated

from the relation

a dt (L 214) I(t)2 dt

Xm -Xb x dt

th tb
"(2)

* 2If the propulsion parameter (ax / I(t)21 : (L/ 2) isx x
treated as a constant the projectile muzzle speed

X", • . (L 1 /2.) (I 2) (t.t. (3)

and

(L /2M) XXb)• (InMs 2 ) a tb)S~(4)

-. 111-11
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where

Ct
2Ins I(t)2 dt (

tb (5)

Equation (4) assumes that rail current present after the

projectile leaves the rails t > t) does not contribute to

projectile propulsion.

If muzzle speed, breech speed, duration of shot and time

"dependence of rail current are recorded; the average propulsion

"parameter can be evaluated experimentally using equation (4)

Comparison with the value predicted using measured projectile mass M

and apriori estimates of inductive gradient Lx gives a good

measure of the validity of the assumptions upon which equation (1) is

based and provides a quantitativa measure of performance.

Attempts at more realistic modeling have treated the armature as

a magneto-fluid including the forces on the current distribution within

the plasma armature due to local magnetic fields. The effects of

friction and non-ideal plasma geometry have been considered by

Richardson. 4 Marshall 5 has noted that knowledge of the current

"distribution within the rails is essential. Mechanisms, such as plasma

"leakage from the armature past the projectile ("blow-by") or conducting

insulators6 , by which current can flow from one rail to the other

without passing through the armature drastically affect the validity of

"equation (1).

- 111-1L
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VI. MU77LEFLAS

Figure 4 Illustrates the presence of a discontinuity in the time

derivative of the rail current. In all shots to date this effect has

occurred 0.4 to 1.1 ms before the current become undetectable. This

change could be accounted for by a rapid variation In the inductance of

the system caused by the altered current distribution that occurs as

the projectile leaves the rails. In Figure 41 t 1 is the time at which

the projectile leaves the rails and t 2 is the time Pt which the

'current is interrupted. When t>t 1 the current become non-propellant

-sinc-afe-the projectile -leaves--the- muzzle- the- interaction -of -the

" plasma and projectile is drastically reduced. The behavior of the

system undergoes a transition from conventional rail gun behavior to

that of a plasma accelerator T. Although the plasma is still In

." electrical contact with the rails and can conduct appreciable current

it is no longer confined by the projectile-sealed barrel. The plasma

"expands rapidly into the region in front of the muzzle causing a flash

of light lasting several milliseconds. Figure 5 (9-JUL-84) indicates

that the plasma arrives at the first break paper 4.7 ma after the

passage of the projectile has caused a loss of conduction. Attributing

the reestablishment of conduction to the arrival of the plama is

"consistent with the extensive deposit of copper observed on surfaces

through which the projectile pases after leaving the rails. This was

especially obvious after the 9-JUL814 shot where the break paper was

the first surface beyond the muzzle.

"Figure 7 was recorded during the 9-JUL-84 by a framing caera

4o.
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"with a time interval between frames of about .29 ms. The camera was

focused on a mirror arranged so that, until the projectile left the

barrel and shattered the mirror (the first 3 frames) , only light

o•ing from within the barrel could be detected. After the mirror was

destroyed (the next 14 frames) the camera's focus was on the region

between the muzzle and the first break paper. The film frames appear to

"be almost completely saturated by the muzzle flash which lasted more

. than 4 ms.

Photo cells were set to detect light emitted at the muzzle

perpendicular to the direction of projectile flight. The time between

the first detection of light by a photo cell and the restoration of

break paper conduction was about 5.5 ms. Although the time of flight of

U'-! the projectile down the rails appears to have been about 2.3'us the

rail current record does not show the current to have reduced to an

undetectable level until about 3.2 ms after the arc was struck. By then

the projectile had already destroyed the mirrors and penetrated the

"first break paper. The muzzle is open; thus the bore in front of the

projectile is filled with air. It is possible that the light detected

coming from the muzzle could be eMission from a luminescent shock front

preceding the projectile or, since the projectile was translucent to

visible light, it could be coming from the plasma armature itself.

- Both photo detector records show a time during which the detected light

signal either plateaus or decreases -al-ghtly,-7he-duraton- of this

effect is 0.1 ms on both traces. If a precursor shock front exists the

shape of the time traces (Figure 6) could be accounted for by

S
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/ attributing the initial rise in signal to its exit from the bore and

, the subsequent decrease in signal to the passage of an opaque object,

I possibly the projoctile. The saturation signal is probably due to the

expansion of the plasma armature beyond the mzzle and transition to a

nonropellant aizzle flash.

V11. ZAILDAMh~

Thermal rail damage, where otmic heating within the rail s3Mply

evaporates material from the surface, is Often accompanied or dominated

by destructive arc phenomena which tend to appear when high current
/ •

densities are present at the interface between the rail and the plasma

armature. In general the greatest damage occurs where the armature

current is high and the projectile's speed along the rails is l*W.

These condltions are most likely near the breach where thermal and arc

effects are both contributing to surface ersion. As the armature

speeds u are effects dominate and discrete are tracks are often

observed. These tracks are similar to the l8assical damage due to
8

arcing at electrical contacts. 8

Damage due to interactions of plasmas with fusion reactor walls

includes blistering, melting, cracking and sabrittlement.9 Material

is removed from the metal walls by plasma bombardment of the surface,

especially when large sheath potentials are present. The sheath between

the plam edge and the metal surfaces plays an Important role in the

arcing and sputtering (charge exchange neutral) effects allowing

111-17



"replenist.vient of the plasma through a series of processes by which the

plasma ions leave the plasma region, interact with the surface and

return to the plasma. Evaporation, sputtering and arcing all play a

role but unipolar arcing and ion (or charge exchange neutral)

"sputtering are thought to be the major mechanisms for metal erosion in

fusion plasma experiments.1 0 Vapor jets can also occur in many metal

arcs. 1 1 These jets are ejected from the electrodes of any discharge

if sufficient energy for vapor production is transferred to the surface

by the charged particles accelerated by the arode or cathode fall.

r'• Under a standardized set of test conditions rail materials vary

greatly in capacity to resist arc damage. A 75% Cu - 25% W sintered

rail appears to show the least damage. The lifetime of these rails

appeared limited primarily by the transport of copper through the

sinter to the surface. 1 3

Perhaps thermal rail damage could be reduced by using of a

composite "sandwich" type rail, manufactured like our zontmporary

coinage, using a material with good high tempernture charactert.ics,

.- such as tumgsten, at the rail-plasma surface with copper providing the

remainder of the rail with a low resistance path. Its effect on the

plasma armature may require additional copper at the bMse of the

projectile to maintain the copper plasma as a suitable conductive path

between the rails.

I
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DAn extensivea list Of suggestior3 for expanding the experimenmal

capabilities of the: AFAISL rail gun was prepared in collaboraton with K.

Cobb who has written an informal test plan In wtdch some of the

W45Sstilfl5 hve been incorporated.

At present th ead mosdb h FI railgixi's mission

exceed the system's capabilities. A facility dedicated to experimental

studies of an electromagnetic launcher similar to the AFATL railgun

would relieve the present system. With every advancement in the

understanding of the technology of railguhls now questions wise.

Answering these questions will require major system modifications.

I~ytechnical Issues will be resolved when the next generation of

rallpas we available but faidsmental questions will continue to

romin unanswerd.

A railpan specifically designed to conduct phiysics experiments

could permit ea• modification of basic components. Prvision could be

made for state of art diagnostics Ad for the development of n ew

techniques as required. Interaction between experimentalists and

theoists, Is especially important for an effective operation that can

suport an active AFATL test program by providing Increased

7wi derstanding of the basic mechanisms and new dian ost:c resources.

"Traditionally this kind of experimental facility functions well in a

* WnIiveraIty envio ime t.
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Prof. Martin A. Patt
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ABSTRACT

Under NATO Project OPAQUE, large data files

"were collected for subsequent processing by

the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. The

"validity of some of the supplemental 14C0-

meter Barnes transmissometer data stored in

processed hourly-files was suspect. The data

"has been carefully studied and a determination

has been made that the 1400-meter Barnes data

* -'* was not valid. The processing error which

resulted in the the bad data was found, and

"the hourly data files were subsequently

reprocessed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The OPAQUE program vas a joint NATO program designed to make

measurements of the optical and infrared properties of the atmosphere

over a period of years at a number of locations in Europe. AFGL was

- responsible for the umasurements at one of these sites in Northern

SGermany. The reduced data (on an hourly basis) from this station

was put into one-month data files for subsequent analysis, and

written to magnetic tape for exchange with the other national groups

responsible for the measurements at the other sites.

The OPAQUE hourly-file is a one-month file containing 31 records,

one for each day of the month. For months containing less than 31

days, the extra records are merely disregraded. Each daily record

contains an array dimensioned 85 x 24. There are 85 entries for each

ia hour of the day, the entries being derived from a ten minute period

during the hour. The data entries reported for each hour are defined

"in Table 1. The 85 entries are initialized as follows:

1. (station number) 71

2. (date) year,month,day, packed into the six rightmost digits

3. (time) hour (0,1,2,...,23)

4. (duration of the measurement cycle) 10

5-10. (comments and scattering-filter-humility) 0• i0+30
11-57. (measurement values) -1 x 10

58-77. (weather data) -1 x 10+30

78-84. (data quality) appropriate number of 9's

85. (rain data) -1 x 10+30
S

With the exceptions of entries 76 and 85, entries 58 through 85 are

not recorded by the measurement system data logger.

1112-4
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The processing of measurement values are of several typos:

1. The AEG Point Via. MoItor, Eltro, Horisoatal Lunter, Night Path

Luminance, and the east direction V require the beginning

value, end value, ikaxiz-m value, aintmm value, and number of

samples obtained in the ten minute period.

2. The vertical Lwmeter requires one value from esch of the

four compass points.

3. The VPFI samples in the south, west, and north compass points

are required in addition to the five values above for the east

direction.

4. The direct Epply and Barnes instrument require values entered,

---.----. dependingon he-lltor-being-usod for the measurement.

* All data values are entered Into the daily arrays except if the value

was not physically present, or the data could not be interpreted, or

the data was out of range, and then a distinguishable flag value is

entered in its place. Henceb if a scientific value is not entered

for one of these reasons, one of the following values will be entered

in its place:

-1 x 10+30 raw data for that tine does not exist

-9 x le+99 raw data exists, but it ti Impossible to

interpret

+8 x l088 the calibrated scientific value i over-rang

-' +8 x the calibrated scientific value is undoer-range.

/I -OIAc'rTvIES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The validity of some of the 1400-meter Barnes tranemissometer

data stored in words 64, 65, and 28, 29 (from 7/1/80) of the processed

Shourly files was suspect because of apparent continuing erratic

"112-5
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fluctuations. The objective of the research effort centers around

a thorough analysis of the processed minute-file data together with

station-logs and suppleental Information to determine whether or not

the data stored in the minute-flies truly reflects the scientific

measurements of the Barnes transaissometer, and if valid to further

determine why this validity is not reflected in the hourly-files.

III. OVERVIEW OF 1ME POURLY-FILE GENERATING PROCESS

An overview of the programs used to generate and examine the

hourly-files is shown in Figure 1. The boxes show the permanent

files involved, and the directed lines show the procedures necessary

to accomplish the task.

Before values can be placed in the hourly-file, it must be

"initialized with the INERIK procedure. The initial values have been

listed previously.

The hourly-file is generated from the three stripped data files:

the Stripped Minute Channel File, the Stripped Luxmeter File, and

the Stripped Vislab File. The three corresponding procedures ýsed

to accomplish this are ERIK, LUXERIK, and VISERIK. These procedures

generally depend on the time periods of the data.

Before the ERIK file generation is done, it is necessary to

modify the Stripped Minute Channel File with the procedure CLEANLX.

This is done to remove invalid data resulting from the time constant

associated with range-changes in the non-rotating luxmeter.

Sometimes it is desirable to change a few entries in the hourly-

112-6
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file while leaving the others intact. This can be accoaplished vith

the REPLACE procedure. A temporary hourly-file containing the

required new values is.generated exactly as the hourly-file. Values

in this temporary file can thee replace corresponding values In the

hourly-file. In general, one or more words (1 to 85) can be changed

between any two Cliaes in the month.

U The contents cf the hourly-file can be examined with the OPAMAP

procedure. Outputs that can be generated include daily maps (either

for individual says or for a complete month) and numerical data in

. 'various forms.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE REVISED HOURLY OPAQUE DATA RANK FILE

The instrumentation for the atmospheric optical measurements

at the merpen OPAQUE site vai changed significantly in the Fall,

1980. The reconfiguration of the instruments and the additional

12 measurements added to the data set required a redefinition of the

"contents of the data words in the post-OPAQUE data bank files.

These changes are reflected in Table 1. Format of the Revised

Hourly OPAQUE Data Bank File.

V. REPXOCESSIN•C TO !NCLLDE THE CORRECTED BARNES 1400 METER INSTRUMENT

0. An intensive investigation was launched in May and June of

1984 to ascertain the validity of the 1400 meter Barnes instrument

data stored in hourly-file data-words 64,65,28, and 29.

'. 112-8
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V6.

The Investioation showed that both the sparsity of data in these

data-werds, and the seeming inconsistency of the data were a result

P of a software problem in reading the 1400 meter Barnes filter-wheel

positions Improvements were made In the software, and results were

verified by comparison with station log entries. Reprocessin8 of

the data was undertaken and completed prior to the end of July, 1984.

The "corrections" were handled as "replacements" to the already

* eosting hourly files which had bien produced by (or for) A.W.G.L. and

subsequently further processed at A.F.G.L. The following minute-

,-* data was incorporated in the hourly-files:

Word Description

"64 Beginning April. 1978, 1400 meter Barnes

3-5 micron filter (position 1) Analog Chan. 22

05 Beginning April, 1978, 1400 meter Barnes

8-12 micron filter (position 3) Analog Chan. 22

28 Beginning July, 1980, 1400 meter Barnes

S 8-13 micron filter (position 2) Analog Chan. 22

29 Beginning July, 1980, 1400 meter Barnes

"4 micron or open (positon 0) Analog Chan. 22

VI. DIRECTORY OF HOURLY-FILES BEFORE REPLACEKMTS

The hourly-files to vhich "replaceument have been made were

* taken from magnetic tapes issued, cataloged, and housed at the A.F.G.L.

Computer Center, as well as hourly-files already on the APGL computer

system as permanena files. The foll.. ig tape directory documents

IP
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the replacement process.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1977 a a a a a a a a a a a a

1978 a a a 1784 1784 1784 1764 1784 1784 1784 1784 b

1979 b b b b b b b b b b b b

1980 b b 4894 4891 4894 4894 4894 4894 4894 e c
1981 c c c c c c c c c c c c
1982 c c c c c c C C C c c

1983 c c c

Notes: a - Replaceaent not applicable because 1400m Urnaes

measurements began April, 1978.

'i - Replacements were made to hourly-filea already on the

A"GL Cyber couputer system as permanent file.

c - Replacement process vas not used. New hourly-files

were generated.

1 VII. DIRECTORY OF HOU•LY-FILF.S AP7ER "REPLACEME'TS"

JAN FEB MCAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1977 2460 2460 2160 2460 2460 2460 2460 2460 2460 2460 2460 2460
1978 1786 1784 1784 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822

1979 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822 4822
1980 4822 4822 1822 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876

1981 4876 4876 4876 1876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876

1982 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876 4876

1983 4876 4876 4876

Notes: Hourly-files stored on tape CC4876 do not contain MET data.

Backup tapes of the hourly-files were made as follows:

"112-10
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NOS/BE TAPE NoS/BE BACM? NOS BACKUP

CC4822 CC4825 CC4946

CC4876 " CC485 none

* VIII. INCIDENTAL MAMTIC TAPES GNUATED

CC48^" NOS/BE Backup of Honohan's System of 1983

CC4839 l/Bi Backup of Pact daily, Sumer 1984

CC4875 NOSBE (continuation of CC4839)

CC4899 -NOS- Sources, NOS-compilations, and procedures

PAT401 -NOS- (save as CC4899)

"IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It Is recommended that further processing of the hourly-files

begin at once to exploit the, large OPAQUE data base. Additional

software should be created as soon as possible to automate the reviev

of the instrument data contained therein with the view toward the

"development of an authentic atmospheric model.

2. It is strongly recommended that the procedures used under

operating system NOS/BE be updated to run under the nore modern

NOS operating system currently being installed on the CYBER computer

at A.F.G.L.

S
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Table 1. Rourly-file Word Allocation

Word No. 0ata ftIe
I Station llo. .71

2 Date - YwrftonthDay

"3 Time'
4 Duration of Neasureas emt

cycle* 010
S CoMment NUbhers

6 Conwint RImb.cs
7 Coment Nimbers
a Coent Numbers
9 Coent Numbers

10 Scattering x io0 c Filter
x 10* Ahlditty11 ." '5 BLG'

AEG Point

12 S FIN Visibility meter

13 S MAX

I 14 SN um Rber of
15 plv Measurement s _....

16 E BEG
17 1 FIN Ltre

Is E AX" Transmisaometer

19 [E MINl
9

20 NY
21 EL BEG
22 EL Fill orizontal

24 [L M
2S WV
26 E '£ ; rth) vertical

Off after

27 [ (Fast) 6/30/ 30.

112-12 .
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iS ~ s-z -13 eni
5-2. Barn" (1500 V)

29 3 4 (eff. 7/1/80)

31 L M*p
2 . Lp fix light Path

:32 LF NMX limasce

33 Lp
34 NV

35 F BEG Variable Path

Funcilo Meter36 Fp FIN

37 AZ BE G, Z tr

38 A2 FIN. (eff. 1I1/8')

3 A$ BE AEG., 8 ter
so AS FIN (off. 111110)

41 AI1 BEG AEG, 16 wetar

4. 'AlS FIN (eWf. 11/18)

43 AI8 BEG AEG, 4 meter

4 AS& FIN (*ff. 11/l/80)
4S A80 BEG AEG. 80 meter

46 MABO FIN
A? 48O VAX (10') (off. 11/1/CO)

48 A0 MIN (10')
49 SEL BEG Slast ELTo
so S;L FIN

S1 5EL VAX (10') (off. 1/1/8o)

i S SEL PIN (10')

112-13
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"53 T3

':':: 54 T
5- i-124 Barnes

Transmissomter
(M)

55 T3  -3

56 TZ Open or 4ur

57 To 3-5n FIN

58 x
59 A
60 B. Aerosol Data

*6 i C
62 0
63 E
64 ' 3-5um Barnes

15"1 Transmissiomter
(15000)

65 815-3 8-12?a (1500)

-6 H
67 1 Turbulence Data
68 N Cloud Cover
69 dd Wind Direction at 10 m
70 ff Wind Speed at 10 n
71 d2d2  Wind Direction at 2 a
72 f f Wind Speed at 2 m
73 p;p2  Pressure
74 TTM Temperature
75 T T T Dew Point Tcmlerature
76 rrd d Rain Rate
"77 E General Grcs:nd State

"78 Q Packed RI1 Data
79 QQQQ Packed Eltro Data
80 QsoQQQQ( Packed Luxmeter
81 QQQQ Packed Night Path
82 QQQQQQQ Packed Vis Lab
83 Kq m Packed Eppley Dat
84 Q Packed Barnes Plat

85 PRR Total Rain
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PERMANENT PERIODIC MAGNETS AND THE

REPRODUCIBILITY OF TRAVELING WAVE TUBES

by

Jmmes D. Patterson

ABSTRACT

The question of characterizing permanent periodic magnets (PPM), so

that they vill be relatively uniform and produce consistently

satisfactory fields from traveling wave tube (TWT) to TWT is

investigated. Two parts of this large problem were considered. First,

the results of the investigation led to a short suamary and list of

references for magnet properties relevant to TMTs. Second, a

calculation of field strengths from nor-howogeneous ring magnets was

made. The purpose of the calculation vas to gain insight into the

effect of inhomogeneities on measured field strengths at appropriate

locations just outside the magnets. It is suggested that a quantitive

study of how the pole pieces modulate the inhomogeneities would be very

useful.
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II. INTRODUCTION

Traveling wave tubes (TWTs) are used as high gain amplifiers over a

broad frequency at microwave frequencies. This device utilizes the
... 1
"interaction of an electron beam with an electromagnetic wave.

. The TVT was invented by Dr. i. Kompfuer in 1943. Further development of

this concept soon followed. In 1953, Pierce made a major advance with the

"invention of periodic permanent magnet focusing, to control the electron beam

whereby a major reduction in weight was achieved. 2

TWTs have found wide application In cowunications (including satellite

communication), radar and electronic countermeasures. The design of TWTs is

continually being optimized but the transition from optimum design to

0 -- production is still not without problems.3

Starting from fundamental work of Struat, Backer, and others in 1966k,

"the very powerful samarium cobalt magnets have been developed. Because of

their high coercivity, saturation magnetization and energy product they have

been ideal magnets to use in TWrs. This report focuses on magnetic materials

as related to TWTs.

IIT. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this report Is to make recommendations for producing

the focusing magnets in TWTs so that the TWIT will behave properly with only

minimal adjustments In the magnetic fields. The emphasis is on better ways of

characterizing magnets so that the necessary uniformity can be built in

without costly "shimming" of the magnets.

"This is a relatively old problem and it has several aspects. One aspect

* concerns the material properties of sagnets made and tested in a scientific

laboratory versus those made comercially. It is probably easier to control

the quality of a small batch of customized magnets than a large batch of mass

* produced ones. Several questions arts". Is each magnet homogeneous? Are

there significant differences from magnet to magnet? When the ring magnets
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are cut in half in order to place on the tube do significant perturbations

remain after they are reassembled?

A related aspect is the stability of the magnets. Given a desired set

of properties, can we be sure they will stay that way? Will these properties

change while the magnets wait on the shelf? Will :hey change after the

magnet is subjected to ambient working conditions? Here we might be

"concerned with temperature cycling as well as high temperatures. We also

might be concerned with chemical changes and surface contamination. Although

it is outside the scope of this report, electron beam control is also

significantly affected by changes in cathode emission.

Mnother aspect is the effect of the pole pieces. Is it true that as

long as the pole's pieces are not saturated, they tend to smooth out
5

inhomogeneities in the magnets? One might also wonder about optimizing the

design of the pole pieces. 6

"*" As suggested by the above, at least two approaches can be considered.

One approach is to look for magnets which are more uniform and stable. The

other approach is to look for modifications In the design of traveling wave

tubes which will make the TWTa more tolerant to deviations in magnetic

properties.

The formar approach will be emphasized in thic report. In particular,

the report will:

a. Review the properties of some magnets which are being

" considered in the laboratory as well as those which are commercially

available. Samarium cobalt magnets will be given special attention.

"* b. Discuss a preliminary calculation that helps give a feeling for

* how variations in properties of the ring magnets will result in variation4 in

the external fields they produce.

III. TRAVELING WAVE TUBES

The TWT makes use of a fast moving electron confined along the axis of a

"helical coil which carries an electromagnetic wave. The apparatus is
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adjusted so the electron bc.' and the electromagnetic wave travel at almost

the same speed (both measured in te.-s of net axial, motion along the helix).

,* .The electromagnetic wave acts to bunch the electrons and the bunches of

electrons In turn act to amplify the electromagnetic wave. According to J.
7i. Pierce 7 you can think of the situation as analogous to a breeze blowing

i over water and amplifying the waves on it.

In order for the TVT to work properly, the electron beam needs to be

* constrained near the axis of the ftlix. Nowadays, periodic permanent magnets

(PPMa) are used for this purpose because they are small, Olghtveight, don't

need electrical power and have little or no stray magnetic fields for the

geometries currently employed.

The PPM structure is 4 collection of ring magnets separAted by magnetic

shims. The shims, also called magnetic pole pieces- should have high

permeability. A typical structure Is schematically shown in the Fig. 1. The

parameters defining the TWT are not all independent. Some idea of their

interconnectedness can be learned from the two equations below.

A magnetically shielded cathode ti assumed. If L is the period of the

magnetic field, V the beam voltage and 5 is the maximum value of the magnetic

"field, then it can be shown that 8

L8. (1)

for stable focussing where C is an appropriate constant.

The diameter of the electron beam varies along the beam. The effect Is

called scalloping. For fixed L the effect Is reduced if

where C2 Is a constant, I ts the beam current, V the beam voltage and ? is

the average radius ut the electron beam. A detailed and analytical

* discussion of TVWT Is given in the book by Gittins
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IV. HATERIAL PROPERTIES OF PERIODIC PERMANENT MACNETS

"'" Because of their large coercivity, saturation magnetization, energy

product P'id relative stability, samarium cobalt magnets are being used foi

electron beam focusing in TWTs.10-15 SmCo 5 is presently the most used, but

other chemical compositions such as Sa2Co17 are being considered.

... 14
The steps for making the samarium cobalt magnets include

1. Grinding the alloy into a powder. In order to prevent

* oxidation, this will probably be d'ne in an inert atmosphere.

" 2. The powder is pressed and compacted and the magnetization of

the particles is oriented by a strong magnetic field.

"3. The material is then sintered and it may be annealed.

A study of these magnets has yielded the folloving comments.et

1. The magnitude of the magnetic field applied to orient the particles,

described above, has an important effect on the coercive force.

2. The enercive force also depends on the particle size.

3. The coercivity dep.ads on the nature of the surface and it increases

when damaged layers are removed.

4. The coercivity also is strongly affected by the annealing

temperature. Heating in air may also affect the coercivity.

Although values differ, depending on the aethod of preparation and on

11
* alloying, Strnat in 1978 listed the follovin8 as possible for the sintered

"."Sm~oS type of magnets:
,'.' (•x.,,,2'/MG04 ";;rq

a c 12 k Oe or q.(041o0 /

"from -50 to 1O0" "
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When ve start to think about now materials for TWT PPM magnets vs need

to consider the properties which are most desirable. These include13 ' 16 "

1. Large remanence

2. High coercive force

3. Large energy product

4. Low eo (temperature coefficient)

5. Good stability at high temperature

6. Small aging effects

One way to classify the rare earth permanent magnets is by the

"mechanisms that govern their magnetization versus field characteristics. 1 7

"Their high coercivity is, in the end, strongly influenced by their large

4crystalline anistropy. In samarium cobalt "1-5" materials, apparently the

dominant mechanism for magnetization changing with field is the nucleation of

reverse domains while in the "Z-17" materials it appears to be the action of

domain wells. Fine grain structures should sake "I-S" materials have larger

-i coercivity because it would be necessary to nucleate walls in several grains

to have an appreciable effect. Various techniques, such as precipitation

hardening, for pinning the wells should be mast effective for "2-17"

materials. It is possible to distinguish between these two cases by the% 1 8

shape of the virgin curve. The nucleation mechanism shows a such steeper

increase of magnetization with field near the origin. It should be

mentioned, however, that sow actual samarium cobalt magnets have become too

complicated to easily fit this classification. 1 9 The reasons for high

coercive force are many and various and a complete theory will not be soon in

coming.

Sintered SwCo 5 magnets are still the met common comnmrcial rare eart),

permanent magnets, but Sm2CO17 type permanent magnets are also showingL6
promise. They show smaller coercivities bet larger energy products than

m 5os5 (over 30 NW*o has been reported for %MiC61 7 type magnts). Temperature"
*2 compensation has been achieved through alloying with heavy rare earths. This

reduces the temperature coefficient C . Alloying with Cr or Ma has been
"20found to Increase the coercivity . Temperature compensated high-coercivity

113-8
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"16
"2-17" magnets have been discussed by Struat at al 1 It should be also

mentioned that the magnets now may contain phases of both "1-5" and "2-17"19,

so a classification into one or the other is not always useful.

Two other rather nebulous topics need to be mentioned. One is the

effect of aging and the other is the effect of structure. It has been
strongly recommended by Strnat1 3  that the relationship between
4crostructure21 -nd magnetic hardness continue to be studied. In some

cases, large changes in magnetic properties have been reported without a

corresponding observable change in microstructure.
19

222 26
"There have been several aging studies 226. Adler and Karick feel

SaCo5 is adequately stable below 150C but not above 250"C. They feel

SM2 CO 17 is more stable. Da* et a12 5 relate the stability to several factors
24Including the amount of Sm2CO7 that is present. Ervens feels that some

Sm2 Co17 type alloys have a coercivity that competes with Saco5 and that they
exceed SaCo5 in other vays $ncluding long term stability. Uonu-Zu 23 et al

U feels that the question of aging involves many different processes dependent

on temperature. Strnat and Luo2 2 find significant initial flux decreases in
SSaCo5 at 1200C but then the magnets sees to be relatively stable.

One must keep in mind that the kinds of magnets available In the

laboratory will not necessarily also be available comeercially. Mtldrum2 7  t
al havo sumarized the properties of sintered rare earth-cobalt permanent

magnets which are available comercially. An earlier sumnary of the

properties of commercially available Sc o5 magnets has been given in a review
10of Strnst . Some typical numbers for comercial magnets from a review by

"Polk2 8 follow.

0
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I Intrinsic Coercivity (kOe) ()Mmax (HGOe)

S$ Co5  16 18

SM2 CO1 7 type alloys

with (e.S. Cu, Fe) 7 22

?go phse mlcrostructure

S with "1-S and 02-170 13.3 • 30

29
Never types of magnets are also being considered among them the

3d 2' re1 type. This magnet seems to hold promise for.an energy product of 43
kGOe but at the expense of a Curie temperature of about N850e versus over

S1000EK for SucS. Of course. work proceeds to try to improve the high
temperature properties. Other work on amorphous materials has produced

sisesble coercivttles by annealing amorphous materials' 8 .

V. 22MUTSI -.

It vas decided that the genral problem of producing traveling wave

tubes with comsistently satisfactory fields from tube to tube needed to be

4 broken dowm Into several problems. The general problem involve, at loast:

g (1) Studying noe, uniformities In the magnetic fields of evailable magnets.
(2) Studying the effects of the pole pieces and s*eein how they control
variations frem ideal, field behavior in the regionm of the electron bean. (3)

* Calculating the trajectory of the electron beam in the actual near axis

i fleld.

In order to keep the size of the project 'muageable it was decided to
concentrate oe (1) above. Nere two things have beem done. One was to

collect together a list of references describing smariem cobalt and related
magnets which are useful in TMT. Thee rferences have bee mentioned is IV
above. The ether way of attacking (1) was to do a calculation of magnetic

fields arising from inbomogenecos magnets. the Calculation was suggested by
measurements which have been used to try to define the InhomogtseLty of the

magnet17

113-10
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The geometry of the ring magnets is defined by Fig. 2. We calculated

the three components of the field Bra a , V as a function of 0 for r a (00 *

I.D)/2 and a small, i.e. near the flat surfac6 of the magnet. Notation:

inner diameter - ID and the outer diameter - 0D.

We -assimw the magnetization of the ring can be approimalted by a uniform

magnetization which is perpendicular to the flat surface amd parallel to the

axis of the ring. We also assume that we have a magnet like samarimu cob t

for which the demasnetization field to sever sefficiently stress to redse

U its magnetization a significant amount.

It Is well known that for purposes of calculating the field we cam

replace the uniform magnetization with surface pole densities determined by

the discontinuity in the uagnetization. In order to be able to treat the

case of inhomoageneties we replace the surface pole demaittles with a discrete

set of *bar" magnets with north and souct poles. We weold then vary tbe

"strength of the poles from 'bar magnet to "bar" magntw to model the

inhomoeseitties.

The "bar magnets were arranSed eniformly am a square grid and their

number increased until. to plotting accuracy, Vr. B* and a did not vary

significantly with 0.

For "north" poles with pole strength PIJ at (I, 2T, O and "outhv

poles at(XID Y . -3) where (ID/21 2 1 T 2 (O/2) ;be fields at 1. Y.

Z are given by

.. , •,. •,., CF,,, (l' - F.., (t,•, •i ' G (•f-Y 3 (5)

S S

K , , j ,, .,, (1 • -• , , .)Ww s,] GoY

K % ,jP v*I(Y %-c

IpJ



b4e

, ~G
Gem= 4 Y"J (7)

All distacees are ezpreseed In term of (OD(2) I.e. I - 2z/OD etc. The

constant K wae set equal to I for convenience of calculation, so only the

relative sLses of the fields are mesaingful.

U ohm t"e plots with relative dlimloos appropriate to a real

tweeJO wow tube. 114 3 aboe two thing. first ln a uniform mapnet n1
domwmetee amd J is negligible (identically tero for a perfectly uniform

magnet). A way of assembling the TfT magnets is to cut them in half and then

place them over the cyliv-drical region through which the electron bean will

pass. In the plots balm, we assume this process leavas a gap between the

r bell rgs oW* width (.0G ) timee the 00. Gaps of this size can cause more

field fluctuetlos them si~able random swings Ln the pole strength. We also

notice that a gap can came" quit" a noticeable %*. This should not have a

large effect en elactrom uotion doem the AXIS, however. In fig. 4, we

aesind the two hall rings wore put together Ia a on matching way so one had

S a 2202 fluctuatlem is the ampltude and the other bad a :140Z fluctuation.

The major effect Is still the gap and the sae-nogligible % across the gap.

It La esWy to modify the comu•ter progarm to hbandle a variety of cases. Some

""case (sot sb ) of systematic variation Is the pole strength were modeled

3 with eapected resulti8g systematic variation In the fiLlds. See the appendix

for the computer program.

' ndommese to the pole strength didn't appear to be as effective In

laducing fLSld flsctuation as mliat have bees expected. The grid ve used had

may hundreds of points so the roadoa fluctuations tended to average out.

More systematic variations cam, of course. te Important.

V I tIC fhDATIOS.

Tbho eseems to be mo clear criteriem for hubo guch the flaid can vary

witbout sagivsaly eroding the performance of the tube. There are many

calculatloes of electrom trajectories in which some phenoewsological or

seai-penmmeaslegical asoum~tloo a:e made about the field. * hat seem to

be seeded is as accurat4i asessment of how such actual fluctuations In the

113-1%
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Fit-. 1 Schematic of simplfiled Ti•T showng ppM focusing.

r N2 yIN

Fig. 2. Geometry for ring magnets. Gape are assumed to be cut along a diameter
parallel to z -axis.
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m*Fig. 3. Magnet~c fields at aid radius as a function of 6. Straight lines

field of uniform magnet without gap. The curves show the effect of the gap.

H ere ID/OD *.55. 2ZIOD -. 0743. 23/CD -. 525 and Gap Width/OD -. 04.

I,.N.

so 18N 210 360
NUS

* Fig. 4. Magnetic fields at aid radius as a function of 9. Straight lines

field of uniform magnet without gap. The curves represent the effect of the gap

plus a random ±202 variation In pole strength for half of the ring on one side

of the gap and a ±40% pole strength variation on the other side of the gap.

Here ID/0D .55, 2Z/OD .0743, 23/CD - .525 and the Gap Width/OD - .04.
113-19
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5 REM MANTIC FIELD PROBLEM 290 IF 33 > DIDR THEN 310
& REM FOR TIST Rtha #MW'ETS 7-00 BOYD 420
7 REM MZ.MR.NTIETA 310 13 Is * 11 # 31 * 31
8 Ott" AS FUNCTION OF THETA Z-0 IF 33 < PPF THEN 420
9 REM FOR SPECIFIED Z.R ~ O IF 13 > I THEN~ 410
10 INPUT 9V"? Nf GRID FACTOR* 3 40 AP 4 X - 11) 0 X - Ili *

IN al 0 ty it)
20DIM 101119N) 342 TI a W*A

*24 ma N N 344 Pa Sm alYI
24 NP a (N . i) 350 TA a TA * Pt
29 ep a2/ 35T2-SAL4 P * s)
-0 INPUT 'ANGLE FACTOR ma -in '.54 OT a S9O T:
:2 P I .14159:..54 :60 TB a T2 aOT
14 DT a * P1' /S m 4 GAu a TA
40 1 INeuT "RANDOM AM~PLITUDE FOR U US GO a I /TB

PPER Ce "tAU Z70 OF u 63 ( A * 3
45 INPUT "RANDOM AMPLITUDE FOR L 72 GOS - A aGA

OWER Ce "SAL Z74GC: aGOG-GF
50 IfJPUT "10/00 RATIO. "IF Z7b TC a GA - GO
60 OFF aF F 9 IF JJ ~NP GOTO '18
70)_JI 00 aP (F LLE-m a~ A

7: PRIN4T -(ID+OD)/(200)w "900 ' GOTO :90
74 INPUT - R/00 FOR CALCULATION ZVa AM a AL

a "IRA 190 P a I # AM * RR(I.J)
30 INPUT "2Z/00. "IA Z292N aH +P 0 c
90 YAA aA *A :93XR aXF ( X- 11)
100 INPUT "2LWIDTH OF RING)/ODw M~ YR 0 VP * (V - it)

"to9 :97' MSPa XR * TC * P
110 op aAe 9 9*" O wYR *TC *P

**120 SO aDP 9P 401 NJ aNJ +HP
-- 1:0 INPUT "GAP/ODin "ID 403 H12 a H42 + 14O

140 DP a NP *0 405 XT a Y) ax 11 I)
150 DMI 0 NP -0 407 YT a X (Y LV 3)
160 FORI1-1TO N 408 XT aXT RA:YT aYT RA

170FORJ w1 T N409 M4U m XT aTC * P
190 RR(I.J) *2 * RND (1) -1 411 HW a VT aTC * P
190 NEXT3J 413 H3 =H3 HU
195 NEXT 1 415 M44.1H44.14
200 FOR K 1 TO M 420 NEXT J

:0140 421 NEXT I
*0 Hl. 0QHu 422 MR = 'NI + M42) / MM

2ý07 H2 -0 423 HT = (H3 + H4) /MM
2081H3.a0 425NZ -H I '/MM
209 144 a 0 427 TO a (190 / PI) aTH
210 TH a T *K 423 PRINT
215 XF a COS (TH) 430 PRINT "THETA. ";ITO
220 VP - SIN (T14 440 PRINT IHZ. "1HZII* MRu .514
225 X RA * X Rl" MT.s "lHT
230 Y---RA-*--YP 442 TF a HZ * HZ + HR * HR + HT
240 FOR I aITO N MT250 11 - (1 - (N + 1) / 2) * EP 444 TF - SOR (TF)
260 FOR 3 - I TO N -446 PRINT "TOTAL FIELDw ';TF
270 J1 - W3 - (N + 1) / 2) * EP 449 PRINT :PRINT
280 JJ a J*EP 450 NEXT K
295 IF 33 < DMI THEN 310 460 END
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OPERATOR ACTIVITIES Wti N 1O TtMEL 4T

by

.4. Cart Payne, Jr.

ABST'RACT

my observation and a tasit analysts, a reseerch tean determined

activities of Tunnel Operators, Instrumnt Techimtcans, Test/Operations

Coordinators, and Project Engineers as they performed testing in Wind

Tunne 4T. Based on this data, recommendations are made which sliould

improve operations in the Control Room of Tunnel 4T.
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* I. INTROITIO(NI( I

Wind tunnels have been developed as aerodynamic testing

facilities in order to detect flaws and/or errors early in the design

sequence. Such a tunnel simulates a moving object in the air by
employing a fixed precise sccle model which is placed fn a moving air

stream of known characteristics. Various masures are taken from the

model as well as from the tunnel Itself. This Information is

K:! displayed in a control room wihere the entire operation of the tunnel
Is monitored and controlled.

AS technology has evolved, new devices have becAew available.

from time to time such devices tave been added for tunnel operatior,

and information frum them displayed in the control room. However,
there has been no systematic examination of what information operators

need to operate a tunnel or what fors that information appropriately

should take. Dliplays have been added on a piecemeal basis.

In recent years. costs of electrical power to operate a tunnel

have been increasing until today power costs for a given test can
"easily exceed personnel costs. For this reason, there is a need to

minimize the time needed for a human to make decisions about operation

of a tunnel or about data being obtained from a model. This suggested

the desirability of systematically examining the activities of

personnel in the control room. In consultation with personnel at

Arnold Engtlieering Development Center (AEDC), Tunnel 4T was selected

for this study, as this tunnel was scheduled for use throughout the

S-.'summer. By studying Tunnel 4T operations, procedures could be

developed which could be used to study other test facilities.

S. [I. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH REPORT:

This research effort involved a teal composed of Ors. Gregory M.

Corso and M. Carr Payne, Jr., and Mr. Michael J. Patterson, a graduate

student on the SCEEE program. The objective was to carry out a task

* analysis of what operators do who work with Propulsion Wind Tunnel 4T.

This analysis includes the nature of information needed to perform

each task in tunnel operations. From this analysis recommendations

"can be made about displaying this information.

I., 114-4
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V.- . .

!.'I. OESCRIPTION OF WINO TUNNEL 4T6:
r'"n"e 4T is an aerodynamic wind tunrel for transonic studies,

e.. st.d'es In which airflow velocity can h)e •aintatned at values up
:• .3 times the speec of sound (%acm 1). Tne trrnel constitutes a

c'seI loop in which air continuously flows. Airflow is supplied by

P e -. Ewacuation Syste" (PtS) compressors anicn are also part of the
' sYst.ws Of two Other continuous proPulsio- wind tunnels. 16T and 16S.

ey coev-esslng air, this system provides parallel stregalineS with a
S..miforv velocity profile at the entry to the tunnel's test section. A

S:es red va numfer of the airflow is prcduced by regulating the PES
. and (omnt-:lling the pressure ratio across the -ozzle of

toe tunnel. Tunel 41T can be operated over a Mach number range from

•.20 to 1.30. By installqig two removable supersonic nozzles nominal
Mach numbers of 1.60 and 2.00 can also te obtained.

"•-• After passing through the nozzle, *iirflow passes through the test
section, a rectangular volume 4 feet square in cross section and 12.5

p.. feet long. This section is equipped with four porous walls, with
S-porosity continuously variable from 0.0 to 10.0 percent open. Top and

bottom wal;s can be diverged £ ) degree from parallel, but side walls

are fixed. The entire chamber is enclosed by a plenum chamber which

allows part of the main tunnel airflow to be removed through the test
section walls to alleviate interference and generate - when the

tunnel is operated above Mach 1.0. This system produced airflow at
, .. controllable, known Mach numbers, known stagnation pressure and

dynamic pressure, and stagnation temperatures from 90 to 135 degrees

Fahrenheit (usually 100 degrees Fahrenheit). The corresponding
.'- Reynolds number of the airflow can be inferred from the combination of

. Mach number and pressure.

"A scale model is placed in the test section where the airflow can
pass over it. The model is small enough that it blocks less than 1%

of the airflow when testing in the transonic range. It is usually

mounted on a slender support referred to as a sting. The sting in turn
Is mounted to a movable boom. By this system, pitch and/or roll of

the model may be changed either continuously or discretely during a

*For a more detailed description, see Reference 1.
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test. Strain-gage balances are installed in the model to measure
static aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model. Balances

to measure dynamic aerodynamic forces may also be used.

IV. TYPES OF TESTS CONDUCTED IN TUNNEL 4T:

Approximately 1300 sir-on hours of testing are conducted in 4T

each year. It is probably the busiest wind tunnel in the world.

Although each test carried out in the tunnel Is unique in that a
"particular model configuration and set of conditions are utilized.

3 tests may be grouped into several types. Each of these types of test

utilizes different information from the riodel and/or attachments,

necessitating different instrumentation configurations in the control

room. Each test is carried out under snecifted Mach number and

"pressure conditions. Control of these flow parameters is similar

among different types of test.

Captive Trajectory Systems CTS) - An object attached to an aircraft is

. erred to as a store. In CTS tests the aircraft and store models

Are mounted upside down in the tunnel. Each model Is mounted on its

own sting. CTS tests measure the aerodynamic characteristics of a

store in various positions, either attached to the model or as it is

separated from the model. Positions are computer-controlled with six

degrees of freedom. A large amount of data is collected about store
"loads ahd motions in a short time period, as data i; taken at closely-

spaced points in a simulated trajectory. In the past year,

approximately 60% of the work carried out in Tunnel 4T was CTS

testing.
Free Drop Testing-

* Some problems of store separation require greater flexibility in pitch

and yaw motions than can be obtained with CTS test techniques. For

these problems Free Drop Testing may be used. The store is attached to

V. the model. When the desired conditions of the airflow are reached,

"the store Is dropped from the model. It is photographed as it drops.

*" Trajectory position data are obtained by analyzing these photographs.

Approximately 5% of the work in Tunnel 4T in the last year wos Free

Orop Testing.
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e Force Test ing -

Fývrre and p'essure characteristics of aerodynmic models can be

::t,34"e Dy VC.titing toe model on a sting within the tunnel. Because

If tVe wide fariety of stilgs and oa!4mces available. Tunnel 4T is

;,irtcular'y suited for this test. Data is t4ken from different

positins of mcdel p;t!:- and roll urier varying combimatlonS of tunnel

L cond it ions. Approwiwtely ICA of the work in runnl 41T is force

testing.

.Othes

t •er te•tr -,Ir"s'i :.t ri• !un:'el .. n in occasional basis. For

e,.¶=>, I)n dm stadhlity Lests can )e (.ondfcted. 4agnus force and

T oMentS hdy ce ýneastrel. I"'s category of tisting represents

dpproximiately 5% of the work in Tunnel 4T l1st year.

V. PERSONNEL POSrT!ONS WITHIN WIND TUNNEL 4T:

"Overall responsibility for testing is an Air Force function. Air

Force personnel participate in planning each test program, and Air

Force staff communicate with 4T control room personnel during testing.

However, Air Force personnel ao rot operate the tunnel. Those

. functions are performed by contractor personnel. For thli reason, Air

Force personnel's role in testing Is not described further in this

paper.

Personnel involved in a test in Tunnel 4T can be divided into

three groups according to activities performed:

(1) Definers of what data is needed from a test,

"(2) Designers and planners of how to get this data,

(3) Operators of the tunnel and related sub-systems who carry

out the plans and gather the data.

Persons involved with these different functions each has a role in

testing.

User and Sponsor - The Sponsor is the originating party who has

overall responsibility for test plannirg, programming, and funding.

The Sponsor defines what data is needed from the test. Typically, the

Sponsor has a contraLt with a User who has developed the hardware

under test. The Sponsor's representatives and the User's

representative(s) work together with personnel of AEDC and the Air

'. Force to plan the

. * 114-7
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test. The User specifies conditions for the test program and supplies

the model. A User may also provide personnel who work on User-

supplied elements (e.g. a User may provide proprietary balances), along

with AEDC contractor personnel who ordinarily install a model in the

tunnel. Representatives of the User and the Sponsor have a work area

in the control m w they can evaluate data on-line. If there are

any change" that need to be Made in the test requirements, they mist

be approved by the Sponsor who funds the test program.

"Project Enoineer -

3 The Project Engineer is a professional engineer assigned to coordinate

all testina activities associated with a particular test program.

Heishe works closely with the User and the Sponsor to plan and define

the test scope. Ouring testing he/she specifies test conditions and

requests the Test/Operations Coordinator to interact with the tunnel

operator In establishing them. If the User or Sponsor wishes to make

any changes while a test Is underway, the Project Engineer makes the

necessary calculations to specify appropriate tunnel conditions and

gives this information to the Test/Operations Coordinator.

Test/Operations Coordinator-

The Test/Operations Coordinator, sometimes referred to as Test

Engineer/Coordinator or Project Coordinator, works with Tunnel

Operators and Instrument Technicians to gather data according to

conditions specified by the Project Engineer. This person literally

co-ordinates activities In the control room. A log is kept of

everything that happens In tunnel 4T as indicated in the control room.

"The Coordinator is responsible for orderlng electrical power every

"half hour when the tunnel is operating, and also monitoring power
L usage. He monitors model installation and test conditions. He sees to

it that data-presenting devices such as line printers or graphics

terminals work properly. When the tunnel is not operating, he

oversees maintenance of various system used In testing.

Instrument Technician-

The Instrument Technician's primary responsibility Is to Install,

calibrate, and maintain equipment. An Instrument Technician runs

maintenance checks on computer programs displayed in the control room.

These programs control configurations o* the model as well as

"114-8
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conversions of raw data from analog to digital form. When a CTS test

is run in the tunnel, an Instrument Technician monitors displays and

operates controls to insure that the store and/or model move to the

desired positions for a trajectory test. In Free Drop testing the

"Instrument Technician, on signal from the Test/Operations Coordinator,

operates the mechanism (a "burn box"), wnich releases the store.

Tunnel Operator-

The Tunnel Operator opens and closes valves, which in turn, control

the pressure ratio and Mach number of air in the tunnel. The Project

Engineer specifies conditions of each, and the Tunnel Operator, who is

monitored by the Test/Operations Coordinator, opens and closes valves

to produce these conditions in the tunnel. When proper conditions are

met, data is gathered. The Tunnel Operator also places an order for

electrical power as requested by the Test/Operations Coordinator.

VI. TASK ANALYSIS:

In order to get to know personnel in the control room and to

become familiar with procedures, the research team made extensive

visiLs during each of the types of test conducted in the tunnel. The

tunnel is operated for three 8-hour shifts a day, so the team observed

during each shift. From these observations, questions were prepared

for use in an exte.isive interview conducted individually. Each person

interviewed was assured that his responses would be labeled only by

job title with nothing to identify him as an individual. During each

interview at least two members of the research team took detailed

notes of each person's responses as a check on reliability.

Each person interviewed was selected by the manager of his

* particular position (e.g. tunnel operator), on the basis of experience

in operating Tunnel 4T. Each man was interviewed during his regular

shift at a time when he was not gathering data. All of the three

Test/Operations Coordinators assigned to 4T were interviewed. One

STunnel Operator from each shift was interviewed in addition to a Craft

Supervisor for that position. Five Instrument Technicians and six

Project Engineers were interviewed. Among the Project Engineers, both

-. the Aerodynamics Section and the External Stores Section were

"represented.
1
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The interview was divided into two phases: (1) a specific
description of what each person does, and (2) each person's concept of
how his work station could be improved.

(1) Each interviewee was asked: "After pre-ops and system check-
out have been completed what is the first activity that you

do? Then, he was asked what information is needed for this
activity and where that information is obtained. After

that, the same questions were asked about the next activity

that he performs. This procedure was continued until the
* •interviewee had given a detailed description of his

activities. Any differences in these activities with

different types of tests were determined. How a person

responded to any unusual situations and where he got the
information that told him it was unusual, were checked.
Finally, he was asked if there was anything else either in

the way of information or of a device that would help him do
his job. In addition, Test/Operations Coordinators were
asked who they talk with on an inter-com or telephone during

a test run. Project Engineers and Instrument Technicians

were asked how they determine that data they have collected

is valid, and their opinion of the trustworthiness of the
[• systems used to collect the data.

(2) Each individual was shown a photograph of his work station.
He was asked to indicate the more important displays and

controls. He was also asked which he used more frequently.
These photographs had been cut apart in such a way that the

V- different displays and controls could be rearranged. Each

person was asked to rearrange them to make a lay-out that he

felt was better than the present arrangement. He was

advised to make the lay-out without worrying about whether or
not it was feasible to carry out his recommended changes.

That is, he was to present a preferred lay-out, whether it
involved modification of the present control room or whether

it involved constructing a new control room.
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Data from the Task Analysis-

Tunnel Operators - During a test run, a Tunnel Operator has four

major activities: (I) he orders electric power every half hour as

instructed by the Test/Operations Coordinator, (2) he calls the Plenum

Evacuation System (PES) operators in a remote location to give tunnel

conditions for the test, (3) he manipulates valves to bring tunnel

"conditions to the appropriate pressure and Mach number and to maintain

them there as specified by the Project Engineer, and (4) he monitors

* all tunnel conditions. He relies on a mimic board to tell him which

PES compressors are on-line. These provide the basic conditions

within the tunnel which the Tunnel Operator fine-tunes to meet test

conditions. He relies on the Status Annunciator panel to show that

control parameters within the tunnel are satisfactory within

tolerance. To set pressure, he uses Valve 65, which admits dry air.

Valve 65 is manually controlled, as its operation by computer does not

".. work properly. It is faster to set this valve manually than by

computer. If test conditions permit use of atmospheric air (Mdch

"number less than .6, pressure less than 1200 Pt) Valve 8Q can be used.

If test conditions involve Mach numbers less than about .8, Valves 92

"and 92A are used to set the Mach number. These are put on a computer

which is better for fine tuning. If a higher Mach number is required,

Valves 93 and 93A are used. In each case, Valves labeled A are "fine-

* tuning" valves, and are computer-controlled. However, Valve 93 must

be adjusted continually because at these high Mach numbers, models may

be moved by the airflow which causes conditions within the tunnel to

change.

Tunnel Operators differ in their use of displays. Some consider

the Real Time Data Display to be the most important display, as power

usage can be estimated from it, and it shows Mach number and pressure.

Others rely on a redundant LED display for information about Mach

number and pressure and rarely use the Real Time Data Display for this

" purpose. Most operators rely on the TV monitors, as these make it

possible for an operator to estimate in advance changes that he will

have to make to keep tunnel conditions steady when a model moves.

114-11
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Panel Layout Suggestions- Those Tunnel Operators, who made

suggestions, agreed that displays which are frequently used, such as

the TV monitors or the 4T Status panel, should be at the center of the
"work station at about eye level. Valves which are used more

* frequently, such as Valves 65, 92, 92A, 93 and 93A. should be mounted

towards the bottom of the panel in the center. Valves should be

functionally grouped. Valves 65 and 92 should be mounted beside each

"other, lower on the panel. LED-type pressure indicators should be
mounted beneath each other rather than side by side between two valves

as at present. Displays and controls which are not used frequently
should be placed on the periphery of the Tunnel Operator's work

"station, as they are at present. These include displays for wall

porosity, wall angles, diffuser walls, porosity walls, personnel

interlock, ETF Make-up Duct Pressure, Valve control, and Remote

loader.

Instrument Technicians- The Instrument rechnician's work station

"is concerned with devices for gathering data. Relative usage depends
* on the particular test. Most of these devices are controlled by

computer. For this reason, most of his responsibilities during a test

run are primarily monitoring of di!,plays and assisting with any

"changes in the model or stores. He monitors paper usage by line
"printers. During Free Drop Tests he is in charge of monitoring the

amount of photographic film used. He also releases the store upon

* .. signal from the Test/Operations Coordinator. Before a test run is

"started, the Instrument Technician enters constants into the Data
"Acquisition Panel, and during CTS testing into the CTS Control

Constant Boxes as instructed by the Project Engineer, who has

calculated the constants. OurinS TS testing, an Instrument
"Technician mans the CTS Room next to the tunnel test section.

The Instrument Technicians consider the Data Acquisition Panel
(DAPS) most important. He ises it, the TV monitors, and the CRT

"displays from 1160, DEC-10, and DWAS computers most frequently during

a test run. The CRT display from computer 808C contains more detail
than is needed, as all that is needed is to show that the system is

running. This display is rarely used.
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Panel Layout Suggestions- Instrument Technicians generally seem 21J

satisfied with the work station. However, it was suggested that E

Meter Relay and O'Graph Remote Control panels, the Test Article Status

Panel, as well as Servo-amplifier, Pos. feedback, and Tachometer plugsu be removed, as they are never used during the testing phase. The

*. single panel controlling pitch and roll, the LED displays of pitch and

roll and the pitch and roll meters should be combined, and preferably
* placed close to the center of the work station. Otherwise, there were

*i no suggestions for major changes of panel positions.
Test/Operations Coordinator- As the person in charge of the L

"control room the Test/Operations Coordinator is responsible for seeing

* to it that data is gathered under specified conditions as planned. He

personally inspects each model change to insure that the correct

Sconfiguration is mounted in the tunnel. He orders power every half

hour. He listens as a computer takes a data point. If the machine

sound is unusual ne checks to see if it is off-condition. He helps

* the CTS operator if a bad store-ground occurs which can camige a

balance.

Because of the extent of his responsibilities, the
- Test/Operations Coordinator makes extensive use of the TV monitors,

the Real Time Data Display, and the CRT display of computer 1160. The

" CRt display of the DEC-10 computer is used, but not as often as the

* others.
Panel Layout Suggestions- Test/Operations Coordinators are

pleased with the lay-out of the work station, and had no suggestions

for a change in what is displayed. If the work station were moved so
as to face the Tunnel Operator's and Instrument Technician's panels,

then the monitors should be moved to be in a line at eye level.

"Project Engineer- The Project Engineer does most of his work in

advance in preparation for a test run. During the run, he verifies

that the correct constants are being used by checking a line printer
* where they are tabulated. When data is coming, he checks data trends

by examining graphs of certain data on a GT-42 computer display. If

any change is required in the test plan, he makes the necessary

calculations and gives them to the Test/Operations Coo-dinator.
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.1
Because his task is one of checking rather than monitoring, the

"Project Engineer is less concerned with display of specific conditions

than other personnel in thL .introl room. He uses the tabulated and -,

graphical data to observe trends. Having this in real-time would be a

help to him.

VII. PROBLEM AREAS IDENTIFIED IN INTERVIEWS:

During the interviews several common problems were mentioned.

These are tabulated in Table I according to how many people in

each position mentioned that itEm.
"1. Telephone and/or Intercom- Almost everyone who has visited

""*. Tunnel 4T has commented on the poor communications system. The

"" telephone is a party line and ofter is hard to hear. The intercom

between the control room and the remote CTS room often does not work.

2. Glare on instrument panels- Glare on these panels is bad

"enough that often operators turn off the room lights. This is less of

..-. a problem at the Test/Operations Coordinator's work station than at

the Tunnel Operator's and Instrument Technician's stations.

3. Some controls are inconvenient to reach at the work station.
"or an improperly-designed control is being used.

"4. Similarly, operators feel that some displays should be in a
different location than is presently the case.

5. Extraneous people in the control room- At the

beginning of a shift, numerous visitors drop by the control room.
These people add to the noise level and general confusion in the

control room.

"* 6. Displays are not comprehensible or readable, or another

display is needed. These display problems are not a major
problem for Tunnel Operators but are for Instrument Technicians and

Test/Operations Coordinators.

7. The Control Room should be closer to the tunnel- Instrument

Technicians and Test/Operations Coordinators must makefrequent trips
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to the tunnel. This is especially true during Free Drop tests when

there are frequent model changes which must be checked. The distance

involved is a time-waster, not to mention a hazard during bad weather.

Other problems identified were mentioned by fewer people.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The approach followed in the present study may be used to study

other wind tunnels in which electrical power costs are greater than in

Tunnel 4T, e.g. Tunnel 16T or the von Karman Facility tunneis. As

these tunnels are less automated than 4T, and thus require more

operators, greater savings may result from such a study.

Based on observation and the task analysis, the following items

are recommended. Some of these apply to the entire control room,

while others are for specific work stations.

Control Room-

1. Telephone and intercoms- A common complaint is that the

telephone system is inadequate. It is a "party-line" in which too

many stations are on the phone line. Sometimes, reception is poor.

It is recommended that a new phone system be installed, preferably a

"memory phone" with which a Test/Operations Coordinator can press a

single button which would automatically connect with persons whom he
calls frequently. We understand that the entire telephone system for

AEDC is to be changed. This may take care of the problem, but at -

present the telephone is a real "choke point" in the Control Room.

The intercoms between the Control Room and the Computer Room and

the Control Room and the CTS Room are old. Both need replacing with

up-to-date equipment.

S2. Glare - Glare from the surfaces of the work stations is

sufficient to cause discomfort to operators. They often turn off

"overhead lights because of this. The glare could easily be reduced by

placing diffusers over fluorescent bulbs above the work stations.

Appropriate values of luminance of the glar. source are presented in

"Reference 2 (p. 52).
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3. Noise and extraneous people-, A number of people drop by the

first shift. This adds to the noise level in the Control Room.

Personnel other than Air Force representatives, User, Sponsors,

Project Engineers, Test/Operations Coordinators, Tunnel Operatorq, and

Instrument Technicians needed for a test run should not be in Cne

control Room during a test run unless they have a specific task to

perform.

4. Line printer- One of the major contributors to noise in the

Control Room is one line printer: One is used to monitor real-time

data and another to print final copy of the data for the User. Real-

time data can be monitored more rapidly from a CRT display in which

data can be called up. As there is often a lag in print-outs from the

printer, use of this CRT should save decision time for the

Test/Operations Coordinator. As a User does not have printed data

during a run, there is no need for this printer to be in the Control t

Room. It can be moved to another location where its noise is less of
a problem.

5. Complexity of information displayed- Some displays are used

solely to identify when tunnel conditions are met, or to monitor

conditions. Use of digital information in such displayt Is overly I
conalex. A bar diagram or a status indicator (such as a light which
is on when conditions are satisfactory) is all that is required.

6. Spare parts- A few spare parts, such as fuses or light

bulbs, should be available in the Control Room area. There has been a

delay in replacing such parts when a report has been made to do so,

lowering the quality of the display and control panels. For example,

some light bulbs at the work stations are burned out. Ready

availability of such bulbs, as well as agreement about who is allowed

to change them would improve the displays.

7. Separate work space for the User and Sponsor- Both control
room personnel and Users themselves would like for the User to

have a work area outside of the Control Room. A User needs aTEKPLOT-lIke graphics display, but Users and Sponsors do not need

the specific data available in the Control Room. Users and

Sponsors need access to the Control Room and the Project

Engineer, but noise present in the Control Room is disturbing to

their work. A work place for Users and Sponsors
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outside of the Control Room where they can discuss test data and where

there is a real-time graphics display is needed.

8. Location of a new Control Room- If a new control rooir, is

built it should be closer to the tunnel. The present arrangement in

which Test/Operations Coordinators and Instrument Technicians have to

make frequent trips to the tunnel (some 72 steps) in all sorts of

weather is not only hazardous but also is a time-waster. There is

sufficient appropriate space available if a decision were made to

build a new control room.

Tunnel Operators-

i. Panel removal- Remove from the funnel Operator's panel two

unidentified counters and Remote Readout Power Supply #1, 2, and 5

panels. These are not used. The Tunnel Indicator is not needed by

the Tunnel Operator, although other personnel may use it.

2. Repair- Valve 65 should be functionally computerized. The

computer system for this valve does not work at present, which

requires an operator to set it manually. Computerization should save

time in the valve's operation in getting the tunnel on test conditions

with a resulting saving in power.

4. Design of controls- When a valve is used to fine-tune test

*conditions, the control shoild be a knob rather than a push button. A

person can make a more sensitive adjustment with a knob.

5. Audible signal- The audible signal when tunnel conditions

have been met should be made slightly louder. This signal comes from

a loudspeaker mounted on the Tunnel Operator's work station. However, .'>.

it sounds as if it comes from behind him, so he sometimes does not hear
it.

Instrument Technicians-

1. Removal of panels - Remove from the work station E meter

Relay and O'Graph Remote Control panels and Test Article Status Panel

in addition to Servo-amplifier, Pos. feedback and Tachometer plugs.

2. Change in display- Remove the CRT display for computer 8080

and replace It with an indicator light which shows when the computer

8080 system s running.

3. Need display in CTS Room- An indicator of Mach number .,

should be installed i, the CTS Room. At preseit, the Instrument

114-17
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Technician there has no way of knowing when the tunnel is on

conditions and the system is r:dy to gather data.

4. Moving a panel- The single panel controlling pitch and roll

should be moved closer to the center of the work station.

S. Instructions for new equipment- When new equipment is

installed, written instructions should be provided. At present, an

Instrument Technician must learn its operation pretty much on his own.

Test/Operations Coordinator-

1. TV display- Higher contrast is needed in the TV display.

This may not be possible because of the parameters for mounting

the TV camera in the tunnel, but the availability of higher

contrast equipment should be investigated. It is sometimes

difficult to see changes in model position with the present TV

monitor.

2. Desk space' - The Test/Operations Coordinator needs more

- -desk h i~osb1i7~ e iife nto do considerable
writing. At present the space at his work station is cramped.

3. Forms for Free Drop Test- During a Free Drop Test the

Test/Operations Coordinator must complete a number of forms, one each

time the tunnel is opened. With all of his other activities this

sometimes gets him behind. The form for this test should be

redesigned to make it easier and faster to fill out.

4. Location of work station- If a new room were built the

Test/Operations Coordinator's work station should be closer to the

Tunnel Operators and Instrument Technician's panels, preferably facing

them. This would allow more desk space. The Test/Operations

Coordinator must interact with the Project Engineer and sometimes the

User, so the Project Engineer's work station should continue to be

nearby.
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TABLE 1
PROBLEM AREAS IDENTIFIED IN INTERVIEWS:

"FREQUENCY OF COMMENTS MADE BY TUNNEL PERSONNEL

J
Tunnel Instrument Test/Operations
"Operators Technicians Coordinators

"N = 4 N = 5 N = 3

"Telephone and/or intercom 3 4 3

Glare on instrument panels 3 5 2

Controls out of reach or improper 4 0

Location of displays 4 3 1

Extraneous people in 0 5 2
Control Room

Displays not comprehensible 0 4 3
or readable or need another display

Control room closer to tunnel 0 3 3

iNoise in Control Room 0 3 2

"Availability of spare parts 1 3 0i.4

"Additional groups should be with 0 3 0
"operations, e.g. optical group .•,.

Controls not ordered 1 2 0

User workspace should be 0 1 2
outside of the Control Room

Amount of working space 0 0 2 .

Problems of transfer to 0 2 0
another tunnel

"Air conditioning 0 1 1

1 14-2 i2 7
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FUTURE TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEM DATABASE DESIGN

by

William Perrizo and Donald A. Varvel

ABSTRACT

4I Tactical command and control systems in the era of TACS-2000 and

beyond will be distributed in order to maintain a sufficient degree of

survivability. The underlying database system will also be distributed.

It must respond quickly to both updates and requests for information,

and must contain enough redundancy to sustain simultaneous losses of

several elements. Few production distributed databases exist, and none

- appears suited to this application. This report details our work on

- .'designing a suitable database system. Our major work to date has been

-" the areas of data replication, backup, and concurrency control.

Suggestions for further research in this area are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future tactical command and control systems must be made mobile and

capable of surviving enemy attacks. Since mobility precludes much

"hardening, such a system will have to be distributed so that no single

19
element makes a very attractive target

The underlying database system must respond quickly to both updates

and requests for information, and must contain enough redundancy to

sustain simultaneous losses of several elements. That means a

distributed database must be used, and information sent where needed as

soon as possible. Few production distributed databases exist, and none

is suited to this application. A suitable database system must be

designed.

Nearly all work on distributed databases 5 ,10,1 5h1 6 assumes the use

of the relational model of data7 . Older models, such as the

hierarchJ-'al and network, assume that access to the data is a record at

a time; such access is not reasonable in a distributed setting. For

that reason we have assumed that the relational model will be used, but

"nothing in our work to date precludes the use of another model.

Database systems presently in use have in general been designed for

a commercial environment, where occasional breaks in service and slow

response may be tolerated but inconsistent or inaccurate results cannot.

In a tactical system, slow response and unexpected breaks in service

cannot be tolerated, but where information is approximate to start with

Ssome inconsistencies -ay be acceptable. We have therefore given

considerable attention to maintaining the highest possible level of

continuous service and to reducing or eliminating those factors which

degrade responsiveness.

Our consideration of these problems may be divided into six Zopic

areas: data modeling, data replication, site initialization and

"recovery, concurrency control, commitment and query processing. Others

"have done some work in several of these areas; our main work has been in

the areas of replication, system recovery, and concurrency control.

* II. OBJECTIVES

Future Tactical Air Control Systems must involve innovative

concepts for tactical command and control during a high-intensity

conflict of the future. Large easily-recognizable centers must be

augmented or replaced by small elements which can perform a number of

functions and are not easily identifiable. In short, most experts are
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"proposing distributing C2 operations in the theater19l1 6  Preliminary

studies support this assertion 1 3 .

The following principles and constraints define the context for the

"future TACS database design. These principles were formulated based on

many useful conversations with Air Force and civilian personnel.

1. As soon as possible after entering the system, data should be sent
to each site with a need or potential need for it.

2. Automated systems within the overall information system must in no
way limit the options available to commanders in the Air Force
command hierarchy.

3. A reliable self-organizing communications network capable of
handling large volumes of data is assumed to be available.
Communication network issues are not treated in this study.

4. In Tactical Air Control Systems of the future, the data replication
and distribution issue will be much more sensitive than it is in

"commercial systems, while the need for elaborate distributed query
processing capabilities may not be as critical.

5. The methods for handling reconfiguration, initialization, and
recovery must take into account the possibility that portions of the
database may become unavailable, either by being in a state of
relocation or through wartime attrition.

The following concepts should be considered in this design:

Data modeling
Data replication and distribution
Initialization and recovery
Concurrency control
Commitment
Query processing

Data Modeling:

Data m.deling is a process for representing data, data

relationships, and data manipulation operations in a systematic (often

graphic) language. There are three widely accepted data models:

hierarchical (data is structured in outline form), network (data is

linked to form interlocking rings), and relational (data is structured

into simple flat tables).

The data makeup and data requirements of a future tactical air

control system are only partially known at this time. Therefore much of

the data modeling effort must be postponed 2,3,9,11 Where data

7
modeling can be done, the relational data model will be used because of

Sits superior flexibility and clarity. This choice does not preclude

using another model for the implemented system.

Structuring database records by considering data item usage can

yield substantial efficiencies in the database system. Physical data

modeling techniques such as mathematical clustering, iterative grouping,
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"and hierarchical aggregation will need to be used to determine efficient

access paths and record, segment, file, and data set structuring15

Replication and Distribution:

Future tactical C2 databases will serve well-structured functions.

Replication methods must be formulated which will efficiently distribute

data to all sites with a potential use for the Information. This

potential use may include new responsibilities taken on by backup sites

"when primary sites are lost. This part of the database design will be

" very important in the future TACS setting. New algorithms will need to

be formulated, tested and evaluated, since the subject has not been

extensively treated in the literature.

There will always be data transfer limitations on the network.

Scheduling algorithms will be considered to prioritize the transfer of

data. The transfer of data will be done according to a priority scheme

based on urgency of the need at the various sites. (Sites with primary

responsibility for a function have the most urgent need for data

required by that function. Backup sites have less urgent needs.) In

this way network idle time would be put to good use providing full or

near full replication of data without jeopardizing high priority message

traffic. This approach would give the commanders great flexibility in

designating and shifting command and control responsibilities.

Different priority schemes will be suggested for different

functions. 'For example, data destined for elements with area-based

responsibility (e.g., present day Command and Reporting Centers) might

best be prioritized based on proximity to the primary area of

responsibility, whereas data destined for elements with global

* .responsibilities (e.g., present day Tactical Air Control Centers) might

best be prioritized in terms of the resolution of the data itself

*• (details assigned low priorities, summary information high priority).

*! We assume that all required archival backups would be transmitted

to sanctuaries outside the theater via a long haul network.

Initialization and Recovery:
2

A "drive up and plug in" C2 element will undergo initial connection

to the distributed database followed by one or more subsequent

separations from it. For both initialization and recovery, algorithms

are needed to bring the resident database up to date while avoiding

"unnecessary data transmissions and rewrites.

Concirrency Control:

The object of traditional concurrency control is to give each user
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"the illusion of being the sole user of the system. Lacking concurrency

control, write-write conflicts lead to lost updates and read-write

conflicts lead to inconsistent views of the data. Concurrency control

in a future TACS database system must provide protection from lost

updates and inconsistencies without degrading system performance.

Query Processing:

Query processors are the software modules which respond to user

requests (queries) for data or information. The required data may

reside at the query site (local query) or it may be distributed over one

or more other sites in the network (remote query). In light of design

"" constraint 1, as stated on page 2, local queries are expected to be for

more common than remote queries. The initialization and recovery

"systems will require the ability to query other local databases and

remote querying will be necessary to ensure data consistency and

completeness. Thus, some capability for remote querying is necessary,

*' for initialization, recovery, consistency and for the occasional

user-issued ad-hoc remote nuery 1217. The query processor must be able

* " to answer the users request in a transparent fashion whether the data is

local or remote. That is, the user must not be required to know where

the data is located in order to query that data.

a Commitment:

The fundamental function of a database management system is to

carry out transactions. Transactions are atomic units of work in the

S.'" sense that they are the smallest independent units of activity waking up

database applications. Transactions are all-or-nothing propositions.

Their effect on the system should be as if they executed either in total

or else not at all. Transactions involving more than one resource

- manager (such as high-command information dissemination) require two

phase commitment procedures. In the first phase each resource manager

Ji_ must report a "ready to commit" message to the transaction coordinator.

If all resource managers report "yes", then in the second phase, the

coordinator issues a "commit" command; otherwise the coordinator issues

"a "rollback" command. Due to the stringent time constraints on much of

"the TACS data, commitment procedures will need to be very efficient.

.* III. REPLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Efficient methods for replicating and distributing data are needed 4

in a distributed information system serving well-structured military
2command and control (C ) functions where the loss of elements must be

anticipated. The class of replication methods below contains all
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methods consistent with the principles stated on page 2 of this

proposal. Principle 1 and 2, restated below, are the most pertinent to

the data replication issue.

PRINCIPLE 1
All data needed by a site to perform its C2 function (or any future
"functional assignment) snould be sent to that site as soon as
possible after it enters the system (full data replication).

PRINCIPLE 2
The automated data replication method shoull in no way limit the
"commander's flexibility with respect to Clfunction assignments.
The data replication site issue and the C -element backup site
issue will be kept separate.

These two requirements were postulated as a setting for this

analysis based on many discussions with knowledgeable Air Force

personnel.

"The phrase replication configuration will be used for a choice of

data backup sites (primary, secondary, ... ) for each site in the system.

Following the first principle stated above, the data backup chain for

each given site will be defined to consists of an ordering or chaining

of all other sites in the system, where the first site in the chain is

designated as the primary data backup site, the second is designated as

* the secondary backup site, etc.

SA priority assignment method will be used to assist the network in

queueing the data for transport. The details of this priority method

will not be treated here, except to say that data being replicated to

primary data backup sites is high priority, while data being replicr*ed

to lower level data backup sites is somewhat lower priority and high

- priority data is pre-emptive in communication network queues. Also,

priorities will depend on the nature of the data as well as the

destination. This priority method will allow the data backup process to

use network idle time to advantage in extending data backup chains

without adversely affecting the transmission time of high priority data.V . It still may be deemed unnecessary in some instances to have a complete

chain of data backup sites. In such instances the full chain can be

truncated at the appropriate depth.
::•It may be desirable to assign the same priority to more than one

site (particularly in light of principle 2 above). That is, several

sites could be designated as co-primary data backups (co-secondary data

backups, etc.). To allow for this generality, we consider the chain of

data backups for a site, a, in a system with sites, N={a,b,...) to be a

sequence of subsets N 1,a, N20,... . where N1,a is the set of primary
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data backups for a, N2 is the set of secondary data backups for a,

etc.

The following is a more formal treatment of the replication issue

in which replication configurations are characterized using product

functions.

Given sets N and M, the notation N*M will be used to represent the

subset of the Cartesian product with the diagonal removed. For instance

if N = (a,b} and M = [a,c), tnen NMM = (a,c) (b,a) (bc) ). A

replication configuration for a system with sites Nzta,b,... can be

represented as a function, f, from NON to the positive real numbers, R+,

in the following sense.

A function f:N*N---R+ represents a replication configuration if for

each site, a,

N ,a N2,a N3,at ...

is the data backup chain for a, where N (b in N f(a,b)
1,a

min(f({al*N)) } N2 ,a = [b in N 1 f(a3b) z min(f({al*(N-NI a)) I r
The function f canonically represents the replication configuration if f

assigns the value 1 to all primary backups, the number 2 to all

secondary backups, etc.

It can be shown that these canonical functions characterize all

replication configurations in the sense that every replication L
configuration is represented by one canonical function and each

canonical function represents a unique replication configuration.

(Recall that replication configurations with depths of 1 or 2 etc, can

be derived from these by truncation.)
This fact 1 follows from the consideration that, given a..,

replication configuration, the function which assigns 1 to all primary

data backup sites, ? to all secondary data backup sites, 3 to all third

"level data backup sites, etc., is canonical and that any canonical

function, f, prescribes a replication configuration where the chain for

site, a, is

N N ,N N1,a, 2,a, 3,a. rNax(f),a

(the sets Ni,a are defined above).

Non-canonical functions can be used to define configurations just

as well as canonical functions; however the correspondence is no longer P
one-to-one. This fact is used below to define configurations from ,

standard functions (such as distance).
V-.

PHYSICAL DISTANCE METHOD: Physical distance can be used to generate a'L :.

replication configuration, as shown in figure 1. The function is

115-9 9
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f(a,b):SQRT( (a -b + (a b ), where the position of site a is

(al,a 2 ) in some Cartesian coordinate system. This configuration

provides a separate data backup chain for each site.

a b ab

d *0 d 0

backup chain for site a backup chain for site b

using physical distance using physical distance

Figure 1

The question of data backup load was studied using analytic and

statistical techniques. From analytic considerations, one can conclude

"that the expected number of sites for which a given site will be primary

data backup is 1 and the maximum number of sites for which a given site

will be primary data backup is 5. Using Monte Carlo techniques, the

"distribution of primary data backup loads was simulated. A graph of the

results of this study is shown in Appendix A.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PHYSICAL DISTANCE METHOD:

1. Data backup sites are close to the backed up site itself.
Therefore, for sites with area based responsibilities, the backup
data could be expected to extend and enhance the resident data. In
that sense it will tend to enhance the information content of the
resident data.

2. The method will be robust under C2 -element moves over short
distances, since such moves will only slightly alter the physical
"distance basis.

3. Backup loads are quite evenly distributed among the sites. Figure 4
shows the expected percentagec of sites serving as primary backup
"for zero other sites, one other site, etc. The study was done using

* a Monte Carlo simulation.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE PHYSICAL DISTANCE METHOD:

1. The data backup capability is vulnerable to corridor attacks, due to ,
physical proximity.

RECIPROCAL OF DISTANCE METHOD: Reciprocal of distance may be used, as

in Figure 2. In this method, the function is f(a,b) x 1/physical

distance.
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ab ab

c "-

"d d
,'•'e e

backup chain for site a backup chain for site b
"using reciprocal of distance using reciprocal of distance

Figure 2

ADVANTAGES OF THE RECIPROCAL OF DISTANCE METHOD:

"1. The data backup capability is immune to corridor attacks, since data
backups are far removed from the site~which ia being backed up.

2. The method will be robust under C -element moves over short
distances, since such moves will only slightly alter physical
distance and therefore change the reciprocal distance basis function
only slightly.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE RECIPROCAL OF DISTANCE METHOD:

1. Data backup sites are chosen in inverse relationship to proximity.
Thus, the replication process will require more communication
"resources.

CIRCULAR CHAIN METHOD: A circular chain may be used to designate backup

sites. This method involves an enumeration of the sites N z (al, a2 ,

. according to an appropriate scheme (distance from a fixed point or

random enumeration, etc.). A closed chain is defined using that 4

enumeration. Technically, the function is f(aipaj) (J-i)mod(n).

a b a b

Sd d

"e e

backup chain for site a backup chain for site b
using enumeration a,c,b,d,e using enumeration a,c,b,d,e

Figure 3

ADVANTAGES OF CIRCULAR CHAIN METHOD:

1. The configuration is easily tuneable via the enumeration choice.
2. The class of configurations provide maximum distribution of backup

loads, in the sense that each site is primary data backup for
exactly one other site, each is secondary data backup for exactly

"115-11
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ones etc.
3. The data transport priority scheme can be much simpler under this i

replication configuration method, since each site could send data to
the next site on the chain as it receives the data itself, without
the necessity of considering other issues. Thus, the priority
"scheme might depend only upon the nature of the data itself.

4. In the event of site loss, the reconfiguration is automated and
immediate (the chain closes).

-.4

DISADVANTAGES OF CIRCULAR CHAIN METHOD: 0

1. It may prove too simplistic for future needs.
RANDOM METHOD: Backup selection may be done at random. The function,
f(a,b), would involve random generation of a positive number for each

3 pair, (a,b). This could be done allowing or disallowing two pairs to

have the same number.

ADVANTAGES OF RANDOM METHOD:

* 1. The methoo would be difficult for the enemy to decipher.
DISADVANTAGES OF RANDOM MFTHOD:

1. There would be no control over such issues as backup loads, corridor
immunity, etc.

TRUNCATED METHODS: Primary-only and primary-secondary backups are
generated using each of the functions above. These methods are included

in this study for comparison purposes.
A systematic evaluation of these and other alternatives is needed.

There are many characteristics whiah need to be evaluated. One of the

most critical is survivability. ._

IV. INITIALIZATION AND RECOVERY
At least one view of a future TACS 19 involves the following

concepts:
1. The C2 elements are mobile.
2. Each element contains part of the distributed database.
3. The communication network is separate; the C2 element drives up and

plugs in to a communication node.

In this view, at least, parts of the database will be separated

"from the whole while the C2 element drives to its location. Those parts

of the database will miss updates in the interim. Upon plugging in,

"they must be treated as candidates for either site initialization or

recovery. Wartime attrition will lead to other situations where

"recovery is necessary; for example, the communication node into which

the element is plugged might be lost, forcing the element to move to

another.

A method for handling database site initialization and recovery has
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been described by others1. The necessary information is transferred as

a very large database transaction, under the system's usual method of

concurrency control. This tidy solution can probably be used for all

but the most perishable data, provided the concurrency control method is

carefully designed to maximize responsiveness (see next section).

The problems implicit in handling very perishable data should be

addressed. Such information as air surveillance may be worthless

several minutes after it is generated. A tactical air control system

must deal with some information that has an expected useful lifetime of

a few seconds. Normal distributed database methods may or may not be

sufficiently responsive. If not, alternative approaches shoulu be

investigated.

V. CONCURRENCY CONTROL

Concurrency control consist of a set of rules and procedures which,

in a multiuser system (such as a TACS database), guarantee a given user

non-interference by other concurrent users. Most database systems use

some form of "locking" for concurrency control. A lock on a data unit

is a "pass" granted one transaction that renders the unit "off limits"

to other concurrent transactions that might interfere. Within the

system each user transaction is handled by a transaction manager (TM).

A lock is requested by a transaction manager from a lock manager. A

requesting transaction manager is either granted or denied the lock by .

the lock manager. A TM owning a lock, releases it when finished with

the unit. A common method for synchronizing this activity within a

transaction is two phase locking1 0 . Two phase locking (2PL) requires

that all locks be acquired before any are released.

When conflicting lock requests are made on behalf of concurrent

transactions, a protocol within the system must arbitrate in such a way

that each transactions in turn gets the lockable unit (deadlocks in

which both wait forever must be avoided or resolved). Many concurrency k
control nethods exist to handle this arbitration (for a sLrvey, see 8

A common application in a future TACS database system would involve

the generation of composite or ,iammary information using many items of

raw data. Such a transaction would require locks on a set of lockable

units but in no particular order (set of requests rather than a

sequence). Much time can ie lost if a lock is requested for a unit

which is not available, forcing the transaction to become blocked .*

(execution suspended) waiting for that lock while other needed locks are

available. Since much of the TACS data is very perishable, these delaye
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would be intolerable.

New methods for handling set lock requests were formulated and

"tested during the second half of the SFRP effort. The rest of this

section contains a description of this work. First, the methods are
described. Next, the Concurrency Control Simulation evaluator is

described. Finally, simulator results are presented. -

MNEW LOCK MANAGERS

The system is assumed to employ locks for concurrency control and a

deadlock detection method which will eventually allow a transaction to

complete, even in the face of repeated deadlocks. The following lock

managers (LMs) were defined:

LMO accepts lock requests from transaction managers (THs), queu6s

requests to locked units, responds to the request only when lock becomes

available to the requesting TM. Thus, with LMO, TMs are blocked (from

further processing) while waiting for LMO to respond and che lock comes

with the response. This is the standard method of lock management8.

LM1 is a new lock management technique which has two lock request
)* 4

entry points: one blocking and one non-blocking. The blocking request

is as in LMO. The non-blocking request returns True or False, depending

on whether the lock is presently available.

Function LMl(Lockable-unit ID, Lock-level, Transaction ID): Boolean;
Begin

If Lockable unit ID is available at Lock level then begin; 9
"Record rlock for Transaction ID;

End ;z True• . End

Else LM1 :3 False
End;

LM2 goes one step further. If the lock is not available, the

transaction is entered into its queue.

Function LM2(LockableunitID, Lock_level, TransactionID): Boolean;
Begin

If Lockable unit ID already locked by Transaction ID 1.1"or is avaifable at Lock level then begin
Record lock for Transaction ID;
LM2 ;. True

* - End
Else Begin

If TransactionID not in Lockable unitID queue then
"place TransactionjID in Lockable unit -ID queue;

"* 4LM2 :a False
End;

LM3 is constructed so that it can be given a list of requests and

instructed to unblock the transaction and return the lockable unit's ID
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when any of the lockable units become available.

.LM3 has three entry points: LM31 for nonblocking requests, L.3W for
multiple blocking requests, and LM3R for releasing locks (the release

portions of LM,0 LM1 and LM2 were omitted due to simplicity). LM3

generates a blockin: request list as it receives unsuccessful

nonblocking requests.

Function LM3(Lockable unitID, Lock level, Transaction ID): Boolean;
Begin

If Lockable unit ID is locked by Transaction ID
or is available at Lock level then begin;

Record lock for Transaction ID;
LM3 ;= True

End
Else Begin

If TransactionID is not in Lockable unitID queue then
place TransactionID in Lockable-unit ID queue;
If or-list for Transaction ID doesn't exist then

create an or-list for Transaction ID;
Insert Lockable unitID in or-list;
LM2 := False

"End
End;

Function LM3W(TransactionID): Lockableunit ID type;
"Begin

If or-list is empty or non-existent then LM3W := error
Else If no lock in the or-list is available then begin

Block TransactionID;
Dispatch another transaction

End
Else begin

Select an awarded lock;
Remove that lock from the or-list;
.LM3W := Lockable unit _D

End
End;

"Procedure LM3R(LockableunitID);
Begin

If Lockable unit ID's queue is nonempty then begin
Award the lock to a transaction from the queue;

If transaction is waiting then begin
Remove that lock from the or-list;

* Place the Lockable unit ID where the transaction
-" expects a return value from LM3R;

"Unblock the transaction
. End

End
End;

TRANSACTION MANAGERS

. A transaction manager (TM) is an entity that interprets high-level

* queries by issuing lower-level requests, including negotiations with the
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"lock manager. Transaction manager 0 (TMO) below show the usual way a

transaction manager deals with a set request:

Begin
For £ :* 0 to n do begin

LMO(D , Lock.level, Trans ID);iii•21 SaProce1s Dt

End
End;

It is possible to propose many TMs that use LN1 and LM2. One

approach would be to make no blocking requests at all, but to make

non-blocking requests for each unprocessed unit in turn until all have

been processed. This would involve busy waiting: it never blocks but

sometimes will find no locks available; the wait involves successive

unsuccessful calls on the lock manager. A busy deadlock is also

possible: T holds a lock on D1 and requests one on D2 ; T2 holds a lock

"on D2 and requests one on D1 ; each pesters the lock manager.

There is no guarantee of successful completion with unlimited

* "non-blocking requests. There must be an upper limit on the number of

-* -non-blocking requests made between blocking requests. TM1 makes

blocking requests only when an entire pass through the lockable units

with non-blocking requests finds none available.

TM1:

Begin
While unprocessed units remain do begin

Repeat process list using non-blocking requests

Until a pass through the list finds all units locked;
If at least one unprocessed unit remains then

pick an unprocessed unit and make a blocking reques3. for it
End

End;

TM2 below makes one pass through the list of lockable units (LUs)

using non-blocking requests and then arbitrarily selects an unprocessed

LU to wait for. These two processes are alternated until no LUs remain

unprocessed. It differs from TM1 in that it never makes multiple

consecutive non-blocking passes through the list before making a

blocking request.

"TM2:
.0 Begin

"While unprocessed LUs remain do begin
"process list of LUs using non-blocking requests;
If at least one unprocessed LU remains then

"pick an unprocessed LU and make blocking request
* End

End;
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As the simulation data shows, cutting down on the number of non-blocking

requests relative to the blocking requests seems to hurt performance.

TM3 is proposed to improve that ratio:

TM3:
"Begin

Process list of LUs using non-blocking requests;
Process list of LUs using blocking requests

End;

LM3 would be used with a simple transaction manager, TM4:

Begin
Make pass through list using LM3I;
While at least one unprocessed unit remains do

Process (LM3W(Transaction ID))
End

CONCURRENCY CONTROL METHOD EVALUATOR

"A program was written in Pascal to simu) ate a small part of the

database system in order to obtain a comparison of the new transaction

and lock managers. The new transaction and lock managers do not improve

the correctness of the database management system, only the performance.

Estimates of that performance will help determine the relative worth of

Sthe various methods. The simulation employs Monte Carlo techniques in

order to produce reasonable answers in reasonable time.

*: Performance evalution involved system performance (speed) and did

,'- not attempt to include considerations of survivability and robustness

under external changes. This seems justified in light of the assumption

that concurrency control is applied as locally as possible. Thus, the

concurrency control method choice can be made to have little or no

effect on the survivability and robustness of the system.

The simulation assumes a transaction exists which needs locks on a

number of lockable units (LUs). Each LU has associated with it a delay

time, the amount of time it will take the transaction to process the

unit once it gets a lock. The time required to acquire an available

- lock is taken as the time unit. The transaction will find certain LUs

available at certain times but not at others. For each LU, the program

randomly generates intervals in the future during which the LU would be

_O unavailable (locked by another TM) ir the absence of the transaction

"under consideration. Queue.3 of fairly stable length tend to form

waiting for high activity LUs. Such 4ueues are randomly generated as

* well.

"Thus, the input to the simulation consists of a column of lockable
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unit numbers (1,2,...,n); a column of LU processing delay numbers (3 to

15 time units); zero or more randomly generated intervals of

"unavailab.lity listed under the Activity columns; and randomly placed

fixed length queues listed under the Activity columns (0 - 65 indicates

"a queue of fixed length 65 will always exist for this LU).

"" The program simulates the actual execution of a transaction in the

activity environment described above and calculates the total time that

"the transaction will have to be active under the various combinations of

"Lock Managers and Transaction Managers. In addition to the Time Active

. "column, there is a column indicating the total number of lock requests

that were made. A lock request takes system time which affects the

overall system performance, but is not reflected in the Time Active

column. Therefore a column labeled Evaluation, which shows the Time
2active multiplied by 1 + (number of additional lock requests) is

included to give a composite evaluation of performance.

The first row of the output table is labeled "Optimal". A

carefully pruned tree search of all possibilities was used to produce a

crystal-ball calculation of the minimun time active, given full

knowledge of the unavailability intervals and queues. Since the

unavailability intervals were known, no additiohal lock requests were

made. Thus, the Evaluation of Optimal equals the minimum time active.

The final columr expresses the Evaluation in ratio with the optimal

Evaluation.

Appendix B contains the average results of several runs of the

simulation for several sizes of transactions at a moderate activity

density.

No combination of transaction and lock managers has enough

information to achieve optimal performance. It was possible to simulate

optimality only because all conflicts were known in advance. TM4/LM3

*_O achieved the best performance in the simulation, but might prove

difficult to implement. TM3/LM2 performed almost as well as ThM/LM3 and

might constitute a good practical choice.
The TACS Database System might be designed to use different

transaction managers in different circumstances. TMO might be used to

reduce the CPU time consumed in lock requests when there is little

database activity, and a different manager used to improve response time

when activity is heavier.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Evaluation of design alternatives in all six if the areas detailed
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in Section II should be a major part of a future research effort.

Programs similar in nature to the Distributed Operations Survivability

Evaluator13 and Concurrency Control Simulation (described above) should

be designed to compare alternatives with respect to:

1. Survivability under attack
2. Robustness under external changes
3. Efficiency and processing speed
4. Appropriateness for future TACS databases (adherence to the

principles listed in section II)

For example, a Data Backup Survivability Evaluator should be

cesigned to estimate surviving Mission-Operational-Capacity following a

series of simulated attacks. The method of data replication would be

varied from one run of the simulation to another. The results of the

series of simulations would provide a basis for preliminary evaluation

of the theoretical advantages and disadvantages listed in section III.

The special problems of perishable data should be addressed early.0
We recognize the possibility of the emergence of a system that cannot be

made to perform adequately. Again, simulations should help.

UI
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APPENDIX B
AVERAGE RESULTS OF CONCURRENCY CONTROL SIMULATION WITH MEDIUM ACTIVITY

Parameters Probability Mean Std. Dev.

Potential conflicts 0.010 150 50
Queues 0.100 250 80 4

Averages for 5 lockable units:
TTM LM Time Active Lock Requests Evaluation Eval/OptEval
Optimal 183.5 5.0 183.50 1.000

0 0 259.0 5.0 259.00 1.411
1 1 254.0 8.3 361.32 1.969
1 2 192.9 8.1 264.61 1.442
"2 1 253.4 6.9 291.88 1.591
2 2 192.9 6.8 217.84 1.187
3 1 252.8 6.3 269.84 1.470
3 2 192.9 6.3 205.89 1.122
4 3 190.8 6.3 203.70 1.110

Averages for 10 lockable units: ,.
TM LM Time Active Lock Requests Evaluation Eval/OptEval
Optimal 207.6 10.0 207.55 1.000

0 0 427.3 10.0 427.25 2.059
1 1 382.5 15.5 498.21 2.400

243.2 15.1 305.22 1.471
2 1 381.0 13.1 418.86 2.018
2 2 244.9 12.8 263.42 1.269
3 1 381.0 12.3 401.10 1.933
3 2 245.9 12.3 258.91 1.247
4 3 236.1 12.3 248.54 1.197

"Averages for 15 lockable units:
TM LM Time Active Lock Requests Evaluation Eval/OptEval
Optimal 257.1 15.0 257.10 1.000

0 0 586.2 15.0 586.20 2.280
1 1 486.4 22.3 599.97 2.334
1 2 303.1 21.7 363.57 1.414
2 1 484.0 19.3 52'-.91 2.034 r"
2 2 305.0 18.9 325.04 1.264 4

3 1 491.0 17.6 506.32 1.969
3 2 306.3 17.6 315.81 1.228
4 3 298.0 17.6 307.30 1.195

Averages for 20 lockable units:
TM LM Time Active Lock Requests Evaluation Eval/OptEval
Optimal 299.0 20.0 299.00 1.000

0 0 845.0 20.0 845.05 2.826
1 663.0 29.7 819.02 2.739

1 2 383.8 28.4 451.50 1.510
2 1 660.8 26.3 725.39 2.426
2 2 385.5 25.5 415.13 1.388
"3 1 661.2 24.0 686.99 2.298
3 2 390.4 24.0 405.58 1.356
4 3 380.5 24.0 395.29 1.322
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HAMAN UECTROSCOP OF GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS FROM BOVINE CORNEA

by"

"Boake L. Plessy

"Structural changes which may occur in the e•

glycosaminoglycans of cornea with development, maturation,

and senescence were investigated using laser Raman

spectroscopy. Keratan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate were

extracted from bovine cornea after proteolytic digestion and

fractionated on a ECTEOLA cellulose column. After

characterization of the isolated fractions, spectra were

obtained on a modified commercial Raman spectrophotometer

using the 514.5 nm, 488.0 nm, and 476.1 na lines of an argon

laser. Spectra were obtained with parallel and perpendicular

"polarization and on the Stoke's and anti-Stoke's lines.

Suggestions are made for changes in sample handling and

instrumentation to improve the quality of the spectra

obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have begun investigation into the structure of

corneal stroma by Laser Raman Spectroscopy in order to

develop a non-invasive probe to monitor both physiological

"changes and changes which occur on development, maturation,

and senescence as a result of structural changes in

constituent glycosaninoglycans.

Among the biological macromolecules, the proteoglyeans,

and particularly their polysaccharide sicechains, are of

special interest because of their apparent physiological

role. The primary role of these extracellular materials io

"structural in that they bind together cells and organs

However, since all substances passing from cell to cell pass

through this connective tissue, the composition and physical

Sstate, particularly of the hydrated matrix, is believed to be

an important influence in the metabolism of cells. The

matrix of the proteoglycan has been associated with

physiological processes such as control of electrolytes and

water in extracellular fluids, lubrication, calcification,

and wound healing.

In general, the proteoglycans consist of a protein-core

"whose corneal macromolecular structui.e is little known.

Glycosaminoglycan sidechains, eitoer keratan sulfate or pure

or sulfated chondroitin, are attached to this protein-core

"through 0-glycosidic or N-glycosidic bonds.
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The disaccharide repeating units of keratan sulfate and

""chondr7itln-4-ulfate are shown in Figures I and 2

" ~~respectively. 
.

o0o..

H H OH H H

H H H H

Figure 1. Keratan Sulfate

COO- CH20H

H H

H CH H 19H

CM3

Figure 2. Chondroitin-4-sulfate

The repeating unit of keratan sulfate is N,-

acetylglucosamine and galactose polymerized through 1-34- ,

glycosidic linkages with the glucosamine moiety sulfated in

the C-6 position. The repeating unit of chondroitin-4-

sulfate is composed of gluouronic acid bound to N-

acetylgalactosamine through 1-3 4 -glycosidic bonds and -a

polymerized through 1 -. 4 / -glyocosidic bonds. The

galactosamine moiety in cornea is either non-sulfated or

a 116-4
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sulfated in the C-4 position as shown. Keratan sulfate

constitutes about 675 of corneal glycoseminoglycana with pure

or sulfated chondroitin constituting the remainder in corneal

stroma. '•

Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of

using laser Raman spectroscopy as a structural probe in J
biophysical aspects of eye research (1,2). The success

achieved in the determination of sulfhydryl concentration

changes along the optical axis during aging suggests its use

in determining structural changes in corneal

glycosaminoglycans . No precedent for this study exists in

the biochemical literature although spectra of intact feline

cornea collagen have been reported (3).

Biological applications of Raman spectroscopy have

increased with the advent of reliable instrumentation, in

particular, laser sources. Raman spectroscopy offers several ..4

advantages over traditional methods in determining structural

characteristics of blomolecules. Spectra are amenable to

molecular-level interpretation with accessible lo1-frequency

* modes sensitive to conformational changes in the molecule.

Sample size requirements are small and spectra can be

obtained in the liquid or solid phase or in solution. There

is minimal interference by water in the spectral region from

2000-200 cm- and hence aqueous solutions of biological

systems may be studied. The primary disadvantage encountered
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in biological ysteMs is the Interference from fluorescent or

luminescent background which accompanies irradiation of

' biological systems with intense laser sources (4,5).

I%

The proteoglycans of corneal tissue play an important

role in the structural organizition of the cornea and

ultimately in its entire hydration characteristics and

transparency. These biological macromolecules are of

4 significance in the determination of the overall architecture

of the extracellular matrix and there is evidence of

variation of concentration of keratan sulfate-like components

of tissue with development, maturation, and senescence. This

study focused attention on the structure of proteoglycans and

their age related ohlnges. Specifically, the objectives

Tlwere:o f

r. To obtain the laser Raman spectra of extractede

proteoglycans and determine the groups responsible for

the spectral lines observed.N

2. To develop techniques for the determination of spectra

for the intact cornea.

3. To use Raman spectroscopy as a non-invasive s'ructural

probe to elucidate changes in proteoglycan nature and

concentration in cornea as a function of age.

This study began with extensive literature searches on
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the age related changes in cornaal proteoglycans and on the

Raman spectroscopy of proteoglycans or glycosaminoglycans.

Neither problem had been previously reported in the

literature. Therefore, extraction and characterization of

glycosaminoglycans from cornea proceeded. It was anticipated

that upon successful determination of Raman spectra and

assignment of the spectral lines, the expertise of the

laboratory in determining laser Raman spectra on intact

animal lens would be used to develop similar techniques on

bovine cornea, the ultimate goal being to develop laser Raman

"spectroscopy as a probe for studying age-related changes in

corneal proteoglycans.

,.III . Ktri. m and Methods

The glycosaminoglycans were isolated and measured using

"methods which have been previously described in detail in

earlier papers (6,7). In brief 'ovine cornea were excised

at the slaughterhouse less than one hour post-mortem. After

removing any residual sclera, the cornea were stored at -70 0 C

until use. Fifty-one thawed cornea were cut into small pieces

"and suspended in 200 ml of 0.1M phosphate buffer with EDTA

S--and 1-cysteine HCI added to a final concentration of 0.005M

and adjusted to pH 6.5. The material was proteolytically

digested with 360 mg of papain at 65 0 C for four hours with

, - stirring. A small amount of insoluble residue was removed by
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centrifugation at 7000 x g for 30 minutes and discarded. The

clear supernatant was adjusted to 5% in sodium acetate and

the glyoosaminoglyoans precipitated by the addition of 5

volumes of 95$ ethanol. The precipitate was harvested by

centrifugation and redissolved in 125 ml of water.

ECTEOLA cellulose (Sigma Chemical Co.) was prepared by

washing with 1N sodium hydroxide, 1N hydrochloric acid, and

water. A column 2 cm x 30 cm was gravity packed with an

aqueous suspension of the prepared ECTEOLA.

The solution containing the corneal extract was applied

directly to this column and washed in with one bed volume of

water. The column was eluted with two bed volumes 0.02M1

hydrochloric acid, 0.3M hydrochloric acid and 2M sodium

chloride at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/minute in sequence at room

temperature. The appearance of glycosaminoglycans was

monitored by layering 95$ ethanol on the eluate. A

precipitate at the interface indicated the presence of the

desired material. The water and 0.02 H hydrochloric acid

eluates were subsequently rechromatographed with a similar

procedure with 2M ammonium formate replacing the 0.3M

hydrochloric acid in the elution.

Glycosaminoglycans were obtained from solution by

"alcohol precipitation. The column eluates were adjusted to

2.5% in sodium acetate and 5 volumes of 95% ethanol was

added. After standing overnight at room temperature, the
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precipitate was harvested by centrifugation, washed with 95%

alcohol and air dried.

The hexose content of the extracted glycosaminoglycans

was determined by anthrone (8). Glucose served as the

standard. Uronic acid content was determined by a modified

carbazole reaction (9) with D-glucuronic acid lactone serving

as standard. Total hexosamine content was obtained by a

modified Elson-Morgon test after hydrolysis of the sample in

6N hydrochloric acid in sealed tubes at 95 0 C for six hours

(10).

Spectra were recorded on a Varian Model 82 Laser Raman

Spectrophotometer equipped with a triple grating

monochromator. The excitation source was a Spectra Physics

Model 164 Argon laser equipped with a Spectra Physicr Model

265 Exciter. Wavelengths available were 514.5 nm, 488.0 nm,

and 476.5 nm. The Raman lines were detected by photon

counting using a Thorn Emi Gencom Model Fact-50 MKIII

photomultiplier cooled to -25.5 0 C and powered with a Emi

Gencom Model 3000R powe,' supply. The analog output from a C-

10 photon counter ( Thorn Emi Gencom) was recorded on a

"Hewlett-Packard x-y recorder. The x input was obtained from

a 5k precision potentiometer mechanically coupled to the

monochromator and powered by a variable DC voltage supply
a

with 0-5V covering a 2000 cm- range, selectable from 0-2000

cm 1 or 2000 - 4000 cn-. Spectra were recorded with reduced

" 116-9
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ambient room light to reduce dark current count. The

speotrophotometer was equipped for parallel or perpendicular

polarization with an optical polarization scrambler

available. Samples were run in either a lcm x 2cm x 4cm

rectangular cell or in a cylindrical cell of approximately

2.7 mm I.D. x 3 cam.

IV. D.ISCUSSION

The ECTEOLA chromatography of the glycosaminoglycans

Sfrom corneal tissue resulted in two fractions. The

analytical data on each is given in Table 1.

Table 1.

Eluate 2M Formate 2M Chloride

Hexose, % 10.8 29.1

Hexuronic acid, % 26.8 <1

*.exosamine, % 27.5 26.8

Hexose/Hexosaminef 0.38 1.07

Hexuý'onic acid/Hexosaminet 0.90

Hexose/Hexuronic acid# 0.43

Yield, mg 163 140

" Molar ratio

The ECTEOLA technique does not give complete separation

of glucosaminoglycans from galactosaminoglycans. However,

over 80% of the total glucosaminoglycans is recovered in the

"116-10
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2H sodium chloride fraction. Since only two eluting

solutions were used, the 2.0M ammonium formate eluted

carbazole positive chondroitin-4-sulfate and mixed

ahondroitin and keratan sulfates in the earlier stages of the

chromatography while the 2.0H sodium chloride solution

yielded essentially pure keratan sulfate in the latter stages

as expected. This is indicated by the molar ratio of hexose

to hexosamine of unity and the absence of significant

carbazole positive material in the fraction.

The major changes expected in the structure in the

"corneal proteoglycan during development and aging are in the

"size and glycosaminoglycan composition. Although the

information on age related changes in corneal keratan sulfate

is limited, there is ample evidence from other tissues to

warrant a detailed study on this species. Moreover, recent

studies on rabbit cornea indicate that there are changes in

the relative distribution of the glycosaminoglycan components

"as a function of age. The ratio of non-uronic acid

"containing glycosaminoglycans (keratan sulfate) to the uronic

acid containing glycosaminoglycans decreased with age (11).

* ". Based on studies on human articular cartilage (12), the

.. following types of changes in glycosaminoglycans can be

anticipated with increasing age: increases or decreases in

0 content of the proteoglycan coupled with increases or

decreases in size; changes in the relative amounts of keratan

*m 116-11
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and chondroitin sulfates; increases or decreases in the

protein concentration relative to the glycosaminoglycan

content; change in the protein core with respect to amino

acid profile.

Raman spectra were initially attempted on aqueous

., solutions of the formate fraction and chloride fraction at

the 25 mM and 12.5 mM level respecttvely. In both cases,

strong background fluorescence was observed. Ultraviolet

spectra on each sample indicated intense UV absorption bands

LA at 260 nm and 220 nm. The bands are not characteristic of

Sthe polysaccharide structure attributed to the

glycosaminoglycans. Although fluorescent species have been

reported in cornea (13,14), it was concluded that the source

of the UV absorption and fluorescence was residual amino acid

remaining with the glycosaminoglycan subsequent to incomplete

"proteolytic digestion. Much of the remaining spectroscopy

was devoted to attempts to reduce this background

interference.

- Sample concentration was increasd to the 0.1M level in

order to overcome the effects of the fluorescent background.

A cylindrical cell which would accommodate 0.5 ml of

solution was constructed and an eightfold increase in

" intensity was anticipated. The improvement in the spectra

were minimal. Additionally, laser excitation wavelengths were

V.- varied in order to move away from the excitation wavelength

"116-12
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J. for fluorescence. The wavelengths available other than than

"514.5 nm were 488.0 nm and 476.5 nm. In both cases, there

was only minimal improvement in the quality of the spectra

obtained. Several other techniques were incorporated with

varying degrees of success. Samples were run under

conditions of both parallel and perpendicular polarization.

Polarization reduced the level of flucrescence background but

the low signal to noise ratio made interpretation of the

spectra difficult. Several runs were mad? at increased laser

power (25 amps current) with a corresponding reduction in

slit width (2 cm-'). Anti-stokes Raman spectra, which are

.''. unaffected by the intense luminescent background, were also

"' run. The best spectra were obtained under the following

conditions: The excitation wavelength was 488.0 nm and the

"spectra were obtained with parallel polarization. The

spectra were obtained with a laser current of 25 amps and the

slit width was 2 cm" 1 . The spectral region scanned was 2000

cm"I to 4000 cm". Under these conditions, a distinct Raman

line could be observed at 2940 cm" 1 . Preliminary assignment

would attribute this band to either C-H or N-H vibrations,

both of which are part of the glycosaminog'ycan structure.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the original objectives of the project were not

completely met, hindsight indicates that these objectives

116-13
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were ambitious and would be better served in a project of

longer duration. It has become clear that the ideas advanced

have sound scientific basis and serve an area of interest for

Air Force research. There are several areas which should

be explored as a follow-on to this work. First, although it

is desirable to obtain spectra on the isolated

glycosaminoglycans, this approach is not necessarily a

prerequisite to determination of proteoglycan changes in

intact cornea and since it has been demonstrated that. spectra

can be obtained on these cornea, work in that area should

proceed. Secondly, it has been documented that the

extraction of glycosaminoglycans can be achieved without

significant residual amino acids. These methods should be

explored so as to minimize interference from luminescent

materials. The argon laser source should be replaced by a

krypton laser source as the 647.1 nm line does not excite the

intense fluorescence associated with the 514.5 nm line.

Third, since the glycosaminoglycans form transparent films or

"pellets when dried in vacuo, solid sampling should be

explored as an alternative to produce optimal sample

concentration and reduce any interference from water..-7

Finally, since a study will begin at the author's

laboratory on age related changes in rat cornea, I recommend

6• continued colloboration between the School of Aerospace

Medicine and the investigator.
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STUDY OF CONTROL MIXER CONCEPT

FOR RECONFIGURABLE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

by

"Kuldip S. Rattan

ABSTRACT

Reconfiguration of flight control law after effector failure is

studied in this effort. The objective of this research is to evaluate

the control mixer concept which utilizes generalized inverse to

distribute control authority among the remaining effectors after

failure. The unmanned research vehicle (URV) was selected as a test bed

for evaluating this concept. A mathematical model containing split

* surfaces and linearized equationi of motion fýr coupled longitudinal and

S.lateral-direction axes is developed. Control mixer gain matrices were

obtained for failed surfaces. Comparison of the unimpaired and

"reconfigured aircraft were performed using the Continuous System Modeling

Program (CSMP) Difficulties encountered with the generalized inverse

I based control mixer concept are discussed and recommendations for further

research in the area are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION;

Present aircrafts which employ fly-by-wire (FBW) closed-loop flight

control systems (FCS) are primarily designed with control laws that

require each element of the control loop to perform properly. The

control laws will cope with some failures, but with a reduced level of

performance. These control laws e&e not very efficient to exploit the

resulting control power if a primary surface becomes inoperative due to

combat damage or mechanical failure. Stringent safety-of-flight

reliability standards imposed on FCS's have resulted in the addition of

extensive redundant hardware in aircrafts. The extra hardware results in

considerable additional cost and reduces the mean time between

maintenance actions. Most aircrafts have redundant control effectors and

excess control power (present for performance reasons) which provide an

alternative to adding redundant hardware through distributing the forces

"and moments of the failed surface to the remaining healthy control

surfaces. Reconfiguration utilizes the existing redundancy in producing

the generalized forces and moments acting on the aircraft, rather than

the brute force approach of adding redundancy in actuator and servo

hardware to ensure the operation of the effectors after failure and

damage. This approach significantly increases the FCS survivability,

while simultaneously reducing support requirements.

Reconfiguration of flight control law after effector failure is

studied in this effort. The objective of this research is to evaluate

the control mixer concept which utilizes the generalized inverse to

distribute control authority among the remaining effectors after

"failure. The unmanned research vehicle (URV) was selected as a test bed

for evaluating this concept. The URV,XB4M-106, is an experimental

aircraft developed by AFALL/FIGL to study flight control concepts. The

"URV, ae opposed to a manned full scale effort, provide a low risk low cost

test bed for research in reconfigurable flight control concepts.

The available mathematical model of the URV consisted of decoupled

longitudinal and lateral-directional linearized equations. This model

did not include split surfaces. Only differential ailerons, collective

elevator, and rudder were available. In order to apply the control mixer

concept to the URV, the existing model was modified for coupled

longitudinal and lateral-directional linearized equations of motion. The
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modified model included split elevator and ailerons surface effectors.

Using the control effectiveness matrix of the URY and the control mixing

concept, new gain matrices were obtained for failed surfaces. Comparison

of the unimpaired and reconfigured aircraft were performed using the

Continuous System Modeling Program (CSNP).

1I. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research is to evaluate the control mixer

concept which utilizes the existing redundancy of control surfaces in

distributing the forces and moments of the failed surfaces to the

remaining healthy surfaces. The specific objectives are

(1) To develop an algorithm for determining the control mixer gain

matrix when number of outputs are greater than number of

control surfaces.

(2) To develop a mathematical model of the URV in state variable 4

form. The model should contain coupling between the -•

"longitudinal and lateral-directional axis and include split

surface effects.

(3) Computer simulation of the impaired and reconfigured airciaft

for failed surfaces.

(4) To identify problems and to find directions for future research.

III. CONTROL RECONFIGURATION ALGORITHM DESIGN

The block diagram of the existing and reconfigurable flight control

systems are shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The objective of this section is

"to investigate the control reconfiguration algorithm proposed by General
Electric, 1 and to obtain the control mixer gain matrix for the impaired

KURV. The GE algorithm utilizes the impaired and unimpaired control

effectiveness matricea of the aircraft to produce the new gain matrix

through the generalized inverse. In this study it is assumed that when

the failure occurs, the surface is locked to the center position, i.e.,

the input to the aircraft from the failed surface is zero. Based on the

above information, the control reconfiguration algorithm computes a new

control mixer gain matrix which distributes the forces and moments of the
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failed surface to the remaining haalthy surfaces. Reconfiguration is

implemented as a gain-schedule algorithm. In the absence of control

,* surface failure, the servo commands are set equal to the commands of the

"unimpaired aircraft.

3.1 Control Mixer Gains

The linearized continuous aircraft state equatons of the unimpaired

*. aircraft are given by

j(t) A A x(t) + B 61(t) 1)

where K(t) is the aircraft state vector, 6(t) is the aircraft control

surface deflection vector and B is the control effectiveness matrix. Let *.

us suppose that there are a states and % control surfaces. Therefore A

* is a nxn matrix and B is a mn matrix. If the actuator dynamics are

"ignored, as in the GE report, the control surface deflection vector. 4

is given by

i(t) - K AM(t) (3.2)

"where u(t) is a pilot-plus FCS command vector. Assuming that the air-

craft dynamics remain the same, the component of j(t) due to control

inputs is given by

. u(t) a BK u(t) (3.3)"2-

where K is a control mixer gain matrix. For the unimpaired aircraft,

"eqn. (3.3) can be written as

•uo(t) - BKRoiU(t) (3.4)
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where B is the control effectiveness matrix and K is the control mixer
0 0

gain matrix for the unimpaired aircraft. When the aircrfat becomes

impaired, the control mixer gains must be altered and the state equatons

become,

il*lt) = DIKI q(t) (3.5)

- :where Bi is the control effectiveness matr.x and KI is the mixer gain

* "matrix for the impaired aircraft. It is desired that the rate of change

* • of aircraft states, x, for any input be unaffected by the impairment.

r Therefore

BIK I BooK (3.6)

Equation (3.6) provides a design algorithm to determine .he unknown gain

O matrix K . Solving eqn. (3.6)

K1 - S1BBoKo (3.7)

where B is the pseudcinverse of the matrix B1 and depends on:

Theorem 3.1:

If BIis a nonsingular matrix (no. of state equations equal to no. of

control variables), the solution of eqn. (3.7) is given by

O- K = B- 1 BoKo (3.8)

Theorem 3.2:
If BI is an mxn matrix (m>n i.e., no. of state equations is greater

than no. of control surfaces) of rank n. then the solution of ein. (3.6)

. that minimizes the sum of squares of error S r r, where r B BK-K 1 , -

is given by 2

K1 -' (B B a B K (3.9)
0 0

S.:
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STheorem 3.3:

If 3I is an mxn matrix (m<n. no. of state equations are less than

number of control surfaces), then the solution of eqn. (3.6) that

minimizes the norm of the deflection vector is given by

S T -1

T T 2 5

Since the matrix BTBD or BB is singular, Its inverse exists.

Although eqns. (3.8)-(3.10) provide the solution for the unknown gain

matrix, they do not address the important Issue of control limits. An

inherent property of pseudoinverse is to exploit excess degrees of

• freedom to minimize the sum of squares of error or norm of the deflection

vector. Weighted least square error or normalizatiot, of the deflection

by the physical limits provides a convenient method to addressing this

problem. The burden of desired control input Is distributed among the
remaining healthy surfaces, taking into account the actual authority of

-• each. This is done by modifying eqn. (3.7) as follows:

If a is an mxn matrix (m>n) of rank n, then the solution of eqn.

* wBoKo in the least square error sense Is given by

"". - VBoK (3.11)0 '

where w is a weighting matrix. Using the resu't of Theorem 3.2, eqn.

(3.11) can be written as

~T -. TI."K H)- (B IH-B B I H0oKo (3.12)

where H w v. But If i is an mxn matrix (m<n) of rank n, the solution

;-I of eqn. (3.7) which distributes the control input, taking into

c consideration the control limit, can be obtained by pre-normalizing B

"with a matrix, AUTH.

,i 4.
I AUTII(D1VAUTH) 8 0 K0  (3.13)}
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The AUTH matrix is a diagonal matrix and the diagonal elements represent

"the physical control surface deflection limits. Using the results of

" Theorem 3.3. we can write eqn. (3.13) as

K- H2 BT(B H2 8) TBKO (3.14)

"where H a AUTH.AUTHT.
2"It should be pointed out here that the control mixer approach does

not change the control structure that computes the deflection vector 6.

The advantage of this approach is its simplicity and seperation of

function. Hence controller design with no thought given to actuator

""failure can be combined with control mixer design discussed above.

* IV. Aircraft Model for URV

The original model of the URV developed by KBG Corporation contained

linearized equations decoupled along the longitudinal and lateral-

directional axes. The model did not split surfaces. In order to apply

the control mixer concept to the URV, the model had to be modified to

contain split surfaces and coupled longitudinal and lateral-directional

"equations. The modified model can achieve lateral-direction contml

"using longitudinal control surfaces and longitudinal control using

lateral-directional control surfaces. For example, using the 1aft and

right elevators differentially can produce a rolling moment. Also,

"aileron deflections in the same direction can produce a pitching moment.

.2' The ability to conrol the aircraft in this way is essential if the design

- - of effective reconfigured control laws is to be achieved. The aircraft

is modelled using five inputs and six outputs:

* 117-10-6 -. o
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InputsOutputs

Right Elevator (6oR) Angle of Attack (s)

Left Elevator (6e) Pitch Angle (8)

Right Aileron (4 R) Pitch Rate (q)

Left Aileron (6.0 Sideslip Angle (C)

Rudder (6r) Roll Angle (4)
Roll Rate (p)

Yaw Rate (r)

The linear perturbation equations used for this study were obtained

by linearizing the nonlinear equations about a nominal operating point.

The flight condition studied in this report is
CRUISE-MACH - 0.118 at 1500 ft d

Tables 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 provide some pertinent data of the URV

aircraft

TABLE 4-1
URV AIRCRAFT DATA

Fuselage Length 122 in
Q2

Wing Area 19.66 ft 2

Mean Aerodynamic Chord 1.66 ft

Weight 177.1 lb

Actual C.G. 9.3 in

Referenw- C.G. 8.99 in
*(mean aerodynamic chord)

117-11
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TABLE 4-2
"URV AERODYNAMIC DATA

Alitude 1500 ft
M( Mach) 0.118
U1 (velocity) 131.27 ft/sec

I (Roll mass moment of inertia) 11.18 slug-ft 2

-I

I (Pitch mass moment of inertia) 23.27 slug-ft 2

KY

I zz(yaw mass moment of inertia) 31.30 slug-ft 2

I Iz(vertical plane mass cross -1.66 slug-ft 2
product of inertia)

b (win& span) 11.92 ft
C (wing mean aerodynamic chord) 1.66 ft

q (dynamic pressure) 19.5943 ebs/ft 2

s (wing reference arls) 19.66 ft 2

TABLE 4-3
AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS IN THE STABILITY AXIS

&(deg) - 2.05

CL = 0.32 CI a -. Ob9 CD = 0.0642

__. 027 C 0.18

Side Force Yawing Zor'nt Rolling Moment
C:, .C )1 -. 0244 C( . 0.0026 Cj( ,. -. 00095

___(ae 1(-( ' ) 0 -.469

6.2.5 1 -1.oo1
•'" C I 1.2_

CE.(1) - 0.0 C..(- 1 ) --.001

praa praa

C7•rP .3, 028 1 J) .2

C ( 1 ) 00205 CnO 1 0 .00026 CI( 1  
-0.00023ya~e 3-9 3-1-- 3ee

C ( 1) 00 n 1-k) -- 00 Cp .6

)6 (egA 0.003 Cn~r Pegla - -0.0028 Ct (-aak) -0.0000
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Using the aerodynamic coefficients shown in Table 4-3. additional

stability derivatives were calculated to add split surface effects and

couple the longitudinal and lateral direction equations. These are shown

in Table 4-4.

,•" ~TABLE 4-4 ,
"ADDITIONAL AERODYIAMIC COEFFICIENTS WEEDED FOR COUPLED EQUATIONS

2a. (e•S) .00175

C1  1 -. 00175

Cn4 L6aL(318) - -. ooo5,

Ctd*L(ail- .009

'Ct~a(1) - -. 000593

Cn6*L(dei1-& 0

-0

C, •e,.( ) • ( -.-. 00175

• .-. C6eL-i-• 1 el) - -. 0185

The data of Tables 4-1 to 4-4, were used to obtain a model of t.-

URV in the state variable form which is liven by

i(t) a A x(t) 4- Bo6(t) (4.1)

"where

x(t) - (o o q p , p rT

"6(t) -=&eL &eR 6aL 6 aR 6r0T

C117.13
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"b.

-2.632 0 1 0 0 0 0

A- 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (4.2)

"-39.63 0 -3.382 0 0 0 0

-0 0 0 -. 7399 .2442 .00096 -. 9849

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

.. 0 0 0 -17.6 0 -8.94 3.16

0 0 0 22.09 0 .137 -2.05

.0073 .0073 -. 01 -. 01 0

0 0 0 0 0

"B0 = .5118 .5118 -. 0697 -. 0697 0 (4.3)

0 0 .00055 -. 00055 -. 00159

0 0 0 0

-. 2489 .2489 .7356 -. 7356 -. 0685

.0132 -. 0132 -. 0464 .0464 .1809

"",11
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V. SIMMuLATIO RESULTS

"The block diagram of the existing control law for the URV is shown in

Fig. 5.1. The transfer functions of the servo and rate sensor are given

by

. ,'p

servo . (5.1)

Rate sensor 50 (5.2)

s+ 0

The gains of the rate sensors and the vertical gyro, and the linkage

ratios are given in Table 5.1.

"TABLE 5.1

r Rate Sensor Gain

Yaw: 0.05
Pitch: 0.05
Roll: 0.025

Vertical Gyro Gain

Pitch: .0416 v/Osec
Roll: .0278 vl/sec

Linkage Ratio

Rudder: 1.8
Elevator: 5.63

"N Aileron: 3.60

t-4
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Th. model of the uEV developed in Chapter IV is verified before

adding the control mixer reconfiguration algorithm. Fig. 5.2 shows the

step response of the URV model (eqn. (4.1)) and FCS (Fig. 5.1). The

control system is designed to bo an uncoupled attitude controller and the

responses reflect elevator to pitch angle, aileron to roll angle andF -:

rudder to yaw rate. The step responses of the existing system were also

obtained and are also shown in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen from these plots

that the two responses match very closely.

The control mixer algorithm derived in chapter III was then used to -J
develop mixer gain matrices when the control surfaces are failed. The

gain matrix for the unimpaired URV given by eqn. (5.3) reflects the

highly uncoupled nature of the original control law design. '-I

1 0 0

1 0 0

K0 - 0 1 0 (5.3)

0-1

0 01

B and K given by eqns (4.3) and (5.3) are used to derive new gain

matrix it for various failure conditions.

5.1 Risht Elevator Failed (Center and Locked)

The gain matrix for this failure was obtained using eqn. (3.9) and is

given by

2.0 0 0

1• 0 0 0

0.3396 1 0

-. 3397 -1 0

0.0283 0 1

117-17
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Fig. 5.2. Step Response of the Old and N.w URV Model
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Fig. 5.3 shows the simulation results of the flight path of an

impaired aircraft while the reconfiguration algorithm is activated. The

impairment takes place at 4.5 secs. The results are compared with the

"flight path of the unimpaired aircraft. it can be seen from these

figures that the effect of the loss in control is not seen until a time

of approximately 6 seconds. This is due to the fact that a significant

change in pitch rate is not required until 6 seconds. At 6 seconds the

aircraft is comamded to pitch through an angle of 36 deSrees. As shown

in Fig. 5.3, the reconfiguration module compensates for the loss in

. control and makes it possible for the aircraft to follow this comuand.

•- After this command is carried out the pitch rate settles quickly to the

pitch rate value of the unimpaired aircraft and the aircraft is stable.

". Roll rate, roll angle, side slip and yaw rate responses of the unimpaired

aircraft is zero whereas for the reconfigured aircraft, these responses

are not zero because of the contribution of elevator input to ailerons

S•-and rudder as shown in eqn. (5.4).

5.2 Left Elevator Failed (Centered and Lockad)

The gain matrix for this failure obtained using eqn. (3.9) is given by

0.0 0 0

2.0 0 0

Kr, - -. 3397 1 0 (5.5)

.3396 -1 0

-. 0283 0 1

* The simulation results of the impaired aircraft with this failure are

- similiar to the results shown in Figs. 5.3.

S 117-19
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5.3 Left Aileron Failed (Centered and Locked)

*" The gain matrix obtained using eqn. (3.9) for this failure is given by

1.0 -2.9358 0

K1 - 1.0 2.9351 0 (5.6)

0 0 0

o -0.0058 0

0 -. 0832 1

Fig. 5.4 shows the simulation results of the unimpaired and

reconfigured aircraft. The impairment takes place at 4 seconds and a

roll angle of 36 degrees is commanded at 5 seconds. It can be seen from

Fig. 5.4 that the reconfiguration module compensates for the loss in

control and makes it possible for the aircraft to follow the command with

overshoot in the roll rate. After the comand is carried out the roll

attitude reaches the steady state value of the unimpaired aircraft and

the aircraft is stable.

5.4 Right Aileron Failed (Locked and Centered)

The gain matrix KI is given by

1.0 -2.9351 0

K1 = 1.0 2.9351 0 (5.7)

0 0.0058 0

0 0 0

0 -0.0832 1

Simulation results of the unimpaired and reconfigured aircraft are

* . similiar to the results shown in Fig. 5.4.

1
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5.5. Rudder Failed (Centered and Locked)

The gain matrix K obtained using eqn. (3.9) for this failure Is

"given by

"1 -0 -35.1426

1 0 35.1426 (5.8)

0 1 11.94

, 0 -1 -11.94

0 0 0

Fig. 5.5 shows the simulation results of the unimpaired and recon-

figured aircraft commanded to yaw an angle of 18 degrees initially and

impairment occuring at 4 seconds. It can be seen from this figure that

the aircraft becomes unstable after the aircraft is commanded to yaw

through an angle of 36 degrees at 5 seconds. This is due to the fact

"- that other healthy surfaces do not have enough authority to compensate

for this failure. K1 matrix given by eqn. (5.6) shown that excessive

gain is needed for the other four healthy surfaces. Because of this,

. 'these surfaces saturate and the aircraft becomes unstable.

P;A
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SRgCIOIKIIATIOWS

This research has focused upon the study of flight control law

"reconfiguration after effector failure. The control mixer concept which

utilizes generalized inverse to distribute control authority among the

remaining surfaces after failure was evaluated. In comparing output time

"histories, it is apparent that the reconfigured aircraft was able to

track the unimpaired aircraft as long as there was another primary

surface to provide the control power of the failed surface. For example,

for a pitch command, one of the two elevator surfaces must Ie healthy for

the aircraft to be able to track the unimpaired responsp. Results of

Chapter V reveals that if the rudder is locked at the center position and

"there is a yaw command, the aircraft becare unstable. These results

suggest that the URV should be modified to provide additional control

power redundancy in the yaw axis for reconfiguration studies. A more t
complete model of the URV that includes the aero changes should be

developed. Ideally this should be a nonlinear model for higher fidelity

S-,and include the stability effects of missing and partially missing

surfaces.

In determining the control mixer gain matrices, the failed surfaces

were considered to be locked at the center position, i.e., the input from

, the failed surfaces was considered to be zero. lo attemyt was made to

determine the gain matrices if the surface is locked at. some other

position or simply floating. In the future work, additiona' failure

modes should be considered and the computer simulation obtained.

The present method of determining the gain matricep utilizes the

generalized inverse as an optimization technique to distribute the forces

.- and moments of the failed surface to the remaining healthy surfaces.

This optimization technique is dependent on the relationship between the

number of outputs and control surfaces. It exploits the excess degree of

freedom without consideration of control surface physical limits. The

burden of desired control inputs can be distributed among the remaining

healthy surfaces by taking into account the actual authority of each.

This can be done by multiplying the control effectiveness matrix of

impaired aircraft by a diagonal matrix, (AUTH], which represents the

physical control surface deflection limit. This is true only if number

.9. of outputs are less than number of. control surfaces. But on the other

"117-25
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hand, if number of outputs are greater than number of surfaces, (AUTHI
"* .matrix has no effect on minimization. This is because we are minimizing
7. the sum of square of error instead of norm of the deflection vector. One

way of distributing the control authority to other surfaces for the case

when number of outputs are greater than number of surfaces, is to

* minimize the weighted sum of squares of error premultiplying the control
effectiveness matrix by a weighting matrix. Full rank factorization can

also be used as a technique for minimization. Study of both these should

be carried out in future work. Other optimization techniques available

should also be studied to find the best solution for control mixer gain

matrix.

For successful application of the control mixer concept to control

system reconfIguration, robustnoss of the FCS is an essential consi-

* deration. This is necessary to compensate for unmodeled aerodynamics

effects caused by control surface failure and to compensate for Inac-

"" "curacies in estimating control derivatives for partially missing control

. surface. Robustness of the existing control law of the URV should be

S.studied and recommendations on new control laws considering robustness

should be made.

r Loo
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ANALYSIS OF ARMOR BRACKETRY

by

HEMEN RAY

ABSTRACT •,

The concept of rotating armor is introduced. The rotation of the

armor in its plane is affected by using specially designed either

inclined bracketry or bracketry fabricated with composites. By allowing

the armor to rotate in its plane, the impact energy is absorbed in the

rotational direction in addition to the normal to the plane of the armor,

thereby reducing the force transmitted to the bracketry. Aircraft

stiffness has also significant influence on the force transmitted to the

bracketry. Application of these type of bracketry could increase the

ballistic limit, or decrease the weight of the armor system. Suggestions

for further research on armor bracketry are offered.
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1. INTIODUCTION

The high-performance aircraft could be vulnerableoto attack by missles,

aircraft, heavy small arms, and tonventional anti-aircraft fire. Addition

of armor improves the survivability of these aircraft. Basically there are

two types of armor systems for aircraft applicationss integral structural

armor and conventional armor. The integral a-mor is an integral load- i
carrying part of the aircraft. It serves the dual function of providing

structural strength and ballistic Zrotection. The conventional armor

primarily provides ballistic protection* 11. Weight saving and combat

effectivness are achieved by using integral armor [1, 21. Zn cera•in

applications, for example, existing aircraft, it is necessary to attach

conventional armor. The conventional. armo' is attached to the aircraft by

appropriate bracketry .31.
It is reported that there is excessive conservatisu in the design

data Zor the armor bracketry 141. Use of heavier lleacketry than necessary

adds weight penalty. Considerable reduction in the weight of bracketry

can be realized if the impact force transmitted to the bracketry is reduced.

This can be achieved by using bracketry of proper stiffness such that te ie

natural frequency of the bracketry and armor system is relatively low L5]. -
Armor bracketry with appropriate low stiffness will absorb •ppreciable

amount of impact energy. But this requires some space for deflection when

the armor is subjected to projectile impact. In certain situations there

is not enough space for the armor to move normal to the plane of the armor.

By using special bracketry the armor can be allowed to votate in the plana

of the armor so that less space is required normal to the armor plane. In

this report the concept of rotating armor is introduced. The rotation of

the armor in its plane is effected by using specially designed either

inclined bracketry or bracketry fabricated from composites. By allowing

the armor to rotate in its plane, the impact energy is absorbed in the
rotational direction in addition to the usual normal

to the plai•e of the armor. Application of these special type of armor v

bracketry could increase the ballistic limit, and thus improving the

survivability of the high-performance aircraft for the Air Force.

118-4
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II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the research effort is to develop optimu bracketry

for the conventional armor so as to obtain axmor systam of minimum weight

for the high-performance aircraft. Specifically. considering a sinqls-

degree-of-freedom model, and central normal impact of a projectile, develop

and anzlyze bracketry to absorb energy in rotational direction in addition

to the normal to the plane of the armor. Introducing the concept of rotat-

ing aror, analyze inclined bracketry and bracketry fabricated from

composites. Investigate the influence of aircraft stiffness on armor

system as well.

III. INCLINED BRACKETRY

In this section a brief description of the inclined bracketry is

given followed by the equation of motion for the armor system and its

solution. Finally the force transmitted to the inclined bracket,-y is

compared with that on the straight bracketry and conclusions are drawn.

A square armor of size a x a is supported at the four corners by

four inclined supports as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The longitudinal axis

of each inclined support makes an angle @ with the plane of the armor.

The vertical plane containing the longitudinal axis of an inclined support

is at an angle of 450 with an edge of the armor. This type of bracketry

will allow the armor to rotate clockwise in addition to its downward

"motion (viewed from top) when the armor is subjected to a central normal

"impact of a projectile. By allowing the armor to rotate in its plane, a

"part of the impact energy is absorbed in the rotational direction in

addition to the normal to the plane of the armor. When the armor is

supported by straight bracketry, as shown in Figure 3, it only moves down-

"ward and does net rotate in its plane. Bracketry with different geometry

other than the inclined supports can also be used to obtain the desired

rotational motion as shown in Figure 4, where bracketry in the shape of

quarter circles are used.

The equation of motion of the armor is obtained by employing

Lagrange's equation. The armor is assumed to be rigid and is subjected

to a central normal impact of a projectile. The inclined supports are

"118-5
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Figure 4. Bracketry With Quarter Circles
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considered to be attached to the armor by smooth ball joints. Under

"these idealized conditions, the potsntial energy V of the system is

given by )il V- 4 02 )

where z is the displacement of the mass center of the armor in the z

direction (see Fig. 1), and t is the sti'fness of each inclined support• I
in the z direction, and it is derived as

""- (t•5 e") cot 0 (2)

"Here e is the angle of inclination (see Fig. 1), Lis the length, and A is

the cross sectional area, E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, and

"I is the area moment of inertia about the bending axis of an inclined support.

The kinetic energy T of the system is

where m2 is the mass of the armor, o( is the angular displacement of the

* armor in its plane (xy plane), and IG is the centroidal polar mass woment

of inertia of the armor. A dot (C) denotes derivative with respect to

time t

Substituting for o( (= 4- c z/a) and IG (- 2 a 2/6), the kinetic energy

(3) reduces to Tl2 .2T - 1 (l + 1 c2) m2  (4)

where c is the ratio of the horizontal displacement of the end of an

inclined support (the end that is attached to the armor) to the vertical

displacement of the same end when a vertical load (in z direction) is

0 applied to this end. Considering the axial and flexural deformation only,

the approximate value of c is gi en by I
41

;. [ ~ ~tanO 1÷be;C~ 2Z*bt tanan +

where b is the dimension of each side of the cross section of an inclined

support.

Applying Lagrange's equation and using (1) and (4), the equation of

* motion of the armor is
+2 (')0

where 4), is the natural frequency of the system, and is given by

•.6.1
-~ +,
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If the duration of impact is relatively short, and the projectile

remains embedded in the a-mor, then the initial conditions for the armor

V motion, by considering the conservation of wmmentum, Ore

at t-o, Z-0, -I .-. (8)

where a is the mass, and v is the speed of the projectile.

"With the initial conditions (8), the solution to (6) is

z - 7� ��t� (9)
where z = . (io)

The value of the maximum total vertical force on the inclined bracketry

is ILaZ4 'V,, %Y (41') /,,, s-, )I
For the armor supported by straight bracketry (as shown in Fig. 3, or

in Figs. 1, 2 with 9-=90 ), the value of the maximum total vertical force

on the straight bracketry can be found as,F'

where lais the stiffness of each straight support in the vertical direction,

and is given by A [3

Here t is the length, A is the cross sectional area, and E is the elastic

modulus of the material of a straight support.

The ratio of the maximum total vertical force on the inclined bracketry

to that on the straight bracketry is found from (11) and 12),

/, .6f, ,(14)

which reduces to, by using (2) and (13),14 "n~ 4_ 4 1"
•"-". r~~~~~~, / Pa, (.%e/•., . ,.e

This force ratio is plotted against the aspect ratio 1/b for e=450,
- 60° (Figure 5). From Figure 5 it is seen that the force on the inclined

"*' bracketry is less compared to that on the straight bracketry for larger

values of t/b. It is considerably less when 0-45o. For larger values of

• 8, the inclined bracketry approaches straight bracketry, and thus showing

"no significant reduction in force. The physical reason for this reduction

of force is that part of the impact energy is used in rotating the armor

S
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when the inclined bracketry is used. Also with increasing values of (/b,

"the natural frequency of the armor system with inclined bracketry reduces

"at a faster rate than that of armor with straight bracketry. This

reduction in natural frequency causes less force to be transmitted to the

bracketry. Therefore, by using the inclined bracketry the ballistic limit

- .i could be increased or for the same ballistic limit the weight of the

bracketry can be decreased, and thus reducing the weight of the armor

system.

IV. COMPOSITE BRACKETRY

In this section a brief description of the bracketry fabricated with

composites is given followed by comparison of the force transmitted to

the composite bracketryw.h that to the isotropic bracketry, and conclusion.

.. Figures 6 and 7 show the composite bracketry. Here the horizontal edges

of a composite support are at angles of 450 with the edges of a square armor.

The principal material axis of the composite makes a certain angle with the

longitudinal axis (z - axis) oZ the bracketry. For this arrangement the

armor will rotate clockwise (viewed from top) in addition to its downward

motion when it is subjected to a central normal impact of a projectile.

"The mechanical behavior of erthotropic materials is used to effeci rotation.

When an orthotropic material is subjected to axial load directing not in

"the principal material direction, it undergoes shear deformation in

addition to axial deformation. This shear deformation allows each corner

of the armor to move in a horizontal plane, and thus effecting rotation of

the armor.

For illustration the principal material axis of the composite is taken

as 450 with the vertical axis (z - axis). With this material orientation,

"the stiffness of each composite support in the vertical directionk

"(z - direction) can be found as

A/t 92,) (1' Q4
where tis the length, A is the cross sectional area of a composite support,

* and the transformed reduced compliance S is given by E61
122 gvny£'

where E1 , E2 are Young's modulii in 1, 2 directions (1, 2 are the principal

* material directions), G is the shear modulus in 1-2 plane, and 1) is
12 i

Poisson's ratio for transverse strain in the 2-direction when stressed in

the 1-direction.
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Figure 7. Composite Bracketry
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The ratio of the horizontal displacement of the top of the composite

"support to the vertical di1oplacement of the same end when a vertical load

"(in z-direction) is applied can be derived as

"where the transformed reduced compliance 3 is given by E.61
E 26

"Similar to the developmsent of equation (14), the ratio of the maximum

toa vricl fore o3  h opst rce ota (ý) on the
isotropic bracketry can bc obtained as X t
which reduces to, by using (13) and (16),

'.~F /4 -F(t
Assuming that

the equation (21) reduces to

This force ratio is plotted against the modulii ratio E /E 2 (Figure 8).

Figure 8 shows that the force transmitted to the composite bracketry is less

"compared to that transmitted to the isotropic bracketry. Significant

reduction of force occurs for larger values of E /E2. Similar to inclined
1 2

l .bracketry the composite bracketry allows the armor to rotate in its plane
in addition to its vertical motion, thereby transmitting less force to the

bracketry.

"'" V. INFLUENCE OF A7RCRAFT STIFFNESS ON ARMOR SYSTEM

aIn the foregoing analysis it is assumed that the armor is attached to

a rigid surface by bracketry. But certain area of the aircraft where the

armor is attached to may not be stiff enough to be considered rigid for

"the analysis. in this section the influence of aircraft stiffness on the

armor system is shown.

A rigid armor of mass m2 is attached to a rigid mass ml by bracketry of

stiffness 42" The mass m is attached to a rigid surface by a spring of

stiffness tl, This mass-spring system , represents the flexible area

"of the aircraft wh':.re the armor is attached to. It is assumed that the

mass ml and m2 are not of the same order of magnitude, and they are

_ allowed to move in a vertical plane. The mass m is subjected to a
"118-14
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projectile impact (normal impact) of relatively short duration. Under

these idealized conditions the motion of m2 can be considered to be

independent of mIp and the equations of motion for tha system are given

by I CA) 2 • 0,.

where ,12 ara displacements of mass mit in 2 (positive downward), and

Considering the conservation of momentum the initial conditions for the

"mass in2 is t o, o, z- "/ (.)'

with the initial conditions (26), the solution to (23a) is given by

Since the bracketry stiffness litis considerably less than the stiffness

r, of the aircraft area, the term in the bracket in (23b) can be taken as 1.

Initially the mass mi, is assumed to have zero displacement and velocity,

and accordingly using the initial conditions
.o, 0o, j= k,-k, 0 (.V)/,. (l)

the solution to (23b) is given by

The maximum force on the bracketry i.e. the force between mass mI and ,

mn is F=~S..~(d

In the absence of mass-spring m-in the maximum force on the

bracketry is (similar to eq. 12)

The rat 3 of the maximum force on the bracketry including the stiffness

of the aircraft area to that on the bracketry excluding the aircraft

stiffness is obtained from (30) and (31)"(32)

This force ratio is shown graphically in Figure 9 for two values of

Snmass ratio. It shows when the armor mass is considerably less than the

mass of the aircraft area, the force on the bracketry increases with the

"increase of the stiffness of the armor bracketry. Therefore, the stiffness

of the armor bracketry should be considerably less than that of the

aircraft area in order .o reduce the force transmitted to the bracketry. -"
IL

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the inclined and composite bracketry show promise in reducing

the force transmitted to the bracketry, thereby decreasing the weight of
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Figure 9. Ratio of the force on the bracketry including the
stiffness of the aircraft area to that on the bracketry
excluding the aircraft stiffness.
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armor system and increasing the ballisting limit, further researzh

should be directed to investigate their potential application:

* Include the more realistic data and information from the Penetration

Equations Handbook (71 in the analysis of inclined and composite

bracketry. For example, use the estimated impact force and pulse

duration from!L7 to obtain more realistic and accurate levels of force

transmitted to the armor bracketry.

* Since the shear deformation is utilized to develop composite bracketry,

rigorous analysis should be done on delamination of the composite

bracketry.

* Perform analysis of i-clined composite bracketry tolbnuik the benefit of

both the inclined bracketry and composite bracketry.

* Include the support motion (aircraft motion and g-levels) in the

analysis of composite bracketry.

* Since the weight of the armor system could be further reduced by ,"/

adhesively bonding the armor-bracketry system (suggested by M,-'er 181),

perform dynamic stress analysis of the bondea joints for repre-enta-

tive armor-bracketry system.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND

COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS RESEARCH

by

Larry H. Reeker

ABSTRACT

Work in Artificial Intelligence and Computational

Linguistics was done at the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory, Training Systems Division, in three dif-

ferent areas. The first area was "expert systems",

and the result was a demonstration syster for use by

personnel at the laboratory. Secondly, a study was

undertaken of applications of computational linguis-

tics in the work of the laboratory, resulting in a

follow-up proposal. The third research area was an

investigation of the possibility of providing tools

for artificial intelligence in the Ada programming

language, and resulted in some programs for that pur-

pose. Suggestions are given for a follow-up project

investigating the provision of an adaptive natural

language interface for expert systems. Further

research in Ada implementation of artificial intelli-

gence tools is also suggested.
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"I. INTRODUCTION

1'4

The field of computer szience whose subject matter is the

development of computer programs which perform activities that

would be characterized as "intelligent" in humans is called

artificial intelligence (AI). Among intelligent human activities

is the use of natural languages, such as English, and the sub-

"field dealing with the use of computers in this area is called

j computational linguistics (CL). Although efforts in both fields

date back to the time of the earliest digital computers, practi-

cal applications of AI and CL have gained wide notice only in the

last few years, due largely to the availability of computing

equipment with which the complex information processing required

in AI and CL applications can be done efficiently.

Another reason that practical applications of AI and CL have

"become possible is the tendency of researchers in the field to

move away from very general intelligent activities (such as gen-

eral problem solvers), which were interesting theoretically but

impossible to implement at today's state of knowledge, and to

concentrate on specialized domains where knoý,n techniques are

"more adequate. It is possible, for instance, tj design interest-

ing and useful computer software that containa enough knowledge

to draw conclusions that we associate in humans with expertise in

some area (such as medical diagnosis or maintenance troubleshoot-

ing). These systems are popularly called expert systems.
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"Within computational linguistics, it has also been possible

to narrow the domain enough to facilitate useful systems. Where

it is desired to obtain a limited range of information from spe-

cialized and stylized natural language text, systems have been

created for "specialized information extraction". It is possible

"to provide limited natural language interfaces for various

computer-based systems (including expert systems), as well.

Summer work in this program was concerned with the investi-

gation of various facets of Al and CL in the setting provided by

the concerns of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Train-

ing Systems Division.

II. OBJECTIVES

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Training Systems

Division, has undertaken to investigate the use of techniques

from artificial intelligence and computational linguistics in the

provision of training, particularly in the maintenance area.

This effort is multifaceted, as outlined in [2] and implicit in

"* the suggestions of [6].

The objectives of this project were to aid in the AFHRL

.* efforts in three ways:

1) Provide a simple demonstration expert system, which per-

sonnel could use to examine how such systems work and demonstrate

to others.
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2) Provide some background in areas of computational

linguistics that will be necessary or useful in these efforts,

through discussion, lectures, and the implementation of computa-

tional tools, and hopefully lead to follow-on 4ork in the area.

3) Investigate the feasibility of using the new common DOD

language Ada for applications in computational linguistics and

artificial intelligence.

The research component of this project included the work

toward objective (3) and an investigation of the feasibility of

an adaptive natural language interface for expert systems, com-

bining work toward objectives (1) and (2) above. The approach

was to study the problems carefully in light of available metho-

dology and to analyze alternative solutions, then to write pro-

grams to investigate ideas for practical systems. Objective (3)

was accomplished in conjunction with two graduate students from

Tulane, whose work is discussed below and reported in more detail

in their own final reports.

The initial work plan fir the ten-week period included some

effort in developing computational linguistics tools in the SNO-

BOL4 programming language and a lecture on SNOBOL4 programming.

This was replaced with a more extensive effort in Ada and LISP,

both because of the direction in which our interests moved and

because of the availability of Ada software and lack of SNOBOL4

systems.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A DEMONSTRATION EXPERT SYSTEM

The "Knowledge Base Developer", or KBD (7], is a system

designed and implemented by Barry Schiff as an honors project at

Tulane University. It has the capability to run as an expert

system given a codified domain-specific knowledge base as input.

The knowledge base is constructed through the KBD system, which

provides a menu-oriented interface for making assertions and

specifying inferences. Though written in LISP, the user inter-

face is free of the syntactic conventions that make LISP formid-

able to the uninitiated. The inference machine and rule

representation are relatively efficient, so that reasjnable

response is obtained on a VAX 11/780 with moderate-sized

knowledge bases. The inference machine in KBD uses a weight sys-

tem and a greedy approach to traverse a search tree looking for a

conclusion.

A demonstration expert system for AFHRL was implemented in

KBD. The knowledge base contain information on insects, and

the system is able to identify the order of an insect based upon

assertions (or answers to questions) regarding the physical

description of a specimen (relative size and appearance of wings,

shape of body, etc.). It asks for more information if the infor-

mation that it has been given is insufficient. (Actually, only

winged insect information was entered, since that was deemed suf-

ficient for the demonstration.)
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Some difficulties were experienced in the initial implemen-

tation of the system. Initially, no LISP system was available oji

the VAX 11/780 at AFHRL. A LISP implementation called TULISP was

ported to the system to provide the proper environment, and some

slight modification was made to the .ude to prevent problems that

were encountered.

A lecture was given to interested personnel at the lab on

LISP programming. There was considerable interest in LISP

because it is.currently the principal language for artificial

intelligence research and is being used by General Dynamics in a

system for maintenancc aiding being written under contract to

AFHRL. The demonstration system can be used as a further aid to

staff in understanding LISP programming, since the code is acces-

sible.!

IV. COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS EFFORTS

A number of discussions on the use of techniques from compu-

tational linguistics in the work of the Laboratory were held with

Maj. Burns , leading to the production of a joint report by this author

and Maj. Burns, which is being written this fall. In addition, a

7 series of two talks has given at AFHRL on perspectives in the

field, and on ;he investigator's work in specialized information

extraction from natural language texts. Another talk was given

on the possibility of developirg individualized natural language

interfaces for the types of expert systems being developed for
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AFHRL. This latter topic is the subject of a proposal for

follow-on re~iearch, which will be described briefly.

In any computerized system that requires natural language

commands, it is common to use synonyms which the system cannot

process. For example, people will use "output" or "write"

instead of "print", or vice-versa. With the use of natural

language assertions in an expert system, the problem becomes

greater, since it is likely that there will be a variety of

phrases that are synonymous from the user's standpoint, to only

one of which the system can respond correctly. One solution to

thi3 problem might be a general natural language interface, but

even then, the user may stray outside the bounds of the language

accepted (since no such interface is going to contain all of

English, at today's state of the art). Furthcrmore, a natural

language interface of even moderate generality is likely to place

heavy demands on computational resources and to slow the response

of the system to all inputs.

A better solution to the synonymy problem is to continue

using natural language assertions in the expert system, but to

add to the system an ability to adapt to each user's particular

modes of expression. Some of the variations fournd may be easily

anticipated traisformations of the assertions alread2 , contained

in the system. Others may be misspellings and abbreviations.

Others will be peculiar to individual users. It appears most

practical, therefore, to develop a system that uses three levels

of interpret.,tion for assertions that it cannot handle directly.
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The first level will contain facilities for dealing with misspel-

lings and abbreviations, along with a file of the particular

user's previcualy-used transformations, which the system will use

in an attempt to transform novel inputs to known assertions. If

none of these transformations works, a second stage will be

invoked, in which a file is consulted that contains all of the

transformations known to the system. If one of these is applica-

ble, the system will query the user to see if it has transformed

the s-ntence to the correct assertion, and if so, the transforma-

tion will be added to the user's file. If the second level is

unsuccessful, a third level, which allows learning, will be

entered. This level will be based upon the author's previous

work in language acquisition modelling 15], and is described in

more detail in the forthcoming proposal.

V. PATTERN-DIRECTED PROCESSING IN ADA

Ada is the new standard programming language developed for

the United States Department of Defense. Concepts in it are

based to a large extent on the languages SIMULA and Pascal. Most

AI and CL research, on the other hand, is done in the language

LISP, with some done in PROLOG, SNOBOL4, and a variety of other

languages. If Ada is to become the commcn DoD language and if

various "intelligent" applications are to be interfaced to pro-

grams written in Ada, then it would be convenient to be able to

program Al and CL applications in Ada. With the aid of two gra-

duate students from Tulane University, two projects were under-

taken toward this end.
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The language SNOBOL4 is based on a distinguished line of

programwing languages which are "pattern-directed" in nature.

That is, they operate on data by searching for a pattern in the

data and then taking specified actions when the pattern is found.

The experimental language Post-X (1[ was designed to build on

this notion, while extending it and providing a more convenient

control structure than SNOBOL4. Some of the notions embodied in

Post-X and some notions from LISP can be added to Ada, using Ada

"packages". Kenneth Wauchope (7], under the supervision of the

author and under the support of the AFOSR/SCEEE summer student

program, did exactly that. The result is a programming language

that is pattern-directed and that operates over data structures

other than strings, and that is compatible with otner programs

written in Ada. In other words, the extension is more handy than

LISP for many tasks in artificial intelligeace and computational

linguistics, and will aldo allow such applications to be embedded

in Ada programs quite easily. Although a working system was pro-

duced in the summer, further work is needed to make the system

easy to use, and is being done by Mr. Wauchope as a thesis pro-

ject.

Even in the area of string pattern matrhing, there are vari-

ous algorithms, and some are more convenient or more efficient

than others. With n Ada, the most elegant method of string pat-

tern matching is to use the tasking feature to implement corou-

tine pattern matching. 'ihis could not be done in the present Ada
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system available at AFHRL because tasking was not implemented.

The most straightforward method romaining was to write a back-

tracking algorithm. But backtracking (which is also what corou-

tines would do, covertly) is very costly, in terms of processing

time, and moderately so In terms of storage. A possibly more

time-efficient alternative was to use the well-known Earley pars-

ing algorithm [31 - which can take a good deal of space, however.

John Kreuter (4], as his AFOSR/SCEEE summer project under super-

vision of the author, undertook to compare various approached,

first implementing Earley's algorithm for SNOBOL4 pstterns in

Ada, with a provision for tresting the results of the match in

the manner of Fost-X. Having completed this, he will continue to

compare alternative implementations as a thesis project.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Four follow-on efforts have been discussed in the texts

continued study of computational linguistics applications in

maintenance training and aiding, which is being undertaken by

this author and fA&J Burns; investigation of adaptive natural

language interfaces for expert systems, which is the subject of a

follow-on proposal to AFOSR, further work in pattern-directed

processing for general data structures, which is being undertaken

as a thesis project by Mr. Wauchope; and comparison of string

pattern matching algorithms with Earley's algorithm for use in

implementing string processing in Ads, which is being undertaken

as a thesis project 6y Mr. Kreuter.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF TUE HUMAN CARDIOPULMONARY SYSTEM

by

David B. Reynolds

LSSTRACT

The cardiopulmonary computer model developed by researchers at the
University of Texas at Austin under contract with AFOSR is reviewed for
its analytical soundness and appropriateness of application to problems
of interest to the Air Force, especially the physiological effects of
acceleration. From an analytical point of view, the biggest weakness of
the model is in its treatment of flow in collapsible tubes. The accepted
theory has been developed within the last ten years and has not been
incorporated in the model. Another aspect needing attention is feedback
control, at least in the circulation portion of the model. Although the
original authors addressed this need, they had not incorporated feedback
into the program by the end of the funding period. Other revisions of
the analysis are addressed in thL report. From a practical standpoiUL of
use, the model should also be made more user-friendly and include
computer graphics.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A mathematical model of the human cardiopulmonary system was

developed under AFOSR contract 79-0123 by investigators at the University

"of Texas, hereafter referred to as "originators" of the model. The model

was actually constructed in two separate pieces, a pulmonary model and a

cardiovascular model, with the eventual intent to integrate them. The

models were numerically implemented on a digital computer and used to

examine the effects of whole-body acceleration (WBA) and body position on

respiratory mechanics, ventilation distribution, blood flow and blood

volume distribution in the pulmonary and systemic circulations and the

resulting gas exchange in the lung and tissues.

It is generally recognized now that the aviator is the limiting

factor in the performance of the highest performance aircraft of today.

Acceleration tolerance to blackout depends on onset rate, body position,

body type, and other physiological and psychological variables and is

several g's below the capability of the aircraft. Thus a small advantage

in tolerance would probably mean a large advantage ir. combat engagement.

Due to the high cost, limited number and noninvasive nature of

experiments in the human centrifuge, development of a good

"cardiopulmonary model to direct and augment these studies is desirable.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of the summer support period are: (1) get the

pulmonary model running on the Perkin-Elmer computer at AFAMRL/BBM; (2)

review the pulmonary model for its merits, deficiencies nd applicability

to the goals of AFAMRL; (3) list improvements, modifications and suggest

!- specialized areas of application of the pulmonary model; (4) get the

circulatory model from the originators and have it compiled and running

on the Perkin-Elmer computer; (5) perform steps (2) and (3) for the

circulatory model; (6) integrate the two models into a combined

cardiopulmonary model; (7) plan continuation studies involving the use

and/or further development of the model.
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III. PULMONARY MODEL:

A. Brief Description. The pulmonary model attempts to simulate

lung mechanics and regional ventilation in normal and abnormal

"situations. Normal situations include prediction of many of the

pulmonary function tests including maximal expiratory flow-volume (MEFV)

curves, dynamic compliance, and washout of a test gas from the lungs.

Examples of abnormal conditions would be any mode of WBA and various

disease states.

In the model, the muscles of respiration (diaphragm, abdomen

and chest wall) are simulated by two driving pistons having mass and

orientation with respect to other elements of the mode.. The conducting

, zone (upper airway and tracheobronchial tree down to the respiratory

bronchioles) is simulated by a five-chambered bifurcating system of air

passages. Finally, the gas exchange zone (alveoli) is simulated by six

alveolar chambers. Gravitational forces on the chest, diaphragm and

abdomen and resulting effects on pleural and abdominal pressures are

-. simulated. The gradient of pleural pressure and its effects on regional

alveolar chamber volumes are included in the model.

B. Critique. Due to lack of space in this report, the reader is

referred to the originators' progrEss reports for figures describing the

models. The pulmonary model is most completely described in Section C of

the December 1979 Progress Report for AFOSR contract 79-0123 by R.E.

"Collins, R.E. Calvert and H.H. Hardy1 . Unless otherwise =entioned, all

references to figures, equations and discussions of the pulmonary model

, ;by the originators come from that report.

The functional schematic diagram of the pulmonary model is

"shown in Fig. 1. The diaphragm/abdomen muscle complex is modeled as a
a single, horizontal piston situated below the lowest alveolar

compartments. Although modeled as a single piston due to the

reciprocating action of these muscles, their mass distribution is taken

as or thogonal with diaphragm in the horizontal and abdomen in the

vertical plane. The lung itself has a conductive zone consisting of five

bifurcating air chambers labeled A1 through A5 and a six chambered
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respiratory zone labeled ALVI through ALV 6 . Chamber Al simulates
nasal/oral cavities, larynx, trachea and primary bronchi. Chambers A2

and A3 simulate secondary and some tertiary bronchi and all lower order

bronchi supplying the upper third of the lung, i.e. alveolar chambers

ALV1 and ALV 2 . Conductive chambers A4 and A5 correspond to all lower

i order bronchi and supply the lower two-thirds of the lung, i.e. alveolar

chambers ALV 3 through ALV 6 .

Although the pulmonary model does not have as many branches as

the real brorchial tree, which has over 100,000 bronchial segments before

reaching the beginning of the gas exchange zone, it does have five

conducting chambers and six aiveolar compartments rather than the

customary one of each. Thus, intercompartmental gradients of pressure,

volume and their rates of change during breathing can be simulated, which

cannot be done in a single compartment. Also, the conductive chambers

have some of the inherent asymmetry of the real bronchial tree in that

pathways to alveolar regions are shorter to the upper lobes and longer to

the lower lobes. One of the gradients modeled is the gradient of pleural

pressure, i.e. pressure at the surface of the lung. Forces arising from

contraction of diaphragm and chest wall muscles are transmitted to the

pleural surface, causing lung volume to change by the change in applied

/ •pressure.

The ori 6 inators assume a hydrostatic-like gradient in pleural

pressure, somewhat as if the lung tissue behaves like a liquid 2 .

However, even the referenced authors stated that agreement between lung

tissue density and measured pleural pressure gradient in dogs could have

been coincidental. In man in both the head-up and lateral (lying on the

side) position at functional residual capacity (FRC), the average pleural

pressure gradient is slightly more than 0.2 cm H2 0 per cm vertical

"distance down the lung 3 . Lung tissue density is about 0.22 gm/ml. In

rabbits and dogs, the pleural pressure gradient varies with body position

and in some positions is not constant, and similar results are indirectly

found in man 3 . However, for a given species and posture, pleural

"pressure is uniquely related to percentage of lung height 4 . The reasons

for the gradient are probably more complex than the fluid-like model and

are discussed at length by Agostoni 3 . However, Glaister 5 contends that
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the fluid-like model appears to adequately represent the underlying

mechanics during acceleration. Thus, the originators' equation, while

possibly not based on sound physical grounds, may empirically describe

the situation. More research is needed in this area to verify this

simple relation.

The chamber leading to the exterior of the airways in the

originators' Fig. I corresponds to the volume measuring device or

spirometer. However, this device measures only volume changes and not

absolute volume. This part of the model could be extended to include an

active device rather than a purely passive one. For example, a

mechanical ventilator could be simulated given appropriate driving

functions. This would be an interesting spinoff of the model since

mechanical ventilator design just recently received more engineering

input. Also, due to the interest in defensive measures to chemical

warfare. the services may be interested in compact ventilators for field "V:
use. The originators specify that source/sink relations for individual

gases are included in the spirometer chamber so that life support systems

(e.g., pilot's cockpit) can be modeled, but as far as we are aware, no

ventilator functions have been included. ".

The originators also assume that conductive and alveolar

chambers have ideal mixing, i.e., incoming and resident gas mix

instantly. For numerical methods, this means within one integration step

(0.01-0.001 s). They argue that because chamber volumes are small and

flow rates high, the assumption is valid. This argument is true in the

upper conducting airways where velocities are relatively high, volumes

small and tubes nonuniform, factors which all result in increased mixing.

The assumption is probably valid in the alveolar compartments where

diffusion over the very small distances involved is effective in gas

species distribution. In the region in between, the assumption may not

be valid. In the bronchioles, the gas velocities are low (creeping flow)

but dlutances are still too large for diffusion to be effective in

mixing. This region has been postulated as having the highest resistance

to gas transport in the bronchial tree6 . Consequently, the effects of

adding more conductive compartments needs further study.

The mathematical development of the model starts with a volume

1.0
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conversion equation for the thoracic cavity, which is equated to lung air

volume plus a constant volume comprised of pleural fluid and lung tissue.

Though not explicitly stated, the tissue volume must include blood

volume. Whether blood volume should be treated as constant is

questionable, particularly if the model is to be integrated with a

circulatory model (containing a pulmonary circulation) and used to study

blood redistribution with hb)ergravity. In support of this crikicism,

Guyton 7 states that while the lungs contain only 450 al of blood normally

(OZ of total blood volume), their capacity for change ranges from about

50% to 200% of that volume. For example, Guyton 7 states that during

"bugle" blowing (or Valsalva maneuver with a slow leak or "grunting,"

often used by individuals to increase their tolerance to +Gz), the high

pressures in lungs, thorax, and abdomen can cause as much as 250 ml of

blood to be shifted out of the pulmonary circulation and into the

systemic circulation. In addition, blood flow in thoracic and abdominal

vena cava may be shut off until microcirculation pressure becomes greater

than thoracic and abdominal pressures. Thus lung blood volume must be

considered variable if realistic predictions of what happens to blood

volume during "grunting" are to be obtained.

The next set of equations described are the equilibrium

equations of forces across the muscles (pistons) and alveolar chambers.

Since all pressures act on nearly equal (or assumed equal) surface areas,

force balance becomes a pressure balance. Inertial terms are considered

negligible. Modeling the alveolar chambers as thin-walled elastic

elements with a volume dependence of elastic "recoil" pressure is

generally acceptable. The additional element in the muscle model is a

force or pressure generator term which is a driving function.

Considering the complexity of the entire model, a simple model for the L

actuators is probably reasonable. Mechanical properties of alveolar

compartments are nonlinear but uniform, thus due to the pleural pressure

gradient, intercompartmental differences in the distribution of inspired

volume are predicted.

120-8
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The modeling of the diaphragm-abdomen is less than clear. The

action of these two muscle groups has been lumped together, but they are L.
treated separately in terms of mass distribution. Their action is lumped

since the diaphragm is predominantly active during inspiration and the

abdomen during expiration. Thus a single force balance equation

simulates the reciprocating action of the two groups. Masses of the two

are treated separately since the diaphragm is mainly horizontal while the

abdomen is vertical in the head-up position. Presumably, values for

elastic recoil and driving pressures together with mass and its geometric

distribution must be supplied. Other than a general statment, no values

are given for geometry and mass distribution. Presumably abdomeu and

diaphragm are treated as thin muscle sheets oriented perpendicular to

each other as shown in the originators figure.

This lack of information is but one example of a common

occurrence in the originators pulmonary model: verbal descriptions are

provided but actual datA/equations are not, as least in the written

documentation. If these data/equations are in the computer program only,

they would be extremely difficult to decipher and find. In fact, a

general listing of symbology for all relevant, non-dummy computer program

variables is not available, which makes deciphering even more difficult.

The originators then state the need for four more sets of

equations. The ideal gas equation can be written for each alveolar

compartment. Secondly, water vapor is treated separately from the other

gases since it is assumed saturated and must also have a source. Also,

mass balance equations can be written for each chmber and pressure-flow

equations can be written for transport between chambers. For some

unknown reason, the pressure-flow equations are deferred to a later -'-

section by the originators, yet in the ensuing paragraphs they lead one

to believe that by differentiating and algebraically manipulating the

volume, force balance, ideal gas and mass Walanee equations for the gases --

involved plus accounting separately for saturated water vapor, one " -

obtains the complete set of differential equations describing the

dynamics of the pulmonary gas system. The pressure-flow relations for P
the conducting airways have been ignored for some reason and thus for

this reason alone the dynamics cannot have been totally accounted for.
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motion is identictl for gas flow in a rigid tube, liquid flov in a

uniform, horizontal open channel, or incompressible fluid flow in a

collapsible tube:

•u+ u L.... (2)
Tt ax P ax(2

Where u is velocity, t is time, x is distance along the tube, 0 is mass

density of the fluid and p is pressure. The continuity equations are

ýA-+ a 0 for a collapsible tube (3a)
ýt 3X

4_. + .G(u) = 0 for gas flow in a rigid uniform tube (3b)
;t dx

+ (hu) - 0 for horizontal, uniform open channel flow (3c)
at ax

In these equations, A is cross-sectional area and h is free surface

height. Note that A. P , and h play analogous roles in their respective

equations. The propagation velocity of small disturbances is related to

the rate of change of pressure with A, , and h, respecLively for the

three cases (see Eq. (1) for the collapsible tube case).

Consequently, the originators' model may be valid only in the

range of breathing flow rates such that velocity in any given bronchus is

much less than the local wave speed. Their simulation of maximal

expiration, which gave them trouble and understandably so, is not

consistent with the currently accepted theory of flow limitation in

collapsible tubes. Thus, their maximal flow predictions are not

acceptable to this reviewer, even though they claim to adequately

describe experimental data. Since submaxinal breathing has bronchial

velocities which may be much smaller than wave speel, these predictions

may be acceptable, although some reservations about the handling of

airvay resistance are to follow.
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Treatment of airvay resistance by the originators initially vas

samitheoretical. Rohrer's equation for bronchial flow resistance vas

cited and its terms explained. Rohrer's equation is a quadratic

pressure-flow relation of the air•ays in which the flow squared term

accounts for turbulent pressure losses and the linear term for pressure

losses in laminar f low. Other investigators have disputed this claim9 ,

but we have shown its validity in rigid tracLeobronchial uodelsal 0 , 1 and

in excised human lungs during steady submaxial expirations over a wide

range of physiological flow rates 1 2 . In the. e studies we propose a

dimensionless form of the equation which correlates air and other gas

mixtures on a single curve. This equation has also bern incorporated

into a model of maximal expiratory flow in which airways were allowed to

be collapsible 1 3 . Good agreement with experimental data for subjects

maximally expiring different gas mixtures of widely varying properties

was obLained from the model. The latter model incorporates the theory of

flow limitation at wave spees prisented above and also includes

frictional effects via the Rohrer equation inserted in the equation of

notion.

At this point, due to difficulties in applying the o' rer

equation to high expirazory flows, the originators abandon it in favor of

a purely empirical curve fitting of airway resistance data at several

lung volumes obtained from the literature. Submaximal pressure-flov

predictions they deemed adequate. We contend in this report that the

failure to predict mazimum ezpirstor7 flov-volume (MEFV) curves is not

due to the inadequacy of the Rohrer and/or lung compliance equations as

is stated in the originators' report, but arises from failure to consider

the mechanism of flow limitation in collapsible tubes. This is

demonstrated by the adequacy of predictions made by the model referred to

in the last paragraph vhich did consider flow limitation. The

originators' "predictions" s@em to be not smuch more than i curve fitting

of clinical data and not an analytical model based on airway mechanics.
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A few additional coments on some of the assumptions listad in

the originators' chapter on airvay resistance are appropriate. They

state that resistance to flow through the upper airvay (exterior to the
lungs) is not a function of lung volume. Stanescu et al. 14 have shown

that upper airway r-sistance is a function of lung volume, flow magnitude

and direction, and breathing frequency. The primary site for the

resistance and its variation with the above parameters seems to be the

glottis (the opening between the vocal cords), which can change

cross-section greatly--from zero to maximally open. The variable

resistancc of the upper airway can greatly confuse the interpretation of

overall airway resistance. It is for this reason that resistance is

usually measured while subjects pant shallowly since this causes the

glottis to stay maximally open, thus stabilizing and minimizing the

contribution of the upper airway. The variability of upper airway

geometry may be one cause of the recent findings in man shoving that

dimensionless plotting of airway resistance vs. characteristic Reynolds

number do not consolidate data obtained with different gases on the same

curve 1 5, 1 6 . These findings are in direct contradiction to our findings

for steady flow in rigid tracheobronchial modelt and excised lungs.

Since Stanescu et &l. do not Siva actual glottal areas but only relative

changes, it is not possible to estimate glottal resistance and its

variation. However, the direction of the glottal changes with flow rate

and frequency are in the correct direction to qualitatively explain the

discontinuous dimensionless resistance curves. Unsteady flow, as occurs

durint panting, has been shown to cause discontinuous dimensionless

resistance--Reynolds number curves on rigid tracheobronchial models 1 7 .

These problems are just some of the reasons why airway resistance is so

poorly understood, thus less frequently used as a pulmonary function

test. Some accounting for the variability of upper airway geometry and

unsteady flow effects on airway resistancs should be topics for future

research and revisions of the pulmonary model. Nore isnediate, however,

would be the incorporation of flow limitation is collapsible tubes.
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IV. CIRCULATORY MODIL

A. Brief Descriotior.

The originators' circulatory model was first described in their

December 1979 progress report and subsequently published paper 1". The

model includes systemic and pulmonary circulation elements. The basic

assumption for the blood vessels is that many branching veesuls can be

treated as a single uniform vessel. Nowever, systemic and pulmonary

arteries, veins and capillaries are separate elements. In addition,

mall veins, log veins, and large veins are 4ifferentiated. The systemic

circulation includes a four-chambered pumping heart, systemic arteries,

tissue compartments representing bead, upper torso, lover torso, legs,

and return of blood to the heart through small and large veins. The

pulmonary circulation has blood compartmeats paralleling the veutilation

compartments discussed in the pulmonary model above. A model element

includes a capacitive element or model chamber acd a resistive element or

model segment. Three types df chambers are included which simulate lung

capillaries, tissue capillaries, and vessels with no aso exchange

capability. Heart and log vein valves are also included. flow through

the loS, mitral and tricuspid valves is controlled by pressure

differential only, whereas aortic and pulmonary valves are modeled to

include inertial closing.

The equations of the model are divided into four areas: auial

blood flow, transverse vessel wall notion, pressure-volume relationships

for elements, and gas transport. These will be discussed more in detail

below.

The circulatory model baa apparvntl1 undergone revision since

its initial formulation in 1979. The originators' November 1980 progress

report 1 9 outlined two problem areas: (1) pooling of blood even under

normal gravity in the head-up sitting position and (2) numerical *"

instability of the integration routine when poolieg occurs. ohetber

these problem# were corrected in their published work is uncertain, but

in the latter, they stress the need for modifying the handling of the

pressure-volu-e (F-V) relationships of circulatory elements as well as
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incorporating feedback control. The latter ia an essential part of a

complete circulatory model and the primary physiological deficiency in

the originators' circulatory model. The P-V relationships are associated

with numerical instabilities (or so the originatore state) due to the

form of the P-V equation at large pressures, at which volumes approach

asymptotic values. They suggest that handling the equations in a
"slightly more complex numerical manner" will alleviate the problem,

which arises when large, sustained whole-body accelerations are imposed.

Whether these changes in numerical methods had been accomplished by the

end of the fuuding period is not clear, since no mention of them is made

in the final report. Based on recent personal communications with the

originators, feedback control equations were not tully implemented in the

computer program available at the time of the final report.

I

B. Criticue.

The equations for axial motion of the blood through the

"segments are derived from conservation of linear momentum and mass for a

deformable control volume. Segment length is assumed constant in all

W segments of the model. Cross-sectional area is assumed constant in the

aorta and pulmonary artery. Cross-sectional area is assumed uniform in

peripheral segments, but must vary as segment volume varies. Segment

volume in turn is a function of tramsnural pressure. The assumption of

3 segment uniformity appears to be violated, since the axial motion

equation predicts a decrease in internal pressure, which for constant

external pressure wouid mean decreasing tramsmural pressure along the

vessel length and thus, decrease in volume. Presumably, this is handled

by the Windkessel-type model 2 0 . in which each model element is considered
to be a distensible chamber in series with a rigid tube. However, the

"model is an extension of the single element Windkessel model in that

inertial terms in the flow equation are included (at least in the larger

vessels) and several elements representing different body tissues are

connected together. The force terms in the momentum equation include

pressure, weight, and frictional forces. The latter are modeled by

_%ohrer's equation discussed previously in the pulmonary section of this
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report. Also, no accounting for the phenomena of flow limitation in

collapsible tubes is made. Flow limitation is likely to occur at the

entrance of small venules of the pulmonary circulation and in the vena

cave of the systemic circulation8 . In addition, it may occur in thoracic

arteries during maneuvers which increase intrathoracic pressure 8 . This

problem could be at least partially remedied by comparing flow speed with

wave speed in the various segments of the model and adjusting the

calculation procedure depending upon hov close flow speed is to wave

speed.

Also, no mention is made of the non-Newtonian behavior of blood

flow. This is especially true in the smaller vessels where lower shear

rates exist and the non-Newtonian behavior is more pronounced 2 0 . In this

case, the Poiseuille-lagen equation should at least be modified by an

appropriate factor.

The gas transport equations for a compartment at present

include those for 02 and CO 2 only. Molar conservation equations for the

latter are written, with terms accounting for flow transport in and out,

diffusion, and volume change of a compartment. Perfect mixivg in each

element and instantaneous equilibrium between gases in solution in plasma

and bound to hemoglobin are assumed. A uniform diffusion gradient within

vessel walls is also assumed. Equations for moles of 02 dissolved in

plasma and bound to hemoglobin are written. The CO2 content of blood was

not separated into plasma and hemoglobin content, but a single equation

relating the moles of CO 2 in a chamber to the product of partial

pressure, whole blood volume, and a saturation function was written. The

saturation function was taken from the work of other investigators. All

in all, the gas transport equations appear satisfactory in form. Some of

the parameters such as the diffusion coefficients and metabolic rates of

02 and CO 2 disappearance and appearance are probably varied to obtain a

good simulation of normal data. In fact, parameter studies should be the

first investigations of a model with so many values left to the

investigator's choosing. The possible nonuniqueness of solutions where

so many parameter values are left as inputs to the model is a definite

drawback to multicompartment models.
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Although the originators present feedback control equations in

their final report, these were never fully incorporated into the computer

program. Thus, the program currently available has no feedback control.

Since the model vas designed to study short-term effects, the phy.iologic

controls simulated are the baroreceptor and chemoreceptor reflexes.

These reflexes are mediated by their action on heart rate, heart

contractility, and vascular compliance/resistance. These additions are

currently part of the Ph.D. dissertation research of David Martin at the

University of Texas. His expectation for finishing this is by summer

1985. Consequently, to have a reliable working computer model of the

cardiopulmonary system which includes feedback control, we must either

wait for Martin's results or make an effort on our own. In Martin's

opinion, the cardiopulmonary model without feedback control is not

helpful in modeling the short-term physiological effects of acceleration.
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V. RECOHMNDATIONS:

The framework upon which the cardiopulmonary model is built appears

to be acceptable. The multicoupartments allow regional variation which

* has not been simulated in previous models. However, the lumped nature of

its many compartments allows for integration with respect to time but

L does not consider spatial variation within a compartment. For example,

"* coupled effects such as pressure drop in a vessel or airway causing

nonuniform narrowing are not accounted for. Consequently, the following

"modifications/additions are recomended for future study.

1. Incorporate the theory of flow limitation in collapsible tubes

in both the pulmonary and circulation parts oi the model.

2. Revise the pressure-area equations for vessels to simulate data

for negative as well as positive transmural pressures. Currently, only

the latter are modeled. This is important since some of the most

interesting collapsible tube flow phenomena occur around zero transmursl

"pressure.
3. Investigate the need for more cooplex modeling of the pleural

"pressure gradient.

4. Replace the empirical resistance formulas in the pulmonary

model with the experimentally proven Rohrer's resistance equation. This

equation vritten in dimensionless variables is also appropriate for flow

of gases other than air. Rohrer's equation has also been included in a

previous model of maximal expiration13 which uses the theory in 1. and

Rohrer's equation is alsr currently used in the circulatory model.

5. Include feedback control in the circulatory part of the model.

Investigate the need for feedback control in the ventilatory model as

well. The version recently received at AFAMRL has no feedback control in

either portion. Control is probably more important in the short-term

cardiovascular function, but the possibility of impaired gas exchange may

lead to breathing changes mediated mainly through the effects of CO2 on

respiratory centers.

6. Clean up the coding of the programs and make the input/output

more user friendly. In this regard, investigate the possibility of

writing the model in a simulation langusg-, such as ACSL (Advanced
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Continuous Similation Language). Documentation of computer variables and

explanation of the flow of the program is poor and should be improved.

Adding user-friendly input/output graphics is also desirable, which is

part of the package of ACSL.

7. Correct other problems as detailed in the body of this report.

In some cases this may require experimental data on some aspect of lung

or circulation function in addition to that available in the literature.

For example, the effect of unsteady flow on resistance in lung airways

has not been quantified completely. Pressure-flow behavior of the upper

airways also needs quantification with respect to the appropriate

parameters. In vivo pressure-area behavior of the smaller vessels and

bronchi is difficult to obtain and may have to be approximated.

L
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NONLINEAR MODELING OF

SEAT CUSHIONS

by

Joseph E. Saliba

ABSTRACT

A brief review of the history of seat cushions, modeling and
analysis, in addition to a qualitative description of their influence

on occupants dting ejection or impact is first presented. Ntxt, two

nonlinear modeling approaches are described. The first is based on

the mathematical theory of nonlinear viscoelasticity where the consti-

tutive equations, relating stresses and strains, are written as a

hereditary integral. This theory makes use of expressing the stress

by a polynomial expansion in linear functionals of strain history. A
mlnimum of two different levels of stress are needed in single-step
creep tests to determine the mechanical properties of the nonlinear
material. The second approach is based on the step-by-step Integra-
tion method where the nonlinear behavior is approximated by a sequence

of successively changing linear systems. The damping and stiffness
properties are based on the current deformed state at the beginning of

each time increment and hold constant durinq that increment. These
mechanical properties are computed from the damping force versus
velocity and the stiffness versus displacement curves. Finally, the

seated man model, in series with the seat cushion model, is recom-

mended for investigating qualitatively the influence of the seat

cushions on spinal injuries during ejection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As inflight refueling is becoming & routine operation, the aircraft

mission durations are on a constant increase, making comfort very

critical for aircrew effectiveness. This is changing the criterion

upon which seat cushions are being designed. In addition to this, the

ever-increising need of faster aircraft with higher performance capa- 7

bilities leads more to the likelihood of escape during supersonic

flight and a higher probability of escape during violent aircraft

motions. 1 This Is increasing the difficulties of ejecting crew

members fast enough to clear the vertical fin at high dynamic pressure

ard to reach a safe height from low-altitude escapes. Therefore,

there is understandable pressure and a need to increase the impulse of

rocket/ catapult accelerators to levels never perceived before. This

urge to increase the impulse and the need to also increase the seat

cushion thickness for comfort is escalating the likelihood of ver-

tebral injury due to the possible magnification of the acceleration

forces acting on the occupant of the seat during ejection or impact.

During a seat ejection a large headward force is suddenly applied to

the aircraft seat. This force is then transferred through the seat

cushion to the seat occupant. The mechanical properties of the seat

cushion, such as stiffness, damping and thickness can influence the

magnitude and duration of this transferred force. The most desirable

seat cushion is the one that can act as an efficient shock absorber,

thus decreasing the force acting on the seat cccupant. This ideal

situation can be accomplished by transmitting gradually the force from C;

the seat to the occupant while the cushion is being deformed slowly,

thus causing the occupant's acceleration to be smaller or lower than

the seat, but over a longer time period so that final velocities of

both the seat dnd occupant are the same. 2 With a thick cushion of low

damping resistance, the force acting on the seat consumes an appreci-

able time interval, compressing the cushion and with very small force
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being transferred during that time. Thus, for a short time the

occupant is lagging in movement behind the seat which is picking up
velocity. After bottoming occurs, the occupant is impacted by the
seat, and the occupant, for an instant, is accelerated more raoidly

than the seat. The relative lag in the movement of the occupant,
relative to the seat, causes surplus kinetic energy to be stored by
the seat. Later, during the ejection (during the bottoming) this

excess kinetic energy is sharod between the occupant mass and the mass
of the seat. This excess kinetic energy can produce an overshoot of

acceleration acting on the occupant body. This problem can be solved
by using a high damping material in addition to decreasing the cushion
thickness such that under normal weight it Is almost fully compressed,

thus significantly lowering the kinetic energy stored during the move-
ment lag, which In turn reduces the potential of overshoot of

acceleration.

Latham3 and Sondurant 4 were the first to investigate the effect
of cushions on ejection seat performance. Hodgson et al 5 conducted
cadaver tests investigating the increased spinal loads due to cushions
in comparison to non-cushion conditions. Then based on a study by
Whittenberg 6. urethane foams were found to be acceptable as seat

cushion materials. Similar studies by Glaister 7 resulted In recom-

mending polyurethane foam as a desirable material. After the
development of lumped parameter dynamic models independently by von
Gierke, Kornhauser 8 and Payne,9 additional work on the analysis of

seat cushion dynamics was performed by Payne 10 showing analytically
rough estimates of the effect of the seat cushion on the response of
the human body to acceleration input.

In describing natural phenomena, one can represent the physical laws

that are applicable in terms of rather complex equations. To reduce

the complexity of the equations, certain asstimptions more or less con- j
sistent with the physical situation can be made. The seemingly most

popular assumption is that of linearization of the physical phenomena "1
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which in turn leads to simpler equatiorn for the Idealized problem.

This idealization is in many instances inadequate to describe or

predict the behaviir of physical systems. In fact, nonlinear analysis

usually leads to new piteromena that cannot be predicted by the linear

theory. On the other hand, many observed phenomena are unexplainable

or unjustifiable except by considering the nonlinearitles present in -

the system.

Unvfortunately, this linearization process has almost always been

assumed In describing the behavior of seat cushions. 1 1  In 1968

Shaffer, 1 2 using analog computer and the nonlinear experimental

cushion force-deflection curves in conjunction with the spinal man-

model, analyzed the effect of cushic.n on the dynamic response index.

A year later, Payne1 3 tried a slmilar model and tried to correlate his

results with those of Shaffer. Both investigators realized t"• need

for more sophisticated study in which a lower 'pelvic mass' is

included In the model of the moi. Thus, we can see the need to

explore with more depth and better erperiments the optimum nonlinear

constitutive equations that best describe the nonlinear behavior of

seat cushions.

I. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this study is to develop a systematic procedure

or method to explore the formulation of the governing equations that

best describe the nonlinea behavior of seat cushions. In summary,

the main objectives are:

A. To find the best possible constitutive stress-strain evuationr

that best predicts the behavior of seat cushion unoder impact loads.

S. To investigate experimental means of determining the mechani-

cal properties which enter the constitutive relations of nonlinefr -

viscoelasticity theory.
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A secondary objective of this study is to determine the feasibility

and the degree of difficulty introduced in determining the material
properties of the seat cushions from the single-level creep or stress-
relaxation tests.

II1. MMLINEAA VISCOELASTrICTY

The nonlinear viscoelastic theory similar to the linear one is based
on the momory hypothesis. This simply means that the current value of
stress or strain is determined by the complete past history of strain

or stress, respectively. The development of the nonlinear

viscoelastic theories follows in many aspects the lines suggested by
the well-established theories of nonlinear elasticity. Because of the
memory for past events and many other complications, the application
of the viscoelastic theories has not achieved the popularity that Lo.
nonlinear elasticity has attained.

A good review of the development of the nonlinear theory of visco-
elasticity up to 1952 was given by Trues( 31114. Sptween 1952 and _

1959, Green and Rivlin 1 5 and later Green, Rivlin and Spencer 16

developed an isothermal theory of viscoelasticity based on the
approximation of stress or load functional by an expansion of poly-

nomial in terms of linear functionals. The Green and RIvlIn theory
is primarily based on the RIvlin and Ericksen17 one which states that
the component of stress at time t depends only on the gradients of
displacemt such as velocity, acceleration, second acceleration up to
(n-l)th acceleration at time t. The Green and Rivlin theory states
that stress at time t depends on the displacement gradients at time t
and at N prtvious instantt of time In the interval 0 to t. In 1964
Coleman 18 developed his general thermodynamic theory for material with
memory based on the fading-memory principle developed by Coleman and
Noll. 19  The most recant proposed theory Is that of Laws 20 which is
an alternative thermodynamic theory that could have many applications
In fluid-type problems.
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IV. DERIVATION OF CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR SOLIDS

Calling X4 the coordinates of a typical particle in the reference con-

figuration with reference to fixed rectangular Cartesian axes. If we

define x; the deformed configuration coordinates of the same particle

at any time and refer to the same fixed axes as those used for Xk,
then the entire deformation history can be written as

xi(t) -xi(XKJ) (1)

The deforniation gradient can then be written as the partial deriva-

tives with respect to reference coordinates

a x j (XK,•) (2)
xi,L(XKr) - (XL

As stated previously, the theory of 'simple materials" is founded upon

the condition that the current value of the field variables depends

upon the past history of the deformation gradient. Thus, the consti-

tutive relation can be written as

where Xij is a functional that does not vary or change with respect to

time and which satisfies time translation invariance. Such restric-

tions automatically excluae yielding behavior due to the changes of

the constitutive relations before and after yielding occurs. The
theory of simple material described below is due to Noll 21 , and

some of its applications shall be made to solids where the reference

axes are those of the undeformed configuration. Defining the strain

as

2EKL(XKI) - xk,K.xk,L-SKL (4)
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where 6kl is the Kronecker symbol. Note that in (4) the lower indices
designate tensor components with respect to the deformed configuration

coordinates while upper case indices designate tensor components with

respect to the reference configuration coordinates. Thus, Ekl repre-

s'cnts the strain with respect to the undeformed configuration.

Combining the local entropy production inequality with the local

energy balance yields the following inequality

-0A + aujdij> 0 (5)

where P is the mass density, A the specific stored energy (per unit

mass), ajj the Cauchy stress tensor defined with respect to the

deformed configuration, and dij is expressed in terms of the velocity

gradient av

2dij a vj + vji (6)

j wher.. Vl(,)• Xl(r ,XK) or vi - vi(t) 
(7)

The super-,nposej dot designates partial differentiation with respect

to tfre. Based o- *he memory hypothesis, the stored energy can be

reritten as a functional of the past history of the deformation

A % 'L(t-s) ,EKL(t)) (8)s-so

where the dependence of the strain upon the Xk coordinates is implied.

No discontinuity of the functional with respect to strain Is allowed.

To differentiate (8) with respect to time, first we define

Ell EKL(t-s)EKL( t-s) h2(s)d2 (9)
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where h(s) is a monotonically decreasing function called an influence

function of order r such that

lim srh(s) - 0 (10)
s÷-

This collection of histories with a finite norm forms a Hilbert space.

Also note that the energy functional s ( ) is taken to be a Frechet

differentiable in that Hilbert spacc thus

msO(EKL(t-s) + 6EKL,EKL(t)) -s(EKL(t-s),EKL(t))
+ 5• (EKL(t+s),EKL(t)/6EKL(t-s) (ii)

+ 0116 EKL(t-s)I

where 6s( ) is the first order Frechet differential which is linear

in 6Ekl(t-s), and continuous in all variables. This functional expan-

sion is similar to a Taylor series expansion for functions. Using the

Frechet differential in (8) which can then be substituted into (5)

yields

uij dij-P -V EKL(t-s),EKL(t)EKL + 0( )> 0 (12)

where

d..
A () "6r (EKL(t-s),EKL(t) dEKL(t-s) (13)

S=O s=O dt

substituting for Ekl a dijxi,L in (12) we then get:

[i EP t dij + >6 0 (4
JiEKL(t) s o(EKL(t-s),EKL(t))xi,Kxji] +Q ). (14)

For (14) to vanish for a given deformation history implies that

Cij - K f)s=EKL(t-s) ,EKL(t)) Xi,KXj,L (15)

and

o0 ( (16)
szO
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which implies that the rate of dissipation of energy must be positive

or zero. Thus, the constitutive relation written In a more symbolic

form is

A xiKxj, (17)
J EKL'

If the material is isotropic, some simplification can then be made in

rewriting the stored energy as a functional of invariants of the

history of the strain function.

Let us now represent the stored energy A by using the approximation

theorem outlined below and which was first suggested by Chacon and

Rivlin. 2 2 Based on the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, let f( 1 )

designate the linear functionals

f s) 0(i) (EKL(t-s),EKL(t)) I a 1,2,.., N (18)

Thus the stored energy functional can be approximated by the expansion
• N M

A f (I) + -7 f(I)f(j) + .... (19)
i-l tiul 1

where the polynomial expansion is truncated at the level involving N

products. Using the Riesz representation, the linear functionals can

be represented as a SteiltJes integral such as:

f(I) " EKL(t's) dg)(s)ds (20)

where 0 '

g()(•) 0 o < 0 (21)

and where g(i)(T) and their first derivatives are assumed to be

continuous for T)O. Integrating by parts equation (20) we then get

gait ~(22)
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Inserting (22) into (19) we then get:

A - ._t gKL(t._1)_!_) d_ (23)

+ gKLMN(t-rl, t- T2) L BRN2 d-l d 2 "

where the functions gKj (T), gKLHN (t1,T2) etc. are determined to

model the behavior of the material and must not contradict the fading

memory hypothesis. For isotropic material, symmetry requireavents must

be achieved and the stored energy functional is written as

A g(t) 3EKK(T) dr + t - arl a T2 2I- t ' a~-l t- 1) d~dT (4

SEKL( I) EKL(T 2  dt dr2+
+ A(t-Tl,t-T2 ( •2 Ia .

V. DETERMINATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR NONLINEAR MATERIAL

The Green-Rivlin theory, which is very similar to the one prescribed

in the previous section, is the most popular theory so far to be used

in determining the mechanical properties of nonlinear material with
memory. This theory makes use of expressing the stress by a poly-

nomial expansion in linear functionals of strain history. Most of the

mechanical properties which have been determined are of the one-

dimensional specialization of the theory.

In 1965 Lockett 2 3 suggested a rather involved series of experiments

of the creep or stress relaxation type which can characterize the

mechanical properties of simple materials. These tests involved a

number of steps performed sequentially with complex combinations of

variable input amplitudes and time of initiation. Neis and Sackman 2 4

proposed an optimization procedure to which a good agreement can be

shown in predicting the response to constant stress rate inputs.

The most recent approach was proposed by Gottenberg et a12 5 which

renders the procedure of determining material properties for nonlinear

material similar to that propsed by the linear theory of visco-

elasticity.
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The popular one-dimensional constitutive equation obtatied from the

Green-Rivlin theory, and which can also be obtained from the previous

section, has the form

a(t) U) Gl(t--t) dEIi dT 4Tf JG3(t-T1.t-T2,t-Tr3) (25)o xt " E1] E(7 d,(I T~Td
"d- 2 I 3Td ldT23 3+ "

The absence of even-ordered terms in the above equation is due to the

absence of odd-ordered terms in writing the stored energy form to

satisfy its non-negative condition. To obtain the creep integral, the

same expansion procedure that leads to (25) can be used with the

stress and strain interchanged.

da( t da(-TI) do(T2) da(T3)J3(''" t -T1' t' 2 , t -T3)"- dT d T2 d

x dldT 2dT 3 + • (26)

with Ji( ) being the creep-type properties which characterize the

material. The reasons creep tests are favored over stress relaxation

ones is due to many experimental difficulties encountered in a relaxa-

tion test. A typical example is the stress relaxation function of a

Newtonian fluid which is indeed a Dirac function which could not te

measured. In fact, if the material has special dependencies on the

current time derivatives of the strain, then the stress relaxation

experiments are not suitable for determining the mechanical behav or

of those materialS.

If single-step creep tests are to be used, then equation (26) r4duces

to

E(t) * J 1 (t)Go + J 3(t,t,t,)ao3  (27)

where

O(t) •0 for t 40

a(t) • ao for t O0

A minimum of two different levels of stress are needed in single-step

creep tests to determine the functions Ji(t) and J 3 (t,t,t).
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"Because two terms are kept in the coftstitutive relation, test data can

be fit exactly only at two separate levels of stress, thus limiting

the degree of nonlinearity which can be treated if only two terms of

the expansion are considered. Theoretically, many levels of stress

can be considered by increasing the number of terms in the expansion.

But the process becomes very cumbersome and complex, thus unpractical

if not impossible to use.

VI. THE STEP-BY-STEP INTEGRATION APPROACH

A step-by-step integration approach is next attempted to analyze this

problem. Using this procedure, the response is determined for a

series of short time increments. By estabishing dynamic equilibrium

at the beginning and end of each interval, and by assuming a response

mechanism, the motion is then determined during that interval. To

account for the nonlinear nature of the seat cushion, new properties

are computed based on the current deformed state at the beginning of

each time increment. Thus, the displacement and velocities computed

at the end of one interval are used as the initial conditions for the

next computational interval. This procedure is then continued step-

by-step approximating the nonlinear behavior by a sequence of suc-

cessively changing linear systems.

Due to equilibrium the forces acting on the the seat cushion mass at

any instant of time t require that:

Fi(t) + Fo(t) + Fs(t) P (t) (28)

"where F1 , F0 , FS, and P are the inertia, damping, stiffness and the

external forces respectively. A short time later the equation would

be:

Fi(t + At) + FD(t + At) + Fs(t At) * P(t + At) (29)
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Subtracting (29) from (28) and rewriting it in Incremental form we

get:

A FI(t) + 4F 0 (t) + AFS(t) * AP(t) (30)

where AF0(t) - Fi(t + at) - FI(t)

AFD(t) - Fo(t + At) - FD(t) (31)
AFs(t) a Fs(t + At) - FS(t)
AP(t) P(t + At) -P(t)

Expressing the incremental forces in this form

AFI(t) -a U
AFo(t) • c(t) a 6(t) (32)
AFs(t) - k(t)AU(t)

where a, C(t) and k(t) represent the mass, damping and stiffness pro-

perties during that time invertal. The damping properties can be

obtained from the slope of the damping force versus velocity curve

while the stiffness from the stiffness force versus the displacement

graph. Thus

CM O V) D t k);ZD 1t (3

Any kind or form of nonlinearity can be Included In this type of

analysis. Thus, nonlinear hysteretic material In which the force

depends on the past history of deformation as well as the current

values can be analyzed by this approach.

EAU(t) + C(t)AU(t) + k(t)AU(t) -aaP(t) (34)

To numerically integrate equation (34) we shall assume that the

acceleration varies linearly during each time Increment while the
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properties of the system remain constant during the interval. Thus,

we can write

U(T) • AU(t) + Tu (35)
at

where r is the time variable between time t and t + At and AU is the

change in acceleration during that same time interval. Integrating,

we then can write the velocity and displacement as follows:

U()*Ut U(t).t + _L2- (36)
At 2

U(T) a U(t) + U(t)T +U(t)T + AU T3 (37)
At 6

Using the above equations, the incremental velocity and acceleration

can then be expressed as function of the incremental displacement

substituting these incremental velocity and acceleration into (34)

yields the following equation

K(t) a U(t) A PT(t) (38)

where

K(t) - k(t) + .Am + -3C(t) (39)
At2  At

APTMt * P(t) + m~Ut+Ut +c )t~) 2 U~t (40)__

Due to many approximations, error will arise in the incremental-

equilibrium relationship which might tend to accumulate from step to

step. To avoid this, the accelerations can be computed by imposing

the total equilibrium condition at the beginning of each step of the

analysis.
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For any given time increment, the analysis will consist of the

following operations:

1. Initial velocity and displacement values are known (either from

values at the end of the preceding increment or as Initial conditions

of the problem).

2. The nonlinear properties C(t) and k(t) as well as FD(t) and FS(t)

forces are computed based on the current values of U and U.

3. The initial acceleration is then computed as

U'(t) a I [(t) - FD(t) - Fs(t)J

4. APT(t) and K(t) are computed from (40) and (39).

S. The displacement Increment is computed from (38).

6. The velocity increment is computed from .

4(t) -.1 6U(t) + 3;(t) AtU(t)
a 2

7. Finally, the velocity and displacement at the end of the increment

are obtained from

;(t + at) (t) + a 6(t)
U(t + at) U(t) + aU(t)

when the last step has been completed, the entire process may be

repeated for the next time interval until the analysis is finished. Si-.-

The damping force versus velocity curve can be obtained by the

initial slope of the creep test for different stress levels or, if
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instrumentation is available from vibrational tests, by adjusting the
input frequency until the response is 90 degrees out of phase with the

applied loading. Then the applied load is exactly balanced by the
damping force, which can then be plotted versus the velocity for one

loading cycle. The stiffness force versus the displacement graph can

also be plotted from the steady-state solution of the creep tests or
from vibration by simply vibrating the system very slowly at essen-

tially static conditions.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Now that we can model and analyze nonlinear seat cushions theoret-

ically, the next logical step is to verify it experimentally. A test

plan should be proposed and implemented to accomplish this objective.

This test plan should verify the feasibility of the experimental means

of determining the mechanical properties which enter into the consti-
tutive relations. This test plan should be designed to verify the

degree of confidence and the accuracy of predicting responses using

these constitutive equations. Once the theoretical constititutive
relations are verified, the seated man oodel should be interphased
with the cushion mode. With this combined model the conditions of

actual experiments can be reproduced, and the theoretical and experi-

mental results can be compared for these low wmplitude impact forces.

Once we are able to match the existing data, the combined model can be

subjected to much larger impulsive forces and the response can be pre-
dicted theoretically. Thus, we can then investigate the influence of
the seat cushion on the spinal injuries of the seat occupant without

actual~y subjecting him to these large Impulsive forces. This com-

bined model can also be used as a design tool to determine the optimum

thickness, for example, for a given seat cushion.
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ABS TPACT

Fibrinogen and plasma lipids have been implicated as being etiolog-

ically significant in decompression sickness (DC!) during blood-bubble

b formation at the air-surface interface. When fibrinogen is deposited on

the bubble's surface, it becomes possible for the adhesion and aggregation

of intravascular lipids and other blood components (i.e., platelets) at

its surface. Determination of the concentration of these serological

"constituents in plasma and serum from experimental subjects before and

after hypobaric flights in the altitude chamber will perhaps make it

"possible to assess their role in DCS. This study reveals that, through

quantitative determination of plasma concentrations of cholesterol, high-

-" den3lty lipoprotein-associated choletterol, triglycerides and fibrinogen,

it may eventually become possible to determine subjects who are less prone

to experience DCS during simulated compression/decompression exercises,

"and to better understand some of the hazardous effects of experimental

aviation studies on flight personnel.
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I. INTPODUCTION

Decompression sickness (DCS) has variously been referred to

throughout its history as the bends, caisson's disease (in tunnel

workers), compressed air illness, and dysbarism. In reality, it is

a syndrome whiCh results when people are subjected to an overly abrupt

and extensive reduction in environmental barometric pressure. As the

"various names imply, it has been encountered not only by deep-sea

divers, but als.o by high-altitude aviators and men employed in under-

ground engineering projects in which compressed air is used to hold

back ground water. It also constitutes a potential hazard for astro-

nauts and even for commercial air passengers should an accidental rapid

loss of cabin pressure occur. The condition appears to be the result

of the formation of bubbles of inert gas (chiefly nitrogen, when air is

the breathing gas) in fluids and tissues of the body. Inert gases like

nitrogen are dissolved in body tissues and fluids and, with sufficient

time, reach a state of concentration equilibrium with the environment.

If the reduction in barometric pressure exceeds the rate at which dis-

solved nitrogen can diffuse across the various membrane barriers of the

body and be eliminated in the expired air, a state of supersaturation

occurs and bubbles may form (1). The advent of the Doppler ultrasonic

probe appears to have yielded convincing evidence that intravascular

bubbles are associated with decompression and DCS, even in the absence

of overt signs of the bends (2).

In DCS, the symptoms and signs are varied, ranging in severity

from skin rash and joint pain to central nervous system disturbances,

respiratory difficulties, paralysis, and acute circulatory shock,

depending upon the extent and location of the offending bubbles. Treat-

ment classically has revolved around the pvinciple of recompression of

the victim with a view of driving the bubbles back into solution, with

moderate, controlled decompression to allow the harmless diffusion and

elimination of inert gas.
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Warren et al. (3) developed a method for in situ fixation of

tissues which permitted the examination of blood and bubbles by electron

microscopy. Using explosively decompressed rats with massive intravas-

cular bubble formation, it was shown that bubbles acquired a coating
0

approximately 200 A in thickness, which appeared to consist primarily

of fibrinogen. Lipid micelles also became entrapped at the air-blood

interface, and platelets appeared to be selectively attracted to the

interface, with platelet adhesion progressing to platelet aggregation.

Jacobs and Stewirt (4) may have been the first to observe the effects

of bubble fozmation and platelet dggregation. Upon severing the tips

of the tails of decompressed rats, they saw bloody froths issuing from

the vessels, and upon microscopic examination, found that the bubbles

were surrounded r'y platelet aggregates. They speculated that such

aggregates might occluda fine blood vessels, resulting in microemboli.

Based upon these observations, it would appear that compression-

decompression m., be associated with the development of a hypercoaguable

state at the a. -1.4quid interface during bubble formation. Evidence

suggesti that this phenomenon may be detected in the absence of overt

signs of DCS. Using various models of decompression sickness, several

investigators have detected evidence of increased clotting activity,

including clotting factors (5). Philip et al. (6) used a rat decom-

pression model that "roduced a wide spectrum of severity of signs of

DCS and found a strong association between the severity of DCS and the

degree of disturbance in the clotting times in dogs and rabbits before

and during decompress).on from 6-11 ATA. Accelerated clotting was found

in 12 animals, but in four animals that showed signs of DCS, the

clotting time was prolonged. Many early experiments suggested that

the hypobaric environment itself might set the stage for hyperactivity

of the clotting system which is triggered by a too-rapid decompression.

Even experiments with air-injected rabbits have indicated the presence

of an air-blood interface alone will activate the hemostatic mechanism (1).
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These observations of altered clotting activity after DCS suggest a very

significant role of fibrinogen at tie bubble-air interface.

After the observation in 1907 by Vernon (7) that gaseous nitrogen was

5.3 times more soluble in fats than in water, considerable attention has

been given to the possible influence of body lipids in the etiology of

DCS. It was not until Y145 that Berg et al. (8) recognized the possible

significance of plasma lipids in DCS. During in vitro experiments, they

showed that hydrophobic surfaces such as lanolin and paraffin retained

minute air films which acted as nuclei for bubble growth. It was con-

cluded that similar phe2nomenon might also occur in vivo. Interest in

plasma lipids became even more profound when it was found that fat embolism

was a not-uncowmon post-mortem finding in hM.man fatalities from DCS

following decompression at high altitudes. Haymaher et al. (9) reported

two fatalities after high-altitude flying. The victims had histopatho-

logical evidence of fat embolism and both had patent foramen ovales. The

researchers noted intense generalized lipemia and pointed out that the

patent foramen ovale permitted the entry of gas bubbles, which otherwise

would be filtered out by the lungs, into the left side of the heart, and

hence reached the brain and other vital organs. The same also would be

true of lipid emboli. Subsequently, laboratory experiments confirmed the

presence of fat esboli in various organs and tissues in animals with

severe DCS (10).

It has also been postulated by some investigators that intravascular

bubbles triggered the aggregation of platelets and that coalesced plasma

lipids become incorporated into such aggregates. Pau:ley and Crockett (11)

reported that the coalescence of plasma lipids was the most likely source

of fat emboli, and that there was electron microscopic evidence that lipid

particles became incorporated at the gas-liquid interface of intravascular

bubbles produced in rats by rapid decompression. Therefore, it appears

that the trapping of such thrombi composed of bubbles, platelets, and

lipids would explain the disappearance of plasma lipids from the circu-
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lating blood, as had been observed in rats severely affected by DCS.

Elevated plasma lipids have been shown experimentally 'o accelerate blood

clotting, favor experimental thrombogenesis, increase tne platelet adhe-

siveness, reduce the circulating platelet count and aggregate platelets

in vitro. In light of these observations, it is reasonable to conclude

that elevated lipid levels could increase the incidence and severity of

experimental DCS0 and that it would seen reasonable to assume that plasma

lipids play a significant role in the etiology of clinical DCS. Based

upon these observations, this investigation was undertaken to further

elucidate the role of fibrinogen and plasma lipids in bubble formation

at the air-liquid interface during DCS.

II. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this research project was to determine the

concentration of fibrinooen and plasma lipids in the serum and/or plasma

of Air Force hypobaric subjects before and after exposure to si':-1lated

altitude changes in the hypobaric chambers of the Crew Technology Divi-

sion at the School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. These analytical

determinations would thereby allow the evaluation and elucidation of

their role in bubble formation during DCS.

The approach of this investigation was to correlate fibrinogen and

plasma lipids to DCS in the following ways:

(1) Assess and determine the serological concentration of fibrinogen and

circulating plasma lipids following varying simulated altitude expo-

sures.

(2) Correlate the concentrations of fibrinogen and lipids vs the tendency

toward bubble formation and the degree of DCS.

(3) Determine the relationship of fibrinogen and plasma lipids to plate-

let adhesion and aggregation at the air-liquid interface of the gas

bubble during DCS.
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It perhaps should be noted at this point that the goals and objec-

tives of this research effort could not be assessed to the degree desired

by the investigator due to circumstances beyond his control. He was

unfortunately informed on June 29, 1984 (midway in the research period),

that the facility from which donor subjects' blood samples were being

obtained to carry out this investigation was being cloced for technical

reasons until July 31, 1984. Nonetheless, and in spite of the fact that

the number of plasma and serum samples obtained was minimal, the researcher

did analyze and assess those samples that he was able to obtain. Due to

the difficulties encountered and noted above, this research effort should

be extended and a more detailed study pursued with a much larger popula-

tion of hypobaric flight subjects.

III. METHODS AND RESULTS

A. Collection of blood samples

Blood samples were obtained from normal healthy USAF hypobaric sub-

jects by venipuncture into 7 ml vacutainar tubes containing no coagulant.

The samples were allowed to clot at room temperature for one hr, centri-

fuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min, the serum decanted into clear 5 ml sterile

polystyrene tubes and stored at -20" C until used for assay of plasma

lipids: cholesterol (Chol), high-density lipoproteins-associated choles-

terol (HDL-Chol) and triglycerides (Trig) concentrations. The collection

of plasma samples for fibrinogen concentration determinations were

obtained, centrifuged, decanted and stored under the same conditions,

except that they were drawn into 5 ml vacutainer tubes containing the anti-

coagulant sodium citrate. One pre-flight sample of blood was drawn from

all hypobaric subjects in each category described above. An additional

sodium citrate sample of blood was drawn from subjects who experienced DCS.

B. Bends screening index protocol

The bends screening index protocol profile used by the Hypobaric

Branch for volunteer subjects was as follows:
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1. One hour of pre-breathing 100% pure 02.

2. Subjects were to be exposed to at least six randomly

selected flights in the altitude chambers.

a. One at 25,000 ft or 5.45 psi (281.8 mmHg).

b. Three at 27,500 ft or 4.88 psi (252.4 mmHg).

c. Two at 30,000 ft or 4.36 psi (225.6 mmlg) .

3. The duration of each flight was for 8 hr unless grade I1

DCS symptoms occurred, at which time the subject was immediately removed

from the chamber.

4. Intervals for successive flights were to be never less than

two days apart for subjects who completed the experimental hypobaric

procedures.

C. Assay for fibrinogen concentration dete.minations

The quantitative determination of fibrinogen in all plasma samples

was conducted using a Fibrometer. The fibrinogen test procedures were

conducted according to those specified by the Sigma Chemical Company,

St Louis, Missouri, from which the fibrinogen test kits (No. 880) were

obtained. All plasma samples were assayed in duplicate with an average

of the two clotting times subsequently determined and recorded (Table 1).

Based on the following general principle:

Fibrinogen Thrombin Fibrin (1)

When plasma is diluted with barbital buffer (with albumin) and then

allowed to clot wit•i excess thrombin, the fibrinogen concentration

becomes rate limi ULng and inversely proportional to the clotting time,

yielding a linear relationship when plotted on log-log two cycle graph

paper (Figure U). The calibration curve prepared by use of a fibrinogen

reference supplied in the kit is used to determine the fibrinogen concen-

trations in the subjects' plasma samples (12), which is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Fibrinogen calibration curve.

FIBRINOGEN CONCENTRATIONS (mq/dl)

Dilution Fibrinogen Clotting Average
Subject Factor Concentration Time (sec.) Clot. Time

1"
2 1:10 880 17.1/18.2 17.9
3*
4 1:10 240 7.2/6.9 7.0
5 1:10 145 12.1/11.7 11.9
6 1:10 127 13.3/13.3 13.3

Table 1. Fibrinogen concentrations for hypobaric subjects.

Notes Normal range, Adults: 180-310 uz/dl
*Sodium citrate plasma was not available for assay.
#Fibrinogen concentration after subject was removed from chamber.
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D. Assay for plasma lipids

The samples used for the determination of plasma lipids (Chol, HDL-

Chol and Trig) conccntrations were assayed using an Abbott VP Bichromatic

Analyzer. A bichromatic filter with a wavelength of 500/600 rm was used

to quantitate the concentrations of Chol and HDL-Chol respectively. A

340/380 zm filter was used for the Trig assays. All assays vera conducted

according to the protocol specified by Abbott Diagnostic Division Labora-

tories for use with the Abbott VP Bichromatic Analyzer. The quantitative

concentrations of Chol, HDL-Chol and Trig (expressed in mg/dl) found in

the serum of the six hypobaric subjects are shown in Table 2. The cal-

culated concentrations of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-Chol)

and Chol to HDL-Chol ratio is also shown in Table 2.

CONCENTRATIONS (mg/dl)

Subject chol HDL-Chol LDL-Chol Chol:HDL-Chol Trig

1 158 32 126 4.9 111

2* 18S 54 135 3.5 150

3 130 46 84 2.8 I18

4* 141 32 109 4.4 78

5' 219 45 174 4.9 126

6 220 41 179 5.4 89

Table 2. Plasma lipids concentrationi.

Notes: 1. Normal Ranges. Cholesterol 100-250

HDL-Cholesterol 25-75

Triglycerides 0-150

2. *Subjects who showed signs of bubble formation.
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The chemical principles of the procedures used in the analyses to

quantitate the concentration of Chol, HDL-Chol and Trig shovw in Table 2

are based upon the following generalizations:

(1) Cholesterol

Cholesterol esters in serum are hydrolyzed to free cholesterol by

cholesterol ester hydroylasei

cholesterol este..s cholesterol sholesterol (2)
esterase

The free cholesterol produced is oxidized to cholest-4-en-3-one

with simultaneous production of hydrogen peroxide;

S cholesterol %coetnn

cholesterol + 02 +cholesteon H2 0 (3)2oxidase 2. .-

The H 0 oxidatively couples with 4-aminoantipyrine and phenol in
2 2

the presence of peroxidase to yield a quinoneimine dye;

H 0 + 4-aminoantipyrine + phenol eixidase oneinine dye (4)
2 2

The quinoneimine dye has an absorption maximum of 500 ra. The amount

of color measured by the Abbott Analyzer is directly proportional to

the total cholesterol content of the subject's sample (13,14) given

in Table 2.

(2) DL-Cholesterol

At neutral pH, sulfated polysaccharides will form insoluble complexes

with serum low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and very low-density lipo-

proteins (VLDL) in the presence of divalent cations. Under such

conditions, insoluble lipoproteins-polyanion-cation complexes are

formed. The insoluble complexes form more readily when the protein-

to-lipid ratio is low. Consequently, VLDL precipit.tes more readily
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than LDL, and LDL 'ore readily than HDL. * Th proper concentration

cf 'olyanion and cation allows the selective precipitation of lipo-

protein fractions. Dextran sulfate and Mg++ in predetermined con-

centrations selectively precipitate VLDL anr LDL. The cholesterol

in the iDL fraction is then quantitated usinq the Abbott analyzer

by determining the cholesterol in the aupernatant following centri-

fuation (15). The 'esuults are shown in Table 2.

(3) Triglyc-• 14-S

Triglycer- -e completely hydrolyzed to free glycerol and free

fatty acids by a microbial lipase;

triglyceridev lipase glycerol + free fatty acids (5)

The liberated free glycerol is then reduced enzymatically by the

following sequential reactions:

glycerol + A~h- kirol lycerol-l-phosphate + ADP (6)kinase

ADP + phosphoenolpyruvate -a ATP + pyruvate
kinase

+ lactate
pyruvate + NADH + latate ,lactate 4 NAD

dehydrogenase

Tho disappearance of NADH observed at 340 ru is a stoichiometxic

measure of the glycerol present, which in turn is related to the

triglyceride contont of the subjects' samples (16) shown in Table 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

The methoc2s used in this investigation for the determination of fibrin-

ogen and plasma lipid concentration are presently routine laboratory

procedures for obtaining data that is of relevance in the diagnosis of
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cardiovascular disorders. 4owever. they may be of ocla1l value in the

3earch for serological conditions that may be of relevance ia doterminiq•

the susceptibility of subjects to e-perionce XCS due to bubble ftrmation

under experimental hypobaric conditions.

From the data obtaine-i and reported in Table 2, ma" pasertews per-

taining to cholestezol concentratior4 ca,, be calculated (i.e.0, LDL-7•l

and VLDL) once the aralytical determinations of Cl--ol, KiE L-rolo and Tirie

a.ve been ,made. Based on netbods report.l by Friedowald at il. ('*..

LZL-Chol can L_ calcu'lat4 d by ise of the foll.-ýeinq for:a:

CLDL C plasma - KiL -(7)i

Through correlations of the many variables that can b9 ottýsi*d ard

calculated from these data. there appears to be many serological c!arac-

taristics pertaining to plaza lipids that can be evaluated.

Even though the suibject population was wall in this ,t.,4, 'nd se

of the values observed were within the vnomal expectw raw*,ne. perat•eors

such as those reported above and elsewvere in this report (Tablets I &M 2)

may bn of paramount anportarce in the ptedIction of subjects oo esp.rianec

XS froe th,e that are less prone to experi4e*X. 5e &M bo•bblv foaration.

such serological parageters may also be *se~ntaI• in $etssainq tho estnnt

of the adhesion and aqgregation of bl-od FIataleots and ,,,Iamw o.i at

the blood-bubble interface in OCS. fktrvmo-tr. thA validity -f !tr*, #er4,a-

.qical differences wuld be even more se•ninqful if &Il par Tort .rec

de.terminied both before wA4 after 41w hypoberiýc wxpopuro, ir, all n~a

in %pit* of the n twber )I %ub!.cIs *v~liia~ted us. ?is investi-

gjaticin, it my be of LrJw~rtAnoce at this point to r~or that skalerts

Ptie. 2, 4 anci 5 did develop ve-w t~dbls dwtoctAbJ toy Dvplev. amd

subject 40. I, *ho had no ei~yns -,t baibblo fcrmetieon 4marin *he asre

- ... j.-,i
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had to be removed :rcm the hypobaric chamber prior *•o the completion of

the 8-tar flight period du, to devolo:aeno, of OCS symptoms. Since the

mnly "down" sample of plasma that was analyzed for fibrinogen concentra-

tion was tat o••.,tAni from subject No. 2 (88 mjg/dl) upon being taken out

of the chamber aiter a 2-hr flight period, it is possible that low fibrin- L•.

ogen conc~ntration mitght have been detected in the plasma of all subjects

W6o showed sigm of bubbling. The low concentration of fibrinogen observed

in this cse may have been due to the fact that much of the fibrinogen

from the blood had already been coated on the surface of the bubbles

formsed. This assumption is in agreement with other investigators who

reported the adhesion and aggregation of plasma lipids at the bubble

surface interface due to the deposition of fibrinogen (1,1A).

In regard to plasma lipid concentrations, it ia possible that some

relative characteristics of significant value might have been detected if

all paraieters noted herein had been analyzed and correlated before and ,. -

after the hypobaric flight procedures. Philip (1) reported from situdies

usinq the rat treadmill decompression test that suaceptibility to DCS was

-xwreased followinq alimentary lipemia, and that severity was related to

1,1as% lipid levels. Therefore, since the subject's diet prior to the

experimental flights was not known, consideration of these parameters might

also have been of paramount importance in this research inve tiqation.

rinally, in the light of these observations, it would seem reasonable

as well as advantaqeous to furthor elucidate and pursue the role of fibrin-, .

cu.a and .- lasma lipids in the etiology of DCS at the blood-bubble surface

::;terface. Preliminary resulta revealed in this investigation indicate

that further stuwy of bubble s&rface interaction with these soroloqical

,unponents of the blocd warrants further consideration with a larger

pol,ulatLon (f sub)ects a:n a longer period of time for pursuing the study.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

it is strongly recommended that extensive studies and observation in

reference to fibrinogen and plasma lipids at the bubble surface interface

during DCS be investigated. These studies are feasible at the USAF School

of Aerospace Medicine in cooperation with the Hypobaric Research Division

and the Clinical Pathology Laboratory Function. Since the preliminary

groundwork has been ltid to pursue these studies that are of value in

hypobaric research, it is suggested that another summer be allowed this

j researcher to further investigate these phenomena. It is further sug-

gested that, due to the type of equipment and the facilities required

to pursue this investigation, the research e~fort be conducted at this

specific research location.

Finally, in spite of the obstacles which resulted in the problems

encountered and reported elsewhere in this report, another research

effort of significant interest has surfaced which this researcher intends

to pursue at his home institution. The problem is of relevance to the

United States Air Force experimental hypobaric research effort and can

conceivably be pursued within the guidelines and specifications of the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research Initiation Program. It has been

stv'ongly suggested and recommended that this effort be pursued.

1
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING PERFORMNCE FOR

THE USAF CRITERION TASK SET (CTS)

by

Dr. Robert E. Schlegel

David W. Patterson

ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to determine the required number of

training sessions for subjects to achieve asymptotic perfor-

mance on the Criterion Task Set (CTS) information processing

performance battery. The CTS is composed of nine tasks which

measure independent information processing resources. One

task measures perceptual input, six tasks measure central pro-

cessing and two tasks measure motor output.

Twenty subjects were divided into four groups. One group

trained on all nine tasks. The other three groups trained on

different three-task subsets. All subjects trained for two

hours per day on five consecutie days.

Performance measares for the majority of tasks included

response time ond accuracy. Subjective workload measures were

also obtained. Preliminary analysis of the date indicates

similar learning patterns for the nine-task and three-task

groups with all groups demonstrating rapid ipproveeent on most

tasks. Recomendatlon% for further data analysis and research

eutensions are a&so provided.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recent trends in workload research have concentrated on two

areas. The first area has been the development of workload

theory, that is, models which can predict human information

processing/performance capability. The second area of concen-

tration has been the development of specific measurement tech-

niques. Unfortunately, there have been very few attempts to

coalesce these theory and task developments into unified work-

load assessments. The Air Force Criterion Task Set

(Shingledecker et al., 1982, 1983) was designed for this pur-

pose.

1.1 Air Focce Criterion Task Set (CTS)

The Criterion Task Set (CTS) is based on a synthesis of

current human performance models (Wickens, 1981; Sternberg,

1969) which hypothesize that human performance Is dependent on

a number of information processing resources, stages and

speci:ic functions. The three major divisions are perceptual

input, central processing and motor output.

The elements of the combined model were operationally defined

;n terms of t!e characteristics of tasks which would place

predominant "sionds on them. These definitions were then used

to select candidate tasks for the CTS. Each of the tasks was

sjb~ected to partsetrtc study to establish prescribed testinq

conditions and c*aJin; :ovals. The result was a ;roup of

standardizeo prinarl tas(s dosi?-*d to assess a range of func-

'*-4-
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tional determinants of human performance. Of primary impor-

tance is the fact that not only was the battery developed with

concern for the fundamental characteristics of operational en-

vironments but it also integrates existing information pro-

cessing theory.

The battery is presented on a CRT display while the subject

responds using a keypad and other controls designed to allow

full response capability to the various tasks. In most tasks,

individual stimuli are presented sequentially and response

time and accuracy scores are collected. Each task, except In-

terval Production, may be conducted at three distinguishable

workload levels: low, medium and high. I.Aividual trials for

each task are of three minutes duration.

Table 1. CTS Version l.0 Tasks Listed by
Information Processing System Division.

STAýE ?ASK CODE

:nput1Perceptjal Probability Monitoring PM

:dntra' ?rPcessing Memory Search MS
Continuous Recall
Spatial Processing SP
Mat.ematical Processing HP

Liniuistic Processimn LP
:-a4matical Reasoning CG

2 t, Ct r Unstable ?rackinq UT
Interval Pro4qction P

ne pnre !ass V;-rli 7talon I-# ate lasted if a14b .&

.r~riit; tn *.Ir ytesadr*-iAio-seriap to tvio imforxa-

tn PssI n d; a fzns. A brief description of eac-h task



fol lows.

Visual Probability Monitoring (PM). The subject is required

to monitor 1, 3 or 4 simulated meters and determine whether a

bias conditioa is prtsent. This occurs when a pointer stays

on one side of the meter center line a higher percentage of

time than on the other. The percentages for the l-, 3- and

4-dial conditions are 95%, 85% and 75% respectively.

Memory Search (MS). An initial set of 1, 4 or 6 letters is

presented to the subject for memorization. Following this,

the subject must identify whether a randomly generated lettet

is a member of that set.

Continuous Recall (CR). The subject is presented with pairs

of 1-, 2- or 4-digit numbers, one bellw the other, and must

compare the top number with a previous display as well as

memorize the bottom number for later comparison.

Spatial Processing (SP). The subject compares an initial his-

togram of 2, 4 or 6 bars with a second histogram that has been

rrtated 0, 96, 183 or 270 degrees.

Grammatical Reasoning (Go). Sentence* describing the posi-

tioning of symools are presented with the symbols below. The

subject must determine whether the senteces caorrectly

describe the positioning of the syst.ols.

4athe*atical Processing (MP). The sublect is reqaired to de-

cide whether the result of a mathematical expression involving



1, 2 or 3 operators (÷ or -) is greater than or less than the

value 5.

Linguistic Processing (LP). At the low level, the subject de-

cides whether presented pairs of letters are physically ident-

ical. For the medium level, the subject decides whether both

Letters are vowels or consonants. At the high level, the sub-

Ject is required to identify antonyms.

Unstable Tracking (UT]). The subject attempts to maintain the

position of an object, representative of an airplane, in the

middle of the screen using a rotating control knob. The

dynamics of the task magnify the control error to prevent

stable control of the object.

Titerval Production (UP). The subject attempts to create reg-

ilar timing intervals using a tapping paddle at a rate between

1 and 3 taps per second.

ft,•. al,-ionaL members of the CTS are still under develop-

-ent, esxensi;e research has te.n cu ~ed on the mine tasks

in•cded in .,ersion 1.9. The pucpse of "4ese parametril

st'4•dlS ts$ seen o:1 determile training coquiroeonts for .ach

a 44 :,n on i nd;Ii~ a. zisi a. ta f i x t iml is pac Ing rates and

t7 soeect three ta-d•arl Loadinq levie based on statistically

rollis** per!;rse"a-* ifrences and si.blective estimates of

A pr;:'r,/ ~ '~ r'e* 1-1 is as a test instrurneii *.



evaluate the relative sensitivity, reliability and intrusive-

ness of a variety of available workload measures. Preliminary

workload metric evaluation studies (Shingledecker at al-,

1963) have been initiated to demonstrate the experimental pro-

cedures and to illustrate the potential variation in diagnos-

ticity that exists among worklGad measures.

In addition to the oriinal design intention stated above, the

•.-S forms an independent Performance Assessment Battery which

may be used to assess the effects of various stressors on in-

dividual components of the human information processing sys-

tem. This property may "ead to eventual adoption of the CT'S

for the ?re-Service Drug Screening Proqram (1943).

To further t.e use of the C•S in both basic and applied

research programs, it is essential to develop a cowp*hetnsave

performance data base, including a muitlivriate ana ytis to

investilate the interrelatedness of the subtests, i.e., the

internal structure of the toa•k set. A preliminary requirement

for the development of this comprehensive data aose to s e-

taoish a teai oadminst'aton methodology incl•d•a• on ptima* l

training protccol.

":Asriu the development of tile •TS., hum subjects were trained

and test•d on each toao seposately. ?he 4ata ref.;e- t"le

earni•g ctaract* It$rce of each t4ase 4n as iftdi.ta'd•b test

56419 *oten lnv,.ving sbjocts With priot espereoice nthle

IZ4
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allocate and sequence task training trials within a limited

training period, and

(5) relate task performance to a subjective workload as-

sessment measure.

3.0 RZSXARCH MZTHODOLOGY

3.1 General Approach

rout different subject groups were established to compare the

performance of subjects trained on all nine tasks vs. indivi-

dual three-taok subsets. In assigning tasks to groups, an at-

tempt was made to balance the category of Information process-

Ing, type of visual stimuli, task difficulty and other charac-

ter*istics (Tcble 2).

Table 2. Basis for Task Assignment.

Type
GROUP TASK I/P/O CHARACTZRISTICS VISUAL STIMULI

A -.---------- all nipe tasks -----------

a MS P memory alpha
PM I visual, probability

assessment graphic
GR P logic, spatial, 6-

grammz t symubol/alpha

C MP P math, logic numeric
UT I/O visual/motor graphic
SP P spatial, visual,

memory graphic

0 LP P matching, grammar,
visual alpha

IV 0 t.ming, motor -------
CR P memory, spatial numeric

124-10~
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Each task was assigned to the overall set and one subset. A

comparison of learning patterns would determine performance

differences between subjects trained on a large set of tasks

vs. a smaller subset. Due to training time limitations, five

trials of each workload level of each task were performed for

"Group A tasks and fifteen trials were performed for Group B, C

and D tasks.

3.2 Subjects

Twenty male subjects, age 18 to 25 years, were recruitjd from

the Wright State University Campus. All subjects were en-

rolled in Air Force ROTC and were naive with respect to the

CTS battery and other research efforts at AFAMRL/HE. The sub-

jects attended an orientation session to become acquainted

with the CTS and the goals of the study, and to perform a

'W. "SWAT sort" related to the subjective workload measure. The

voluntary informed consent of each subject was obtained at

this time in accordance with AFR 169-3.

Subjects were randomly assigned to Groups A, B, C and D, five

subjects per group. Each subject trained on the appropriate

CTS tasks for two hours per day on five consecutive days.

Groups B and D trained during the first week of data collec-

tion, Groups A and C during the second week.
B

3.3 Equipment and Software

The CTS is implemented on a Commodore 64 microcomputer system.

124-11
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Two such systems were used, each consisting of the following

units: Commodore 64 microcomputer, Commodore 1541 disk drive,

Commodore 1526 printer, monochrome Panasonic experimenter's

monitor, color Commodore 1702 subject's monitor and three sub-

ject response devices.

Modificationa were made to the CTS software to provide au-

tomatic sequencing through the task levels and automatic

filename construction for data storage. A coding scheme was

de'ised which included Group, Subject, Task, Level and Trial

identifiers. CTS tasks and data were all stored on floppy

disk with a separate diskette for each task group and each

subject. on the average, two 5-1/4" data diskettes were re-

quired per subject with a total of 2569 trials (data files)

for the entire study.

3.4 Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT)

To relate task performance to a subjective workload measure,

the SWAT Scale was used. The SWAT Scale (Reid, 1982; Reid,

Eggemeler, and Nygren, 1982) is a psychometric instrument sub-

jectively measuring three major dimensions of workload: Time,

Effort, and Stress. Given the demands of any specified work-

load period, subjects rate each dimension on a 1 to 3 Likert-

type scale.

The unique aspect of this scale is that it not only provides a

means for obtaining an individual subject's workload ratings,

but also a method for establishing across-subject comparabili-

124-12



'Y. h as is accpished by having each subject complete a

SAT Sort, i.e., each sub~ect sorts a card deck of all 27 com-

ninatil.ns of the three rating levels for all three workload

dimens"ons. The sorting order is then subjected to conjoint

sca'in4 yielding a standardized rating metric which can be

s.i !;r r pfs -s r:r:ss sjDoects (Nygren, 1982).

•_Lects perf!rnd tne initial SWAT card sort during the

Qr•en~r~ti•n session. Following e3ch trial, the subject pro-

.ided ~nis SA7A ratings on a data collection form for later in-

corporation into the performance data base.

3.5 Procedure

Subjects were trained on their assigned tasks during the same

two hour time block on five consecutive days. Subjects in

Group A sequenced through the set of tasks in the following

order: MS, PM, GR, MP, UT, SP, LP, IP, CR. Nl1 tasks have

three levels except IP, thus yielding 25 trials per subject

during the two-hour period. Within each task, subjects

sequenced through the levels from low to high in order.

All other subjects performed three trials at each level of

each task. The sequence for Group B was MS, PM, GR with a to-

tal of 27 trials per day. Group C followed the sequence MP,

UT, SP with 27 trials per day and Group D followed the

sequence LP, IP, CR with a total of 21 trials due to the sin-

gle level of the IP task. One trial at each level of each

task was completed before repeating the task sequence. As in
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Group A, subjects sequenced through the levelr from low to

high in order.

Two subjects were tested simultaneously by the experimenter,

one subject from each group on each Commodore system. All

data was permanently saved on floppy disk for later data

reduction and analysis.

3.6 Analysis

Performance measures for the majority of tasks included

response time and accuracy. These measures were obtained for

each stimulus presentation and could be summarized by seiect-

ing the statistics option in the CTS software. Using these

statistics, patterns of performance improvement over time

could be obtained based on estimates of learning curve parame-

ters for the various subject groups.

In addition, further analysis of the correlation between the

various tasks and the SWAT ratings can give a better indica-

tion of task structure and the relationship to a subjective

workload measure. These techniques and others are discussed

in more detail in Section 5.1.

4.0 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Summary statistics (i.e., reaction time) were obtained for all

trials. Overall averages as a function of trial number were

plotted for each task at each workload level. An example us-

ing the Memory Search (MS) task is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Reaction Time vs. Trial Number
for Memory Search Task.

With the exception of the Continuous Recall (CR) and Interval
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Production (IP) tasks, the pattern of improvement was at least

as good as that demonstrated in Figure I with minimal varia-

bility during the later trials. How*ever, high variability did

exist with Probability Monitoring (PM) due to the structure of

the task whicn does not appear to provide sufficient stimuli

per trial to lield a stable measure, especially at the medium

and high workload levels.

The SWAT ratings showed consistent ordered differences between

workload levels for all tasks. Examination of the ratings

also provides a comparison of the relative difficulty across

tasks. A ranking of tasks based on SWAT ratings is given in

Table 3. Of the tasks with three distinct workload levels,

Mathematical Processing (MP) had the lowest rating ("easiect")

and Continuous Recall (CR) the highest ("most difficult").

Table 3. Subjective Task Difficulty Based on SWAT.

Workload Rank Task

Low I Irterval Production
2 Mathematical Processing
3 Spatial Processing
4 Memory Search
5 Probability Monitoring
6 Linguistic Processing
7 Grammatical Reasoning
8 Unstable Tracking

High 9 Continuous Recall

5.9 RECOMMENDATIONS

Several recommendations exist for future analysis of the data

and extension of the research activity.

124-16
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5.1 Guidelines for Daca Analysis and implementation

First, descriptive statistics for all tasks must be compiled

to form the basis of norms and parameter estimates. This in-

cludes a breakdown by trial number, group and individual sub-

ject. Following this, analyses of variance should be conduct-

ed for each task to isolate differences between groups, sub-

jects, trials and workload levels.

Second, learning curves need to be constructed to examine in-

dividual learning rates for tasks, groups and subjects. In

addition, tests for stable task performance should be per-

formed to determine the number of trials required for asymp-

totic performance. This will provide the answers to the major

research questions of the study, including a comparison of the

learning characteristics of subjects trained on the full bat-

tery vs. a subset of tasks.

Third, exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses should be

performed to determine the factor structure of the CTS battery

(e.g., LISREL IV Program-Joreskog, 1978, 1980). This includes

computing the correlations between performance on all tasks

within Group A with performance on corresponding tasks in

Groups B, C and D.

Additional factor analyses and other multivariate procedures

should be performed to assess the degree to which CTS perfor-

mance is related to SWAT ratings for each task and workload

level.
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Final implamentation of the research results involves con-

struction of the optimal training protocol model. This might

co accomplished through the ise of a mathematical optimization

procedure (e.g., linear proqram.ing) to achieve the greatest

degree of training on all tasks within limited time con-

str3ints.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research

In terms of extending the research activity, the current study

forms the basis for developing a comprehsnsive data base for

the CTS workload performance test battery including a mul-

tivariate investigation of the inter-relationships of the CTS

tasks.

Additionally, data should be collected on the relationship

between the CTS tasks and context variables in the categories

of (1) Local Environment (e.g., time, temperature, noise, ob-

scurants to perception, protective clothing); (2) Individual

Status (e.g., fatigue, sleep loss, emotional stressors,

disease, nutrition, drug use); and (3) Long-Term Individual

History (e.g., training, prior experience, gender, age and im- ..

portant individual differences in such variables as intelli-

gence level, arousal and task/cognitive ability).

A target application of the results of these follow-on studies

is the development of Performance Assessment Batteries for the

second phase of the Tri-Service Drug Screening Program (1983).

Numerous additional applications of the CTS battery have been

124-18
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outlined in previois reports (Shinglqdec.kr *t al., 1982,

1983).
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IEGZNERATIVK MEAT TIANSFII

10 AN LSSCD3 lGINIS

Iy

loverd Schlater

A£STIAC?

TDKIIUE anctysee of the Large Space System Cryogenic Deployment

System (LSSCDS) were modified to correct the Incoming enthalpy of

the Hi2 fuel. The ge@ratry of the cambustta4 chamber was included in

the rocket coutour and eeme interetions ere made Co reaeoneble ,
c*nvergenCe. ladiation upstream of the throat yeas estimatud. The

-acceleratiou parameter was checked to seo whether tny

relaminarisatLon occurrid. Velocity profiles were checked f£r the

possibility of any SL separation.

It v.~a determined ou the basis of the above &s&&ptiones that

the cooling load wee approximately 4 1 43tu/* as compared with

lockstdyne's estimate of 6 7 0 Iltu/,. The 4141u/. is 399 * l15 tu/.

for radiation.

125-2
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INTRODUCTION

In the developme.nt of the LSSCDS eng;ine, a low thrust (500 Ib)

high expanifSon ( C - 1230) dssi~n, the question of the heat load for

tvgnefletitof was Lnvostigat,%d. 1OVK,3L? was modified to include the

cuýwustion chamber. Cowiiater z-.ns wore modified to account for

;)wtter H2 entsrip'- z,-s, , efiects aO radietion were evaluared

uý)*ýreaa of the thrust.

Acceleration pararaoters and velocity profiles were sampled at

various points slon3 the axis to check for the possibility of

relaminarization and separation, and our postalates indicated a

discrepancy betw--en the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Labora&ory

(AFRYL) and Rockotdyne predictions.

%
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PROCEDURE

TDK/BLX rune wer4 done on the LSSCDS rocket with regeneration.

The inlet temperature of the fuel was adjuited for the regeneration a

until reasonable convergence was achieved (3 iterations). Radiation

(Appendix A) was estimated upetreea of the throat. The velocity

profi!e was examined throughout the nozzle to see whether any

indications oi separation were apparent. Acceleration parameters

were calculated at varying positions to check for any indicar.ions of

relamninarizetion of the boundary layer. The Reynsolds numbar based

on momentum thickness was calculated as an indicator of transition *L4

irom laminar to turbulent and this transition was postulated.

The LSSCDS engine was run at a 6sl 0sT ratio at the rate of a

total of 1.05 lbm/s. Other specifications are in Appendix IF.

P. *1

y"•, - .
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RESULTS

The TDK/BLM proaram was corrected through trial and error such

that the inlet hydrogen temperature conformed with the regenerative

cooling load. This correction reduced the convective cooling load

"from 6 7 0 Btu/s to 4 10 Btu/s to 3 9 9 Btu/s. Specific Impulse to Vacuum

(IVAC), based on equilibrium conditions, was reduced from 524s to

514s, and on frozen conditions from 472s to 467s (Appendix B).

"Radiation losses upstream of the throat were approximated at

13Btu/s, and were ignored downstream (Appendix A). The final input

to the TDK/BLM run is indexed in Appendix F.

* Manual calculation of the acceleration parameter is documented

in Appendix C. One easily sees that this criteria is well below the

2E-6 to 3E-6 required for relaminarization past the point where the

expansion ratio is 2. Though there is a possibility of the K

reaching a critical value from the throat to the point where epsilon

equals 2, the area for heat transfer is so small that it does not

merit investigation. One can reasonably conclude that no

relaminarization takes place that would noticeably affect heat

transfer estimates.

The velocity profiles as shown in Appendix E show positive

velocities except at the wall. However, at the wall, where the

velocity is zero, the slopes of the velocity profiles are strongly

positive, thus eliminating the possibility of separation.

The TDK/BLM run per Appendix D assumed a laminar BL upstream of

"the throat and a turbulent BL downstream.

It was also noted that IVAC was reduced by 5-10s by correcting

for hydrogen inlet conditions.

125-5
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CONCLUSIONS

1. It is unlikely from our assumptions that the regenerative load

of 6 7 0 Btu/s can be met with these specifications. Provisions should

be made for alternative means of driving the compressors in the

event that the 6 70 Btu/s specification is not met.

2. Corrections in the inlet temperature of the hydrogen reduced

IVAC by 5-10 s.

3. Examination of the acceleration parameter indicates that no

relaminarization occurs.

4. The conditions necessary for separation of the BL are not S

indicated in the velocity profiles.

H

2
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RECOMIENDATIONS

I. The assumption made indicated that 6 70Btu/s is highly unlikely

and that alternative methods of supplying or supplementing che

energy necessary to drive the compressors be considered.

2. Repeat the investigation on the newest version of TDK/BLM.

3. Update TDK/BLM to include radiation effects.

4. Update TDK/BLM to include matching the regenerative load with

the inlet conditions.

5. Update TDK/BLM to to include a serious model of the combustion

chamber.

6. Gather experimental data be gathered to reinforce or reject

these conclusions.

125-7
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NOMENCLATURE

Sybol Definition Units

A area ft 2

C average heat capacity Btu/lbm-R

K acceleration parameter none

Smass flow ibm/s

Pe edge pressure ibm/ft 2

q heat transfer rate Btu/S

R radius ft
ft-lbfR gas constant lbm-R

Re Reynolds number based on none

IVAC specific impulse to vacuum lbf-s/lbm

Re 0 Re, iolds number based on e

S distance along surface ft

Te, T edge temperature degR, degK

TAD adiabatic deg-K o-

U2 final edge velocity ft/s

UI initial edge velocity ft/s

Ue edge velocity ft/s

X axial distance ft

C expansion ratio none

Ve Edge velocity Ibm/ft-s

pe edge density lbm/ft 3

viscosity lbm/ft-s
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APPENDIX A

Estimate of Radiation Losses (Ref. 3)

(Consider 6:1 0:F all 02 Vanishing On Combustion. Basis 1.05 ibm/a)

Comp Before Aftrer

ibm/s moi/s ibm/s mol/S

02 0.90 0.0281 0.0000 .00000

H2  0.15 0.0750 0.1375 .01975

H20 0.00 0.0000 1.0125 .07500

Total 1.05 0.1031 1.1500 .07600

Re~
p/

X H20 - 5625/7500 - 0.75

Pw =75 x 510 psia/14.7 psia/atm - 26 atm

H/D (cyl) -3. 5'/ 1.898" - 1.84 say 2

L =0.76 D - .76 x 1.898"/12" ft - 0.12 ft

PwL - 0.120 ft x 2.60 atm - 3.12 atm ft say 2 ft-atm

T 3575 D x1.8R/K -6435 R
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Extrapolation of c'w:

cv, T (R)

.2 3500

.15 4350

In .2 - In .15 = In .2 - In . I
3500 - 4350 3500 - T

or E'w - exp - (.426 - 3.38 E - 4 T)

or E's = exp (.426 - 3.38 E - 4 T)

for T - 6435, we get e'w - 0.0742

P = 510 psia/14.7 psia/atm - 34.7 atm

(P + Pw)/2 - (34.7 + 26.0)/2 - 30.0 am

Cw - 1.5, c 1.5 x 0.074 = 0.111

cs - iay 0.8

Ts 1420 R

PL Tg = 3 x 1420/6435 = 0.662

£oa8 0.22

Cw = 1.50

Eg - 0.33
.45

S(6435) x 0.33 - 0.651
420

125-12
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Then (q/A) rad

= 0.8 x 0.1714c-8 (0.111 x 64354 - .65 x 14204)

- 2.57 E5 Btu/ft 2 
- h

- 0.496 Btu/in2_S

The upstream area for heat transfer is then it x 1.898" x 3.5"

for the cylinder plus rS (1.898" + .792")/2 for the frustum where

S = 22 + (1.898 - .792)2 0.5 2.08 in
S2 2.0 in
2

or A 20.9 + 8.79 * 29.7 in 2

and q rad - 14.7 Btu/s

12 -1
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APPENDIX B

Correction for Inlet Temperature of H2 into Combustion Chamber.

732K corresponds to 670 Btu/s while the computer calculates the

load to be 410 Btu/a. An estimate of 463K produces 399 Btu/a. If

the inlet temperature of the fuel is assumed to be 451K, a q very

close to 399 Btu/s results, and convergence is assumed.

125-14
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APPENDIX C

Calculation of K.

ER Te ;jHl PE

2 4.67 E-02 3939 4.42 E-05 2.27341 E3

10 1.04 E-01 3332 3.85 E-05 8.05225 E2

100 3.30 E-01 2238 2.86 E-05 9.58130 El

250 5.22 E-01 1865 2.45 E-05 3.97277

300 5.72 E-01 1811 2.45 E-05 3.47452

350 6.17 E-01 0726 2.24 E-05 2.78905

400 6.60 E-01 1672 2.24 E-05 2.41312

450 7.00 E-01 1612 2.02 E-05 2.04791

1230 1.16 E-00 1121 1.58 E-05 4.38345 EQ

EU2 Ul S2 Si RP

2 1.15404 E4 1.15022 E4 4.48318 El 4.46855 El 1.19 E2 4.85 E3

10 1.26801 1.26288 5.24529 5.21014 1.11 2.18

100 1.42733 1.41631 9.00995 8.68223 1.10 3.89 E4

250 1.47253 1.46700 i.34343 EOO 1.27068 EQO 1.10 1.94 K

300 1.47862 1.47253 1.42398 1.34343 1.10 1.74

350 1.48816 1.48293 1.61288 1.51332 1.10 1.47

400 1.49417 1.48816 1.72417 1.61288 1.10 1.3.

450 1.50072 1.49417 1.84913 1.72417 1.10 1.15

1230 1.55074 1.54942 1,.02611 3.94268 1.10 3.55 E5
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APPENDIX C (Cont.)

A, K

a.

2 1.79 E-6

10 1.60 E-6

100 1.21 E-6

950 4.43 E-7

300 4.87 E-7

350 3.60 E-7

400 4.14 2-7

450 4.09 E-7

1230 2.93 E-7

Sample Calculation For K @ e - 250

U2 - 1.47253 E4 Ul a 1.46700 E4

S2 - 1.34343 51 - 1.27068 .

Pe - 3.97277 Te - 1865

(from Te) - 2.45 E-5 R - 1.10 E2

(from gas law) - 1.94 E-4

and K - (U2 
- U) " 4.43 E-7

s2 2 - Sl2 I

125-16
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"APPENDIX D

Sample Calculation for Re 3.

Rec Re w* x-R

@ x -. 25294

SRe (3 -1.0612 E-1Re 0 -7.8394 E-4 x (-2.9625 E-2)
S

--' 401 4.'

4011

n I,

.°o

S125-17
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APPENDIX III (Cont.)

4K
2 1.79 E-6

i0 1.60 E-6 -•

100 1.21 E-6

250 4.43 E-7

"300 4.87 E-7

350 3.60 E-7

400 4.14 E-7

450 4.09 E-7

1230 2.93 E-7

j
Sample Calculation For K * 250

U2 - 1.47253 E4 Ul - 1.46700 E4

52 - 1.34343 Sl - 1.27068

Pe = 3.97277 Te = 1865

(from T0) - 2.45 E-5 R - 1.10 E2

(from gas luw) - 1.94 E-4 A

and .�-- 4.43 E-72

125-18
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APPENDIX E.
VELOCITY FiporILES
y /yE
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY STUDIES OF EXTRINSIC P-TYPE SILICON

by

James Schneider

and

Michael Wager

ABSTRACT

Raman spectroscopic studies of extrinsic p-type silicon samples

were undertaken at temperatures of 300 K, 77 K, and near 4 K. These

samples were conventionally doped with group IIIA elements. Using both

incident light of a pulsed, frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG laser at 532nm and

near IR laser pulses at 1064 nm, Raman scattering was investigated under

several scattering geometries. With 532 nm light, the frequency shift
-1of the LO phonon peak near 520 cm in the Raman spectra of strained

thin films of silicon on zirconia substrates was investigated by back

scattering geometry. The weak Raman spectra from the doped impurities

in bulk silicon samples was not observed with the visible incident

radiation which is too strongly absorbed to penetrate the bulk of the

sample. A study of the effect of a surface depletion layer on silicon

samples of various thicknesses when used in Hall measurements to

determine carrier concentration was conducted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research and development of high quality extrinsic silicon

material for fabrication of infrared detectors for use in operational

systems is of continuing importance to the Air Force. The optical and

electrical characterization of these materials is necessary for the

scientific understanding of the mechanisms and properties that are to be

employed in useful devices. Hall effect studies continue to be in the

mainstream of techniques that yield interesting and useful details

concerning the electrical transport properties of semiconducting

materials. Visible and infrared absorption and emission spectroscopies

are among the spectral characterization techniques that yield a great

deal of information about the electronic excitations in semiconductors.

Raman scattering spectroscopy is a useful tool for studying electronic

transitions which may be forbidden by selection rules or which occur in

experimentally inconvenient spectral regions !or infrared spectroscopy.

In this study we consider the application of Reman scattering

specroscopic techniques to silicon samples conventionally doped with one

of the group lilA elements such as boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, or

thallium. Silicon is a much studied, technologically important,

material. The quality and purity of these crystals has been driven by

their frequent use as the base materials for sophisticated device

fabrication. Among the open questions in silicon that could yield under

the continued improvement in state-of-the-art experimental techniques

and the availability of higher quality crystals is a better under-

standing of shallow p-type acceptor impurities such as the group li-A

elements. Raman spectroscopy has been used extensively to study phonon
1-7spectra and phonon irteractions in pure and doped silicon, but

comparatively few researchers 8- 1 have reported studies of electronic

transitions in this semiconductor. In their now classic paper, Wright
" 8,9

and Mooradian reported on RaAan scattering from phosphorus donor and

from boron acceptor impurities in silicon. They obser'red a rather weak,

sharp line at 23.4 meV which was attributed to the boron acceptors.
11Jain, Lai and Klein produced an extensive Raman scattering study of

phosphorus-doped silicon which included some observations concerning

126-4
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antimony and arsenic donor impurities in silicon. Their paper also

contained a section concerning their observations on p-type acceptors in

silicon. They reported a sharp line at 184 cm- (22.8 meV) in the Raman

spectra of boron-doped silicon which was attributed to an electronic

trapsition associated with the boron acceptor state. In addition, they

reported unsuccessful attempts to observe similar transitions in

aluminum-doped and gallium-doped silicon samples, and commented on not

understanding this absence in their spectra.

Due to the extreme similarity of Group liA acceptor absorption

spectra, it would seem reasonable to expect transitions similar to the

reported boron electronic transition to occur in aluminum, gallium,

indium, and thallium-doped silicon. To the best of our knowledge,

attempts have only been made in aluminum and gallium-doped samples and

these previous negative results were reported some years ago when

silicon sample quality was less developed. As was pointed out by Klein1 2

in a review on elecronic scattering in semiconductors, it is generally

felt that additional theoretical end experimental work Is necessary for

better understanding of acceptor states in silicon.

It is, however, not an easy axperiment to undertake due to a

combinatiou of facts. Firstly, while the ratio of Raman to Raleigh

scattering intensities is generally in the order of 10 to 10 with

incident high pcwer lasers a Raman scattered intensity is, in general,

readily detectable. However, Raeman interactions in silicon, other than

with the LO phonon, are known to be very weak. Simnal levels are

therefore very low and even small electronic noise such as dark current

in the photomultipler detector is a big problem. Secondly, since

silicon is not transparent to visible light, lasers operating at near

infrared wavelengths must be employed in order to probi the volume of

the silicon samples. Detector sensitivity becomes a problem at these IR
wavelengths because the only photocathode that even has any sensitivity

in that region is the S-i cathode and its quantum efficiency for the

production of photoelectrons Is very poor.

126-5
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II. OBJECTIVES

The research was directed at the spectral properties of acceptor

impurities in silicon crystals doped with various group IIIA elements

(boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, or thallium ). The general goal is

to make some contribution to the enhanced understanding of the role of

these dopants in silicon. Raman spectroscopy, which has provided a

"gr,ýat deal of information about electronic tranaitiorA in other

semiconductors, was the principal experimental teclinique that was used

in an attempt to improve and expand the current undrratanding of the

' role of the acceptor levels resulting from these dopants in high quality

silicon semiconductor samples that are now available. Lxperimental data
S~was sought over the temperature range from room temperature to cryogenic

temperatures obtained from use of liquid nitrogen and liquid helium

"cooling fluids. Information obtained from the Raman scattering data

should compliment the ongoing experimental work in infrared absorption

"in these materials at the WPAFB Materials Laboratory.

The first objective was to get a Rar.an scattering system into

operation and to repeat and verify previously reported results. Since

"the LO phonon interaction is the strongest peak observed from both pure

"and doped silicon, we sought first to detect and observe this well known

phonon spectra. An existing laser-Raman experimental set-up using a

SPEX triple-monochrometer and a visible 532 nm wavelength pulsed laser

was available for use in this investigation. With a change of output

mirrors this same laser, which provides a an output beam at the 1064 nm

wavelength of the Nd:YAG crystal when the frequency-doubling LII crystal

is removed, could be used in the eventual desired infrared mode. We

chose to use this laser in the more convenient visible, frequency-,.

"douiled mode in the preliminary phases of the project. For probing the

"volume of the samples it was known that the laser would have to be .

changed to pulse in the infrared region of the spectrum where the

"absorption coeficient of silicon is low. Nevertheless, it was thought

"worthwhile to seek some preliminary data from boron-doped silicon with

"the experimentally more convenient visible incident laser light probing

near the surface. We sought first to gain experience and confidence with
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this experimental system and its operation. Since there was quite a bit

of power available from this laser at 532 nm, we thought it possible, at

least, that even weak signals from electronic Raman levels in the Si:B

crystals might be detectable using the visible incident light even

though it would not penetrate very far into the samples due to the very

high absorpion in silicon at this wavelength.

First the optical elements required to effectively get the

incident laser light to the sa-2ple and to direct the scattered light on

the entrance slit of the triple spectrometer were redesigned to be

appropriate for this experiment geometry. Then an existing sample

holder, capable of temperature dependent studies between room and near

4K, was modified and adapted to this experimental arrangement. The

signal detection electronics had to been slightly modified and tested

for gated, digital signal processing and recording. Gating the

detection electronics to process signals only during time that the laser

is providing in input pulse is an effective technique to reduce dark

count noise from the photomultiplier detector. The digital signals were

recorded on magnetic tape as well as converted to analog signals for

observation on chart paper. A microcomputer was used to take the

recorded digital data from the magnetic tape and to process this data

for presentation and display.

The second stage of the project was to convert to operation with

the 1064 nm wavelength of the pulsed Nd:YAG laser. Using the same gated

electronic digital signal processing system, a full experimental study

of all group 111A acceptor dopants was planned in available high quality

silicon. The study was undertaken in an attempt obtain new data and to

advance an understanding of the role of acceptors in silicon.

Two side objectives were considered for possible inclusion In our

research program. The first related effort was to use the strongest and

more easily observed Raman scattering line attributed to the LO phonon .

interaction in silicon to investigate the condition of strain in thin

sampl.!s of single crystal silicon on saphire (SOS) and/or silicon on N

zirconia (SOZ) insulating substrates. The Raman line from the LO phonon

interaction is reported be a rather strong function of the crystal

strain and thus it is considered to be a convenient indicator of the
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condition of strain in these thin-film crystals. If time and conditions

dictated, a second side objective was to devote some effort to

experimental Hall effect measurements. Since Hall measurements are

rather routinely undertaken in this branch of the Materials Laboratory

b

at Wright Patterson Air For~e Ease and the equipment is functional and

operating, it was planned that when and if equipment failures or other

delays in the laser Raman scattering experiments made the time

available, that time would be devoted to Hall effect studies on silicon.

1

"III. RAMAN SCATTERING SYSTEM; EXPERIMENTAL TCHNIQUES

The laser Raman experimental set-up is based on a pulsed Nd:YAG

laser, a SPEX triple monochrometer, photon counting detection, and a

gated digital signal processing system. Figure I shows a schematic
13

representation of this pulsed laser Raman spectroscopy system .The

laser is capable of operating in the burst, "ls witched mode which

generates about 10 output pulses of approximately 200 nanosecond o.

"duration during each 150 to 200 microsecond long bursts. Burst rates are

"normally set at about 50 per second and the average power delivered is

I in the order of hundreds of milliwatt. with peak power during each of

the "lswitched pulses in the kilowatt range.

The basic ieea is to reduct~ unwanted detection of background

signals due to stray light and photomultiplier dark current by gating

the digital signal detection electronics ON uialy when th-re is temporal

coincidence with an input laser pulse. A small portion of the incident

laser light pulse is reflected onto a PIN diods. The output of this

"diode unit serves both as a timing pulse and as a means to sample, mon-

itorand recdrd the incident laser power. A Time Pickoff Unit (Ortec

260) feeds this pulse from the" diode to an integrator and sample/hold

unit that yields an analog signal representative of input laser power.

This analog output is both digitizes for digital recording and used as

"the denoninator in a divider (PAR 230 Multiplier Unit) to give a

SpowerSthe Q-sited oupulse fo nateklog wattordingued.ovsal mntrsas
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"we PULL FINp""

Figure 1. Schematic of Pulsed Laser Raman spectroscopy System .'

This same output from the PIN diode provides a timing pulse (Ortec 403)
to trigger a pulse generator (pulse generator B in" figure 1,i!

Systron-Donner 100A Pulse Generator). Additionally, the synchronized

output from the Chromatix laser lamp flash circuit is used to trigger

2 another pulse generator (pulse generator A in figure 1; portion of PAR
-,.. CW-I Boxcar Integrator) that is used to feed the enable gate of pulse i

VOA

generator B in figure i. In this configuration, pulse generator B

provides an output pulse to open a gate to the digital counter (SSR 1120

Photon Counter) only during the time duration of each pulse of the
laser, and spurious firing of pulse generator B is virtua1lly eliminated.

Since scattered photons detected by the photomultiplier on the exit slit

of the spectrometer are counted by the digital counter only during the

short time (100-200 ns) that the laser is active, background signal from

photomultiplier dark current, fluorescence, ambient light, etc., are

essentially reduced to near zero and weak signals are observable.

Typical operation is to hold at a spectrometer setting for a fixed
number of input laser pulses, with signal to noise ratio improved at "1
larger numbers of input pulses.
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Three digital signals are recorded for each setting of the

"spectrometer, the scattered ph..ton count from the counter, the digitized

output from the integrator and sample/hold circuit that is proportional

to Ohe incident laser power, and a digitized signal from the

spectrometer setting that gives the wavenumber shift measured from the 4
incident laser wavelength. These three signals are processed through a

PAR Series 260 multiplexer unit and recorded on magnetic tape (Texas

Instruments Silent 700 ASR data terminal) for subsequent processing.

The digital output of the photon counter is also converted to an analog

signal for analog recording on an x-y plotter used primarily as an

operator monitor 4,

IV. RAMAN SCATTERING SPECTRUM OF Si WITH VISIBLE LIGHT

Samples are mounted on a cold finger of an Air Products Heli-Tran

using either liquid nitrogen or liquid helium cryogenic fluids. Figure

2 show a typical spectrum from a silicon sample with boron concentration
17

of 10 in the back reflection geometry. Ths cold finger was at 77K and

the sample was under 125K. The spectrometer was held at a fixed"-. *:

wavelength counting scattered photons for an interval determined by 4000

incident laser pulses. The only strong ieature is the silicon LO phonon

interaction at 523 cm- shift below the energy of the 532 nm incident

laser wavelength. No features associated with a boron acceptor impurity

is discernable. 2-.
Figure 3 shows two scans on the same crystal taken with the sample

on the 4K cold finger, but with different scattering geometries. The

scale is amplified to look for features in the spectrum (LO phonon

counts at the 524 cm- 1 peak were near 8000). In beck reflection, the ,K.

background count is several hundred counts per 4000 laser pulses, due

either to weak Raman signals or stray laser light reflecting its way

through the spectrometer to the detector as noise. The lower curve Is

for a geometry with the incident laser light directed nearly parallel to

the surface and the collected scattered light at 90 degrees to this

incident beam. Note the background reduced to only several per 4000 1 -j
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laser pulses with this geometry the less specularly reflected light

scatters into the spectrometer slit than with back reflection geometry.

The two "peaks" in this Raman spectrum were at first thought to be the

previously reported8,11 boron electronic Raman line at 184 cm- 1 (23 meV)

and weak lattice phonon lines near 306 cm-1 (37.9 meV). Attempts to

repeat this data on the same sample revealed that the "peaks" were

actually artifacts that resulted from an increase in the specularly

reflected light from the sample that occurred when we were actually

burning pit holes in the sample periodically, and it just happened to

occur on the run shown at the time when the spectrometer was at 184 cm 1

the position. It became obvious that highly absorbed visible light was

not going to permit the observation of electronic Raman features.

Visible laser light at 532 na was useful only for the strong LO

phonon peak determination. A side project to use the position of this

phonon peal- to determine strain conditions in thin silicon film on

zirconia (SOZ) and on saphire (SOS) substrates was very successful. A

sample of the observed several wavenumber shifts to higher energy in

strained silicon films is shown in figure 4. The strain calculated from

such shifts correlated well with x-ray measurements, and were much more

convenient.

V. RAMAN SCATTERING SPECTRUM OF Si WITH IR TASER LIGHT

It was obvious in hindsight that the 1064 nm line from the YAG "

laser should be used to investigate silicon. At low temperatures, this

corresponds to a region of low absorption and the volume of the sample

can be probed. Several experimental snags were however encountered in

short order. First, the existing spectrometer with a pair of 1200 g/mm

gratings could not mechanically be turned past 1.0 micron position, and

we needed to work in the 1064 to 1130 nm range. Gratings with 600 g/mm

were needed, but not available for months. An attempt to borrow 600

g/lm gratings from other groups at the lab was partially successful in

that two were found from different researchers, but both were blazed at

angles that were inefficient for 1100 nm light (one blazed at 600 na
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- _twasn't too bad, but the one blazed at

- -. 1 1850 rum gave only a few percent

-I - iI transmission at 1100 nm as expected

f rom grating efficiency curves).
q • ._-• ! Next, the existing (very efficient inthe visible) C31034 end window

jV*-•,- " i - - photomultiplier had to be replaced by
-10 A 1 .0 one with S1 response. The only tube

available with Si response was aJ -- -:C31004A side window tube that did not
Si i r It I fit in the existing cooled housing.

- -- PH tubes with Si photocathodes must

be cooled to reduce dark currerS.
3 W0 M a s- o "M IW MO noise. Dark emission is reduced by an

Figure 5. Spectral Response order of magnitude for every 20

degrees cooling (Dark emission from

10 electrons per sec per cm2 at +20C
4 -1 -2to 10 e a cm at -40C ). Two cooled PH housings were designed and

built for the side window C31004 tube, one using liquid nitrogen and the

other using thermoelectric coolers. They worked well to reduce dark

current, but detected signals near 1100 nm and beyond in that

spectrometer with inefficiently blazed gratings and the cooled C31004A

PM tube were extreemly weak. Essentially no Raman signal was detectable,

even from the stronger phonon interactions in silicon. A closer

investigation of tube response revealed that the C31004 tube is a

reflective photocathode type. While it has a Ag-O-Cs photocathode like pr•

other SI Class tubes, its extended IR sensitivity is not good compared

with the transmisive photocathode types like the 7102 end window tube.

It became obvious what was necessary to do this experiment, but it was

not going to be possible to accomplish the task during the tenure of the

SCEEE Fellowships. A pair of 600 g/mm gratings blazed for efficiency at

1.0 or 1.2 microns and a super-cooled photomultiplier housing with an

end window, transmissive, photocathode photomultiplier tube selected for

extended IR range sensitivity were necessary. All are available for

reasonable costs, but not in a reasonable time frame.
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Vt. HALL EFFECT STUDIES

The Hall effect is a valuable tool for studying semiconductor

material. From Hall measurements the type of electronic carrier, the

number of carriers per unit volume, and their mobility can be obtained.

By taking Hall data over a wide range of temperatures, the carrier

concentration information can yield the identity of and the

concentration of the electrically active impurites. Since an

experimental Hall measurements apparatu3 was available in the Materials 4

Laboratory along with high quality "pure" bulk samples of silicon,

attention was directed for the balance of the research period was

directed at a study of the possible effect of surface depletion layers

on carrier concentration determinations. L_

In a piece of high purity silicon, a quadravalent substance, the

surface of the material will have many "unbonded sites." The electrons

from these bonds can move into the bulk of the material and leave the

surface of the material with a positive charge. Samples are normally

prepared by treating the silicon material with acid solutions which

removes the outer layer of oxidized and damaged silicon. A new oxide

layer is carefully grown on the surface by immersing the sample in

boiling distilled water. With a "perfect" oxide present, the surface is

electically neutral but for any realistic situation there may be a small

positive charge left at the surface. This gives rise to a small region

of depleted carriers called the depletion region. Depending on the

quality of the oxide grown, this region is estimated to have a thickness

from 1-100 microns. The question posed is whether or not the depletion

region significantly affects the measured carrier concentration. The

depletion region is an insulating region in the sample. Current

equations used for calculatihg carrier concentration include the

thickness, t, of the sample used but they do not account for the

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx d T d - thickness of depletion region
t - measured thickness

xxxx :xx t ~ t-2d - true(effective) thicknessxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx d i

Pmeasured Ptrue I 2d/t
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possible presence of the depletion region. For thick samples the effect

is negligibli but for thin samples with true or effective thickness of

t-2d the effect on hole concentration, p , could be quite significant.

In order to study the effects of the thickness of the depletion

regicn, Hall measurements using the Van der Pauw technique were planned

on a set of high quality silicon samples. We elected to maks a series

of measurements, beginning with three identically prepared samples each

having a thickness of about 2 millimeters. Standard laboratory

proceadures were followed and Hall runs were undertaken on the three

samples. These same three samples were then thinned to about I

millimeter, repolished, and processed for a second set of Hall 7

measurements. Subsequent thinning and polishing to smaller and smaller

thicknesses of about 0.5 millimeters, 0.25 millimeters, etc., were

anticipated. Before the Hall measurements were taken, the three sample

set was cleaned in a boiling soution of alcohol followed by a boiling

solution of diluted hydrochloric acid and rinsed in distilled water.

The physical thickness of each sample was then measured. The oxidized

silicon layer was etched off in a room temperature solution of

hydrofluoric acid and then a new oxide layer was grown on the silicon -\

samples in a twenty minute bath of boiling distilled water. The process ,,,

was Intended to ensure that the surface of each of the samples was

treated identically.

The data generated by the Hall apparatus was then processed

through computer programs to yield plots of carrier concentration,

resistivity, Hall mobility, and Hall coefficient against temperature. %V

Measurements have been completed on all three samples at the first two

thicknesses. All three samples survived and have been turned back to

the lab's crystal polishing technician for continued thinning. Since we

a located physically clos, to the Materials Laboratory at Wright

Patterson Air Force Base, It is anticipated that we will maintain

contact and continue to be involved in this series of experiments after

our official tenure as SCEEE fellows has terminated. Shown In figure 6

is a representitive comparison plot of carrier concentration against

temperature on one of the three samples. The two curves result from

different sample thickness of the same sample. The top curve (using +
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symbols) is for the sample at a thickness of two millimeters; the lower

curve (ualng symbols of a point in a box) is for a thickness one

millimeter. Each of the three samples exhibited this sam phenomenon.

The slope of the straight line portion gives the activation energy of

the carrier. The carrier is boron which is always present in "pure"

silicon. The leveling off of the curve represents the fact that the

temperature is high enough that all the carriers of that type have been

activated. At this time it is not clear as to whether the hopefully

identical depletion regions in samples of different tota4 thickness has

affected the carrier concentration determination significantly.

Obviously additional runs at smaller thicknesses are necessary before

any firm conclusions are drawn from this data.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Three additional pieces of equipment are needed to do a Raman

study of silicon doped with group IliA elements on tie Rzman apparatus

used in this study. A pair o" gratings with 600 g/me that are blazed

for high reflectance in the 1100 nm range, a super-cool photomultiplier

housing to reduce dark current in the SI type photocathode of the

photomultiplier, and a selected, e-tended infrared range, photo-

multiplier with transmissive front window photocathode. The area of the

photomultiplier's photocathode should be small since that will also P

reduce the dark current in the tube, and the image of the apectrometer

slit at the photocathode is not large. A Rauamatsu R632A tube selected

for a high red to Lotal respotse ratio would be a good choice.

Additional studies of these impucities in silicon seem to be

warranted at this time due to the availability of high grade silicon

materials and the questions that remain concerning the existence of

electronic Reman scattering from acceptors in this material. It's a

difficult experiment in this infrared range, but has a good chance of

some success with an efficient Raman detection system at thesew, ve l •.,'t h ,

wavelengths.
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BACTERIOLOGIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION

"OF LEGIONELLAE

by

Gordon D. Schrank

"ABSTRACT

Efforts were directed at providing methods for the tentative

identification of Legionellae submitted for characterization and

determining if routine isolation of Legionellae from environmental samples

is feasible without the use of laboratory animals or embryonated eggs.

"The three major groups of Legionellaceae can be differentiated using dye

"containing media; these groups include the genus Legionella and proposed

genera Tatlockia and Fluoribacter. Other tests useful for tentative

separation of species include brown pigment production on media containing

aromatic substrates, growth in the presence of 1% NaCl, the results of %

a modified hippurate test, and the oxidase reaction. Further research

is needed to insure that these organisms can be isolated from environmental

samples. Current pretreatment and plating media were found to be

inadequate for the routine recovery of Legionellae when present in low

numbers. Suggestions for further research are included.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Members of the family Legionellaceae are somewhat unusual Gram negativd

rods that are found in numerous aquatic environments and may be the cause

"of respiratory illness in humans. The term "Legionnaires' Disease" refers

to illness caused by Legionella pneumophila. However, it is now clear

that similar infections have occurred throughout the United States and

other parts of the world and that L. pneumophila and related organisms

in the family Legionellaceae are responsible for these illnesses.

Members of the family Legionellaceae are rods which measure about

0.3 to 0.9 #m in width and may be 2 to 20 um in length (Brenner, et al.

1984). The longer filamentous forms are more common in laboratory

cultures; short rods are most commonly seen in infected tissues. They

9 are Gram-negative but stain poorly by the conventional Gram stain. This

reaction may be enhanced by substituting carbol fuchsin for safranin in

the Gram staining procedure. The organisms are flagellated and require

S~L-cysteine-HCl and iron salts (ferric pyrophosphate or ferric nitrate)
for growth. These organisms are best cultured in the laboratory on a complex

"medium containing yeast extract, activated charcoal, alpha-ketoglutarate,

potassium hydroxide, and agar as well as the cysteine and iron salt.

The addition of ACES buffer (N-2-acetamido-2-aminoethane-sulfonic acid)

enhances growth by buffering the pH of the medium between 6.85 to 7.0.

The organisms do not grow on conventional blood agar or numerous other

media. A defined medium has also been described for the organisms (Warren

and Miller, 1979).

Other characteristics of Legionellae include a positive catalase test

and a negative or weakly positive oxidase reaction. The organisms liquefy
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gelatin and are negative for urease and nitrate reduction. They do not

ferment carbohydrates. Therefore, growth of the organisms in the

laboratory requires specialized media and identification of species is

based on a few characteristics. Final identification requires direct

"fluorescent antibody testing, gas liquid chromatography, and

"deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) hybridization (Weaver and Feeley, 1979).

The Microbiology Section of the Epidemiology Division is a reference

center for Air Force clinical laboratories throughout the world. The

personnel at this lab have received requests for confirmation and

identification of Legionellae. Because these organisms are relatively

new to the clinical laboratory experience, laboratory personnel have not

"set up procedures for isolation and identification of Legionellae. These

organisms may be a part of the flora of cooling towers and institutional

hot water systems. Therefore, in addition to the need for information

on tests for confirming a clinical isolation of Legionellae, laboratory

personnel wished to investigate the feasibility of isolating the organisms

from environmental sources without the use of laboratory animals.

My experience in microbiology includes work in a clinical laboratory

"as well as a contract involving Brucella sp. Therefore, I had experience

with clinical microbiology as well as fastidious bacteria which require

special isolation techniques. In addition, the Brucella are organisms i
with considerable pathogenic potential for laboratory workers. Experience

in working with such organisms provides an increased sense of laboratory

safety necessary for working with bacteria which may be transmitted to

personnel by the aerosol route.

II. OBJECTIVES:

127-4
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The objectives of this project are listed below:

Major Objective:

The major objective of this research is to prepare working protocols for

the isolation and identification of Legionella pneumophila and other

organisms in the family Legionellaceae.

Detailed Objectives:

1) Research all previously described commercial or in-house prepared media

used for growing Legionellae.

2) Determine what media and reagents should be purchased commercially

and those which should be made in-house.

3) Determine biochemical tests required for the identification and

differentiation of Legionellae. Such tests include staining, colonial

morphology and pigmentation, dye sensitivity, catalase and oxidase

determinations, fluorescent staining and others as determined by

literature review. 24'
4) Develop a simple, rapid protocol to isolate such organisms from both

clinical and environmental specimens.

5) Develop flow charts that may be used for processing specimens and for

characterizing Legionellae isolates. These flow charts must be detailed

for the purpose of standardizing laboratory procedures with changes in

laboratory personnel.

6) Once the above objectives have been completed, determine if Legionellae

may be recovered from aquatic organisms such as protozoa and insect larvae.

Because of the growth rate and difficulty of isolating Legionellae

from mixed cultures, it was agreed that these objectives were reasonable

for the ten week research period. A complicating factor involves the
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recent isolation of numerous new species of Legionellae which must be

differentiated from known strains. This aspect of the project clearly

j demonstrates the need for future research relating to specific isolation

% "and differentiation within this group of organisms particularly when final

identification is based on techniques not routinely used in most clinical 4

laboratory settings (i.e., fatty acid extraction and analysis and DNA

hybridization).

II. NOMENCLATURE:

The nomenclature of Legionellae is rather complex because this group

of organisms has only recently been described. The organisms used in

this study are described in Table 1. Both the original and proposed names

are shown along with spelling variations (Brenner, et al. 1984; Vickers

and Yu, 1984).

III. CULTURE MEDIA:

"Culture medium bases, from commercial sources and or prepared in-house,

were compared for usefulness in culturing the eight test organisms.

Historically, Legionellae have been cultured both in vitro and in vivo.

In vivo methods include the use of guinea pigs and embryonated chicken

eggs. In vitro culture has been accomplished using a number of media

including Mueller-Hinton Agar enriched with ferric pyrophosphate and

L-cysteine. Charcoal yeast extract (CYE) agar rep.aced this medium.

Further research led to the modification of CYE agar to include

apha-keotglutarate and ACES buffer (BCYE agar; Feeley, et al. 1979).

Difco Laboratories has recently made the BCYE agar base available

commercially. The Mueller-Hinton agar was tested and found to be suitable

only for the cultivation of L. pneumophila. The other Legion,.'1ae did
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not grow on this medium. Another medium tested contained a commercial

supplement prepared by Oxoid Laboratories. This medium supported the

growth of L. pneumophila, L. micdadei, and L. bozemanii. Both L. micdadei

and L. bozemanii grew poorly on this medium. Oxoid also previously

supplied an antibiotic supplement containing colisitin, vancomyrin,

trimethoprim, and amphotericin B that may be added to the basal medium.

TI.is supplement inhibited the growth of all the Legionellae except L.

pneumophila. Addition of this antibiotic supplement to the Difco BCYE

agar inhibited the growth of L. dumoffii, L. bozemanii, L. longbeachae,

L. Jordanis, and L. gormanii. Only L. pneumophila grei well on the medium

while L. micdadei and L. wadsworthii grew poorly. It is clear that the

BCYE agar is s'perior for the growth of the Legionellae tested. The medium

may be prepared from components or from the commercial Difco base to which

the Difco supplement containing ferric pyrophosphate and L-cysteine is

added. The commercial medium as prepared is quite satisfactory and

provides for excellent growth of all strains tested. The commercial

preparation usually gives the optimum pH without adjustment. The in-house

version of this medium appears more granular due to the size of the

charcoal particles.

IV. CULTURE CONDITIONS AND PRESERVATION OF STOCK CULTURES:

All Legionellae tested grew well when incubated at 35°C in the presence

of 2.5% CO2 . Although we found no difficulty in growing the organisms

in the presence of 6% CO 2 numerous references in the literature would

indicate that this concentration of gas may be toxic to fresh isolates

(Balows, et al. 1981). Therefore, it seems that all culture work should

be done in a candle extinction jar incubated at 35°C. We found that all
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eight Legionellae grew more slowly at 25 C.

Stock cultures may be maintained on BCYE agar slants at room

temperature for at least two weeks. Refrigeration reduces vJability.

Most strains tested at CDC survive for at least 16 weeks on these slants.

We also found that the organisms could be frozen in tryptic soy broth

or CYE broth containing 10% glycerol. The BCYE glycerol mixture seems

to be somewhat better for maintaining the viability of L. wadsworthii

and L. longbeachae.

It is noteworthy that several authors have found that reconstituting

Legionellae with saline decreases viability (Balows, et al. 1981). All

transferring of organisms where sterile 0.85% saline would be used should

be done with sterile water.

V. STAINING AND OTHER TESTING:

Legionellae may be stained by the conventional Gram stain. However,

these Gram negative organisms stain poorly with safranin even with

prolonged contact with the dye. Therefore, other staining methods are

advisable and several were tested including a modified Gram stain procedure

which employs carbol fuchsin as a counterstain. This staining procedure

gives excellent results. The Gimenez method may be used to stain organisms

which ha.. been grown in yolk sacs. Although the stain may be used with

conventional cultures, the organisms do not stain as intensely as with

the modified Gram stain. '

Staining with Suo,• black B solution may be used to demonstrate I

blue-black or blue-gray droplets in the cytoplasm of the organisms. There

is some variability among species with regard to the abundance of lipid. ' 4
However, s : eight organisms were positive for lipid inclusions.
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Direct fluorescent antibody staining was performed using conjugates

prepared at the Centers for Disease Control. It is suggested that this

test be performed on isolated cultures as well as environmental or patient

isolates. We used a polyvalent conjugate to test for the presence of

L. oneumophila in environmental samples. The conjugate, as prepared,

gave some cross reactivity with environmental organisms which

morphologically did not fit the description of Legionellae. However,

this test is necessary to determine the relative numbers of organisms

whichi may be present in a sample. Newer monoclonal antibody preparations

should be tested when they become commercially available (Antibodies,

Inc.).

VI. TESTING OF KNOWN LEGIONELLAE:

The organisms all require L-cysteine-HCl and none grow on conventional

blood agar. None produce acid from carbohydrates and carbohydrate testing

requires a special basal medium (Weaver and Feeley, 1979). All strains

are positive for catalase. This test may be performed on a slant using

2-3 ml of 3% hydrogen peroxide or by placing a loop of inoculum in a drop

of hydrogen peroxide. It should be noted that the growth needs to be

broken up slightly so that the organisms and the peroxide mix well. This

may be accomplished with a capillary pipet or by other appropriate methods.

Gelatinase activity may be demonstrated using a strip of black and white

film that is placed in a 0.5 ml turbid suspension (McFarland standard

No. 1) of organisms in a 13 x 100 mm test tube. The tube should be

incubated in 2.5% CO for 48-72 hours at 35°C. We noted that a conventional
2

gelatinase test is usually positive in 72 hours but requires a very heavy .

inoculum.
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The oxidase test is performed using a 0.5% solution of

tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride which is used to wet a

piece of filter paper. Transfer growth using an iridium loop and rub the

inoculum into the wet area. A dark blue color should appear in 10 sec.

We found variability in using the oxidase test. Two organisms (L.

pneumophila and L. micdadei) gave inconsistent results; they were often

negative while L. jordanis gave a positive reaction. Finally, L.

longbeachae consistently gave a weak oxidase test. One factor in the

test appeared to be the age of the plate from which the test material

was obtained. For most consistent results, we found that cultures no

more than 72 hours old should be used.

In general, Legionellae show variability in their sensitivity to sodium

chloride. Buffered yeast extract broth (Ristroph, et al. 1980) containing

1% NaCl may be used to differentiate L. pneumophila and L. longbeachae

from the other six organisms (See Table 2). This test was performed by

inoculating the broth with two drops of a suspension of organisms

equivalent to a McFarland standard No. 1. The tubes are incubated for

72-96 hours at 35 0 C in the presence of 2.5% CO2 .

The standard nitrate test is negative for all known Legionellae.

They are also negative ior a modified nitrate test where 0.2% potassium

nitrate is incorporated into agar slants which contain Fildes' enrichment

(Weaver and Feeley, 1979). These slants should be incubated for seven

days. Likewise, the urease test using Christensen's urea agar slants

is negative at 24 hours. The slant should be inoculated using a very

heavy inoculum since the organisms do not grow on this medium and testing

requires the large inoculum to insure that the enzyme is present in
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sufficient amounts to give a positive test (Weaver and Feeley, 1979).

Neither the standard or rapid hippurate hydrolysis test may be used

with Legionellae (Hebert, 1981). A modified hippurate test has been

described whereby 0.4 m! of a 1% sodium hippurate test is inoculated with

organisms grown on BCYE agar for 48-72 hours (approximate tubidity -

McFarland standard No. 1). The caps are tightened and the culture

incubated at 35°C for 18-20 hours. After incubation, 0.2 ml of ninhydrin

reagent is added to each tube, the caps are tightened, and the mixture

is incubated at 35 0 C for 10 minutes. The tubes are removed and observed

for 20 minutes and any shade of purple is recorded as positive. Controls

include uninoculated sodium hippurate, suspensions of Legionellae in water

and, if available, Campylobacter fetus, subspecies lejuni and C. fetus,

subspecies intestinalis are used as positive and negative controls,

respectively. Most strains of L. pneumophila are positive while other

Legionellae have been reported to be negative.

In our experience neither standard motility medium nor BYE broth

containing 0.3% agar are useful in testing for motility of these organisms

although electron microscopy would indicate that most, if not all, strains

have flagella. We inoculated both types of media with a very heavy

inoculum and observed for 1 week. Growth into the medium is not adequate

for use although the organisms did grow well in the soft BYE agar.

VII. AUTOFLUORESCENCE, GROWTH ON DYE CONTAINING MEDIA, AND SUBSTRATE

REACTIONS: I

Growth of Legionellae was tested on dye-containing media including

BCYE supplemented with brom cresol purple (BCP) and brom thymol blue (BTB)

in combination or BCP alone. The color of Legionellae on these media
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ihen viewed with room light and long wave ultraviolet (UV) light is useful

in differentiation of Fluoribacter and Tatlockia sp. from Legionella sp.

(Vickers and Yu, 1984). Three Legionella species fluoresce on either

medium; this fluorescence is part of the basis for the proposed genus name

change from Legionella to Fluoribacter for L. bozemanii, L. dumoffii,

and L. gormanii. All three organisms show a bright white autofluorescence

when viewed using long wave UV light. The dye media can be useful in

differentiating L. micdadei. This organism gives a red fluorescence when

grown on BCYE containing BCP and vie'aed using long wave UV. After 72-96

hours of incubation, the colonie3 appear deep blue in color when viewed

with room light. When grown on media coýntaining BCP and BTB and viewed

with long wave UV, colonies of both L. pneumophila and L. wadsworthii

appear dull green while L..jordanis colonies appear green-yellow. Finally,

L. longbeachae produces an extracellular green fluorescence pigment when

grown on BCYE containing both BCP and BTB. Our findings would indicate

that the medium containing only BCP should be used to assist in

differentiatizhg L. micdadei from the other species. The combination of

BCP and BTB should be used to judge autoflucrescence and pigment production.

Several substrates may be added to the basal medium from whic', charcoal

has been omitted (BYE agar). Four of the organis"is produce brown pigment

in the presence of tyrosine and cystine; these include L. pneumophila, K:.

L. bozemanii, L. gormanii, L. jordanis, and L. longbeachae. Some of these

reactions are in variance with those reported in the literature. This

substrate reaction along with other substrates including ,"

3,5-diaminobenzoic acid (3,5-DABA), 3,4-diaminobenzoic acid (3,4-DABA)

and 3-aminotyrosine should be tested at a future date. The latter three
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compounds were unavailable for testing during the research period.

Fluorescence of colonies can be viewed on this agar as well as the

dye-containing BCYE agar.

VIII. ISOLATION OF ORGANISMS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES:

Attempts were made to screen water samples for Lejionellae. These

samples were taken from areas as far as 200 miles west of San Antonio.

The samples were concentrated by filtration and screened using polyvalent

fluorescent antibody. Although some samples appeared to have very low

numbers of suspect organisms present, we were unable to isolate any

Legionellae from natural sources. Potable water was tested from the

hot water system of the laboratory (shower heads and sediment from the

hot water holding tank). The cooling tower for the same building was •.

also tested. We were able to recover Legionellae that had been seeded

into some of these samples. A major problem that exists with environmental

samples is tinding a method of reducing the growth of contaminating

organisms while allowing for the growth of Legionellae. The seeded

samples were treated with heat (56 0 C for 30 minutes), acid (pH 2.2 buffer

or acid solution), or t. at followed by acid. Although several reports

would indicate that acid treatment is superior, our results would indicate

that the nature of the sl Aimen may influence the effectiveness of the

treatment. Heat treatment appeared to better reduce the contaminating

organisms and Legionellae could be recovered as long as the seeding

inoculum was fairly high (approximately 106 to 108 organisms/ml). No

attempts were made to isolate organisms using embryonated eggs or guinea

pigs. In general, isolation of organisms in vitro appears unlikely unless

Legionellae are present in high numbers and the number of contaminants
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ran be reduced.

Various antibiotic-containing media have limited usefulness. The

Oxoid antibiotic supplement certainly was effective in reducing

contaminants although among the Legionellae, only L. pneumophila would

grow on the medium. Media supplemented with glycine, vancomycin and

* polymyxin (GVP) or polymyxin, anisomycin, and vancomycin (PAV) may be

useful. However, pretreatment oZ the sample is necessary and the

"concentration of Legionellae is also a factor.

Finally, it was hoped that insect larvae and free-living protozoa

* !could be tested for their potential role as carriers of Legionellae.

The goal was not realized due to time limitations and difficulties in

".. obtaining larvae.

3 IX. PROTOCOL FOR PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF LEGIONELLAE:

, The suggested identification protocol for Legionellae is shown in

Figure 1 and Table 2. We do not recommend routine attempts at isolation

"-• of the organism from environmental samples without the availability of

guinea pigs. Therefore, the protocol assumes that a pure or relatively

- pure sample has been submitted to the reference laboratory for

"identification.

L X. RECOM!TNDATTONS:

The recommendations regarding the protocol foi characterization of

Legionellae are contained in Figure 1. A clear need exists for continued

research in at least two major areas. First, continued efforts need to

" be directed at improving differentiation of the various species of

*. Legionellae. Ultimate identification requires sophisticated procedures

that are not routinely performed in many clinical laboratories. Continued
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effort in this area should assist laboratories in making a presumptive

identification of these various organisms.

Our experience with environmental samples would indicate that no medium

provides for complete inhibition o. contaminants while allowing for the

growth of Legionellae. It is unlikely that such a medium can be designed.

However, it seems clear that a number of media formulations may be

necessary to provide for optimal recovery of Legionellae. The-"'

incorporation of different combinations of antibiotics and natural ;9

inhibitory dyes into media that support the growth of Legionellae is

proposed as a continuation of this project. Preliminary testing during

the research period would indicate that individual dyes and dye

combinations should be included in BCYE. Another important aspect of

media development relates to the incorporation of chemotherapeutic agents

into media. It is clear that a single antibiotic supplement that allows

for the growth of all known Legionellae may not be found. However, various

antibiotic supplements may be needed to insure recovery of suspected

organisms. This approach may assist not only in recovery of Legionellae

but in the differentiation of species. I
*.•,
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TABLE 1. Nomenclature of the Legionellacaea for the research project.

ORIGINAL SPELLING PROPOSED SEROGROUP STRAIN
DESIGNATION VARIATION NAME

Legionella -- Legionella Serogroup 1 Philadelphia 1

Legionella Legionella Fluoribacter Serogroup I WIGA
bozemanii bozemanae bozerianae

ULegionella -- Tatlockia Serogroup 1 TATLOCK

micdadei micdadei

Legionella -- Fluoribacter Serogroup 1 NY-23
dumoffii dumoffii

Legionella -- Fluoribacter Serogroup 1 LS-13
gormanii gormanhi

Legionella -- Legionella Serogroup 1 BL-540
jordanis jordanis

Legionella -- Legionella Serogroup 1 81.-716A

Legionella legionella Serogroup 1 Long Beach 4
longbeachae longbeachai
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FIGURE 1. Protocol for tentative identification of Legionellae.

g Catalase Positive, Gram Negative Bacilli

No Growth on Blood Agar, Require Cysteine for Growth

Negative Slide Agglutination for Francisella tularensis :

I Appearance of Colonies on BCYE Medium Containing BCPi

ep Blue Coloration at 72 Hours-Room Light Others

Red Appearance Under Long Wave Ultraviolet Light I

Legionella (Tatlockia) micdadei

Fluorescence Under Long Wave Ultraviolet Light

(BCYE Medium Con t ainin• BCP and BTB•)

SBlue-White or White-Green Fluorescence Yellow or Yellow-Green

Leionella (Fluoribacter) bozemanii Extracellular Fluorescence
Legionella (Fluoribacter) dumoffii Legionella lot ýbeachae

Legionella (Fluoribacter) uormanii

" ~ ~Dull Green or Yellow Colonies""

Leiionella pneumophila I

Legionella jordanis I

Legionella wadsworthii A
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TABLE 2. Continued characterization of Legionellae.

Lepionella (Tatlockia) micdadei

Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Negative
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCI - Negative
Modified Hippurate Test - Negative Oi
Oxidase Reaction - Variable

Legionella (Fluoribacter) bozemanii
Btowning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Positive
"Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCl - Negative
Modified Hippurate Test - Negative
Oxidase Reaction - Negative

Legionella (Fluoribacter) durmoffii
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Variable
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCl - Negative
Modified Hippurate Test - Negative
Oxidase Reaction - Negative

Legionella (Fluoribacter) gormanii
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cysttne and Tyrosine - Positive

(Extracellular Browning)
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCI - Negative
"Modified Hippurate Test - Negative

"Oxidase Reaction - Negative

Legionella pneumophila
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Positive

(Extracellular Browning)
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCl - Positive
Modified Hippurate Test - Positive
Oxidase Reaction - Variable

Legionella jordanis
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Positive
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCI - Negative

. Modified Hippurate Test - Negative
Oxidase Reaction - "1riable

Legionella wadsworthii
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Variable
Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCI - Negative
Modified Hippurate Test - Negative
Oxidase Reaction - Negative

Legionella longbeachae
Browning on BYE Agar containing Cystine and Tyrosine - Positive
"Growth in BYE Broth + 1% NaCI - Positive
Modified Hippurate Test - Negative i
Oxidase Test - Weak Positive
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A THREE-DIWNSIONAL RADIATION BOUNDARY CONDITION

POR MESOSCALE NUMERICAL MDDELS jj
,j

by

Dr. Keith L. Seitter

I

ABSTRACT

The response of the lateral boundary conditions to vaves

generated during the geostrophic adjustment process is inves-

tigated in a three-dimensional naeso-beta numerical model of

the atmosphere. It is shown that the reflective nature of

specified boundary conditions leads to significant errors even

when strong damping is used to remove wave energy. The multi-

dimensional radiation condition of Raymond and Kuo (1984) is

implemented In the model and shown to allow outward propagation

of the waves without reflection. The development of several

routines to produce computer generated graphics of the model

output are also outlined.
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I. INTRODULTION

The Atmospheric Prediction Branch (LYP) of the Air Pbrce Geophysics

Laboratory (APGL) has recently received a version of the NOAA-ERL

three-dimensional msao-beta cloud and precipitation model developed by

Nickersonl. (in this report, the version of this model being used at

ARGL will be referred to as Ma3N5.) The Air Pbrce has plans to use this

operationally as a mesoscale model which say be nested within a larger

scale mos-alpha or global model. This requirem the improvement of the 4
boundary conditions on the side (lateral) boundaries of the model.

Since these lateral boundaries do not exist in nature, the goal of

the boundary condition is to have the boundary appear as "open" as

possible, with disturbances being able to propagate out of the model

domain with little or no reflection by the artificial boundary. Orlanski 2

proposed a Sounerfeld radiation condition which was shown to be superior

to other formulations 3 . Raymond and Kuo4 developcd a wzlti-dimensional

radiation condition. This radiation condition was shown to be more

accurate than the Somaerfeld condition for large scale and meso-beta

two-dimensional models 4 , and Seitter 5 #6 used It successfully in a two-

dimensional aeso-gamma model. While the mathematical framework of the

condition was extended to three dimensions, It had not been implemented

In a three-dimensional model. The need for a good lateral boundary

condition In RUM and the apparent superiority of the Raymond and Kuo

radiation condition made the testing of this condition in the AIQL model

an attractive project for a summer faculty research appointment.

1II. OBJECTIVES

Prior to actual testing of the radiation condition, several

preliminary objectives required cow pletion. They were:

(1) Creation of a now version of the model called 1W&RNKSn (where
"n* indicates the subversion) which has all moist processes

removed.

(2) Development of software to allow direct graphical output of

the model variable fields.

(3) A simulation using the dry model with the original boundary

conditions to investigate the production and behavior of

waves generated during the geostrophic adjustmcit process.
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The following objectives relate directly to the Implementation and

testing of the radiation condition:

(4) Development of the numerical code for the radiation condition

which is consistent with the finite difference and time schemes

of the model.

(5) Implementation of the debugged code in the dry version of the

model and a simulation using the sae Initial conditions as
tha run with the original boundary conditions.

(6) Analysis of the results of the simulations to determine the

nbility of the radiation condition to allow outvaru propagation

of waves through the bo-indary.

During the appointment it became clear that a further objective was desirable:

(7) The investigation of the geostrophic adjustment process itself

in the numerical model and how the space discretization and

time schemes used in the model. affect the adjustment process.

III. COMPUTER GENERATED GRAPHICS OF MODEL OUTPUT
In order to aid in the inLerpretation of the model output, several

software packages were developed to make use of the NCAR Graphics Library.

The first package plots a skew-T log-p diagram to display a sounding and

also plots the vertical profiles of u and v component winds. The

geopotential heights of the mandatory pressure levels are plotted on the

wind profile. An example of the output from this routine is shown in

Figure 1.

In order to view changes in variables with time or differences

between model predicted variables and observation, a routine which

constructs difference (or error) profiles was uritten. Figure 2 shows a

typical frame from this routine, which allows the user to plot one to

three profiles on each frame for eac4 of six different verification

variables.

Figure 3 shows the output of a routine to produce three-dimensional

perspective views of complex terrain. A fourth routine was written by

adapting an existing program for use with the NCAR graphics library.

This program produces contours plots of the model variables or vector

plots of the horizontal winds on horizontal model or constant pressure
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Figure 2. Example of one frame from the routine to plot
difference profiles.

4,

Figure 3. Example of perspective plot of complex terrain field.
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levels. An e-ample of a contour plot using this routine is shown In

Figure 5.

IV. THE MDDEL

a. MUMSN5 and WAM5KS2

The basic equations and method of solution of the UUMS model

are described in detail by NickersonI, so only the aspects of the model

of Immediate interest to this project will be presented in this section.

The VLRM5 model Is a three-dimensional primitive equation hydro-

static model which is written in a modified sigma-coordinate system.

The horizontal domain is 500 km X 500 ka with a grid spacing of 20 km

in both directions. In the vertical, the model uses 16 levels to cover

the region from the surface to zero pressure with the modified sigma-

coordinate packing several layers in the surface boundary layer. The

variables are distributed on a staggered grid as described by Anthes

and Warner 7 .

Time integration is accomplished by the leapfrog scheme with a

Time-and-Space-Uncentered (TASU) Matsunno scheme applied every eighth

and ninth time step. The TASU Matsunno scheme accomplishes several

tasks in the model. It prohibits the time-splitting instability assoc-

iated with the leapfrog scheme, helps eliminate PAZ noise associated

with centered-only differences, and is highly damping of high frequency

waves generated during the initial geostrophic adjustment. One negative

aspect of the TASU Hataunno scheme is that it is a two-step scheme, so

each tise step requires twice the computation time of the leapfrog

scheme. A Shapiro filter is applied on the horizontal velocity vari- -

ables after each time step to eliminate 2AX noise in the wind fieldl.

It can be shown that this is equivalent to using an explicit diffusion

with an eddy viscosity of K - 1.67 X 106 m2 /s, so this filter will act to

damp waves of all frequencies.

The boundary conditions currently in WARNS are specified values of

temperature, mixing ratio, pressure, and precipitation variables on all

boundaries and specified values of u and v winds on inflow lateral K
boundaries with extrapolation on outflow. On the top and bottom boundary K

u - v - 0. The specified boundary values are set during the initialization

C. •
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process which simply uses an Input sounding to construct a horizontally

homogeneous atmosphere.

The modification of WJ.X3, called WULM5KS2, has all the moist

processes removed from WUAL5. This was done to Improve computation speed

(by about 301) and because the testing of the lateral boundary conditions

"is more straightforward (with no loss of generality) in a dry model.

b. Ika35KS3

* In 1aM5S•3, the original lateral boundary conditions of WtXA.5S2

are replaced with the multi-dimensional radiation condition. The details

of the derivation of this condition are given by Raymond and Kuo 4 .

The condition may be written

-+ - + - -- -+0y +
at ax ay az

where # is the value of one of the variables on the boundary. The

componeut phasespeeds, Cx, Cy, C., are computed by inverting this equaation

and evaluating the derivatives at the previous tiaestep, one grid

"point interior to the boundary 4 .

. - In the current study, only the dynamic variables are treated with

this condition while the thermodynamics variables are specified. This Is

motivated by the york of Clark8 and the observations of Anthes and Wkrner 7

concerning Interior velocity errors resulting from geostrophically adjusted

thermodynamic boundary value errors. The actual prognostic variables

used in the model which correspond to the dynamic variables are vu, tv,

"and v, where w is the time and space dependant surface pressure. For 1,

which is a two-dimensional quantity, (1) Is used without the z-component.

Also, for the w condition the inversion of (1) is accomplished at the

current timestep rather than the previous one. For wu and wv the

vertical derivative a*/ z tis evaluated as &3•/3# where # is the

geopotential calculated in the model.

In all cases the ph"se speeds calculated are forced to satisfy the

Courant- Friedrichs-Levy conditton8 . For the component perpendicular to

the boundary, C is set to zero if the calculated value of phasespeed

Indicates Inflow. Note that because the C's are phase speeds, the

condition allows the outward propagation of a disturbance through a

boundary with inflow winds.
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The numerical code is written to be consistent with the TASU Matgunno

scheme on those timesteps in which it is used and leap-frog on the other

timeateps. The code was written in an easily modifiable form for this

testing procedure with the knowledse that it could be made more computa-

teonally efficient.

V. THE GVOSTROPHIC ADJUSTMENT PROCZSS

The radiative boundary condition Is formulaced to allow wave motions

generated in the modtl to exit the domain with little or ao reflection.

This motivates some discussion of the mechanism which generates these

waves. The atmosphere tends to maintain itself in a state of gosstrophic

(or sore correctly gradient) balance. If a perturbation disrupts this

balanced state, the atmosphere returns to balance via a mechanism referred

to as geostrophic adjustment. The means of accomplishing this depends on

the scale of the disturbance. *er the smaller scales of motion of concern

here, the adjustment process proceeds by the gentration of high frequency

external inertial-gravity waves (which will be called external waves)

and low frequency internal inertial-gravity waves (which will be called

gravity waves). These waves propagate away from the disturbance leaving

a balanced state behind8 . I
The MIMBJ5 model is initialized with horizontally homogeneous

conditions which are in balance only if the winds are identically zero .

and the terrain is flat. This is the trivial case since there would

be no evolution in time except by vertical diffusion. Per all other

cares, the model will imediately generate waves at the start of the

integration which will act to bring the model into balance.

The srecified boundary conditions used in IR5 Are, however,

purely reflective to the waves. Therefore, without some mechanism of

removing wave energy, the model would 'slosh" around without ever

obtaining a balanced state. The TASU Matounno time scheme Is used in

MUMS because it damps the external wave and Is meant to remove it

quickly. The Shapiro filter tend# to damp the meteorologically impor-

tant gravity waves as well as the external wave so that the model can

approach geostrophic balance. This Is a serious drawback of the Shapiro

filter because several mesoscale phenomena are a result of gravity waves

128-9 H:9
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3 (such as mountain lee waves and wave initiated clouds) and this filter

prohibits the proper evolution and propagation of these waves.

The attractive feature of the radiative boundary condition is that

it allows the waves generated during the adjustment process to exit the

Sdomain, leaving the balanced state behind, without requiring strong damp--

ing characteristics . This should result in a more natural adjustment pro-

cess and allow the removal of the Shapiro filter and the replacosent of

the TASU Mataunno scheme with one which is more computationally efficient.

VI RESULTS OF THE BOUNDARY WNDITION TESTS

a. Initial Conditions

For the boundary condition tests, the model was run with a flat

surface terrain located at sea-level. The initial temperature structure

was the U.S. Standard Atmosphere sounding shown in Figure 4. The initial

atacsphere was horizontally homogeneous and the winds were identically

zero in the domain. Thus, the initial conditions were in perfect gao-

strophic balance.

In order to generate a distrubance, an oblate ellipsoid temperature

perturbation was added gradually during the first 20 min. This warm

bubble was 200 ka in diameter horizontally and about 5 ka deep, centered

"at about 700 ab* The aaximua temperature at the center reached about

3.0C above the environment, During the growth of the bubble, the pressure

was modified hydrostatically to a maximum pressure perturbation of about

"-2.0 mb, as shown in Figure 5, and vertical velocities and horizontal

winds were generated. At 20 min, the warn bubble was instantaneously

removed, leaving the fields out of balance and initiating the geostrophic

adjustment process.

b. Results with the Original Boundary Conditions (UIaRMKS2)

A 4 hr simulation was made with the initial perturbation located

in the center of the domain as shown in Figure 5. The hMgh frequency

external wave generated during the adjustment process is most easily

identified in the surface perturbation pressure. Figure 6 shows the

"wave at T - 40 min propagating radially outward from the center.

"Theoretically, the external wave should have a phase speed of about

"300 a/s, but in the model its speed is about 100 m/s due to the phase

S~12.8-10
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error associated with the leapf tog scheme8 . As anticipated, the wave

experiences multiple reflections off the boundary which interfere to

produce complicated pressure p'tterns during the integration. Pigure 7

shows the pressure field at T - 80 min.-j
Even though the TASU Katsunno scheme damps the waves, cor structive

Interference can produce a substantial perturbation pressure at times.

Pbr instance, at T - 80 min the maxIAmn perturbation pressure is 0.44 ub.

By T a 160 mmn it has been reduced to 0.10 ab, but at T - 180 min the

waves interfere to give a maximum perturbation pressure of 0.28 ub. This

indicates that significant errors, perhaps 152 to 20% of the initial

error, could be present in an operational forecast well beyond 2 hr of

simulated time.

The slow moving internal gravity wave Is most easily traced in the

model level 9(- 730 ub) vertical velocity. At T - 20 mtn, the vertical

velocity is 5.9 cm/s at the center of the warm bubble. This wave props-

Sates outward with an initial speed of about 27 m/s, but slows as it

approaches the boundary. Significant damping occurs with the vertical

velocity in the crest being reduced to 0.26 cm/s by T - 120 min. The

small amplitude of the wave in the later stages of the integration makes

analysis of possible boundary reflection difficult.

In order to investigate the damping caused by the Shapiro filter,

the root-mean-square horizontal and vertic'd velocities were calculated

every 5 sin. A plot of these quantities versus tine is shown in Figure 8.

As can be seen, they decay exponentially after the initial buildup of the

perturbation. An exponential curve was fit by least squares to the r.m.s.

horizontal velocity from T - 25 mmn to T - 2 hr, and the decay rate was

calculated. This can be related to the equivalent diffusion of the

Shapiro filter by assuming the diffusion is linear and that the dominant

wave is the first normal mode of the domain (L - 500 ki). Then the decay

rate corresponds to an eddy viscosity of X - 1.66 1 106 a 2 /s, which is

almost exactly the value .orresponding to the Shapiro filter.

Another 4 hr simulation was conducted with the perturbation located

100 km west of the center. The surface perturbation pressure at T - 80 min

is shown in Figure 9. Comparison with Figure 7 shows that the off-center

location on the initial disturbance resulted in a less symmetric wave

pattern and a very different interference pattern. This simulation shove
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that the error distribution is determined by the position of the disturb-
ance relative to the boundaries. This is purely a result of the ref lec-

tive nature of the boundary conditions. Another point concerning this

simulation is that the phase speed of the gravity wave propagating toward

the east boundary is not retarded as quickly as in the previous simulation.

This suggests that the boundary, which is further from the disturbance in

this case, may play a role in altering the phase speed.

a. Results with the 1alti-dimensional Radiation Condition (WIH4KS3)

Time constraints permitted only one 4 hr simulation using the

model with the radiation boundary condition. The initial conditions were

identical to those used for the centered disturbance case of WeBtKS2.

Hence, the T - 20 min surface perturbation pressure was identical to

Figure 5.

Unfortunately, a coding error which could not be detected in the

10 sin debugging runs resulted in an instability in the surface pressure

at the northeast and northwest corner points. This instability did not

result in noticeable errors until about T - 60 win and did not significantly

influence the surrounding points until after T - 80 sin. It did, however,

influence the horizontal velocities enough to make the rm .a. velocity "2

calculations useless.

The first 80 min of this simulation can be used to show the properties

of the radiation condition for the fast external wave. The slower internal .

wave does not reach the boundary before the corner Instability destroys the

solution. Figure 10 shows the surface perturbation pressure at T - 40 min.

lit would expect a nearly circular wave for this sywaetric disturbance and

comparison with Figure 6 shove that the wave is note circular when the

radiation condition is used. The north and south boundaries appear to be

more noisy than the east and vest boundaries. This may be because the

model treats east-west slabs individually, and a more complicated formula-

is required to calculate the needed differences across slabs. There may

still be some inconsistencies in the numerical code on these boundaries.

Figure 11 shows the pressure field at T - 80 min. Comparison with
Figure 7 shows that the boundary allowed the wave to exit the domain

without reflection. This is especially evident if we concentrate on the

east and vest boundaries. In Figure 11, the NE and NW corner points are

artificially zeroed in order to allow the plot to use the same contour
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interval as in Figure 7. The error* on these points at this time are

about 0.8 ub.

The boundary noise evident in Figure 11, even on the east and vest

boundaries, could be caused by several factors. A very likely candidate 11
is the switch from leapfrog to TASU Matsunno time stepping schemes every

eighth and ninth timesteps. The boundary condition uses information from

preceding timesteps In the calculation of the phasespoeds and there is a

problem in this calculation when the tine scheme changes. Printouts of

the calculated phasespeeds show a discontinuity every tenth time step (on

the first leapfrog step after the two TASU Matsunno steps).

VII. WN(IUSIONS

Despite numerical problems with the WA&MSKS3 simulation, the ability

of the multi-dimensional radiation condition to allow waves to exit the

domain without reflection has been demonstrated. The length of the

appointment ond the turn-around time required for simulations longer than

10 mnn prohibited carrying this project to a more fruitful completion.

There are, however, several other points which are clear:

(1) The current boundary conditions are inadequate if the initial

imbalance is not very small or if any rapid changes occur

during the model integration.

(2) A study of the geostrophic adjustment process in the model K
is necessary to determine the ability of the model to

balance a more realistic initial state and the time required

for this balance. Useful predictive information is avail- ,

able only after the balance is complete, so an understanding

of this process is essential for operational use of the model.

(3) The Shapiro filter results in excessive diffusion of the

horizontal velocities. The strong damping may be necessary

to reach balance using the current boundary conditions since

it removes wave energy, but it prohibits proper evolution

of the meteorologically important internal inertial-gravity

waves and may cause unrealistic smoothing of the wind fields.
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VIII . REMOECNDATIONS

Given the conclusions which may be drawn from the results of this

study, the following recommendations can be made:

(1) Continue work with the radiation condition to

produce a useful boundary condition free from the

numerical problems evident in this study. Remove

the Shapiro filter and TASU Matsunno time scheme

since these should not be needed when the radiation

condition is used. To control time splittinS,

incorporate a time filter such as the Asselin r
filter8 . To control noise, use an explicit eddy

diffusion with a reasonable value for the eddy

viscosity (the code for this diffusion is already

in the model with the viscosity set to zero).

(2) Study further the geostrophic adjustment process in

the model. One part of this study should use the N?

current model to investigate the adjustment through

the removal of wave energy by damping. Another

should use the improved radiation condition model

of recommendation (1) to study the adjustment .

through the removal of wave energy by outward

radiation. Theoretical work should also be carried

out on the effect of the finite difference and time

schemes on the adjustment process. This study

should strive to determine how long the adjustment

process takes in the model and at what time useful

predictive information can be obtained.
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CALCJLATION OF ENAOKCED HEAT14G IN TURBULENT

BOONOARY LAYERS INFLUE41CED BY FREE STREAM TURBULENCE

by

Paavo Sepri and Jon L. Ebert

ABSTRACT

A preliminary phenomenological computational model has been formulated

and implemented for the purpose of predicting increased heating in boundary

layer :nvironments which are influenced by free stream turbulence. The

model has been constructed primarily by scrutiny of recently published

extensive flow measurements over heated fiat plates, and it is also

supported partially by an3;ytical considerations. The mixing length model

existing in the code STANCOOL has been modified to incorporate these free

stream turbulence effects. The comparisons between measurements and a

calculations generally show improveffent, but certain discrepancies are

noted which require further investigation. An apparently novel

observation is made concerning the structure of much of the outer region of

a turbulert boundary layer in the presence of higher levels of free stream

turbulence. Several variables follow a simple exponential character which

may be of fundamental importance. This observation is used to lend F:
credence to the computational model, but it also raises an apparent dilemma

involving the energy equation. A central role in these calculations is

played by the turbulent Prandtl number profile, the modeling of wnich 7'
determines quantitatively the heating of a surface. Comments are offered

in connection with possible channel flow effects on measurements of Prt

which indicate large decreases towards the free stream.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the design of modern turbines it is becoming increasingly important

to have a computational tool which can predict blade heating environments

accurately and cost-effectively. The subject is sensitive owing to

conflicting requirements; namely, improved engine performance is connected

with increased gas temperature, whereas increased blade lifetime requires a

lowered blade temperature. Since a blade typically operates near its

structural limit, it is estimated that a decrease of only 30° F could

double its lifetimeI. Current mnethods of blade cooling, such as

transpiration and/or internal flow, are also limited by their adverse

effects on overall engine efficiency. Coolant flow rates are essentially

limited by the allowable pressure differential along the passages. In view .

of these restrictions in design, it is important to have accurate means of

calculating the associated blade heat transfers.

Any attempt to calculate the flow environment around the blades is

hindered by the compounded complexity of the actual case, and also by the

fact that turbulence remains an unsolved problem in general. Therefore,

for this short investigation, an attempt is made to focus on a simplified

problem, which retains some of the essential phenomena of the actual

_ problem. The investigation is thus restricted to turbulent flow over a 2D

flat plate which is heated so as to yield heat flux information. This

"restriction is particularly relevant from the computational viewpoint,

owing to the recent publication of extetrsive experimental results for this

case by Blair 2 "8 .

One of the important effects, which influence heat transfer to a

surface, is the presence of free stream turbulence (FST) external to the

"boundary layer. Although this subject has received considerable attention
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in the past 9 "1 5 , there appear to be conflicting claimsi 1 and an incomplete

understanding, especially for the regime of higher FST levels encount~red

- by turbine blades. It has been one of the goals of the recent investiga-

"tions by Blair 2, Bradshaw1 l, and Hancock 16 to clarify experimentally the

extent of augmented heating in the presence of increased FST.

In an investigationl prior to the present one, MacArthurl has applied

"" a recent version of the widely used code STAN5 1 7 to assess the extent of

predictability of FST effects in turbulent heating, as compared with the

measurements o' Blair. The results were mixed: although some cases agreed

well, and several trends were generally followed, it was apparent that the

I code neither reliably nor accurately predicted the location and extent of

transition nor the observed increase in heating in a fully turbulent

boundary layer modified by increased FST levels. This code, named

STANCOOL, has several model options for calculating transition and also the

structure of a turbulent boundary layer. Although one might have expected

the inclusion of a turbulence kinetic energy equation into the model to

have produced better results than the simpler mixing length model, both

calcilations agreed with each other better than with the data in several

cases. These results have pointed to the need for improved computational

." capability.

The present investigation is meant to be in continuation of the effort

by MacArthur, with the overall aim of understanding the effect of FST in

"the augmentation of turbulent heat transfer. This investigation focuses on

"the case of turbulent flow over a flat plate and the method of modifying

STANCOOL so as to produce better agreement with the recent measurements by

Blair.

19
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II. OBJECTIVES

It is appropriate to make a distinction between two types of

objectives: long range and immediate. Clearly, the long range objectives

are beyond the scope of the present investigation because the actual

problems of interest are exceedingly complex, with various aspects having

been subjected to considerable attention for several decades. Nevertheless

for the sake of perspective, one might nominate two long range objectives.

The practical objective involves the attainment of a computational

capability which predicts heating and flow conditions in the real turbine

blade environment both accurately and cost-effectively. An objective from

the more philosophical viewpoint, but with practical consequences, is the

increased understanding of the mechanisms and structure of turbulent shear

flows.

For the present investigation the immediate objectives are restricted

to the following:

(1) To achieve a working understanding of the existing code, STANCOOL,

which is meant to calculate boundary layer development and heating-r xi

in flow situations similar to those in turbine blade environments.

(2) To become familiar with literature pertaintng to the effects of free

stream turbulence on heating augmentation, in particular the recent -.

extensive experimental works by Blair.

(3) To formulate a preliminary turbulence model which incorporates the

effects of FST into STANCOOL in an improved fashion.

(4) To compare results of the modified code with Blair's data.

(5) To recommend continued investigations in light of the present

findings.

By means of these fundamental investigations, it is anticipated that
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more accurate and reliable codes will eventually be at hand.

11. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In order to meet the objectives listed in the previous section, the

method of attack has consisted of four phases. First, Blair's data have

been logged into computer storage for the purposes of plotting, scrutiny,

and eventual comparison with computations. Second, detailed profile data

have been compared with corresponding profiles obtained from STANCOOL,

utilizing the mixing length model for computations. These comparisons have

revealed possible causes for the earlier discrepancies1 noted for Stanton

number, which may be viewed as an integrAted effect. Third, a modification

of the turbulence model is being proposed on the basis of these comparisons

and on the basis of earlier observations by Miyazakl and Sparrow9 and Belov

et al. 0. Last, a comparison is made between Blair's data and the results

of the new model.

A full description of the configuration and the physical parameters is

given in Blair's reports 2 - 8, and earlier computations using STANCOOL have

been described by MacArthur 1 . The latest documentation available for the

use of STANCOOL is given in Reference 17. Briefly, the measurements were

made in a recirculating wind tunnel over a heated flat plate with a mean

external velocity of 100 ft/sec. Typical mean temperature differences

between the wall and the free stream were in the range 10F to 40*F. The

free stream turbulence level was varied by means of insertion of 5

different grid configurations upstream of the tunnel contraction section.

The streamwise decay of FST intensity was in accord with those of previous

grid generated experiments, and the intensity ranged approximately from

0.25% to 7%. Measurements included wall temperature distributions, wall

heat fluxes, profiles of mean velocity and mean temperature, and profiles
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of various turbulence correlations at selected downstream locations.
In Figure 1 are illustrated the variations of Stanton number and skin

friction coefficient with changes in Reynolds number and FST parametrical-

ly. FST is seen to influence the results in two ways: (1) the location of

transition moves upstream dramatically with increasing FST, and (2) both St

and Cf increase in the fully turbulent boundary layer as FST increases.

In fact, the results have shown 4 that the Reynolds analogy factor, 2St/Cf,

increases with FST, indicating that the heating is proportionately more

sensitive to FST than is the skin friction coefficient. This observation

is particularly important for turbine blade cases because these may occur

at higher levels of FST (perhaps 20%) than have been measured in simula-

tions. Blair's data for St are more extensive and exhibit less scatter

than those for Cf. Therefore, the St data provide a better basis for

comparison with computations. The solid lines in Figure 1 represent

results from STANCOOL utilizing the pre-existing mixing length model. The

predictions of transition location are not adequate, although it is

important to note 4 that the experimental transition for grid configuration

0 (least FST) was prematurely effected owing to 3D corner flow effects, and

that the extreme mismatch with calculations in this case should be

discounted. Since the pre-existing mixing length model provides no

mechanism for FST effects, the increase of St and Cf in the fully turbulent

region is clearly not followed by the computations. During the ten week

summer period of investigation, the focus has been restricted to the

structure of the fully turbulent boundary layer.

Since St and Cf are evaluated at the solid boundary only, they possi-

"bly represent symptoms of more pervasive phenomena occuring throughout the
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boundary layer struc*ltre. In an effort to improve the understanding of

underlying causes, a comparison of mea nrofiles was made. In Figure 2 are
'C,

sample comparisons between computed and measured mean profiles at down-

stream location x - 84 in. with grid configuration 4 (greatest FST). For

N this extreme case it is evident that the existing mixing length model does

not match the u profile in the center of the boundary layer, although the

match near the wall appers to be better. However, the wall region is

better shown in a logarithmic forrw.t since the variations there are

extremely rapid. Similar comparisons of u in cases of weaker FST show much

better agreement, indicating that FST has a marked effect on boundary layer

structure.

Lastly, in the comparison of profiles, it is important to illustrate

the effect of FST on the Reynolos stress term u'v', and on the turbulent

heat transfer term, v-r. These terms need to be modeled correctly, so

that the ensuing computations of u and T produce the correct results for

skin friction and wall heating respectively. In Figure 2 it is seen that

the mixing length hypothesis does not produce an adequate characterization

of the Reynolds stress profile. In fact, the mismatch becomes worse as the

FST increases. The experiments clearly indicate that values for u'v' and

are increased towards the boundary layer edge and are decreased

towards the wall in comparison to the model. Later results herein will

show that the characteristics of turbulence decay into the free stream are

severely altered by the presence of FST.

The aven e for an improved computation scheme then becomes more

apparent. FST effects need to be accurately incorporated into the uIv"

and 7  descriptions. Subsequent coiputations of U, T, St and Cf should

then reflect better matches with the corresponding data. This point should
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be valid regardless of the complexity of the computational method, such as

inclusion of higher order turbulence equations. An improvement in terms of

a modified mixing length model is attempted in the next section.

IV. MODELING OF FREE STREAM TURBULENCE

A rational and consistent model for u'v' and 71 is difficult to

construct. Every model based on the equations of motion, regardless of

complexity, requires a set of closure assumptions. In past investigations

it has occurred that even the rst refined and time consuming approaches

have lead to results that have failed to produce improved predictions. The

approach taken here has been to scrutinize Blair's data in order to

appreciate the actual effects of FST, and then to formulate a simple model

which contains the observed effects. By variations of the model

parameters, important interplays In the equations of motion are

highlighted, thereby indicating directions for continued and more accurate

modeling.

The initial observation has been that the mixing length model fails to

capture the essence of Coles' wake region 1 8 as the FST increases.

Furthermore, as is evident from Figure 2, the turbulence structure extends

into the free stream far beyond the usual definition of the boundary layer

edge. 6. This observation has also been made in References 19-22. How-

ever the extent to which the outer structure influences the wall region is

not clear, and needs to be assessed. In studying the effect of FST on

heating at the stagnation point of a cylinder, Miyazaki and Sparrow9 pro-

posed the following extention to the mixing length model:

2 1292 tuu 2u y, (yu6)23u - U ev e (1)
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where the first term on the right is the usual mixing length model 9 and the

second two terms represent the additional effects of FST. Here, Ie is the

turbulence intensity external to the boundary layer. The coefficient, A,

is the sole parameter that may be adjusted to match data. Miyazaki and

Sparrow claim that the inspiration for their model originated from the

experimental work of Belov et al. 10, who observed that the r.m.s. fluctua-

tion profile in the absence of FST was augumented in a linear fashion by

the presence of FST.

Equation (1) appeared to be a reasonable starting point for the

present investigation, especially since the measurements of Belov et al.

were conducted over a flat plate, and also because the modification of

STANCOOL would be particularly simple. The mixing length model was changed

to:

u CM uay (2) .5.

where CM 12 [au, + Atue le (y/6)

This change in the code produced a significant, but limited, improve-

ment. Now, several correct trends were introduced which were absent

earlier: St and Cf increased with le; the u and T profiles became fuller %

and matched Blair's data better; and the u'v' and v'T- profiles extended

into the free stream at an improved rate. However, inconsistencies also

appeared. With only one free parameter, A, it was not possible to match

the variety of comparisons simultaneously. In particular:

(1) With a good u'v' match, the i comparison with data was noticeably

inadequate, although improved over the previous model; and

vice-versa.
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(2) The St and Cf predictions required different values for A than did the

mean profiles.

(3) The slope of St and Cf vs. Rex did not agree with the data for a

constant value for A.

In an attempt to improve the Miyazaki and Sparrmw model, Blair's

data were replotted in several variations, one of which was a

semilogarithmic version of the velocity defect, as exemplified in Figure 3.

It is striking that the mean velocity defect appears to be well

characterized by an exponential behavior for approximately the outer 80% of

the boundary layer. Since this observation appears to be new in the

literature, and since profound deductions might be connected with it, the

issue was pursued further. The present conclusions are summarized as

follows:

(1) The exponential character dies not occur for lower levels of FST (,3%) r.

as seen from Blair's data, in which cases the free stream levels are

approached more rapidly.

(2) It is suspected that the exponential character is approached as a

limiting form for sufficiently high FST (>4% here), and that this form

may hold for all higher levels of FST.

(3) The mean temperature behavior has an exponential character which

appears identical to that of the mean velocity.

(4) A short distance downstream of the leading edge ("2 ft), the velocity

and temperature profiles become self-preserving to an excellent

degree, as described by the subsequent equations.

(5) The v7'"profile also has a limiting exponential character as seen in

Figure 3. However, the corresponding 97-7 profile appears not to have

such a form, either owing to experimental scatter or to a fundamental
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difference in its nature. It is extremely interesting to note that

the expoential decay rate of 7'F appears to be exactly one half of

the corresponding rates for T and -u. This point will resurface in

what foliciis.

Given the observed exponential character of the outer region, it is

possible to utilize the mean fluids equations to deduce explicit functional

forms for uv and v'T' as applicable. The argument is summarized as

follows:

(1) From experimental observation:

u exp[-a Y T-e _ exp[-u y/61 (3)

ue 6 T =e T

where a, 8 - V-O

(2) From the ideal gas equation (- a constant):

Pe + [Tw ex
1-- + - ] exp [-T y/6] (4)

P Te

(3) By integration of the conservation of mass equation:

v _i dTw + exp[4-11y111
Pee Te x-Te T dx ( 10

(4) By integration of the momentum equation:

.(e uau/ue 1 1 d6U/Ue
ue (c(x) + [ - + -u (1+MT•-3 •y- - (6)

(5) By integration of the energy equation:

{AT(x)+yBT(x)}exp[-/T y/1] (7)
Pe ue

+ higher order exponentials
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Several observations are made concerning these equations. First, the

form obtained for u'v' in Equation (6) is strikingly similar to the

iyaz~ fi an parrow model given -in-E�nur�,,-4�..-�'� �~ -therefore-Ah-i-s--mode!

appears to have further support. It should be emphasized that Equation (6)

is not meant to be applicable in the wall region in which the exponential

behavior is not observed. However, the term which includes the

coefficient, c(x), is very similar in form to the usual mixing length

hypothesis. This leads to the speculation that FST may infTuenc-ethe wai-

region directly through this non-linear term. Second, there are two

additional terms appearing in Equation (6) which do not appear in the
-1

earlier model. In comparison to the other terms, Re6 is negligible for the

fully turbulent boundary layer, and it is therefore discarded below. The

constant term is comparable to the y/5 term and is therefore retained

below. Third, the coefficient of the y/5 term explicitly depends on x,

whereas in the initial model based on Equation (2) the factor, A, was

considered to be constant.

The deduction following from the energy c uation leads to a note-

worthy dilemma. For the high FST cases the experimental results for v'T

consistently follow the form shown in Figure 3, in which the decay rate is

one half that of the mean velocity and mean temperture. However, these

assumptions lead to Equation (7), which indicates that the slowest decay is

identical to that of u and T, not the half power. Furthermore, the appear-

ance of the y/d factor in Equation (7) suggests that the semilogarithmic

plot should not yield a straight line, in contradiction to experimental

observation. Such a mismatch in form cannot be reconciled by adjusting the

magnitudes of the coefficients; and therefore, there appears to be a funda-

mental inconsistency, which may have profound consequences. It is
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necessary to reconsider the assumptions leading to Equation (7). Such an

effort is beyond the present scope and is recommended for continued

investigation. In brief, however, the mean energy equation leading to

Equation (7) is the one utilized in STANCOOL, and it is commonly assumed to

apply 1 7 in ,hese cases. By cursory inspection and by an order of magnitude

analysis, it appears that certain correlation functions involving density

fluctuations ought not be neglected, and inclusion of these may resolve the

dilemma.

In light of the previous discussion, the turbulence model formulated

for the present study has evolved to the following:

Eddy viscosity:

CM . 2 la-l + Auele(x).tm(x)DnuT 2 (x)[1 + B(y/S)] (8)

Turbulent Prandtl number:

+ [Cule + C2 ]uetzm Dn u.2 [I + 3 Y]
Prt CM Dy (9)

rt azl-J + C3 Uet6m Dn uT2 [1 + B Y-exp[

where

D is the van Driest damping factor 1 7 .

and
.dxi u•2 "tw(x) d

In Equation (8) the damping factor is included so that the FST addition

vanishes in the wall region in comparison to the mixing length model.

Furthermore, the streamwise dependence of the FST effect may be adjusted

via the power of 6(x). The form chosen for Prt requires further comment,

as it is clearly a compromise utilized soley for the sake of computation in
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STANCOOL. In STANCOOL the turbulence effect on heating is modeled directly

through Prt, and use of any other method would require extensive

alterations of the code. In the spirit of the Reynolds analogy, it is

assumed that the forms of u v' and v- are similar, and this leads to the

ratio expressed in Equation (9). The added modifications are introduced

primarily in an effort to fit Blair's measurements of Prt. The exponential

factor is added in compensation for the observed decay rate of v'Tand

also to produce the large decrease of Prt with increasing y that has been

observed by several investigators 4, 9. The constant, a, is included in

an effort to vary Prt in the near wall region, and the constants Cl, C2 , C3

are chosen to match the observed increase of Prt with increasing le-

V. RESULTS

It 's shown in this section that typical computations utilizing the

model described by Equations (8) and (9) can produce results which are in

better agreement with Blair's data than was the case with the original

STANCOOL options. However, it is not claimed that the new model is free of

inconsistencies, nor that it may be used with confidence in extrapolation

to other flow regimes. Th3 model is intended to highlight some of the new

observations concerning te effects of FST, and also to be a vehicle for

continued improvements.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 are intended to parallel the earlier discussions,

with the inclusion of the results of the latest computations. In Figure 4

the computed boundary layer has been forced to undergo transition near the

experimentally observed locations, with the objective of removing this

added uncertainty from the comparisons. In contrast to Figure 1, the

Stanton number now increases in the turbulent boundary layer as the FST
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level increases, and the comparison is good. In order to achieve these

computations, the parametric values chosen in the model are as follows:

A 0.013
m 1
n 4 (10)

C1  3
C2 a 0.2
C3 = 0.2

a - 1.18, 1.20, 1.50 (as FST increases)

In addition, the exponential coefficient in the van Driest damping factor 1 7

was chosen to be: A+ = 35. During the search for these values, several

other observations emerged. As might have been anticipated, significant

changes in the outer portions of the uvv; and Prt modeling had minor

effects on Cf and St, unless the exponent of the damping factor, n, was

chosen small enough so that the usual mixing length did not dominate the

wall region. Although it has been claimed 11 that the wall region is rather

insensitive to external changes, it is evident from Figure 3 that FST

influences not only the wake but also that the law of the wall region is

greatly reduced in size, perhaps disappears totally for high FST levels.

It is vitally important to have measurements to small values of y+(-5),

because tne character of the damping factor cannot be inferred from the

logaritnmic region. In the present computations, the FST influence on Cf

and St required an independent adjustment of A+ in order to effect correct

trends. In addition, the near wall region of Prt required adjustment via

the parameter, a, in order to model FST effects on St.

Although the arguments leading to Eqution (6) prescribe a specific x

dependence for the turbulence model, this dependence had to be slightly

altered by the exponent, m, in Equation (8) in order to match the observed

x variation of Cf and St.

In the lower half of Figure 4 are shown the variations of the Reynolds
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analogy factor, 2St/Cf, with changes in Rex and FST. At several downstream

stations the scatter in the data provides an indication of three

dimensional flow effects, since these differences arise from variations in

spanwise location. 4 Nevertheless, as the FST increases from 0.25% to 5%,

it appears that 2St/Cf increases from 1.15 to 1.25 approximately. The

present Prt model is seen to yield a computational result that is similar

qualitatively. It should be noted that the laminar computation of the

Reynolds analogy factor is high owing to the experimental staggering of

heating onset with respect to the leading edge 4 .

In Figure 5 is exhibited an improved overall calculation of u as

compared with Figure 2. By further adjustment of the parameters it is

possible to decrease the mismatch near the wall. A similar improvement

occurs for T. However acceptable this plot may seem in the wake region, a

detailed scrutiny in semilogarithmic form reveals that the measured

exponential decay of the corresponding deficits (cf. Figure 3) is not

reproduced by the computations. Therefore, a fundamentally correct nature Y

is absent from the modeling. However, this difference may be important

only in principle. Further comparisons of velocity profiles are shown

in law of the wall coordinates in the lower half of Figure 5. There is an

important mismatch in the logarithmic region between the computations and

the data, and this corresponds to the mismatch in the upper half of the

figure. Although further adjustments of the parameters could decrease the

mismatch, it is clear that further investigation is required. It is seen

that an increase of FST has a pronounced effect in decreasing Coles' woke

region18.

Another deficiency is revealed in Figure 6 in regard to the vT7

comparison. In spite of the fact that St and T have been well calculated
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(in comparison), the corresponding calculation for v'T- has not matched the

data, although a correct trend has been established with increasing FST.

None of the parametric variations in the modeling seem to have produced

the exponential character of the measured v'T', and this issue remains

perplexing.

Lastly, in Figure 6, the comparisons of Prt are shown. The main

observations are that the near wall modeling influences St, whereas the

bulk of the Prt shape influences the T profile only slightly in the wake

region. During scrutiny of Blair's data, it was noticed that outside

of the boundary layer Prt passed through zero and became negative in some

cases. Since the downward trends were too consistent to be attributed to

experimental scatter, an explanation was sought. It was already noted

earlier that the turbulence clearly extends beyond the usual boundary

layer edge. In fact, towards the most downstream stations of measurement,

the data indicate that the structure is still non-uniform even at the

channel centerline, whereas the boundary layer thickness is roughly of half

that length. Therefore, it is very likely that channel flow effects have

influenced the Prt measurements. Since only the upper wall is heated, the

V'-•-profile has the sano sign throughout the channel height, while W'7

must change sign near the tunnel centerline by symmetry. Since the upper

and lower boundary layers are not matched in thickness, it is probable that

u'v' and L-have zero crossings at different y locations, thereby invali-

dating the usual mixing length ipproach. Such circumstances could lead to

negative values for Prt. It is therefore conjectured that true boundary

layer measurements, uncontaminated by channel effects, would not contain

such large decreases in Prt in the wake region as were observed here. It

would be of interest to reconsider previous Prt measurements (and the wide
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scatter in results) more systematically in light of this channel flow

observation. A further question arises as to which case is closer to the

actual turbine blade situation. These issues remain for continued

investigation.

VI. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(1) A working knowledge of the code STANCOOL has been attained.

(2) An extension of the Miyazaki and Sparrow model for FST effects has

been incorporated into STANCOOL.

(3) The extensive measurements of Blair have been studied and compared

with sample calculations using the modified code. Results have shown

a significant improvement, but several discrepancies have been

identified.

(4) A fundamental exponential behavior in the wake region of a turbulent

boundary layer for cases of high FST has been noted, apparently for

the first time.

(5) An explanation is proposed for the observed large drop in Prt in the

wake region. It is conjectured that this behavior is symptomatic of

channel flow effects in such experiments.

(6) Deductions from the observed exponential behavior reveal a logical

dilemma concerning the energy equation. This dilemma may be of

fundamental importance and requires further investigation.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

3everal issues require further investigation experimentally,

theoretically and computationally. In order of increasing difficulty in

each category these are:
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Experimental

(1) Exploration of the outer boundary layer with hot wires fnr cases of

higher FST to determine the extent of the exponential charecter noted

for the first time herein.

(2) Measurements of Prt designed to assess the extent of channel flow K
influence on this variable.

(3) Variation of FST scale size.

(4) Measurements in thicker boundary layers to determine heat transfer and

the damping factor very close to the surface.

(5) Experiments to include measured density fluctuations in environments

of higher levels of FST.

Theoretical

(1) Further deductions concerning the exponential wake region.

(2) Formulation of an FST model which includes the influence of scale

sizes and phase lags throughout the boundary layer.

(3) Further refinements to the theory of transition onset and extent in

the presence of FST.

(4) Resolution of the observed heat transfer dilemma involving the energy

equation. Assessment and inclusion of additional correlation terms

involving density and perhaps pressure fluctuations.

Computational

(1) Continuation of the present modeling. Inclusion of further data

compari sons.

(2) Extension of the current modeling to include the TKE equation and

higher order equations.
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(3) Further modeling of FST effects on transition.

(4) Calculations including pressure gradient and non-equilibrium cases.

Extensions to higher FST calculations.

i192
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At eDgN SIjj APPROACH
TO LEARNING AND TRANSFER OF TRAINING

by

Robert E. Shaw

ABSTRACT

The primary motivation of ground-based flight simulator

training is the belief that this will provide a safe, ralatively

inexpensive, and effective way to train pilots. It is assumed, of

course, that such training will transfer positively and

significantly to the flying of real aircraft. However no

conclusive exper.mental evidence currently exists to support this

claim. One reason for the lack of such evidence is overdependence

of the current research on the Optimal Control Model which is

ill-suited for either motivating the appropriate experiments or

predicting and explaining learning and transfer of training

effects. Reasons for these conclusions are reviewed and

recommendations for the development of adaptive models within the

more promising field of adjoint systems theory are given. A

mathematical overview of this new approach is provided that

should be empirically tested. Recommendations are made for doing

SO.
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I. [NTRgDUCTION

An important goal of the AFAMRL/HEF is to increase crew

effectiveness through ground-based simulator training.

Unfortunately, no current mathematical model predicts learning

and transfer effects in manual control tracking tasks, as

candidly acknowledged by one of the authors of the highly popular

optimal control model for human performance, or OCM approach.'

- ..- -The OCM approach provides no such model because it assumes that

subjects perform optimally, thus leaving no room for improvement

through learning. 2

As a remedy, Levison' proposed including in the OCM an

"internal model" to represent the subject's understanding of

task-demands, and to provide parameters that might be "tweaked"

for each change in initial conditions over trials or tasks. Thus

it was hoped that adaptive effects could be modelled. But the

addition of ad hoc parameters to a model fails as a general

solution, and causes additional problems. For instance, it

* .. increases the need for brute force tweaking of parameters. This

is an undesirable feature of a model because it limits its

j usefulness to post hoc curve fitting of data in lieu of genuine

prediction over distinct task situations (e.g., different

simulators, or from simulator tasks to real flight).

Indeed the OCM model is already liable to the charge of

over-parametrization, that is, of having too many perameters to

tweak. This results in excessive preoictive power. The only

models of explanatory value in science are those whose number of

degrees of freedom do not exceed the number of constraints

required to describe the phenomenon in question. Too few

par-ametars to manipulate, then not all aspects of the phenomenon

will be predictable, and thus the model is formally incomplete.

Too many parameters, then aspects not belonging to the phenomenon

will be falsely predicted, and thus the model is formally

inconsistent.

The problem when developing a model is to hold the numbe- of

parameters to a minimim so as to avoid inconsistency and yet to

have sufficient paramEters to be complete. Models that achieve

this balance are said to be in reduced form -- a property

required if models are to possess both observability and

control1 abjl i tv-
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Furthermore the use of du2ritkbinu JVVj g by the P1Cm

approach only exacerbates the problem of over-parametrization.

Describing functions typically have five parameters, perhaps as

many as nine; thus, making this approximation technique liable to

the charge of possessing excessive power for curve fitting human

behavior.0 Because of this large number of degrees of freedom,

such functions can fit a wide variety of human behavior.

Unfortunately, the flexibility of the describing function makes

it incapable of precise prediction.*

"An equally serious problem with the use of describing

functions for modelling learning curves is that this technique

can be misleading. The transmission time lag of the describing

function is not the transmission time of the human from whose

transfer function the describing function parameters are derived.

Another problem of the OCM approach has been its exclusive

use of artificial compensatory tasks rather than the more natural

pursuit tracking tasks. Apparently, the primary justification for

the adoption of compensatory rather than pursuit task paradigms

is that it makes modelling of tracking task data by the OCM more

convenient. This is an artificial restriction, and one that

renders the model unrealistic for making predictions about real

world manual tracking tasks because they invariably involve

matching output to input (pursuit) rather than merely reducing

error (compensatory).

Finally, because transfer of training is ultimately the goal

of ground-based simulator training, it should be pointed out that

there is evidenze of asymmetry of transfer between compensatory

4 ,nd pursuit tracking. This means that practice with the pursuit

display benefits subsequent performance with the compensatory

display more than does practice throughout with the compensatory

display alone.&

For all of the above reasons , a strong case can be made for

the need for an alternative approach to modelling adaptive

systems in manual tracking tasks

11. OBEIIE

The main objectives of this project was to assess the

potential of the OCM approach for modelling learning and transfer

effects in flight simulation tracking tasks, and if necessary, to
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suggest a more viable approach to the problem. In previous work,7

the author had determined the generic form of learning equations

that any minimally adequate adaptive system must satisfy if it is

to be a realistic model for psychological learning theory.

Figure 1 shows, in operator notation, the form that such an

adaptive system assumes, while Table I exhibits tha equations

themselves. For the reasons given above, the OCM approach is not

a likely candidate. Using the depicted system of

integrodifferential equations as a presription of the job an

adaptive system must do to learn, we set out to determine if such

a system could be found.

III. LEARNING AS MODELLED BY A SYSTEM OF ORTHOGONALLY ADJOINT

EQUATIONS

We beg'.n with a brief summary of the Shaw & Alley paper7

that treats learning as a functional governed by the system of

four dual integrodifferential equaticts depicted in Table 1. Here

it is argued that learning takes two forms:

First, action learning tunes the learner toward minimum

energy expenditures in both orienting its sensory systems and

controlling the motor system along an optimal path through task-

demands to the task-goal. And second, there is r•u.'

learning which tunes the learner toward maximum information

processing needed to orient and steer the motor systems along the
1%

optimal path. The optimization of both energy and information --

processing by the learner in task-specific ways requires

mcdelling by functional equations that are temporally dual (Table

1 viewed row-wise), and satisfies the controllability criterion. 3

On the one hand, learning is hereditary, being an

accumulation of eYeRfences over time that alters the initial

conditions, or state of "readiness", of the action/perception

systems toward optimal energy expenditures in responding to

subsequent, recurring task-demands. But such "past-pending"

control processes are goal "blind", being jqj.al rather than

intentional. On the other hand, learning is ti•r~itgr• as well,

being an accumulation of exuec&nEies over time that alters the

;inal conditions, or the state of sensitivity, of the

action/perception systems toward optimal information detection o*

the relevant tasi parameters (direction, distance, effort) needed
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to steer a careful course toward the task-goal. By contrast, such

"future-tending" processes have goal "acuity", being acausal, or

LjgtgniiJ , and satisfy the gb.[ abjJijty criterion.4

In addition, the learning problem can be viewed from two

perspectives: From the internal perspective of the learner as a

system of degrees of freedom (state-variables) to be controlled

and accomodated to a context of potentially non-linear, time-

varying constraints -- the demands of the task-environnment, or

from the gtftgrjl_ perspective of the task-environment as a dual

system of such constraints (dual state-variables) that define the

task for the learner. Thus the function.A equations for modelling

learning are not only temporal duals (Table 1 viewed row-wise)

but perspective duals as well (Table I viewed column-wise).

These four functional equations define what can be called an

gEorhgggoaJl- Ajgint system. The system is orthogonally adjoint

because, in one direction (designated the temporal duals), it

consists of two pairs of dual equations to model hereditary

(reinforcement) influences, on the one hand, and anticipatory

(expectancy) influences, on the other. In the other direction

(designated the QtEs2RctivY 49012), two pairs of dual equations

are defined over conjugate (information and energy) variables of

the actor/peorceiver control system, coupled in a mutual but

reciprocal relationship with the task-environment.

Two mathematical questions were raised -- one general and

the other specific. The general question was whether this system

of learning equations could be satisfied by some kind of optimal

control system with time lag. The answer was affirmative. The

specific question was how to model the fact that whenever an

action is successfully controlled and the goal attained, then it

must result from the accurate perception of environmental

constraints. This proved to be tantamount to the claim that when

learning occurs, then an jUfl 24 9qfjrg_ must exist

whereby perceptual information is scaled invariantly over time to

the energy requirements of control. Again the answer was

affirmative.

Let us consider the form that these dual equations fer.

information and control take within the mathematical theory of

adjoint systems theory. It should be pointed out that the field
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of adjoint systems is not well known, and, therefore, to make

clear its use for modelling the problems at hand, we present a

graded development of this approach. We begin with the simplest

case, the scalar one, and then develop the equations for the

intermediate matrix case, and, finally, arrive at the most

involved equations for the time Jag, or hereditary/anticipatory

case.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE_ LARNING EQUATIQNS AS AN

ADJOINT IFORMATION/CONTROL SYSTEM WITH TIME LAG

For the reasons given in the previous section, the best

model for adaptive systems is one which combines reinforcement

and expectancy theories of learning into a single theory by means

of the orthogonally adjoint system of equations.' Here action, as

a control variable, is dual to perception, as an observation

variable, in *he sense understood in modern control theory. 3

Interestingly enough, in modern control theory, there exists

several sets of dual, or adjoint equations,which might be used to

explain the process of learning as described.

What follows is a summary of the relevant equations from

modern control theory that might be used in learning theory to

model the duality of perception, formally construed as

observation, and action, formally construed as control.' Next,

these equations are then expanded by considering a special class

of control problems, the adjoint system, to accomodate the mutual

and reciprocal relationship between the actor/perceiver and the

task-environment.-*o*. 1a

Finally, equations are proposed for a time delay system

which exhibits hereditary effects, and whose adjoint system

exhibits anticipatory effects -- on the analogy of reinforcement

and expectancy theories, respectively. Thus, the time delay

equations define adjoint systems with memory and anticipation. In

addition, these systems exhibit the sequential, possibly

nonlinear effects of trials, and other variables, such as

"learning-to-learn", that may significantly affect learning and

transfer effects.

We begin with a simple scalar differential equation process

and investigate its adjoint system.
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The scalar form of the adjoint system is the simplest case

of a system defined by temporally dual equations. Recall that

this . fundamental duality defines the relationship between

perceptual information and action control. Consider the scalar

first order differential equation

x(t) - (d/dt) x(t) - a(t), with x(to -) (1)

being given as denoting the system of interest. Here a(t) is

generally described as a continuous function of time t. Eq.(1) is

integrated forward in time from t = to, the initial time, until

t - , the final time. Associated with the function x(t) is

the adjoint system tK(t), which satisfies

O((t) 0- - (t) a(t) (2)

where CC (t) is specified at the terminal time. What is

noteworthy is that O(Xt) is integrated bagkwrds in time from t

to to t - tu, and also differs from the right hand side of

Eq. %1) by a change in sign. If constant a > 0, then Figure (2a)

illustrates the pole-zero diagram of the original system. Their

adjointness, or duality, is manifested in them appearing as

mirrcr images about the complex (jUW) axis. All adjoint systems,

including the vector/matrix cases and the time lag (hereditary)

cases, exhibit this involutive character when plotted against

their original system. Figure (2b) illustrates how each equation

is integrated or . - in time, respectively.

It is also possible for a(t) in Eq.(1) to vary with time;

the adjoint system can be defined accordingly. An important

quantity in analyzing the solutions to these equations is the

fundamental, or state transition, matrix which is defined for the

system Eq.(1) as follows:

*tt,to) - a(t) •(t,to), 0(to,to) - I (3)

where I indicates 1 for the scalar case and a unit diagonal

matrix for the matrix case. This reduces to

*(t,to) e ' (4)

if a is constant. The solution x(t) of Eq. (1) can be written as
x(t) M 0l(t,to) X(to) (5)

For the adjoint sytem, the state transition matrix satisfies

O•, (t) -- ,t.) 6I)
o.(t,,to) . x(7).": "

which, for a - constant, reduces to K....
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#.(tt ) - (8)

From this it follows that

*.tto ,t3 O f(t, to] (9)

or - (10)

Thus the adjoint system acts like an inverse system, but

proceeds backwards in time. The most interesting relationship

between the original system and the adjoint system occurs when we

observe the inner product operator. For two scalars x(t) and

Ct(t), we define the inner i'oduct operator as the scalar

product of the components. This turns out to be equal to a

constant for all time, i.e.

< (t), x(t)> = O(t) x(t) = constant (independent of time) (11)

If we use the simple example illustrated thus far, then we see

for a = constant

<x(t), ct(t)"- = x(to)e.-) (tv) e ' - (12)

= x(to) ((t.) eInct¢D (13)

= constant (independent of time) (14)

To better illustrate what happens if a(t) depends on time, we

present a time varying example '* to demonstrate more explicitly

these calculations.

Examp2le 1: Given the system

x(t) - t x't), with x(to) specified, (15)

then the solution is
s I

x( -:) x(to) e - '( 16)
S S

and l(tto) - e•1 for t > to (17)

while A(tto) = 0 for t < to (18) "

The adjoint system satisfies

(t) -= + t I(t), with CI(t#) specified (19)

The solution is O((t) - O(to) e"l -;''= (20)
a

and $.(t,t.) = e'- '' (21)

Note: ,.(t,t.] o~t,to) = e "*-g V (22)

- constant (independent of time) (23)

or <x (t) t) X (to) 0(t.) e -'14 (25)

= constant (independent of time) (26)

VI. THj ADJOINT SYSTEM: MATRIX CASE

The results presented here for the scalar case easily

generalize to a matrix case. We can now define the dual
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properties of €MIC91190iaity and _obg3CYlk.i.i.y by which the role

o4 action and perception in the learning process can be modelled.

In addition, we can also defirne the nnj!2r o q.eatg, thep

means by which perceptual information can be scaled to the

control of action. We follow Kalman* and define the original

system equations as an n component column vector x(t) as follows:

(d/dt) ;(t) = A(t) 1(t) + B(t) u(t), with x(to) specified (27)

where A(t) is an n x n matrix, B(t) is an n x n matrix, and u(t)

is a p x 1 state transition matrix 0(t,to) which satisfies

*(t,to) - At) (,to) (2e)

*(to,to) = I (29)

Aossciated with the system depicted by Eq. (27) is an observation

vector y(t), an m component column vector, which satl'sfies

y(t) - H(t) !(t) (30)

where H(t) is an m x n matrix relating the observation in the

vector- y.t) from ';(t). The adjoint system associated with

Eqs. (27, 30) is given by
(d/d() Q(t) -A (t) Q(t) + H-(t) u(t) (31) :

z(t) - 9T (t) ;(t) (32)

&(to) is spwcified and Eqs. (31, 32) are integrated backwards in

time. The superscript T indicates matrix transpose. With this

matrix notation, it is now possible to define some properties of

the origjinal system Eqs.(27, 30), such as, •mRngk•tM

controllabilty and coM212tt oservability. It is also possible to

generalize the definition of the inner product operator. We do so

in the next section.

L;1 ý;teLFjg Qp~ gyIUjIYŽ. A IHF !NERE "RT OPERA.TOR

The system Eqs. (27, 30) is Egm_2LfSLY xntrg1a1t)2 if there

exists som- nput u(t) which takes th4 system initially at rest

(to) - 0 to , arbitrary state •(t#) . in a finite length of

time t - t.. This property holds if the following n,atrix is

positive definite for some to > to#

W(togto) -40;(t-t) B(t) 2-11t) ; T (t.,t) dt (33)

The measure of comolete controllability is related to the minimum

amount of control energy u(t) necessary to transfer '(to) - 0 to

-(t*) in to seconds.

Of interest to determining the optimality of the control is

130-11
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the degree to which the amount of work done approaches the

minimum. For this we need an equation defining minimum energy:

Min E - N(tVh0z W-S(to,t. ) r'at.) W-(to,t.) ;(t,) (34)

Thus small values of W(to,t4) imply little controllability, for

"this means that large amounts of energy are required to transfer

" ;(to) - 0 to 7(t.) = m., and conversely.

As mentioned earlier, since perceptual information guides

action, there must exist a duality between the energy required

for control and the information thzt provides the measure of

control. Such a measure is guaranteed by the duality of complete

controllability to complete observability. We define this

condition next.

A system is said to be completely observable if it is

* * possible to determine the exact value of 7(to) given the values

"* of y(t) in a finite interval (to,t4), where to < t4 . The original

Ssystem Eqs.(27,30) .s completely observable if the following

matrix is positive definite for some tv > to:

SM(to,t,) - •f;-(t,t.) H7(t) H(t) $(t,t-r) dt (35)

We come now to an important lemma:

Lemma 1: A system is completely controllable if and only if its

dual (adjoint) is completely observable, and

N' conversely.

The proof of this lemma follows directly from the dual

relationships

P(t.,t) = ;.-(t,t.) (36)

B(t) = H- T (t) (37)

and by substituting into Eqs. (33,35) the relationships specified

by Eqs. (36,37).

"Analogous to the case of minimum energy, we can ask what

happens to information when the system successsfully achieves

"control of action with respect to some goal? Given the duality of

"complete observability with complete controllability, then

whenever energy is minimized information must be maximized. Thus

the measure of complete observability is related to the

maximum amount of perceptual information as follows:

Max Info =ý(t.)IZ M-(to,t.) = r(t÷) r- 1(t.,t.) •(t.) (38)

The last item of interest for the matrix case involves the

inner product of the original system with its dual, for it

1
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provides the measure of control (energy) against perception

(information). The definition of the inner product operator for

the matrix case can also be given:

LDSf1 itig[I Inner Pro:duct22Sfi.C

Let 1•1 T;] and [;r> - C;3']. where ; is an

n x I column vector.

Using the above definition, we can now construct a lemma to show

in the matrix case, as in scalar case, that the inner product

between the original system and its adJoint is a temporal

invariant.

Lemma Q: If ult) = 0 in Eq.(27), then <V(t), (t)> =;"rC

constant (independent of time). This may

alternatively occur if u(t) is in feedback formt
u(t) -K(t) 3i(t) (39) "

and Eq.(39) is substituted into Eq.(27).

These results can now be extended to systems with

hereditary influences, sometimes called systems with retardation,

or still more commonly, with time lag. Such systems are minimal

for modelling adaptive changes in control due to learning through

reward. We can also extend these results to the adjoint system

which exhibits dual anticipatory influences characteristic of

learning as a function of change in expectancies.

VIII. IBg ADOINT SYSTEM T1ME LMG CASE

The results of adjoint systems theory extend naturally to

systems with time lag. •*' In this case the plant (vector

equation) satis4ies

X(t) = AP(t) . Ba.1(t -T) + B.t(t) (40)

,(t) = A(t. 1(ct) (41)

An important change is now introduced into the matrix case as

described by Eqs. (40,41). Where the simpler matrix case of

control systems requires independent evaluation of the initial

conditions of its differential equations, the time lag case of

adjoint systems doe3 not. Instead these systems now require an

initial function to express any influence that builds up over

time as a result cf learning, transfer of training, learning-to -

learn, or fatigue. The initial function, also called a

"hereditary functioral", is an operator that, in a sense,

"automatically" updates the initial conditions of the
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differential equations of the matrix case system. It is this

capability which renders the time lag system truly adaptive so

that the "tweaking" of individual parameters over trials or tasks

"is unnecessary.

The hereditary functional for the time lag system can be

stated as

(t) (t) for t 6 it. -7 ,t.] (42)

Also acsociated with system Eqs. (40,41) is the state transition

"matrix
(d/dt) W(t,to) = A,%V(t,to) + B1W(t -Tr,to) (43)

for td t o , t. -T]

(d/dt) fp(t,to) = A 1 V(t,to) for t*[t -T,tl] (44)

W(t,to) = I for tACt -7',to] (45)

Associated with the system Eqs. (40,41) is the adjoint system

A(t) which satisfies

'(t) = - A(t) Ai(t) - M(t + 7) B1 (t +7) for t 6 tto,t# -7] (46)

A(t) = - A(t) A,(t) for tAlt. -Y,t., 3 (47)

I (48)

There are also equivalent definitions of controllability,

observability, and an inner product operator for these

systems.

Definition: Comrletel_ Controllabilty

"The system Eqs.(40,41) is £omKltgey controllable if

"(sufficient condition) the following matrix is of full rank:
Gi(cv = *6 fW(t•,s) B(s) Br(s)•VV(tv,s) ds (49)

4for t. ). t

Definition: CompIlet Observability

The system is likewise comlgetey observable if the

following matrix is of full rank:

6(tot.) = 4 0t s,t.) HI(s) (P'r(s,t.) ds %50)
The inner product definition now extends tc the followinrg 4 :

x(t), A'•t (t) A(t) + x'(t + s) Act + s) ds (51)

It is useful to study the time lag system and its adjoint

system ir the complex plane. Figure (3) illustrates the pol;,-zero

diagram for the original system x(t) and its adjoint systern, A(t)

for the scalar time lag example. System x(t) can be classified as

an infinite ci'mensional system, with its poles having a

particular pattern. The mirror image about the jijaxis of this

pattern is the diagram for A(t), the adjoint system. Because the
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poles of x (t) and A(t) are both grftgrg, then the time delay

p system 11(t) is considered a hytjAi between a finite dimensional

system (a finite number of poles), as shown in Figure (2a), and a

true infinite dimensional system (such as a partial differential

equation system). For a true infinite dimensional system, the

pole-zero pattern would be scattered throughout the complex plane

with many different curves extending to infinity in various

directions (Figure 4).

•IX. EQotVLL•EIN OF AN QM.!M• CQ!AIZQ. _

The adjoint system arises naturally in optimal control

problems. 10 Here the system equation can be described by an

,, ordinary matrix different.i equation acting forward in time of

the form

-(t) - F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t), with x(to) specified (52)

We wish to find the control action u(t) to minimize a scalar

objective functional given by

3 - (1.,2)Cx T (t.) S.x(t.)J + (1/2) (xAx + u T'Bu) dt (53)

"which is called, "the linear quadratic problem". The optimal

control law is specified by

u* K x(t) (54)

where K satisfies a Riccati type equation which has been studied

extensively, and for which types of solutions are known. 19.2,=I.

Let A(t) satisfy the adjoint equation

Mt ) =S. (55)

A't) - - F- X(t) - A x(t) (56)

"% With this formulation, the 'is the adjointor dual systemto the

original system x (t). Eq. (56) is integrated backwards from t = t-

to produce the cesired result at t - to. The optimal control

condition can be written u* - B-1G(t), indicating the

r-elationship between the forward control action and the backwards

acting, goal-specific, perceptual information. We turn next to

reali:ation of the dual equations of Table 1.

X. A F. IN EQFt LTION QE __ __NQ_ _

From the numerous equations presented in the earlier

sections, we wis" to find a set of equations to fit those

postulated in Section 1. We need a time-forward system to model

control action and a time-backward system to model perception.

The inner product operator demonstr'ates the existence of an
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invariance which should hold over the learning process.

Furthermore, since learning appears to evolve by sequential

trials, and we wish to have a formulation that relates one trial

to another, then the time lag system with an initial function

representation seems quite plausible. Here the time lag variable?

would separate different trials. Let us see how this time lag

variable works.

As argued above, the most general form for the learning

model would be a time lag system directed forward in time to

represent the action (control) variable. For instance,

* x(t) = *(t) for t4 Eta -T,tJl (57)

x*(t) = Ap(t) x(t) + Bx(t -7) + C(t) u(t), for t > to (58)

where = the trial number and the initial function and the

initial function 0(t) represents hereditary changes due to

experience. Each trial is separated by T units, thus allowing

discontinuities to occur at t = to + n 7 where n is an integer.

* The dual or adjoint variable required to measure perceptual

. learning could be modelled by A(t), which is directed backwards

in time. The equations for Alt) are as follows:

A(t) = - A(t)A1 - Aft +7) B,(t ÷T), for tE Cto,t, -7] (59)

A(t) - - A(t)AR, for t ECt. -7,t,] (60)
".Alt.', = ( 61)

The state transition matrices W(t,s) satisfy Eqs. (43- 45).

Thus, by the earlier definitions, the system is completely

controllable if G1 (to,t-l of Eq.(49) is of full rank, and

completely observable if Ga(to,t#) of Eq.(50) is also of full

rank. Since the adjoint system proceeds backward in time, this

• .seems to be a viable model.

The invariant rule determined by the inner product suggests

L a measure of the system's innate capacity for learning-to-learn,

"or for fatigue, that is,

"" 0 = < A(t), x(t)> = constant (independent of time) (62)

,rx(t) A(ýt) + 0x7(t + s) A(t + s) ds (63)

"Notice that large values of Q indicate high values of

coordination between action and perception, which implies a large

capacity for learninc-to -learn. By contrast, when Q is small in

value, this indicates a low capacity for "learning-to-learn", or

may be related to subject fatigue.
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Learning may be best characterized by a (possibly nonlinear)

hereditary/anticipatory functional in lieu of more simplified

models. Considerable evidence also suggests that action and

perceptual processes must be duals and reciprocal to one another.

A number of arguments support the model introduced in the last

section. These arguments are based on the characteristics of the

equations presented in the last section and well known results

from research on learning.

(1) The effects of learning are cummlative such that experience

carries over to facilitate later performance. The differential

equation system Eqs.57-58 and 59-61 have this property in the

forward and backward integration of x(t) and A(t). These values

determine anticipatory and hfreditary influences of expectancies

and experiences on learning that accumulate forward and backward

in time, respectively.

(2) In learning experiments, successive trials may not appear to

belong to the same set. Learning often is discontinuous

(Thorndike's "belongingness" problem). The system Eqs.57-61 with

possible discontinutites at t - ta + n7 at each time lag

interval 7 , where 7 separates each trial, provides for this

effect.

(3) Learning, in the most general caset may need to be

characterized by a ron-linear function. This nonlinearity may

result from the mutual constraining of action and perception, a

"closed loop "model, as predicted from the Principle of Mutuality

-- the basic principle of ecological psychology. The set oi

Eqs. (57-61) has this effect where x(t) supports the past-pending

(action) viewpoint and A(t) supports the future-tending

(perception) viewpoint.

(4) Although not yet depicted, from the symmetry of the system of

equations defined over the temporal (informatiom/energy) duals,

the perspective duals, defined by the reciprocal constraints of

the environment and organism, can be easily generalized from

Eqs.(57-61).

Thus, from points (3) and (4), we see that the total

formulation, Eqs.(57-61), provides a mathematically coherent

model of an adapiYe -Sg el, and thus provides both the motive
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and means for incorporating learning theory into ecological

psychology.

(3) There are two types of learning: action learning

characterized here by x(t)) and perception learning characterized

here by %(t)). They give rise to two sets of data points and

each changes as the trial numbers increase. Recall that <x,.A >

a constant, hence large changes occur in -AA produce large

changes in x =-x. Thus as large perceptual changes occur, they

induce large changes in the processes controlling action. Also '

small changes inAinduce small changes in x. This is because of

the reciprocal nature of these systems.

I (6) We also need to characterize "learning to learn" or fatigue

effects within this adjoint systems context. If 0% = <x, A > was

one experimental condition and 2 - <-x,A > is another experimental

condition, and if Qz >> Q6, then a greater disposition for

learning is represented by the first experimental condition. Q0

"may indicate more fatigue to the subject than the condition Q1.

(7) Learning theorists know that the behavior of a system depends

on more than initial conditions. It also depends on the entire

cumulative effect of experience. The initial function

representation for x(t) and A(t) in Eqs.(5-/-61) allows for this.

(8) The integrodifferential equations suggested by Shaw & Alley'

for learning, as depicted in Table 1, are now seen to apply to

the response variable [y(t)] in terms of the trial to trial

variables [x(t)] and take the form:

[Y(t)] - K EX(t) +J K(ts) [X(s)] ds

This is satisfied by Eqs. (57-61) as can easily be shown.

(9) The ecological approach to psychology argues that there

/should be a duality between action and perception. The equations

for x(t) and A(t) given here, indeed, are duals in a strict

mathematical sense. If x(t) is completely controllable, then

)(t) is completely observable. If x(t) is completely observable,

then A(t) is completely controllable. Thus orthogonally adjoint

systems provide a rigorous mathematical formulation for the most

fundamental assumptions of the ecological approach.

(10) Because action response measurements tend to stabilize with

time (e.g. error scores on the same task with repuated tri.ls),

then, conversely, one would expect the processing of perceptual

information, the dual of the action variable, to exhibit unstable
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response characteristics. Figures (Sa-c) illustrate the form of

the relationships these variables take. From figure (2a) we see

that if x(t) is stable (left half plane pole), then A(t) should

show unstable characteristics (right half plane pole). Thus if

x(t) is asymptotic stable in time, A(t) should show an unstable

solution. This may help to explain 2g#J=gtadeOnt effects, that

is, why uncertainty decreases as energy expenditure increases as

the organism approaches its goal. Figure (5c) illustrates how

this effect of perceiving and action being inversely

proportional is an invariant quantity determined by the inner

product operator 0 operating on x(t) and Aft). Notice that 0,

the measure of the disposition to learn, is illustrated for both

high 0 values and also for a low value of 0.

XII. RecoMMVndat i on

From the review of the shortcomings of the OCM approach and

the promise of the new approach, the following recommendations

seem reasonable: The orthogonally adjoint systems model for

learning, transfer-of-training, and learning-to-learn should be

theoretically developed and empirically tested on pursuit rather

than compensatory displays alone.

Furthermore, in order to assess any advantage the adjoint

systems approach might enjoy over the 0CM approach, it would be

useful to let the two approaches compete directly in predicting

and modelling data obtained from the same experimental project to

qee how they compare and contrast. However given the decade or so

overwhich the OCM model has been allowed to be developed,

refined, and tested, it would be both unfair and unrealistic to

attempt a hasty evaluation of the adjoint systems approach.

Serious application of these new mathematical techniques will

require that the model be programmed. The programming effort in

all likelihood will require a few years of research and

development to achieve satisfactory results before definitive

tests can be completed.

Thus it is rwecommended that this new approach be developed

and tested in phases of moderate duration in order to determine

its theoretical validity and practical feasibility. This would

require the collaborative efforts of experts in adaptive systems

theory and ecological psychology.
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The Theory of Self-Heating Phenomena in Explosives with Applications to EAK

by

John W. Sheldon

ABSTRACT "

Pertubation theory is used to obtain the steady state terperature

distribution in a subcritical spherical self-heating explosive. The

theory is also used to obtain the time constant for supercritical self-

heating to explosion. The effects of melting with self heating in the

liquid state are analyzed in slab geometry, an approximate theory is

developed and a numerical program described. Conditions are obtained

for significant self-heating before melting is complete and it is shown

that the melt front approaches a constant velocity as it proceeds through

the solid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Materials that undergo exothermic chemical decomposition reactions can ex-

hibit self-heating phenomena. At steady state the heat lost by conduction and

"or convection is just balanced by the heat generated; however, above a certain

critical temperature more heat will be generated than zan be removed by these

means and the temperature will increase to ignition or explosion. The phenomena

"has been studied in connection with the spontaneous Ignition of haystacks, coal

2 3 4-8
piles and wool, as well as high explosives. When the primary heat loss

mechanism is conduction the treatment of Frank-damenetzky is most often quoted,

"and when the major heat loss is by convection the pioneering work of Semenoff 1 0

|P applies.

In the present work the heat is generated by a first order chemical reaction

and the conditions for existence of a steady state temperature distribution were

dertcrminea, The highest wall temperature for which a steady state exists is the

criticeL tey,2e-ature for the explosive. The goal of the present analysis is to

obtai." ss:e~c. s ýce temperature profiles for subcritical conditions and investi-

gate the thermal ansient response of an explosive to conditions in excess of

critical. It is weMl-known that for supercritical conditions in an explosive

"there is an i,07, ion time delay to explosion. Numerical calculations of this

-' 11
induction time were carried out some time ago for slab, cylindrical and

spherical geometries. Here, in Section III, the calculation for spherical geo-

*. metry is performed using perturbation theory. The advantage of this approach

"is that it yields an expression for the induction time so that its dependence

on the thermochemical parameters is clear.

The theory of melting with self-heating in the liquid is presented in

Section IV and an approximate solution obtained. In Section V a numerical solu-

tion to the problem of melting during self-heating is described.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Among the many tests required to qualify an explosive as an IHE (insensitive

high explosive) are the thermal tests to determine the relative safety of the

q 12
material under conditions of self-heating. In support of these tests procedures

for calculating critical temperature and induction time must be developed and

experimentally checked. The present work is an effort to broaden the theoretical

background in which these experimental tests on EAK (45.68% ethylenediamine

dinitrate, 46.17% ammonium nitrate and 8.15% potassium nitrate) are conducted.

The specific goals are:

1. Obtain a theoretical estimate of the thermal time constant and estimates

of the temperature profile during the induction period prior to explosion.

2. Incorporate into the theory of self-heating the simultaneous melting

process. This is important since EAK melts well above ambient temperature (103 C)

and self-heating is only significant in the liquid state.

III. PERTURBATION THEORY OF SELF-HEATING IN A SPHERE

The thermal energy equation can be written for heat loss by conduction and

heat generated by a first order chemical reaction in dimensionless form as

2 1/6-- 20 + eat

where 8 = RT/E, time is in units of CE and length in units of 'TZ " E is the

activation energy of the reaction, Z is the frequency factor in the Arrhenius

first order rate law, Q the heat per unit mass released by the reactionp the mass

density, C the heat capacity, A the thermal conductivity and R the gas constant.

Using e(r,t) = 6 (r) + '(r,t) and expanding about the steady state, eq (1) becomes

36 2
71 6 + f(r)d (2)

at
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where leC)

r/

f) W e
e82(l)

and

V2e + e a =0(3

The conditions which lead to a solution of eq (3) have been extensively in-

vestigated 49and exact solutions are available for slab, cylindrical and spherical

geometry in terms of known functions. For simplicity and consistency the approxi-

mate solution to eq (3) obtained for -~-,;7 <<l is used here. It is expressed in

spherical geometry by

8 w / j 0(Br)

-e /2

where j 0is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, B - e e and e
0wew

is the dimensionless wall temperature at r - L. The temperature difference AT

between the center and outside (wall) radius of a one liter sphere of EAK is ob-

tained from eq (4) and presented in Table I.

Table I

Temperature difference AT in a self-heating 1 liter sphere of EAK

T V(*C) T(C)

w8

150 1.2

155 2.4

160 5.4

165 15.0

166 31.0

Si

167 45.0

168 81.0

169 256.0

170
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The solution to the time dependent eq (2) for spherical geometry is obtained

by using f(r)=f(L) - B2 and separating variables. The result is

/12

6(r,t) -0 (r) + A Aj 0 (Y~ 1) ex~t,j~ -(( B2)t) (5)

n-l

where A n's are determined from initial conditions and the y n's are the zeros of

the Bessel functions (J(Yn 0). Considering only the 1st term in the series

and taking Bc then the time constant T, for the self-heating leading to

explosion is given by

T -i2B2 -B (- (6)

This time constant is presented as a function of temperature in Table It for

a one liter sphere of EAK.

Table Ii

Time Constant, for a 1-liter sphere of EAK
T ("C) T(s)
w

170 61,366

175 7,314

180 2,905

185 1,390

190 753

195 427

200 250

205 149

210 91

215 56

220 35

225 22

230 14
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IV. MELTING WITH A SELF-HEATING LIQUID; APPROXIMATE THEORY

The melting process is considered in a one dimensional semi-infinite system.

"The solid surface is initially located at x-O with solid material in the range

"OS <-. It is assumed that the solid is uniformly at the melting temperature T
p

At t-O the temperature of the x-O boundary is raised and fixed at T >T

As heat flows into the solid melting begins and the liquid formed begins

to self-heat. The transient heat conduction equation for the liquid with heat

5! generation by a first order chemical reaction can be put in the form

"" n a2 n '

- a • + - e (7)

where

n(x~t) i= - T(x,t) -Tw P
Tw 9 E E

the thermal diffusivity a - A/pc and B )(C TT2) exp T - . The heat

balance at the solid-liquid interface located at Xp(t) can be expressed by

I
dX

ax- dt
Xp

where S A f E- with AH - latent heat of fusion. The approxf:,ite form forIaCRT 2 f
n(x,t) used bywGoodman for similar problem is used here in th. form

n(xt) 0 A(t)[X - X (t)] + B(t)[X - X (t)] 2  (9)
p p

"using dn(X (t),t) - 0
p

-X "" a (10)
ax/ dt at

P p
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Inserting eq (7) and (8) into (10) yields

TX] - Sa + Sfen (11)

at X (t). Eqs (9) and (11) and the wall condition nw AX + BX 2 yields the
p p P

following expressions for A and B

A r--1 + 13 8 (12a)X Sa Sal
p

B + (12b)
P X2
p p.X

Substituting eqs (9) and (12) in (8) gives X -•- - a I + 8 - 1+
pdt SnC~ Sn2

which can be integrated to give

+ P+ - (13)

1 Sn

2n
w y X2  t' are dimensionless. Eq k13) is plotted in Figure 1

for five values of 1.

The condition for a maximum temperature Tm, in the liquid above the wall

temperature, that is when there is significant self-heating, can be expressed as

) >0 which leads to the condition y > V(l + p). The location of this max-

imim temperature is then given by

/1 + 11 + y -(i+ u)

12- + y 2 j
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and its value by

V (15)
+ 2( +p + y - 1)- L

where p - 2C (T - T) . Figures 2 and 3 display y /y and p respectively.

The velocity of the melting front vp, obtained by differentation of eq(13) is

given by

dX a [ _]" • p - / + v + y - (16)
p dt xL 1]

Then in the limit as X - V 1, "exp 2 RT 2 thelmi

Pp f + RT e limiting

velocity of the melting front with heat generation.

V. MELTING WITH SELF-HEATING IN A LIQUID: NUMERICAL CALCULATION

The two phase system is considered in slab geometry with slab ½-width L.

Initially the slab is all solid with ambient temperature T . At t - 0 the wall
0

temperature is raised to T >T where T is the melting point. The conduction
w P p

equation with heat generation in the liquid phase is

a" T + CT- ) exp E (17)

and in the solid phase where no heat is generated

3 2 T2  aT2  (18)

-X2 • t

The heat balance at the interface is given by

DT 3T - 2 T H \ dX
CE 2i- 7X k- d t P(19)
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I.

where X (t) is the location of the melt line (see sketch in Figure 4).
p

T .---------------
Tm

Tw

T
0 X (t) L

FIGURE 4. THE COORDINATE FRAME FOR A MELTING FINITE SLAB
WITH SELF-HF-A.TING

The numerical procedure is as follows. For a fixed X and considering the liquid
p

inert (Z = 0 in eq (17)), the boundary conditions are TI(Lt) - TW,T(X ,t) =

T2 (X ,t) T and . 0. For an initial temperature distribution Tl(x,O) -

fl(x) and T2 (x,O) - f 2 (x) the temperature distribution after an assumed time in-

terval At can be calculated from the exact expressions for the above boundary con-
14

ditions,

T+ exp -A.(2j + 1) ',Y:t/4x•x cosg (2x j.1)
T2 (x,t) p T2 " - = e (-,'j,

p.-0 \p

and 2x (-2I) ,T + x Cos (2j (20) l)-
ano 2 ) dx(

T.(x,t) T + (T s= -/

pL=p) - z o(L )-T"X ji(L-xp )

2 ,°

p J"- p.

j (x 1xF

Isi pL i( iZ dx' (21)

p
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The temperatures at each spacial station are then increased by an amount ATQ

where

AT ~.exp~RT(,) (22)
Q)

which accounts for the heat generated by the chemical reaction. The temperature

distribution is then used to compute the temperature gradients at the solid-liquid
dX

boundary and through the use of eq (19) determine p. For the melt line to
dt

advance a spacial step AX, requires a time At' - AX/(dX /dt). If AtC'At then a
p

new value of Lt is assumed and the calculation *f At' repeated until At' = At to

within 1%. Then X is advanced into the solid by AX and using the temperature
p 0

distribution from the last step as the initial distribution, the process is re-

/ peated. In the sample calculation shown in Figure 5 some self-heating prior to

complete melting is evident. The physical constants and parameters used in this

calculation are typical values and do not represent any particular explosive.

Only 20 spacial steps were used in the sample calculations. The position of the

melting front as a function of time is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the

velocity of the melting front as a function of time. Note that this velocity

rapidly approaches a constant as thL melt line proceeds, just as was found in

Section IV for the case of the solid intially at the melting temperature.
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•*~ VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pertubatiun theory presented in Section III indicates that substantial

temperature increases due to self-heating occur only when the critical tempeeature

is closely approached. In the EAK example presented in Table I, it is shown that

just 5*C below critical temperature the temperature rise due to self-heating is

only 15*C, yet at l0C below critical it rises 256*C. The same theory demonstrates

' the sensitivity of the induction time conscant to the wall temperature. From

"Table II, raising the wall temperature from I to 20%C above critical lowers the

induction time from 17 hours to 4 minutes.

The approximate theoretical analysis of the melting process with self-heating

results in dimensionless plots of the melting front position, the maximum

"temperature and its location as functions of time. The curves of melting front

"position vrs, time plotted in Figure 1 would all be linear if there was no self-

13
heating, the case treated by Goodman. It is also noted that the slope of all the

"the curves in Figure 1 approach a constant value indicating a limiting constant

velocity for the advance of the melting front. This is in contrast to the monatonic

"decrease of the melting front velocity with increasing X when there is no self-

heating.13 A limiting velocity was also observed for the numerical example as

shown in Figure 7.

The assumptions made throughout this work are that heat loss is by conduction

and heat generation is by a first order chemical rate process. Preliminary obser-

"vations of a one-liter EAK sphere raised to 180C (-200 C above critical tempera-

ture) indicate that gaseous reaction products generate strong convection currents

ia the liquid while generating little heat. These results case doubt on the

validity of both assumptions. In future work, a more sophisticated rate express-
215

iin, even including reactant consumption such as was done by Boddington et al, 1 5

"could be incorporated into the numerical theory.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The two major assumptions in all of the work presented here are:

1. All heat removal is by conduction.

2. The chemical reaction In the explosive is a simple first order reaction.

The first assumption will always give a lower critical temperature than the

observed value. For most applications, t! is provides a safety factor. However,

the errors due to assumption 2 are unpredictable and could be very large. Much

work needs to be done on a more realistic chemical kinetic model for the specific

explosive under consideration. For EAK laboratory chemical kinetic studies are

needed. Once this done, a more realistic theory could be developed following

the procedures of Section IV or a more accurate numeri, al calculation could be

carried out following Section V with the only modification being in the form of

eq (22).

I-

I;.
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2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCIES IN

CONTINUJM FINITE ELZIKENT CODES USING MATRIX DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

"by

Harold C. Sorensen

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of using the Matrix Difference Equation (MDE)

theory to obtain computational efficiencies in continuum finite element

codes is investigated in this research. The study centered around the

SAMSON2 code, which is a state-of-the-arc 2-D code for dynamic struc-

"tural analysis undergoing development within AFWL/NTE. The SAMSON2 code

was studied in detail. From this study it was le-rned that solutions

obtained with the use of the higher order elements are In error and that

the slideline concept is not being used as it was originally intended.

Correcting these algorithms in the code would make the code more effi-

cient and accurate. A brief summary of the theory associated with the

SAMSON2 code is presented.

A study of the MDE method was begun. The method has been shown to

reduce the computational effort for a certain class of elastic struc-

tures. Extension to the non-linear case appears feasible. A brief sum-

mary of the MDE method is given. A section on recommendations for

further research in these areas is also 4ncluded.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Matrix Diffarence Equation (MDE) method is a state-of-the-art

technique which has been used in the free and forced vibration analyses

of spatially periodic structures, where a spatially periodic linear

elastic structure is a linear array, either longitudinally or circum-

ferentially, of identical substructures. The method takes advantage of

the repetitive nature of the structure so that the order of the matrices

involved in the solution is approximately equal to the number of degrees

of Zreedom on one subctructure boundary. Therefore, significant cost

savings in computing can be 2xpected compared to analysis by conven-

tional finite element techniques. This method was pioneered by Mr. Paul

Denke, who is an emplcyee of the Douglas Aircraft Corporation (DAC).

Dr. Timothy J. Ross, who is an employee of the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL), became aware of the MDE method through informational

brochures published by DAC which circulated through AFWL. He obtained

more information on MDE from DAC and concluded that the method might be

used to reduce the computing costs associated with SAMSON2 which is a

nonlinear, inelastic finite element code used by AFWL personnel to solve

problems involving dynamic analyses of above ground and buried struc-

tures, i.e., soil-structure interaction problems. Hence, a feasibility

study of the use of the MDE method became apparent.

My formal educational training ig in Civil Engineering (B.S.) and

Engineering Mechanics (M.S. and Ph.D.). I have taught university courses

in structural analysis and design, computer methods in structural analy-

sis, design of foundation elements and structural dynamics for the past

eighteen years. When my application for the AFOSR-SFRP was circulated

in AFWL, it was decided that my expertise matched that required for the
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feasibility study of the MDE method. As a result I was awarded a SFRP

fellowship for summer '84 to initiate the study.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of this research effort is to effect computational effi-

ciencies in the numerical algorithms of continuum finite element com-

puter codes used in dynamic soil-structure interaction analyses. As a

means of accomplishing this goal during the sumser appointment period,

the SAMSON2 code will be used. This code is a state-of-the-art research

tool undergoing development within AFWL/NTE.

Although the research effort will be centered around the SAMSON2

code, the general theory should be adaptable to other continuum finite

element codes.

Progress in the development of the efficient numerical algorithms

will be documented in a final report covering the summer research

period. The final report will contain suggestions for further com-

putational efficiencies and will contain a discussion on any techniques

found to be less efficient than the current SAMSON2 algorithms.

III. APPROACH TO ACCOMPLISH RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives stated above are accomplished by investigating three

research task areas. These task areas are all independent and the accu-

mulated sum of the independent task efforts should satisfy the overall

objectives of the research. These three task areas are:

Task 1. Use the MDE method to reduce the size of the algebraic

solution matrix.

a. Review the procedures which pertain to linear elastic

structures which are spatially periodic.
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b. Investigate adaptations of this symmitry restriction

to geometries of continuum elements which have more

than one plane of symmetry. This step will deal with

many substructures within an extended spatial field in

which each substructure will be assumed spatially

periodic within its boundary.

c. Develop a procedure to combine the individual

substructure characteristics into the total model

solution matrix.

Task 2. Begin the development of a soil-structure interaction

element which is both compatible with the MDE theory and

the cuirent numerical integration schemes of the SAMSON2

code.

a. Become familiar with the parameters which have been

used to characterize structure-medium interaction

modeling.

b. Formulate an element which takes these parameters into

consideration for use in the SAMSON2 code.

c. Implement the new element into the SAMSON2 code and

run test solutions.

Task 3. Investigate the impact of the MDE method on the higher

ordered finite elements presently available in the SXMSON2

code.

a. Become familiar with tb3 operation and use of the

SAMSON2 code.

b. Investigate the code definition of the finite elements

beginning with the lowest order element and progressing
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to the highest order element.

c. Incorporate the MDE theory into the existing code ele-

rent definitions ts appropriate.

IV. NARRATIVE OF THE RESUITS OF EACH APPROACH

This narrative will include all three approaches and will give the

accomplishments achieved in each task. The order in which the tasks

b.

were stated is not the order in which the tasks were performed. This

narrative will present the tasks in the order they were performed.

The first and probably the most important aspect of having a suc-

cessful summer was to become familiar with the operation and use of the

SAMSON2 code (Task 3a)*. Two graduate students (GSSSP students accom-

panying me) were directed to learn the CRAY computer syntax and JCLs in

order to learn how to run a problem solution using SAMSON2, including

how to input data, run the program and interpret the output. While the L

students were performing this task, I was studying the two manualsl, 2

for the SAMSON2 code learning how to develop an appropriate set of input

data. I chose to develop the input data for a simple cantilever beam

with a concentrated load ac the free end. I used 16-4 node continuum

elements for the finite element model. The input for a solution of the

same cantilever beam using 64 rectangular continuum elements was

available in the users manual and served as a gui'- for the input for

my sample solution. This simple examole was chosen because the mathe-

matical solution by basic mechanics principles was also easily obtained

and used as a check on the output of the computer solution for ease of

interpretation and understanding.

* The information in the parentheses refers to the Task list statod in

Section III - APPROACH TO ACCOMPLISH RESEARCH OBJECTIVES.

1,2 Superscript numbers refer to references given in the bibliography.
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When the input data were completed, the students were asked to run

the problem using SAHSON2. Much dialogue took place between us ane our

AFWL colleagues as we struggled to obtain a successful computer run for

this problem. We were eventually successful and the results of the com-

puter solution compared favorably to the theoretical calculations. To

reinforce the students' learning process, they were asked to obtain

complete solutions including development of the input data to the same

beam five other ways usin, different elements and different loads. At

the completion of this task, a good proficiency level was reached with

respect to the operation and use of the SAMSON2 code. As a test of

this proficiency, the two students were asked to obtain the computer

solution for a "real" problem which had been previously obtaineO by per-

sonnel at AFWL. This proved to be a very educational experience for the

students as they became aware of the trials and tribulations associated

with real world problems.

After this very beneficial initial learning period, attention was

now directed to understanding some of the finite elements concepts and

principles. Steve Miller (G.S.) was assigned to investigate the code

definition of the various elements in the code and to obtain an IBM com-

patible version of the SAMSON2 code (Task 3b). Bob Bigelis (G.S.) was

assigned to begin the development of a soil-structure interaction ele-

ment (Task 2a) and to become familiar with another powerful finite ele-

ment code available at AFWL called ANSYS. 2 3 I began a study of the

finite element theory in order to guide the students and to be able to

understand the 14DE method theory (Task la).

Each of the two graduate students will summarize their research

activities in an individual final report. I will give only a brief sum-

mary of each student's activities here.
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Stove Miller worked for two weeks in attempting to obtain an IBM

compatible version of SAMSON2. He eliminated all of the diagnostics

generated by the IBM compiler. Then in attempting to run a sample

problem, underflow problems in the solurion were encountered. Steve did

not have the time or the computer programuing background to correct this

problem, so the task was transferred to AFWL personnel. During the

remainder of the ten week period, he made a very thorough study,

including references to finite element theory, of the program statements

in SAMSON2 as they relate to a solution using a constant strain triangle

continuum finite element. Steve is now very familiar with the code Und

associated finite element theory and should be able to accomplish some

of the tasks (Task 3b and Task 3c) which we hope to continue in regard

to the impact of the MDE theory on the higher order finite elements in

SAMSON2.

Bob Bigelis worked several weeks learning ANSYS. He is now fairly

proficient in the use of this code as he has run coputer solutions of

several very practical problems using shell elements. During the

remainder of his ten reek period, he studied the slideline formulation

in the SAMSON2 code, including the soil-structure interaction concepts

and the various failure criteria. He has developed a good background in

this topic, which should allow him to accomplish some of the tasks (Task

2b and Task 2c) which we hope to continue in regard to development of a

soil-structure interaction element which is both compatible with the

MKD theory and the current numerical integration schemes in the SAMSON2

code.

I have never had a formal course in finite element theory.

Although I have attended several short courses on the subject and am
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J

familiar with many of the concepts from teaching and use of the stiff-

ness matrix method, I needed some remedial work on the subject. Therefore

I spent several weeks studying finite element theory 3,4,5,6 in conjunc-

tion with a more indepth study of SAMSON2. This lead to brief studies

of other topics such as substructuring, static condensation of matrices,

fast Fourier transforms and soil-structure interaction. These studies

also provided backgound information for my later study of the MDE method.

I also reviewed finite diffcrence techniques 7 because one of the

main algorithms in SAMSON2 is based on these techniques.

Ai'ter these initial activities, I spent the remainder of my eight

week summer period learning as much as possible about the MDE method.

This was done by studying a report 8 on the method written by P. Denke,

Douglas Aircraft Corporation (DAC) and other refereice- from the scien-

tific literature. 9 ,10,11, 12  I worked thruugh a simple example problem,

which helped immensely to understand the concepts of the method and, to

gain further insight into the method, visited with Mr. P. Denke in his

office of Douglas Aircraft Corporation in Long Beach, California. I

believe that I have learned enough about the MDE method to be able to

accomplish some of the tasks (Task lb, Task 2c and Task 3c) which I hope

to continue in regard to the use of the Matrix Difference Equation

theory to reduce the size of the algebraic volution matrix.

V. SUMMARY OF THE SAMSON2 CODE 1 (Task 3a)

The SAMSON2 computer program is a two-dimensional code for the

dynamic structural analyses of plane and axisymmetric solids. The

program uses explicit time integration and is particularly suited to the

analyses of large displacement, large strain problems involving non-

linear material behavicr and structure-media interface (SMI) problems.
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It has been specifically developed for the dynamic response analyses of

buried structures subjected to shock loading. It can also be used to

analyze above ground structures.

The finite element library in the code includes:

"* bar element

"* straight and curved beam elements

"* axisymaetric shell element

"* triangular continuum element using either three, five or six nodes

"* quadrilateral continuum element using either four or eight rodes

These elements can be combined in any consiutent manner to model plane

or axisymsetric SMI problems.

The code contains provisions for multiple integration time steps

(subcycling) and has a structure-media interface modeling feature that

permits sliding, separation and impact between two materials and also

accurately treats large relative tangential displacements at the inter-

face,..

The progrom is restricted to lumped mass solutions and uses an

explicit central difference method in the time domain for which the

acceleration is assumed constant over the time step, the velocity is

evaluated at the half time step and the displacement is evaluated at the

end of the time step. Tht explicit central difference method does not

require the solution of any equations in advancing a time step.

Consequently, the program doe& not evaluate a stiffness matrix.

However, the program requires a relatively small time step for stability

of the solution. There are also provisions for maintaining an energy

balance and for accounting for the "hour glass effect". The program

calculates the accelerations, velocities, displacements, strains and

stresses In the finite elements at each time step.
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The basic equations used in the code are as follows.

The governing equations of motion for the finite element mesh in

* explicit form are

'! [M3Zj{' +[cJ•'&I +fq lt.= + Ed f. I,)

N where [ILI is the matrix of nodal displacements, [M]the mass matrix, [C]

the damping matrix, the nodal forces whi'n are obtained from the

resistance of the finite elements to deformation and the nodal

forces arising from external loads. The superposed dots denote time

"derivatives, so are the nodal velocities and (U are the nodal acce-

"* lerations.

S! The nodal accelerations at any time step are obtained from the

equations of motion, Eq. 1, as

where n denotes any particular time step and n-i indicates the previous

half time step. The new nodal velocities snd nodal displacements are

" determined from the central difference formulas

." .(+ , f (3)

'_ 1'. At {'l+i (4-)
where fractional superscripts denote midstep values.

0 0With initial conditions for U.! and U. known, the program calcu-

"lates U- from Eq. 2, then calculates nLL from Eq. 3 and L. from

Eq. 4. Then from appropriate material laws, etc., strains and stresses

are calculated and one cycle is complete. All parameter values are

updated and the procedure is repeated. This process continues through
'4

the time domain desired for the solution. Large problems can require
'4

large amounts of computer time. Hence, there is a need for finding and

I implementing techniques which will result in reduced computing .,me.
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VI. SUMMARY OF THE MDE METHOD 8 , 9 (Task Ws)

The MDE method has been incorporated into a finite element computer

program which has been used successfully by Douglas Aircraft Corporation

to solve problems involving bounded vibrating spatially periodic struc-

tures. The order of the matrices to be solved is approximately equal to

the number of degrees of freedom of one substructure boundary. This

concept can be demonstrated through the use of a simple example problem

as follows.

Consider a simply supported beam modeled by six identical beam ele-

"ments as shown in Figure 1, For each beam element, there exist four

degrees of freedom, one translation and one rotation at each end. Thus

the beam has twelve degrees of freedom since two displacements are

constrained to be zero at the beam supports. The standard procedure for

this problem would require the solution of a set of twelve simultaneous

equations (or appropriete numerical techniques) to obtain the eigen-

values. By contrast the MDE method would require the solution of only

two simultaneous equations (this is the number of degrees of freedom of

one element boundary, i.e., one translation and one rotation) into which

"different parameters would be substituted seven different times. Two of

0 M -1 r~t A 01 'r i .*:: 5c

a.) En+ire beamv
N-Fe: T7ie nuiwm 6evs in +he boxos indilcate eleyweiiitfu~qierS.

711e o+-her numbers desivA•te +he nodes.

"4

n bindca~s -the n' elemeuqt

6) One eeviqeotd
F'/ tre 1.. RFive &erl4ent model o a. 0_Sinpe• eaM.
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the seven different calculations, which are associated with the end ele-

"ments, yield modes which give zero displacements everywhere and are,

therefore, discarded to give the required twelve eigensolutions. The

q computer solution for the MDE method would be much faster than that for

a standard solution.

The objective of the MDE approach is to develop methods of analysis

"for free and forced vibrations of spatially periodic structures that

take advantage of the periodicity. The method, at present, has been

applied only to periodic elastic structures which have simply supported

or guided ends. It is dependent upon the s,.bstructure being symmetric

about a median axis, and damping is a linear combination of assembled

mass and stiffness matrices for which a modal transformation decouples

the degrees of freedom.

The MDE approach is based on a finite element model of a single

substructure. Writing the equations of dynamic equilibrium and com-

patibility of displacements between adjacent substructures leads to a

matrix difference equation. The solution of this difference equation

and satisfaction of the end conditions yield the displacement and inter-

nal force responses of the structure.

The method is analogous to the differential equation analysis of a

uniform vibrating beam in which an infinitesimal element is considered.

Differential equations expressing dynamic equilibrium of the element and

compatibility of displacements are written. Solutions to these

equations satisfying the boundary conditions are found. A key point in

this analogy is that only one differential element requires considera-

tion, since all of the other infinitely many elements are identical. By

comparison, in MDE theory the difference equation is analogous to the
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differential equation and only one substructure (differential element)

requires consideration.

The finite element method is applied to the substructure in order

to obtain a mechanical impedance matrix, based upon conditions of

"equilibrium and compatibility at substructure boundaries. The order of

the difference equation is reduced by eliminating force variables and

introducing substructure displacement modes. A solution is found by

calculating eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a related characteristic

equation. The result is a closed form expression in the longitudinal

direction. The method is general and applicable to complex structures,

because of the finite element basis. All forcing functions are sinu-

soidal functions of time of a single frequency W. Hence, the problem

is solved in the frequency domain.

The basic equations used in the method are of the following form.

The linear equations of motion for a substructure in harmonic motion are

"where A is the mechanical impedance matrix, A is a column matrix of

complex displacement amplitudes and R1 is a column matrix of complex

"external load amplitudes in the unconstrained degrees of freedom. The

impedance matrix is given by

A~ i<-M + iwC ~

where W- frequency, t -T.-andk, M and C square stiffness, mass and

damping matrices for the substructure as derived by standard finite ele-

ment procedures. By a suitable transformation, Eq. 5 can be written for

a substructure boundary as

Ae
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2 The impedance, displacement and load matrices can be partitioned as

follows:

A P

where the subscripts J and r refer to the left and right boundaries of

the substructure. Equation 8 with force variables retained can be put

into the following matrix difference form:
A. A A.

oo(q
o-

where

A A A A A

ande sbcim ptdanc ndicpates ten *qandla arcscnb attionsapyt th hsutrre .a

"A solutonwfsq:9i

N Aj

.,.anred h subscript s i Ini ates th refero apl to the efanritht sbstucund res .

" the~~ soubtructure Eq uaio 9 ishfrevrals eandcnb u

-4

A A

AA A

where & is a column matrix and is a scalar. Substituting from

Eq. 11 into Eq. 9 gives

Equation 12 is the characteristic equation of the substructure with

force variables retained which can be solved for the eigenvalues X•and
A

the eigenvectors (

Equation 8 can be rearranged in a similar manner but with the

force variables eliminated to give
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Equation 13 is the characteristic equation of the substructure with

force variables eliminated. Unfortunately, Eq. 13 is quadratic in X .
but the matrices in the equation are only half as large as those in Eq.

12. This feature is important because the computational effort required

to solve a characteristic equation increases rapidly with the order of

the equation.

Another feature of the MDE approach is the introduction of a modal

technique that further reduces the order of the characteristic equation,

thereby further reducing computational time. Once all substructure

eigensolutions are found, a complete modal solution of the entire struc-

ture is available, which completes a linear elastic solution.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Personnel at AFWL who use the SAMSON2 code state that solutions

obtained wih the use of the higher order elements (5 and 6 node

triangles and 8 node quadrilateral) are not correct. They also state

that computational efficiencies would result if the higher order ele-

ments could be used. Therefore, it is recommended that a complete study

of the higher order elements (Task 3b) be performed and used to check

the logic statements in the code in order to correct the procedure for

these higher order elements. This study is preliminary but essential in

order to obtain the understanding of finite elements and the SAMSON2

code to be able to determine how and where the MDE method can be effec-

tively incorporated into the existing code element definitions (Task 3c).

Users of SAMSON2 also state that the slideline formulation in the

code ip not used effectively because of lack of understanding of the

formulation criteria. Hence, it is recorended that a study (Task 2a)

be made to develop a new friction law for the slideline in the SAMSON2
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code so that real world problems can be modeled effectively. !t is also

recommended that a study be initiated to develop a new SMI element which

will model the soil-structure interaction (Task 2b). These studies are

preliminary but essential in order to obtain the undersranding required

to develop a SMI element compatible with the MDE theory and the SAMSON2

algorithms (Task 2c).

My study of the MDE method has been relatively superficial.

However, I have learned enough to believe that the method does have

definite possibilities toward reducing computational time associated

with finite element computer codes. Hence, it is recommended that

further study be made concerning the MDE method (Task la). This study

should include a more indepth analysis of the MDE method and the initial

development of non-linear solutions (Task ib).

This study is essential in order to ascertain the feasibility of

the MDE approach as it may be used to reduce the size of the algebraic

solution matrix in codes used by AFWL personnel. Discussions with Mr.

P. Denke, DAC, confirm that extension to the non-linear case would be

difficult but poisible and would result in computational efficiencies in

non-linear solutions.

I intend to apply for a Research Initiation Program grant which

will include each of these recommendations.

1
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BASE COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE SECURITY ISSUES

by L

Charles J. Spiteri

ABSTRACT

The problem of applying DoD and 1974 Privacy Act mandated

security to Air Force Base Local Area Networks is addressed. Both r.

existing and future techniques and devices used to protect classified

and privacy traffic on computer networks were researched. A plan for

implementing security measures on base LANs is proposed in a three

phase plan. The proposal utilizes today's technology for networks

currently being installed. Data segregation by frequency, time or

physical means, coupled with available encryption is recommended.

Single and multilevel trusted interface units and gateways are proposed

as they become available. End to end encryption is also proposed,

either as a companion or alternative technique, depending on base and

technology parameters. Suggestions are made to continue research in

this vital area.
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BASE COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE SECURITY ISSUES

I. INTRODUCTION:

In order to modernize and improve intrabase and interbase com-

munications, ESD/XRC is developing a Base Communicatiou, Architecture

which will evolve over the coming years. All modes of communications

including telephone, radio, video and computer communications are '

being studied. One aspect of the study involves the use of Local

Area Networks (LANs). These networks will be used to accommodate

the proliferation of office automation equipment and provide impor-

tant services such as electronic mail, teleconferencing and data

transfer.

The Privacy Act of 1974 and the DoD requirements for the treat-

ment of classitied information place security constraints on these

networks. This paper focuses on the many security problems that

impact the implementation and utilization of Local Area Networks on

Air Force bases.

II. OBJECTIVES:

There are two objectives of this project. First, in order to

provide a sound foundation, existing security techniques were iden-

tified. Also, developing and proposed measures were researched and

evaluated.

Next, a combination of existing and future techniques were

integrated into a proposal for secure LANs that could be put into

place now and evolve with emerging technology. Since the require-

ments for individual bases may vary, no one approach can be proposed

for All bases. Also, future technological trends will determine the

final course chosen. The proposal provides a sound security system --

which may be implemented in phases. Alternative ihoices are given

to accomisodate individual needs and possible technological develop-

ments.

Mll. EXISTING SECURITY TECRXlqUES:

There is a set of security measures i*-.ich will be implemented

on all bases. These techniques, both general and applicable to

LAN*, are identified in this section of the report.
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Administration- Security is an area that all levels of civilian and

military administrators must concern themselves with. The upper

levels must recognize, analyze and form directives to address the

needs and problems which are presented to them. They must enforce

accountability for actions and establish policies which will be com-

,:nicated to all personnel.

Middle management acts as the interface between higher and

lower levels of management. They will pass down guidance and direc-

tives from the upper levels, while at the same time act as a means

of recognizing and reporting problems. deficiencies, and suggestions.

Lower management, and individual security officera are respon-

sible for the strict enforcement of mandated rules and procedures.

In addition, they are obligated -• report problems, deficiencies and

violations.

Finally, no secutity system is workable without the cooperation

of all personnel involved. Each and every system user is responsible

for both implementing and improving the overall security of the

system.

Physical- The two main areas ot physical security concern the faci- L
lities and the LAK comwunications mediua. It is assumed that judi-

cious practices Lo prutect the ficilities against natural and

man-made disasters will be in effect. In additon, classified hard-

ware and software will require physical protection. Each element is

to be protected to at least the levAl of information it handles,

commensurate with DoD practices. Equipment which handles data pro-

tected by the 1974 Privacy of Information Act may also require phy-

sical segregation.

The most popular medium for LANs to data is coaxial or triaxal

cable. A rapidly emerging competitive medium is Lhe various classes

of fiber optic cable. In some instances, it may be necessary to use

radio waves to provide links to mobile or physicalty isolated parts

of a network, or where satellite links are used.

All of the above media are subject to peasive an4/or ^ctive

tsiretapplng. In the passive case, emanations from the medium or

terminal devices are intercepted hy unauthorized receivers. In the

case of radio waves, the cost cf a suitable antenna is the only

prerequisite to rappiag. Cables, ionnectors and terminal equipment

radiate various levels of energy which may be received by suitable

""'".,,
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equipment. If any medium is physically accessed, a passive tap cay

be made using compatible technology. This inlides fiber optic cable.

Active wiretapping involves accessing the medium also. However,

as opposed to listening only, the intruder injects unauthorized

traffic. This mny provide erroneous information or could cause a

denial of service to some or all users.

If a medium may be physically accessed, it may be captured and

severed. In this case all authorized users will be denied sercvice.

In the case of fiber optic cable, topological limitations may

also exist. Due to the losses and reflections of TEE couplers, fiber

optic cable may be best suited to STAR and LOOP topologies as

opposed to BUS TREES.

The traditional means of medium protection are sealing and

encryption. In sealing, the medium is enclosed in a welded conduit

while in a building. Outside, it would be buried to a suffici, at

depth so as to protect it, or be sealed in concrete, or pressurized

conduit, and guarded.
If the medium cannot be isolated as described, or if there are

TEMPEST problems, encryption is the only alternative. Although

under development, there are currently no encrypting devices for LANs.

"Sealing the medium makes maintainance difficult at best.

"Encryption, which will be discussed in detail later, is expensive

"and complex to implement. The choices of whether to employ one or

both techniques must be made on an individual basis. The decision

will be based on geographic parameters such as the size and layout

of the base, and other factors such as the number of users to be

"served and the severity of the perceived threat. In the case of any
broadcast of data, however, encryption is mandated.

Personnel Access Control- Personnel Access Control is sometimes

"referred to as user authentication. The users of base LANs are

expected to possess a variety of clearances, as does the multilevel

traffic on the net. There must exist a means to verify the access

level of the users and provide access to data for which they are

. cleared. At the same Lime care must be taken so as to insure that

these measures do not present a "denial of service" problem to

authorized personnel by their complexity. Prospects exist for

having multiple levels of classified data available at a single net-

Swork interface device.

133-6
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Traditionally, access control has been accomplished by using

user passwords. If done in a non-encrypted system in an open

environment, this technique may prove unreliable at best. At the

other end of the spectrum are the relatively costly techniques

involving electronic voice and fingerprint recognition.

Among the measures which appear cost effective are the use of

magnetically encoded i.d. cards and so called "smart cards", which

contain embedded microprocessor chips. A correlation can be

established between the specific card and the terminal to which it

"is presented. Unauthorized users can, therefore, be easily iden-

tified. It may further be required that the card remain inserted in

the reader while the session is in progress, and that the session be

terminated upon withdrawal of the card. Another option is the use

of magnetic encoders to alter the coded information at the end of

each session. This would deter fraudulent cards. Additional pro-

cedural and physical options could be added to reduce the risk of

system compromise to an acceptable level.

Other issues which must be explored concern the choice between

distributed and central authentication. The possibility exists for

a central access control center at some facilities. In a distri-

buted controlled system, the source and/or the destination nodes may

provide the authentication service. These issues must be addressed

on a base by base perspective to allow for a wide variety of

requirements and available resources.

Data Access Control- A closely related topic to authentication is

data access control. There are two sets of issues in this area.

One pertains to access control of ADP central data bases. This

control would be applied during sessions between a user and a host

computer. The second set involves communications and the exchange

of data between nodes within a LAN or on interconnected LANs.

Since most Air Force bases have central data bases contained on

a mini or mainframe, and these resources may be accessed via a LAN,

host to user interactions must be addressed. The data base must be

protected against unauthorized access, modification and denial of

V' authorized access. The problem involves user authentication, but

transcends it. The requirement is for the implementation of the
"simple security principle" (no read up), and the "star principle"

-A

(no write down), in a multi-level environment. These principles
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evolved from the Bell-Lapadula security model.

The realization of such controls becomes part of the host's

overall operating system, specifically a memory access controller

which mediates all main storage access. The controller would inter-

mediate in all interactions between subjects (users) and objects

(data files). It has also been called a Reference Monitor.

Such a monitor is the subject of many research and development

projects invclving software, hardware and firmware. These projects

generally involve the aesign of a kernelized secure operating system

(KSOS) which would perform the monitor functions and, at the same

time, emulate an existing operating system such as UNIX. Among

the players are: MITRE, UCLA, Honeywell and others. Needless to

say, if a multi-level secure data base is to be accessed by a multi-

level secure community, some form of memory access control will be

required. This control must also address the threat posed by "trojan

horse programs." These are user generated programs, which although

"appearing innocuous, actually contain embedded code to subjugate the

data base.

The second set of issues concern data access and exchange as

applied to LANs only. Similar problems to those previously

described will exist if devices and users of a variety of clearances

wish to communicate. The same security principles apply as before

except that a central mini or mainframe computer cannot be assumed.

This set of problems, and their tentative solutions will be

addressed in other sections of this report. The solutions involve

the use of one or more of the following:

I. Encryption

a. end to end

b. link to link

2. Mediation by LAN devices such as:

a. single and multilevel interface units

b. trusted bridges or guards

c. internet gateways

IV. NEW AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES:

In researching the two developing technologies, encryption and

data mediation, two facts become clear. First, the techniques may

"be used separately or in conjunction with each other. Secondly,
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their state-of-the-art nature and costs warrant special treatment of

these topics. Because of these characteristics, a more detailed

view of these topics is presented.

Encryption- The use of encryption in data storage and transmission

is an important and viable measure. It can also add significant

system costs and impede the free flow of data. The techniques

should, therefore, be used judiciously and only where necessary.

There are two basic considerations which mandate the use of

"encryption. In the first case, there may be a need to restrict

access to data at terminal devices. This may be due to the fact

i that some personnel may not be cleared to the level of some of the

traffic, or that the physical security of the terminal is such that

access by uncleared personnel is likely.

qecond, and moreover, the medium of the LAN must be physically

protected to the highest security level of the data on it. Unless

the medium is physically secure (contained in welded pipes, etc.)

"and protected from attacks to it, encryption is needed. An excellent

example is the use of various microwave and other "free space" links

used in communications where hard wiring is impractical. Without

encryption the cost of a suitable antenna is the only deterrent to

"passive (eavesdropping) wiretapping. In the case of coaxial and

fiber optic cable, physical access to the medium is tantamount to

having a broadcast transmission. In conjunction with passive wire-

tapping there also exists the possibility for active (intruder)

wiretapping which may provide a more severe threat. In addition,

close physical proximity is not always required. R.F. emissions and

"leakages present their own set of problems.

"Various encryption techniques have been developed to address

these problems. All of the transformations performed by the various

algorithms involve eithez substitution or transposition of the

cleartext data to arrive at a ciphertext version of it. If both

techniques are used, the algorithm performs what is called product

transformations.

In the case of substitution transformations, the characters or

groups of characters of the plaintext are replaced with characters

or groups of characters from a ciphertext character set. Single

character substitution is referred to as monographic substitution,

where multiple character substitution is called polygraphic. In
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addition, there are monoalphahetic and polyalphabetic substitutions.

In the monoalphabetic case, the cipher alphabet is usually derived

from the plaintext alphabet, with a clear mapping existing from one

set to the other. In the polyalphabetic case, there are many cipher

alphabet sources which are used on a rotating basis. This discoura-

ges a statistical analysis on the ciphertext based on languageI
characteristics.

The data to be transmitted may also be rearranged or transposed

without actually changing the individual characters. Most modern

encryption algorithms involve product transformations, however, in

which the data is both transposed and substituted for.

The two methods of performing cryptographic transformations are

stream and block transformations. In the stream method, which is

usually applied to voice transmissions, the algorithm continually

encodes data as it becomes available, independent of any o'her data.

The encoded data can then be transmitted immediately. There are no

limits as to the length of the data stream which may be processed.

In the block method, which seems better suited to LANs, a fixed data

block length, N bits or bytes, are encrypted at a time, with the

resultant block sometimes dependent on all the data contained within

it.

In 1977, the National Bureau of Standards approved the Data

Encryption Standard (DES), which was developed by IBM, as a federal

standard. DES was made mandatory for any civilian agency of the

federal government which required encryption to protect privacy

data. The technique resulted from the 1974 Privacy of Information

Act. The DES algorithm, which is described in FIPS 46, consists of

an iterative number of product transformations on a 64 bit data

block using a 64 bit (56 bit key plus 8 parity bits) key. In addi-

tion, DES may operate in a variety of modes of varyiog complexity.

Implementation costs run in the thousands of dollars for a stand

alone unit to hundreds for a DES chip. Almost all government agen-

cies utilize DES to encrypt privacy data.

Unfortunately DES has not been, nor does it appear that it will

be, certified by NSA for classified data. Any encryption of

classified data must be done by NSA approved devices. These include

the various KG devices now in use, as well as other classified product

lines currently under development. The development and certification
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of new NSA approved encryption devices generally involves a large

investment in time and money.

The use of encryption brings forth a number of associated

issues. One involves the nature of the encryption keys. In

general, the keys may be thought of as closed (or private) or open

(public keys). In a public key system, the key used to encrypt the

data is a matter of public record. The decryption key, which is

distinct from the encryption key, is protected. In a private key

system, there is generally only a single secret key used to encrypt

and decrypt the data, and it must be protected. In a private key

system, there is generally only a single secret key used to encrypt

and decrypt the data, and ic must be protected. Military encryption

usually utilizes private key systems, whereas public key systems

appear to be commercially oriented. The private key system has

choices and constraints associated with it.

First, there must be different keys for individuals or groups

of users, or as a minimum each security level. Next, the distribu-

tion of those keys involves the following. Should a central "key

distribution center" be responsible for generating and distributing

the keys, or should it be done by the session users? Should the

keys be transferred physically (by courier) or automatically using

the old or a unique key? Should the keys be used for a specific

period of time, or for a session only? Factors involved in deciding

these issues include costs, complexities, and the survivability

based on presumed threats.

As for implementing encryption on LANs is concerned, there are

two techniques which may be employed. They are: link *.-tcryption

and end to end encrytion (E3). The devices currently in use in non

LAN applications involve link to link encryption. In this tech-

nique, each node at the end of a link decrypts arriving data and

encrypts data to be transmitted over the next link. This is done to

determine the routing, because the interfaces at the nodes are not

capable of handling encrypted data. The encrypting and decryption

takes place in devices on the receiving or sending ports of a node.

The node itself must be physically protected, because the classified

plaintext exists in it. This process is somewhat time consuming,

because the entire data packet must be completely decrypted and

encrypted at every node. The process is usually implemented in the
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Data Link Layer of protocol.

End to end encryption would be implemented in a higher layer

such as the Presentation Layer. Using E3 the sender encrypts the

message, and it remains encrypted while being transmitted through

the network, until it reaches its intended destination.

In link systems, then, keys need only be exchanged between

adjacent nodes, where in E3 the key distribution probiems previously

stated must be dealt with.

As mentioned, the cryptographic devices currently used by NSA

are link encryptors. Various development programs for E3 devices

for long haul and local nets may produce certifiable devices for

LANs by the 1990's. The current expectations are for an E3 Secure

Communications Controller (SCCL) to evolve from a similar long haul

net device being developed by Motorola. NSA has other classified

projects under investigation.

A technique related to encryption should be mentioned here. It

involves the use of unique, coded, digital signatures for authen-

tication. This technique is used by banking systems to prevent

intruders from encroaching upon the system. It involves appending a

message or packet dependent signature onto a transmitted packet. If

the packet were altered along the way, the old signature would be

determined to be invalid at the destination. It is similar to

parity or CRC error detection in its implementation, but its purpose

is authentication.

Transmission security could be further enhanced by sending

dummy messages on a net. This will discourage traffic analysis and

key determination on encrypted lines.

Data Separation by Mediation- In addition to encryption, there is a

developing technique for separation of data by mediation. In this

technique, the device which interfaces the user to the LAN is aware

of the security classification of the data and the user, and

mediates data exchanges to enforce security.

The network interface unit (NIU) is a microprocessor based

device that interfaces the user devices to the network medium.

Among its functions are:

1. Accepts data from attached devices.

2. Buffers data until the medium can be accessed.

3. Transmits data in addressed packets.
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4. Receives all packats and accepts those vith its own address.

5. Buffers incoming data.

6. Passes data to attached devices at the proper rate.

7. Performs error correcting if applicable.

NIUs vary in complerity depending on the protocols implemented in

them.

In a secure LAN the interface may be called upon to perform

security functions. A trusted interface unit (TIU) performs all the

above NIU functions with the following additional tasks.

A single level TIO operates at a single assigned security level.

It labels each frame it transmits with its' security level. In

addition, it will accept only frames that are labeled with its' own

or a lesser security level. The additioual functions are generally

implemented in the Data Link Protocol Layer.

A refinement of the single level TIU is the variable level TIU.

This device would contain a manual or host controlled switch which

would allow it to operate at different sacurity levels at different

times.

Again, variable and multilevel TIUs have been the subject of

many papers, but they will not exist for several years. The most

promising candidate appears to be interfaces being developed by SDC

for the DIA. These interface devices have network front ends (NFEs)

which interface to the DoDIIS, and will process TOP SECRET compart-

mentalized data. They will screen the traffic with regard to com-

partment, as a multilevel TIU would do for security levels. It is

believed that with minor modifications, the screening could be done

by security level. Since these devices are meant to operate in a

physically protecced environment, a problem may arise in their

multilevel certification. Again, liaison must be established with

the sponsoring agency to further explore the prospects.

In many LANs, several smaller but compatible subnets are

established, and interconnected with devices called bridges. The

bridge consists of at least two NIUs linked together. In a homogen-

eous network, the bridge passes packets back and forth between the

subnets. It must be aware of all addresses on each subnet to do

this. In the event that each subnet operated at a different

security level, the bridge would be required to act as a guard, per-

forming the security functions described for a ultilevel TIU.
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The next possibility is that the subnets on a base will not be

compatible, which is possible if various groups do not coordinate

purchasing. In this case, separate, incompatible nets exist Rs

opposed to subnets. The bridging device, then, must support the

protocols of any and all connected nets, increasing its complexity

significantly. These devices are called gates or internet gateways,

and generally serve to interface a LAN to a long haul net.

A multilevel secure gateway is being developed by R.A.D.C.

under contract. Units are expected to be tested within a year.

Although practical and necessary for LAN to haul net interfacing, it

is hoped that intrabase LANs will not have to be interconnected by

asything as complex or expensive as an internet gateway. As it

appears now, it is a distinct possibility.

Until the various enumerated devices become certified and

available, there is only one acceptable means of handling multilevel

classified data. That is to separate each level of data on its own

subnet. Interface units of a single security level would be con-

nected to each net, with no means of bridging the subnets. This

represents a simple topological albeit restrictive means of imple-

menting multilevel security.

Related techniques involve separation by frequency or time

allocation. Each of these methods has its own associated drawbacks,

but may be easier to implement than some of the more sophisticated

proposals. The final choices must be made on the techniques which

are realistically expected to be available, and their associated

costs.

Finally, it should be reemphasized that the Air Force base

environment, as opposed to an underground command center, poses

additional security problems. If the physical security of the

medium and terminal hardware cannot be assured, or if RF emanations

may be intercepted by uniuthorized listeners, encryption will be

required.

V. PROPOSALS FOR IIAN SECURITY

In an attempt to discern the security requirements for A.F.

base LANs now and for the future, it will be found that there is no

clear consensus. A number of factors are responsible for this.

There exists a wide disparity in the type and size of bases, .
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both in the U.S. and overseas. Some bases support wing operational

units, others provide logistics support, while still others are com-

mand and control centers. In the U.S. bases tend to be larger and

multipurpose. Overseas bases are smaller and more unifunctional.

They also perceive more of an immediate tactical and subversie

threat. It is safe to assume, however, that all bases will acquire

LANs over the coming years, and that multilevel security will even-

tually be implemented on them. The networks will probably develop

over a number of years. Each group on a base (finance, logistics,

personnel, etc.) will probably acquire their own network as funds

become available. The security measures, therefore, must also be

somewhat evolutionary, encompassing a variety of possible

topologies, from a single LAN to multiple interconnected LANs.

Phase I- As mentioned, it is anticipated that single or independent

networks will exist on a particular base. If there is privacy or

classified data that will be transmitted on such a net, there appear

to be two choices for implementing security. The privacy and

classified data must be separated by means of: (1) frequency, chan-

nel, or time partitioning and/or (2) encryption.

Time partitioning requires that classified and privacy data be

transmitted only during certain allowed periods. It requires physi-

cal control at all terminals and interface units. Frequency and

channel separation are somewhat less restrictive, but tests must be

performed to insure that sidebands are sufficiently suppressed so as

to insure there will be no interfrequency leakages.

Encryption appears to be a satisfactory candidate, particularly

for baseband (single channel) systems. However, only DES. which is

not approved for classifiad data will probably be available in the

near future.

In an attempt to avoid the absolhte requirement for encryption,

or restrictive time allocating, it is recommended that broadband

networks be considered for initial base LANs where security will be

required. The options for impiementing security are more plentiful.

The security of the transmission medium and interface units

must still be addressed. If unauthorized access to the medium and

the interface units is possible, encryption will be mandated. DES

will suffice for privacy data, but not for classified data. In this

case one of two choices exists. Either certify DES temporarily or
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adapt an existing link encryption device to the LAN. Given the past

doctrine, the latter seems more probable.

If frequency or channel separation are used, separate bus

interface units will be required for each level of classified data.

The sane is true if link encryption is used, unless each user is

cleared system high.

If the base remnLins with a single LAN on it, two alternatives

for the future exist. Trusted interface units (TIUs), first single

then multiple level, implemented at the Data Link Protocol Layer

will remove the separation requirement. These devices will probably

exist first but are more risky, being subject to tampering and

failures. Also, of course, physical and personnel security must be

insured.

Link encryption used in conjunction with TIUs, or end to end

encryption represents the other alternative. As a minimum, separate

keys will be required for each security level in the case of end to

end encryption.

Phase II- As time passes, most bases will acquire multiple LANs.

With some amount of planning and the application of standards, a

degree of compatibility can be achieved. If not, the gateways which

interconnect heterogeneous LANs will have to support each of the

different protocol structures, as well as per form the other gateway

functions. This will embody additional complexity an .ur the

associated expense into the gateways.

The requirement may remain for separation of the different

classes of data until suitable procedure and devices emerge for

multilevel data handling. Two strategits exist.

First, there may be factors which allow the different classes

of data to be put on separate LANs. One situation which would allow

this is a natural geographic separation on the bases which already

exists or could be easily provided. Each net would then operate at

its own system high level, with encryption provided where it is

required by physical and personnel security. Another parameter

which would jusrify this strategy is traffic flow. Soue bases may

have enough classified or privacy traffic to wYarrant a separate LAN

for it. If the amount of high level security traffic is sufficient,

a classified net could operate at that system high level. r
The alternative plan calls for multiple Phase I type nets,
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using frequency allocations and separate BIUs. The use of encryp-

tion should be made on a base by base basis.

The existence of these parallel comnmunities of LANs will

require gateways or guards to interconnect them. A number of com-

paniea are doing research and deve-opment in this area. The inter-

connection will provide redundancy, easier maintainability, and a

greater chance for survivability. Mediation of data will also have

to be provided for. The choice between these two methods depends on

the characteristics of the particular base.

For overseas bases at least, there appears to be a dire need

for LAN encryption devices. This is due to an increased unfriendly

personnel threat, coupled with the fact that medium security is more

difficult to guarantee. In the U.S., many bases are physically

situated in areas where R.F. emanations frcm terminal equipment and

connections becomes tantamount to broadcasting data to unfriendly

but appreciative listeners. These sorely needed devices will

emerge, hopefully within the coming years. NSA is currently pre-

paring a timeframe foi the development of LAN encryption devices.

Phase III- In the event of rapid technological progress. the Phase

II techniques may not need to be implemented. This depends on the

development of the following Phase III alternatives.

The first initially consists of single, then multiple level

Trusted Interface Units (TIUs) to provide security mediation. If

single level devices emerge first, a separate interface will be

reqvtired for each clas3 of data. Multilevel TIUs would be preferred

over variable TIUs, in that a central operator would not be required

for a color change. The technical risk in implementation is low if

the devices themselves are physically protected. Otherwise, the

certifi.,ation process would bring the risk to medium.

The second alternative, E3, may have to be implemented anyway

depending on the physical and personnel security issues already men-

tioned. The certification not only of the process, but the key

distribution techniques is a concern, as is the cost and complaxity

of such a system. If the given constraints of a base mandate

encryption, there is no choice. Interfacitig, as soon as possible,

with the appropriate agenci-s becomes imperative.

Gateways or guards will be required in any case. In the case

of the interconnection of LANs with incompatible packets sizes, a
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gate may have to fragment packets. If these packets were block

encrypted, they would have to be reassembled at the destination

before decryption. This further points out che need for com-

patibility and planning.

Trusted operating systems would be required for multilevel data

bases. The expense in developing these systems for each manufac-

turer's operating system may be prohibitive at worst, wasteful at

best. Research and development in the area must be monitored.

The writer would like to reiterate a bias against a dependency

on tre traditional Passt-rord tecaniques. The bias may have developed
. y watching too , ýghtech movies, bilt more likely frcm current

events. Smart i.d. cards, which could be used to operate

addressable wall taps as well as allow physical access, is an alter-

nate juggestionn.

Any LAN installed on an AF base must be designed for

crisis/threat survivability, priority transmissions, and main-

tainability. Multiple interconnected LANs ucing E3 for physical

security vice welded conduit and hardware "cast in concrete" address

most of these factors.

It is hoped that the overqll planning effort will proceed with

all due speed. The installation of incompatible nets, without suf-

ficient traffic capabilities for the future, only makes the final

effort more difficult and expensive.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Given the spate of needs involved in escztlishing secure LtNs

and the dearth of presently available devic.'s, it immediately beco-

mec clear that a team effort is required. Several steps should be

taken, keeping in min, that security is only one aspect of the Base

Communications Architecture.

First, communications must be established with the groups and

organizations that are doing the research and deveijment in the

fields of multileval mediation devices and encryption, as well as

the certifying agency.

Secon4, the resources of the Air Force .,st be integrated and

directed towards the planning Crsecure LANs. Representation from

ESD, AFCC MITRE (Basecomm and Bus Networking gtouos), the AIFLANSPO,

,;id the users groups is needed. The specific needs and acquisitions
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of each group on each base must be monitored and influenced *o as to

insure the development of recure, compat'ble nt vorks.

Lastly, but moot important, it is hoped that a set of Air Force
LAN standards is generated, which include secc.rity. Homogeneous

network performance can be achieved only if uniform standards are

applied.

LI.
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CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES 0P HIGH- AN4D LOW-PIT MEN TO BEAD-DOWN RESTI

FOLLOWED BY ORTHOSTASIS AND EXERCISE

by

Debra K. Rotto

Diane M. Rotto

William G. Squires

ABSTRACTj
Head-down rest (BDR)t a ground-based simulation of weightieshness, h

minimizes the hydros",atic intra- and extravascular pressure gradients
that are normally present in the upright position causing a headward '
fluid shift. As a result, adaptive changes in other body systems
occur producing signs of orthostatic intolerance upon reexposure
to normal gravitational forees. These adaptive changes seem to differ L
between the levels of aerobic fitness. With this in mind, a pre-
liminary study was conducted in which a similar protocol to this
human study was followed except dog models were used. However, the
dogs were instrumented acutely and thus were unde: the influences ofI
anesthesia and positive pressure ventilation so this must be taken into
account when considering the results. The results indicate that a
difference does exist between trained and untrained dogs in response
to head-down rest (HDR). In view of the different parameters measured
arnd the data collected, the trained dogs responded with a lesser degree
of variation. In other works, the trained dogs displayed a more stable
system enabling them to better contend with any perturbation they
might encounter. The trained dogs seemed to be able to compensate

* physiologically for the disturbances they confronted, thus minimizing
q the physiological stress and maximizing the homeostatic state. On

the other hand, the untrained dogs lacked this physiological stability
causing a pronounced response to the HDR. Consequently, the training
effect seems to allow one to respond to change (HDR or weightlessness)
with miniimal physiological stress. However, this may be detrimental
to orthostatc tolerance. It becomes important then to take into account
the aerobic fitness of an individual when dealing with the weightless
environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
The major focus of the experiment will be to compare responses to ..-

zero gravity and orthostatic tolerance post-tilt between individuals
with different fitness levels. Understanding the mechanisms involved
requires elucidation of changes in plasma renin-angiotensin levels,
plasma catecholamine levels, body fluid shifts, and segmental volume
changes. As a result, further significance could be drawn from this
study reqarding the use of the head-down tilt method as a means of
pre-flight preparation for the pilot.

During normal erect posture most blood volume is usually main-
tained below the level of the heart. Under zero gravity or head-
down rest there is a headward shift of body fluids from the lower
portions of the body. Therefore, blood tends to pool in the thoracic
cavity. This mas'ive fluid shift induces adaptive changes in other
body systems. These changes are referred to in Figure 1 below.
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Due to the ambitious nature of this project, time limitations and
necessary approval of th! rotocol from the Surgeon General's Committee,
this study was not carrie. out this summer, but will be done sometime
in the future under the sponsorship of the Air Force Office of Scientific
"Research. However, a study similar to the one outlined here using trained
and untrained dogs instead of human subjects as the experimental
models was conducted during the fall and winter of 1983 and the
"spring of 1964 under an AFOSR mini-grant. The results from this
"experiment are discussed in another section of this report.What follows
is the proposed protocol for this experiment.

II. OBJECTIVES:
The objectives of this experiment are to determine if individuals

of different working capacities respond differently to head-down rest
and to elucidate the time course of volume changes in the right and
left heart. so that a correlation between these changes with other
biochemical and physiological changes may be made. In this way a
"clearer understanding of the mechanisms involved with volume reg-
ulation might be brought forth.

III. PROCEDURES:

"A.) HUMAN STUDY

1.) Data Coliectiont During the week before the experiment
the subject will visit the laboratory for familiarization with all
equipment and procedures. He will perform an orthostatic tolerance
test and a maximal exercise stress test (bicycle ergometer) in the
afternoon at about the same time as the post-HDR test. On the day
of the experiment, the subject will report to the laboratory at
0730 and will be instrumented with electrodes for ECG and IPG,
venous canula, BP cuff and echo probe. He will then rest in the
horizontal and head-down positions until 1430, following which he
will undergo orthostatic tolerance and maximal exercise stress tests,
as before. He should be finished at 1600.

2.) Conditions: All observations will be made at an ambient
temperature of 18 to 22 degrees C. During the resting portions of the
"experiment, every effort will be made to eliminate sudden noise.
bright light, and other vasoactive stimuli.

"3.) Blood Volume and Fluid Balance: The subject will be
weighed nude to an accuracy of 16 g before and after the experiment,

7 and all intervening intake and output will be measured. His blood
volume will be determined by the carboxyhemoglobin method at the
beginning of horizontal rest: The level of COHb involved is far
below the clinically significant value. Shifts in plasma volume
will be estimated using Hct and Hb.

4.) Heart Rate: All subjects will be instrumented with a
standard ECG for monitoring heart rate and rhythm.

5.) Blood Pressure: Brachial systolic and diastolic pressures
will be taken with a conventional manometric system during each test
"sequence. '.,-
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6.) Segmental Fluid Shifts: Measurement of segmental fluid
shifts will employ impedence plethysmography, a technique based on
changes in the electrical properties of tissue, with changes in fluidcontent. Data will be collected for six body segments: The upper
and lower extremities will each be divided into proximal and distal
segments and the torso will be divided into splanchnic and thoracicsegments. This configuration requires a total of nine standard ECG
electrodes on each subject. This electrical impedence measurement isa clinically approved, non-occlusive method that may be used to obtain
the data required for this experiment.(3)

7.) Echocardiography: Echocardiographs will be rbtained
using a seriea ultrasonoscope with its transducer placed in the third,fourth. or fifth intercostal space, depending on the size of thesubject. Endocardial echoes of the left side of the interventricular -septum and the posterior left ventricular wall will be identified assuggested by Popp et al. (4). Left ventricular volumes and strokevolumes will be calculated according to the method of Teichholz et al.
(5). ~

8.) Blood Analysis: Blood will be drawn through a venouscannula with heparin lock. Carbon monoxide determination of bloodvolume involves inhalation of a tiny, safe dose of CO and taking of .. -two 7-ml blood samples. Every fifteen minutes the first two hours
and every hour thereafter, 8-10 ml of blood will be drawn from anarm vein for determination of HCT, hemoglobin, sodium and potassium,catecholamines, plasma renin activity, plasma aldosterone and plasmaantidiuretic hormone. The volume of blood withdrawn will be replaced
with an equal volume of plasma substitute. The Hct, Hb, Na+ and K+will be determined by conventional methods. Plasma renin activity,
catecholamines, aldosterone and ADE will be measured by radioimmuno-
assay methods (1,2).

9.) Urine Analysis: Urine will be analyzed for Na+ and K+using flame photometry.

13 .--
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TIMELINE

ONE WEEK PRIOR: Record physical measurements:
Weight and height (nude)
Body composition determination by
underwater weighing
Orthostatic (standing) tolerance test
Max exercise stress test on bicycle ergometer
(Balke protocol)

TIME ACTIVITY

0730-0900 Report to the laboratory; weighing, briefing
and instrumentation with electrodes, venous
line, blood pressure cuff, and echocardiogram.

0900-1000 Horizontal rest (0 degrees). Blood volume
measurement. Data collection every fifteen
minutes (ECG, IPG, blood pressure, and blood
sample). Urine collected as necessary and at
1000.

1000-1400 Head-down rest (-6 degrees). Data collected every
15 minutes during the first hour and hourly there-
after. Light lunch(soup through a straw, 1200-1300).
Urine co±lected as necessary, bladder emptied at 1400.

1400-1415 Horizontal rest.

1415-1430 Horizontal measurements.

1430-1530 Orthostasis and maximal exercise stress test on
bicycle ergometer.

1530-1600 Debriefing and dismissal. %7

LZ
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B.) DOG STUDY: Six healthy mongrel dogs (15-25 kg) were used
as experimental animals. The animals were anesthetized with thiamyl-
sodium (4ml/5 lb i.v.) followed by a chloralose/urethane (15 ml/5 lb
i.v.) and ventilated under positive pressure through a cuffed
endotracheal tube with a standard volume animal respirator (Havard
Apparatus, Waltham- MA). The animal was positioned on the right side
and an incision made on the left hindleg to expose the saphenous vein
into which a catheter was inserted. The catheter was connected to a
3-way stop-cock so that drugs could be administered and venous blood
samples withdrawn. The dog was then placed on his left side and a
small neck incision was made. The right common carotid was exposed and
a pulsed Doppler flow probe tied into place. Careful attention was
paid to assure normal carotid artery flow velocity with no constriction.
The pulsed Doppler flow probe was calibrated in terms of Doppler
frequency shift. A baseline zero can be established and a linear
relationship between flow and frequency snift has been established in
vivo (6). A Doppler flow probe was also placeo on the iliac
artery under direct vision. Precaution was taken to prevent arterial
constriction. The dog was again positioned on the right side and a
left flank incision made through which the left renal artery was
identified and encircled with a pulsed Doppler flow probe. As with
the other flow probes, careful attention was taken to avoid constriction
of the artery. A catheter was inserted into the dog's urinary bladder
in order to measure urine output. A catheter was inserted into the
left femoral artery and threaded ul into the aorta for measurement of
the systemic arterial pressure (Statham p230 Db pressure transducer).
Central venous pressure (CVP) was obtained by inserting a catheter Into
the jugular vein and attaching it to a Statham p2 3 0 Db pressure
transducer.
Electrocardiographic (ECG) lead AVF was established through needle -
leads in all four limbs. Next, a left thoracotomy was performed
through the fifth intercostal space and the heart was suspended in
a pericardial cradle. With the aid of a purse string suture, a solid
state pressure transducer (Koingsberg P-7, Pasadena, CA) was inserted
through a stab wound into the left ventricular apex. A Koingsberg
pressure transducer was also inserted through a stab wound into the
right atrium.

The instrumentation allowed for measurement of left ventricular
pressure (LVP), right atrial pressure (RAP), left ventricular end
diastolic pressure (LVEDP), systemic arterial systolic pressure (SP),
and diastolic pressure (DP), central venous pressure (CVP), heart
rate (HR), renal. carotid and iliac artery blood flow (RF,CF,IF),
urine output, and calculation of the first derivation of left vent-
ricular pressure (LV dP/dt). Recordings were made on an eig.t
channel recorder (Gould brush mark 200).

Following instrumentation, control baseline measurements were
made for 5 minutes of LVP, RAP, LVEDP, SP, DP, CVP, 11R. RF. CF. IF
while LV dP/dt and mean arterial were calculated. A 5 ml sample
of blood was drawn from the catheter in the saphenous vein for
measurement of catecholamines (norepinephrine, epinephrine), plasma
renin and aldostrone After initial measurements were taken, the dog
was tilted to a 6 degree declination. Measurements were taken every
15 minutes for two hours, tihen the dog was tilted back to horizontal
position. After the last measurements were made, the flow probes
were calibrated in vivo, then the dog was euthanized with a saturated
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solution of KCL.

IV. RESULTSt What we can conclude from this study is that when
head-down tilt is used as a model to simulate weightlessness, the
aerobic fitness of the subjects has to be taken into consideration.
We found significant differences between the two groups of trained
and untrained (cage-confined) dogs in CVP, arterial pressure, LVP,
contractility of the heart (as measured by the first derivitive of
change in pressure over change in time) and RF, CF, and IF. It seems
that the cardiovascular system in the trained dogs was more stable
and lees susceptible to the perturbations introd,'ced by head-down
tilt while the untrained dogs showed much more variation and changes
of greater magnitude in the cardiovascular parameters measured.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS: Despite the many studies on man's adaptation
to simulated zero gravity, no conclusive evidence exists as to the
effect of physical fitness on this response to zero gravity. Although
objective comparisons of athletes and non-athletes give variable
results, it has been suggested that the more physically fit person
(high V02) is less tolerant to orthostatic stress when volume depleted
as a result of diuresis during head-down rest. This loss of blood
volume is analogous to heat-related volume loss.

The investigators in this study would eventually like to find
out if. in fact, there are relative physiological and biochemical '-.
changes between trained and untrained subjects, dog and human,
and if so, to what degree these parameters vary when the subjects
go from the horizontal position to a 6 degree head-down position.
Understanding the mechanisms involved requires elucidation of
changes in plasma renin-angiotensin levels, plasma catecholamine
levels and body fluid shifts. As a result, further significance
could be drawn from this study regarding the use of the head-down
tilt method as a means of pre-flight preparation for the pilot.

Studies have shown that increased activity of the carotid sinus
nerve due to hypervolemia or manual stimulation with electrodes
results in a reflex decrease in the force of atrial systole by a
decrease in sympathetic activity to the heart. A suggestion for
follow-up research would be to isolate the carotid sinus nerve in
an animal model. A small neck incision could be made to expose the
left internal carotid artery at its origin where there is a bulbous
enlargement, the carotid sinus, which is about 3 mm in diameter and
4 m in length It contains an afferent fiber called either the
carotid sinus nerve or the Hering nerve which is a branch of the
glossopharyngeal nerve (IX). A microelectrode could then be placed
on the carotid sinus nerve to measure its electrical activity.
Then one could determine if it was stimulation of the carotid sinus
nerve or the reduction in circulating catecholamines that decreases
sympathetic activity to the heart resulting in an attenuation of the
force of atrial systole.

,.,)..
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON COMBUSTION RESEARCH AT k-v-4
TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA
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by

Dr. Arthur M. Sterling

ABSTRACT

With a view toward long-term research objectives, the current

program on soot-abatement research being supported by the Environics

Division of the Engineering and Services Center at Tyndall Air Force

Base has been reviewed. It is argued that the environmental

consequences of soot emission from aircraft engines for Air Force

operations warrent an expanded research program, and recommendations on

the objectives, the direction, and the scope of an expanded program are

giver.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Environics Division of the Engineering and Services Center at

Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, is responsible for dealing with

environmental problems associated with Air Force operations. lucluded

in these problems are the adverse consequences of soot formation in

gas-turbine combus :ors.

Several factors tend to reduce the effectiveness of the research on N.V

soot formaticn conducted and supported by the Environics Division. But

the most important factor is the absence of a long-range research plan

to provide direction and continuity of effort. The main objective of

this work was to formulate such a plan.

Determining the status and direction of relevant research in the

field was the most time-consuming phase of this assignment. This

involved an extensive review of reports, technical articles, and similar

documents. The opportunity to meet with current contractors, and to

attend the AFOSR/ON-R Contractors Meeting on Airbreathing Combustion

Research was generously provided. The Twentieth Symposium

(International) on Combustion, attended separately from this assignment,

also provided substantial background.

The concepts and philosophy of combustion research that were culled

from this review are presented in this report instead of a conventional

literature view. The intent is to focus attention on appropriate

research strategies rather than on the minutia of individual research

programs.

After a statement of the goals and objectives of this work, the E l.
practical environmental problems of soot emission are identified. The

"fundamental problem, and strategies to deal with the fundamental problem

are then discussed. These discussions provide the basis for a review of

current soot-abatement research at Tyndall and a recommeaded plan for

future research. Finally, suggestions for follow-on research are given.
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11. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of this work was to improve the effectiveness of the

research conducted and supported by the Environics Division of the Air

Force Engineering and Service Center at Tyndall Air Force Base.

The specific objectives were to:

1. Specify the current and anticipated practical environmental

problems associated with soot formation in gas-turbine combustors.

2. Identify the fundamental physical phenomena underlying these

problems and relate these phenomena to similar practical

environmental problems that must be dealt with by the Environics

Division.

3. Review the current and anticipated research efforts of the

Environmental Sciences Branch with respect to these problems.

4. Survey, through available literature and personal contacts, related
research efforts in other military, governmental, industrial, and

university laboratories.

5. Formulate a comprehensive plan for soot-abatement research that

will help to eliminate duplication of research efforts, improve

technology transfer, and optimize research efforts and

expenditures.

,-. -"
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III. GLOBAL PROBLEM

Soot formation in gas-turbine combustors is of increasing concern

to the U.S. Air Force. Traditionally, combustor design has focussed on

achieving maximum power and reliable performance at all operating speeds

and altitudes; the sooting tendency of these combustors was accepted as

an undesirable, but tolerable, characteristic. This is no longer the

case -- Air Force operations are now hindered by soot emission from

aircraft engines. Furthermore, as fuel specifications are broadened to

allow higher aromatic content, and as new engines (designed to operate

at higher compression ratios) are developed, the propensity for sooting

will increase.

From the viewpoint of jet engine design and maintenance, soot

formation is undesirable because it limits operating temperatures and

decreases engine lifetime. At combustion temperatures, soot provides a

source for radiative heat transfer to the combustor liner. This effect

can lead to structurdl damage or failure. Also, when soot impacts on

combustor surfaces, such as turbine blades, it may deposit on or erode

these surfaces causing failur! or severe maintenance problems.

The emission of soot from jet engines is also undesirable for both H
tactical and environmental reasons. Soot increases plume visibility and

thus reduces the tactical effectiveness of aircraft. But it is the

environmental consequences of soot emission that are critical. The real

or perceived reduction in air quality during routine aircraft training

and readiness operations is impeding these missions. For example,

engine test cell operations in California have been severely curtailed

because of a failure to meet EPA standards for particulate emissions.

The involvement of the Engineering and Service Center at Tyndall

Air Force Base with the sooting problem follows from the environmental

concerns. Specifically, the Environmental Sciences Branch of the

Environics Division is responsible for dealing with soot emission from -

jet aircraft engines. Although it is generally recognized that the

ultimate solution to soot formation lies in improved engine design, the

cost of retrofitting existing engines with design modifications is

prohibitive. Thus the effort of the Environmental Sciences Branch has

been directed toward fuel additives. What is needed is a plan to focus

and coordinate this effort.
135-6 -..
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IV. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMJ

A. OVERVIEW

The mechanisms of soot formation are deeply embedded in the complex

process of combustion, a process that involves very rapid chemical

reactions and high rates of physical transport at elevated temperatures.

Although combustion science has not yet developed the comprehensive

understanding needed to solve the problem of sooting in combustors, its

fundamental, axiomatic approach is beginning to develop fragments of the

picture, and the direction of future research is being focussed.

Some general combustion conditions that lead to soot formation are ,m

well known. For example, it is known that rich fuel mixtures and low

combustion temperatures promote sooting. It is also known that an

increase in fuel aromatic content and an elevation of pressure

(conditions anticipated for future aircraft engines) increase soot

yield. This information has been used to correlate empirically the

effect of variations of fuel properties on the durability and

performance of a given combustor.

It is a much more difficult task, however, to predict how the

performance of a given fuel, or the effects of changes in fuel

properties, will vary from one combustor to another. Because of the

complexity of the underlying phenor.ena, empirical methods will have ,

little value. Rather, a comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms r
of soot formation will be required.

It is the second, more difficult task that must be addressed if the

global problem of soot emission is to be solved. Thus the effort of the

Environics Division should be directed toward elucidating the basic

mechanisms of soot formation, with a strong focus on the effect of fuel

additives. Although there have been numerous empirical studies of the

effect of fuel additives on full scale combustors, i.e. the first task

dir-cussed above, the effect of fuel additives on basic mechanisms has

received relatively little attention. But combustion science has

developed to the stage where fundamental studies are now feasible, and

support of these fundamental studies by the Air Force will provide the

infonration necessary to deal with the global problem of soot emission.
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B. MECHANISMS FOR SOOT FORMATION

The prevailing concept for the mechanisms of soot formation can be

summarized by a pathway of series and parallel rate processes as shown fr-
below.

FUEL AND OXYGEN

PYROLYSIS (SOOT PRECURSORS)
(Chemical)

NUCLEATION
(Chemical and Physical)

SURFACE GROWTH Ilk COAGULATION
(Chemical) / (Physical)

SOOT L 0.

BURNOUT EMISSION .
(Chemical) (Physical)

Although this concept is quite simple, the details along the

pathway are extremely complex. Each of the rate processes are strongly

coupled to the local temperature, pressure, and species concentration,

which in turn are coupled to Ihe local rates of heat and mass transport

(i.e. aerodynamics and radiation). The process is further complicated

by the very large number of chemical species that take part in an even

larger number of chemical reactions.

The difficulty of predicting the effect of a fuel additive on soot

formation is evident when one recognizes that the added species may have "

an effect at each stage in this pathway, and the effect may be to either

promote ot aupress the rate process, depending on local conditions. It

should not be surprising, therefore, that a given additive may supress

soot formatioa in one type of combustor (or flame) while it may promote

soot formation in another.

To understand the processes of soot formation one needs to ." ?

understand the processes of combustion, and an elucidation of these ,* -

processes will provide an unde.standing of the formation and emission of

other chemical species. The implications are clear. A comprehensive

program on soot formation in combustors will provide the knowledge to

deal with the enviroan."-ntal consequences of related combustion

processes, such as hazardous waste incinera:ion, and will have

comprehensive application to a variety of environmental problems faced

by the Air Force.
135-8
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C. DIRECTIONS OF CURRENT COMBUSTION RESEARCH

Despite the complexity of the combustion process, modern laboratory

and computation techniques have made possible a progressively better

understanding of its basic subunits -- flames. Intensive research is

underway on shock flames, pre-mixed flames, laminar diffusion flames,

turbulent diffusion flames, and spray flames. Each successive flame in ,.. .-

the above list adds one or more complicating factor.

For example, the simplest flame (frcm a mechanistic viewpoint) is

developed in a shock tube, where a shock wave rapialy compresses and

heats a dilute fuel mixture to a precise and predetermined pressure and

temperature. Because the fuel is dilute, the ensuing chemical reictions

do not alter the reaction temperature over the period of observation.

Furthermore, the reacting mixture is uniform and therefore unaffected by

transport processes. Thus che chemical reactions are decoupled from

other ,,echanisms, and they can be studied in detail to provide important

kinetic data in the early stages of fuel pyrolysis and soot formation. -w

A more common flame, the pre-mixed flame, is relatively well ,

understood. When fuel and oxygen are combined and mixed before burning,

the need for diffusional transport of the reactants is eliminated. But

there are significant variations in temperature, concentration, and

velocity in the direction of gas flow. Thus the chemical reactions

become coupled with the temperature, and the ignition, propagation, and

extinction of the flame are dominated by the chemical kinetics and the

prevailing temperature field, which in turn depends on reaction rates,

heat-release, and heat conduction and radiation. Despite the increased %.

complexity, accurate models for the kinetics of pre-mixed flames with

simple fuels, such as methane, are now available.

Our understanding of more complex flames is less complete. In a

laminar diffusion flame, the flame of a candle for example, oxygen and

fuel must be brought into contact by molecular and convective diffusion.

This requirement leads to fuel-rich regions of the flame, a condition

well known to promote the formation of soot, which gives the flame its

luminescence. Furthermore, the coupling of chemical kinetics with

convective and molecular transport make the analytical modeling of

laminar diffusion flames much more difficult. Nevertheless, laminar

diffusion flames provide a well-controlled experimental model by which
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fundamental combustion mechanisms and the effects of alterations in

flame conditions on combustion products can be studied.

Turbulent diffusion flames are one step closer to practical fires.

Because turbulence enhances the mixing of fuel and oxygen, combustion is

N. more efficient. The interpretation of laboratory data on turbulent

difiusion flames, however, is more difficult because of our inability to

model turbulence accurately. Empirical eddy-diffusion models, which are

adequate to describe flows like those in boundary layers, are inadequate

to describe complex turbulent reacting flows. Although the modeling of
turbulent reacting flows is a current area of intense theoretical

.: research, models sufficiently detailed for a mechanistic interpretation
oftruln ifuinfams nth er uue.41b imtdt
of data from turbulent diffusion flame seem remote. Thus investigations

•+ ~~of turbulent diffusion flames, in the near future iill be limited to ':

phenomenological descriptions and empirical results. Nevertheless, such

studies are extremely important because they serve as a bridge between

simpler laboratory flames and practical combustors, and they provide

experimental observations against which models of turbulent reacting

flows can be tested. +""

A still more complicated laboratory model, and one characteristic

of many practical combustors including gas turbine engines, is a spray

flame. When liquid fuel droplets are injected into a turbulent flame,

" they must be heated and the fuel vaporized before it can burn. Thus two

additional physical processes must be accounted for, and these processes

are strongly coupled to the velocity and temperature fields. At

present, only the global features of spray flames are known. The

detailcd combustion mechanisms that determine combustion efficiency,
soot formation, and the like are still to be elucidated. Ultimately,
the improved design of fuel injection nozzles and gas turbine combustors

4• will depend on how well we understand these details.

-To develop a predictive capability for the effect of fuel additives

in gas turbine combustors, we need to develop a firm understanding of .

additive effects in flames -- from the very simplest to the most
1 complex. These studies must build one upon the other, and they must be

closely coordinated. Shock tube studies can separate out the

temperature and concentration effects from the aerodynamics. Studies

with pre-mixed flames can reveal the effects of one-dimensional
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temperature and concentration fields. Diffusion flames can provide

information of the effects of the relative rates of chemical reaction

and mass and heat transport, and the like. Although there is no lack of

interest or effort in flame research, there is a surprising and

unfortunate lack of coordination and interaction.

D. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH PLANNING

What approaches can be taken to develop the comprehensive

understanding needed to solve the problem of soot formation in

combustors? Let's consider two extremes.

One could, for example, initiate programs in say ten different

laboratories to study the sooting b.havior of ten different fuel-

additive systems in pre-mixed flames. Such a program would have a
uniformity of approach, anid upon collecting and analyzing the results of

these studies, one might develop a good understanding of fuel additive

* effects in pre-mixed flames. But one could not predict from these

results the effect of the additives in any given combustor.

In contrast, one could establish a large research team in a single,

well-equipped laboratory. Experimental measurements with shock tubes,

pre-mixed flames, laminar diffusion flames, turbulent diffusion flames

and spray flames could be carried out on identical fuel-additive

systems. The hypothesis of soot formation developed and tested for each

experimental system could be continuously tested against comparable

"hypotheces developed for the other experimental systems in order to

develop a global hypothesis valid for all systems. In other words, the

study would be designed not for uniformity of approach but for

"convergence to the solution. As with any study of such breadth, the

keys to convergence would be the continual coordination of, and

"interaction between, various parts of the study.

A third and more practical intermediate approach would be to

establish programs in different centers, each center studying soot -

formation in a different type flame, but each using the same fuel-
additive systems. Clearly, the coordination and interaction needed for

a successful solution would be more difficult, but the program would

provide convergence. The key would be for the coordinating center to be

actively involved in at least one part of the experimental program.
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The third, intermediate approach seems suitable as a model for the

Environics Division to use in planning future research: there is a

niche in current combustion research for fuel additive effects on soot

formation; this research is relevant to the environmental problem; and a

substantial portion of a broad-based experimental program is already in

place. What is left to develop is an extension of the experimental

program to other flames and a means to provide the coordination.
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V. STATUS OF COMBUSTION RESEARCH AT TYNDALL AFB

The past combustion research supported by the Environics Division

"of the Engineering and Services Center at Tyndall Air Force Base has

been concerned with additive effects on soot formation. This effort has

been underway for approximately six years. In 1978, the Engineering and

Services Center requested a review of soot control by fuel additives
%, N'

that was undertaken by Professor J.B. Howard and Professor W.J. Kausch,

Jr. at MIT. The major conclusion was that metal additives, particularly

those of Mn, Fe, and Ba, can reduce the soot content in the exhaust ofI practical flames. It was noted, however, that the understanding of the

"role of additives was qualitative, and it was recommended that the

mechanisms of additive action be investigated in well-controlled

laboratory flames. In 1979, a contract was initiated with Professor

G.S. Samuelson at the University of California, Irvine, to develop

methods by which additive effects on soot formation in a laboratory

scale combustor could be studied (see below). As part of this contract, ,

a laboratory scale combustor and a laser diagnostic system for particle

size measurements were constructed and installed at Tyndall. Also in

1979, a study was initiated at the Mobile Energy Division of Southwest

Research Institute, under the direction of D.W. Naeyeli, G.E. Fodor, and

C.D. Moses, to investigate the use of fuel micrcemulsions for soot

"reduction. Tests were run in a T-63 combustor. The major conclusions

were that fuel-alcohol emulsions reduced soot formation, and that when

"ferrocene was added to the emulsion, its effect was to catalyze the

oxidation of soot rather than to suppress its formation.

In-house research on sooting was carried out at Tyndall from 1980

through 1982. This work involved developing techniques for collecting

combustion aerosols with an isokinetic probe and analyzing the samples

with an electrical aerosol analyzer. Measurements were made on the

laboratory-scale combustor. Since that time, the combustor has been

modified and the laser-based particle size analyzer has been installed,

-.7 but few systematic studies have been carried out by Tyndall personnel.

The current involvement of the Environics Branch with combustion

• research (soot formation in particular) is exclusively through

"" contracts. Three research programs are currently being supported. Two
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of these are research contracts, one dealing with measurements on

laminar diffusion flames, the other with highly turbulent recirculating
flames. The third is a task-order contract dealing with specific

problems in the Tyndall combustion laboratory. Q

"A brief overview of the goals and status of these contracts is

given below. This is followed by an evaluation of the status and

potential of the Tyndall combustion laboratory. '

A. CURRENT CONTFRA.CT RESEARCH .j

1. Laminar Diffusion Flames

Studies on laminar diffusion flames are being carried out by Dr.

Paul Bonczyk at United Technology Research Center, East Hartford,

Connecticut. The objective is to clarify the mechanisms responsible for

fuel-additive suppression of soot.

Laser diagi.ostics (Mie scattering, extinction, laser-induced

fluorescence, and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy) will be used
to provide in-situ and spatially precise measurements of soot particle "

3 size, species concentrations, additive chemical status, and temperature

"throughout the flame zone. These data will provide the basis for a

coherent, quantitative explanation of the action of organic and

inorganic compounds of Ba, Fe, K, and Mn on soot formation and burnout.

Although this program is well-conceived, and is being conducted in
II a setting with access to expertise in related areas (especially laser

diagnostics), it would benefit greatly from access to kinetic data

obtained independently for the same system of fuels and additives. Thus .. -,

the collaboration of this program with related programs using shock

tubes to obtain kinetic data, as well as with programs using pre-mixed

and turbulent flames should be encouraged.

"2. Turbulent Flames

"Professor G.S. Samuelson is investigating soot production in K4•
complex turbulent diffusion flames at the University of California,

Irvine. A model laboratory combustor is used to simulate two important

features of practical combustors -- swirl and highly-turbulent

recirculation. The objective is to provide quantitative information

"135-14
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about the effects of fuel properties, fuel-additive properties, and

combustor operating conditions on soot formation and burnout. Both

prevaporized and liquid fuels are being tested.

Laser-diagnostic.techniques are used to provide spatially-resolved,

non-invasive measurements of mean velocity, soot number density, and

size distributions of soot particles and fuel droplets. These

techniques include laser-dopiler velocimetry, intensity ratioing, and

laser interferometry. Comparisons of these non-invasive measurements

with results from conventional sampling probes have also provided a

measure of probe effects, an important consideration for recirculating

flows.

The interpretation of soot measurements obtained from this

combustor, in terms of fundamental mechanisms for soot formation and

burnout, is extremely difficult in the absense of estimates for local

unmixedness. Such estimates could be obtained from non-invasive

measurements of local species concentration. Thus the addition of

laser-based diagnostics for concentration measurements (CARS) would

substantially enhance the contribution of this program to the overall

understanding of soot formation and abatement.

3. Task-Order Contracts

The Environics Branch has established a task-order contract with

the University of Florida. Of several projects handled under this

contract by Dr. Charles Proctor, one deals specifically with the

operation of the experimental combustion facility in the Tyndall

laboratory. The objectives are to verify the intensity ratio technique
Sfor particle size analysis and to characterize the effect of

modifications to the Dilute-Swirl Combustor on soot formation.

Particles of known size will be used to calibrate the intensity- .

"ratio processor. Of specific interest is the accuracy of the method and -

the sensitivity of measurements to system parameters and particle

properties (such as refractive index). Also of interest is the

continuity of measured size distributions over variations in the angle

ratios.

"The DSC will be modified to simulate a bluff-body combustor. The

aerodynamics of this configuration will be characterized at the
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University of Florida, and the concomitent sooting behavior will be

characterized at Tyndall. .

B. IN-HOUSE RESEARCH

1. Overview

A substantial effort has been extended to establish and equip a

combustion research laboratory at Tyndall Air Force Base. But it has

been difficult to maintain the level of research effort because the
staff members in the Environics Division have relatively short tours of

duty. As new personnel frequently move into and out of staff positions,

they carry with them their own interests and their own backgrounds. It

is not surprising, therefore, that continuity of research effort and

focus is often lacking. And this lack of continuity affects not only

the ability to conduct in-house research, but also the ability to

monitor and to coordinate effectively contract research on a problem as

complex as soot formation in combustors. It is clear that in-house

research is a necessary component for an effective, comprehensive

research program.

2. Potential

The potential for significant in-house research is excellent. The

laboratory has facilities that duplicate the basic equipment being used _ _

by Professor Samuelson at UCI, i.e. a Dilute Swirl Combustor (DSC) and

an Integrated Particle Sizing System (IPSS). There are also available a
variety of aerosol generators and aerosol sizing instruments. In

addition, the Environics Chemistry Laboratory is equipped to provide

substantial support in analytical chemistry.

Of even greater importance is the commitment by the Engineering and

Service Center to deal with the problem of soot formation on a

fundamental level. The combustion laboratory has been identified as an

important component for a technology thrust within the Environics

Division, i.e. there is administrative support to move toward technology

development (basic research) in combustion.

Thus the basic elements for effective in-house research -- a well-

equipped laboratory and administrative support -- are present.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that a viable combustion laboratory be re-

established ithin the Engineering and Services Center at Tyndall Air

Force Base, and that this laboratory be fully operational in three

years.

The responsibilities of the laboratory should be to:

SDevelop an expertise in basic combustion science.

Carry out substantial portions of a comprehensive, fundamental

research program on soot formation and abatement, with a

strong focus on the effects of fuel additives.

* Establish and coordinate related contract research with other

private, university, and government laboratories.

* Act as a central clearing house for pertinent technology

transfer.

A. BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION

This recommendation is based on the following hypotheses,

summarized from the preceeding sections: ,. ,

1) The understanding and control of combustion, and the

resolution of its environmental consequencies are, and will

continue to be, significant areas of concern for Air Force

"operations.
2) The understanding and control of soot formation and abatement

- can be achieved only through a comprehensive, coordinated

investigation of its fundamental mechanisms anA processes.

"3) The current approach of the Engineering and Services Center to

"envirotunental problems associated with soot formation will %
neither lead to a timely resolution of current problems nor

• •provide a technological base for the resolution of future

combustion problems in other related areas, such as hazardous

waste incineration.

4) The Engineering and Services Center is committed to develop

and support a quality thrust in combustion science.

.,,--.,
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B. RECOMIIENDED PROCEDURES

To make the Combustion Laboratory operational in three years,

immediate steps need to be taken to

1) Define the direction and scope of the laboratory.

"2) Determine manpower needs and initiate a search for personnel.

3) Provide suitable facilities and adequate ancillary services.

In addition, the interim research program needs to be tailored to the
anticipated direction and scope of the laboratory. Recommendations on

these steps are given below.

1. Direction and Scope 4

As the centralized and coordinating laboratory in a comprehensive

research program, the Tyndall Combustion Laboratory should develop the

in-house expertise and facilities to

Critically evaluate instrumentation and techniques for combus-

tion measurements including, but not limited to, laser

diagnostics. For example, the analytical instrumentation in

the Environics Chemistry Laboratory should be fully utilized.

Instrument development, however, should not be a topic for

"in-house research.

Establish a fundamental program for measurements of the fate
and effect of fuel additives in premixed flames. As well as

providing fundamental information crucial to the coordination

of contract research, pre-mixed flames %ill provide a well-
controlled environment for instrument evaluation.

Extend to new additives and modified combustor configurations,
- measurements of sooting characteristics in the Dilute Swirl

Combustor.
laminar,

Coordinate related contract research on shock tubes, laminar
diffusion flames, and laboratory-scale combustors. When

appropriate, contract research should be expanded to include

spray flames.
L

IMaintain state-of-the-art knowledge of fundamental combustion

"science.
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2. Personnel

A combustion laboratory with the -direction and scope proposed above .

will require a staff with expertise, continuity and dedication. It is

proposed that the staff include, as a minimum,

one permanent senior scientist

two temporary junior scientists

* one permanent full-time technician

* one permanent half-time secretary.

The senior scientist will be the key to developing a viable combus-

tion laboratory and providing the Lontinuity of research. Clearly, this

position will require an individual with proven expertise in the field

of combustion, a keen interest in experimental investigations of funda-

mental combustion mechanisms, and experience in the administration of

multi-disciplinary research programs. A minimum five year commitment

should be required of the initial appointee.

The junior scientists should be temporary in the sense that their

commitment to the laboratory would be from one to three years. One of

the positions should be staffed by military personnel with a three-year

term appointment. The second position should be used for one to two

year "visiting" appointments of university faculty (under the University

Resident Research Program, for example), post-doctoral associates, and

the like.

The technician, whether military or civilian, should be permanent.

The individual should have a working knowledge of digital electronics,

and experience with optical systems would be desirable. Given the

outstanding technical training programs offered by the Air Force, it -L.

should not be too difficult to find a suitable candidate. The impor-

tance of this position, however, should not be underestimated. The

success of the -ombustion laboratory will depend, in large part, on

staffing the position with a competent and dedicated individual.

The secretary should be half-time in the sense that either part-

time work or shared responsibilities with other programs within the

Environics Division would be acceptable.
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3. Facilities and Support

A modern research laboratory with the goals, scope, and personnel

proposed above will require modern research facilities and adequate
• ~ancillary support. Thus assurances should be made now for adequate •[

laboratory space in the new Research Center. The selection and purchase

of major pieces of laboratory equipment, however, should be at the

discretion of the Senior Scientist and be in keeping with the specific

objectives of the Combustion Laboratory.

Two other problem areas require an early resolution. First, steps

should be taken to assure access to a large, high-speed digital

computer, since the modeling of fundamental combustion phenomena will be

an integral part of the research program. Second, the telephone system

needs to be vastly improved. The present system is inconvenient, time

consuming, and totally inadequate to meet the needs of a modern labora-

tory. If my experience is typical, the number of man-hours expended by

the use of the present Autovon system must be enormous. To achieve the

goals proposed above, laboratory staff will need frequent and rapid

telephone access, and they will need to expend their time on more pro-

I ductive activities than dealing with the present telephone system.

C. INTERIM PROGRAMS

. To provide the proposed combustion laboratory with strong founda-

tion, due consideration needs to be given to the program over the next
i three years. These considerations need to include both contract and

in-house research.

I. Contract Research

The present contract research should be continued and adequately

supported. The programs being carried out by Dr. Bonczyk and Dr.

Samuelson are responsive to the problem, well-conceived, and productive.

If these programs are continued and encouraged to develop, they will

provide an exceptionally strong base for the proposed comprehensive

research program. Thus any tendency to put these programs on a "back

burner" during the interim period should be avoided.

Contract research should be initiated to provide crucial kinetic

data from shock-tube measurements. As discussed above, this work will

be a vital part of the comprehensive program, and it should be initiated

"at the earliest opportunity.

"135-20 .77
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Finally, the contract research needs to be much more closely co-

ordinated. Travel funds should be made available to the contractors for

yearly one- to two-day workshops at Tyndall to evaluate and compare

current results, identify specific problem areas, and coordinate future

work. Also, copies of progress reports should be routinely distributed

among the contractors. The initial step to improve coordination has

been taken through an informal meeting of the contractors at the

Twentieth Symposium on Combustion in Ann Arbor, where it was uniformly

agreed that coordination is desirable and necessary, and that informal

coordination would be established. But this coordination needs to be

formalized by Tyndall personnel.

The proposed coordination in the interim period should not be con-

stiued as a means to exclude others from participation in the future

research program. Rather it should be regarded as the most efficient

way to build the foundation. Once the combustion laboratory is

established, the continued participation of the present contractors will

rest on their indivdual merits.

2. In-house Research

During the next three years, the in-house research needs to focus

on the operation of current experimental equipment, i.e. the Integrated

Particle Sizing System (IPSS) and the Dilute Swirl ý,ombustor (DSC). The

present condition of this equipment precludes the collection of

meaningful data. A recommended sequence for in-house research, together

with a time-table (to coordinate with a move to the new AFESC

laboratories in 1985) is given in Table I.

This work could be accomplished in several ways. First, it could

be the prime responsibility for the recently approved, but as yet
unfilled, position for a mechanical engineer in the Environmental

Sciences Branch. Second, it could be handled as a task order under the

contract with the University of Florida. Third, a new contract for all
or part of this work could be established.*" Whichever option, or

combination of options, is selected, the work must be initiated as

quickly as possible. It has to be done, whether or not the other

recommendations given here are favorably received. The unacceptable

alternative is Lo abandon in-house research activities completely.

* A RISE proposal to perform portions of the recommended work for 1984-
85 has been submitted by the author.
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Table I. Recommended Tasks for In-house Research 1984-87

Year Tasks

1984-85 Identify and correct problems with the IPSS Ratio Processor
electronics.

Identify and correct problems with the IPSS Ratio Processor
software.

Correct and extend the IPSS Ratio Processor software
tables (cross-section, probe vohuime correction, etc.).

Initiate critical analysis of IPSS Visibility Processor
electronics and software.

Purchase minor equipment fcr laboratorya

Establish, in consultation with current contractors, a
program of DSC measurements for next two years.

1985-86 Move to new Research Laboratory (install DSC, IPSS, and
other particle sizing equipment).

* Allign optical system of IPSS.

* Evaluate Ratio Processor Data (calibration and interpreta-
tion).

Evaluate Visibility Processor Data (calibration and
interpretation).

Duplicate selected portions of Irvine data.

Initiate DSC measurements.

Review in-house program in consultation with contractors.

1986-87 Complete initial DSC measurements program.

Prepare for laboratory additions.

Review in-house program in consultation with contractors.

a A list of recommended minor equipment has been transmitted to the
Environmental Sciences Branch separately from this report.

K4.
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VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-ON RESEARCH

The objectives of the suggested follow-on research are to:

1) Provide assistance to the Environics Division in solving some

immediate instrumental problems, and

2) Establish a basis for assitance in meeting future research

objectives.

The immediate problem deals with the Integrated Particle Sizing

System software. It is suggested that the correction of software

problems recommended in Section VI is an appropriate first-year task for

a new Ph.D. student in chemical engineering at LSU. This work can be

done at LSU, and a RISE proposal to support this effort has been

submitted.

The future work would, ideally, involve the same Ph.D. student.

The intention is to seek Air Force support for this student to conduct

full-time dissertation research in the Tyndall combustion laboratory.

It is anticipated that this appointmen, would be from two to three

years. The topic of the research can be determined at a later time, but

it :hould be in keeping with the long-range objectives of the

laboratory.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC LENS DESIGN TECHINIQUES

BY

"Alexauder P. Stoue

A lens design technique developed by Baum for transitioning TEM waves, ideally with no

K. reflection or distortion, between cylindrical and conical transmission lines uses a differential

geometric approach combined with Maxwell's equations and tae constitutive parameters e and

.p in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. Isotropic but inhomogeneous media are con-

sidered. An alternative approach, which has been used in the design of an anisotropic lens, uses

differential impedance and transit-time matching. These two approaches are shown to be 1%

equivalent under certain assumptions. Recommendations are made for further research on these

methods.
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T. INTRODUCTION

The problems to be investigated under the 1984 Summer Faculty Research Program arose in

earlier research on electromagnetic lens design. This research was started during the 1982 SFR 4%

"Program and continued under a 1983 AFOSR minigrant. This research was concerned with a

. differential geometric scaling technique developed by C.E. Baum for EM lens design. The basic

idea in this approach is the creation of a class of electromagnetic problems, each having a com-

." plicated geometry and medium, which are equivalent to an electromagnetic problem having a

simple geometry and medium. Solutions to Maxwell's equations can then be used in specifying

." certain types of EM lenses for transitioning TEM waves, without distortion or reflection,

between certain types of transmission lines. "

r
An important alternative to this differential geometric method in lens design is an impedance

• matching approach. If a lens is to be inserted between two transmission lint. it is clear that not

only do impedances have to be matched but that the travel time for waves following different

paths have to be equal if we want no reflection and no distortion of the propagated wave front.

This impedance matching approach has been described by Baum in a problem in which a lens is

to be inserted between two cylindrical coaxial waveguides of different size. In this problem only

the geometry and medium were considered, and the matchirg obtained by Baum matched a

"refiectionless and distortionless TEM wave between certain transmission lines as verified by an I.
"analysis using a fields approach. This approach is reviewed in section 3. The method was also

utilized by Baum and Stone in a design problem involving an anisotropic lens for launching

TEM waves on a conducting circular conical system.

Thus in considering these two approaches to EM lens design it is natural to ask such ques-

*d. tions as (a) will similar results be obtained in a particular design application by each method,

(b) are the two methods equivalent in any sense, and (c) is it possible to develop a set of axioms

* 136-4; "-.- ::,,!
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"wh;ch will unify these two approaches. In the summer research an effort was made to address Jk

some of these issues. In this report the two approaches to EM lens design are reviewed in sec-

"tions 3 and 4, and results obtained and recommendations for follow up research appear in sec-

tions 5 and 6.

"Ii. OBJECTIVES

The main objective in this report is to show that the differential geometric scaling and

impedance matching approaches in EM lens design are essentially equivalent under certain

geometrical and physical assumptions. Each of these approaches has been used successfully in

certain applications by Baum (in [I]), and Stone in ([2]), and finally by Baum and Stone (in [5]).

"The more general issue o! obtaining a set of axioms to unify these approaches is left for future

research. This main objective ,,as carried out by studying the special cases where each of the

two methods was used, and investigating the underlying assumptions in each application.

"III. IMPEDANCE MATCHING APPROACH

An excellent illustration of the use of the impedance matching approach to a lens design

problem appears in [4]. In this reference the authors consider two cylindrical coaxial waveguides

of different size as illustrated in figure 3.1. The waveguide section nf the left, which is region i,

has inner and outer cylindrical radii denoted by p = A and p = B - XtA respectively,

while the waveguide section on the right, which is region III has its respective inner and outer

radii given by p = A' and p = B' t B' with A' >A. Both waveguides are

"filled with the same simple uniform medium of constant c and and o = 0. Physical

considerations will require that the transverse ratios X, , t be equal. The problem con-

sidered in [4] was that of finding a perfect matching section 1H between regions I and Ill such
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I that a TEM wave incident from the left side could propagate into a TEM wave in region III

without reflection and without distortion. In the lens region 11 a variable e(O) and anisotropic

conductivity or was permitted, but the lens was to have the same fixed is as in the cylindrical

regions. One way of obtaining a perfect matching for regions 1, 11, and III is to insert coaxial

0

conducting layers in all the regions with spacing 4 and thickness A of each sheath satisfying Z

A << d (for negligible reduction of impedance by conductor thickness) and also satisfying

d << X (for propagation of only TEM mode), where X is the wavelength of the TEM wave.

This ccndition is needed if there is to be no distortion. Moreover, for negligible loss to be intro-

duced by the conductors one would also need

L << d if << A (3.1)

and

L < <<d if a <<« (3.2)

where L is the longitudinal dimension in region II. Finally, for a TEM wave to propagate

from 1, through II, and into Ill without distortion a plane wave front in I should appear as a

plane wave front in Ill: that is, the traveling time of waves along paths of different radii should

be equal. Thus, (see figure 3.2) we require the travel times along MM' M" and its

infinitesimally changed version 00' 0" to be equal, and so we obtain

?.P( • [r2(O)-r,(O)] + v%(P Al (3.3)

[r.,48+dO) -j8d~~p( O 'A f. A12

where "
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A, = rt((O)cOs(8) - r,(.+de)eos(6+d9)

(3.4)

A 2 = r2(8)cos() - r2(+dO)eosl(+d9). .

Some elementary calculus coupled with the fact that the r,(O) which describes the boundary

between region I and 11, and the r2(0) which describes the boundary between regions II and 11,

I are related by a constant factor, leads to a differential equation given by

r' (0)[co1(0) - V 140)/E - r(O)[sin(O) + 0 = o. (3.5)

SSimilarly if we require impedances to be matched on the appropriate boundaries, then we are

"led to another differential equation through the infinitesimal matching on the boundaries

between regions I and I! and between regions 11 and III. Thus since the impedance for the TEM

wave of a cylindrical coaxial waveguide is L.

V P In(__,

Cl,. =I (3.6

and that for a conical coaxial waveguide is

zC':' V = / '~~ tan(O.,,f,/2)
•"•,'?•, •°" "7 --- -2r tan(Oj ....,/2) 137

one obtains for the infinitesimal matching on the boundary between regions I and II

0+ dO1

PIp+dp Ip tn (- (3.8)
P ( PO) tan(-

27
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Thus equation (3.8) leads to a differential equation

r (0) + - [coe( ) --- I = ( (3.9)
r(9) 8in(O) V1,00/

which is obtained by expanding the preceding equation and using p = r #in(O) . Both r1 (a)

which describes the boundary between regions I and II and r46) which describes the boundary

between regions 11 and III will satisfy (3.9) since the ratio r(9)/r,(l) is a positive constant

Sgreater than I . We thus have a system of first order ordinary differential equations given by

(3.5) and (3.9). We note that the choice in region II of e(0) as a function of 0 only is made

because the TEM propagation is independent of * and any dependence on r would give rise

to a reflection. Solutions to the preceding system are obtained in (41 and have the form ,

r(l)8in(O) - c2exp r(e)co,() (3.10)

9 and

'.: l)= ' r(') (3.11) [,

(9 Ca+r(6)cos(0) 1

where cl and c2 are determined by the geometry. Detailed plots of the boundary surfaces

and 4(0) are included in [4]. Il all of the above analysis only the geometry and medium were

, considered in the impedance matching approach. That this matching obtained indeed matches

- a reflectionless and distortionless TEM wave from region I to III can be verified by a fields

"approach. One may consider, for example, TEM solutions to Maxwell's equations in regions I

and II with appropriate boundary conditions and find an 4(0) which is consistent with that

given by (3.11). A similar result is obtained by coisidering regions II and Ill, and hence the

solutions to the system (3.5) and (3.9) do indeed give yield to perfect matchings. We note that
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this particular matching problem was also solved in [41 by the more general procedure of .---

differential geometric scaling.

Another application of this approach appears in [51, where an exact solution to an anisotro.

pie lens design problem is given. Just as in the application previously described, impedance -

matching and transit time conservation give rise to a system of ordinary differential equations

describing the lens geometry and medium.

iv. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC SCALING APPROACH

We first consider a Cartesian coordinate system (z,y,z) and an orthogonal curvilinear

coordinate system (un,U 2,u 3 ) with line element

(d•9 2 hI(du 1)2 + h 2,(du.)' + hAi(d, 3)2  (4.1) .-

with the scale factors hi ,i-= 1,2,3 , given by

. 2 = (-)s + (3ý7) + ) (4.2)

If certain combinations of the hi , assumed positive, are defined as

1ki 01 { h2A3  0 0
"(:ij) 0 h2 0-WO) 0 hjh3  0

0 Jh 0 h~h_

h2h/h 0 0

".(-i) = 0 hlh3/h 2  0 (4.3)[ 0 0 hh1 2 /hj LI
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then one can write out the usual expressions for V* , XE, and V-1 in the *, coordi-

nate system in terms of physical comnporients of the vector E'. Another set of vectors and

operators (formal vectors and formal operators) may be written out in terms of tensor com-j

ponents. For example, if K' has components El E. E34 referred to the vi coordinates,Il

then E ,the formal vector, has com~ponents El' E2 9 ,E 3' and we write

A" =(~ 1)A'(4.4)

whileH

'ai7d- VV Uwhere *=4 V (4.5)

and

VxE X (j l ,,' v X El . (4.6)

The result one obtains is that Maxwell's equations

LI

together with the constitutive relations

~R (4.8)A

and the equation of continuityS

136-12 I~
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can be rewritten in the form

v' xE" = _ - _l'v •' =#'"

,t 4'1 0

v' xn' =- + •-.- v' -*W = o

with

- '•E-i

' = ( ')"(4.9)

= api
at

w here

and where it is assumed that ((i.), (p,') (a•i) are real constant diagonal matrices which .. ,.

are independent of frequency, though possibly functions of position. Note that the primed equa-

tions (4.9) are of the same form as equations (4.7) and (4.8), and so if we think "the u, as a

Cartesian coordinate system, a known solution of Maxwell's equations referred to Cartesian

coordinates can be taken and if primed quantities are substituted for unprimed quan" ;es, solu-

tions to (4.9) can be found. The result turns out to be that we have a solution to Maxwell's

equations for which (ci,) , (uji,) and (aii) may be anisotropic and/or inhomogeneou,. The

basic idea is then to pick (cij) , (p•/t ) , and (a,,' ) and boundary surfaccs of convenient

136-13
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forms in the vi coordinate system so that a solution can be obtained in terms of the formal

quantities. If some particular relationship between the v, coordinates and the z,I,: coordi-

nates is chosen, then the parameters (0i0) , (00i) rnd the geometry of the boundary surfac--s

are determined and the solution can be applied to the case under study.

In problems relted to inhomogeneous isotropic media, the constlutive parameter matrices

are diagonal matrices of the form

where i and p are scalar functions of position. The formal quantities then look like

1.(ci ) 4'O.,) , (Ps,' ) t('q) . (4.12)

If we impose the restriction that o = 0 , then the conductivity matrix is the zero matrix.

Note that an inhomogeneous TEM wave with subscripts I and 2 only has no interaction with

e33' or p33 in which case each of the matrices (cii' ) and (p.i/ ) has constant and .

equal diagonal entries in the first two diagonal positions. Hence such TEM solutions may be 'p"

used to define lenses to match waves onto cylindrical and/or conical transmission lines.

We now consider inhnmogeneous TEM plane waves which propagate on ideal cylindrical

transmission lin.!s and assume the wave to be propagating In the positive i93 direction with for-

"mal constitutive parameters given as K'

0 °t' 0 Oi
, (cu') QC'J0 (p0 ') I0 p' 0 (4.13)

ji 0 (;i 10 0 p'

where e' and pf are positive constants, and t3e and p3' are not specified. Since only

waves with no field components parallel to the U3 direction will be considered, then e3, and
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p 3' do not enter into the formal constitutive relations given in equations (4.9). Hence, since

only t' and p' awe sig•figcant, we may assume the medium to be formally isotropic and

homogeneous. We also nat. that by a direct application ot known results for cylindrical

traansmission lines to the formal setting we have, for i s- 1,2

E,' = Ei (1,9 2)f 0(t-83/c') *1

Hi, =Hi: (,ul 2 )flt-V3/cl') (4.14)

and

E 3  =O,H31 =o0

i'::•..w ,here c' 1 •, ' )-17 tand c a-- (pot0)-12 ,.nd f (t-v•/c' }can be chosen to specify ,

the waveform. These formal fields are related by ac

Et'= Z' H2' and E2 =-Z 0' H,' (411)

where Z0' = (p' /t' )1/2 is the formal wave impedance. These results all require that the

conducting boundaries be represented in terms of only their vI and U2 coordinates and lead

us to the conclusion that it is only necessary to restrict the first two diagonal components of the

.* formal matrices given in equations (4.13). The constitutive parameter matrices given in equa-

"% ~~tions (4.11) still correspond to isotropic inhomogeneows media and so the formal constitutive '

parameter matrices have the form (4.12). If equations (4.11) and (4.13) are combined, we obtain

..... ) = 1  / h/ = 1(1 ) =,'(' ) . (4.18)

.i :.

Sir"e equations (4.16) imply
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A2h3  Ah3h l _ (4.17)

hi 2

i is'

we obtain the result that

•"-A, -= (24.1•

.*. and alsothat i and p aregivenby

"f = = ' / a nd P =- 4' /A( (4.19)

Clearly h3 and 0h 3 are constants and the formal wave impedance is equal to the physical

wave impedance since

Zo' (h3  (4.20)

o . -. ,

Finally, since (3l and P3 ' are arbitrary, we look for orthogonal curvilinear coordinate sys-

tems for which the scale factors AI and h2 are equal. For these systems the scale factor h3

"determines e and p in view of equations (4.1t). Examples of this technique appear in refer-

ences [1] and [41. We also note that it is possible, as noted in the next section, to replace the

delay term in (4.14) by an expression of the form f(t-9(93)) .

v. EQUIVALENCE OF APPROACHES TO EM LENS DESIGN

. We assume that we have a lens geometry with orthogonal coordinates (U1 ,3',u 3) and that

a TEM wave propagates ;n the U3 direction. Thus 83 in particular applications can
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represent, for example, the z , r , I7 or f of cylindrical, spherical, bispherical, or toroidal coor-

dinates. Surfaces of constant Us are spheres or planes and these generalized coordinates are

constructible from rotational coordinates (v1,V,3v) as in [1I.

In the differential geometric scaling approach we have a line element,

(" () 2 = h2 (du ) + h2'(d*2  + h'(dV3)2  (5.1) .

where the vi coordinates are constructed from orthogonal coordinates (v,,Av 3) by the formu-

"las

V " X(v,)C•(s) IN

2. V2 ()sio() (5.2)

33 = F(v 3) ,

which result in an orthcgonal system (*1,12,93) in which surfaces of constant 63 (or v3 )

are spheres or planes. The functional form F(v$) gives some flexibility in choosing h3 which

*, defines the properties of the lens medium (i.e., the c and p ). The assumption that our

medium is formally homogeneois and i3otropic, and that (VIAV3 ) is a rotational system leads
tote eul"ha 1  .A v$ I•2'

to the result that h , , and bince e, , the relative permittivity,

is given by f, - I/h 3 , we have

",= Ul,v03 ) = 0(91,92,U3) (5.3)

":' In the differential impedance matching and local transit time conservation approach the fol-

.t, lowing conditions should hold for the (0,402,03) coordinate system in the lens:

(.ia)s not a function of us

"•" 136-17
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(b) Vp is not a function of ul or fs

between ending boundaries of the lens. Condition (a) results from considering an impedance

I expression of the form

U2 "2+AU2 uI+Aul
on surfaces 3 -- constant, and E 2 is evaluated along curves with v -- constant, while

. , H, is evaluated along curves with %2 = constant. Condition (a) also implies impedances are

matched at lens boundaries which are given by equations of the form f(l,,'2) = 0 , and so

,. '.• the quantities V and I are conserved (i.e., no reflections). Condition (b) says that differential

transit times for waves following different path* am conserved.

A differential geometric scaling given by equation (5.1) clearly implies condition (a),

(impedance matching), since pie is a constant for our medium. Condition (b) is also satisfied

because of the physical assumptions made. Thus differential impedance matching and transit

time is implied by the scaling introduced.

,, .. ,Conversely, let us assume t and p are scalar functions of position and that we have

and R only in the uI and U2 directions. Our wave propagates in the V3 direction, and

we assume that it has no dependence on v3 except for a delay. Thus ES x H3 = 0 and if

the quantities E1 A1 and HjA, , i = 1,2 , with Ai the change in arc length in the vi

direction, are all of the form f(t-g(u0 )) , then E/IE2 and HI/H2 are constants, (i.e., con-

stant polarization), surfaces of constant 33 ae constant phase surfaces, and voltage and

current are conserved differentially. We will also have

"'-_, .E-, - I - co ,ant (5.4) -
A 2 H 2 j Al jH,
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and if the conntant in (5.4) is evaluated by solving Maxwell's equations, then hj/h 2 and p/e

are constants. Thus Ccnditions (a) and (b) will be satisfied differentially and we will have

macro-opic transit time matching at the leas boundaries. We are, of course, in this analysis

assuming that we have a "differential cube" as shown below.

AU"u3
mI-

AU2o

Au2  

"."-

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
'.

"The techniques of sealing and impedance matching as applied to EM lens deign have been

described and shown to be equivalent under certain geometrical and physical assumptions in the

previous section. There are, however, several remaining questions which need to be answered,

and the research to accomplish this will be proposed in my application for a Research Initiation

Grant (RISE). Among these questions are:

"(a) Which physical and geometrical conditions can be eliminated or amended so that the

"approaches remain equivalent in some sense? In particular, can the conditions on the "

.4 EjA and HiAi imposed in section 5 be relaxed? For example, suppose we assume

that these quantities have a vl dependence in addition to a time delay. Then the quan-

tities which appear in (5.4) will still be constants on surfaces of constant ul and this

. should imply electric boundaries on fI surfaces iff E1 = 0 and magnetic boundaries

iff H, = 0 . Thus conditions on the scale factors hi and i and p should then
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result.

(b) Are the two approaches discussed in this report amenable to sat axiomatic treatment?

Answers to these questions would be helpful in unifying procedures for EM lens design.

.A sparae isune, related to the impedaace watching approach, is the study of a certain non-

linear, rA order, ordinary 4ifferemtial equation which seems to be typical o conical systems,

such as that described in section 4. One may obtain such &a ordinary dillerential equation

(ODE) in the form

dp 2::,-: 7/- -- [(-N+ )eo(9} - 4'

"where c, and 0 are the relative permittivity and conical angle. It is possible to obtain an

"4/'.,,.,... explicit solution in the form

where u satisfies an Abel ODE (see [61). With appropriate initial conditions the e, obtained

agrees precisely with the result obtained in (41. It would be interesting to study such equations

in general and investigate their symmetry groups. Moreover oaie might also wish to investigate

ODES which describe the media for other lens geometries.

It is the author's view that a unification of the various approaches to EM lens design would

prove to be quite useful in studying EM phenomena. The results of the earlier investigations N

have found applications in EMP theory, which is an area of interest to both the Air Force and

.0 the EM community. L

"4-' 136-20
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THE ROLE OF ANTIOXIDANT NUTRIENTS IN

PREVENTING HYPERBARIC

OXYGEN DAMAGE TO THE RETINA

by

William L. Stone

•."-" ABSTRACT-

h Hyperbaric oxygen was found to affect adversely the
"electrophyslological response of the retina to light in rats fed
a diet deficinet in both vitamin E and selenium. Both vitamin E
and selenium are micronutrients thought to play essential roles
in preventing in vivo lipid peroxidation. Rats fed diets supple-
mented with vitamin E and/or selenium and treated with d'.0 ATA
(atmospheres absolute) of 100 percent oxygen for 1.5 hours per
day for 4 weeks did not show any decrease in electroretinogram
response. The retina is known-to be particularly susceptible to
oxidative damage caused by in vivo lipid peroxidation. Dietary
antioxidants 'appear to provide protection from hyperbaric oxygen
damage to the rat retina.
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Hyperbaric oxygen treatment is currently being used by the School

of Aerospace Mledicin, to treat a variety of clinical disorders. -.hese

clinical disorders include gas gangrene, gas embolism. decompression

sicknoss, carbon monoxide poisoning and wound healing enhanceeent.ar

Tetherapeutic benefit* of long term hyperbaric oxygen treatment oe

potentially limited by the adverse clinical and pathological effects

of high oxygen concentration upon the retina and lung. In addition,

or to interfere with enzymatic antioxidant tocmesa. This raises

the possibility of adverse drug-hyreorbaric oxygen interactions in

patients undergoing long-toer hyperbaric oxygen therapy.

Gable and Townsend (1) have obser ved pulmonary lesions in victims

of fatal military aircraft accidents "possibly attributable to

prolonged intermittent supplemental oxygen, stressing the potential

hazard of oxygen toxicity for aviators" (2). Oxygen toxicity to

retinal and pulmonary tissues most likely involves free radical damage

to biological membranes. Vitamin E and selenium are nutrients that

play a central role in physiological antioxidant mechanisms. Vitamin

Eeffectively quenches free radicals generated by lipid perovidation.

Selenium is a cof actor for glutathione peroxidase ~ahich detoxifies

lipid hydroperoxides. thm61 dgfir-gita I YLIa i rta in u.0ALWt tulu0AM

sox ht cacti~aUi x avaucugt.1aiti tg Mit Qa¶tlagiaiixugaigg L couusivarua

SPI t1X2VbfCl& 9MY9fOL Conversely, dietary supplements of these

micronutrients may offer considerable protection against oxygen

toxicity.

The retina is more sensitive to toxic and environmental disorders

than most tissues. The retina is particularly predisposed to the

137-32%
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toxic effects a; l1pid peroxidation initiated by oxsy-radicals. This

is because the retina has: a) a very high content of polyunesturateo

fatty acids (about 30% 22:46n3) wh~ich are very suisceptible to lipid

porowtidation (6); b) a very high consumption of oxygen, about seven

times sown per g of tissue than the brain and 1 0) the presence of t

pigments (e.gi retinal) capable of inducing photosensitized oxidation

reactions (7). Retinal lipid poaroidation-is likely to be accelerated

under ccnditions *4 hyperbaric oxygen stress.

In animal models hyperbaric oxygen causes severe retinal pathology

and, in human%, cause loss of visual field* and visual definition

(9). The ability of the retina to resist oxidative damage is very

dependent upon the functioning of both enzymatic and chemical

antioxidant mechanism% (3). A number of important antioxidant

mehanisms are very dependent upon micronutrient intake. We have

previously shown that rat retinas have significant level* of vitamin

E, glutathione-S-transferase, and the selenoenzyme glutathione

peroxidase (3.4). Retinal vitamin E and glutathione peroxidase are,6

decreased to very low levels by nutritional deficiency of vitamiai E

and selenium, respectively (7,9). Retinal glutathione-S-transforasie

activity is induced in the absence of dietary vitamin E and selenium

Rats deficient in vitamin E and selenium (the 9 dietary group) show

a decreased a- and b-wave electroretinogram (ERG) amplitude (9).

Recent in vitro studios of Armstrong, at &1. (10), have shown that

intravitrael injections of synthetic lipid hydroperoxides into rabbit

eyes causes a marked decrease in the amplitude of the a-, b-, and

c-waves of the ERG. The retinal pigment epithelium of rats fed the

diet deficient in both vitamin E and selvnium also shows a large

137-4
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accumulation of lipofuscin pigment 49) as well as &*aor

ultrastruactural alteration* (11). Lipofuscin pigmet is thought to b.

a by-product of in vivo lipid peroxidation and can be measured by

* luareecent microscopy.

The information presented above suggests that hyperbaric oxygen

damage to the retina would be greatly accelerated in cases a#

antioxidant nutrient deficiences and inhibited by dietary

supplementation with antioxidant nutrients.

'1YE WE Ml~ EjR MKOM

The p..a~ry goal of this project was to determine if hyperbaric

oxygen damage to the retina and lung is accelerated in organisms

deficient in dietary antioxidant nutrient* and inhibited in organisms

supplemented with antioxidant nutrients. Rat% will be used as an

experimer~tal model in this work. Damage to the retina will be

determined norinvasively by measurement of electroretinograms (ERG*).

When ERG* show evidence of retinal damage the rate will be sacrificed

I and the retinas and pulmonary tissues examined by fluorescent

microscopy, as well a% light and electron microscopy. Lung tissue V
samples will also be collected and biochemically characterized as

described below.

111I. rilPEIMIe RggIJN:
Rats were fed diets deficient in antioxidant nutrients. The

antioxidant nutrients tested in this initial study were vitamin E and*

selenium. A factorial design was utilized in which the dietary groups

137-5
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1) a basal diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium but

adequate in all other nutrients (the basal or a diet)

2) a basal diet plus vitamin E (the S.E diet)

3) a basal plus **Ienia diet (the D+Se diet)

4) a basal plus vitamin E plus seleniu, diet (the S+E+Se diet)

The detailed composition of the basal diet is given in Table IV.

Enough feed has been mixed to continue the nutritional experiments to

the end of October, L984 ; i.e. for a total of l6 weak% or 8 weeks

beyond the end of the SFRP tenure.

r~ale, 30 q, inbred Fischer-344 (CDF) rats were obtained from

Charles River Brooding Laboratory. The P.!. has utilized this rat

strain in nutritional experiments analogous to those proposed here.

The time course for development of nutritional deficiencies in vitamin

E and selenium is well characteriaed in this strain. We have also

performed extensive histopathology studies on Fischer-344 rats fed L

diets identical to those used in this study. It take% about 5 weeks

for 50 g rats to lose half of their blood selenium and half of their

plasma vitamin E content wh~en fed the basal diet. After 10 weeks, the

rats have only about 10% o-f their initial blood vitamin E and

selenium. After 20 weeks, rats are almost totally depleted of both

micronutrients and suffer retinal damage under nonsmress conditions.

The animals were housed in auspended stainless steel, wire-bottomed

cages and maintained at 25t2 C and 50% relative humidity. Lighting

was on a 6:00 AM to 6:00 P14 light period and a 6:00 PPI to 6:00 AM dark

137-6
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period. Upon arri~val at Brooks AFS, the rate were fed a normal Purina

laboratory chow (Rodent Laboratory Chowe 5001, Rolston Purina Co.,* St.

Loui*, MO) and water ad libitum for I week. The rats were randomly

divided into the four dietary groups designated abo-.c. Eight animals

"areer used per dietary group (32 rats in total). The basal group was

fed a Torula yeast-based diet having very lose levels of vitamin E and

Se but adequate level* of all other nutrient% as proposer by the

National Research Council for the Laboratory Rat. The basal4'vit E+Se

group was fed an indentical diet but supplemented with 50 mg vitamin 9

per kg of diet (1.1 ZU per og of OL-alpha-tocopherol) and 0.4 ppm se

(added a* sodium solenite). All dietary supplies were purchased from

U.S. Biochemical Ca, Cleveland, OH. The Torula-basod diets were

prepared in small batches by slowly mixing the constituents to avoid ,

heating, and stored at 4 C. The glass and stainlesAs steel feeders,

obtained from Hazelton Systems, Aberdeen, M0, were filled every 2 days

and any unesamn food discarded to minimize rancidity. The glass and

-- ainleas steel feeders as well as a small (2 kg capacity) Hobart food

mixer were shipped to Brook. AFB from the P. I. s laboratory at fleharry

Medical College. Rats in all the dietary groups were provided with.V

deionized water to which 3 ppm chromium (as CrCl3) weas addod. Both

diet and drinking wsatr were provided ad libitum. Half the rats from

each dietary group were treated with 2.0 ATA of pure oxygen for 1.5 hr

per day. This treatment began 2 weeks after the statrt of the dietary

reqimensw. The other half of the rats provide a nonHSO control groups

to monitor retinal damage that might be due to antioxidant deficiency

aone.

At weeks 2, 4, and 6 and 8, electroretinogramms (ERG. of rats in

each dietary group were recorded. ERG measurements were made using an

137-7
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aluminized mylar plastic positive electrode placed on the cornea of

each rat. This electrode effectively eliminate* th4 possibility of

corneal damage. The ground electrode was attached to the rat ear

lobe. A negative pin electrode was inserted under the scalp. We used

a Wanzf•ld (whale field) flash, a Bras* photostimulator and a Tektonix

model 6512 recording oscilloscope with a 5A22N differential amplifier

and a 5BION time oase amplifier. The animals were placed in a dark

room for I hr before measuring ERGs. About 10 min before recording an

ERG9 each rat was anesthetized (IM injection) with 0.1 ml of keotamine

(50 m9/g1). At least six's a- and b-w"ave amplitude measurements were

made for each eye and the results (at least 12 measurements per rat) --

averaged. The P. I. and Mr. George Howard were responsible for these

Nmeasurements5.

, Rats from each dietary group have bean evaluated for plasma vitamin

E, plasma glutathione peroxidase (GSHPX), and red blood cell

glutathione peroxidasm at week 3. Plasma and RBC samples were

c3llected at week 7 and will be analyzed on the P.l.'s return to

.Meharry Medical College. Glutathione peroxidae* is a selenoeinzyme and [

its activity in plasma and red blood cells (RDCs) is a good measure of

selenium status. Blood is obtained from each rat after cutting (under

methoxyfluorane anesthetization) off a small section from the and of

the tail. This process is relatively untraumatic and can easily be

done on the same rat on a biweekly basis. Blood is separated into

plasma and washed RBCs. The glutathione peroxidase assays on plasma,

and RBCs as well as plasema vitamin E assays will te done at Meharry

Medical College by the P.I. and Mr. George Howard, a summer graduate

student SCEEE fellow.

137--
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When the rate exposed to hyporbaric oxygen and deficient in vitamin

E andilor selenium showed signs of retinal damage (such *s*diminished

ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes) p they werea sacrificed (by overdose of

methowyfluorane) for detailed biochemical and cytopathalogy studies.

sConrified Ramasnt exoed thode deficaien in both viamin Eaas d

sa cnrifld anmlR at% fxoed toede hyerbicicn ixgn wereitmi al nd -I

* ~~selenium and treated with MOO (the 94449 groun) have already shown '

decreased ERG a-wave amplitudes compared with the nonMBC 9 grou~p.

Rats from the B and 944490 group have therefore, been sacrificed far

y future biochemical and cytopathology studies.

At weeks 2 and 4, hyperbaric oxygen treatment had no apparent

effect on ERG* recorded from rate on any of the dietary regimens. As

shown in Table 1, rats exposed to hyperbaric oxygen treateant far 44

weks, and fed a basal diet (D diet) deficient in vitamin E and

selenium for 6 weekcs, have decreased ERG a-wave amplitudes (P<0.05)

and b--wave amplitudes compared to age-miatched rats fed an identical

diet but not treated with hyporbaric oxygen. Rats fed diets deficient

in vitamin E (B+Se diet) or selenium alone (3+E diet) did not show any

decline in ERG a- or b-wave amplitudes when exposed to hyperbaric

oxygen at this time (see, Table 1). We anticipate, however# that rat*

deficient in vitamin E or selenium will eventually show decreased

retinal function as they become progressively soe deficient in these

micronutrients. Acute deficiency 0f vitamin E and selenium takes no

longer than 13 weeks an the dietary regimens.

V. IM MEr6QI QF tlYe68De81 QUXM QtA W1~ ff I 8II~1ti:
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Rate fed the*B diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium for 5

weeks, and treated with hyperbaric oxygen (HBO0) for 3 weeks show a

decreased weight and we,gtit gain compared with age-matched rats fed an

identical diet but not receiving HB90 treatment (see Table 11).

Similarly, rate fed the vitamin E deficient diet and treated with 1430

(B94Se4490) are also beginning to demonstrate a reduced *might and

weight gain wh±ich might indicate the onset of chronic HB90 toxicity and

retinal damage. HBO0 treatment does not appear to be adversely

affecting the weight or weight gain of rats fed the vitamin E and

selenium supplemented diet (the 94-E+Se diet) or the diet supplemented

with vitamin E alone (the D+E diet).

Pleas" vitamin E. red blood call and plasma Se-glutathiane

peroxidase activities we.% measured in rats, in all dietary groups, 3

weeks after the start of the nutritional regimens. As expected, rats

fed the B diet have significantly lower plasma vitamin E ae well as

plasma and R9C Se-glutathione peroxidase activities compared to rats

fed the B+ESe diet (see Table 111). Wie have recently obtained plasma

and R9C samples at week 7 and plan to measure plasma vitamin E, plasma

and ROC glutathione pwroxidase and ROC glutathione levels in these

samples. This work will be done at Meharry Mledical College in the

P.!.'s laboratory.

VII. REQtMFl~Q~Q

Dietary deficiences of tgl y~gi E #ad *gjWAi were found to

* adversely effect the electrophysiological response of the retina to

light. Rats are generally considered a species very resistant to

137-10I
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oxidative damakge. Our preliminary reisults suggest that nt trittonal

supplementation of patients with antiomidwnt nutrients could diminish

% the oxygen toxicity problems associated with 140 therapy. We do not

* yet know if deficiency of X11Mj ri 9r- 112jL~ML *jLj will be
associated with hypmrjfbaric oxygen damage to the rat retina. we

recommended that the nutritional experiments be continued for an

additional 4 to 6 "eeks so that ERG seasu-smmerts can be made an rats

treated with hyperbaric Oxygen and acutely deficient in vitamin E

(9+Se group) or salenium (94£ group).

It is also recommended that the follow-on biochemical studies of

lung tissue, and 11ght/olectron microscopy studies of lung and retinal

tissues, be pursued as, detailed in the RESEAR04 INITATION PROPOSAL.

Anmimals in the B and 944490 groups. were euthanized at week h and

samples of lung tissue stored at -70 C for biochemical analyses see

below). The rats were perfused with Karnofsky's fixative. Retinal

and lung tissues were, embedded in Epon for future analyses by

fluorescent microscopy, phase contrast microscopy, and electron

microscopy.

Rate have enzymatic antioxidant mechanisms that can be induced in

reaponse to oxidative stress (3.4.5). The degree to whuich a organism

*2~~. can induce these enzym~atic antioxidant mechanisms say be an important .

parameter in determining an organism's susceptibility to oxygen

toxicity. Those potential physiological responses must be

characterized before the relevancy of our results to humans can be

understood. Glutathione-S-transferass activity in the rat lung

increasesi in response to hyperoxia (5).* A number of

*9 gutathi one-S-tran*f erase isozymes have a "nanselenium glutathione

peroxidase" activity that may protect against damaging In vivo lipid

6 137-11



porowidation reactions. 64 therefore recommae that the

glutathione-S-trans-erase isozyee profiles in the lung% of antioxidant

"deficient and supple•..ted rat* be meaured and characterized. M-.

George Howard, Jr. and the P. I. have developed high pressure liquid

chromatographic procedures for the rapid separation and purification

04 glutathione-8-transferose isozymes. Thes biochemi cal

determination. should be done an rate treated with hyperbaric oxygen

(HBO) and on control nonH•o rate raised under normal conditions.

"The results of the light/electron microscopy studies a# lung i'nd

retinal tissues would certainly benofit by quantitative computer-image

analysis.
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Table 1. The ef4ect 04 hyperbaric oxygen (0000) on a- and b-wa4ve
.e1ctraretinogres amplitudes (mean±SEO) in rate fed diets d.4icient
or supplemented with vitamin E and/or selenium.

Dietary group I a-wave b-wave

microvol ts

B*H3 0(3) 98÷9C 251±41
8(4) 139t13 351137

344 f 4*4(4) 153+9 315t37
009(4) 1i+_7 312±13

646e04+80(4) 140+16 306+,U
B+Se(4) 141±6 266_1&

B+i+Se.4430(4) 143+18 294+37
B+E+S*(4) 147+11 286137

I Pure oxygen at 2.0 ATA for 1.5 hr per day wa% given 4or 5 days
per "wek for 4 -weks prior to measurement of ERGs. Rats were fed
"the indicated diets for 6 weeks prior to the measurement of ERGO.
Selenium and vitamin E supplementation was 0.4 ppa and 50 mg/kg
diet, respectively. The number o4 rats used in determining a data
entry is given in parentheses.

0 P<0.05

:71
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"Table II. Weights and weight gains (eanSEMI) of rate fed diets
deficient or supplemented with vitamin E and/or selenium and with
or without hyperbaric oxygen treatment.

Dietary group I weight gain weight

,/100 g/week g

"-+H3 7.2 170±3 4
9 10.9 186±2

"B+EH9BO 12.5 204±7
B+. 12.5 190±4

B+Se4+(8a 9.3 180±3
B+So 14.4 199+5

EB++604+*O4 13.9 1"0±4
BE+S, 11.1 187±3

LC 9.7 199±5

I Hyperbaric oxygen was proviwed as in Table I but for 3 week*
prior to weight measurements. Rats were on the indicated diets

for 5 weeks prior to weight measurements. Dietary supplementation
was as described in Table 1.

0r4
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Table 111. Pdntioelidant levels (mean±SEH) in rate #ed diet"supplemented or deficient in vitamin E and/or selenium and with or,
without hyperbaric oxygen (HBO0) treatment. 4

Dietary plasma vitamin E glutathione paroxidas.

milli O.u./ul milli w.u./mg Hb

044030 1.6±0.2 0.5±0.2 219t554
a 1.9+_0.2 0.5+0.2 244±42

34E.+HDO 4.9±0.3 N" i
.+E 5.7±0.3 NM N"

B+Se44190 1.5±0.3 3.4±0.4 637tl47
B+Se 1.5±0.3 2.2±0.2 659217

*4'C*554190 5.0.0.8 3. 040.4 986±190
B4E+Se 5.4±0.4 2.6±0. 5 1417±110

1 Ryperbaric oxygen was provided as in Table I but for I week
Prior to measurement of antioxidant level%. Rate were on the
indicated diet* for 3 weeks prior to measurement of antioxidant
levels. Eight rats were in each dietary group and half were
treated with HBO. Mlilli e.u. for glutathione peroxidase activity
is naromoles of WADPt4 oxidized per min NM indicates not measured
at this time point.

7 137-17
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Table IV. Compodition of basal diet.

Ingredient g/lOOg

Tourla yeast 36.00

. Sucrose 43.05

Corn oil, tocopherol stripped 14.50

Vitamin mix 1 2.20

Mineral mix Draper 2 4.00

L-Methionine 0.2%

oL
1. The vitamin mixture provided: (in mg/100 g o4 diet) ascorbic

"acid, 991 inositol, 11 choline chloride, 16.51 p-aminabenzoic

acid. 11 niacin, 9.9; ribo4lavin, 2.2; pyridoxine--ICI, 2.21

thiamin HCi, 2.20 calcium pantothenate, 4.61 biotin, 0.051

folic acid, 0.21 vitamin B-12, 0.003. In addition the vitamin mixture

S.contains: (in units /100 g of diet) vitamin A acetate, 1980

calciferol(D3), 220.

2. The salt mix provided (in mg/100 g of diet): CaCO3, 6541

CuSO4.S•20, 0.721 Ca3(P04)2, 14221 Ferric citrate.3H20, 441

tMnSS4.H20, 5.51 potassium citrate.H20, 946; KI1 0.161

*." K2HP04, 309; NaCI, 4323 ZnCO3, 1.80 and MgCl3, 164.
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NAPHTHALENE ADSORPTION BY FLORIDA SOILS

by

Jimmy J. Street

ABSTRACT

-Fifteen Florida soils and a svnthetic Al and Fe hydroxide and a -

natural humic acid were evaluated for naphthalene adsorption via r

batch equilibrium experiment. Use of the Langmuir and Freundlich

adsorption equations were only moderately successful in describing

the adsorption process. Evaluation of several soil chemical properties

and their relationship to the adsorption of naphthalene indicated that

only soil organic carbon was important, while pH, mineralogy, "active"

Al and Fe content were not important.

It appears from this study that adsorption of naphthalene, a

non-ionic, non-polar organic constituent of Air Force jet fuels, can

be adsorbed by soils and thus this picess will play an important role

in the environmental fate of thie compound in the soil/water system.

The nature of the chemical interaction of naphthalene and soil organic

matter was not elucidated, but base line data on the importance of soil .

organic matter was accumulated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The release of aircraft fuels to the environmnt and the subsequent

impact on the environment is of great concern to the United States Air

Force. Distillate fuels are comrlex mixtures of aliphatic and aromatic

hydrocarbons. Several oi these organic constituents are highly toxic

and their fate in the environment is a high priority research for the

Air Force.

The primary pathways for dissipation of jet fuel hydrocarbons in

the environment include volatilization, abiotic and biotic sorption,

and degradation. Th3 primary pathway for loss of a particular hydro-

carbon depends on its solubility, volatility, molecular size and

configuration, polarity, and functional group chemistry. In conjunction

with the chemistry of the organic compound, the physical and chemicai

properties of soils, sediments and waters receiving these organic com-

pounds must also be considered. The soil is often the receiving medium

for many of the organic compounds dispersed into the environment. There

is potential danger that some toxic organic compounds may penetrate the

soil and contaminate the groundwater and thus cause a monumental health

problem.

The migration and/or transformation of organic compounds in soils

is influenced by a myriad of factors in the soil environment. However,

the most influential of these factors is the adsorption of the compounds

by soil constituents. The adsorption of organic compounds by soils has

been shown to be related to a number of soil properties including pH,

CEC, clay content and type, organic matter content and hydrous metal

oxide content(Means et al., 1979; Osgerby, 1970; Karickhoff et al.,

1979; Means et al., 1980).
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The majority of research dealing with organic compounds and ad-

* sorption on to soil and soil constituents has dealt with ionic or polar

organic molecules such as insecticides, herbicides, and toxic contaminants.

Two classes of non-ionic organic pollutants are currently being investi-

g-gated by the Air Force. They are those typically found in cleaning

"- solvent, and degreasers such as trichloroethylene(TCE) and those found

in jet fuels such as toluene and naphthalene. The adsorption of non- 4-

"ionic organic compounds such as naphthalene has been referred to as

hydrophobic adsorption. Hydrophobic adsorption increases as compounds
÷ ".-

*• become less polar; that is, as molecular weights, molecular volumes,
or carbon numbers increase and as water solubilities decrease(Custafson

et al., 1968; Custafson and Paleos, 1971).

Hydrophobic adsorption of certain organic compounds has been highly

correlated with the organic carbon content of soils and sediments

.,(Karickhoff et al., 1979; Khan et al., 1979; Hassett et al., 1980).

11. OBJECTrIVE3

The objectives of this summer research period were to determine

"the amount of naphthalene adsorbed on different Florida soils and the

type of adsorption isotherm equation that best describes the adsorption.

* Secondary objectives were to relate certain soil chemical properties with

the intensity and magnitude of naphthalene adsorption. The types of

".e adsorption equations investigated were the Langmuir and Freundlich

equations and the soil chemical properties including mineralogy, soil

organic carbon, pH, E4 /E 6 ratio of the humic material, and "active" Fe

and Al content.
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III. MATERIALS AND 1METODS

Experimental soils

Fifteen soils were collected from the State of Florida based upon

their diversity in mineralogy, clay content, and organic matter content.

Soils were classified according to the SCS system and the characterization

data obtained from the Soil Science Department at the University of Florida.

Soils were air-dried and screened to pass a 2 mm stainless steel sieve

and stored until needed. The chemical and physical characteristics are

shown in Table 1.

Total soil carbon (i.e., organic matter content) was determined at

Tyndall Air Force Environics Laboratory using the wet combustion technique

described by Nelson and Surmmers(1982). A titrirnetric procedure for C02

determination using KOH was employed for quantitation of soil organic

carbon. Soil organic matter characterization was done using the extraction

scheme described by Schnitzer(1982). Humic and Fulvic acids from all 15

soils were isolated and dried using a rotary evaporator and stored for

later analysis. The E /E6 ratio of the isolated humic materials were

measured on a Cary model 219 uv spectrophotometer using the method de-

scribed by Schnitzeir(1982).

Naphthalene analysis was performed using a Water's Associates HPLC

unit using a model 450 variable wavelength uv detector at 220 ran wave-

length, 1 cm cell path,yi.-Bondapak C 8 column, and a 75%/125%. acetonitrile/

water elutent. Known naphthalene standards were prepared in decane and

* used to quantitate the saturated aqueous solution of naphthalene and the

various dilutions used in the adsorption study.
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Table 1. Selected Soil Chemical Properties of Experimental Soils

Soil Al Fe Orianic C E4 /E6 PH
.% % %

Orangeburg B22tg 0.15 1.50 0.15 3.9

Bethera B21tg 0.01 0.36 0.22 3.7

Hornsville B21t 0.39 2.40 0.27 3.8

Myakka Ap 0.32 3.91

Arredondo Ap 0.37 4.90 5.8

Duplin B2t 0.83 2.80 0.47 3.7

"Orangeburg Ap 0.03 0.23 0.51 4.72 4.4

Cander Ap 0.60 3.57

Greenville Ap 0.29 2.30 0.71 4.81 4.9

Bethera Al 0.02 0.27 0.83 4.74 4.0

Duplin Al 0.10 0.83 0.87 4.45 3.9

Oktibbeha Ap 0.44 4.20 0.97 5.3

Hornsville Al 0.49 0.32 1.04 4.58 4.5

Appalachee Ap 0.23 2.90 1.41 5.53 4.1

Terra Ceia Muck 13.62 6.39 5.8

"Active" Al and Fe extracted by cit.-dith. method

.0
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Soil Components

Synthetic Al and Fe hydroxides were prepared by titrating A12 (SOl 3

""-' and FeCl 3 with NaOH to a metal/hydroxide ratio of 1:3. The metal hydroxides

were washed repeatedly with deionized water until a negative C1 test with

AgNO3 was obtained. Metal hydroxides were freeze-dried and stored at 5ec

until needed. Humic acid was extracted from a Terra Ceia muck by the

method of Schnitzer(1982). The humic acid was then freeze-dried and stored

at room temperature until used.

Adsorption Experiments

Adsorption studies were performed in acid-washed 40 ml polyethylene

centrifuge tubes sealed with teflon septums and screw-type caps. Five

grams of soil, 200 mg of Al(OH) and Fe(OH) and 100 mg of humic acid

were placed in the tubes and the appropriate amount of saturated naphtha-

lene solution added and the tubes brought to maximum volume with 0.1 N

CaCl solution to minimize head space and subsequent naphthalene volatili-
2 

j

zation loss. Tubes were placed cn a rotary tumbler and mixed for 24 hours.

Samples were then centrifuged for 20 minutes at 9000 rpm in a Sorvall

refrigerated centrifuge. One hundred)Al of supernatent was withdrawn

and analyzed for naphthalene as previously described. Knowi standards

were included on each run to account for adsorption on to cot:tainer walls.

Initial naphthalene concentrations were approximately 2.7, 5.4 13.0, 20.3,

ao-'l

difference in initial and final concentration minus the amount absorbed

by the container walls.

138-8
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The naphthalene adsorption isotherms were obtained by equilibrating

5.00 g portions of air-dried soil with 40 mls of 0.01 H CaC 2 solutions

containing 0, 2.7, 5.4, 13.0, 20.3, and 26)g naphthalene per ml of solu-

tion in 40 ml septum-capped polyethylene centrifuge tubes. The

equilibrium naphthalene concentration in )Lg/ml was plotted versus the

"* )&,g of naphthalere adsorbed per g of soil or sorbate. All adsorption

data for all 15 soils and the synthetic Al and Fe hydroxides and the

natural humic acid were plotted according to the Langmuir and Freundlich

equations. The form of the Langmuir equation used was

1 C
. ..> CiS - kSmax + S (1)

where C, S, Sma, and k are the equilibrium solution concentration of

the adsorbate, the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at C, the maximum

-: adsorption, and a constant, respectively. If the adsorption fits the

. Langmuir equation, a plot of 1/S versus I/C should yield a straight line

* with a slope of l/Smax and an intercept of l/kSmax.

The second type of adsorption equation investigated was the

Freundlich equation

I/n
so- kCo (2)

"where So, Co, k, and I/n are the amount of adsorbate adsorbed, the equili-

brium solution concentration of adsorbate, a constant, and a constant,

.0 respectively. The logarithm form yields

log so log k + 1/n log CO (3)
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A plot of log SO versus log CO yields a straight line with a slope of

1/n and an intercept of log k. Data fitting either of these adsorption

models does not imply information regarding the chemical nature of nor

the mechanism of adsorption, but rather allows an empirical description

of the overall adsorption process. However, in the case of the Langmuir

"equation, the parameters Smax and k are of predictive value because they

are the adsorption maximum at which naphthalene forms a monolayer on

the solid surface and a constant related to the bonding energy of the

naphthalene on the solid surface, respectively.

"There was not a consistent trend for either adsorption equation on

* all fifteen soils. In some cases the Langmuir equation better described A

naphthalene adeorption, and in other cases the Freundlich equation was

"better suited. There was not a significant statistical relationship

between any of the soil chemical properties listed in Table 1 and the

adsorption equation parameters Smax, Langmuir k, 1/n, or the Freundlich

"k. However, there was a strong relationship between soil organic C and

increased naphthalene adsorption. In general, increasing soil organic C

increased naphthalene adsorption across all soils. It appears that

adsorption on to Al and Fe oxides is of little or no significance as

evident by evaluating the subsoil horizons of 4 of the experimental

soils in addition to the synthetic Al and Fe hydroxides.

The relationship between soil organic C and naphthalene adsorption

is not clear because of the variability in soil organic matter. In order

*.O to better characterize the soil organic matter, the humic 'material was

"- extracted from several soils and characterized by the E4/E6 ratio to

"determine certain properties of the humic fraction. The ratio of optical

densities or adsorbances of silute, aqueous humic and fulvic acid solutionsS
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at 465 and 665 rum (E4 /Et) has been shown to: (I) indicate particle

size; (2) be correlated with free radical concentration, contents of

0, C, C02H and total acidity; (3) not be related to the concentration

of condensed aromatic rings.

In general, the soil organic C content decreases with depth in

most soil profiles and thus comparisons of adsorption data from the

top soil and the subsoil of the same profile indicate the contribution

of soil organic C to the adsorption process. Although all fifteen

soils were evaluated, only the data from the following soils will be

discussed: Orangeburg Ap, Orangeburg B22tg, Terra Ceia muck, and

Bethera B21tg. The adsorption of naphthalene on the Orangeburg Ap and

B22tg (subsoil) are shown in Figures 4a and 8a. It can be seen in these

figures that the Ap horizon significantly adsorbs more naphthalene than

the subsoil horizon (B22tg).

"Evaluation of the Langmuir and Freundlich equations for the two

"Orangeburg soil3 indicates that either equations describes naphthalene

adsorption for the Ap sample, but neither appear to describe the adsorp-

tion on the subsoil (B22tg)(Figures 4b, 4c, 8b, 8c). The two soils

that exhibited the maximum and minimum naphthalene adsorption were the

"Terra Ceia muck and the Arredondo fine sand (Figures 9a and lla). The

Langmuir or the Freundlich equation describes naphthalene adsorption

on the Terra Ceia muck, but neither produce a good fit for the Arredondo

sand. All experimental soils exhibited some capacity for naphthalene

adsorption with increasing adsorption related to increasing organic

carbon, but not related to mineralogy, pH, or "active" Al and Fe oxides

"- .. and hydroxides.
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VI. RECOMMENDMIO±NS

Results from the experiments conducted this summer at the

Environics Laboratory at Tyndall AFB, Florida, indicate the importance

* of soil organic matter in the adsorption of naphthalene by soils.

•. .• -However, to better manage the fate of this Air Force fuel constituent,

"the following information or experiments are needed:

* (1) The nature of the chemical interaction of a non-ionic,

non-polar compound such as naphthalene and soil organic matter needs

to be elucidated via more basic research at a molecular level.

(2) The reversibility of the adsorption process and the

kinetics of this process needs to be investigated to assure a mass

balance approach to the fate of naphthalene in the soil/water system.

(3) Adsorption of naphthalene from more complex (i.e., multiple

a solvent system) solutions that closely simulate jet fuels needs

evaluation.

"(4) Development of a model that includes volatization, biotic

degradation, hdsorption/desorption processes and transport components

that will assist in the evaluation of the overall impact of naphthalene

in the environment.

%
p...
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AN OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY PROBLEM

by

John J. Swetits

* ABSTRACT
~i p

A least cost model for determining an optimal trajectory for

attacking multiple targets on a single pass of the attacking aircraft

is investigated. A Quasi-Newton procedure and a Levinberg-Marquardt

*; procedure for solving an unconstrained ,model are compared. A penalty-

multiplier method for solving a constrained model is investigated.
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I. INTROOUCTION

One of the most demanding tasks forcing the Air Force is countering

the massed armor attack. The problem for the Air Force is to destroy

enough targets, fast enough, w'•th an acceptable aircraft survival rate.

Present day weapon delivery and fire control systems are oriented

j• primarily toward attacking a single target per pass. A means for

4... .. attacking multiple targets on a single pass is needed, not only to

" increase the target kill rate, but also as a way of reducing aircraft

attrition.

- .In the intermediate range of target spacing, there presently exists

no fire control. guidance, either to the pilot or to an automatic control

,- system, for either aircraft trajectory or targeting sensor control. For

a pilot to sequence present day fire control systems for each target,

- simultaneously choosing an aircraft trajectory that maintains surviva-

bility as well as accurate weapon pointing, would be a virtually impossible

task. An algorithm that generates near-optimal trajectory guidance would

solve these problems.

'in the feasibility study described in '81, a trajectory model was

H developed that resulted in an unconstrained cost function which is to be

minimized to obtain an optimal attack trajectory. The cost was expressed

as a sum of squares of a set of residuals. For the model that was

*) considered, twenty four independent variables and one hundred and ninety-

,.-two residuals were involved. A Levenberg-Marquardt r6) algorithm was

used in [8] for the minimization of the cost function. Since the cost

S"-function was unconstrained, a number of difficulties were noted. Some
"-II

of the optimal trajectories contained undesirable or unrealistic features.

Mathematical conditioning problems were also noted, and there were some

"IN questions about the efficiency of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

S- . 139-3
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II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project was to investigate a constrained

version of the optimization problem described in I. In order to gain

some insight into the unconstrained cost function, the unconstrained

problem was investigated through a Quasi-Newton [4,51 optimization

algorithm. The objective here was to obtain a comparison with the

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. A penalty-multiplier technique (23 was

used to investigate a constrained version of the problem wherein the

aircraft altitude was constrained.

III. QUASI-NEWTON METHODS

Let F be a real valued function of n real variab!es. Then it's

well known F43 that 7 is a local minimum of F if F is sufficiently

smooth,, 7F(7) z0, where 7F is the gradient of F, and V2F(7) is positive

definite, where V2 F denotes the Hessian of F. A popular technique for

locating 7 is Newton's method. Let xk be an estimate of 7. Then the

next estimate, Xk+,1 is chosen to satisfy

Xk+l - xk - (v2F(xk)) 'F(xk) (1)

Newton's method works very well with rapid convergence if the initial

estimate of 7 is sufficiently close to Z. However the difficulties with

the method are well known and are detailed, for example, in r41.

The difficulties mentioned above motivated the development if a

class of optimization techniques known as Quasi-Newton methods. The

methods are designed to be globally convergent and to behave like Newton's

method when one is sufficiently close to a minimum of the objective

function. A convenient summary of the technique is given in ý51, while

139-4
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- detailed convergence results can be found in ý41.

Here we briefly describe the procedure and the specific method used

in the project. Let xk bea simate of i, a local mini~iiurn of F. Let

H be a positive definite matrix.' Generate a search direction, S.by
kSk

S k -k VF(x k) (2)

* ~Locate ~k so that

*F(x k +a kSO) min F(x k + tSk)(3

The next estimate, xk1 of is given by

X 2X S 4
k+1 k+ ak k (4

*Revise H kto obtain H k+ nd repeat (2), (3), (4) until convergence to

*x is obtained. Hk~ is required to be positive definite and to satisfy
k+1 k+1X

Xk~ Xk H (VF(x )-VF( (5)

(5) is known as the Quasi-Newton condition.

For this project, H k+1was obtained from Hk by means of the Broyden-

Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno updating procedure: with 6 k X k+1 xk and

1k=7F(xk~ )-VF(x)

T T T T
Yk kyk ~k k 6kykk * kykkH~~ Hk+ (1+.T.- -k (6)

* kyk 6Tkyk 6kyk

rhe efficiency of the above scheme depends on the initial estimate

*of x, the initial choice of Hi. aid how well (3) can be accomplished.

In practice (3) is not acco'mplished exactly, but ctk is only chosen so

that F(x +cOt Sk is sufficiently smaller than F~x) For the present

139-5
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implementation, an Armijo-type procedure Fil was used to achieve the

reduction. In addition it was required that Xk+1 satisfy

STVF(x )apS 7F(xk) (7)

where p was fixed between 0 and 1.

(7) insures that Hk+1, given by (6), is positive definite.

The Quasi-Newton method, as described above, tested very well. The

efficiency of the procedure compared with that reported in the

literature on a variety of test problems. However, when the method was

used on the multiple target trajectory problem, it was consistently

inferior to the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Since the updating

procedure given by (6) is generally acknowledged to be the best of the

Quasi-Newton methods F4,51, it seems reasonable to conclude that one

will not be able to improve on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for

the unconstrained optimization problem considered in the project.

IV. PENALTY-MULTIPLIER METHODS

We now consider the constrained optimization problem

minimize F(x)

subject to

gq(x) S0, 1-1..

where each of F, gi, i - 1,...,j, is a real valued function of n real

variables.

One type of penalty-multiplier method for solving the constrained

problem is as follows. Select scalars X i-1,...,J and c Form
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* • k+ 1 +2
Lk F+ Zig +7ck I(g)ligi i12gi

where
+ k

gi= maxfgi, kXi/ck}
-- /k

Locate an unconstrained minimum of Lk, say xk. Update ki. i =1,...,j,

k+1 i too in ,, and Ck+1. Use Xk as a startingand ck to obtain Xi ....- '

guess for locating an unconstrained minimum of Lk+1, where LkI is

obtained from Lk by replacing ck by Ck+I and X I i 1,...,j, by Xk+l
Sk+1 i=i. . , a d c

"i =1,...,j. The procedure used for updating Ni i =1,...,j, and ck
A 1 •

was
,•:•'-'.. Xi = • X ) i : I ... .. j

and

2 k + 2 +-f Z(g() >Y Z (gi _1 ))2

"if (g(ig)) i
i-1 1 

( k'l

"where B> I and O<y< 1 were fixed. A detailed and exhaustive treatment

of penalty multiplier methods may be found in r2].

This procedure was chosen in order to obtain baseline information

about the trajectory attack problem when aircraft altitude is constrained.

It is relatively easy to program and can use existing unconstrained

optimization softward. When used with the Levenberg-Marquardt uncon-

strained optimi7ation algorithm, the procedure produced acceptable attack

trajectories. However, the method is slow. Optimal trajectories were

obtained but with an unacceptably high number of function evaluations.
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Vt. RECOMMENDATIONS

Clearly, considerably more work needs to be done to obtain a better

understanding of the behavior of the trajectory cost function and to

solve the constrained minimization problem in an efficient way. Regarding

the latter, there are a number of alternative procedures - feasible

directions, penalty methods, dual methods and recursive quadratic pro-

gramming methods. Of these, the last mentioned appears to offer the

best chance of solving the constrained problem in a reasonable amount

I of time. The basic idea of the method is to solve a sequence of quad-

ratic programming problems wherein the objective function is a quadratic

approximation to the Lagrangian of the constrained problem, and the

constraints in the quadratic problem are linear approximations to the

full constraints. A survey of such methods is given in r31. Of these,

I a recent algorithm of Powell r71 appears to offer promise and is well

worth investigating.

139-8
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THE ROLE OF VORTEX SHEDDING IN A BLUFF-BODY COMBUSTOR

by

Richard S. Tankin

ABSTRACT

The results from visual observations and studies of high speed cine

pictures of reacting flows with and without heat release in an axisymmetric,

" unducted, and vertically mounted bluff-body combustor are presented. For the

"reacting experiment without heat release, the fuel, a small concentration of

TiC1 4 vapor added to dry air, is ejected from a jet located at the cencer of

the bluff bodv. Turbulent mixing of the TiCl 4 and H2 0 vapor contained in the

annulus air, results in the formation of micron size particles of TiO2 and

with sheets of light directed both vertically and horizontally, provide a

remarkably detailed visualization of the dynamic structures in the central jet

and the recirculation zone behind Lhe bluff body. The results from similar

experiments with heat release are presented where TiCl 4 vapor is added to the

-gaseous propane and burned. Vortex shedding from the bluff-body is clearly

evident in the experiments without heat release. However, vortex shedding did

not occur in the combustion propane experiments because the recirculating flow

"became laminar as a result of the increase in kinematic viscosity due to the

increase in temperature. Oscillations in the shear layer, observed in all the

combusting experiments, grow in amplitude with increasing annulus air

velocity. However, the flame lifted from the bluff body face before these

oscillations reached sufficient amplitude to produce vortex shedding.

6" "140-2
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Aero Propulsion Laboratory (APL) has developed a bluff body research

combustor for the purposes of: (1) evaluating the performance of conventional

probes and advanced laser techniques and (2) for conducting experiments to aid

in evaluating and developing combustion models. Numerous experiments and

theoretical analyses have yielded a detailed understanding of many of the

characteristics of the combustor. 1  High speed movies have proven to be the

most useful technique for understanding the turbulent combusting flow field.

They revealed the existence of large scale vortices shed from the bluff body

"which plays an important role in the mixing processes in the near and far wake

regions. The interpretation of single point laser Doppler anemometer (LDA)

and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) measurements in terms of

the large scale structures has been greatly enhanced by the use of high speed

cine pictures. Flow visualization coupled with simultaneous single or
6w -multiple point measurements is believed to be essential for understanding the

details of flows containing large scale structures.

Sheet-lighting has been used in recent years to provide quantitative two-

. •dimensional (2-D) visualization of flow fields. Long, et al., used a

Lorenz/Mie scactering technique in an aerosol seeded jet to study the
23,entrainment and mixing processes. Escoda and Long, in a similar study, used

Rayleigh scattering to study a freon jet. Crosley and Kychakoff, et al. 5

used fluorescence scattering to record the 2-D view of the OH formed in a

flame. Johnson and Bennett studied turbulent mixing processes of coaxial jets

discharging into an expanded duct using a fluorescent tracer in a water tunnel
6 7 8experiment. Koochesfahani, et al. and Dimotakis, et al. also used a

fluorescent dye in water tunnel experiments to study the mixing in chemically

5 reacting shear layers and jets, respectively. Theýe studies have demonstrated

the value of different sheet-lighting techniques for studying flows containing

Ilk' large scale structures.

N The objective of this paper is to introduce a two-dimensional (2-D)

S sheet-lighting technique coupled with a fast chemically reacting system that

can provide detailed visualization of turbulent mixing processes without heat

release. This technique also offers the potential for making simultaneous

velocity and relative product concentration measurements. Visualization

results obzained in a small unducted bluff-body combustor, of similar design

140-4
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to that used in Reference 1, are presented as a demonstration of the

technique. Micron size TiO2 particles are used as the scattering mdeia.

These particles are formed as a product of the reaction of TiC1 4 and H2 0.

This reaction has been used by several investigators to provide seed particles

for LDA measurements. 9 " 0  To our knowledge, however, the potential use of

this reactive system as a tool for studying turbulent mixing processes has not

been explored. The TiO2 particle size has been reported to be fairly uniform

and is generally in the 0.2 to I micron range with only a small fraction in

* the 2 to 3 micron range. 0 Particles in this size range can follow the flow

N and also provide good Mie scattering centers. Normally, large concentrations

of TiO2 particles are formed so that the prospects of obtaining unbiased LDA

results by uniformly sampling, as demonstrated in Reference 10, appear good.

* ,The scattered light intensity from a measurement volume might also be directly

* proportional to the TiO2 concentration; however, this point needs to be

carefully examined before such a claim can be made. The reaction seems to be

* nearly instantaneous since TiO2 particles begin to form just at the exit of a

high speed jet in which a uniform mixture of TiCl 4 and dry air is injected

into humid air. This indicates that the reaction is mixing limited and can be

effectively used to study turbulent mixing processes. The corrosive nature of

TiCI 4 and HCI may have discouraged its use in the past but with proper

handling procedures and good ventilation and exhaust systems, this does not

"appear to be a serious problem.

U-, , II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT

•. f The objective of this research was to study, by sheet-lighting, the

.- reaction zone using TiCI4 vapor and dry air as fuel and room air as the

oxidizer. The water vapor in the room air reacts with the TiC1 4 to form TiO2

particles. High speed motion pictures and 35 mm still pictures were taken.
. The Mie scattering from the TiO2 particles gives an insight into the

complicated fluid flow in the reaction zone as well as the vortex shedding.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. The

bluff body combustor was symmetrically mounted in a small vertical combustion

tunnel. The fuel nozzle located at the center of the 60 mm diameter bluff

"140-5%.'•
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body is 4.78 m in diameter. This nozzle has a short-tapered contour as

recommended by ASME for providing a flow with a flat velocity profile and low

tubulence intensity at the exit. The combustion tunnel was also designed to

provide air with a flat velocity profile and low turbulent level to a test

section. The tunnel, with an 80 mm diameter, can be operated either ducted or

unducted. For the experiments reported in this paper, it was unducted and

thus subject to room air currents. During the experiments, the only

7 ventilation system operating was the exhaust hood which was placed about 50 cm

directly above the tunnel. Though precautions were taken to still the room

-'.air, disturbances in the combustor flow field attributed to room air currents

were occasionally observed, especially when the combustor was operated at

annulus velocities of 2 m/s or less.

"The 60 mm diameter bluff body has also been operated in the 254 mm

diameter, ducted combustion tunnel at APL. Although the results from these

experiments will not be presented in this paper, several observations are

noteworthy. In the large ducted tunnel, the flame was attached to the bluff

"body face at annulus velocities in excess of 20 i/a; whereas in the small

unducted tunnel, the flame lifted from the face when the velocity exceeded

i about 4 m/s. If the small tunnel was operated long enough for a layer of soot

about 2 -m thick to form on the bluff body face, the flame would remain

-• . attached for velocities up to 8 m/s. The combusting experiments reported in

this paper at high annulus velocities used the soot layer to stabilize the

J flame. About a ± 2.5% variation in the annulus velocity at different spatial

locations was noted in the small tunnel. This variation did cause some

" ". *asymmetry in the flow field and could have contributed to the flame detachment

"problem. Vortex shedding from the bluff body was observed in the large tunnel.4j

with an annulus velocity of about 18 m/s but not in the small tunnel where the

I velocity was about 8 m/s.

The flow rate in the central jet at the nozzle exit is measured with

4-"calibrated rotameters. A pressure regulator is used to set and maintain a

"given flow rate of air to the annular region of the nozzle. A pitot tube and

r •precision monometer are used to determine the velocity at the annular exit.

.4This determination was made prior to each test run.

'1•
Experiments were conducted with building air flowing in the annular

region and either dry air or propane containing small amounts of TiCI 4 vapor

140-6
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,; flowing through the central jet. Some experiments were conducted to show the

Sdifferences in the flow field with and without heat release. In these

experiments, TiC14 vapor was added to the propane but not ignited. In some

"combusting experiments, TiC14 vapor was added to the propane to increase the

particle concentration so that cine pictures could be made.

- The optical set-up consists of a A-watt Argon Ion Laser, which is

operated at the 5145 A Argon Ion line. The laser beam strikes a quartz rod

whose diameter is 8 mm. This rod acts as a cylindrical lens. The light beam

fans out in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the quartz rod. The angle of

divergence depends on the rod diameter (greater for small diameters). The

2 thickness of the sheet-light is approximately equal to the diameter of the

laser beam exiting from the laser (1.25 mm). To increase the intensity of

sheet-lighting of the test section, a plane front-surfaced mirror was placed

behind the test section. The position of this mirror was adjusted so that the

-H sheet-light is reflected back on itself. In this manner, the light intensity

at the test section is increased nearly twofold. Tests were also conducted

with horizontal and vertical sheets of light simultaneously appearing in tile

"test section. To accomplish this, a beam splitter, another cylindrical rod,

and a mirror were added to the optical set-up. A variable speed chopper was

installed at the laser output to allow strobing of the light sheets and make
• "" possible observations of dominant frequencies and vortex shedding.

Because of the continuum radiation from hot carbon particles in the

iipropane flames, the laser light scattered by the cooler carbon and TiO,

. particles within certain sections of the flame zone was difficult to

K - observe. This difficulty was overcome by using a narrow, band-pass optical

filter. The filter used was centered at 5145 A and had a half-width of 90

"A. The light intensity at 5145 A is reduced 40%. With this filter in place,

the yellow continuum radiation from the carbon in the reaction zone is nearly

-" eliminated; thus, allowing one to observe the sheet-lit plane within the

prop-ne flame.

Still pictures (35 mm) and high speed motion pictures were taken of the

sheet-lighzed reacting flow. At the beginning of each reel (or roll) of film

a target (10 mm grid) was mounted over the center of the nozzle, where the

laser sheet is located. The target was used to focus the camera as well as

provide a grid for making measurements from the photographs. The sheet-light

1 .- 140-7
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a '.intensity was sufficient to allow still picture, in most instances, to be

el taken at f 4.0 1/2000 second. Motion pictures were taken, in most instances,

at f 2.8 and 1000 frames per second. The shutter speed of the motion pictures

is approximately 1/2600 sec. To take pictures when the sheet-light is

"horizontal, a mirror was installed at about 60 cn above the nozzle. Thus, it

was possible to make photographs directly above the nozzle with the optical

axis of the camera perpendicular to the horizontal sheet-light. When the

optical filter was in place, it was necessary to increase the exposure time

one stop.

"Tests were conducted over a wide range of operating conditions. For

example, in the cold flow experiments, the Reynolds number of the annular flow

was varied from 1250 to 22,500, the central jet from 290 to 5,000. For the

propane experiments, the Reynolds number of the annular flow varied from 2500

to 10,000; the central jet from 500 to 11,000, calculated based on inlet

conditions.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section is organized into two subsections: Reacting Cold Flow and

Combusting Flow. The results obtained from ejecting a mixture of TiCl 4 vapor
• " and dry air from the central jet and mixing this with moist air from the

•a .annulus are presented in the reacting cold flow subsection along with the

locations of the forward and aft stagnation points for a wide range of annulus

Svelocities. Descriptions of the flow field that result for different fuel

velocities and a trace of the time history of shed vortices are also

N presented. The combusting flow fields are described in the combusting flow

subsection. TiC1 4 vapor was added to the central propane jet to aid in

"visualizing the flow field through the flame. Also, some photographs of the

non-combusting propane and TiCl 4 mixture are presented.

;--: IVa. Reacting Cold Flow

Location oZ Porward and Aft Stagnation Points. The bluff body

combustor can be thought of as two widely spaced jets: an annular jet and a

central fuel jet. A recirculation zone Is established as a result of the

*. expansion and entrainment of the annular jet. The reverse flowing air in the

recirculation zone is in direct opposition to the flow of the central jet.

-• I140-8
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For flow conditions at wnich the momentum of the reverse flowing air is larger

than the momentt=m of the central jet, the central jet 71ow will be turned back

towards the bluff body. The axial velocity of the central jet is zero at the

point where this occurs. The centerline location, where the central jet is

turned, is called the forward stagnation point. The maximum centerline length

of the recirculation zone is called the aft stagnation point. When the

momentum of the central jet is larger than that of the reverse flowing air,

the central jet will penetrate the recirculating zone, and hence no stagnation

points exist along the centerline.

.he forward and aft stagnation points were measured over a wide range of

annulae and central jet velocities. These measurements were made by simply

mo,,nting an L-shaped tube on a vertical travcrsing mechanism and using it as a

positioning probe that could be readily moved in and out of the test

section. Somi judgement Is required on the mean location of the stagnation

points because of fluctuations, but by visually averaging, the results appear

to repeat fairly well. (A typical set of sheet lighted photographs are shown

in Figure 2.)

4 "The ?rocedure is as follows: The annular air flow is set ar a prescribed

flow (determined by pitot measurements) and the central fuel jet (TiCL4 vapor

and air) is varied incrementally until the jet penetrates. At each

incremental change, the position of the forward stagnation point is measure.

"Two sets of data were collected on different days. Figure 3 shows a typical

set of data points. Except for the lowest annular flow rates (1 to 3 m/s) the

variation between the data points was generally less than 10%. A total of

" approximately 500 measurements were made. The data for each annulus velocity

were averaged and a smooth curve was drawn through the points. The data

"collected were to be plotted as dimensionless variables with the fundamental

variables being L (forward stagnation point), L (aft stagnation point), VA
(annular velocity), Vj (central jet velocity), do (outer diameter of annulus),

di (inner diameter of annulus), dj (diameter of central jet) and v, the

following relation is obtained:

" dod d
L i 0

-L =fl(V V A V d d

Since the geometry in these experiments is fixed,
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"i~~ ~ fa(,v
AA

it was found that the data (L/L ) collapsed to a single curve when plotted
p

against Vi/VA (see Figure 4).

The data points were obtained from smooth curve fits of the averaged data

as -previously explained. The afc stagnation point was found to have a

constant value of 49 m for annulus velocities greater than 4 m/s. The

equation for the curve is given on the graph. The observatioa that

penetration occurs at a velocity ratio of one should not be generalized since

a different size bluff body or central jet would very likely give a different

result. These data suggest that the time average flow fields are similar for

conditions where the ratio of annular velocity (VA) to central jet velocity

(Vj) is a constant.

Let us define at onset of penetration a friction factor, f, as

2 Lp(VA+Vj)

The following table of f versus RA is computed from the data.

Table I. Values of T versus RA

itAf

1,250 .0111
2,500 .0135
3,750 .00940
5,000 .01053
7,500 .0133

10,000 .0130
12,500 .0127
15,000 .0140
17,500 .0141
20,000 .0136
22,500 .0120

For turbulent flow in the annulus (RA C10,000), T- .0132 k 9Z. It would be

interesting to determine how geometrical changes in the nozzle effect ±. If

"it is truly a constant (0.0132) for turbulent flow over a wide range of

geometries, it would be significant. One could then compute the aft

stagnation point (Lp) knowing the entrance conditions and the central jet

140-10



diameter.

Flow Field Descriptions. Of necessity, turbulent recirculAting flows

are usually described in terms of time averaged flow fields. Visual

observations of the sheet-lit reacting cold flow field of the bluff body tend

to provide a time averaged view. Viewed in this way, flow conditions with the

same velocity ratio (Vi/VA) appear similar to the eye. In general, one

observes a large recirculation zone (a toroidal vortex) which is bound to the

bluff body and is driven by the annular jet. The central jet flow extends
into the cenrer of the recirculation zone. A second recirculation zone, which

!a driven by the central jet as it entrains fluid, appears narrow and

stretched along the stem of the central jet. In an attempt to characterize

the visually observed flow fields, three geieral flow conditions might ba

identified. The first condition is charz-terized by the domination of the

annular jet. The second is where neither jet dominates and the third is where

the central jet dominates. Each of these will be discussed in the following

paragraphs.

The annular jet appears to dominate the flow field for small velocity

ratios (Vi/VA) up to a value of about 0.4. For these conditions, the momentum

of the reverse flow is sufficiently large to turn the central jet flow before

it reaches the height of the time averaged center of the large recirculation

zone. The vortex center is approximately 25 mm above the bluff body. In this

case, the central jet is very unstable and moves from side to side in an

erratic way. Figure 20 shows a snapshot of the flow field with the annular

"• jet dominant. Although the snapshot does not represent the time averaged view

of the ilow, it does clearly show the asymmetry of the flow field produced by

the central jet being pushed to the left at the instance the picture was

taken.

"Neither jet appears to dominate the flow field for velocity ratios

between 0.4 and about 1.5. When the momentum of the central jet is sufficient

to move the forward stagnation point above the axial height of the large

vortex center, the stem of the jet does not move. However, the tip of the jet

does fluctuate a distance of a few millimeters in all directions. As the

velocity ratio approaches one, the central jet penetrates about 50% of the

."W time and at a ratio of about 1.5, it penetrates 100% of the timn.

7 140-11
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The central jet appears to dominate the flow field for velocity ratios
greater than 1.5. The central jet appears to entrain a large quantity of

r. The annulus air is pulled in around the shear layer of the

annular jet and back along the shear layer of the central jet. The central

jet entrainment can also reduce the size of the recirculation zone.

Although the velocity ratio is a good parameter to characterize the time

average flow field, it is not sufficient. Flow fields at low and high

velocities, but with a constant velocity ratio, appear very different when the

laser sheet is chopped. Large spiral vortices are apparent in the shear layer
of the annular jet and other vortices are observed in the central jet. Some

of these vortices are captured in the photographs in Figure 2. These vortices

can interact in numerous ways depending on the Reyn~jdgjnlmbers of the two

jets. For annulus velocities below 1 m/s (Re - VA -_ -v 1250) the

recirculation zone appears to be laminar. At velocities between 1 and 8 m/s

(Re > 10,000), quasi periodic spiral vortices are formed in the shear layer of

the annular jet. The size of the spiral vortices is reduced as the velocity
is increased. At 8 mia (Re - 10,000) a notable change in the noise level

occurs and frequency random vortex shedding is apparent. We believe the flow

transitions to fully developed turbulence at this point. A similar transition

from laminar to turbulent flow was n.ted in the central jet. It appeared

laminar for velocities below I a/s and transitioned to turbulent flow at about

8 m/s. Figure 5 shows the dynamic events occurring in a horizontal plane 37

Im above the nozzle face.

lVb. Combusting Flow

Flow Field Des-ription. The first photograph in Figure 6 shows a
flame stabilized on the bluff body face where the annulus velocity is I m/P

and the central jet propane velocity is 0.5 m/s. The second photograph shows

a laser sheet-lit view of the same flame taken with an optical filter to

eliminaLe light from sources other than the laser. The Hi. scattered light

from the soot and TiO2 particles clearly show the laminar structure of the

flame. The central jet is identified by a bright jet boundary surface.
Surrounding the jet is a bound toroidal vortex. The vortex center is located

approximately 20Z of the bluff body diameter above the base. The bright

converging downstream structure is a flame zone which is obnerved in the

laboratory to extend very near to the base of the bluff body. The dark region

140-12
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on the right-hand side between jet surface and vortex ring shows an air

entrainment pathway into the recirculation zone. In high speed movies, such

entrainment pathways are observed to exist for extended periods of time

compared to the period of rotaLion of the vortex.

The third photograph in Figure 6 shows a sheet-lit view of non-combusting

flow with propane and TiC14 in the central jet and the same inlet conditions

as the combusting case. In contrast to the exothermic flow, the cold flow is

in a transition state with active vortex shedding from the bluff body.

Comparison of the cold flow structure with that of the hot flow confirms that

the latter flow is strongly affected by combustion laminarization due to the

lprge increase in kinematic viscosity at higher temperature (approximately a

* factor of 10).

Figure 7 shows a propane flame with a central jet velocity of 4 m/s and

an annulua air velocity of I m/s. With this increase in velocities, the flame

4• exhibits a tower-like structure created by a train of large amplitude

interfacial waves developed in the mixing layer between the recirculation zone

and the annulus air. These waves are prematurely terminated at the tip of the

* - •recirculating wake before they mature into spiral vortices. The center

photograph in Figure 7 is a laser sheet-lit view which reveals the interior

structure of this flame. The irregular arrangement of structures in the wake

and upper portion of the central jet indicate that both the wake and jet are

in a transition state. The third photograph shows the non-combusting case

with the propane and TiCl 4 in the central jet. Comparison between combusting

and noncombusting cases again demonstrates the strong laminarization effect

induced by combustion.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Laser sheet-lighting the product of a chemical reaction combined with

"photography, especially high-speed movies, is shown to be a very valuable tool
- in the study of a bluff body combustor. In contrast to seeding the upstream

flow with particles for visualization, sheet-lighting the product of a fast

chemical reaction in the flow field provides a view of the mixing processeL

and how the product and air species are transported. The TiC14 water vapor

.*,,• reaction proved to be an excellent choice for use in this new program.
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"In this study, three primary modes of operation of the combustor with

their characteristic flow structures are identified. These modes are a highly

dominant annular jet mode, a highly dominant central jet mode, and an

intermediate mode where the central jet penetrates the recirculation zone of

the bluff body Intermittenly. Measurements of the central jet stagnation

"point normalized by the aft scagnation point of the recirculation zone are

found to correlate with the ratio of central jet to annular jet velocity for

"the cold flow cases. Thus, the jet velocity ratio is found to be one of the
""parameters which can be used to characterize the time average flow field of an

operating mode.

The dynamics of large vortex structures appears to play a governing role

in mass transport and mixing in all of the flows studied. Vortex shedding

from the bluff body appears to be a primary mechanism of mass exchange between

the recirculation zone, annuluar jet, and downstream region for the cold flow

* cases. The high speed movies reveal that the flow fields are not axisymmetric

"and steady, but rather, highly three-dimensional and unsteady in terms of the

"dynamic evolution of large scale vortical structures. In combustirg flows, a

strong laminarization effect due to heat release with consequent increase in

- kinematic viscosity was observed. This effect appears to prevent vortex

shedding from the bluff body for the flow rate range of this study.

The success of this sheet-lighting visualization technique combined with

- high speed cine photography in this study opens up a wide range of possibili-

ties for future studies. A few of these possibilities include: the study of

the effect of blockage ratio on combustor operating modes and flow field
dynamics, the study of ducted versus unducted flows, and a study correlating

"* -. the visualization of vortex dynamics recorded in high speed movies with the

"results of simultaneous measurements made with advanced diagnostic techniques

such as laser Doppler anemometer and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy.

The prospects of acoustically driving the flow and using a sheet-lit laser

strobe for conditional sampling seems another attractive possibility.

14.1
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AN INVESTIGATION OF ACETYLCHOLINE AS A

4 NEUROTRANSMITTER OF CEREBELLAR MOSSY

FIBERS

by

I William E. Thomas

ABSTRACT

The function of acetylcholine as a neurotransmitter of cerebellar

"F- mossy fibers was investigated using a subcellular fractionation proce-

i dure. The synthetic and degradative enzymes for acetylcholine were

present in a purified fraction of mossy fiber terminals or glomeruli;• 
,"

however, no enrichment was found. Studies of choline uptake revealed

the presence of a high-affinity transport system in the glomerular

fraction. This choline uptake system exhibited a Kt of 1.1 uM and a

"Vmax of 5.46 pmol/min/mg protein. Uptake was Na+ dependent, inhibited

by hemicholinium-3, and could be distinguished from homoexchange. On

the hasis of the presence of CAT, ACHE, and especially high-affinity

-: choline ýFtake in the purified glomerular preparation, it was concluded

"-that some f.actlon of the mossy fibers is cholinergic.
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I. Introduction

The function of acetylcholine (ACh) as a neurotransmitter of mossy

fibers in the cerebellum is an unresolved issue. The mossy fibers

are one of the two sources of afferent input to this tissue and ter-

minate in a large glomerular synaptic structure. In some early

studies, histochemical staining for acetyicholinesterase (AChE)

showed this enzyme to be localized in a subpopulation of mossy fiber

terminals 1,2. However, concurrent physiological studies indicated

that it was unlikely that ACh was a transmitter of the mossy fibers 3 .

Still other physiological investigations supported ACh asa potential

mossy fiber transmitter 4 . Using biochemical techniques, choline

acetyltransferase (CAT) activity was shown to be localized in the

granular layer of the cerebellum5 , the layer containing the mossy

fiber torminals. Further biochemical studies have shown that CAT

co-localizes with AChE and that both enzymes are significantly re-

duced by deafferentation6 .

A favored technique in investigating mossy fiber neurochemistry

has been subcellular fractionation. The large size of the mossy

fiber terminal enhances the ability to isolate the synaptic glomerulus

by differential centrifugation. In initial subcellular fractionations

of cerebellum, ACh 7 and CAT8 were enriched in fractions containing the

mossy fiber glomeruli. However, subsequent reports of more extensive

fractionations, yielding purer fiactions of mossy fiber terminals, in-

dicated no enrichment of CAT activity in these fractions 9 10' 121 ,1 2 .

In contrast to this finding, Kan et al_._ reported the immunohisto-

chemical localization of CAT in mossy fibers. Thus, while there is

some evidence to suggest that ACh may be a transmitter of the mossy
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fibers, there are conflicting reports which render the issue unclear.

The cerebellum plays a pivotal role in motor control and coordi-

nation. An enhancement of cerebellar function may produce a direct

enhancement of motor activity. In this light, the U.S. Air Force

has a continuing interest in understanding cerebellar function. The

pilot-cockpit interphase is highly dependent upon motor coordination.

Aru understanding of cerebellar function may lead to ways to improve

this function and result in an enhancement of motor coordination and

1 pilot performance.

The author of this report has nine years of neurochemical research

experience. Much of the work performed during this period involved

cholinergic mechanismsin the CNS. My continuing interests have been

the identification of cholinergic cells in the CNS, particularly the

cortex, and an investigation of the properties of ACh metabolism by

these cells. These interests proved very compatible with the Air

Force's interest in understanding cerebellar function and resulted

in the research project described herein.

II. Objectives

The cverall objective of this research project was to evaluate the

"role of ACh as a neurotransmitter of cerebellar mossy fibers. Identi-

fication of the transmitter compounds used by individual neurons is

basic to an understanding of the function of any area of the CNS.

The cerebellar cortex offers some advantage in this regard because

of the relatively small number of cell types it contains. The iden-

"- tification of 'he transmitters used by various neurons in the cere-

bellum would clearly contribute to a better understanding of cere-

bellum operation. Furthermore, knowledge of the transmitter

"141-5
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compounds may lead to a mechanism for improving cerebellar function.

Toward this end, the present study was undertaken in an effort to

resolve the question of whether ACh is a transmitter of one class of

afferent processes to the cerebellum, the mossy fibers.

III. Approach

A critical aspect of the approach implemented in this investigation

was the utilization uF a highly purified preparation of mossy fiber

glomeruli. Dr. David Terrian of Brooks AFB has developed a sub-

cellular fractionation procedure for the preparation of a fraction

of mossy fiber glomeruli. The details of this subcellular frac.-

tionation procedure will not be discussed here; however, greater

than 95% of the material in the final fraction is giomerulus parti-

cles. Dr. Terrian kindly provided the subcellular fractions of

cerebellar tissue (bovine) used in this project and was a valuable

collaborator in the performance of this work.

The approach utilized in this study was to determine the level

of cholinergic marker enzymes, CAT and AChE, in cerebellar subfrac-

tions. The activity of both enzymes was assayed according to pre-

viously published radiometric procedures[4, 15 . In this way, the

co-enrichment of cholinergic markers with the mossy fiber glomeruli

was investigated. In addition, the high-affinity uptake of choline

was investigated in the purified glomerular fraction. Choline up-

take experiments were performed essentially as described by Maleque

et al. 16 using tritiated choline. High-affinity choline uptake has

been indicated as a specific marker of cholinergic nerve terminals.

Thus, choline uptake by the glomerular fraction, in conjunction with

the subcellular distribution of CAT and AChE, was used toassess

141-4
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the potential cholinergic nature of cerebellar mossy fibers.

IV. Results

• * A. Subcellular distribution of CAT and AChE

The subcellular fractionation procedure used resulted in the

production of seven major subcellular fractic'ns. The initial

homogenate of bovine cerebellar tissue was filtered several times

to obtain a filtrate fraction. A pellet corresponding to the

nuclear fraction, and containing the mossy fiber glomeruli, was

k- obtained by centrifugation, of the filtrate. Subsequent differen-

tial centrifugation of the nuclear fraction in Ficoll resulted

in the production of a crude mitochondrial pellet and a super-

natant fraction which contained the glomer'lus particles. The

supernatant fraction was washed and pelleted to yield the crude

gomerular fraction. The crude glomerular fraction was sub-

fractionated on sucrose gradients to yield a fraction of

medullated fibers and the purified glomerular fraction.

The activities of CAT and AChE in the initial homogenate

"-• of cerebellum and the subcellular fractions are presented in

Table I. The level of both enzymes in the homogenate is con-

"sistent with established values for cerebellar tissue. The

•0 enzyme CAT, which is considered a highly specific marker of

cholinergic terminals, showed no enrichment in the purified

glomerular fraction in comparison to the initial homogenate.

Also, none of the intermediate fractions containing the glomerulus

"particles (filtrate, nuclear, supernatant and crude glomerular)

showed any enrichment of CAT. The enzyme AChE is a less specific

marker of cholinergic terminals than CAT. The purified glomerular

141-7
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"fraction exhibited only a slight enrichment of ACHE, and the

"intermediate fractions containing the glomerulus particles

showed no consistent pattern of AChE enrichment. These find-

ings for both enzymes are in agreement with previously publish-
•'. ~ed results707

The previous interpretation given to the lack of enrichment

of CAT and AChE in purified gloirorular preparations was that this

eliminated the possiblity of ACh as a transmitter of the mossy

fibers. However, while CAT and AChE are not enriched in the

glomerular fraction, both enzymes are certainly present. Possi-

ble neurochemical heterogeneity of glomerulus particles in com-

_q bination with the level of recovery and even the possibility

of differential recovery of various neurochemical types must be

14•• 1considered. These considerations appear to warrant a different

interpretation. Thus, a more accurate conclusion from the

present findings would be that they do not provide stronge sup-

port for ACh as a neurotransmitter of the mossy fiber; however,

"1 " the findings are not completely negative.

B. Uptake of choline by the purified glomerular fraction

High-affinity choline uptake was investigated in the puri-

fied glomerular fraction as anothermeans of assessing the

presence of cholinergic terminals. As shown in Fig. 1, the

glomerular fraction accumulated 3H-choline and the level of

'..uptake was dependent on protein concentration (the lines in

r_7 -all figures were determined by linear regression). This uptake

"was determined at a choline concentration (0.1 PM) which is well

within the range of high-affinity choline uptake reported for

other cholinergic preparations. At the same concentration of

"-. - ,141-9
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Fig. 1. Dependence of choline uptake on glomerular fraction protein
concentration. The indicated protein concentrations of purified

* glonierular fraction were incubated with 0.1 PM 3H-choline for 5 min.
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labelled choline, uptake remained linear for at least 30 min

(Fig.2). Thus, the glomerular fraction exhibited choline uptake

at low concentrations of choline, uptake was dependent on

"glomerular fractioo protein concentration and was linear with

time.

The level of choline uptake was determined at different choliiie

• )concentrations. Uptake increased as the concentration of labelled

choline increased (Table II). The data presented in Table II was

analyzed via a Lineweaver-Burke double reciprocal plot to deter-

mine the kinetic constants of uptake. As shown in Fig. 3, choline

uptake by the purified glomerular fraction had a Kt of 1.1 PM and

a Vmax of 5.46 pmol/min/mg protein. These values correspond wellI'. with the kinetic constants of high-affinity choline uptake deter-

mined in various cholinergic systems.

While the above mentioned features of choline uptake by the

glomerular fraction support the existence of a specific high-

"affinity choline transport system in this preparation, other pro-

perties of neurotransmitter-related high-affinity choline trans-

port in nervous tissue have been characterized. These include a

dependence on Na+ ions and select inhibiton by the compound

hemicholinium-3. Hence, the effects of reduced Na+ concentration

and hemicholinium-3 on choline uptake by the purified glomerular

fraction was investigated. Uptake was significantly inhibited

"by hemicholinium-3 (Table III). A 5 pM concentration of this

compound reduced uptake by 79%, and a higher concentration pro-

duced further inhibition. In experiment II (Table III), the Na+

concentration was reduced from the normal value of 118 mM to 32

141-11
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Table II. Kinetics of Choline Uptake by
i .the Purified Glomerular Fraction

k choline choline uptake

concentration (uM) (pmol/minlmg)

0.05 0.24 + 0.04

0.10 0.45 + 0.06

-. 0.50 1.67 + 0.34

1.00 2.80 + 0.31

5.00 7.50 + 1.40

i 25.00 23.17 + 5.20

• '..1i",

,* .,
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and 0 mu by replacement with equimolar amounts of sucrose. At

32 3ml Na+, a significant reduction in choline uptake was observed.

Greater than 50% of the uptake was inhibited in Na+-free medium.

A complicating factor in the characterization of high-affinity

choline uptake in other areas of nervous tissue has been the

presence of a homoexchange mechanism. Homoexchange is clearly

distinct from high-affinity uptake in that it results in no in-

tracellular accumulation of choline, it isa direct exchange of

intracellular choline for extracellular choline. Choline entering

the cell via hoonoexchange is thought to reside in a different pool

from that entering via high-affinity uptake. Choline in the homo-

exchange pool can be flushed or turned over by replacement with

extracellularly derived choline. The contribution of homoexchange

to the total choline uptake in the purified glomerular fraction

was investigated. Aliquots of the glomerular fraction were in-

cubated with 3H-choline to load them with label. These aliquots

were then postincubated with excess unlabelled choline to turnover

"or flush exchangeable intracellular label. As shown in Table III

"(experiment III), a significant portion of the choline contained

by the glomerulus particles was exchangeable. However, with post-

incubation in increasing amounts of unlabelled choline, the

amount of labelled choline exchanged plateaued. This was reached

at a level of approximately 59% of the total 3H-choline content.

Thus, a significant fraction was also not exchaageable and re-

mnained within the glomerulus particles. This fraction, greater

than 40%, appears to correspond to accumulation via a high-affinity

choline transport system.
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"On the basis of these results, the purified glomerulus

particles contain a high-affinity uptake system for choline. This

uptake system has a Kt of 1,1 pM and a Vmax of 5.46 pmol/min/mg.

The uptake system is inhibi';ed by hemicholinium-3 and dependent

on Na+ ions. A choline homoexchange system also exists in the

giomerulus particles. Choline uptake by the high-affinity trans-

port system can be distinguished from homoexchange. Greater than

40% of the total choline uptake corresponded to specific high-

affinity transport.

V. Recommendations

"The overall conclusion from this project is that it is highly

likely that ACh is a transmitter of some mossy fibers in bovine

cerebellum. Even though no enrichment of CAT or AChE was found

in the purified glomerular fraction, significant amounts of both
enzymes, comparable to the crude homogenate, were present. This

emphasizes the possibility that the mossy fibers may have hetero-

geneous transmitter chemistry and that some fraction is cholinergic.

u• While the result from the subcellular distribution of CAT and AChE

must be viewed simply as not eliminating the possibility of ACh

as a transmitter of the mossy fibers, the identification of a

7 high-affinity uptake system for choline provides strong, if not

conclusive, evidence of cholinergic function. High-affinity choline

uptake has been tauted as a highly specific marker for cholinergic

terminals. Thus, on the basis of the presence of CAT, AChE, and

especially high-affinity choline uptake in the purified glomerular

"- fraction, it is concluded that some fraction of the mossy fibers

is cholinergic.

-l 141-17



While the described results strongly support the conclusion

reached, this conclusion cannot yet be viewed as unequivocal.

There are several additional experiments which would act to

confirm the stated conclusion. These experiments are given as

the following recommendations:

(1) Detetmine the distribution of ACh itself in

cerebellar subcellular fractions.

(2) Investigate the releaseability of label under

physiological conditions from purified glomerulus

particles after 3 H-choline uptake.

(3) Verify the identity of releaseable label as

being ACh.

These immediate recommendations, which would confirm the overall

conclusion of this project, represent part of the basis for follow-

on research in the form of a Research Initiation Grant. These ex-

periments, as well as unfinished experiments from a second project

described in the accompanying final report, will be proposed in

a subsequent Research Initiation Grant.

In conclusion, the precent results of this project provide

strong support for ACh as a transmitter of cerebellar mossy fibers

and the immediate recommendations would establish this unequivo-

cally. As a long range recommendation, it is suggested that

electron microscopic immunohistochemical localization of CAT in

the purified glomerular fraction would allow a determination of

the percentage of mossy fibers that are cholinergic.

141-18
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- Unified Real Part of Suscegtibility over

I.' Millimeter through Infrared Region

by

Ken Tomiyama

ABSTRACT

The imaginary part of the complex susceptibility from millimeter

to infrared and beyond has been studied extensively because of

its association with the absorption spectra. However, the recent

trend of computing the dispersion has developed the neea for the

.44 real part of the susceptibility as well. This report partially

answ-iers this need by proposing an approximate unified real part

e'.,xpression with the line coupling term included for the use in

both millimeter and infrared regions. The approach is to exaamine

the two limiting forms in the millimeter and infrared regions,

obtained through the Kramers-Kronig relationship, from the res-

pective approximate imaginary parts in those regions. Then the

two profiles were bridged by observing the transition from one

range to the other. The accuracy of the proposed function was

numerically checked using a newly obtained series expression for

the exact real part. and was shown to be excellent in the

vicinity of the line center where the real part is nontrivial.
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I. Introduction:

"The imaginary part of the complex susceptibility has been

studied extensively in conjunction with the radiation and absorp-

tion spectra among other applications. There is a large accu-

mulation of knowledge on functional forms of the imaginary part

and their characteristics. Recent advances in spectral theory

"and measurement techniques prompted the need for the real part of

A the susceptibility, which is related to the dispersion in a

* similar manner as that of the imaginary part to the absorption.

It is kno0wn that the real and imaginary parts of the complex

"susceptibility are related by the Kramers-Kronig relationship

through the Hilbert transform (Van Vleck 1977). Simply, what we

need to acomplish is to find a functional form of the real part

that corresponds to the known imaginary part via this rela-

tionship. Ho',;ever, one point to be made is that previous studies

dealt with tI-_i:- subject either from the millimeter (MM) wave or

-! infrared (IR) wave perspective but not in the unified manner (for

example, Kemp 1978, Marshall 1978, and Liebe 1981).

Our strategy will be to start with the MM wave case and then

to move on to the IR case. We introduce several approximations

for the IR case to simplify the computation. Then the two re-

sults will be bridged together by introducing a new real part

function. The proposed function will be shown to reduce to the

two e>xtreme cases by taking proper limits.

We use the Van Vleck-Huber line shape function (Huber 1966,

and Van Vleck 1977' with the line coupling (Rosenkrantz 1975)

Se r he. It is not-d that it is important to incorporate th~e zero-
"Qsum ru~le- of the line coupling terms (Balanger 1958). However, we
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will show that as long as one keeps the complete expression,

"correct results can be obtaind even for a single line without

Susing the zero-sum rule.

* Ultimate justification of the proposed real part would be

, the numerical comparison with the exact expression. However,

* because the closed form of the exact real part is not available,

we derived an infinite series representation. The obtained

series expression was used successfully in the numerical

validation of the proposed real part.

II. O jbetive:

The main objective of this project is to propose and vali-

"date a unified approximate real part of the complex suscepti-

", bility. For this end, we pose the following specific objectives;

(1) To obtain an approximate real part for the MM wave region

using the corresponding approximate imaginary part and the

V Hilbert transform as explained above.

(2) To repeat (1) for the IR region.

(7) To propose a unified real part for the entire frequency

"a. "'" range using the results in (1) and (2).

(4) To obtain an exact real part in an infinite series form.

(5) To assess the accuracy of the proposed real part by

numerically comparing it with the exact value.

.0

Is III. Van Vleck-Huber without Line COLI21ing:

The negative of the imaginary part of the complex suscepti-
1- 2

bility X"(v) in 1/(cm mol/cm ) at wave number v (1/cm) due to a

q# 142-4
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2
transition at v (1/cm) with strength (1l(mol/cm)) and half-

i i
width a (1/cm) can be expressed as (Huber 1966)

i

X"(v) tanhCrv) 09 f (v) + • f(-v.] , (3-')
iI i

where = hc/2kT (cm) with Plank's constant h (erg-sec), speed of

j light c (cm/sec), Boltzmann constant k (erg/K), and temperature T

"(K), and f(v) is the Lorentz line shape function given by

2 2
f(v) = a / "Nv - v) + a ( . (3-2)

i i j i

This expression will be refered to as the Van Vleck-Huber line

- shape here. First we consider the MM wave region for which the

result has been known (Kemp 1978). Because Sv is small in the MM

region (b 1/412 at t 296 K), we have,

"tanh(bv) = bv (.3-3)

. Hence the approximate imaginary part becomes

X(v) (S bv/X) Of (v) + f(-v)) . (3-4)
MM i

The corresponding real part X'(v)f will be given by the Hilbert
".. MM

transform HE. ] defined as (Baranger 1958)

Htg(v)J (1/rc) (1/(u-v) g(u) du ( (3-5)

Using this,

X' (v) HIX" (v) '
"MM

S(S /IX) HECv f (v) - a g(v)) - Cv f(-v) - a g1-'€}J , (3-6)Si i iii

where g(v) is given by

142-5
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p2 2
g(v) (v -v) /{(v -v) + a } . (3-7)

The two types of Hilbert transforms needed in Eq. (3-6) are

standard ones (Bateman 1954). Using those results, we arrive aL

the following expression.

"bo SX"(v): = (S bv /70t) 1 (a / 4 )f(v) + g(v)

MM i i i i

"+ ((a /v )f(-v) + g(-v))} . (3-8)

On the other hand, for the IR case :tanh(bv): may be

"replaced by the unity since bv can be assumed large. Hence,

tanh(bv) = sgn(v) , (3-9)

where the signum function sgn(v) takes the value 1(-1) if the

argument v is positive(negative). Then X"(v) becomes

= v (S /IL) sgn (v) (f (vý + f (-v') .(3-10)

IR i

For this, we have

'X'(v) = HEX"(v): 3
IIP IR

- 2 -1
""-(2S I ) tan (v /a ) (g(v) + g(-v)}

i ii
2 2 2 2

+ (S XIt ) log E(v +a )/v I [f(v) + f(-v)} . (3-11)
i e i

Using the IR appro'.,ximation v /a X, 1, and if we assume
i i

v - v , this equation may be simplified as

__• •,., X'(v) = (S /IQ) Cg(v) + g(-v)) . (3-12)
IR i

It is interesting to note that Eq. (3-12) can also be

q, 142-6
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obtained from the following approximation.

X'v = (S /V (f (v) - f(-v)} . (3-13)
oIR2 i

The fact that this is a good approximation for XV in Eq. (3-
I R

10) can be seen by recognizing the negligible contribution of

+(v) in negative v range and the same of f(-v) in positive v

range. The obvious advantage of this function is the non-

existence of 'he discontinuity. The more significant issue here

is that Eq. (3-17) would have been one of the equivalent forms of

Eq. (10) if the Lor-entz function f(v) would have satisfied the

fractuation dissipation theorem (Kubo 1966),

f(-v) =e f(v) (3-14)

""'Examining two results, Eqs. (3-8) and (3-12),w o rps

" the following real part of the susceptibility for the use in both
MM and IR region.

VX (v) = (S /it) tanh(bv ) tCg(v) (a /v )f(v)}

Li p i i i

.+ Cg(-v) + (a /v )f(-v).1 3 (3-15)
•~i i

It can easily be shown that this result reduces to the MM result,

Eq. (3-8/, by letting Zv small. Similarly the IR result,
i

* Eq. (3-12), can be obtained by taking bv large and a /v small.
i i i

The consistency of the proposed function can also be shown by

taking the inverse Hilbert transform and to compare the result

• with the original imaginary part. For this we compute

-1
X" (v) = H IX (v)0 = - H EX' (v)0

• . p P p

*I 142-7



h v ce v) tanhv (9 /) (y(v) + (-v) .

,# The MM case can trivially be obtained by using the approximation

in Eq. (3-3). The IR case also be checked by using Eq. (3-9) and

by setting v/v 1 in Eq. (3-16).
i

IV. Van Vleck-Huber with Line Cou2ling:

In the MM region it has been recognized that the line

*' coupling term is necessary in order to obtain accurate absorption

Sspectra. This correction, translated to the imaginary part of

the susceptibility, can be e,'pressed as (Balanger 1958)

X" (v) = (S /i) tanh(bv) tf(v) + r g(v) + f(-v) + r g(-v))
c i i i

(4-1)

where r is the line coupling coefficient which is subjert to the
i

following constraint called the zero-sum rule in this work.i
S r 0. (4-2)
i i

Again we start from the MM renge where Eq. (3-3) is valid. Hence

X" (v) = (S bv/fl) If(v) + r g(v) + f(-v) + r g(-v)),
Sc MM i i i

":.. (4-3)

and

r . X' (v) = HtI X" (v) I
-. c MM . c MM

(b/1) HI-ZS r + L(v +r a )fy) - (a -r v )g(v))
- i i L i ii i i

S+ ES r - Et(v +r a )4(-v) - (a -r v )g(-v)}]IL i 1 i L ii I i iI

"(4-4)

Note that the summation is explicitly taken in this equation and

* that the Hilbert transform of the entire sum is taken for the

142-d
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proper treatment of the zero-sum rule. We now can use the zero-

sum rule to eliminate two terms -~Sr and ÷Z" 'r in this
i i j i i

equation. However, one can immediately notice that those two

terms cancel each other regardless of their values. This is

significant because it indicates that we can drop the summation

from Eq. (4-4) and consider the Hilbert transform of a sigle

line, Eq. (4-1), at a time. In effect, we have shown that the
'I

line profile in Eq. (4-3) is equivalent to the following one.

X" (V') C S b/7t) [E(V + r a )f(v) - (a - r v g
c MM i i i i i i i

- [(v + r a )f(-v) - (a - r v )g(-v)]3 . (4-5)
i i i i i i

Thus we drop the summation from Eq. (4-4) and proceed.

X' (v): HEX" (v) I
c MM c MM

""= (Sb/lL) I (v + r a )f(v) -(a r v r )g(v)}

:-.(v + r- a )f(-v) - (a -r v )g(-0313 (4-6

SThe validity of this result can be checked by t.aking the inverse

Hilbert transform and seeing the agreement with Eq. (4-5).

"Now for the IR region, we again use the approximation in

Eq. (--13) for the line-coupled imaginary part. Thus we have

X" (v): ( ( /IV .f(v)+r g(v)] - r+ -v)+r g(-v)]). (4-7)
c IR i i i

The corresponding r--l part X. (v) HEX" (v) : 3 can easily
"c IR c IR

* be evaluated as

VX (v) = (S ,'l) .Vg(v)-r f(v) + g(-v)-r f(-v) 1 (4-8)
c IR i i i

142-9



The matching of Eqs. (4-6) and (4-8)'with the corresponding cases

without line coupling can be seen by i;etting r = 0 in the

respective equations.

As in the last section, we propose the following real part

for all frequencies through the examination of two limits.

X, (v)

cp

- (S /t) tanh(bv ) L(1 + r a /v ).j(v) - (r - a /v )f(v)
,•i i i ii i i i

+ (1 + r a /v )g(-v' - (r - a /v )f(-v)] . (4-9)
" ii i i i i

It is a trivial matter to show that this reduces to Eq. (4-6) as

the MM limit is taken. The agreement of the IR limit can also be

shown as before. Instead, we check the validity by taking the

inverse Hilbert transform and comparing the result with the

original imaginary part. For this end we use Eq. (4-9).

X" (v) = H iX' (v)3 - HCX' (v)J
cp cp cp

-" - (S / v ) tanh(v ) [ (a - r v )g(v) - (v + r a )}
i i1 1 i i i1

"7• - Ua - r v )g(-v) + (v + r a )f(-v)l] (4-10)
.i i i i i i

The MM limit can easily be checked using the approximation in

Eq. (7-7). On the other hand, the IR approximation in Eq. (3-9),

- namely tanh(bv 1 1. and a /v 0, again gives the right form.

•i ii

V. E:.act Real Part arnd Numerical Qrnmagrison:

First, we prosent an exact expression for X'(v) in an

infinite series form which can be obtained through the use of a

142-10
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known Lorentz expansion of the tanh(.) function given by

(National Bureau of Standards 1964),

S2 2
tanh([x/2) - (4x/n) Z 1/(x + (2k - 1) ) . (5-1)

We use this in Eq. (4-1) to obtain the following

-2 2
X"(v) = (2S /•b) Z (v/(v +e(k) ))

i Act

(4(v) + r g(v) + f(-v) + r g(-v)) , (5-2)
i i

where

e (2k - 1) / (2b) . (53)

The advantage of this expression is that it is straightforward to

obtain the Hilbert transform of each term in the summation. In

fact, the partial fraction expansion of the summand gives,

=2 2
X'(v) = (2S /7b) •. 2A(k)v/(v +e(k) }

i A-I

+ {B(k)f(v) + A(k)g(v)3 - {B(k)f(-v) + A(k)g(-v)}] , (5-4)

with
2 2 2 2 2

A(k) (a Cv +a -e(k) ) + r v (v +a +÷(k) )) / D(k)
i i i i ii i

2 2 2 2 2 2
B(k) = [v (v +a +e(k) ) - r a (v +a -eak) )} / D(k) ,

i i i iii i

2 2 2 2 2 2
D~k) =v +a -eik) ) + 4v e(k) • (5-5)

i i i

Because the summation converges absolutely, the Hiluert transform

and the summation can be interchanged and we can obtain the

S. following drsired result.

- - X'(v) H[X"(v)]

142-11
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S2 2
= (29 /j"i) E(2A(k)e(k)/(v + e(k) }

lot

+ (B(k)g(v) - A(k)f(v)) + (B(k)g(-v) - A(k)f(-v))] . (5-6)

Although this series expression is not suitable for repeated use

* since it converges slowly at the rate of 1/k, it may be used for

verification of the proposed real part.

This series was coded together with the proposed one,

Eq. (40), and they were compared numerically for three line

locations of 10. 412, and 1500 (I/cm) which represent MM, inter-

mediate, and IR regions, respectively. The choice r,5 412 (1/cm)

was mac'e because it gives bv = 1 for T - 296 (K), where neither
i

approximations, Eq. (3-3) and Eq. (3-9) for tanh(.), are

adequate. Therefore we can evaluate the performance of the

proposed real part in the intermediate region. A typical result

is given in Figure 1.

VI. Conclusons and Disgussgins:

A unified approximate real part of the susceptibility ovpr

the entire MM and IR regions which corresponds to the Van Vleck-

Puber line shape with line coupling is proposed. The function

mas obtained through careful examination of two limiting cases of

MM and IR wave regions where the real parts were explicitly

computed from the respective limiting forms of the imaginary part

using the Hilbert transform. The inverse Hilbert transform of

the proposed real part was computed as well to demonstrate the

consistency of the function.
* /In the prncess of deriving the expression for the real part

142-12
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Figure 1-b.
ire_1. Proposed real part of susceptibility with line-couplingor a single line at v1 -412 (1/cm) with t.Z2.0, a -0.1 (l/cm),r 80.a SM 1-(1/c2.,rI-0.l *'J b-1/412. A single point in Fig. 1-b at the zerocrossing of the real part is eliminated from the plot due to theoverflow caused by the division by very small real part.Figs. I-a and 1-b are for the vicinity of the line center, andFigs. 1-c and l-d are for the far wing.
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in the MM region, we recognized that a proper result can be

obtained for individual lines even if the line coupling term is

considered. The zero-sum rule, which is considered to be

"essencial for the validity of Rozenkranz line coupled profile,

was found to be not essencial in obtaining consistent results.

Only requirement necessary to keep a proper consistency of the

real and imaginary parts was that a complete profile defined over

the entire real line be used. Therefore it is important to use

symmetric line shapes such as the Van Vleck-Huber profile.

- The exact real part of the susceptibility was obtained in

the form of an infinite series by exploiting the Lorentz expan-

sion of the tanh(.) function and the known Hilbert transform of

the Lorentz function. The obtained series was successfully used

in numerical verification of the proposed approximate real part.

"It was observed that good accuracies were obtained over the wide

"i range of ±1500 (1/cm) from the line center for the intermediateL-. and IR cases, and of +100 (1/cm) for the MM case. The matchings

S"were found to be excellent in the vicinity of the line center, as

p-.may be seen in Fig.t.

VII. Recommendations:

It is noted that the proposed real part can be used in

"conjunction with the absorption line parameters in the entire

- frequency range. Thus the vast data base such as the line

Sparameter compilation (Rothman 1983) can be used for the

evaluation of the real part spectra. It is an easy task to

incorporate the proposed real part into an absorption computation

S
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/

code such as FASCODE (Clough 1981).

V The proposed real part showed excellent agreement near the

center of the line. However, the accuracy slowly deteriorates as

the distance from the line center increases. The obvious reason

for this is that the approximations for the tanh(.) function are

"valid only on limitted frequency ranges. Therefore, the corres-

",, ponding approximate real parts also lose their accuracy for wider

, frequency range. A partial solution for this would be to use a

- ; line shape function which decreases to zero faster than the used

Lorentz function. This would results in de-emphasizing the

frequency region away from the center and hence would improve the

accuracy of the resulting real part. An ultimate solution,

however, is to find the closed form solution for the real part.

The investigation for this requires such expertise as complex

S" integration theory, special function theory and especially the

broad applied mathematics which enables one to systematically

attack the problem.

t
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF MULTIPHASE
TURBULENT RECIRCULATING FLOWS IN
SUDDEN-EXPANSION RAMJET GEOMETRY

by

"Albert Y. Tong

ABSTRACT

The numerical modeling of multiphase flow in a sudden-expansion ramjet

"combustor geometry has been studied. The objective is to develop a computer

* code which can be used for the systematic study of the flow characteristics.

The possibility of adapting and modifying existing computer codes available

at the Aero Propulsion laboratory has been examined. It has been found that

"it would be most efficient to develop a custom-made droplet spray code and

"incorporate it into the existing STARRC code for the multiphase flow

calculations. The details of the droplet spray formulation and the overall

* solution scheme are presented. Finally, certain research problems which are

related to the present research are suggested for future study.
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" I. INTRODUCTION:

" -" In recent years there has been a reawakenin$ interest in the use of

ramjet propulsion systems for modern strategic and tactical missiles. The

advantages of ramjet propulsion are the high specific impulse (resulting in

enhanced range and/or speed capability) and a conceptually simple system

requiriag no moving parts other than those astociated with the fuel system.

- The basic ramjet combustor configuration is the so-called sudden ex-

pansion dump combustor as shown in Figure 1. In this type of combustor,

liquid fuel is sprayed into the ram air upstream of the dump station,

"-' although it may also be injected directly into the chamber via side-wall

inlets. Primary flame stabilization is provided by the flow recirculation

regions, which may be supplemented, at the expense of total pressure loss,

with mechanical flameholding devices at the air inlet/combustor interface

and/or the presence of inlet air swirl, obtained by the use of tangential

* injection or swirl vanes.

- The flow throughout is multiphase, subsonic, turbulent, and involves

large-scale recirculation zones. With strong swirl in the inlet flow a

central toroidal recirculation zone (a recirculation bubble in the middle of

the chamber near the inlet) also presents itself. Even gross features of

I the flow are not known quantitatively with certainty: for example, factors

affecting the existence, size, and shape of the recirculation zones.

Liquid sprays play an important role in combustion performance and

"emission of pollutants. Local values of air/fuel ratio are governed by

trajectories of individual droplets. rates of vaporization and mixing of

fuel vapor with air. Atomizers produce sprays with a wide range of droplet

sizes, velocities and initial direction of flight. The droplets interact

with gas streams, which can deflect the particles from their trajectories.

Vapor is released in the wakes of the droplets and these trails of vapor

mix by convection and diffusion with the airstreams. The rates of vapori-

zation are governed by the temperature and vapor pressure concentrations of

the environment through which the droplets traverse. Since combustion

efficiency and temperature distributions are directly dependent upon air/

fuel ratio distributions, an accurate prediction of composition of the fuel

"vapor evaporating at the droplet surface is important for spray combustion

analysis. Also, changes in spray characteristics can result in important

changes in combustor performance.
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The present work is concerned with the computer modeling of the multi-

phase flow fields in a sudden-expansion ramjet combustor. It is part of

several concurrent research efforts undertaken al the Air Force Aero

Propulsion Laboratory to gain further insights into the characteristics oi

these type of flow field.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The goal of the summer research is to investigate via numerical

modeling, the flow characteristics in a sudden-expansion ramjet combustor

described in the previous section. The particular problem is concerned with

liquid fuel injections along with turbulent swirling flows at the combustor

inlet. The study is restricted to steady flow in axisymmetric geometries

under non-reacting conditions.

The objective is to develop a computer code which can be used for

systematic study of flow characteristics in a ramjet dump combustor.

III. APPROACH ADOPTED IN THIS RESEARCH:

The possibility of adapting and modifying developed computer codes to

the ramjet geometry and flow conditions has been considered. Several

existing computer codes on fluid flow modeling available at the Aero

Propulsion Laboratory have been examined. They are briefly outlined below:

1. STARPIC 1 (Swirling Turbulent Axisymmetric Recirculating flows in Prac-

tical Isothermal Combustor geometries)

This code is based on the popular TEACH-X 2 code except that an

Sequation for a swirl velocity component is included. The code is

written essentially to model the flow in turbine combustors and the

subroutine that specifies the initial conditions is somewhat more

: flexible than the TEACH code. The inlet conditions may include a slop-

ing upstream boundary which is modelled within the calculation regime

by a series of boundary steps.

This code appears to bm suitable for the flow field calcula-

tions. However, it is only for single-phase flows and droplet model

has to be inserted in order to use it. Also, a diffusion eqvation and

an energy equation would be needed.
32. STARRC (Swirling Turbulent Axisymmetric Recirculating and Reacting

"Compressible Code)

13
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This code uses the aforementioned STARPIC as a based code to

which several features are added. The diffusion equation from TEACH-T

code is added together with the enthalpy equation except that the

enthalpy could be either the specific static or stagnation enthalpy as

determined by a logic switch. The inclusion of the equation of state

for calculation of density together with the stagnation enthalpy equa-

tion allows isentropic compressibility effects to be included. The

boundary conditions allow the inclusion of a sloping upstream boundary

and a downstream exit nozzle both of which are modelled by a series of

finite steps. An expanding or an expanding-contracting grid can auto-

matically be generated in the x-direction. The first approximation

combustion of the TEACH-T code bas been inc)uded and provision made for

the planned addition of reaction kinetics. Again, this code which

appears to be suitable for the present flow field calculation, is only

for single-phase flows. A droplet model has to be inserted in order to

use it.

3. NASA-GARRETT 3-C4

This 3-D program is general and capable of predicting recircu-

lating flows in three-dimensional geometries. The code's input and

boundary conditions are specifically oriented towards gas turbine

combustor geometries. Reacting or non-reacting, swirling or non-

swirling, diffusion and/or premixed flames, and gaseous and/or liquid

fuel combustion can be handled by the program. The code solves for all

the quantities of STARRC in a three dimensional flowfield plus the mass

fractions of unburned fuel, oxygen, carbon monoxide, CxHy, H2 , CO2 and

H2 0, three radiation flux vectors, soot anJ NOx emissions and the fuel

spray trajectory, droplet size distribution, and evaporation rate.

The adaptation of the code to the ramjet configuration appears

to be useful. However, it has been found that the limitations in

memory storage and speed capability of the computer system at the

laboratory severely restrict, and practically prohibit the use of

the code.

4. ADI)-PTRAK-VAPDIF

This program calculates the operating characteristics of premix-
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ing-prevaporizing fuel/air mixing pgssa~es. The calculation procedure

utilizes three computer codes: The ADD code which calculates the

axisymmetric or two-dimensional distributions of velocity, pressure

and temperature of the air flow; the PTRAK code which calculates the

nonequilibrium heat-up, vaporization, aad trajectories of the liquid

fuel droplets in a three-dimensional flow field; and the VAPDIF code

which calculates the diffusion of fuel vapor into a moving air stream.

The general approaches adopted in these codes are briefly described

below:

ADD: First, an orthogonal coordinate system is constructed for the

duct from the potential flow solution such that the stream function

forms the coordinates normal to the wall and the velocity potential

forms the coordinate tangent to the wall. By approximating the real

streamlines by the potential flow streamlines, the governing viscous

flow equations are reduced to a parabolic system of partial differ-

ential equations which can be solved by a forward numerical integration

procedure. The effects of fuel are neglected.

PTRAK: The analysis assumes lean equivalence ratios. Thus the air

flow behavior can affect the fuel droplet behavior, but the fuel drop-

let behavior does not affect the air flow behavior. The spray is

divided into a number of classes. The code calculates the trajectory,

vaporization rate, and temperature variation of each class of droplets.

Large droplets may shatter into smaller droplets. Droplets from two

classes may coalesce into larger entities. Droplets may collide with

"the duct walls and either rebound or undergo additional v&,orizatior.

A distribution of fuel vapor sources is calcuibted for use in the

vapor diffusion computer program.

VAPPIF: With lean fuel assumption, the diffusion equations reduce

to one equation for the mass fraction of fuel vapor diffusing into a

known gas (air) flow field. The thermodynamics properties of the

fuel vapor and air mixture are taken to be the thermodynamic properties

properties of air. It is further assumed that the cloud of liquid

fuel droplets does not interact with the fuel vapor other than to

produce a source term in the diffusion equation. The diffusion equa-

tion which is reduced to a linear second order partial differential
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equation is solved by a forward marching integration technique.

Although the PTRAK code appears to have a rather detailed liquid

fuel droplet model, both the ADD and the VAPDIF codes are parabolic in

nature and therefore are not applicable to flows containing regions of

separation.

It appears from this survey that none of the computer codes examined

.bove (other than the NASA-GARRETT 3-D code which is limited by computer

memory space) can be directly adapted for the two-phase recirculating flow

calculations. One alternative is to combine the flow field calculation from

the STARKC code with the PTRAK code which calculates the non-equilibrium

heat-up, vaporization, and trajectories of the liquid fuel droplets in a

decoupled flow field. However, this will be complicated by the fact that

the PTRAX code utilizes an or hogonal streamline ordinate system used by the

ADD code. While the streamline coordinate system obtained from the

potential flow solution via thb Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is quite

elegant, it is not useltal for the viscous flow situation.

Furthermore, the models used in the PTRAI code for elastic droplet

collisions, droplet shattering, droplet coalescence and droplet wall inter-

action are untested. Their validities are quite questionable. On the other

hand an oversimplified model is used for the droplet heating and

vaporization.

Instead, it would be more efficient to develop a new droplet spray code

custom-made for the STARKC code. This STARKC compatible droplet code will

minimize the amount of modification effort required for the STARRC code. In

addition, the recent developments in the droplet vaporization theory can

also be incorporated. This approach is adopted in the present study. The

details of the formulation of the droplet code and the overall solution

scheme are given in the next section.

IV. FORHULATION AND SOLUTION SCHEME

The analy3is of a two-dimensional gsas-drerlet flow field incorporating

the effect of gas-droplet mass, momentum and energy coupling has been .1';e

by Crw•w and co-workers 6' 7 . The model was founded on the idea '£ regarding

the condensed phase as a source of mass, momentum and eo";rgy to the conti-

nuum phase proposed by Migdal ar Agosta . Basically the calculation scheme

utilized the cellular approach in which each computational cell was regarded

as a control volume. Eulerian cGarervation equatiocs were applied to the
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gas phase and Lagrangian equations of droplet motion and thermal enezsy

-tilnce were applied to a finite member of droplet size ranges representi-

the size distribution within the spray. Recording the mass, momentum and

*2 energy of the droplets on crossing cell boundaries provide the droplet

"source terms for the gas flow equations.

"The complete solution for a gas-droplet flow field is executed as

illustrated in Figure 2. The calculation begins by solving the gas flow
¾ field assuming no droplets are present. Using this flow field, droplet

trajectories together with size and temperature histories are calculated.

The mass, momentum and energy source terms for each cell throughout the flow

77 field are then determined. The gas flow field is solved again with these

* source terms incorporated. This iteration process continues until the flow

"field equations are satisfied to within a predetermined value and the

solution which accounts for the mutual interaction of the droplet and gas is

obtained.

This approach is used in the present study. Since the STARRC code also

uses cellular approach, it can be used readily for the gas flow calculation.

The only minor modification is the insertion of the droplet source terms

into the conservation equations. The equations used for the droplet

trajectories, size, temperature and source terms are outlined below.

Droplet Equations:

The equation of motion of a droplet is given by

O ' d- 3 p D - V)I - + (1)
-t 8. R V V 9

dX v (2)

where U and V are the gas and droplet velocities respectively, CD is the

drag coefficient, R is the droplet radius, g is the gravity vector and X is

the droplet location vector.
- The drag coefficient for an evaporating liquid droplet depends

"primarily on the Reynolds number, Re, and the Spalding transfer number, B.

-""' Various relations for CD have been proposed9

* •143-9
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For the heat and mass transfer, if one assumes uniform droplet tempera-

ture and quasisteady gas phase along with spherical symmetry, the •Ollowing

equation for droplet vaporization can be obtained.

"4nRp D n 0(1+ B) (3)
g
C (T T Yf• . -B = H= 1 y s( 4 )

-" 13fs

1 4 dT 9- 3 n d- (5)

where m is the droplet mass vaporization rate, H is the effective latent

heat of vaporization, D is the mass diffusivity, Yfs is the fuel vapor mass

fraction at the droplet surface, Cp, T and p represent specific heat,

temperature and density respectively with subscripts g and A denoting the

gas phase and the liquid phase.

Combining Equations 3 to 5 yields

"dR D Dn(1 + B) (6)

dT2  CpgT - T)
- -= - I (7)

"" - dt 4 3
RPIEquations 1, 2, 6 and 7 form a system of coupled first order ordinary

differential equations and they can be solved readily by using a Runge-Kutta

scheme.

It should be noted that Equations 3-7 are based on spherical symmetry.

Many investigators 10,11 suggested empirical correlations for vaporization

rate in a convective field as a correction to the spherical symmetric case.

"The typical form of correlation is m m F(Re, Pr) where F(Re, Pr)-',. convection 1

is the correction factor. For example, the Ranz-Marshall 1 2 correlation is

.O given by F(Re, Pr) = I + 0.3 Reý PrI/ 3 . Although this type of correlations

is very simple, there is really very little theoretical justification for

them.

Recently, Tong and Srignano1 3 ' 14 ' 1 5 developed a simplified model for

the problem of droplet vaporization. The model accounted for the
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liquid-phase internal circulation and the axisymmetric gas-Vhase convection.

The results were in close agreement with the results of 1 more detailed

model. The model was also examined in a spray vaporization situation 6 . The

feasibility of incorporating the model into a one-dimensional spray

vaporization calculation was verified and the potential usefulness of the

-. model in an overall spray situation was demonstrated.

This model, which is physically more realistic in a convective

situation, will be incorporated in the droplet calculation. Since the

N overall solution scheme !mnins the same, the details of the simplified

analysis is omitted here.j Droplet Source Terms

(, r- •The entry of the droplets is represented by a finite number of entry

ports. The mass of droplet radius, Ri , which enters per unit time at port

j is given by

."t X.Y. (8)

where is the total droplet mass inflow rate, X. is the fraction of
mT j

droplet mass which enters at port j and Y. is the fraction of droplet mass

V" "with initial cadius R. . The number flow rate of the droplets of radius R.

from port j is determined by

p, 2. x.

.. (9)
'"".j 3 .Y

4n p, R
2i

"Droplet tracking allows the size, velocity temperature and position of

the droplet to be determined in the calculation domain. Droplet source

terms are obtained by calculating the loss or gain of the droplet mass,2 momemtum and energy within each cell. Summing up the respective source

rz terms for droplets representing different size ranges gives the total

"droplet source terms.

J. From here onwards, trajectory "ij" denotes trajectory of droplets

originated at port j with initial radius R.. The net efflux rate of droplet
I

mass from a computational cell due to trajectory ij is

am.. - ,. N=.[R ut R (10)
.j 3 2ij [i,out Ri,in

1-
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S.,where subbcripts in and out denote quantities i.to and out of the compu-

tation cell respectively. The source term for mas 4.s given by summing over

all droplet trajectories which traverse a given cell:

• " = z D I2J (11)

SThe momentum source term and the energy source term are evaluated in

the same fashion. The momentum source term for a given cell is given by
=1-" 1 a'.. (12)

"ji I'

where

4 .3 3
AM.ij = PeNij[(ViRi)out - RP)in] (13)

I- 3

The energy source term is given by

SI I AE . (14)
j IJ

where

4 33
£.ij gP£Njj[ChiR )out i )in(

and h. is enthalpy of the droplet.

V. PRESENT STATUS OF THE RESEARCH

The STARPIC and STARRC codes are both operational and flow field

*'calculations for some test cases have been obtained. The droplet program

% presented in the previous section are being implemented into the STARRC

code.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

At this point, it appears to be logical to recommend the completion of

the implementation of the spray model presented in this report into the

STARRC code. This task will be proposed for follow-on research work.

Apparently, the numerical scheme is very promising and can be used readily

for comparison with the on-going experiments being performed in the Aero

Propulsion Laboratory.
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In addition, the following related tik, which the author considers to

be important, deserves attention:

1. The numerical simulations of multiphase flow field are highly sensi-

"tive to the assumptions made for inlet boundary conditions. Much

careful thought has to be devoted to providing these inlet conditions.

Temptation to post-dict the experimental results by careful tailoring

of the inlet conditions should be avoided.

2. The scheme which solves the steady state form of the gas phase equa-

"tions in the STARRC code employs the "SIMPLE" method. Although this

scheme has proven to be quite effective, its convergence rate can be

improved. The "SIMPLER" algorithm, a revised version of "SIMPLE",

provides a more accurate pressure field for each iteration through the

momentum equations, thereby speeding convergence. In addition,

operational improvements such as mesh imbedding, adaptive grids,

* dynamic variation of underrelaxation factors should be considered.

3. Although the widely used k-c model of turbulence has been proven to be

"adequate in a variety of flows, it has been found that it performs

poorly in confined vortex flows. Extreme caution in the use of the

k-C model in highly swirling flows is recommended.

4. The existing mathematical models for droplet shattering, droplet co-

alescence and droplet wall interaction are untested. Experimental

-.i investigation is needed.

The above are considered to be useful research problems and are

-" recommended for future 3tudy.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THREE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE MODELS

FOR ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PROJECT DATA

by

Robert J. Vance

ABSTRACT

Th.'ee covariance structure models were developed to assess the

construct validity of several job performance measures being developed

for the Jet Engine Mechanic Specialty. The analyses are designed to

clearly explicate the criterion space, that is, the criterion

constructs and their interrelationships. Data will be collected during

January-April, 1985, and analyses will be conducted shortly

thereafter. Results of the analyses will contribute to an

understanding of the Job performance domain of the Jet Engine Mlechanic

Specialty. They will also provide information about the relative

usefulness of the various measures employed, and about the validity of

the ASVAB for predicting Job success. It was recommended that future

research focus on development of a method for assessing the costs and

benefits associated with each of the performance measures, and with

assessment of the utility (gain in productivity) of personnel

management practices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Performance Measurement Project being conducted by AFHRL/MODP

is nearing final stages of development of an innovative and compiex

system for measuring the job performance of jet engine mechanics. The

central measures of performanxu consist of two forms of a work sample

test called Walk Through Performance Testing (WTPT). The WTPT-Hands On

will require job incumbents to perform a series of job tasks according

to instructions provided by a test administrator. The test

administrators will be highly trained subject matter experts (i.e.,

former supervisors of jet engine mechanics), and test administrators

will have the additional duties of observing, evaluating, and rating

incumbents as they perform the WTPT-Hands On. The WTPT will also be

administered in an interview format. Here, incumbents will be asked to

describe in detail the steps they would perform in o(der to accomplish

a task, without actually performing the task. Again, subject matter

experts will administer the WTFT-Intervlew, and observe, evaluate, and

rate the performance of incumbents.

"* Each of the approximately 360 jet engine mechanics to be tested

will perform on both forms of the WTPT, for a total test time of
approximately seven hours. In addition to the ,iPT measures,
performance will be assessed using four rating scales. These will

include a Task Level Rating Form, a Dimensional Level Rating Form, a

Global Level Rating Form, and an Air Force Wide Rating Form. Each
rating form will be completed by the incumbent's supervisor, by the

incumbent him- or herself, and by one or more of the incumbent's

coworkers (peers). Thus, twelve set4 of rati.ags will be obtained for

"each incumbent (four rating scales times three sources),

"One of the stated purposes of The Performance Measurement Project

"is to develop sound measures of Job performance in order to permit

determination of valid cutting scores for the Armed Services Vocational
•'•'• T'TAptitude Battery (ASVAB), the test used to assist in the decision

0 • ;process for assigning recruits to specialties. ASVAB scores for each

jet engine mechanic in the sample will be available, as will a
Technical School score. Together these scores will be used to assess
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recruit capability. Other variables thought to influence job

performance will also be measured. These include task and job

experience, motivation to perform one's job, and commitment to the Air

Force. Other measures may eventually be included in the project as

well.

The purpose of the summer research project was to develop a data

analysis plan for The Performance Measurement Project, particularly

with regard to investigating the construct validity of the job

performance measures (WTPT and ratings). Incorporation of related

measures such as ASVA3 scores into the overall analysis plan was also

desired. To these ends, three reports were written in which a number

of analyses were proposed to address project needs. These will be

described in more detail below. The present author was selected for

the summer faculty position because of extensive past research

experience in job performance measurement, and because of past

experience with the data analytic techniques to be utilized.

II. OBJECTIVES

A variety of Job performance measures will be utilized in the

Performance Measurement Project. These are expected to vary in terms

of fidelity of measurement and expense of administration. A clear

understanding of the interrelationships of the measures is needed so

that the project may proceed in the most efficient manner. The primary

analysis technique to be employed will 5e covarlance structure

modeling, and a subset of this, confirmatory factor analysis. Both of

these analysis techniques aru quit3 complex, and require a preliminary

model of the expected interrelationships of the variables. Formulating

such a model requires a thorough understanding of the project goals and

the measures to be obtained. The objectives of the summer research

effort were:

1. to obtain a thorough understanding of project goals and

measuring instruments through studying project materials and through

discussions with project management;
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2. to develop data analysis models (covariance structure and

confirmatory factor analysis) for use on project data;

3. to document the proposed models and analyses in the form of.

written reports.

The next three sections of this report are condensed from the original

reports developed over the sumner.

III. DESCRIPTIOM4 03 TV COVAUIANCE STRUCTURE MODEL CF PERFORMANCE

MEASURE•MVT PROJEXI VAR T ABLES

I. Assumptions

Proficiency will be measured by two components of Waik-Through

Performance Testing (WTPT), Hands-on and Interview. There will be

three measured variables associated with each component, percent of

tasks correctly completed, oercent of critical tasks correctly

completed, and an average task proficiency rating. Task and job

experience measures will be obtained for WTPT items, the former as the

relative percent of time spent performing each task and the recency of

experience, the latter as time in specialty. Ratings of job

I proficiency will be obtained from Task Level, Dimension Level, Global

Level, and AF Level rating scales completed by supervisor, self, and

peer sources. A summary rating will be derived from each scale and

source combination for eaLh incumbent. ASVAB somponont scores and

training scores will also be available for each incumbent (the numbe

of each type of score is yet to be determined).

2. Research Questions

The analyses described below will answer the following questions:

a. Do the data support a model which holds that the 25 observed

variables are produced in part by 11 unobserved or latent variables?

Are t he observed variables adequate (i.e., statistically significant)

measures of the latent variables?
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b. Do the latent variables significantly influence one another as
the modal proposes? Are the WTPT latent var4sbles central to the model

as indicated? Are the rating variables "surrogates' to the UTPT

variables? Does the "recruit capabilities" latent variable as measured

by ASYAB and training scores account for substantial variance in WTPT

performance?

c. If the proposed model does not fit the data, Ohat model(s) can

explain the relationships found in the data?

3. The Conceptual Model

Figure 1 presents the conceptual model of the anticipated

relationships among the constructs assumed to be measured by the

methods described above. Central to the model are the WTPT Hands-on

and Interview constructs. These are regarded by project management as

measures of performance with the greatest fidelity of all the

measurement techniques used in the research. They are depicted as

separate constructs because of the obvious differences in methods of

data collection, and because they differ in specific task content.

Although not included in Figure 1, it is assumed that there will be

three measured variables for each WTPT construct.

The constructs of task experience and recruit capabilities are

shown as havina direct influences on both WTFT constructs. Incumbents

with more experience on the job are expected to perform better on the

WTPT than those with less experience. The arrows in the model indicate

that nne variable has an effect on another, or accounts for substantial

variance in it. The technique is sometimes called "causal modeling,'

since the model is presumed to represent the true processes underlying

the observed data. Recruit capability is also shown as having direct

influences on both WTPT constructs. The individual's job proficiency

as measured by the WTPT Is thought to be determined in part by initial

aptitude as measured by ASYAB and training scores.

The model also shows that the various ratings account for variance

in the WTPT constructs. Each rating ccnstruct is a summary measure of

144-6
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job performance as assessed by that particular scale by three sources.

Although not formally included in the model, the more specific ratings

(task and dimension level' are expected to explain more variance in

WTPT constructs than are the more global ratings (global and AF

level). The left side of Figure I contains the multitrait-multimethod

(MTMM) model of sources of variance in ratings (see Section IV). The

supervisor, self, and peer source constructs are not shown as directly

influencing any of the other constructs in the model. Rather, they

serve to explain variance in the measured rating variables. It may

happen that analysis of the MTMM model will indicate that changes

should be made in this model. For example, if analysis of the MTMM
model reveals that supervisors and peers are not distinct sources of

rdting variance, but that they are encompassed in a source called

"ratings by others," the models in Figures 1 and 2 will be altered to

reflect this.

4. The Formal Model

Figure 2 presents a covariance structure model comprising 25

observed or measured variables and 11 unobserved or latent variables

for the constructs discussed previously. Two types of latent variables

are depicted, exogenous variables (&'s) and -ndogenous variables

(n's). Endogenous latent variables are shown as being caused or

influenced by exogenous latent variables. No causes or direct
. influences on exogenous latent variables are shown, as these are

assumed to lie outside the scope of the model. The arrows linking

latent variables depict what is called the structural model. Also

shown is the measurement model, the relationships of measured to
unmeasured variables. The x's denote indicators of exogenous latent

"variables, the y's denote indicators of endogenous latent variables. ,-b;

The covariance structure model contains all of the components of
the confirmatory factor model (CFA; see Section IV), plus additional

parameters (Long, 1983b). In essence, the covariance structure model

contains two CFA models, one for the x variables and one for the y

variables. The model includes observed exogenous variables (xi's),

exogenous common factors (Cj's), unique factors affecting xis
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and covariances among common factors ( sli'S) (not shown in

Figure 2). The covariance structure model also contains observed

endogenous variables (Yk'S), endogenous common factors (ni.s),

unique factors affecting Yk'S (ek s), unique factors or

disturbances affecting nr's (figs), direct effects of exogenous

latent variables -e's on endogenous latent variables ni's

(Yj's), and direct effects of endogenous latent variables ni's on

one another (a1I,'s). No direct effects among the n's are included

in Figure 2.

In matrix terms, the general forms of the factor equatiors for 75

observed variables x and y are

x (1]

y A ^r1+e [2]

These equations may be compared to equations I to 6 for specific

observed variables.

The structural model specifies that endogenous latent variables are r
related to exogenous latent variables and other endogenous latent

variables by equations of the general form

n Bn+r+ (3]'-'

or, alternatively (and equivalently),

B'n =rCC [41

or, in reduced form (whereby endogenous latent variables are expressed

only in terms of exogenous latent variables and errors in equations),

n " 'r~48*- i•" I-:[5)
n=*i rc -,

Since observed variables x and y can be expressed in terms of
measurement model components (see equations I and 2), and structural
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equations can be expressed in terms of components of factor equations ¶

(see equation 5), it follows that the covariance equation of observed

variables can be expressed in terms of parameters of the structure

and factor equations,

S[6]

Thus, the variances and covariances of the observed matrix Z are

expressed in terms of the parameters of the eight matrices, A. Aq517 $

)$YI' E-6 and E. Generally stated, specification of a model such as

appears in Figure 2 determines which parameters of the eight matrices

are to be estimated and which are constrained or fixed to zero.

Parameter estimation involves finding values for the parameters

that will reproduce the matrix £ as closely as possible (Long, 1983).

Parameter estimation is accomplished by the computer program LISREL

(Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984). Estimates are obtained according to the

p maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. The advantages of ML estimates are

that they are approximately unbiased, have sampling distributions as

small as any other possible estimates, are approximately normally

distributed, and are scale invariant (Long, 1983a). Since these

properties are asymptotic, it follows that the larger the sample size,

tthe better.

"Once the model has been estimated, it must be assessed for goodness

of fit. Assessment of fit involves testing the statistical significance

of individual parameters (with z statistics), and the overall fit of

the model (with a chi-square test). Significance of a portion of the

model, for example, that trait and method factors are correlated, is
2 2

"tested by comparing the X of the first model to the X of a second

(nested) model in which trait and method correlations are constrained

to equal zero.
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5. Summary

2(• The output of the LISREL program will include ML estimates of the

parameters in the eight matrices, standardized estimates of these

parameters, standard errors of the estimates of parameters, z values as
tests of significance that each parameter is different from zero, and

modification indices for parameters. The output also provides a

chi-square test of the goodness of fit of the model, a correlation

"matrix of latent variables, and a variety of additional optional

information. If the overall chi-square value is significant, it . -.
Z-1

indicates that the data are significantly different from the model;
thus, the hypothesip that the proposed model could have produced the *1
data must be rejected. Generally, the next step is to test another
model, one based on information gained from the first analysis.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF MULTITRAIT-MULTIMETHOD MODEL OF RATINGS

1. Assumptions

m There will be four types of rating scales and three sources cf
.ratings. Task Level, Dimension Level, Global Level, and AF Level

ratings will be completed by Supervisor, Self, and Peer. One summary
"rating will be obtained from each scale type and source combination,

yielding 12 scores per incumbent. In the event that more than one

supervisor or peer completes the ratings for a given incumbent, scores
will be averaged to derive a single value from that source. This will
produce a 12x12 correlation matrix (4 scales by 3 sources), based on a . -
sample of N incumbents. Method and trait effects are assumed to be '4

additive and linear, and all other effects are essentially random
(Alwin, 1974). For this discussion, sources will be assumed to be

analogous to traits in MTMM terminology, and scales will correspond to
methods.

2. Research Questions

The analyses described below will answer the following questions:
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a. To what extent does variance in the 12 measured variables

reflect the effects of latent scale and source variables? Are

supervisor, self, and peer sources identifiable as distinct latent

variables? Are task, dimension, global, and AF rating methods
distinguishable as separate latent variables?

b. To what extent are the latent source variables intercorrelated

(i.e., with other sources of variance removed)?

c. To what extent are the latent rating method variables

intercorrelated (i.e., with other sources of variance removed)?

d. To what extent are source and method factors int.rcorrelated

(i.e., with other sources of variance removed)?

In summary, the analyses will reveal the extent to which source and

method factors contribute to observed scores, and the extent to which

latent factors are related to one another. The results may also

indicate that latent variables are not present as defined by the

model. For instance, it may be determined that supervisors and peers
are not distinctly different sources of variance, necessitating

creation of a new latent variable in the model called "ratings by

others."

3. The Model

Figure 3 presents a Multitrait-Multimethod (MTMM) Confirmatory

Factor Analysis (CFA) model for the variance components of the observed

scores from three rating sources on four types of rating scales. The

model represents each observed scores (xi) as comprising variance dtue .

to source, method, and unique or error variance.

The LISREL program used to test the model will:

a. provide standardized maximum likelihood estimates of model
.. parameters;
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b. provide tests of significance for each parameter;

c. provide a test of f" of the overall model to the data;

d. provide a correlation matrix of the task and method factors.

These results will permit conclusions about the convergent and
discriminant validity of the measurement of job performance.

V. DESCRIPTION OF MULTITRAIT-MULTIMETHOD MODEL OF FIVE "CORE" TASKS

1. Assumptions

There will be five "core" tasks that will be assessed by means of

Walk-Through-Hands On, Walk-Through-Interview, Task Level Ratings by

Supervisor, Task Level Ratings by Self, and Task Level Ratings by

Peer. This will yield a 25x25 correlation matrix resulting from five

traits (tasks) measured by five methods. For each task and method

combination, a single summary sccre will be obtained or derived for

each job incumbent. Method and trait effects are assumed to be

additive and linear, and all other effects are essentially random

(Alwin, 1974).

2. Research Questions

The analyses described below will answer the following questions:

a. Do the 25 measured variables (x1  to x25 ) adequately
measure the five latent task variables? Stated another way, do the

data support a model which holds that the 25 observed variables are

produced in part by five unobserved task variables? Results which

answer this question will indicate both convergent and discriminate
validity.

b. Do the 25 measured variables reflect the effects of five

latent method factors (i.e., WTPT-Hands On, WTPT-Interview, Supervisory

Ratings, Self Ratings, Peer Ratings) as specified by the model?

144-12
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c. To what extent are the latent task variables intercorrelated

(i.e., with other sources of variance removed)?

d. To what extent are the latent methods factors intercorrelated

(i.e., with other soures of variance removed)?

e. To what extent are task and method latent variables
intercorrelated (i.e., with other sources of variance removed)?

In summary, the analyses will reveal the extent to which five tasks

have actually been measured, the extent to which the techniques of
measurement contribute variance to tne observed scores, and the extent

to which the task and method latent variables are interrelated.

3. The Model

Figure 4 presents a Multitrait-Multimethod (MTMM) confirmatory

factor analysis (CFM) model for the variance components of the observed

scores on five "core" tasks as measured by five methods. The model
represents each observed score (xi) as comprising variance due to

task, method, and unique or error variance.

The LISREL program used to test the model will:

a. provide standardized maximum likelihood estimates of model

parameters;

b. provide tests of significance for each parameter;

c. provide a test of fit of the overall model to the data;

d. provide a correlation matrix of the task and method factors.

. These results will permit conclusions about the convergent and
.. discriminant validity of the measurement of job performance.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended, first of all, that the anialyses described herein

be the primary data analyses for the jet engine mechanic data set.

Given the need to explicate the criterion space, covariance structure

modeling ii the only analysis technique capable of doing so for a

project of this magnitude. The project and analyses represent

potentially important contributions to uur understanding of job

"performance measurement, and of covariance structure modeling as a

means of exploring construct valldity.

A second recommendation is that the AF Human Resources Laboratory

acquire the LISREL computer program needed for covariance structure

modeling. The program is essential to the Performance Measurement

Project, and will undoubtedly serve many other HRL research projects in

the years to come as well.

A third recommendation concerns assessment of the relative costs
and benefits of the Performance Measurement Project components. Upon

completion of work on the Jet Engine Mechanic Specialty, work will

commence on performance measurement for seven additional specialties.

It is important to know whether each of the performance measures is a 71
"good measure, and, perhaps more importantly, whether it is worth the

cost of using it. The construct validity analyses described in this

report will provide some of the information needed to assess the

relative costs/benefits of each measure, but more information is needed

for a complete analysis. Since the project will produce performance

measures tnat will be subsequently used to validate other personnel

management practices (e.g., placement via ASVAB scores), a larger

question concerns the utility (i.e., gain in productivity) resulting

from the use of these practices. This researcher will propose to

survey the methods available for cost/benefits and utility analyses,

and to adapt these techniques for use in this project. This proposal -,.7-

will be submitted to SCEEE for follow-up research monies through the

RISE program.
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2 LAMINARIZATION IN HIGHLY ACCELERATED FLOW

by by

"Brian Vick

ABSTRACT

In the presence of severe streamwise accelerations, such as encoun-

tered in rocket nozzles and in flow over turbine blades, initially

turbulent boundary layers can undergo a reverse transition towards a

laminar state. This phenomenon of flow laminarization has not been

adequately accounted for in the current schemes (TDK/BLM) used to pre-

*i dict rocket nozzle performance and thus forms the subject of this inves-

tigation. Despite the existance of important applications, basic infor-

"mation on laminarization is scarce with only a very few experimental

results and some rather inconclusive theoretical studies available in

the literature. In the present investigation the existing state of

knowledge is examined and a plan of attack to bring the complex pheonom-

enon of flow laminarization onto a solid theoretical foundation is

outlined.

L
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NOMENCLATURE

A a damping constant

Cf/2 a w friction factor

CH - Stanton number

', .. total enthalpy

L = mixing length

k " 1/2((u', + y'2 + i'
2 ) turbulence kinetic energy

K Ve due " acceleration parameter

U2 dx

N parameter defined by eq. (8c)

"" r a Prandtl number

r a radial coordinate"

heat transfer rate

T a temperature

' a- mean x-velocity

v - mean y-velocity

x - axial coordinate

y - transverse coordinate
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Greek Symbols

6 M boundary layer thickness

e M eddy viscosity 1 :

p a density

W viscosity

v M kinematic viscosity

- shear stress

y intermnittency parameter

Subscripts

e - boundary layer edge conditions

t turbulent quantity

w = wall condition ii
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INTRODUCTION

This investigation concerns the behavior of turbulent boundary

layers which experience reverse transition toward laminar flow under

conditions such as strong streamwise pressure gradients. Such an effect

could exist under conditions experienced in rocket nozzles, in flow over

turbine blades, on external flow over surfaces of aerodynamic vehicles,

in high temperature gas cooled nuclear reactors and in a variety of

turbomachinery applications. Particular interest concerns cooled rocket

nozzles, where laminarization could reduce both friction drag and heat

transfer in regions of strong streamwise flow acceleration. In rocket ..4
nozzles such as the LSSCDS which is under consideration for use in

orbital transport vehicles, the reduction in frictional drag in a lati-

narizing boundary layer is advantageous but probably accounts for only a

small percent difference in specific thrust as compared to a fully

turbulent boundary layer, however, the reduction in heat transfer could

cause excessively high temperatures in the throat region and could lead

to serious design difficulties.

The occurrence of laminarization involves a complex interrelation-

ship among many parameters, however, any condition which tends to

straighten out the flow field or reduce the turbulence will cause a

turbulent flow to experience a reverse transition towards the laminar

state. A strong favorable streamwise pressure gradient tends to reduce

the turbulent fluctuations in the flow direction and is a commonly

occurring cause of laminarization. However, other effects such as com-

pressibility can also assist the laminarization process. For instance, -.

in gas flow with wall cooling, the flow tends to accelerate in the
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streamwise direction towards regions of denser fluid, thus reducing the

turbulence. Also a cooled wall with curvature such as found in rocket

nozzles will tend to stratify the cold, denser fluid against the walls.

and thus suppress the turbulence in the transverse direction; an effect

analogous to a centrifugal separator. Centrifugal acceleration has a -

similar effect as gravitational acceleration with eicher effect capable

of intensifying or reducing the level of turbulence. Indeed there are

other physical effects which could cause laminarization, such as natural

convection, wall heating, or wall injection or suction. This investiga-

tion will center around situations involving streamwise flow accelera-

tion caused by strong pressure gradients since this is the dominant

cause of flow laminarization for applications of interest, such as in

rocket nozzles.

14 5-,
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OBJECT IVES

This investigation focuses on flow laminarization as it effects

boundary layer predictions. Motivation for the investigation originated

""from a need by the AFRPL to obtain better performance predictions in

rocket nozzles. In particular, the large space system cryogenic devel-

opment system (LSSCDS) engire, which is a high area ratio (1230 to 1)

low thrust (500 lbf) expander cycle engine, is currently being consi-

dered for use as an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV). This particular

application has brought to light the interesting and little understood

pheonomenon of reverse transition for which the modified mixing length

turbulence model currently used in performance prediction codes (BLM) is

unable to adequately deal with. As a result the objective of this

investigation is to study the physical effects causing laminarization,

to determine the parameters indicating the relative importance of re-

verse transition and to look at analytical models capable of accurately

predicting this complex phenomenon.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Turning our attention to the literature, we find that an overwhelm- *-

ing and rapidly increasing amount of information can be found concerning

fluid mechanics and convective heat transfer. However, basic informa-

tion on turbulent flows that experience a severe flow acceleration and .

thermal environment leading to laminarizaticn is scarce.

Evidence of transition from turbulent to laminar flow of gases in

tubes due to wall heatirg was presented in references (1,2] while re-

verse transition due to fluid injection at the surface (3,41 has also

been investigated. The nature and basic structure of a turbulent flow

under the influence of strong favorable pressure gradients has been L

examined in references [5-8]. Results indicate that the longitudinal

velocity fluctuations and skin friction decrease and that significant

departures from the universal "law of the wall" occur in regions of

strong favorable pressure gradients. An interesting set of experiments

was performed by Moretti and Kays (9] where the effects of flow acceler-

ation and wall temperature on the Stanton number was investigated. Here

the acceleration parameter

V due

2 dx (1)
e

was introduced and found to be a useful indication of laminarization,

although a correlation based on K alone was not possible. The results

of [9] as well as the acceleration parameter will be elaborated on in

later sections.
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A series of experimental studies into flow phenomena and laminariz-

ation in nozzles were performed by Back, Msssier, and Cuffel [10-15].

These works contain the most definitive data available for nozzles and

the results of [14] will form the basis for comparisons with existing

computer codes presently used for theoretical predictions, since this

work involves boundary layer and heat transfer measurements in a conver-

gent-divergent nozzle with high accelerations and wall cooling. Al-

though a few other experiments have been performed [16,171, the avail-

able data is generally insufficient for any extensive theoretical com-

parison or for gaining a thorough understanding into the effects of

laminarization for most applications of interest.

The literature contains several theoretical works [18-261 in which

various approaches have been applied and comparisons with experiments

have been made. Deissler (18] considers an incompressible boundary

layer and uses simplified equations for the Reynolds shear stre-s and

turbulent heat transfer leading to values which remain frozen as they

are convected along streamlines. The results presented are in fair

agreement with data from [9] but the results have acceptable accuracy

only during the early or intermediate development of highly accelerated

flow, since strong acceleration tends to dimin.sh the Reynolds stress

and turbulent heat transfer in a turbulent boundary layer. An

asymptotic theory, constructed for large values of a pressure gradient

parameter, has been attempted [19] but appears to have difficulty with

the viscous sublayer, which limits the applicability of the approach

when laminarization is in progress. Integral forms of the boundary

layer equations are considered in [20] under restricted boundary

145-10
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conditions which lend themselves to a convenient similarity analysis.

The results indicate that for accelerating turbulent boundary layers,

the thickness of the therzal layer may exceed that of the velocity layer

which causes the Stanton number to decrease. The case under

consideration, however, is too specialized to allow for general

conclusions or for an extension of the mathematical analysis to more

general problems.

The theoretical models presented in refecences [21-25) will be

examined in subsequent sections. Briefly they include a simplified

model using a completely laminar sublayer near the wall and turbulent

wake region (211, a model governed by the integral form of the turbu-

lence kinetic energy equation [22], a two-equation turbulence model (23-

24] and an analysis requiring the solution of approximated transport

equations for the turbulent shear stress, turbulent kinetic energy, and

energy dissipation rate [251. The merits of the various approaches as

well as a critical examination of the current prediction methods will

now be examined.
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BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATION4S

The boundary layer equations of a steady, compressible fluid f or

both laminar and turbulent axisymmetric flow are well known and can be

written as

Continuity

a k b--k
(pa + Hpwr) 0 02

Momentum

~~ du 1

ru + a (r kQx 1 i'' (3)

Energy

6Hx + kpv 6HQ + 1( (4)u
b r. r k y r by Fr- y

where k - 1 for axisymmetric flows, kc - 0 for two-dimensional flows and

r~x) - r0 (x) + y coso. The edge velocity, ue is determined from the

external potential f low solution and is considered as a known input.

Boundary layer equations (2-4) accurately model many flow situations

encountered in practice, including rocket nozzles.

Equations (2-4) require an initial condition and boundary condi-

tions which are taken as

u 0 , v -0 , yO0

TTwT(x) or ~ W~ (x 0 (5a)w

Uu~u ,H wHe ,y - (5b)

Equations (2-5) comprise a formidable set of non-linear coupled

partial differential equations. The major difficulty is the fiact that

they do not form a closed set since we have nn way of relating the
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Reynolds stress, pu'v', and turbulent heat flux, pii'v, to the mean flow

quantities through either firet principles or universally valid postu-

lates. Much work in turbulent modeling has been performed in order to

remedy this situation but no model has been able to predict ail situa-

tions of interest and at the present we are happy to have any model

which is able to accurately predict even a limited class of flow situa-

tions. One particularly difficult situation iavolves flow under strong

favorable pressure gradients which motivates the present investigation.

.I-4
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PRESENT TURBULENCE MODEL

Performance predictions in rocket nozzles presently consist of an-

inviscid core flow solution known as the Two-Dimensional Kinetics Comnu- -"

ter Program (TDK, reference [261) which is integrated with a boundary,

layer code known as the Boundary Layer Analysis Module (BIL, reference

[27]). The procedure consists of running TDK with the desired geometry

and chamber conditions and using the solution as the freestream condi-

tions needed to run BLM. Once BLH has been run a displaced wall can be

calculated in order to determine a more accurate inviscid shape with

which to rerun TDK.

BLI models the flow field using eqs. (2-5) with the possibility of

mass transfer at the wall included. After transformation of variables

the Keller Box MeLhod [28] is employed to solve the equations.

The key ingredient for accurate predictions in boundary layers is

the choice of the turbulence model. BLM uses the concepts of eddy

viscosity and turbulent Prandtl number given as

pu'v' p u , pv m •I (6)b•2
P PCm Pyv Pr ay(6

t

A constant value of Prt 0.9 is used along with the eddy viscosity

formulation due to Cebeci and Smith given by

L { 2 au

+ - " T tr y YC" • = ~~(7).-'.
0Cf.0168 -y>

f ((u u)ldy >tr Y
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where

L - 0. 4y[l - exp(-y/A)] (8a)

12(-) u u u UT (8b)

26w P w Le--,-

N2  1 - 11.8 p (e)2 P (8c)

"•e Pw

v u du
3 3 e dx ' (8d)

U

The parameter y is an intermittency term defined by

1 176 (9)

I + 5. 5 (y/6)

and ytr is a parameter that accounts for the transition region which

exists between laminar and turbulent flow and the value of yc is deter-

mined by requiring continuity of the function c.

The eddy viscosity model given by eq. (7) consists of an inner

region defined by a modified mixing length expression and an outer

region based on the velocity delicit. The mixing length expression (8a)

is an extension of the well known Van Driest model which is obtained by

replacing the damping parameter A of eq. (8b) by the expression

A 26 e (10)
u
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For incompressible, flat plate flow (dP/dx - 0) with no heat or mass

transfer the Van Driest model has met with considerable success.

Encouraging results obtained from the Van Driest model motivsted

the extmnsion to compressible flow with pressure gradients and heat

transfer as described in eqs. (8a-8d). For the case of incompressible

flow with zero pressure gradient, expression (8b) for the damping param-

eter A reduces to expression (10). However, since an eddy viscosity

model using a mixing length concept as described by eqs. (8a-8d) has no

rigorous physical justificat'on (see reference (29], pp. 215-217), it

remains to be seen how well it stands up against experimental data.

A thorough testing for a wide variety of situations is not possible

since data under conditions of laninarization is quite limited. The

most definitive experimental data seems to be that of Back, Cuffel and

Massier [14] where boundary layer and heat transfer measurements for air

flow in a convergent-divergent nozzle with wall cooling were performed.

In the descriotion of BLM[27] a plot comparing Back's nozzle [141

with corresponding BLM predictions was presented and is reproduced as

Fig. I in this work. The acceleration parameter, K, is shown in Fig. 2

for the conditions corresponding to Fig. I (Pt = 150.5 psia, Tt - ,".

1500 0 R) along with plots for a number of lower pressures. Fig. I

"clearly shows appreciable error in the predicted values of the Stanton

number which would in turn lead to significant errors in predicted

values for heat flow rates and temperatures in the nozzle. In

particular, the predicted values are significantly higher than the

experimentally measured values, indicating that in a flow with strong

streamwise accelerations, the turbulent boundary layer is indeed

145-16 7,.71
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reverting towards a laminar state and that a fully turbulent model

cannot possibly follow such trends.

Since the conditions of Fig. I correspond to the pressure giving

the lowest value of the accelkration parameter shown in Fig. 2, the

logical question is whether even more deviation from experiment would be

encountered at pressures corresponding to even higher values of the

acceleration parameter, such as the curve for Pt a 20 psia in Fig. 2.

This matter was brought up at the 5 week point of the author's 10 week

appointment at the AFRPL. At the time of this writing the TDK/BLM code

has still not been able to successfully produce results for the geometry

and flow conditions of Back's nozzle. A succession of computer bombs

have resulted as a result of such things as bad documentation and gas

property tables which do not extend to low enough temperatures. Another

error, however, has been encountered which deserves consideration since - -

it relates directly to the eddy viscosity model used in BLM. This

concerns situations where the flow acceleration is so high that the term

P+ of eq. (8d) becomes so large that the value of N2 in eq. (8c) becomes

negative and when the square root is attempted for use in eq. (8b), the

computer code immediately grinds to a halt. The conclusion of these

findings is that the eddy viscosity model of eqs. (8a-d) which has no

rigorous physical justification, also produces severe error in regions

of moderate flow acceleration as shown in Fig. I, and produces

mathematical nonsense (square roots of negative numbers) in regions of

severe flow acceleration. Thus, improved models are needed if accurate

predictions are to be made for boundary layers under high favorable

*" streamwise pressure gradients.
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In order to assess the relative degree of laminarization on a

particular flow, we need to quanitfy a parameter or group of parameters
F.7,

which indicate this phenomenon. Reference [14] shows that the accelera-

tion parameter, K, is a useful but not direct indication and proceeds to

show that the combination K/(Cf/2) 3 / 2 may be a better direct indication

of laminarization. Fig. 7 of reference 141 is included as Fig. 3 in

the present work and shows that for values of K/(Cf/2) 3 / 2 > 0.40, the

velocity profiles resemble more closely a laminar as opposed to a turbu-

lent flow, especially near the wall.

While the Reynolds numbet gives good indications of a laminar to • -

turbulent transition, it seems to be a misleading indication of reverse

transition since signs of laminarization can appear at surprisingly high

Reynolds numbers. Parameters such as K, K/(Cf/2), or K/(Cf/2) appear

to give better indications and further investigation needs to be

conducted in order for engineers and designers to assess the importance

of laminarization in terms of quatified parameters.

145-18
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ALTERNATIVE MODELS

Since the eddy viscosity model described by eqs. (7-9) appears to

give predictions which arp significantly in error for situations involv-

ing reverse transition, alternative models are considered.

Laminar Sublayer Model

Since the mechanism by which turbulence is produced in the wall

vicinity is apparently suppressed in accelerating flows, a turbulence

model consisting of a completely laminar sublayer region near the wall "L'"

and a turbulent wake region away from the wall is considered [21]. The

mathematical description is

+ C 0 , 0 y 2 (11)20

m 0.018 +
f ueu) dy , y >20e 0

Although the model has appeal because of its simplicity and gives

results which are in fair agreeemnt for incompressible flow, the main

issue of concern is merely being avoided. A turbulent boundary layer

under high acceleration does not suddenly revert to a laminar flow but

instead goes through a gradual reverse transition where it begins to

show the characteristics of a laminar flow. An eddy viscosity model as

described in eq. (11) may be useful for some initial estimates because

of its simplicity but cannot possibly incorporate the physical effects

or give accurate predictions for complex flows. Therefore the model is

not considered sufficient for obtaining accurate calculations required

for applications such as high performance rocket nozzles.
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Two-Equation Model

The two-equation turbulence model involves solving transport equa-

tions for two scalar properties, namely the turbulence energy and energy

dissipation, from which characteristic velocity and length scales may be

deduced. The technique retains the notion of eddy viscosity and turbu-

lent Prandtl number given by eq. (6), but instead of directly postulat-
+ '

ing a form for c such as eq. (7), transport equations for the turbu-

lence kinetic energy and energy dissipation are solved from which the

eddy viscosity is formed. The form used by Jones and Launder [23,241

was developed for incompressible flow and is given as

Turbulent viscosity hypothesis (12) i -•"-. '-

PUII I' 6; ( c ,pk2/c)

Turbulence kinetic energy

ak + o v ak + •- •k-,-

ax + a c2k by:[(.:. (13)

1/

+ p c 2 4 (9'''-.•-'"Turbulence "dissipation" rate

pu~ pv~~ [(+-2~S}(14)

2
c~p

11• •2 2 "'"
+ 2.0 ' (-) 2
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The c's and V's in the above equations were assigned as constants and

the f's were assigned as functions of k and r. A sample of the results

obtained with this model are presnted on Fig. 4 where a comparison with

the data of Moretti and Kays [9] is shown. We see that the theoretical

predictions using the two-equation model are able to follow the experi-

mentally observed dip in the Stanton number in the regions of high flow

acceleration while the mixing length model does not.

Although the mixing length concept has been employed to provide

accurate predictions for a wide variety of boundary layer flows, it may

plausibly be argued that for complex flows a mixing length hypothesis

will never provide the degree of predictive accuracy a designer needs.

However, one should interpret the encouraging looking results of Fig. 4

with cautior, since the model described by eqs. (12)-(14) has been tay-

lored specifically to treat high acceleration flows. This is an una-

voidable difficulty with all turbulence models, however, since all must

eventually rely on some degree of empiricism in order to close the equa-

tions. Nevertheless, the type of modeling presented here appears to

have promise for extension to a variety of applications including com-

pressible, high-speed flows in rocket nozzles.

%
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Integral Equation Model

The only analysis available in the literature which is designed to

handle compressible flow under strong favorable pressure gadients is the

work of Kreskovsky et al. [22]. Here the concepts of eddy viscosity and

turbulent Prandtl number (eqs. (6)) are retained but the analysis uses

the turbulence kinetic energy equation along with an integral form of L'

Lhe turbulence kinetic energy and some empirically assigned parameters

and correlations to arrive at a complete description of the turbulence.

The results in (22] were compared with the results of Moretti and

Kays [9] as shown in Fig. 5 and clearly do not follow the data as close-

ly as the Jones-Launder model [23,241 in regions of strong flow acceler-

ation. The integral form adopted in reference [221 is computationally

more convenient than the two-equation model but cannot be expected to

give as accurate results and thus is not recommended over the analysis

of the previous section.

.1 5- -
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A need for improved performance predictions in rocket nozzles

brought up the question as to the influence of strong favorable pressure

gradients leading to a reversion of initially turbulent flow towards

laminar state. The investigation revealed the following:

Nature of Laminarizatton

Several effects including severe streamwise acceleration tend to

break down a turbulent boundary layer, even at quite high Reynolds

number. Boundary layer measurements, when viewed in conjunction with

heat transfer measurements, reveal the complex nature of the flow and

thermal behavior and their complicated interrelationship when laminari-

zation occurs. Quite different considerations govern the onset of

normal and reverse transition since the fc.mer depends on the nature of

laminar flow and of any disturbance that may be present while the latter

depends on the nature of fully developed turbulent flow. Thus any

analysis on the difficult topic of normal transition becomes inappropri-

ate when dealing with the doubly difficult subject of reverse transi-

tion. As a result the mechanism and basic nature of the laminarization

process is still a controversial issue. "

Parameters Indicating Laminarization

While normal transition is indicated quite well by the Reynolds

number, it has been found to be a somewhat misleading quantity since

reverse transition has been observed at relatively high Reynolds num-

bers. In fact, no experimental parameter has indicated exactly when

laminarization will occur but a fair indication seems to be the acceler-

ation parameter [9,14] where laminarization is observed for values of K
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igreater than 2 oa3xi6 However, the drop in Stanton number seams

to lag the initiation of high values of K and a more direct indication

of the reverse transition process may be the parameters K- or123/2 o
K (C f/2)

(Cf/Z) " This issue is still unresolved and requires further ivvesti-

gation.

Turbulence Models

The present turbulence model used in TDK/BLM is a modified Van

Driest mixing length hypothesis. It has no rigorous physical justific.-

tion and as demonstrated in Fig. I gives inaccurate predictions in high

acceleration flows. The most promising improvement seems to lie in a t

higher order turbulence model such as the two-equation turbulerce model

of Jones and Launder [23,24] which seems to produce good results (See

Fig. 4 and 5.) when applied to imcompressible flow. It is believed that

modeling of this type should be extended to compressible high speed

flows since it has greater flexibility to include the dominant physical

effects and produce more accurate results than a mixing length type

model.

14--2
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the present investigation indicate a need for further

study in the following areas.

Quantify Parameters Indicating Laminarization

Since the present turbulence model used in BLM produces reliable

results under conditions of zero or modest pressure gradients, there

exists a need to quantify the parameters indicating laminarization in

order for designers to assess when the phenomenon should be consi-

dered. Thus, a thorough investigation into the importance of the
K K

acceleration parameter, K, and the quantities and - -should3/2 C/2
(cf/2)3/f

be undertaken as well as a search for a more significant parameter

indicating the breakdown of fully turbulent boundary layers.

Develop Theoretical Model

Since the modified mixing length expression given by eqs. (8a-d) is

unable to adequately match experimentally observed flow conditions under

high favorable pressure gradients. a more rigorous theoretical model

needs to be developed. The wost promising model appears to be a two-

equation model such as an extension of the Jones-Launder model [23,24]

for compressible, high speed flows. Since a theory which gives good

results for incompressible flow has no guarantee of success for compres-

sible flows or for other conditions for which it was not developed and

tested, an even higher order turbulence model such as that of reference

[25] may be needed to obtain the degree of accuracy desired for high

performance rocket engine predictions or other applications.
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Obtain Experimental Data

The most philosophically appealing or physically rigorous turbu-

lence model can be considered as nothing more than speculation until it

has been scrutinized against reliable experimental data. Thus the lack

of data, especially in high temperature, high speed compressible flow,

is a major roadblock for performing a rigorous testing of any theoreti-

cal considerations and an effort should be made to obtain more data

under a wider range of flow conditions.

Integrate Improved Theoretical Predictions with TDK/BL,!

After developing and thoroughly testing a theoretical model which 5..
gives the degree of accuracy required for applications of interest, it

should be integrated as a subroutine into the existing boundary layer

code BLH. Since TDK/BLM gives accurate results under zero or modest

pressure gradients, the parameters indicating laminarization should be

tested by the code and a subroutine using an i proived turbulence model

should be called upon tor situations when reverse transition is

significant.

In summary, the entire effort that needs to be undertaken is the

gaining of insight into laminarization by searching for the underlying

physical causes and quantifying the indicating parameters. Then a

turbulence model capable of predicting the phenomenon should be devel-

oped, thoroughly tested against experiment and integrated as a subrou-

tine into the existing TDK/B14 computer code. Finally it is noted ý.hat

the nature of turbulence and its description continues to present a

challenge to scientists and engineers who strive for a better under- ,,'.

standing and inproved capability to predict the world around us and the
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present investigation hopefully has suggested a plan to add another

piece to this mysterious puzzle.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

IN

BASIC ELECTRONIC TROUBLE SHOOTING ,L.

by

Stephen A. Wallace i

ABSTRACT L

The paper outlines a proposal for the development of a computer-

assisted instruction system in electronic troubleshooting. In Phase 1

of the project, a computer-simulated troubleshooting system will be de-

veloped. The system will be designed to teach naive students the prin-

ciples of logic function operation, a major component of modern electron-

ic circuits. In Phase 2, an initial experiment will be performed which

will investigate the effects of various feedback schedules on the initial

training and the long term retention of troubleshooting logic function

circuits. Suggestions for future research in the transfer of training

area are outlined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today's Air Force operates largely in an electronic environment.

Almost any task that one can think of, from the loading and storage of

supplies through fire control to decisions of the field commander, de-

pends for its success on the adequate functioning of electronic devices.

Because competent electronics technicians are unlikely to enlist in the

Air Force, the Air Force must develop competence in essentially naive

recruits if it hopes to keep pace with increasing electronic functionali-

ty that modern engineering can provide. Thus, the Air Force invests con-

siderable of its resources in selection and training programs designed

to identify those among its recruits with greatest aptitude for electron-

ics and efficient instructional capacity to produce knowledgeable and

skilled technicians. In addition, military resources are used for the de-

velopment of manuals intended to provide adequate information for both

the assembly and maintenance of units of electronic equipment that may

not have been covered during basic electronics courses. -:

Despite the best efforts of the Air Force (and in fact this seems

to be true in civilian settings as well), common knowledge has it that IL

trainees learn very little in basic electronics courses. In the best of

circumstances, trainees come away with little more than a vocabulary for

parts and some general rules for assembly. When they confront their first

real assembly or troubleshooting problem, they are nearly as helpless as

an untrained recruit. Thus, a major concern for the Air Force is not

only how to train individuals on basic electronics, but also to under- r
stand the variables that can affect acquisition of maintenance and ,.,

troubleshooting skills. In this regard, it is important for research to

focus on the training of these skills, the ability to transfer to varia-

tions of the original skill or task, and the ability to retain these

skills over time.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this paper is to outline a two phase proposal for

future research. In the first phase, a computer-assisted instruction

system will be developed which will teach naive students the rules of

logic function operation, important components in most modern electronic
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circuits. The system will allow the student to troubleshoot computer-

generated circuits consisting of various logic functions. The student

will be able to test input and output lines, replace components, and re-

quest other types of feedback. In the second phase, an experiment is pro-

posed which will examine how frequent strategy feedback should be given

in initial training to promote th2 long-term retention of these types of

troubleshooting skills.

III. THE BASIC TRAINING AND RETENTION ISSUE L.

The focus of the present proposal is on certain issues related to

basic training of electronic principles. Acc'rdingto somE experts (e.g.

Halff, 1983; McGrath, 1983), the problem of basic training in the mili-

tary is a severe one because the quality of the recruit pool is expect-

ed to remain low for several years. This problem is primarily a result

of the decline of standards in the public schools during the 1970's.
Also, the resource pool itself is declining. In 1978, the prime recruit

population of 17 year olds numbered 4,25 million. By 1990, this number

will reduce to less than 3.25 million. The problem is compounded by the

fact that fewer and fewer quality recruits will face basic training on

increasingly complex military equipment (McGrath, 1983). The technolo-

gical advances in computers and electronic equipment have far outdistanced

comparable improvements in basic training and instruction.

Thus, at one end of the continuum is the problem of basic training.

However, at the other end is the problem of retention of techr :al mainte-

nance and troubleshooting skills. Indeed, in a detailed study of sc..,e.-

300 vehicle repair tasks being performed by military mechanics, Hayes (1982)

found that 71% contained errors that were judged to be serious by .-ain-

ed observers. Furthermore, the study indicated that the quality of the

maintenance work did not improve with experience, but rather declined.

This serious state of affairs points to the importance of investigation

into alternative techniques in basic training and instruction of mainte-

nance and troubleshooting skills.
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IV. ISSUES IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Perhaps the most innovative mode of training to surface in both

civilian and military settings in the last 15 years has been computer- k_

assisted instructi(,1 (CAI). Most of the early CAI programs were stimu-

lus-response oriented in which questions would be posed to the student

and the stuJent's solutions were compared to prestored nswers for evalua-

tion. Later, more sophisticated inteillgnt-computer-assisted instruc-

tion (dubbed !CAI) programs were developed a,A. contained not only repre-

sentations of the subject matter but carried on dialogue with the sý:u-

dent and used the student's mistakes to diagnose errors and offer ulterna-

tive solutions (Barr & Fiegenbaum, 1982). One of the first ICAI programs

to be developed for military settings was SOPHIE (SOPHisticated Instruc-

tional Environment) by John Seely Brown, Richard Burton and their col-
leagues (Brown, Burton and Bell, 1974). SOPHIE was designed to teach

electronic troubleshooting skills on a simulated power supply circuit.

The system would insert a fault(s) into the circuit and the student, via

elaborate interactions with the computer, would find the fault(s) by

making measurements and by generating and testing hypotheses. SOPHIE

could evaluate the student's hypotheses and tell the student the worth

of each measurement.

Most of the ICAI systems, such as SOPHIE, SCHOLAR (see Carbonell,

1970) and WUMPUS (Carr and Goldstein, 1977), provide stimulating and

entertaining environments which help keep the students interested in

what they are trying to .arn. But, of course, the critical questions %

are: (1) does the learning environment they create facilitate the long-

term retention of the skfi (2) do these environments promote optimal

transfer to real tasks; (3) are ICAI environments as effective or per-
haps more effective than other traditional modes of instruction? It

is perhaps unfair to be too critical of many of the ICAI systems since

many of them are still being evaluated as effective instructional en-

vironments (Psotka, 1983). In spite of the limited success of some

ICAI systems such as SOPHIE (Brown, Rubinstein and Burton, 1976), many

of them are designed around the questionable assumption that providing

feedback to the student on every trial promotes the best learning
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(e.g., Anderson, Boyle, Farrell and Resier, 1984). In the next section, 1
arguments are made against this assumption.

V. THE FREQUENCY OF FEEDBACK ISSUE

Psychomotor research has determined that performance improvement is

highly dependent on the frequency and precision if augmented KR, defined

as information supplied to the t-ainee from an external source, such as

an instructor, about the trainee's performance relative to the criterion

or goal. Performance improvenent is not optimal unless the quantity and

quality of augmented KR is sufficient (e.g., Bilodeau et al., 1959;

Newell, 1974; Rogers, 1974; Wallace et al., 1976).

There are, however, major limitations on this research which could

have relevance to ICAI environments. First, the tasks that have been ex-

amined have been quite simple in the sense that the number of possible

alternative strategies for achieving the criterion movement is small. In

most real life tasks that are of particular importance to the Air Force,

there are typically many ways or paths to completion. This is particu-

larly true in the case of electronic troubleshooting tasks which are the

focus of the present proposal. In multi-solution tasks such as these,

the influence of KR on learning, transfer and retention is not known.

Second, over the years it has been suggested that KR is the strongest

n and most important variable controlling performance and learning (Adams,

1971; Bilodeau & Bilodeau, 1961). However, augmented KR has been typi-

cally manipulated during initial training trials without performance

evaluation on retention trials (see Salmoni, Schmidt and Walter, 1984,

for detailed discussion). Thus, in general, it is unclear whether the

benefits of augmented KR are short or long term.

For example, Bilodeau and Bilodeau (1958) concluded from their re-

sults several years ago that learning is determined by the absolute number

of KR trials and not by the relative number of KR to no KR trials. Their

design and the design of several other KR studies suffered a serious flaw

"in that KR manipulations were made only during initial acquisition trials

without subsequent retention tests. Recently, Johnson et al., (1980)

performed a similar experiment but included a retention test one week
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after the original acquisition trials. In contrast to the earlier

Bilodeau and Bllodeau (1958) study, Johnson et al., found that learning

was best in the group receiving the most no KR trials. In other words,

people seemed to remember the task better if they were not always given
information concerning the outcome of their attempts. More specifically,

the relative frequency of KR to no KR trials determined learning, not

the absolute number of KR trials. These results are important because

they emphasize the necessity of including retention trials to determine

learning - a point also recently emphasized by Schmidt (1982).

Aside from methodological issues, the results of Johnson et al., beg

the question of why should learning be enhanced as a result of more no

KR experiencr? One answer, suggested by Schmidt (1982), is that more no

KR experience during initial training makes the task inherently more

difficult. The subject has to invest more effort (Kahneman, 1973) to

process the relevant task cues and to achieve the performance criterion.

As a result, these cues are processed "deeper" and more elaborately into

memory and are more resistant to forgetting (Craik & Lockhart, 1972;

Leight & Ellis, 1981). On a more practical side, it probably makes sense

for the trainee to practice under no KR conditions because on-the-job

performance is typically done in the absence of augmented KR. Certain-

ly this is true in most eleitronic troubleshooting tasks.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The review of relevant literature has pointed out several areas of

concern which should be addressed by future research. Clearly, a major ,.

problem for the Air Force, and indeed the military in general, is to

improve basic training in order to produce quality technicians who re-

tain their skills over long time periods. According to Hagman and Rose

(1983) there are three approaches to improving retention. One approach

is to modify the task or redesign the equipment to automate easily for-

gotten procedures. Another approach is to assign people to tasks which

match their abilities. The final approach is to improve basic training

with the view that better initial training should enhance learning and

promote retention (Schendel, Shields and Katz, 1980). It is argued

that thts latter approach is probably the most cost-effective.
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Efforts should be made at the entree level to improve instruction

in technical skills. ICA is one promising method which has been used

to %each or improve a variety of basic skills such as geometry (Ander-

son et al., 1984) and electronics (Brown et al., 1978). However, it

is argued that one important issue related to ICAI is how frequent feed-

back should be given to the student to promote long term retention of the

skill or knowledge. The current proposal wishes to address these issues

by 1) developing an ICAI system for the learning and retention of basic

electronic principles in troubleshooting logic function circuits, and

2) by outlining basic experiments which examine the feedback frequency

issue. Testing and experimentation will be primarily focused on final

year high school and first year college students.

Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology will consist of two phases, each phase

requiring approximately 6 months to complete. In phase 1, an elementary

ICAI system in troubleshooting electronic logic function circuits

(tentatively called ELF) will be developed. The short term goal of this

phase will be to develop ELF to the point where basic experiments can

be performed on students naive in electronic principles. The long term

goal is to develop ELF so that it can be regarded as a bonified teaching

tool and to assist instructors in the teaching of basic electronics

troubleshooting skills. It should be emphasized that ELF will assist

the student in learning about the principles of logic functions - com-

ponents in modern electronic circuitry not included in SOPHIE, for ex-

ample. in phase 2, one experiment is planned which will investigate the

frequency of feedback and its effects on long term retention of trouble-

shooting skills in the ELF environment. More detailed descriptions of

these two phases now follow.
Phase 1. Once fully developed, the ELF system will 1) graphically

represent electronic circuits of different complexities on a CRT screen;

2) be able to place fault(s) into the circuit; 3) recognize, test and

"replace commands and provide feedback to the student about the cost-

effectiveness of these requests. To produce these features, ELF will

contain five software components written in INTERLISP and will be
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integrated by a knowledge program called LOOPS (Stefik, Bobrow, Mittal

and Conway, 1983).
1. A low-level language processor will be required to facilitate

communication between the user and the system.

2. A "blackboard" will be needed to parameterize the various IP
circuits and to place faults in the circuits.

3. A knowledge base of logic function operations and problem

solving rules will be required. For example the rule governing AND-.

gate operations is as follows:

If both inputs are "1"s, then output is "I";

If either input is "0", then output is "0".

Five logic functions will be initially incorporated into ELF computer

simulated circuits: AND-, NAND-, OR-, NOR-, and XOR-gates. -

4. A schedule will be used to control the order of rule process-

ing and determining the cost-effectiveness of possible solutions.

5. A justifier will be needed to provide feedback to the student. . -.

In the early stages of ELF, feedback about the student's test and re-

place requests will be given. As the system develops, the student could

also receive feedback about the cost-effectiveness of the request, and

be given appropriate strategies if help is requested.
Phase 2. Following the completion of the ELF system in phase 1, at

least one experiment is planned to investigate the frequency of feed-

back issue. Is the long term retention of basic electronic trotihle-

shooting skill dependent on the frequency of feedback in initial

training? The type of feedback referred to here is that which informs .

the student about the appropriateness of a particular test or replace

request. For example, naive troubleshooters tend to perform many more

tests which are redundant (i.e. do not reduce the uncertainty about the

fault location) compared to experts. This type of feedback will be ma-

nipulated in the experiment. Also, following initial training in a par-
ticular feedback frequency condition, subjects will be required to re- "

turn for a test of retention on different circuit configurations than

that used in initial training. Retention tests wili occur one day ano -

one month after initial training. . .
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Subjects - Sixty subjects, primarily recruited from the University of

Colorado and neighboring high schools, will participate. An equal

number of males and females will be used.

Apparatus - Simulations and troubleshooting will be done via a Digital

Equipment Corporation VT 105 graphics CRT terminal. The terminal is

interfaced with a VAX-11/780 main frame computer located in the Depart-

ment of Psychology. Testing and data collection will be done in a sound-

proof, air-conditioned chamber.

Procedures - The procedures in phase 2 require each subject to participate
in three types of sessions. !n the preliminary training sessions, all

subjects will be taught the rules underlying the operation of five logic
functions: AND, NAND, OR, NOR, and XOR-gates. Instruction will be com-

puter-assisted. Following instruction on each logic function, the sub-

7 ject will be tested on the rules governing each. Two 1½ hour sessions

on separate days are anticipated for this purpose.

In the experimental training sessions, subjects will attempt to learn

how to troubleshoot simulated electronic circuits consisting of various

configurations of the five logic functions. The task of the subject will

be to locate and replace faulty logic functions within a circuit. The

configuration difficulty of the circuits and number of faults to be placed

in the circuits will be determined by pilot testing. Within a given trial,

the subject will be able to make three types of requests: test a given

input or output line and receive either a "0" or "1" as feedback; ask

whether the circuit has been corrected; and request to replace a logic

"function. Each request will be assigned some cost factor and these

will accumulate within each trial and be stored in the computer for feed-

back purposes. The task of the subject will be to find and replace the

"faulty logic function(s) in the shortest time at the lowest cost within

"a trial.

"Subjects will receive several trials of practice (the length of each

trial to be determined by pilot testing) within each day over five days

of practice. Subjects will be assigned to one of three experimental
groups. In the 100% condition, subjects will receive feedback about the

"appropriateness of each troubleshooting request on all initial training
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trials. In the 33% condition, subjects will receive feedback every

third trial, and in the 0% condition feedback will not be given. Follow- .

ing the experimental practice trials, one half of the subjects in each '

condition will return one day later for a retention test. They will be

required to troubleshoot a novel circuit in the absence of strategy feed-

back. One month later, the other half of the subjects Vi each condition

will return for a retention test. This type of design allows for a more ,..

accurate estimate of long term retention unconfounded by previous practice

on the immediate retention test.

Design and Analysis - A Feedback Condition X Trials ANOVA will be used

to analyze the initial training trials. Retention data will be analyzed

using a Feedback Condition X Retention Trest X Trials ANCVA with the first

two factors as between-subject. Dependent variables to be analyzed will

be time to solution, cost of test and replace requests, and number of

requests. '

VII. EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

If the results of Johnson et al. (1980) are valid and generalixe-

able, we can make the following predictions. During initial training

trials, those groups which receive more KR trials relative to no KR

trials, will improve more rapidly in troubleshooting performance. How-

ever, on later retention tests, we would expect thE groups which receive

a lower ratio of KR to no KR trials to retain the troubleshooting abili-

ties to a better degree. The implication of these results for training

Air Force recruits is that to insure the long term retention of trouble-

shooting ability, trainees should not always receive KR from the in-

structor after all trials.

One issue in future experiments will be how best to organize the

training experience such that the trainee will be able to transfer to ..

deviations of the original criterion troubleshooting task. Past re-

search on simple verbal (Battig, 1979), cognitive (Hiew, 1977) and mo- l

tor skills (McCracken & Stelmach, 1977; Shea & Morgan, 1977) has shown ..

that the amount of positive transfer to variations of the original task

is a function of the variability of original training. ,'
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In the electronic troublshooting task considered in the present pro-

posal, there are several ways to structure the training regimen. At its

simplest level, the trainee needs to acquire knowledge of how each of the

five (or more) logic functions work. What is the best way to acquire

and retain this knowledge? Should the trainee be provided with a large

block of trials in which the malfunction is located only in the and-gate

function? Following this, another block of or-gate malfunctions would
be provided--and so on with the other logic functions. While this train-

ing procedure may facilitate the acquisition of knowledge about how each

function works, it could be argued that this type of training would not

effectively develop knowledge about how the logic functions work together

in an integrated circuit to control the external devices. Based on pre-

vious research, and we see no reason why it shouldn't apply to trouble-

shooting skills, a random presentation of malfunctions from trial to

trial across the various logic functions should develop a stronger in-

ternal representation and generally more applicable knowledge about how

the logic functions work together. This stronger system level knowledge -"

should facilitate transfer to deviations of the original circuit confi-

guration. The ability to transfer effectively to deviations of the ori-

ginal learning task is a major quality of an expert troublshooter. Thus,
in this line of research, subjects would transfer to either the same cir-

cuit with the malfunction located at random locations, to a circuit con-

taining the same logic functions but in a different configuration or to

a circuit containing logic functions never experienced before.
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THE DEVELOPMENT O A COMUiURI ZED SYSTEM FOR HW1E1'

INPORKATICN AND INITER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION4

by

Yin-min Wei

ABSTPACT

This effort concentrates on the development of an overall system

configuration and capability requirements for distributed multi-computer

system for shared information storage and retrieval and data-

communication between offices. This system needs computers which have

enough large storage units to hold the files, abilities to understand

human's requests in natural language, and abilities to quickly deliver

requested information to the humans in easy-to-understand formats.
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Every organization, whether it is in research manufacturing, or

service, can benefit from a good computerized system for information

storage and retrieval as well as for communication between all the

offices. As a teacher of information systems, my long range goal is to

design better information systems; and my short range goal is to

design a better user-to-system interface. This interface would assist

the on-line users to carry-on conversations with the system in order

to find the information they need.

During my pre-summer visit to Wright-Patterson AFB, Mr. Robert

Bachert invited me to participate in the planning of a computer-

network for management information and data communication for the

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL). I accepted the

invitation because the activity would help me (1) to refine the

requirements for user-to-system interface, and (2) to refine the

directions for my future information system research.

II. OBJECTIVES OF EFFORT

This effort concentrates on the development of an overall system

configuration and capability requirements for a distributed

multi-computer system for shared information storage and retrieval and

data-cmunuication between offices. This system needs computers which

have enough large storage units to hold the files, abilities to

* understand human's requests in natural language , and abilities to

, . quickly deliver requested information to the humans in easy-to-

understand formats. Since this study is undertaken for the Air Force

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (ARL), the proposed system will

be described with special reference to the AMRL laboratory. But the

., proposed system could be implemented to meet the needs of nny other

. research organization.
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I11. OVERVIEW OF COMPITERIZ ED/MANUAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS E

At AMRL, computerized system will be used to support
its internal activities , and its external communications
with other units of the Air Force. The computerized system
works in parallel with the p:esent existing mechanisms
(communication as well as information storage and
retrieval) to enhance the AMRL activities.

Consider first the communication between all the
offices and people in AMRL. At the present, there are
three types of communication: telephone, face-to-face and
written messages and documents through internal mail
service. All of these 3 types of communication flow freely
without any management restriction. This un-restrictive
nature will be maintained for communications utilizing
computer network. This means that people will have
un-restrictive freedom to send/receive messages over the o
computer network.

The next to be considered are the information storage
and retrieval, reporting and distribution over a computer
network. This computerized information network is supposed
to complement, not to immediately replace, che manual.-'
system being used today. The manual information system
consists of all the file drawers in the offices, and the
mail-service between the offices.

To complement the manual information system, and to
work efficiently, the computer network will be structured
to match the major information-flow patterns within AIML
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IV. COMPUTER-NETWORK FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

The proposed computer-network in Figure 1 is for

messages between people as well as for data (information)
communication between computers in the network. Each

individual member of the laboratory would have access to a
computer on or near his desk for his work.

In general, a computer at a higher level would have
more capabilities in hardware and software. For example,

the computer for the Laboratory Commander will have
decision support software. The natural language interface

is desirable for all computers. Its choice for a
particular computer will depend upon cost/benefit analysis.

In Figure 1, the computers within a branch form a small

cluster. The small clusters within a division make up a

larger cluster. The communication paths between computers
within a small cluster are shorter to make the

communications within a branch quicker, thus to accomodate
the frequent communication needs between members in the

same branch. The communication paths between branches are
longer, and the paths between divisions are even longer.

However, one computer is able to reach every other computer

in the network.

On the other hand, the computers for all division

chiefs belong to the same small cluster, thus the
communication between division heads are just as convenient

as communication between members within a branch.
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V. DATABASE ORGANIZATION [,

1) The Guding Principles j
At the 1982 National Conference of the American

Society of Information Science, the president of a

University stated that he has been receiving too much

information (from his subordinates). Our feelings, after
some soul-searching for interpretation, are that he had
received too much information details. What he wantend was

information summaries. This led us to the one guiding

principle that computers at the upper-level store only

summarizea management information. The details are stored

in the lower-levels.

Another guiding principle, as suggested by Dr. Mohr

(Commander of AFAMRL), is that each person is responsible
to maintain (i.e. add/delete/update) the portion of
database related to his activity in a computer near him. L
(Note: HIS is used for brevity to represent HIS/HER, HE

for HE/SHE and HIM for HIM/HER.) Only he or his alternate
may modify his portion of the database, others can have

authorized access by permission. By organizational logic,

his boss would have authorized access.

However, there can be exceptions to this logic. The
specifications for Laboratory Office Network System (LONS)

released in April 1983 by Rome Air Development Center

(RADC) allowed a sub-organization to lock up a part of its

database to refuse access by anyone including its

upper-level organization. fl]

2) Distributeg Database

As a consequence of the guiding principle that each

member of an organization maintains and guards the part of

147-9
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the database related to his activities, the database is

divided into parts and stored into separate computers to be
maintained by separate individuals. Thus, each ineividual

will have electronic as well as physical control over his
part of the database. .

VI. DATABASE ACCESS AND DATA DTRETORY

Today's long distance telephone calls are connected
through local telephone exchanges, trunk lines, and
telephone exchanges at the other end. There are no direct

connections from each telephone to other telephones. The i
computer to computer communications would be handled in a
similar fashion.

We consult telephone directory to locate the address

(i.e., telephone number) on the telephone network of an
organization or a person, before we can reach them by
telephone. In a computer-network, each computer consults a

directory which contains the data-file names and their

location in the computer-network, thus able to reach a
desired data file. Martin (2] claimed that the directory
for data-files together with data dictionary play a central
role in a database system. He illustrated that claim with
a diagram from Cullinane Corporation's advertisement

(Figure 2). At its center, you can see the integrated data
dictionary. -

The data accesses between computers are by agreement.

And the accesses are limited to "Read Only". In principle,
a high-level computer is allowed to access most of the data
in its subordinate computers (i.e. at lower-level in its
cluster). Each computer's directory contains information

147-10
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on how to reach those data-files, to which it has been
allowed access, by automatic dialing. However, information
request from a computer in one division may be sent to the
computer in another division chief's office; and further
contact to a computer in that division, based on

information location from that response , will be necessary

to reach the desired information.

Information request from a computer in one laboratory
to a computer in another laboratory will be handled in the
same manner. f.

VII. NATURAL LANGUAGE OUERY AND DECISTON SUPPORT SYSTEM

It is our concept that the chief executives need not to
learn the computer jargons or the artificial computer

languages. They should be able to communicate with
computer in our daily-use English language. With this in
mind, we have been looking for natural English interface in

the market-place.

The current expectations [31 are that the big computer
manufacturers will all get into the natural language
interface business. At the present time, there are only
products from the start-up companies. Artificial

Intelligence Corporation, Waltham, MA has the most
successful natural language interface product-- INTELLECT,
which runs on IBM mainframes. We can expect that similiar

products from other companies will be available soon.

1) Natural Language Ouery System

After a natural language query has been interpreted by -

natural language interface into a formatted query, it is

147-12
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sent to a decision-support system which will map-out a

strategy to arrive at the answers. The searches for data

are assisted by the DataBase Management System (DBS).

Conceptually, the whole query-answer process can be

described by the diagram in Figure 3. In simple systems,

the Decision Support System (DSS) is most likely integrated -*

with the database managment system (DBMS). In general, the
DSS requests data from DBMS, and after having processed the
received data, issues requests for more data. This looping -"

operation continues until DSS is satisfied with the answers
or has decided that satisfactory answers can not be
obtained. In either case, answers are returned for the

query.

2) INTELLECT Natural Language Package

At the present time, the INTELLECT Natural Language

Package by Artificial Intelligence Corp works the best.
It converses with you like a human being (of course there.L
are limitations). It works out a strategy to perform a
loop of data retrieval and processing until answers are

found to your query (see Figure 3). In analyzing your

query, it also is able to fill in what is implied but not
explicitly expressed in your query.

In order to achieve those listed above, the INTELLECT

[4] has been programmed to handle four key issues. These

are:

(a) What is the proper density of language coverage?

(b) How to resolve language ambiguity?

(c) How to navigate through the database for the *".

desired information?

147-13 ,
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(d) How to fill in the implied (not explicitly

expressed) information into the query?

The item (a) refers to the many allowed variations of

a given expression. Conceptually, in the linguistic space,
expressions which have identical meaning form a cluster.
More expressions in a cluster means higher density of

language coverage, which in turn means a more complex
program structure for the INTELLECT to recognize all the
varic.a:ions.

The item (b) refers how to choose one meaning out of

several possible means for a term. The INTELLECT has
ability to recognize the multiple meanings for a word.

Consider the example:

"FOR OHIO AND IOWA, PRINT THE NAME AQ
AGE OF ANYONE WHO EARNS BETWEEN $30,0•30
$50,000 MD IS MARRIED.-

There are four MD in the above search statement. Each has
a different meaning. They imply respectively, a search for
both (Ohio and Iowa), a list of both fields to be retrieved
(name and age), a range specified by a pair of values
(between $30,000 and $50,000) as well as a search of
persons meeting both qualifications (and married). A good
system must be capable to recognize all these possible
meanings.

The item (c) refers how to go through a number of the

data files in the database in a step-by-step approach in
order to obtain the information requested. This means that

147-15A
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the INTELLECT must know the file structures in the database

quite well.

The item (d) refers to memorizing the previous

queries and the retrieved results for those queries in

order to understand what are implied by the present query.

For example, there are two queries in this order,

1) Who are the managers at ABC Corp?

2) How many of t are under 30?

The word "them" in the second query refers to the list of

names retrieved for the first query.

The item (d) also refers to anothec situation.

For example:

"What was the company total sale two years ago?"

Since this is the year of 1984, the INTELLECT would

retrieve the company total sale in 1982. This means that

INTELLECT keeps track of the time frame. r

3) Decision Support System

The Decision Support System (DSS) has been

characterized as interactive computer-based systems that

help decision makers utilize daa and models to solve

unstructured problems [5]. The term "unstructured

problems" has been used to mean not pre-defined problems.

The Management Information Systems (MIS) are supposed to L

provide data to pre-defined types of manager's query. It

is the predecessor to the development of DSS. However from

a system analyst's view, MIS is a degenerated type of DSS;-.

147 -16 ., ,
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and a degenerated MIS is the straight-forward data
retrieval system. It is from this view that the diagram in
Figure 3 represents a universal information system for

natural language query.

VIII. PROCEDURE FOR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The basic strategy for system implementation is to
grow the computerized system slowly in parallel with the
existing manual system, and to phase out the manual system
gradually at the same time. This approach seems to have
the best chance to succeed. The validity of this approach

has been confirmed by the statement, "parallel installation

seems the most likely to succeed..., of Sprague Pnd

Carlson, in their book Buildin2 Effective Deciso '.p o

Sy.stm.15]. One proposal for the system implementation
consists of five steps. Those steps are detailed in a memo
[61 to Mr. Robert Bachert, my effort-focal-point at AMRL.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Our research goal is to extend our abilities for

designing good information systems. Naturally, the
question, 'What is a good information system ?* would

arise. With the understanding that an information system
is used to provide information needs of humans, we know
that a good information system should have all the
capabilities of a human being. That means it should be made
intelligent by some artificial methods. Thus, the study of
all aspects of artificial intelligence are within the
domain of information system research.
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Sowa states in his book [7] that, * Artificial

Intelligence is the study of knowledge representations and
their use in language , reasoning, learning, and problem
solving." Thus there are five broad areas for our future
research. Amo:.g those five, knowlecge representation is the •
most fundamental element of them all. Since six years ago, y
this writer has begun research on semantic network which is
a sub-area of knowledge representation. He plans to
continue that research, and use the ORACLE Relational
Database Management System in combination with programming I

language to implement those new semantic networks for
demonstration purposes.
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THE "PROCESSING WINDOW FOR THE NEAR BETA

Ti-1OV-2Fe-3AI ALLOY

by

Dr. Isaac Weiss

ABSTRACT

The control of grain size, grain shape and uniformity in order to

avoid the formation of mixed grain size structure during processing

from the ingot can be of great importance for further thermomechanical

processing and for optimizing of final mechanical properties. It has

bec. shown that this control can be achieved by processing through a

certain temperature range termed the "processing window". The

objective of the present work was to determine the "processing window"

for the commercial Ti-IOV-2Fe-3A1 alloy. Test coupons taken from the

ingot were forged to different total strain of 30% and 105% at %

temperatures ranging between 705 C (1300*F) and 1365*C (2500*F).

Following deformation, the test pieces were annealed under vacuum at

temperatures ranging from 815 C (15000F) to 1337 C (24500F) for 1 hour.

Specimens were then oil quenched so that progress of static

recrystallization could be followed. It was found that the appearance

of the mixed grain size structure is associated with the -

recrystallization /grain growth behavior at high temperatures. The

"processing window" for material forged to a 105% true strain was

observed to extend to a higher processing temperature with minimum

processing temperature of 1145 * C (2100 O F) and lower annealing "

temperature of 1050 C (1950 F) in comparison to the "processing window" "'-.

for the material forged to a true strain of 30%.
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I. INTRODUCTION: dl- I

Because of the interplay between recrystallization and grain

growth, processing of beta titanium alloys can lead to the

formation of a mixed grain size structure containing large and

small grains (1). The mixed grain size structure is undesirable

and contributes to poor high temperature flow, and inferior room

temperature properties. Once introduced, it is impossible to

remove the mixed grain size structure by heat treatment alone, so

that processing is needed to uniformly refine the microstructure .

(1). ..

Mixed grain structures were found after either cold or warm

working [below 855*C (1575#F)] the metastable beta titanium alloys,

Ti-1OMo-6Cr-25AI and Ti-10Mo-8V-2.5A1 and annealing at 980 0 (1800_

F). This microstructure is a result of selective recrystallization

in the finer grains, with the driving force for grain growth

rapidly decreasing because of the competition from recovery,

resulting in a mixed grain size (1).

Studies of the austenite microstructure during hot rolling of

steels reveals that under the conditions where partial

recrystallization occurs in the transition temperature range from

recrystallization to non-recrystallization, the mixed grain

structure is produced by preferential recrystallization at

austenite grain boundaries, the grain interior being left

unrecrystallized (2). In addition, when coarse austenite grains

are growing rapidly after recrystallization, as a result of light

deformation passes, a mixed grain structure also develops (3,4).

148-4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of:

1. Hot deformation,

2. Post deformation heat treatment,

III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:

Forgin- blanks (50mm x 25mm x 25mm) were taken from a 305mm

cast ingot with a nominal composition of Ti-IOV-2Fe-3A1. These

were hot die forged to true strain of 30% and 105% at temperatures

between 1300 F and 2500OF as shown in table 1.

Table

Serial Forging True Strain Annealing Annealing Cooling
Number Temperature Temperature Time

('F) (%) (I) (hr) _ _

A(30) 1300 30 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q
A(105) 1300 105 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q

B(30) 1700 30 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q
B(103) 1700 105 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q

C(30) 1900 30 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q
C(105) 1900 105 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q

D(30) 2300 30 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q
D(105) 2300 105 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q

"E(30) 2500 30 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q
E(105) 2500 105 1500-2400 1 Oil-Q

A 50 ton hydraulic press was used at a ram speed of 5cm/min.

(2in/min.). Deformed specimens were polished and macroetched in

Kroll solution to groove the deformed grain boundaries. The

"etched specimens were then vacuum annealed for I hour at

temperatures between 15006F and 2450 F. Following oil quenching,

* the polished surface of the annealed specimen simultaneously shows

148-5
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the prior deformed grain boundaries ("ghost boundaries") and the

position of the newly recrystallized grains (thermally etched).

This procedure was used to evaluate the progress of

recrystallization during annealing (5).

IV. INITIAL MICROSTRUCTURE:

The initial microstructure of the forging blanks are shown in

figure 1. These forging blanks were taken along the cast ingot. -'

Samples A(105), B(105), C(105), D(105), and E(105) all

contain columnar grain structure, while specimens B(30), C(30), A(30),

D(30), and E(30) display an equiaxed grain morphology.

V. MICROSTRUCTURE OF DEFORMED SAMPLES:

The specimens forged to a true strain of 30% exhibiting the

original as cast microstructure. Some elongated grains are found

to exceed 50mm in length while most of the equlaxed grains are

smaller than 25mm. Deformation to a true strain of 105% flattens

both the equiaxed and elongated grains in a direction

perpendicular to the forging axis.

VI. MICROSTRUCTURE OF DEFORMED AND ANNEALED MATERIAL:

The microstructures of specimens forged to true strain of 30%

at 1700"F [Specimens B(30)], 2000OF [Specimen C(30)], 2500* F

[Specimen E(30)] and subsequent annealed at 1900*F for 1 hour are

showni in Figure 2. Annealing samples with columnar and equiaxed

structure at 1900 F resulted in a mixed grain structure as shown

in figures 2b, 2c, and 2e. Here, the recrystallized grains are

superimposed on the "ghost boundaries" of the deformed grains.

The volume fraction of the recrystallized grain is smaller than

that of the recovered grains. The recrystallized grains exhibit a

large radius of curvature indicating a very low driving force for

148-6
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growth into the recovered region (146). A fully recrystallized

microstructure (Fig. 3j is observed whenever specimens with

columnar and equiaxed grains are forged at 1700UF, 2000 F, and

25000F and annealed above 23000F. This fully recrystallized

microstructure apparently results from the high annealing

temperatures and the high driving force for grain boundary

migration. This wicrostructure still contains the "ghost

boundaries" of the criginal grains, which appear to be smaller

than the newly recrystallized grains. The large recrystallized

grains are the result of recrystallization and rapid grain growth

occuring duiring annealing after deformation of 30%. Finer

recrystallized grains are produced in annealed samples forged to a

total ;.rue strain of 105%. The smaller grains are the result of •

an increase in the nucleation density which occurs during the

deformation and the subsequent anneal.

VII. THE PROCESSING WINDOW:

Figure 4 and 5 show the effect of processing and annealing

tem1 ,eratures on the microstructure of specimens forged to a true

strain of 30% and 105% respectively. Specimens forged 30% [(17000

F specimens B(30)j were found to require a lower anneal

temperature of 2300 F to produce a fully recrystallized structure

than samples processed at 2300 F and 2500 F. These observations

can be rationalized in terms of the way these grains deform and ..-

the driving force for recrystallization and growth during

annealing. The partially recrystallized microstructures observed

at lower annealing temperatures (below 2300 F) are associated with

sub-structure formation during the deformation as well as slow

migration of the recrystallized grain boundaries auring annealing.
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During deformation of beta titanium (which has a high stacking fault

energy) dynamic recov,,ry occurs. This process is so rapid that dynamic

recrystallization is suppressed (7). 'n subsequent annealing, nuclei

for static recrystallization develop selectively along grain boundary

regions where the localized strain is greater and more crystal

deformation systems tend to operate as a result of plastic

incompatibility. These nuclei rapidly produce new recrystallized ,..

grains with large radius of curvature. The well developed and

homogeneously distributed recovered sub-structure present in the grain

interior, especially in specimens deformed at 2500*F, reduces the

stored energy accumulated during deformAtion to such a low level that

the driving force for growth of the recrystallized grains is very low

(1). Under these conditio's grain boundary migration of the .. .

recrystallized grains is extremely slow and a mixed grain size

structure develops. A mixed grain size structure can alsco form during

annealing when the deformation substructure tends to localize, as

appears to occur during forging at 1700 F, aud subsequent annealing at

2200 F between the regions in the processing diagrart (Fig. 4 and 5) in

which a mixed grain structure occurs a "processing window" exists for

which a uniforn recrystallized structure results. Similar results are

obtained for material processed to 105% true strain. The "processing

window" is observed to expend toward higher processing temperature,

with a minimum processing temperature of 2100*F, as well as to lower

annealing temperature, with minimum annealing temperature of 1950OF

compared to the "processing window" for material forged 30% as shown in

figure 5. The shift of the "processing window" may be attributed to a

more uniform sub-structure which forms during forging above 1800F, as

well as the increase in driving force for grain growth during

annealing.
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Recommendation-'/

The "processing window" determined i n this work was found to be a

result of the non-homogeneous deformation below 1800'OF. However, ":::•

initial grain shape and size and solute concentration both affect the !,

magnitude of the "processing window" and should be investigated in-,-

future research work.-..-

148-9
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EFFECTS OF HUMIDITY ON GASEOUS PHASE ADSORPTION OF

TRICHLOROETHYLENE BY ACTIVATED CARBON

by

Martin D. Werner

ABSTRACT

Theoretical models applied to the adsorption of four

concentrations of trichloroethylene (TCE) (300, 600, 1000, 1300

mg/m 3 ) from air at low relative humidity predicted the following:

adsorptive capacity of activated carbon (maximum error compared

to actual data < 17%), shape of the breakthrough curve (maximum

error < 4%), and time to contaminant breakthrough (maximum error

< 8%). These low humidity data were then compared to TCE

adsorption by the same carbon at four other relative humidities

(25%, 50%, 65%, 85%). The following observations were made.

Increasing levels of humidity had increasingly deleterious

effects on the adsorptive capacity of activated carbon at all TCE

concentrations tested. The adverse effect caused by the presence

ot water vapor was more significant at the lower TCE concentra-

tions than at higher concentrations. The presence of water vapor

not only decreased the carbon's adsorptive capacity but also

reduced its efticiency by increasing the dispersion of the break-

through curve. Data at all humidity levels fit the Dubinin-

Polanyi isotherm equation equally well, indicating the impact of

water vapor on the adsorptive capacity of carbon for TCE is

predictable and could be accurately modeled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air stripping of volatile organic contaminants (VOC) from

water is emerging as an efficient treatment process. Addition-

ally, air stripping has the advantage of being much less expen-

sive than alternative control processes, such as aqueous phase

activated carbon. For these reasons, it is an attractive alter-

native to the Air Force for their groundwater cleanup operations.

however, several states consider the contaminants transferred to

the gaseous phase during air stripping as a point source of air

pollution which may require additional cleanup efforts. In anti-

cipation of added control requirements, the Air Force has

initiated research to ii.vestigate pollution control processes to

remove VOC from the discharged air of a stripping operation.

Gaseous phase carbon adsorption is a process by which VOC in

air could be removed. However, characteristics of the discharge

air of a stripping operation are not optimal for efficient

adsorption. Two major problems exist with the stripper discharge

air. First, the VOC concentration in the air is likely to be low U

because of the advantage of a high air to water ratio during a

typical stripping operation. Unfortunately, the capacity of

activated carbon tor an adsorbate decreases with decreasing

adsorbate concentration. Most research on gaseous phase carbon

adsorption has been performed at higher VOC concentrations than

would be encountered from a stripping operation; thus, theoreti-

cal formulations to predict adsorption efficiency have been

aeveloped for, and verified by, adsorption at high VOC concentra-

tions. It is necessary to determine whether these theoretical
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models are valid predictors at VOC concentrations within the

range produced during an air stripping operation. Second, the

air streams containing the VOC would also have a high water vapor

concentration. Numerous reports written on the subject of

gaseous phase carbon adsorption mention the detrimental effect of

humidity on the adsorption process (e.g., 1,2,3), but few studies

exist which have quantified the magnitude of the impact.

SI Furthermore, no study has been located which has systematically

tested the effect of several levels of humidity on adsorptive

. efficiency at various concentrations of a VOC. If there is an

interaction between the relative adsorption efficiency at

ditterent humidity levels and VOC concentration, it would be

desirable to take measures to optimize adsorption effectiveness

in an overall air stripping/carbon adsorption process. Fc(r

example, if a given level of humidity has a greater deleterious

etfect at lower VOC concentration than at higher concentrazion,

it way be desirable to reduce the air to water ratio in the

stripping operation to increase the VOC concentration in the air

and, thereby, increase the effectiveness of subsequent carbon

adsorption.

"The present study was designed to investigate the above

mentioned problems pertaining to carbon adsorption of VOC from

air stripping discharge, and to begin to determine whether VOC

adsorption will be a viable option to the Air Force.

149-5
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"II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVEb

The primary objective of the project was to assess the impact

ot water vapor concentration on the effectiveness of trichioro-

ethylene (TCE) adsorption by activated carbon. To meet the

objective, it was tirst necessary to assure that the experimental

system was providing reliable results, based on existing

, published research and theoretical models. Thus, a secondary

objective was to apply existing theory to the experimental data

to assess agreement between theory predictions and the data for

the following important factors: (1) the adsorptive capacity of

the activated carbon, (2) shape of the breakthrough curve, and

(3) time to a given level ot contaminant breakthrough. The

accurate body of theory based on sound assu.iptions will be

* recommended to the Air Force for potential use in additional

* research and full scale operation. The effect of humidity on

each of the above mentioned fators will be assessed to further

analyze the nature and extent of the impact of water vapor on TCE

adsorption.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DESIGN

The experimental system employed for this research is

illustrated in Figure 1. Dry (< 5 percent relative humidity)

"purified air entered the system through a pressure valve (2).

The air was split immediately following the pressure valve into

two streams. A small portion (0.2 to 0.5 percent) flowed through

an air flow controller (3) to the TCE generating apparatus

* consisting of a 4.5 cm impinger tube partially filled with TCE

149-6
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(4) in a temperature controlled water bath (5). The bulk of the

air (-lI0 I/min) flowed through a rotometer (6) and into the main

portion of the system. That main air stream could also be split,

a portion flowing through two 5 cm glass tubes (8) connected in

series and partially filled with water to humidify the air. The

tubes contained plastic Pall rings to distribute the air and

increase air-water contact. The first tube in the series was

wrapped with heating tape to warm the water and thereby increase

its rate of transfer to the air stream. The other portion of the

air flow was kept dry. The three portions of air (TCE laden,

water vapor laden, and pure dry air) were united and directed

through a 20 liter equalization vessel (9) to dampen short-term

variation in TCE concentration and air humidity. The total air

stream then passed over a temperature probe (10) and a small air

volume (25 ml/min) entered a dew point sensor (11). Thus, air

temperature and water vapor concentration were continuously

monitored using a General Eastern Model Hygrocomputer (12). Air

pressure was measured within the system using a pressure gage

(13). A portion of the air stream ( 2.3 1/min) was then

diverted to a gas chromatograph (15) for influent TCE

concentration determination, while the remainder (7.7 1/min) was

directed through the activated carbon column (14). Effluent from

the column was also directed to the gas chromatograph for TCE

concentration analysis. A second pressure gage (13) connected
b

across the column measured pressure drop due to air flow through

the carbon.

149-8
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The 7.7 1/min air flow through the activated carbon column

resulted in a linear velocity of 25 cm/s in the 2.54 cm column

and an air retention time within the carbon of 0.5 s. TCE

concentration in influent and effluent air was measLred at 15 to

20 minute intervals throughout an experimental run. When the

effluent TCE concentration stabilized at the influent

concentration the experiment was terminated.

CECA GAC48C Carborundum* activated carbon was used for all

trials. A weighed amount of carbon (37.5 g) which was distilled

water washed and oven dried was placed over a thin layer of glass

wool in the column to give a carbon bod depth of 13.5 cm.

Experiments were performed at 4 TCE concentrations (roughly 300,

600, 900, and 1300 mg/m 3 ) each at 5 levels of relative humidity

(<5, 25, 50, 65 and 85 percent).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Data Fit to Model Predictions ,

Most theoretical models developed to predict the various

critical aspects ot carbon adsorption have been developed for one

adsorbate system under conditions of low humidity. Therefo'e,

only the data collected under the lowest water vapor

concentrations (<5% relative humidity) will be analyzed in this

* section. In the following section that data (considered to be

the base-line data) will De compared to data collected under

conditions of higher relative humidity to assess the impact of

water vapor on carbon adsorption. TO

-,1 9-
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Traditionally, adsorption isotherms have been used to

relate the adsorptive capacity of carbon to some equilibrium

concentration of the adsorbate. Three commonly used isotherm

equations are listed and described in Table 1. Although all of

these isotherm equations are used to describe gaseous phase

carbon adsorption, and all fit the data of this experiment well,

only the Dubinin-Polanyi equation makes valid assumptions for

this application (4). In addition, the Dubinin-Polanyi equation

is much more powerful and useful as a prediction method than the

other equations (4,5). For the above reasons, only the

Dubinin-Polanyi equation will be utilized for subsequent

theoreti:al formulation in this paper. Figure 2 shows the fit of

the low humidity data to Dubinin-Polanyi equation.

The Dubinin-Polanyi equation can be used to predict an

isotherm at any temperature and with any adsorbate based on the

isotherm of a reference adsorbate. Values for parameters of the

equation can be found in the literature or in chemistry

handbooks. Figure 3 graphically depicts the experimental data,

and includes a comparison with the equation's predictions. The

the predictions represent maximum adsorptive capacity which is

usually measured under static conditions, whereas the actual

values were obtained by dynamic adsorption for which kinetic

affects could reduce the adsorptive capacity. Even with that ,.

problem, the actual value of each point is within 17% of its

predicted value. Wo, a parameter based on pore size distribution

of the carbon, was not available from the manufacturer for the

7..':.,';:,
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TABLE 1. ISOTHERM EQUATIONS AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
OBTAINED FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Langmuir Isotherm (r 2  0.952)

Q = Qm kCe/(l + kCe)

1/0 110lm kCe + 1O/m)

o = Adsorbate sorbed per unit mass of adsorbent

Ce = Equilibrium adsorbate concentration

Om = Limiting (maximum) sorptive capacity of adsorbent

k Coefficient of adsorbate/adsorbent system

Freundlich Isotherm (r 2  0.986)

o =k Cl/n

log Q = log k 1 1/n log C

k,n coefficierits of adsorbate/adsorbent system

Dubinin-Polanii Isotherm (r 2  0.983)

2 P0P 2

w Wo e- Ks/B (RT In Po/P)

In W = In Wo - Ks/B 2 (RT In Po/P) 2

W = Volume of adsorbate sorbed per unit adsorbent

Wo - Limiting (maximum) sorptive capacity of adsorbent,
(0.505 ml/g)

K Parameter dependent on adsorbent/adsorbate system,
(2.89 x 10-9 mo12/j 2 )

B a Aftinity coetficiant of adsorbate, (1.14)

R = Universal gas constant, (8.3143 J/Mol/K)

T - Temperature in Kelvin, (296 K)

P a Actual vapor pressure of adsorbate (mm Hg) ,

Po - Saturated vapor pressure of adsorbate (60 mm Hg at 296K)
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carbon used for these experiments so the value for a closely

related carbon (CECA 410) was substituted. Urano et al. (5)

presents a complete explanation for the application of the

Dubinin-Polanyi equation and for the conversions necessary to

obtain the independent variable in units of concentration (g/m 3 )

and the dependent variable as mass adsorptive capacity (g/g).

Contaminant breakthrough curves from activated carbon beds

typically follow a sigmoidal pattern, resulting from the normal

distribu ion of velocities among the population of adsorbate

molecules (6). Thus, according to Gruber and coworkers (6,7,8),

the breakthrough curve can be described by a cumulative normal

probability curve, and the dispersion of the curve for a given

set of conditions can be calculated from as few as two points on

the curve. If the degree of dispersion, or standard deviation

(r), for the curve is known along with a single point on the

curve the remainder ot the curve can be predicted. Furthermore,

the relative standard deviation (defined as W /T 5 0 , where T 5 0

is time to breakthrough of 50% of the influent concentration)

.- should be the same for any concentration of a given

"adsorbate/adsorbent combination (6,7). Therefore, the potential

'.,xists for predicting an entire breakthrough curve by knowing

only a single point on a curve and the relative standard

deviation obtained at another adsorbate concentration. The

obvious advantage of using this concept is that time to critical

contaminant breakthrough can be estimated with few effluent

. samples.
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•Experimental data were applied to the above concept. Overall

adsorptive capacity was predicted within -3.5 to +3.7 percent

(mean - 0.4%) of the actual measured capacity. The relative

standard deviation ranged from 0.100 to 0.167 with a mean of

0.126. These results indicate a TCE breakthrough curve can be

accurately predicted by an adjusted cumulative probability curve

and the concept of the relative standard deviation.

Gruber and Burgess (7) present several equations to predict

the time to a critical level of contaminant breakthrough from an

activated carbon column. Using the assumption of a predictable

shape for the breakthrough curve (as described above) and a

generalized Dubinin-Polanyi isotherm presented by these authors,

time to 50% breakthrough was predicted for the various TCE

influent concentrations used in this study. Comparisons between

predictions and actual breakthrough time are presented in Table

2. The maximum error for predicting breakthrough time was 7.4

percent.

"Based on the above analyses two conclusions are made. First,

the data generated by this research effort are reliable based on

comparisons with predictions of existing theoretical models.

Thus, the base-line data obtained at low humidity can be compared

with confidence to higher humidity trials to assess effects of

"humidity on carbon adsorption. Second, the existing body of

theory was very useful for predicting critical factors of

p contaminant adsorption by activated carbon. This body of theory

might prove useful for full-scale operations.

"149-15
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TABLE 2. DEVIATION FROM PREDICTED TIME TO 50% BREAKTHROUGH
AT LOW RELATIVE HUMIDITY (<5%)

Influent Conc. Breakthrough Time (hour)

(mg/m 3 ) Actual Predicted Percent Deviation

303 76.5 71.2 +7.4

602 45.1 45.6 -1.1

895 35.9 34.6 +3.8

987 32.8 32.2 +1.9

1331 26.4 25.9 +1.9

*/4
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B. Effects of Water Vapor on Adsorption

The quantity of TCE adsorbed per gram of activated carbon

at eac' influent TCE concentration and level of relative humidity

tested are presented in Figure 4. Excluding the trials with 25%

humidity at 1000 and 1300 mg TCE/m 3 , increasing concentrations of

water vapor had an increasing deleterious effect on the carbon's

adsorptive capacity for TCE. Actual values obtained during the

study are listed in Table 3. Although numerical differences of

adsorptive capacity between high and low humidity are generally

less at lower TCE influent concentrations than for higher

concentrations, the relative differences are greater for the

former. An example will help to illustrite this. Subtracting

values for the lowest relative humidity (<5%) from the highest

(85%) at TCE influent concentrations of 300 mg/m 3 and 1300 mg/m3

results in differences in adsorptive capacity of 0.259 g/g at the

lower TCE concentration and 0.313 g/g at the higher

concentration. However, the percent adsorptive capacity

maintained was higher for the 1300 mg TCEim3 comparison (28%)

than for the 300 mg/m 3 comparison (9%).

Loss of adsorptive capacity at various relative humidities

was calculated for each humidity trial within an influent TCE

concentration. These comparisons are presented in Table 4. In

*'~" all cases, relative adsorptive capacities decreased faster with

increasing relative humidity at low TCE concentrations than at

* higher TCE concentrations. Thus, there is an important

interaction between relative humidity and TCE concentration which

149-17
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TABLE 3. TCE ADSORBED AT VARIOUS INFLUENT CONCENTRATIONS
AND LEVELS OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Rplative Humidity TCE Influent TCE Adsorbed
(%) Conc (mg/m3) (gTCE/g carbon)

<5 303 0.286
25 295 0.257
50 293 0.180
65 295 0.114
85 293 0.027

<5 602 0.334

25 605 0.320
50 597 0.284
65 599 0.160

85 593 0.054

<5 895 0.395
<5 987 0.399

25 995 0.403
50 978 0.342
65 996 0.218
85 986 0.098

<5 1331 0.434
25 1306 0.431
50 1356 0.370
65 1322 0.262
85 1304 0.121

IL
I4
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TABLE 4. TCE ADSORBED STANDARDIZED TO THAT ADSORBED AT LOW
RELATIVE HUMIDITY (<5%)

Relative Humidity (%)
TCE Influent <5 25 50 65 85
Conc. (mg/m3) Relative Amount Adsorbed

300 100 90 63 40 9

600 100 96 85 48 16

1000 100 101 87 55 25

1300 100 99 85 61 28

TABLE 5. TIME TO BREAKTHROUGH OF 10% OF THE INFLUENT TCE
CONCENTRATION STANDARDIZED TO THAT VALUE AT LOW
RELATIVE HUMIDITY (<5%)

Ii
Relative Humidity (-

TCE Influent <5 25 50 65 85
Conc. (mg/m 3 ) Relative Amount Adsorbed

300 100 67 58 32 9

600 100 82 77 38 15

1000 100 93 80 48 24

1300 100 87 83 51 27

I
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should be considered when designing an air stripping/gaseous

phase carbon adsorption process. In some cases, it may be

beneficial to reduce the air to water ratio of the stripping

operation (even though that would reduce stripping efficiency) to

obtain a higher concentration of VOC in the air and, thereby,

reduce the negative impact of water vapor during the air

adsorption portion of the operation.

The shape of the breakthrough curve is a factor, in addition

to the overall adsorption capacity, which could influence the

length of time a b3tch of activated carbon can be utilized. As r
discussed previously in this paper, dispersion associated with a

breakthrough curve can be described by the relative standard

deviation of the curve. The mean relative standard deviation was

0.126 (range 0.100 to 0.167) for the low humidity trials; that

same parameter's value was 0.210 (range 0.156 to 0.298)

considering all trials above the minimum relative humidity.

Thus, water vapor not only reduced the adsorptive capacity of the

carbon in these experiments but also caused the breakthrough

curve to be more dispersed over time. A result of widening the

breakthrough curve is to reduce the carbon's efficiency since a

critical breakthrough concentration (if less than 50% of the ..

influent adsorbate concentration) will be reached sooner than it

would be for a narrower breakthrough curve even if the carbon in

both cases had the same overall adsorptive capacity. Table 5

contains the time to breakthrough of 10% of the Influent TCE

concentration standardized to the breakthrough time for the

149-21
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lowest humidity (i.e., the humidity at which water vapor is

assumed to have no effect). If water vapor had no effect on the

carbon's efficiency due to changes in the shape of the

breakthrough curve, values in Table 4 and Table 5 would be

identical. Values in Table 5 are less than the corresponding

values in Table 4, which reflects the effect of the increased

disper-ion of the breakthrough curves. Surprisingly, the

breakthrough curves were not dispersed at highest relative

humidity (85%). No conclusive explanation can be offered for

that apparent anomalay at this time. Results of the analysis of

data in Table 5 are of practical importance only when a single

column is employed. If two or nore columns are employed in

series the entire adsorptive capacity of the first column could

be exhausted, so the shape of the breakthrough curve would be of

little significance.

Data from each humidity level were fit to the Dubinin-Polanyi

Isotherm model. As demonstrated in Figure 5 results at all

humidity levels fit the model equally well (r 2 greater than 0.92

for all cases). The changing slopes from one humidity level to

another also clearly demonstrates the interaction between

humidity levels and adsorbate concentrations. A given humidity

level exerted a greater effect at low TCE concentrations than at

higher concentrations, as discussed earlier in this paper.

Since the Dubinin-Polanyi Isotherm equation is followed so

closely at all humidities it can be assumed that water vapor is

exerting a predictable effect on the carbon's capacity to adsorb

149-22 '
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TCE. The predictability suggests that the system could be

accurately modeled to asses the impact of, or the interference

caused by, water vapor on the adsorptive capacity of carbon at

other levels of humidity.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS >

A. Models exist which accurately predicted results of £

trichloroethylene (TCE) adsorption by activated carbon from air

at low levels of humidity. The following important factors were

predicted:

1. Adsorptive capacity of activated carbon.

2. Snape of the contaminant breakthrough curve.

3. Time to breakthrough of a given contaminant

concentration. . 4

B. Water vapor exerted a deleterious effect on activated .

carbon's adsorptive capacity. Increasing levels of relative

humidity had increasing deleterious impacts. The effect of

humidity was greater at low TCE concentrations than at the higher

TCIE concentrations tested. In general, water vapor also caused a

greater degree of dispersion in the contaminant breakthrough

curve which has the eftect of reducing the efficiency of the

carbon to an extent greater than suggested by the reduction

caused to the carbon adsorptive capacity.

C. The Dubinin-Polanyi equatio;% fit the data obtained at all

levels of relative humidity equally well, indicating the effect

ot water vapor on TCE adsorption, and possibly other organic

contaminants, could De accurately modeled.
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V1. RECUMMENDATIONS

This research demonstrated (1) the accuracy of several models

for predicting important aspects of gaseous phase carbon

adsorption at low relative humidity and, (2) the predictable

effect water vapor has on the effectiveness of the adsorption

process. Both of these were demonstrated for a single adsorbate,

TL9, under constant experimental conditions. It is recommended

that these findings be applied to the design and operation of

full-scale adsorption processes. To extend the usefuiness of the

resu!ts, three areas of additional research are recommended.

First, adsorption models need to be tested on a variety of

adsorbates in different classes of organic compounds under

varying conditions of adsorption (e.g. differont carbons,

different air flow rates and diffdrent temperatures). The object

of the testing vould be.-:Z determine how robust existing models

are. Existing adsorption studies which have been published cou,.d

be used for this analysis. Second, a model should be developed

to predict the effect of humidity on gaseous phase carbon

adsorption for ditferent adsorbates under various levels of

relative humidity. Res'lts of this research indicate the effect

of water vapor on adso:ption should be amenable to accurate

modeling. Third, the interaction between adsorbates in a

multi-adsorbate system (i.e., competitive adsorption) needs to be

investigated. The approach to this problem could be similAr to

the one taken for the second research recommendat on.

149-25
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF WHISPERED AND NORMALLY

PHONATED SPEECH USING AN LPC-10 VOCODER

by

Johnny R. Wilson

ABSTRACT

The determ.i.nation of the performance of the LPC-10 Voco-

der in the processing of adult male and female whispered and

normally phonated connected speech was the focus of this study.

It was found that the LPC-10 Vocoder's analysis of whispered

speech compared quite favorably with similar studies which used

sound spectrographic processing techniques. It was also found
that shifting from phonated speech quality to whispered speech
quality caused a substantial increase in the phonemic formant

frequencies and formant bandwidths for both male and female

speakers.
The data from this study showed no evidence that the LPC-

10 Vocoder's ability to process voices with pitch extremes
and quality extremes was limited in any significant manner.

A comparison of the unprocessed natural vowel waveforms and

qualities with the synthesized vowel waveforms and qualities

revealed almost imperceptible differences.
It was recommended that an investigation of the LPC-10

Vocoder's ability to process linguistic and dialectical

suprasegmental features such as intonation, rate and stress
at low bit rates should be a critical issue of concern for

future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the most efficacious method of

transmitting speech signals in narrowband form has been
a major focus of speech researchers and communications engi-
neers dating back as far as 1928 when Homer Dudley introduced
a device called a "vocoder"I. The development of efficient

speech coding methods continues to be an area of critical

concern, especially for the Air Force, because the ability
to manipulate speech signals over communications transmission

channels through efficient and versatile coding procedures
would greatly enhance air-to-air and air-to-ground reconnais-

sance and surveillance.

Significant advancements have been made in speech coding
technology sincc Dudley's prototype vocoder. Moreover, the

narrowband linear predictive coding (LPC) technique has be-
come widely used in both civilian and military applications 2 .
However, in spite of its recent widespread use, in spite

of the many improvements made in it and in spite of its

iioption as the military standard, the LPC vocoder still
has not undergone a systematic and comprehensive evaluation

for general and practical applications.

The present project was designed to test the LPC-10
Vocoder's performance during the processing of speakers

whose voices represent vocal extremes in respect to pitch
and quality. The impetus for this study emanated from the

following general hypotheses and findings that were reported
in recent signal and speech transmissions literature:

1. A speaker's voice quality has a clear effect
on the subsequent LPC quality3 .

2. The efficacy of LPC analysis has been shown
to be dependent on the fundamental frequency
of the voiced signa] 4 .

3. Narrowband LPC notoriously lacks robustness 5 .

4. LPC has difficulties with the voices of women
and children

5. The presence of whisper and nasality has a nega-
tive influence on intelligibility for both male
and female LPC quality7 .
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Although a few studies have examined the performance of

LPC vocoders for design purposes, their 'robustness", i.e.

"their ability to process a variety of voice types and speaking
styles during practical user applications is yet to be de-

termined. Information pertaining to the robustness of LPC
vocoders is of utmost importance to signal transmissions
personnel and to zommunications engineers becasue such in-
formation should aid in continued development and improvement
of speaker independent speech recognition technology.

II. OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the present project was to L
determine the robustness of the LPC-10 Vocoder by assessing
its ability to process voices with pitch and quality extremes.
The specific objectives were:

1. To evaluate the ability of the LPC-10 Vocoder
to process phonated and whispered speech.

2. To evaluate the ability of the LPC-10 Vocoder
to process voices representing different sexes,
i.e. voices with fundamental frequency and for-
mant frequency extremes.

3. To determine the acoustic characteristics, i.e. L
the formant frequencies, formant bandwidths and
formant amplitudes of male and female phonated
and whispered vowels during connected speech.

Whispered and phonated voice characteristics were selected

as the focus of this study because (1) they represent two

extremes of voice production or laryngeal activity8 , (2)one
of the concomitants of human fatigue is dysphonia which may
range from partial to complete loss of voice and (3) previous
research has indicated that the formant frequencies of whispered
isolated vowels are higher than those of phonated isolated
vowels . Male and female voices were used because it is

commonly known that the habitual pitch for female voices

is almost twice the habitual pitch for male voices.
The LPC technique was of particular concern to this

study because, as pointed out earlier, it has been adopted
as the military standard. Purportedly, this technique is
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especially attractive to military communications personnel

because (1) only a short segment of speech is needed to
yield accurate results, (2) it is suitable for analyzing
high pitched voices, such as women and children, and (3)
data rate can be reduced to approximately 2400 bits/sec.

10without producing degradation in speech qaality

III. METHOD

Subjects

Seven young adult males and four young adult females
who demonstrated normal speech and hearing characteristics

produced the speech samples for this study. Their ages
ranged from 19-32 years and 17-24 years, respectively. The
mean age for males was 23.6 years and the mean age for fe-
males was 21.3 years. All of the subjects grew up in the
northeastern region of the United States and spoke primarily
General American English dialect.

Speech Sample

Each of the 11 subjects was instructed to first normally
phonate a list of five sentences and secondly to whisper
the same list. Embedded in each of the five stimulus sen-
tences was an "h_d" word in which were embedded the experi-
mental vowels: /i/, /l/, /u/, /a/ and /A/ (see Figure 1).

These particular vowels were selected because they
represent essentially the cardinal or articulatory extremes
for English vowel production (see Figure 3).

Instrumentation
The LPC-10 Vocoder was the speech processing device

used in the present study. The LPC-10 is a time-domain
device that analyzes and synthesizes speech using the prin-

ciples of linear predictive coding. Linear predictive coding
is a speech modeling technique which approximates a given
speech signal as a linear combination of past samples of
a hypothetical input to a system whose output is the given
speech signal. The predictor coefficients which become
the parameters of the digital analysis filter are determined
by minimizing the squared differences between the actual
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speech samples and the linearly predicted ones.

Since the vocoder analyzes a given speech sample before

it reconstructs it from the analysis data, it is possible

to remove information redundancy or to compress a speech

sample if desired.

It should be noted that device used in the present

study was computer simulation of the LPC-10 Vocoder. For

testing purposes, the computer simulated version of the
vocoder actually allowed more flexibility.

Recording Procedure

Each of the subject's apeech samples was stored by

recording them on a Uher Model 4000 Report IC reel-to-reel
magnetic tape recorder while each subject was seated in
an IAC sound attenuating booth. Each subject was allowed

to practice the list of sentences under the whispered and
phonated conditions until he felt comfortable with his pro-

ductions. An Uher Model M518 Dynamic Microphone was positioned

5 inches in front of each subject's mouth, slightly below
the level of the lips during the recording of the samples.

Any samples that the investigator judged as faulty during

his monitoring of the recording sessions were repeated by
the subject until an acceptable sample was produced.

Analysis Procedure

Prior to analyzing the speech samples, each of the

vowel embedded words was isolated from the carrier sentences
by mechanical hand splicing. One foot cf leader tape was
spliced onto each side of each of the vowel-embedded words

so that the vowel samples could be fed continuously into
the computer during analysis. During the splicing procedure,
the phonated and whispered productions of a given vowel

were paired so that they could be subsequently analyzed
"and displayed together.

Thus each of the 11 subjects had a total of 5 pairs

of vowel-embedded words which were fed from the tape recorder
output directly into the analog-to-digital preprocessor

(see Figure 2). For example, a phonated /i/ and a whispered
S h/i/ were digitized and analyzed together, and so on.
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The digitalization process consisted of low pass filtering

each of the sample pairs at 5000 Hz with a sampling rate of

10000 Hz. Once the sample pairs were digitized, they were stored

on a disk as a sampled data file or primary file.

At this point, the linear predictive coding analysis phase
was initiated by giving the computer the API command which

instructed the simulated vocoder to analyze and model the

spectral characteristics of the input data (the digitized

sample pair in the sampled data file) using the linear pre-
dictive coding method. In addition, the excitation or funda-
mental frequency status was determined using a modified

cepstral processing technique.

Upon completion of the LPC analysis via the API execution,
the analysis data was stored on a disk and designated as

the secondary file or analysis file. From the analysis

file, a variety of acoustic parameters could be extracted

(see Figure 2) once the appropriate command was given.

The first data analysis output program was the speech

spectrogram (SGM). This program computed a frequency spectrum

at specified points in time of the speech samples by performing
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the coefficients that were
determined during the LPC analysis. When SGM was completed,
the formant frequencies, formant bandwidths and formant
amplitudes became available in the analysis file. K

Following the SGM program, a Formant Tracking (FTR)
program was executed which essentially provided a trace

of the formant trajectories on the previously completed -7

digital spectrogram (see Figure 5).
At this point, the fundamental frequency, formant frequen-

cy, formant amplitude and formant bandwidth data were printed

out by activating the Interactive Editing (IAE) mode. Thus
for each of the speech samples, the fundamental frequencies,
formant frequencies, formant bandwidths, and formant ampli-

tudes were printed out for 8 frames or points in time (dura-

tion of each frame-6.4 ms) from the center of each of the

vowel samples.
From the analysis data file, three additional graphic

displays of the phonated and whispered speech samples were
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produced: SPi (Spectral Plot), FPL (Frequency Plot), FDI

(Raw Spectral Plot) and VTR (Vocal Tract Plot). Examples

of these displays may be observed in Figures 6-10, respective-

ly. The SPL display is a three-dimensional plot of formant

frequency and amplitude as functions of time. The FPL display

is essentially the same as the SPL display with the exception

that the spectrum of each frame is displayed separately
which allows a more detailed observation of formant frequency

and amplitude variations over time. The FDI display is
a raw spectral display of the harmonics as well as the for-

mants for a selected segment of a given sample. A smoothing

curve (SSP) may be superimposed on the raw spectrum to show
actual formant peaks and peak amplitudes.

The VTR display shows the vocal tract configurations

that produced the various formant frequencies at specific

points in time.

V. RESULTS

Twenty (20) phonated and 20 whispered speech samples

were identified as meeting the target vowel productions

for the female subjects while 35 phonated and 35 whispered
sawples were identified as meeting the target vowel produc-
tions for the male subjects. Thus 40 adult female vowels
and 70 adult male vowels taken from connected speech provided

the analysis data for this study. The mean values obtained

from the LPC acoustic analyses are tabulated in Tables 1-9.

Males

An observation of the data in Table ! indicates that
Formant I is higher in frequency for all five vowels when

they are whispered than when they are phonated. Formant L
1 for the whispered vowels was on the average 147 Hz higher

than Formant I for the phonated vowels.
Table 2 indicates that the Formant 1 bandwidths followed

a similar trend. The Formant 1 bandwidths for the whispered

vowels were on the average 59 Hz wider than the Formant
1 bandwidths for the phonated vowels.
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The Formant 1 amplitudes followed a reverse trend as
can be observed in Table 3. The Formant I amplitudes were
on the average 9 dB greater in magnitude for the phonated

vowels than for the whispered vowels. However, Table 3
also indicates that there was a shift in energy towards
Formant 3 for the whispered vowels wherein most of the spec-
tral energywas concentrated at Formants 1 and 2 for the
phonated vowels. The Formant 3 amplitudes are on the average
2 dB greater in magnitude for the whispered vowels than

Formant 3 for the phonated vowels. It may also be observed
that Formants 1, 2 and 4 amplitudes were greater for the
phonated vowels for the male speakers. One of the more
salient differences between phonated and whispered vowels
then was the shift of spectral energy towards Formant 3
for whispered vowels. Figures 6, 7 and 10 provide graphic

examples of this trend.
The same trends that were reported for Formant 1 center

frequencies for phonated and whispered vowels may be observed
for Formants 2, 3 and 4. ?ormants 2, 3 and 4 for the vowel
/i/, however, were higher in frequency for the phonated
vowels than for the whispered vowels.

No discernible pattern of difference can be observed .
for Formants 2, 3 and 4 bandwidths, although the Formant
2 bandwidths were wider for all of the whispered vowels
than for the corresponding phonated vowels with the exception
of the vowel /u/ (see Table 2).

Table 3 indicates further that all of the formant ampli-
tudes were greater for the phonated vowels except for the
Formant 3 amplitudes. As was noted earlier, the majority
of the spectral energy was concentrated at Formant 3 for

the whispered vowels.
It can also be observed in Table 1 that the mean funda-

mental frequency (Fo) for the male phonated vowels was 126
Hz while the mean Fo for the whispered vowels was 0 fz.
The 0 values for the whispered vowels verified that indeed
the whispered vowels were not voiced or phonated (Whisper

is defined as the production of normally phonated sounds
without voicell). The 126 Hz mean Fo is also very close
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to the normative value given in the literature for adult

male habitual pitch.

Females

An examination of Table 4 indicates that the mean Formant

1 frequencies for females were on the average 167 Hz higher

for the whispered vowels than for the phonated vowels. The

same trend was observed earlier for the male subjects.

Table 5 indicates that the Formant 1 and 2 bandwidths

were wider for the whispered than for the phonated /i/,

/u/ and /a/ while the opposite trend for the vowels /a/ I
and /A/ is indicated. The Formant 1 bandwidths were on

the average 57 Hz wider for the whispered vowels than for
the phonated vowels while the Formant 2 bandwidths were

on the average 96 Hz wider.

As was observed with the male speakers, Formant*
2 center frequencies were higher for all of the whispered
vowels than for the phonated vowels with the exception of

the vowel /i/ (see Table 4). No discernible pattern of
difference was observed for Formants 3 and 4 center frequen-

cies, bandwidths and amplitudes. I
Table 4 shows that the mean fundamental frequency for

the female phonated vowels was 217 Hz and the mean FO for
the whispered vowels was 0. As was pointed out for the
males, the C Hz FO for the female whispered vowels verified

by definition that the female whispered vowels lacked voice.
The 217 Hz mean Fo is almost identical with the 220

Hz normative habitual pitch that is commonly reported in

the literature for young adult females.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the male and female phonated and whispered
vowel spectra as produced by the LPC-10 Vocoder indicated

that for all of the experimental vowels, Formant 1 center
frequencies were higher under the whispered condition than .

under the phonated condition. The actual mean differences
were 147 Hz and 167 Hz for the males and females, respectively.

The identical finding was reported by Kallail and Emanuel

150-11
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(1984). However, the present study used male and few , .e

vowels in connected speech wherein the Kallail and Emanuel

study used female vowels only spoken in isolation.

The increased Formant 1 center frequency for whispered

vowels can probably be attributed to greater vertical tongue

constriction that is used when producing whispered vowels.

Figures 7 and 8 provide graphic evidence of greater tongue height
and greater constriction in the pharyngeal area for whispered
vowels than for phonated vowels. It is well known that
vowel Formant I center frequency is associated with movements

of the tongu6 within the vertical plane of the oral cavity.

It is also well known that the frequency of Formant 1 is

raised by constriction of the pharynx1 2 .

A comparison of the adult male phonated vowel formants
with those reported by Peterson and Barney 1 3 (P & B) and

Fairbanks and Grubbs 1 4 indicates very close agreement (see
Table 7). The mean differences between the Peterson and
Barney male Formant 1, 2 and 3 frequencies and the LPC-10

male phonated Formant 1, 2 and 3 frequencies were 45 Hz,

116 Hz and 53 Hz, respectively.
Similarly, Table 8 shows that adult female phonated

vowel formants compared quite favorably with the adult female

formants reported by Peterson and Barney. The mean differences

between the P & B adult female Formant 1 frequencies and
the LPC adult female phonated Formant 1 frequencies were

71 Hz, 125 Hz and 220 Hz, respectively.

These results would suggest that the linear predictive
coding fundamental frequency and formant frequency extraction
techniques are quite adequate when compared with the data

obtained from conventional sound spectrographic techniques.
It should be pointed out however that the adult females'
Formant 3 values as reported by the present study and those
reported by Peterson and Barney are different enough to

suggest some measurement disparity. The present data did

not permit the specification of the direction of the disparity.

In an effort to assess the LPC vocoder's ability to

process whispered speech, the LPC measured whispered vowel .
formants as produced by adult females were compared to the 2
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female whispered vowel formants reported by Kallail and

Emanuel (K & 2) which were measured with the sound spectro-

graph. These data are presented in Table 9. It can be

observed that the mean differences between IPC measured
whispered Formants 1,2 and 3 and the spectrographic whis-

pered Formants 1,2 and 3 were 89 Hz, 283 Hz and 311 Hz,

respectively. Although these results compare favorably,

all of the vowel Formant 3 values measured with the sound
spectrograph were higher than the Formant 3 values that
were obtained with the LPC vocoder. A similae result was

noticed earlier when the Peterson and Barney female Formant

3 values were compared with the LPC Formant 3 values.

This trend suggests that one of the two measurement tech-
"* niques understimated or over estimated Formant 3 center

frequency values. Additional research is needed to clarify

*" this issue more definitively.
In summary, the data obtained from this study suggests

"the following:
"1. The LPC-10 Vocoder's performance in pro-
cessing whispered and phonated ,peech when
compared with conventional sound spectro-
graphic techniques measured up quite favora-

i bly for the first two formants in adult male
and female !peakers. The LPC vocoder's abili-
ty to process the higher formants needs further

C" research.

* 2. The LPC-10 Vocoder processed voices with
pitch extremes quite well. Its fundamental
frequency tracking precision compared very
closely with previously reported spectrographic
data for male and female vowels.

"3. The most salient acoustic difference between
* phonated and whispered vowels in connected

speech was an increase in the frequency of
the first thr.,e formants, the greatest increase
"occurring at Formant 1 for males and females.

4. Whispered trowels had wider formant bandwidths
"than phonated vowels for male and female spoken

* vowels.

"5. For phonated vowels, most of the spectral
energy was concentrated at the first two formants
for males and females while the majority of
the spectral energy shifted from the lower two

!L
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formants to the Formant 3 area for male
and female whispered vowels.

6. The LPC-10 Vocoder's synthesized pho-
nated and whispered vowel waveforms and
qualities and the unprocessed phonated and
whispered vowel waveforms were barely dis-
cernible, although the difference between
the synthesized and unprocessed whispered
vowel waveforms and qualities were slightly
more noticeable than the differences between
the unprocessed and synthesized phonated
vowel waveforms and qualities (see Figure 11).

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the results of the LPC-10 Vocoder's processing
of phonated and whispered speech and the data obtained from

previous spectrographic analysis compared rather well, there

is still a need for further research which systematically
tests the LPC vocader's ability to process more intermediate
qualities such as nasality, harshness, stridency, etc.

It would alco be extremely important to determine the
influance of dialectal diiferences (regional and foreign) on
the processing ability of the LPC-10 Vocoder. There is a
dearth of research relative to this issue.

Finall-', there is a need for research to study the
influence o" various suprasegmental or prosodic speech fea-
tures surh ^ .,.ntonation, rate and duration on LPC vocoding
at diffe-rent .i- rates, particularly at 2400 bits/second

and lower.
P
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PHONATED

1. The syllable heed is the word.

2. The syllable had is the word.

3. The syllable who'd is the word.

4. The syllable hod is the word.

5. The syllable hud is the word.

WHISPERED

1. The syllable heed is the word.

2. The syllable had is the word.

3. The syllable who'd is the word.

4. The syllable hod is the word.

5. The syllable hud is the word.

Figure 1. The stimulus material used by each of the 11 sub-
jects to produce the experimental vowel samples. Each of the
vowels were produced with the same consonantal environment
while the vowel embedded words were contained in the same
carrier sentences.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the computer simulation of the LPC-10
Vocoder used to analyze and synthesize the phonated and whispered
speech samples.
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Figure 3. A diagram of the relative tongue positions in the
oral cavity used in the General American English production
of the five (5) experimental vowels: /i/,/�/,/u/,/U/,/A/.
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Figure 4. An oscillographic display of an adult male's pro- .

duction of a phonated [P] and wnispered (W] vowel /A/ prior
to LPC processing. Note that the vowel is embedded in the
word *Hud".
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Figure 5. A digital spectrogram ISGM] with formant, tracking
[FTRI f or an adult male speaker's production of a phonated
[P] and whispered [WJ Vowel /A/ embedded in the word "Hud".
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Figure 6. A 3-dimensional plot [SPLI of 8 frames of formant
frequency and amplitude as a function of time for an adult
male's (a)phonated and (b)whispered production of the vowel
A/.
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(b)

V keV

L_

(a)

Figure 7. Frequency plot (FPL) of 8 frames of an adult male
speaker's spectral tilt variations during the production of
(a) phonated /A/ and /b/ whispered /A/.
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Figure 8. The vocal tract [VTRJ configurations over 8 frames
during an adult male's phonated production of the vowel /A/.
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FigurelO. An FFT raw spectrum (FDI) and smooth spectrum
(SSP) of an adult male's (a) phonated and (bil whispered
production of the vowel Al. ...
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Figure 11. An oscillographic display of an adult male's
(a) natural production of the phonated and whispered vowel
/A/ and (b) the synthesized waveform of the adult male's
production of the phonated and whispered vowel /A/.
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Table 1. Average fornant frequency and fundamental frequency
values for male phonated and whispered productions of the
experimental vowels.. Standard deviations are given in parein-
theses below each of the mean values. Negative differences
indicate that the whispered values are larger than the pho-
nated values.

n=7~~~~ ~ *F 2- F - 4 F

337 2341 3045 3797 132
-S.. (34) ((153) 285) (369) (18) Ell

W._H__I 458 2061 2945 3585 0
S.D. (98) (392) *(230) * 227)

DIFRC 1 280 1 I 212 132 F
P'MKATED 620 1753 2495 3613 J 23 3,

S.D. (41) (262) (209) (213) (3 []

WISPERD I 77919 116 kj624 3655 0
S.D. (108) (208) (272) (431) _______

DIFFERENCE 1-159 -116 -- 2 -42 I 123

PHMTED 359 983 2250 3366 135
S.D. (35) .. soL (.oZgL L2.L .L L. [u] (2=

WHISPERED 419 1125 2478 3419 0
S.D. (155) (147) (16) (lea)

DIFFREC -60 -142 -2A --;.I 1 1 -A-,.

PNOATED 721 1325 2431 3517 116

WHISPERED 905 1518 2461 3610 0
$.. (76) (141) (169) (186)DIFFERENCE 1-184 -193 -30 -93 116

PHONATED 588 1340 2517 3587 123
(35) (96) (158) (181) (10) [A]

DIRN C [- -j 799 1418 2565 3609 0
S.D. (52) (114) (205) 0911 "'" .

DIFF RE C -211 -78-- -48 1--22 2,- .. ,

F2-Formnt 2 F4-Fomat 4

FeFundamfntal FrquNgY

*All formnt and fundlnstal freque•y values are In
Hertz (Hz).
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Table 2. Average formant bandwidth values for male phonated
and whispered productions of the experimental vowels. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses below each of the mean
values. Negative differences indicate that the whispered values
are greater than the phonated values.

o2 B--4

n-7j B3
PIHOATED 138 158 251 270

A (19) (22) LU7 (1111U (]

IS 237 262 246 300
{6D ( 5) (1021 A-4 I i '1 I

"DIFFERENCE t -99 -04 5 -30

1PH TED 142 167 223 248
-n-_O (22) (63) (94) (821 [•

WHISPERED 170 232 235 292'S .D. (43) (107) (68) (67)

DIFFERENCE -28 -65 -12 -44

130 181 248 355S:: PMUTED
.-. S D . (15 ) (39 ) (108 ) _ (183 ) ]

WHISPERED 11232 179 295 246

S.D.r, (73) (39) (152) (79)
DFRN -102 2 -7.... - 10o9

PpnpATE 1 144 190 226 347
S.D. (15) (68) (103) (120) [

-HISPERED 171 193 207 294,S" .D. (24) (28) (58) (73)

DIFFERENCE -27 1 -3 1.19 1.53.1

PHAITIED 132 197 203 298
S.D. (6) (71) (60) (131) (A]

"WHISPERED , 171 210 187 238
.' -. $ 0 , ( 9 ) ( 4 0 ) ( 4 5 ) (6 9 )

DIFFERENCE I 1 1 r, f; n..
-la-adwtdth I 83-Baadwidth 3
B2'anddth 2 U4-Bandwidth 4

*All handwidth vrlues are in Hertz (Hz).
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Table 3. Average formant amplitude values for male phonated and
whispered productions of the experimental vowels. Standard devi-
ations are given in parentheses below each of the mean values.
Negative differences indicate that the whispered values are
greater than the phonated values.

n-7 *Al A2 Al A4

PHORATED 1 18 14 11 11
S,_ . .5 (2) (4 _ (4) .LLL
1su] 10 13 12 10• J S.D. (4 ) (3 ) ; t•

PHOMATED 19 15 10 3
S.. D. (3) (2) ( Cie]

WHSEE 11 14 13 6
S" .D. (3) (2) (3) (2)

DIFFERENCE 8 1 -3 2

PHOMATED 23 16 8 8
S.D. (9) (3) (1) (, 1 (.1

MIISPEr.R 14 15 8 I8
S.D.o 6) (3) (2) (2)DIFFERENCE 91 O

PHOMTED 24 17 8 eS.D. (4) (5) (3) (3) [o.*3

WHIXSPERED 13. 16 1 11S.D. (5) (4) 5 (2) 'DIFFERENCE - 3

PHOJIATED 23 14 8 8S.D. (2) (3) (21 (2)

WHISPERED 12 12 10 7 &S.D. (3 ) (2) (3) (3) -7.
DIFFERENCE 1 1 2 - 2 1 _

A1*Amplitude I OA3Alitude 3
A2Amplitude 2 A4-Amplitude 4

'Alb aWlitude values are in decibels (d8).
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Table 4. Average formant frequency and fundamental frequency
values for female phonated and whispered productions of the
experimental vowels. Standard deviations are given in paren-
theses below each of the mean values. Negative differences
indicate that the whispered values are greater than the pho-
nated values.

n4 * F2 F3 F4 Fa
PRNATED 386 2787 3592 4020 226

S(104) (305) (415) (643) (25) [1]

WHISPERED 1 570 1640 2789 3537 0
S.D. (107) (376) (273) (161)

DIFFERENCE -184 1147 8 Q3 483 226

PHOPATED 773 1936 2804 3681 209

---S.D. (70) (209) (114) (427) (18) la]
WHISPERED 1 896 2034 2889 3702 0

S.D. (87) (334) (345) (319)
DIFFERENCE -123 -98 -85 -21 209

PHOrATED 432 1164 2434 3725 231
S.D. (46) (319) (187) (243) (23) [U]

WIISPERED 526 1294 2536 3597 0
S.D. (155) (215) (240) (194)

SI FFI-,UMCE -94 -130 1-102 128 12311

PHNAaTED 842 1442 2778 3864 201
L S.D. (43) (232) (209) (206) (16)

I 999 1557 2561 3541 0
S... D. (62) (76) (76) (255)

DIFFERENCE -157 -115 217 323 201

PNMTEP 662 1321 2276 3273 218
.".S.D. (89) (421) (609) (660) (18) [A]

WISPERED 1 941 1627 2676 3712 0

S.D. (42) (_ (415) (365)
DIFFERENCE -279 -306 I-400 -439 218

F1-Formnt I F34ormant 3
F2-Fomant 2 F4-Formnt 4

Fo-Fundamental Frequency

*All formnt and fundamntal frequency values are in
Hertz (Hz).
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Table 5. Average formant bandwidth values for female phonated
and whispered productions of the experimental vowels. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses below each of the mean
values. Negative differences indicate that the whispered
values are greater than the phonated values.

n-4 '81 82 83 J4
PHONATED 132 172 348 228S - -( 1 5 ) ( 7 0 ) (2 0 5) 0 3• |

HIISPE]ED 208 462 235 229
0 (40) (50) (51) (IR

DIFFERENCE -76 -290 113 -1

PHONATE 174 237 191 351
!;D1 (46) 1tlg) fAAI

WHISPERED 171 269 227 350
S.D. (30) (51) (35) (97)

DIFFERENCE 3 -32 -36 1

PHOMATO 122 167 344 245

IWISPERED 261 213 371 348t ,P., (104) (74) (14) (1
DIFFERENCE -139 -46 -27 -103 *. r

S177 203 347 395
s.i . (34) (71) (128) (196) [4]

WdHISPER.ED J. 230 251 239 267.. ,%. , (32) (42) (20) (9) ---

DIFFERENCE -53 -48 108 128

PHlxTEDi 172 192 182 221
S.D. (57) (60) (49) (45) (o
1SPERED1 159 256 256 240

S.D. (21) (17) (29) (28) ''-

DIFFERENCE 13 1 .-64 A. -74 1 -12 .........

81-Bandwfdth 1 83Bandwldth 3
B2-8andwidth 2 B4-Brdwidth 4

*All bandwidth values are in Hertz (Hz).

S
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Table 6. Average formant amplitude values for female pho-
nated and whispered productions of the experimental vowels.
Standard deviations are given in parentheses below each of
the mean values. Negative differences indicate that the
whispered values are greater than the phonated values.

n-4 *Al A2 A3•EAD •20 is 11 9
PHW(ATEO 11 kS.D. (8) (4) (4 )]

WHISP D 7 10 11 13
L S.D. (2) (2) 1 ( ) 1 ( )

DIFFERENCE 13 5 0 -4

POrLTD • 18 13 8 7
S.D. (4) (6) (2) di4 (a]

WHISPERED 15 I10 i11 6S . D . f 5 ) ( 2 ) • ' ' ' ,DIFFERENCE ,3- •2

PHONATED 1 27 14 9 9 IS.D. (7) (5) (1) (2) [u]....
WISPIERED 1I 4 16 6 9 •:.-

S.D. (5 ) (4) r1) (11 -:
.DIFFERENCE 13 -2 3

P ATED 20 17 6 8
S .D . ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 4 ) ( 7 [) [ . ...

S 12 14 10 6S .D . (5 ) (2 ) (2 ) (2 ),,..
D IFFERENCE 8 3 - 4 2, .,,,

PHONATED 1Z 16 10 1
S.D. (3) (3) (4) (2) [A]

WHISPERED 18 13 8 5
S._. (5) (5) (3) (2)

DIFFERENCE 1 3 2 -

Al-PAplitude 1 A3=nAmplitude 3
A2-Amplitude 2 A-Amplitude 4

*All amplitude values are In decibels (d0).
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Table 7. The mean formant frequencies and fundamental frequen-cies for adult male phonated vowels as determined by theLPC vocoder and the mean formant frequencies and fundamentalfrequencies for adult male vowels reported by Peterson andBarney (P & 3) as measured with a sound spectrograph.

LPC x 337 2341 3045 132n'-7I

P & B n 33 270 2290 30.L. 136 [i]
Difference 67 51 35 -4

LPC X 620 1753 2495 123
I n-7T

P & BX 660 1720 2410 127D i f f e e n c e n - 3 3

c-40 33 85 -4 _

Lee 359 983 2250 135
n-7

P &-B-FE 300 870 2240 141[u

Difference 59 113 10 -. i.

LPC T 721 1325 2431 116n-7 I____ [a ..... %i

B T 730 1090 2440 124 [
n 33 3

Difference . .-9 235 -9 -8 ,'..z.

LPC K 588 1340 2517 123
n - 7 _ _ _ _- "_

P B 640 1190 2390 130 []"
n- 331 I____ I__Difference -52 150 127 -7

Fl-Dormant I F3-Formant 3
F2-Formant 2 Fo-Fundamental

Frequency

'All formant frequency values are In
Bertz (Hz).
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Table 8. The mean formant frequencies and fundamental frequen-
cies for adult female phonated vowels as measured with the
LPC vocoder and the mean formant frequencies and fundamental
frequencies for adult female phonated vowels as reported by
Peterson and Barney (P & B) as measured with a sound spectro-
graph.

LPC" 386 2787 _3592 226

P & B 310 2790 3310 235

Difference 76 -3 2.2 -.

773 1936 2804 209

P & B 660 2050 2850 210 [a]
Difference _113 -114 -46 -

LPC X 432 1164 2434 231

P & B X 370 950 267% 231 [u)

Difference 62 214 1 -236

LPC X 842 1442 2778 201

P & B X 850 1220 2810 .212 [a]

Difference -8 222 -32 -ii

LPC X 662 1321 2276 218

P & B X 760 1400 2780 221 [A]

Differenc~e -98 -7q -rnA -

FD-Formant 1 F3-Formant 3
F2-Formant 2 F4-Formant 4

*All formant frequency values are in
Hertz (Hz).
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Table 9. Mean formant frequencies for adult female whispered
vowels reported by Kallail and Emanuel (K & R) and the mean
formant frequencies for adult female whispered vowels as
measured with the LPC vocoder. Negative differences indicate
that the LPC values are greater than the K & 2 values.

LPC n20 S70 1640 2789

N- 4 423' 2778 3232 -

Difference 1-113 -4-

LPC ) 896 2034 2889
n=20 .1

K x 1057 2006 2989 [a0

Difference -161 28. -100.L.

LPC x 526 1294 2536

K x 478 1393 2853 [ul
Difference 48 -99 -317

LPC x 999 1557 2561
n-20 --

x G R X 1073 1411 2959

Difference -74 146 -398

LPC 941 1627 2676
n-,20

x 956 1624 2971 []A
n-4 I

Difference -15 3 -295

Fl-Formant 1 F3-Formant 3
F2-Formant 2 F4-Formant 4

*All formant frequency values are
in Hertz (Hz).
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COGNITIVE FACTORS IN CONPUTnR-AIDaD FAULT DIACNOSIS

by 3
[rystine Batcho Yaworiky

ABSTRACT

This report addresses issues concerned with the task of

troubleshooting equipment failures in a context of increasingly more

complex technology and sophisticated computer aids. Based upon a

review of the literature on troubleshooting and human information

processing, principles art snggested as guidelines for the design of

computer aids for fault diagnosis. Such principles follow from an

analysis of the needs of problem solvers for means of coping with

short-term memory constraints, for the activation of a meaningful

context in which inWormation can be understood and retained, end for 0•

mechanisms for retrieving information and distinguishing

between the relevant and the irrelevant. In order to translate

principles of cognitive functioning into design characteristics, -,

empirical investigation is needed to ensure valid generalizability

from the traditional setting to the computer-aided environment.

Recommendations as to the types of questions which need to be

explored are provided along with examples of relevant research in

the literature. The primary concern underlying all the recommenda-

tions is that the usefulness of specific design features should be

evaluated empirically in experimental designs simulating essential

aspects of the troubleshooting task before considerable investments

in time, effort, and expense are committed to the development of

sophisticated computer aids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As aircraft systems become Increasingly more complex, the need

for automated aids for maintenance on those systems also increases,

However, the adoption of complex automated diagnostic aids will

ultimately result in the existence of two complex technologies - the LL 1

original equipment and the associated diagnostic system. Thef

technician responsible for troubleshooting and repair will then be

required to interact not only with the complex equipment, but also

with the system designed to aid diagnosis and repa.r. The role of

maintenance personnel will then be multifaceted, including tasks

such as impleme.tation of procedures in accordance with instructions

from a computerized assistance system, fault diagnovis with computer

assistance, diagnosis of faults not found by the system, and

monitoring the automated diagnostic system itself for possible

failures. Successful performance on all these tasks would require

an understanding of both the equiprment and the diagnostic system

toLether with expertise in the general problem solving skills

nezessary for efficient troubleshooting. Given the scope of

knowledge and skills relevant to this situation, it is reasonable to

expect that responsibility for various aspects of the overall ,.

problem will be allocated to personnel with different areas of

expertise. For example, the :outlne maintenance technician might

not be expected to remedy less frequently encountered faults in the

computerized diagnostic system.

151-4
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A43uzing that computerized fault Isolation will become the rule

and manual fault isolation the exception, the technician's task
-71

will be considerably different from what it has been. Rather than

using troubleshooting skills, the technician's primary task will

evolve into one of executing procedures according to instructions

from the computer aid. Optimization of the technician's performance

in the new situation requires efforts to design computer aids with ,.

attention to the abilities and limitations of the user. One '.0

diff•iculty, however, is that most of the avaiilble research in the

area of human performance in troubleshooting was designed to apply

to the traditional setting. With the major activities of the

primary task altered, it is uncertain how much of the present

literature can be generalized to the future context.

However, it is not yet clear how extensive and how reliable .

automated maintenance can become. It is anticipated that, given the *.

current state of technology, there will remain faults that are not -

located automatically (Gunning, 1984; Smillie, 1984). The extent

and reliability of automated diagnostics will affect the roles

played by technicians and experts. Expectations of degrees of

automation will influence the design of computer aids as well as

personnel selection and training.

Within the context of incomplete and/or imperfect automation, a

variety of problems might be anticipated. For example, if the

automated system cannot localize a fault, the troubleshooter

will be faced with a demanding problem solving task. Should ..

151-5 7-77
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relevant portions of the computerized aids become unavailable, the

"troubleshooter would need to rely upon his own expertise. The ideal

maintainer in such circumstances would need a high level of

sophisticated knowledge of the equipment and an ability to interact

with the computerized system to access data bases and utilize

whatever diagnostic assistance is available, as well as expert

problem solving skills.

Although it 13 not possible at present to determine with

precision the likelihood of such circumstances occurring, it

is essential to consider the consequences of such events. As the

degree of automation of problem solving and decision making

increases and the task of the technician becomes increasingly

"proceducalized, concern for generating and maintaining competence at

levels appropriate to the demands of infrequently occurring circum-

stances should also increase. Expert problem solving skills are a

function of experience; if they are used only infrequently,

maintaining expertise is an important issue (Anderson, 1980;

Bainbridge, 1983; Mayer, 1983).

From this perspective, it :n be argued that research concerned

with the cognitive skills involved in troubleshooting is at least as

important as it has been in the past (Margulies and Zemanek, 1983). -..

Since the simplest faults to localize will be covered by routine

computerized procedures, the faults which will remain for the

troubleshooter will be the most difficult ones. Research
--i

concerned with developing or maximizing such skills will remain
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critical for problems not resolved by routine procedures. in

addition, it the computer aids available to the expert are to

enhance his abilities, they must be designed with attention to the

strengths and weaknesses of human cognitive processes.

Concern has been expressed (e.g. Bainbridge, 1983) that the

ultimate degree of automatization would lead to a logical paradox

such that automated systems are daveloped to replace the less

reliable human with a more reliable system, but the human must

ultimately pass Judgment on the system. This paradox can be

resolved with a clearer understanding of the distinction between

reliability and depth of understanding. Reliability refers to the

consistency with which a skill is applied, not to the quality or

accuracy of the skill. Research on expertise in a variety of

settings (e.g. Brehmer, 1981; Goldberg, 1970) has suggested that

although a person may have developed a highly accurate model for

problem solving or decision making, he may not adhere to it

consistently. By contrast, the computer can be expected to perform

consistently, although the accuracy of its model is contingent upon

that embodied in the programming done by men. Therefore, monitoring

and modifying systems intended to aid the human depends upon the

user's depth of understanding of both the equipment and the system

designed to aid in troubleshooting it. Research is needed to

clarify how such understanding can be facilitated.

One aspect of this issue is whether the computerized aiding

system can be designed so that interaction with it facilitates the

151-7
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development of useful mental representations of the equipment and

computerized aiding system. This question follows from a prior

coacern with determining If such representations would enhance

troubleshooting ability. It is reasonable to suppose that

co onalities would exist across different modes of Interacting with

the system. The design and implementation of these different modes

together with decisions as to allocation of personnel time and

resources to them is not a trivial consideration. For example, a

completely proceduralized mode would be optimal for the reliably

known troubleshooting tasks. However, competency for non-routine

tasks might be hindered by this strategy. This suggests the

desirability of two additional modes of operation. One of these

modes might be an enriched procedural system to facilitate the

development of knowledge about the system while executing

computer-specified instructions. The other mode might be useful

solely for training. Decisions as to when and by whom these modes

should be used must be guided by personnel needs within the context ,

of the extent and dependability of automation. If the technician

will need to perform active problem solving when the system is

ineffective or unavailable, the educative features of computer

aiding must be given greater weight. On the other hand, if

experts will take over in such situations, it might be more

efficient for the technician to employ proceduralized diagnosis

only. In this latter case, an important concern will be the

development of the experts for the system.
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I1. OB ".M

In order for computer aids to achieve the goals outlined above.

they must be designed with consideration of hum-.a cognitive abili-

ties relevant to troubleshooting. One objective of this paper is to

identify basic principles of cegnitive processing which are likely

to be applicable to problems encountered in the computer-aided

troubleshootina environment. The following characteristics of basic

cognitive processes are from the available troubleshooting

literature.

This literature was reviewed with an effort to extrapolate to

the automated aids. This analysis was facilitated'by abstracting

principles of cognitive functioning from the psychological

literature on problem solving and from the growing literature on

human-computer interaction. However, any generalizations must be

empirically validated. The second goal of this paper, therefore, is

to articulate the research questions to be addressed if computer

aids are to be designed for optimal human-computer operation.

I1l. COMPLEXITY AND TH§ NEED FOR STRUCTUnR

An obvious characteristic of advanced aircraft systems is the

presence of ever increasing degrees of complexity. The available

literature on troubleshooting abilities in the traditional situation

is the product of studies conducted in the context of equipment

developed by technology through the 1970's. Such equipment was

designed by engineers who poseessed normal cognitive limitations on

dealing with complexity. As pointed out by Wohl (1983), electronics
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technology is moving toward computer aided desisn (CAD), which could

exceed such natural limitations. Although the implications of CAD

for fault diagnosis are not yet known, there is evidence that human

diagnostic performance declines disproportionately at high levels of

complexity. Wohl (1982) developed a model of the human-machine

interaction process in diagnosing electronic equipment malfunctions

from repair time data from various types of electronics equipment.

Wohl's model (1983) demonstrates that equipment complexity indexed

by the degree of interconnectedness among components (the average

number of items directly connected to any one item), is highly

correlated with human diagnostic performance in electronic

maintenance. The model predicts that if a piece of equipment

exceeds an average interconnectivity upper limit of approximately '

seven or eight, some proportion of equipment failures will be

virtually nondiagnosable. A legitimate concern, therefore, is

whether CAD may result in designs which exceed human capability for

dealing with complexity.

The upper limit on average interconnectivity of seven or eight

suggests that the constraint on performance is related to the

limited capacity of human short-term memory (Miller, 1956). The

fact that a person can deal consciously with only about seven items

at any one time can help explain many of the characteristics of

human problem solving behaviors. Intuitively, however, it is clear

that people manage situations containing far greater amounts of

information. The apparent discrepancy is resolved by considering
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the definition of an "Item." SEch of the approximately seven items

may entail a great deal of information, Just as seven 10-letter

words msy be viewed as containing 70 pieces of Information. The

critical concern in understanding human capacity, therefore, is with

the constitution and development of "chunks" of information which

can be processed in active working memory. The seven-words example

illustrates that chunks can be acquired through experience and then

be recognized as single units (at som level) in a process of

pattern recognition. In this report, the label "pattern recognition"

refers simply to problem solving by direct mapping from observations

to solution based on prior experience (Rouse, 1983). The reliance

on pattern recognition in place of a more analytic process can be

viewed as a means of coping with the limited capacity of short-term

memory which wouid otherwise restrict severely the ability to deal

with complexity.

It would be expected, then, that the limits on performance

studied by Wohl (1982, 1983) reflect processing in situations where

pattern recognition is not dominant. As explained by Wohl, the

characteristic shape of his cumulative frequency distributions (CFD)

of active repair time suggests the presence of two different causal

processes. One process accounts for the successful completion of 65

- 80 percent of all repairs within two hours. The high slope of the

relevant portion of Wohl's functions implies an accelerating process

in which the probability of lacating the fault increases with time.

Although it is not possible to determine the nature of the process
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accounting for this performance, it is clear that these repairs are

instances of fairly rapid solution methods, which may well include

pattern recognition. The second process underlies a low - slope

portion of the plots, reflecting a decelerating process in which the

probability of fault localization decreases as time increases. It

is this second portion of the graphs to which Wohl's model applies.

Presumably, the methods used in these repair situations involve more

analytic approaches. Using Rasmussen's (1981) taxonomy of search a-

strategies, Wohl suggests that the early, accelerating portions of

the CFD's reflect the operation of symptom or S-rules, which are

system-determined associations which map symptoms directly onto

system structure. When S-rules do not result in successful fault -

isolation, context-free topographic or T-rules are used to guide the

search through networks of functional relationships. The use of

T-rules might account for the later, decelerating portions of the

CFD' s.

The preference for simple methods over more demanding ones
1*

involving greater cognitive effort, referred to as following the

path of least resistance, has been observed elsewhere. For example,

Rasmussen and Jenssin (1974) have studied the mental procedures used

by skilled electronics repairmen in their working environment

through analysis of verbal protocols. They found a strong

preference for general search routines characterized by rapid,

impulsive decisions based upon information at the moment with little

carryover from prior observations. Even when the routine search
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procedures were unsuccessful, the technicians did not consider it

worthwhile to study and draw inferences from the internal

functioning of the circuitry. The preference for pattern

recognition is so robust a finding that Rouse (1983) has

incorporated it into a general model of human problem solving.

According to this model, the csntral mechanism for problem solving

attempts to solve a problem first by recognizing a pattern. If a

pattern is not recognized, more analytical modes of reasoning must

be used.

The literature supports, therefore, the notion that pattern

recognition is one mechanism used for overcoming the limitation on

short-term memory which restricts man's ability to deal with

complexity. One possible approach to improving performance in

situations characterized by the later decelerating portions of

Wohl's (1982) functions would be to consider whether patterns could

be learned in order to deal with the complexity. This approach

raises an important basic issue: how are patterns acquired and can

pattern recognition processes be facilitated? Facilitation might be

possible in two ways: the recognition of already acquired patterns;

and the initial acquisition of pattern knowledge.

The literature on differences between experts and novices

suggests that experts typically possess a greater number of

meaningful chunks or patterns of related units. Although many such

studies have been conducted in the area of game playing such as chess

(Chase and Simon, 1973; Simon and Gilmartin, 1973) and Gomoku
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(Eisenstadt and Kareev, 1975), evidence exists to suggest that such J
findings are characteristic (f performance whenever the perception

and recall of meaningful relationships are important. For example,

Badre (1982) studied chunking in the processing of military scenarios

and Egan and Schwartz (1979) obtained expert-novice differences in

the chunking of electronic circuit diagrams into meaningful sub-

circuits. Research is needed to determine whether ruch expert-

novice differences In chunking exist also In the area of trouble-

shooting. This question is currently under investigation by

researchers at the Learning Research and Development Center,

University of Pittsburg (Bond, Eastman, Gitomer, Glaser, and "

Lesgold, 1983), who are studying chunking of components of electronic

circuit diagrams. It may be, however, that the patterns used by

technicians are patterns of relationships among symptoms and

structural units rather than patterns of circuit components.

Identification of such patterns and clarification of their role in *-.' •

determining level of perfomance are issues in need of empirical

research.

Even more important, perhaps, is the need cited above for

research designed to clarify how patterns are acquired. Certainly

one plausible hypothesis is that rote learning occurs as a function

of repeated exposure. That this mechanism plays a role in pattern

acquisition is quite likely given the simple observation that

expertise is developed only with years of experience (Anderson,

1980). It might also be suggested, however, that attention to
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meaningful relationships or rule-governed regularities is an

important process underlying pattern acquisition. For example, the

fact that words can be recognized more quickly than nonsense strings

can be described as an illustration of pattern recognition acquired

through repeated exposure. On the other hand, the observation that

pronounceable nonwords can be reoognized more quickly than non-

pronounceable nonwords (NcClelland and Johnston, 1977) suggests

that certain rule-governed regularities may facilitate pattern

recognition of relatively less familiar material. The effectiveness

of rule-governed relationships obviously depends upon knowledge of

the regularities. The interaction between such knowledge and features

of the stimulus was illustrated in a study by Eisenstadt and Kareev

(1977) in which reconstruction of a given game board configuration

was shown to vary with the subject's assumption that the configura-

tion was from one of two different games. ftidently, the arrangement

of pieces was encoded differently depending upon the rules of play

which were considered relevant to the display. From this perspec-

tive, it is reasonable to propose that efforts to facilitate pattern

recognition should include methods to encourage the acquisition of . ¾

knowledge of the structure of relationships.

An important concern in the design of systems intended to aid

troubleshooters would be to determine whether aspects of the display

might affect the ability to recognize relationships critical to

pattern identification. As expressed by Rouse and Rouse (1979), in

addition to problem solving complexity, which Is related to various ...
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attributes of problems, there exists perceptual complexity, which is

related to aspects of the display. For example, in the game-playing

context, Eisenstadt and Kareev (1977) found that detection of an

important configuration was affected by features of the display in

terms of the Gestalt principles of proximity ati continuity. In the
-A

domain of troubleshooting, Brooke and Duncan (1983) found that

reduction in perceptual cos~plexity by changing the direction of

signal flow in the format of displays of logic unit networks reduced

the number of suboptimal tests made. In an earlier study using a

similar paradigm, Brooke and Duncan (1981) had found an effect of

the format of the connections among units on diagnostic efficiency.

This minor change in display appeared to lose its effectiveness as

practice increased. As pointed out by the authors, their paradij,'m ~

allowed for a shift from problem solving towards pattern recognition.Z'

It seems likely, therefore, that display format can influence pattern

recognition, and that complexity Is a function of problem structure,

display format, and degree of knowledge possessed by the problem

Ao
solver. However, it is not clear what relationship exists between

pattern retognition and problem solving.

When recourse to pattern recognition is unsuccessful, other

methods for coping with the limited capacity of short-term memory are

necessary to solve a complex problem. One obvious means of coping

is to support memory with external aids for record keeping. It Is

natural that the computer would be envisioned as a means for

expanding memory sturage. At a very simple level, a computer aid
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can serve this function by operating as a dynamic blackboard.

Active windowing, for example, can provide a space for the user to

make notes or update adjustments to a representation of changes in

state. At this level, however, the aid is not much superior to

paper and pencil. At a somewhat higher level, detailed graphics

which can be marked or modified by the user would constitute a

distinct advantage over hard-copy. One would expect that '-

porformance would be facilitated by having the computer narrow down

the amount of information with which the user must cope. For

example, Rouse and Hunt (1984) studied troubleshooting of computer

simulations of network representations of systems. Performance was

improved by a sophisticated bookkeeping aid that used the structure

of the network and known outputs to eliminate (by crossing off)

components that could not be the fault. The aid continued to

eliminate components as a result of tests selected by the user. By

helping the user to attend to only those components which still

remained in the feasible set, this type of aid effectively reduced

load on short-term memory and resulted in an improvement in

troubleshooting performance. The observation that subjects retained

their advantage when the aid was removed indicates that the aid also

facilitated the acquisition of effective problem solving skills. The

importance of attention to structure in problem solving was further

illustrated in Rouse and Hunt's finding that reinforcement which

informed the user of the degree to which his test choice was

consist4nt with an optimal strategy degraded performance and yielded
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negative transfer to the unaided situatlon. By contrast, feedback

which explained the nature of user errors in tern of the structural

implications of prior tests resulted in improved performance and

benefitted later performance with aiding removed.

These examples illustrate that in order for a luited capacity

system to deal effectively wit~h complex information it must reduce i2,

the amount of information in a meaningful way. either by capitalizing

upon structure inherent in the situation or by actively lmpos!ng some

structure upon the situation. For optimal Improvement, therefore,

computer aids must provide more than a timple space for record K
keeping. -he user needs a way to organize information. Orga1nizat'on

enables a problem solver to process mor6 information simultaneously

because many pieces of data have been collarsed into large chunks of

related material. In many situations, the solution to a problem

depends upon the recognition of a relationship which is perceived

when critical problem components are processe* simultaneously in .,

working memory. Structure also guides the search for relevant

information, thereby enabling the user to distinguish between useful

and irrelevant information. Material which is organized is more

ezsily comprehended and assimilated into lor3-term memory.

IV, 4MENTAL MODELS AND EXPLANATIO1.

An Important concern in designing computer aids for fault

diagnosis is the identification of ways in which the advantages of

organization might be realized by the troubleshooter. Simply making

increasingly greater amounts of information available in computerized
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data bases will not solve the problems encountered by technicians

dealing with increased technological complexity. Increases in

unstructared information would create an -additional layer of

complexity between the technician and the equipment. The avail-

ability of potentially useful information is not productive unless

the technician is able to make effective use of it. One perspective

on proviJIng structure which has been receiving attention recently r

is the consideration of how a person understards a system in terms Y'.

of a mental representation or model. The major approaches in this .

area are presented In a book %y Gentner and Stevens (1983) and are

summarized in a report by Smith and Collins (1983).

Following the distinction used throughout this report between

pattern recognition and other problem solving modes, the literature

on mental models appears to be most relevant to situations requiring

the use of the more inferential techniques. For example, in de Kleer L

and Brown's (1983) model, trouoleshooting can be viewed os the

inverse of the envisioning process, because envisioning Involves the

inference of function from structure, whereas troubleshooting

requires the determination of structure from function. The model X

predicts the degree of simila.ity between the perturbed function and

the nomal function will affect the difficulty of fault diagnosis,

assuming that the troubleshooter uset his understanding of the

functioning of the system to find the fault.

The notion that mental models may be helpful tn prvblon: solving

has been suggested in a variety of contexts. Larkin (1983) suggests
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that differences in pr~blea solving performance botween novices and

experts in physics are related to their use of different problem

representations. Physics students who were taught to use physical

:epresentations of circuits using diagrams, analogits and visual-

ization solved significantly more problems then did students without

such training. Having analyzed protocols of attempts to understand

and explain how a heat exchanger works, Williams. Rollan, and

Stevens (1983) propose that mental models assist reasoning by

facilitating prediction of the behavior of a systam, generation of

explanations, and recall. Clarifying the nature of the mechanism(s)

by which mental models eccomplish such benefits is important In order

to be able ultimately to predict the degree of usefulness of a

particular model in a given situation.

Gentner (1983) maintains that understanding of a new system

develops through analogy with an already familiar system. According

to Gentner, analogy involves a mapping of elements from the familiar

system to the now one. Specific properties of the elements are not

transferred, but the relationships among the elements are preserved.

It is not clear how the process of differential transfer is

determined or achieved. Uithin the problem domains of psychiatric -.

diagnosis and dispute resolution, Kolodner and Simpson (1984) have

proposed an organizational scheme of memory structures in an attempt

to explain how relevant past experiences are retrieved for

application to a new problem in a process they refer to as b

"similarity triggered analogical reasoning." According to their
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model, knowledge from experiences is organized in generalized

episodes in which individual experiences are indexed according to

their differences. The process of retrieving cases to apply to a

new experience entails a search for indices associated with features

which differentiate the new case from others in the same generalized

episode. However, before the process of analogical reasoning can be

fully understood, further research is needed to explore the nature of

the features used in determining the choice of episode or system to

be used in the analogy.

According to Kolodner and Simpson's (1984) observations, the

particular example selected for analogical comparison serves to

direct and focus decision making. Successful diagnosis can be

viewed, therefore, as somewhat dependent upon the choice of an

appropriate exemplar for comparison. The importance of the specifics

of the analogical base is also illustrated by the findings of Gentner

and Gentner (1983), who demonstrated that the nature of the

particular mental model taught to students in the form of different

analogies for electricity affected performance on problems which

pertained to circuits containing either two batteries or two

resistors connected in series or in parallel. Their results

illustrate that different models may have different types of

advantages for understanding various aspects of a system.

This ides that a single model or analogy may be inadequate for

complete understanding of a new system was also evident in the

protocols studied by Williams et al. (1983). Williams et al. point
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out that subjects used more than one model in answering questions

about how a heat exchanger works. The emphasize the importance of

the ability to integrate incomplete models to achieve successful

reasoning. There is a need for research to explore how such a

process of integration takes place and how it relates to under-

standing a new system.

Although evidence -ists to support the notion that employing a

mental model is beneficial in learning about an unfamiliar device or

system, the usefulness of a model can be expected to vary with

several factors. As illustrated by the Gertner and Gentner (1983)

findings cited above, specific features of a model transfer In

different ways to learning different aspects of a new system. An
LA.

even more basic concern, however, is the consideration of how the

role of a model might change depending upon the nature of the task -

demands in a given situation. As pointed out by Kieras and Bovair

(1983), an understanding of how a system works does not seem to be

always necessary (e.g., as in our effective use of the telephone

system despite an absence of an accurate model). They suggest that

a mental model may be unnecessary if the device is very simple or if

the procedures for using it are well known. Therefore, the knowledge

of how a system is structured and how it functions would be most L

useful in situations requiring skills beyond the type of procedural

knowledge acquired by rote (e.g., learning to operate a new device,

troubleshooting). Using a device designed specifically for their

research, Kieras and Bovair found that providing subjects with a
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mental model facilitated their learning to operate the device by

accelerating rate of acquisition of procedures and decreasing errors.

Their findings from a second experiment supported their hypothesis

that the model improved performance by enhancing the subjects'

ability to infer the procedures. Kieras and Bovair concluded that

it is not the conceptual depth of understanding, but the degree of

relevance of the model to the actual task demands that determines

the usefulness of the model.

From this perspective, an understanding of the task demands of-

troubleshooting with computer aids is essential in determining the

appropriate level and type of information which should be provided "

Assuming that the technician will engage in active troubleshooting

in some situations would suggest that computer aids should be

designed to encourage the development of mental models which will be

useful when inferential skills become necessary. However, if the

acquisition of useful models iw a time consuming, effortful process

and if the time spent in inferential activity is minimal, the cost-

benefit tradeoff may argue against attempts at model formaticn. On

the other hand, the findings of Kieras and Bovair (1983) suggest that

models may even benef it the acquisition of procedural knowledge.

Clearly, further research is needed to determine the relevance of

mental models to troubleshooting, especially within the context of

computer aided diagnosis.

One conception of the "routine" mode of computer assistance

would anticipate that the technician would follow procedural Instruc-

tions generated by the computer. It might be argued that in this
15 1
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mode of operation, mechanisms designed to promote model formation

would be superfluous and possibly costly in terms of distracting and

time-consuming cognitive activities. However, data from experiments

by Smith and Goodman (1982) suggested that supplementing procedural

instructions with explanatory material benefitted certain aspects of

performance in a task requiring assembly of an electrical circuit of

the type found in a flashlight. In particular, explanatory material

facilitated understanding of instructions as evidenced by faster

reading times, fewer errors in execution, and enhanced recall. The

explanatory statements were of two types, both of which provided

higher-level information in an hierarchical arrangement in which,

instructions functioned as instantiations of higher level concepts.

One type of explanation incorporated structural information

concerning the components of the circuit and their inter-

connections. The other type of explanation provided functional .

information by emphasizing the dynamics of current flow.

One aspect of Smith and Goodman's results which is particularly

relevant to the troubleshooting task is their findings which suggest

that functional explanations enhanced the ability to reason about

the circuit and to troubleshoot faulty versions of the circuit. The

fact that the evidence was marginal leaves this issue unresolved.

If such a finding could be supported in further research, it would

imply that the type of supplementation used by Smith and Goodman

might serve different types of useful functions in various phases or

modes of computer-aided troubleshooting. Identification of such
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functions and their associated contexts would require empirical

studies in which both the type of explanatory material and the

nature of the task demands are varied.

Although the precise mechanisms by which mental models and

analogy function to facilitate understanding, memory, and reasoning
I-

have not yet been clearly identified, the advantages of models and

analogies as heuristics can be understood within the more general

psychological framework of context effects. The process of

comprehension requires that a new object, event, or utterance be

interpreted within an existing knowledge base. Meaning comes from

an integration of new material with relevant information acquired

through experience (Haviland and Clark, 1974). Studies of

linguistic comprehension have shown that understanding can be

facilitated by the provision of a prior context in ways as simple as

presenting a drawing containing relevant relations among elements or

by heading a passage with an appropriate title (Bransford and

Johnson, 1972, 1973).

The important point illustrated by such studies is that compre-

hension depends upon the availability of a meaningful context In

which new information can be interpreted. This interpretive aspect

of comprehension has been shown to involve active cognitive processes

such as the use of knowledge about relations to make inferences and

to generate hypotheses (Bransford and McCarrell, 1977). Viewing

comprehension as such an active process and as contingent upon prior

knowledge enables one to understand the variability in performance

in tasks as related to differences in prior context. The type of
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information a person brings to the task will influence his ability

to understand what would objectively be seen as simple instructions.

Because memory is strongly related to level of comprehension, poorly K
understood material tends not to be remembered. Consequently,

initial difficulties in comprehension tend to perpetuate themselves

as it is difficult to build the necessary knowledge base if each

experience is not well remembered. The design of computer-based .k

instructions and explanations, therefore, should include consider-

ation of such context effects. Instructioits will be understood more

readily if an appropriate referent or concept has been preactivated.

This preactivation can be achieved by careful wording and sequencing

of statements. As described above, the use of explanatory statements

to activate a concept in a hierarchial framework is an example of how

such preactivation can benefit performance (Smith and Goodman, 1982).

However, it can readily be seen that the usefulness of such

devices would fluctuate as the needs of the user chanle with

experience. Ideally, computer aids should be designed with the

capability to adapt to the user (Rouse, 1981; Smillie, 1984; Williges

and Williges, 1983) and should be conceptualized as dynamic rather

than as static entities. The application of artificial intelligence

to such problems of adaptability has been primarily in the context of

intelligent computer assisted instruction systems which develop user

models to enable the aid to respond to differences in knowledge and

understanding by the user (Smith and Collins, 1983). For example, I

within tho domain of medical diagnosis, the expert system MYCIN was
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developed to give advice in the diagnosis of infectious diseases.

GUIDON, an intelligent computer-aided instructional program, is being

developed to teach diagnostic problem-solving using the rules of

MYCIN as the material to be learned (Clancey, 1984a, 1984b). An

important facet of GUIDON is its use of student modelling to direct

flexible dialogue interaction in a mixed-initiative program.

Implementation of GUIDOM has yielded observations of value to the

design of computer aids which will require human interaction. For

example, students found the MYCIN rules to be difficult to

understand, remember, and use in developing a problem-solving

approach. These difficulties have been related to the fict that

valuable information concerning the hierarchial structure of data

and hypotheses and the top-down nature of searching the problem

space was implicit in the rules, but not explicity available to the

user. Clancey points out the importance of having the user learn

strate~ies rather than learning problem-solving steps by rote. In

an effort to make such structural and strategic knowledge explicit,

MYCIN's rules are being reconfigured in NEOMYCIN. An important

feature of NEONYCIN is the addition of the capacity for justification

of rules. Clancey argues that justifications promote understanding

which allow the problem solver to go beyond rote rules in unusual

situations. k
The ability to go beyond the aid in unusual situations is an

important practical concern given the current state of automated

diagnostics. Automatic test equipment does not isolate all failures
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and cannot isolate certain types of problems. Fault isolation is

often ambiguous, resulting in a list of possible fault locations -

(Coppola, 1984). Developing the competency to deal with triuble-

shooting situations not covered automatically can be approached in a

variety of ways. One vehicle would be the development of intelligent

computer-aided instructional programs such as GUIDON for trouble-

shooting. For example, an expert system based on the Feed-Device-

Ground inferencing strategy is being developed to train students in -

automotive electrical troubleshooting (Feurzeig, Frederiksen, White,

and Horwitz. 1984).

Another approach, which can be complementary to the first, is to

design the computer-aided diagnostic system in such a way that its

use entails an educative dimension or mode. An illustration of such

an effort is the Intelligent Maintenance Aid (IP(A), which is

currently in operation as a prototype dealing with diagnosis of

faults in the microwave stimulus interface of the F-16 Avionics

Intermediate Shop (Hinchman and Morgan, 1984). In addition to its

diagnostic function. IMA serves an educative function by providing

explanations of lines of reasoning and for recommended actions.

The possibility of designing computer aids for troubleshooting

which will concurrently promote the growth of knowledge about the

system as well as develop good problem solving skills raises many

questions and issues for empirical investigation. How great a role

should the educative dimension play in the computer-assisted

environment? Should it operate in a separate mode or be integrated
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into the normal working system? Should its adaptability to the

changing needs of the technician be comuter or user Initiated?

What role might mental models and/or analogy play in troubleshooting

performance?

VI. INIORMATION DISPLAY AMD DESIGN CJUIMCTURISTICS

The preceding discussion argues that structure Is beneficial

both in acquiring new information and In applying Information during j
problem solving. Identification of structure involves the ability

to attend selectively to those elements which are related in a

meaningful way. In order to integrate the appropriate elements,

those elements must be present in active memory at the same time

(Ohlsson, 1984). Since 3bort-term memory is limited In both capacity

and duration, the display format and the order of presentation of

information can affect problem solving performance. The need to have•L

the right Information in active memory at the right time suggests

that the computer can play an important role in facilitating problem

solving, but If used Incorrectly can also interfere with+ performance.

for euample, the computer's tendency to be used for sequential

display of information can potentially conflict with the problem

solver's need for information displayed simultaneously. This

sequential/simultaneous distinction is important because it is

related to the differences between sequential and parallel processes

in the human cognitive system. The extent to which each of these two

typos of processing is involved in troubleshooting has not been

directly addressed by empirical Investigation. It might be imagined
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that the importance of structural knowledge implies a special aspect

to the task which would be best dealt with by parallel processing.

The associational aspects of relating symptoms to structures might

imply a pattern recognition mode which entails contigural processing.

However, the use of functional information and serial testing

procedures would suggest more sequential and analytic types of r
processes. Relevant to this processing distinction, two stages of

research would be desirable. First, research is needed to delineate

the roles played by each processing mode in troubleshooting. *.

Secondly, research could then be directed at determining how the

nature of display format and order of presentation of information

interact with each type of process.

On the basis of general principles of cognitive functioning,

guidelines can be suggested concerning the types of Information

which should be displayed simultaneously.

(1) When one type of information is needed to operate upon,

another. For e:ample, when help is needed to facilite election

from displayed material or to edit text. etc., the help information

should not erase the material to be used or manipulated.

(2) When two types of data or material are to be compared.

(3) When a pattern or a relationship among variables needs to

be identified.

An obvious limitation to the idea of simultaneous presentation

is the size of the screen. Given this constraint, attention should

be paid to providing easy ways to shift back and forth between
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sources of information, data bases, alternate views, etc. Given the

short duration of active memory, it is also important to consider the

user's problem of remembering where he is in the computer aid system.

Efficient movement within the computer system may depend upon what

Young (1983) refers to as a mental model of an interactive device.

Accordiug to Young, the user's model of an interactive device entails

a mapping of correspondences between task structures and action

s.quences. There is a need for research to explore how acquiring

such a model can be facilitated. On the banis of the literature on

context effects reviewed above, one might predict that simile aids ,

such as a diagram of the system co'mponents and their interrelation-

ships might prove beneficial,

Accessing the appropriate information can be difficult also if -

the means for requesting Information presumes more knowledge on Rbe

part of the user than he has available. This difficulty can arise.

when menus are used, for example, and the user is uncortain as to the

structure ro~presonted by the menu. An example of one appriach to

alleviating such a difficulty tc the impl~aentation of a browser to .:/•'

allow the user to examine a complex system without prior knowledge..=

of its exact structure (Fischer, 1983). Such an interfacu depends

upon multiple windows for the selection and expansion of components

to be scanned.

VI. NOTIVATION&t VARIABLES

Although consideration of ways to make computer aids compatible

with human cognitive strengths knd limitations is essential, another '
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important concern has largely been ignored. Very little attention

has been given to design characteristics which will impact on

motivational variables. For example, it might be argued that success

in the design of effective educative features in a computer aid will

be irrelevant if there is no Incentive for the technician to use or •

to attend to such features. Because performance tends to follow a

path of least resistance, it cou:d ba that material ptzcbived as

supoefluous would bi ie..otad. If the educative function is to be -

realized in practice, rezearch must explore means for providing an

effective incentive structure for its use. The problem of trying to -

achieve a particular kind of use by the technician is also manifest • 1

in design issues concerned with compatibility. If the system is toc -

difficult to use, the user may become frustrated and stressed

(Chapanis, 1982). Under streas, problem solving performance

decrements as cognitive narrowing and stereotyped thought Increase

(Bainbridge, 1983; handler, 1979). Rowever, if the computer aid

oversimplifies the task of the technician, little mental effort will

be engaged and consequently little learning will occur.

On a more general level, motivatinnal effects of computer

assistance can be ancitipated depending upon the user's attitude -

toward the device. Cu1crently, novice users often feel ambivalent

toward the computer. while on one level, the computer can create an

illusion of power and control, on another it can invokz fear, resent-

sent, and a feeling of loss of control (Sheridan, Vanes, and Aid*,

198a). These attitudes are important because ultimately they can
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affect performance (Margulies and Zetanek, 1983). For example, a

feeling of loss of control can lead to jassivIty and learned help-

.suness., a decreised ability to adapt to nea situations and to

acquire new knowledge (Seligman, 1975). The investment of too great

a trust in the computer can also lead to a loss of the sense of

personal accountability. To avoid a "diffuuion of respoaeibility."

it Is important that the allocation of responsibility and control Is

made explicit. By virtue of its position between the man and the

"enuipment he Is to repair, the computer can also contribute to a

sense of alienat!on due to increased psychological distance from the

problem to be solved. It is possible that the problem of distance

can be alleviated with the use of mental models, dynamic represent&-

tions of the system, and informative feedback. Rental models might

also be found useful in minimizing negative affective reactions.

For example, lieras and Bovair (1983) observed that subjects who did

not have a mental model of a device were more likely to experience

confusion and frustration. They made more statements describing the

device as unreliable and arbitrary, and they engaged in more

inefficient, trial-and-error strategies. It con be argued,

therefore, that A person's model of a device can affect, to some

extent, tU way in which he InteOacts with the device.

VII. USCOHINI•DATIOMS

It Is not possible to predict precisely how the nature of the

task demands on the technician will change with increases is

computer-assisted diagnostics. However, the available evidence
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suggests that the decision to design aids which would ultimately

transform the technician's task Into a purely proceduralized one

would entail the risk of losing competency not only necessary in

situations requiring manual troubleshooting, but also desirable to

facilitate performance in the proceduralized mode. A major

recommendatien which follows from this paper is that an effort

should be made to explore ways in which computer aids can be

designed not only to maximize performance in the proceduralized

mode, but also to enhance understanding and skills important in

active troubleshootin6. Research questions which must be addressed

in pursuit of such a goal have been delineated and justified through-

out this paper. For convenience, the major issues recommended for

empirical investigation are summarized in the list below, followed .. *

by a brief commentary on each.

1. The development of computer aids entails substantial

investments in time and expense. Before such investments are made,

the usefulness of design features in maximizing performance should

be evaluated empirically in experimental designs which capture the

essential elements of the tack.

Recommendations two through eight represent ways of approaching

this goal. Lines of research should be guided by the distinction

between task demands in proceduralized and active troubleshooting.

An important issue is whether the principles for design differ

substantially for the two types of situations. -
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2. What level of understanding is needed by the technician in

the computer-aided troublerhooting task?

Approaches to this question sh4,uld include effort to determine

whether the addition of explanatory material and statements of

justification affect performance in the proceduralized mode and

whether they facilitate performance in unusual circumstances.

3. Should an educative function be incorporated into the

troubleshooting aid, and if so, how can this best be accomplished?

Closely related to the second recommendation, this issue

expresses a concern for the cost-benefit tradeoff between potentially "

decreased efficiency and enhanced learning involved in supplementing

an aid with an educative function. Misapplication of educative .,.

features could result in wasted effort or even decrements in

performance due to distraction and mental overload.

4. What roles might mental models and the use of analogical P...

reasonilg play in troubleshooting?

"Given the recency of interest in mental models, empirical

investigations of this research area will need to cope with many

unknowns. Among others, the following areas need to be explored:

(a) the mechanisms by which mental models and analogies influence

"problem solving and memory, (b) the process by which exemplars are

selected for comparison in analogical reasoning, (c) differential

advantages of different models and analogies, and (d) the integration •jj

of multiple models to achieve successful reasoning.
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5. What is the relationship between pattern recognition and

inferential problem solving processes? 4.

"Answers to this question will be important in an environment In

which faults not covered by automation will leave the troubleshooter - //

with complex problems requiring sophisticated inferential skills.

Evidence suggests that technicians usually engage in pattern

recognition. How this tendency will affect performance as the

growth in complexity escalates is an important concern.

6. To what extent does troubleshooting involve sequential and

parallel processing? What is the relationship botween processing

mode and design features such as display format?

These concerns are related to modality differences, processing

modes, and short-term memory constraints. Certain task demands may

be handled most effectively by certain processing modes and different

modes may be differentially affected by various aids to memory and

organization. For example, visual/spatial display is important to

parallel processing, wherets temporal faetors may affect sequential

processing. Preserving a concern with compatibility between modality

of input/output devices and processing demands of the task (Fischer,

1983) will be important when other practical concerns in terms of

physical constraints (Polson, 1984) are being considered (e.g. the

need for auditory format when a technician is occupied visually and

manually with the equipment). Better understanding is needed of the
B

differential advantages of information processing modes. One might

ask if the preference for visual over auditory display in certain
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situations (Moray, 1981) reflects a general bias or if it depends

upon task demands. For example, some evidence suggests that in tasks

requiring comparison judgments, people have greater confidence in

visual processing, but perceive acoustic processing to be less time

consuming (Yaworsky, 1983). In such tasks, visual processing is

preferred to a greater extent when accuracy is emphasized than when .

speed is stressed.

7. Design of computer aids should include consideration of the

following:

(a) provision of prior context to facilitate comprehension,

memory, and reasoning.

(b) assistance in coping with the limitations of short-term

memory. .

(c) capacity to display appropriate types of information

"simultaneously.

(d) mechanisms for examining contents of the system without.4'

prior detailed knowledge.

(e) ways for the user to develop an accurate mental model of

the computer as an interactive device. .:,,

(f) adaptability to the changing needs of the user.

These design considerations ar.. based upon current research

"findings in the cognitive psychology literature. The justification

for each suggestion is provided at appropriate places in the text. -"4

The goal of such concerns is to make optimal use of human strengths

and to maximize performance within the constrai.'ts of human

"limitations.
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8. What is the impact of design characteristics on motivational

variables which affect performance.

Recommendation of this research area is based upon findings which

suggest that affective and motivational reections affect performance.

Research is needed to study such effects in the context of trouble-

shooting tasks. In particular, attention needs to be devoted to:

(a) incentives for the use of educative features, (b) retention of a

sense of control and accountability by the technician, and (c)

coping with increased psychological distance between the technician

and the equipment.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As the increased complexity of sophisticated aircraft systems

necessitates growth in computer systems to aid in troubleshooting,

it is imperative that attention be devoted to design characteristics

of the aids. Although it is not clear precisely how the task

demands will be altered by the expansion of computerized aids,

principles of cognitive functioning can guide the research necessary

to develop aids which will be compatible with human abilities.

Before substantial investments in time and expense be committed to

the development of computer aids, the usefulness of specific r *'

features should be tested empirically in experimental designs

simulating the critical elements of the task. . .• •
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ABSTRACT

Nicalon SiC fiber reinforced magnesium aluminum silicate composites,

which were fabricat,,d from alkoxide derived hydroxide slurry and with

different process parameters were analyzed with SEM, STEM, LDX and Electron

Microprobe. It was found from these analyses that excessive residual

carbon left in the matrix due to an incomplete binder burnout reacts with

A12 03 in the matrix. These reactions generate volatile species of AlO and/

or Al 20 and leave the matrix with a porous structure at 1250*C. It was

also found that the residual carbon in the matrix reacts with niobium ions

to form NbC precipitates for all the samples. The presence of NbC crystals

along the fiber/matrix interfý.ce as a result of reaction between SiC fiber

and niobium ions in the matrix apparently improves the flexural strengths

of the composites. A prolonged organics burnout cycle provided a pore free

sample at 1250*C and its flexural otrength of 95 ksi is the highest among

all the samples prepared so far.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The current use of Ni- and Co- containing superalloys to fabricate

high temperature components of gas turbine engine has imposed significant

limitations due to high material and fabrication costs, limited availabil-

ities of strategic metals, high materials density and the need of using

cooling air. The development of a substitution material has therefore

attracted most of the attentions in the past decade. The high performance

structural ceramics such as silicon carbide, silicon nitride, transforms-

tion-toughencd zirconia and ceramic-matrix composites, for the most part, .-. '

exhibit good stress-rupture performance and strength at both room tempera-

ture and high temperatures up to ^- 1200*C (2200*F), and they are considered

as the most promising candidates in this application.

The recent work of United Technology Research Center' by fabricating

Nicalon fiber reinforc",' LAS matrix material demonstrates its good mechan-

ical properties including flexural strengths and fracture toughness up to

900*C. The NicalonO SiC fiber reinforced Magnesium . luminum Silicate (MAS)

composite systems was studied by a number of investigators which include

UTRC, T. Mah, and the Materials Laboratory of AFWAL in the past several

years. The slurry of alkoxide derived hydroxide solution mixture of MAS

compositions were processed to load the fibers. Vacuum hot pressing was

then employed to densify the compositen. The mechanical properties of the

composites strongly depend on the densification and strength of the matrix

material, fiber-matrix interactions and fiber-matrix bonding strength. L...

Characterizations of the existing phases and their distribution,

"microstructural features and the phases present at the fiber/matrix

interface would definitely provide foundations which unable us to

understand the effects of processing parameters on the microstructural

"development of the composites.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The main objectives of this project were to characterize the NicalonO "-"

SiC fiber reinforced HAS composites and assess the effect of variations in

processing parameters, such as hot pressing temperatures and the heating

rates of binder burnout cycle, on microstructural development of the

composites. The temperature of complete burnout of the organic materials

in composites was determined by thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). X-Ray

diffraction technique was used to identify the phases presented in tha

composites. Mict tructural distribution of different phases wa3 charac-

terized with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEH), Energy Dispersive X-ray

(EDX) and Wavelength Dispersive X-ray (WDX). The qualitative chemical

compositions and phase distribution at the fiber/matrix interface were

analyzed with Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) and EDX.

The results of these analyses unable us to understand the effects of F"
processing parameters on microstructural development, which in turn

determines the mechanical properties of the composites.

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:

1. Samples Preparation and Process Control

2
Nicalon® fiber reinforced composite samples were made by E. Hermes for

microstructural analyzes. Four samples were prepared under four different

processing conditions. Temperatures and heating rates of the composites at

different stages of the manufacturing process are believed to be the most

important parameters in controlling the final density and percentage of

porosity of the composites, and also the degrees of reactions between

fibers and the matrix. A TGA run with a heating rate of 250*C/hr indicated

that no significant weight loss of the sample was measured for temperature --

over 440*C, and it suggested that a peak temperature of 450*C for binder

burnout should be adequate. Two different binder burnout cycles were |

therefore chosen as follows: 1) Fast cycle: with a heating rate of

20*C/min from room temperature to 450*C and hold at 450*C for 30 minutes;

2) Slow cycle: the samples were held at 100, 200, 300, 380, and 450C
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respectively during the heating cycle for 120 minutes with a constant

heating rate of 20*C/min starting frcom room temperature. Three different

hot pressing temperature, i.e., 1250, 1300 and 13800C were chosen in

preparing samples experienced a fast binder burnout cycle, and a hot

pressing temperature of 1250°C was chosen for samples have gone through a

slow binder burnout cycle.

2. Characterization of Composites • T

In order to assess the effe,ýt of variations in processing parameters,

such as hot pressing temperature and the heating rate of binder burnout

cycle, on microstructural development of the composites, a series of

experiments were conducted. Each sample, which corresponds to one set of

processing parameter was analyzed with x-ray diffraction techniques by
2E. Hermes to identify the phases being present. Microstructural feature

of the samples was examined with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

Energy Dispersive x-ray (EDX) and Electron Microprobe were used to analyze

the microstructural chemical compositions and phase distribution of the

composites. Fiber/matrix interface composition and matrix precipitates

composition were also analyzed by EDX and Electron Microprobe.

4
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J IV. RESULTS:

1. Mechanical Properties
I

The 4-point flexural strengths of composites prepared with different

hot pressing temperatures or different binder burnout cycles were measured

by Hermes 2 and are presented in Table I. Tension and compression modes

fracture dominates for span/depth ratio greater than 20, while the mixtures

of tension, compression and shear modes fracture prevail for smaller

span/depth ratios. The important point to note from Table I are that with

the same fast binder burnout cycle, a hot pressing temperature of 1300°C

gives a higher flexural strengths then other two pressing temperatures;

while using a slow binder burnout cycle and hot pressing temperature of

1250*C, the flexural strength is the best among all the samples processed.

2. Microstructural Characterizations

Hicrograph of polished samples No. 1-4 taken by SEM are shown in Fig.

1(a) - 1(d). By comparing Fig. 1(a), (b), (c) and (d), it is obvious that

sample No. 4 is nearly pore free while samples Nos. I and 3 both have huge

pore regions. On the other hand, most of the fibers in sample No. 3 were

reacted severly with the matrix material. It is also noted that sample No.

3 had a strong fiber-matrix interaction, and no clear fiber boundary can be

defined.

e 2

X-ray diffraction patterns of sample Nos. 1-3 analyzed by Hermes all

show niobium carbide (NbC), zirconium oxide (ZrO2 ) and high quartz

structure of magnesium aluminum silicate (MgO.Al 0 3SiO ) phases. Sample2 3 2
No. 1 has also a stronger peak of high cordierite (2MgO-2A1 2 03 5Si02 ) phase

than sample No. 2, while sample No. 3 has no high cordierite phase at all.

Fine precipitates in the matrix of sample No. I have high niobium and

zirconium contents as analyzed by wavelength dispersive x-ray (WDX; mode of 5
an electron microprobe. The intensity ratios of Nb or Zr peak to Al peak
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are compared for precipitates and matrix region without precipitates. The

peak rations of Zr/Al and Nb/Al are 0.76 and 1.88 respectively on an

arbitrary scale for the precipitates as compared with n.10 and 0.48 on the

same scale for other matrix region. Carbon detection unfortunately has not

been set up yet for the microprobe and no C analysis was done. However,

based on the evidence of presence of NbC and ZrO2 phases as verified by

x-ray diffraction, and these precipitates are the only phase high in

niobium and zirconium contents in the matrix as analyzed by EDX, it is

believed that these precipitates are indeed the mixtures of niobium car- -

bides and zirconium oxides. Wavelength dirpersive x-ray analysis of the .

fiber/matrix interfacial region of sample No. 1 was preformed in a stepwise .•-
fashion, and the results are given in Table II. It indicates that no

diffusion of Mg, Al, Zr and Nb into the fiber occurred, and these elements

all stay in the matrix. The EDX spectrum of the precipitates in the matrix

of sample No. 3 are given in Fig. 2, and it showed a superposition peak of a

Zr and Nb. It is concluded that these precipitar's in sample No. 3 are the

mixtrues of NbC and ZrO2 phases as confirmed by x-ray diffraction data.
j2

A 3mm disc of smaple No. 2, which has a longitudinally oriented fiber

direction, was polished to a uniform thickness of 2.5 mil. Then a thin

"* foil was prepared by 1:n milling technique. The sample was bombarded with

argon gas az an angle of incidence of 15° for 37 hours, where the argon gas

was accelerated with a gun voltage of 6KV and a gun current of 1 mA. A

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) was used to analyze this

foil and a STEM image is shown in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen that some dark

particles precipitates along the fiber/matrix interface. Energy Dispersive

X-ray analysis of the overall interfacial region and the precipitates along

the interface are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) respectively, and Fig. 4(b)

-m shows a strong Nb peak as compared with Fig. 4(a). An EDX mapping micro-

graph of Nb Is shown in Fig 3(b), and it verifies that the dark particles

along the interface are rich in niobium. Based on these results and the,.' .- ,•

x-ray diffraction data, it suggested that there are NbC crystals precipi- ,".,

tates along the fiber/matrix interface.
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A higher magnification micrograph of the area as indicated by an arrow

in Fig 1(a) are shown in Fig. 5(a). This area is in a porous region and an

EDX analysis of the discontinuous phases shown are given in Fig. 5(b).

This spectrum showed a strong silicon peak and a weak magnesium peak, and

no aluminum peak was found at all.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS:

There are good correlations between the flexural strengths as given in

Table I and micrographs as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(d) of the composites.

Sample No. 4 has a nearly pore free microstructural feature and it also

gives the best flexural strength. Sample No. 2 has a limited amount of

pores and it has the second best flexural strength. Sample No. I and No. 3

both are very porous and they have the lowest flexural strengths as

expected.

Sample No. 1 was processed at 1250*C with a fast binder burnout cycle.

Figure 5 suggests that in some of the porous regions, the matrix has

undetectable aluminum ions by EDX. Borom et al 3 verified that in reducing

atmosphere with the presence of hydrogen gas and carbon, alumina reacts -"

with carbon to form Al 0 and A10 gas species thru the following reactions:2

H2

23(a) + C(s) • ,2AIO(g) + CO(g)

H2

Al203(s) + 2C(s) Al2O(g) + 2CO(S)

During the vacuum hot pressing cycle of the composites, hydroxides provide

"the needed hydrogen atmosphere and the residual carbons in the matrix are

expected to react with alumina to form volatile A1O and Al2 0 species

leaving behind the matrix with porosities which is low in aluminum content.

When the hot pressing temperature increases to 13000C, the matrix material

is less viscous and the rearrangement of the material in the matrix fills

up the pores generated by volatizations of A1O and/or Al20. This explains -"'

2o.i..
the less porous structure of sample No. 2 as shown in Fig. 1(b). On the
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other hand, when a slow organic burnout cycle was used, a far much less

amount of carbon was left in the matrix and most of them reacted with

niobium to form niobium carbide as will be discussed later. The chance for

volatilization of gas species of aluminum oxides was reduced dramatically

and a pore free composite was formed as shown in Fig. 1(d). Sample No. 3

was procesaed at 1380*C which was too high a hot pressing temperature and

gave stronger reactions between fibers and matrix than those processed at

lower temperatures. Figure 1(c) shows that the fiber/matrix reaction

causes a degradation of fibers and creates some pores due to the volatili- .. ,

zation of some matrix material. Further experiments will be carried out by

using Mass Spectrograph to analyze the volatile species.

Niobium carbide crystal precipitates are found in the matrix for all

of the samples. Based on thermodynamics calculation, with the presence of

carbon at low oxygen partial pressures and in vacuum, formation of niobium

carbide is much preferred than that of niobium oxide. 2 Carbon sources in

the composites are coming from the SiC fibers themselves as well as carbon

left in the matrix originated from organic solvent and binder. The reac-

tion between fiber and niobium ions in the matrix form NbC crystals which

are segregated along th fiber/matrix interfaces as shown in Fig. 3, while

the reactions of niobium ion and the residual carbon in the matrix form

fine NbC precipitates.

Sample No. I has no niobium carbide precipitates along the fiber/

matrix interface as analyzed by electron microprobe, the brittle fracture

of this sample indicates that there are good fiber/matrix bondings.

Samples No. 2-4 all have niobium carbide precipitates along the fiber/

matrix interface as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 3. It is expected that the

presence of niobium carbide precipitates along the interface causes a

weaker bonding between the fiber and matrix, and as a result the flexural

strength of the composites is improved. A more continuous string of NbC

"crystals are expected for sample No. 4 since it was processed with a slow

binder burnout cycle and a far much less residual carbon should be left in

"the matrix. This enhances the possibilities of niobium reaction with SiC

fibers to form NbC along the interface. A thin foil of sample No. 4 will

be analyzed with STEM in the future to verify this speculation.
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VI. RECOMONDATIONS:

This study demonstrates that microstructural characterization indeed

unable us to understand more on how the composites changes their micro-

structural feature and phases distribution as a function of processing

parameters. It also gives good correlations between the microstructure and

mechanical properties of various samples processed somewhat differently.

It is therefore recommended at this point to continue on this characteri-

zation study, and more specifically:

(1) To determine the chemical reaction temperatures, phase transfor- -

mation temperatures and identify the volatile species of matrix

material itself and composites with DTA/TGA/Hass spectrograph.

(2) Study the reaction of alkoxy derived niobium oxide and carbon to

form niobium carbide with DTA and TGA.

(3) Develop a technique to semi-quantatively compare the relative NbC

contents in matrix for different process parameters, and also

determine NbC content of matrix material alone by processing them

thru identical thermal cycles and hot pressing conditions as
composites."o:

(4) Follow-on the STEM and EDX analysis on samples fabricated with

different process parameters, such as sample No. 4.

(5) Analyze the chemical constituents and phase distribution at the

fiber/matrix interface with Scanning Auger Spectrograph.
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TABLE I Four-point flexural strengths of samples No. 1-4

where the test span(S) of 0.75 in. was used

Hot Pressing Flexural Sample

Sample No. Temperature (°C) Strength (ksi) Thickness t(in.) S/t

1* 1250 13.2 .063 11.9

18.0 .064 11.7

2 1300 68.7 .024 31.3

69.6 .025 30.0

3 1380 43.6 .036 20.8

4 1250 94.9 .025 30.0

47.9 .040 18.8

* Brittle fracture for both tests
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TABLE II WDX intensities on Mg, Al. Zr, and Nb at the fiber/matrix

interface of sample No. 1, where the center of area B is

located at the fiber/matrix interface; the center of area A is

near the interface and within the fiber region; the center of

area C is near the interface and within the matrix region.

"Area A Area B Area C

Mg 0.6 1.2 2.2

Al 2.2 5.1 6.5

Zr 0.5 0.9 1.4

Nb 1.4 2.9 3.8

+ All the intensities are on relative scale
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Microstructures of samples hot pressed at (a) 1250
0C (ý;ample No. 1),

Wb 1300*C (sample No. 2). and Wc 1380*C (sample No. 3) all with fast

binder burnout cycles; (d) 1250%C (sample No. 4) with slow binder

burnout cycle (X 200 magnifications).
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Fig. 2 Energy dispersive X-ray spectrum of the

precipitates in the matrix of sample No. 3
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(b) EDX niobium element mapping of the same

area.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 EDX analysis of (a) the overall fiber/matrix

interfaceregion asshown in Fig. 3; (b) the
precipitates along the interface.
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